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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
EVA MARIE RIZZO,
Supreme Court Case No. 39611
Plaintiff,
and
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-Respondent.
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
HONORABLE TIMOTHY HANSEN
ROGER D. RIZZO
APPELLANT PRO SE
EAGLE, IDAHO
JAMES D. LARUE
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO
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Date: 4/3/2012
Time: 02:40 PM
Page 1 of 6
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CV-OC-2010-23300 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen
Eva Marie Rizzo, eta!. vs. State Farm Insurance Company
User: CCTHIEBJ
Eva Marie Rizzo, Roger Daniel Rizzo vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Date Code User Judge
11/24/2010 NCOC CCRANDJD New Case Filed - Other Claims Timothy Hansen
COMP CCRANDJD Complaint Filed Timothy Hansen
SMFI CCRANDJD Summons Filed Timothy Hansen
MISC CCRANDJD Demand for Jury Trial Timothy Hansen
11/29/2010 AFOR CCSULLJA Affidavit Of Return (11/24/10) Timothy Hansen
12/15/2010 HRSC CCCHILER Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend Timothy Hansen
02/08/2011 03:00 PM)
HRVC CCCHILER Hearing result for Motion to Amend held on Timothy Hansen
02/08/2011 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated
12/22/2010 ANSW MCBIEHKJ Answer (J LaRue for State Farm) Timothy Hansen
12/23/2010 HRSC CCCHILER Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Timothy Hansen
01/24/2011 04:30 PM)
12/27/2010 NOTC CCCHILER Notice of Status Conference (1/24/11 @ 4:30 pm) Timothy Hansen
1/3/2011 NOTC CCHOLMEE Notice of Filing and Service of First Request for Timothy Hansen
Production of Documents of Defendant
NOTS CCLATICJ Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
1/6/2011 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
1/18/2011 NOTS CCVIDASL Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
1/24/2011 NOTS MCBIEHKJ (2)Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Timothy Hansen
01/24/2011 04:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: P. Tardiff
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100
1/25/2011 HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Timothy Hansen
09/12/2011 03:00 PM)
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/11/2011 09:00 Timothy Hansen
AM) 5 Days
ORDR TCWEGEKE Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial Timothy Hansen
1/27/2011 OBJT CCRANDJD Objection to My Conduct During Status Timothy Hansen
Conference
AFOS CCKINGAJ Affidavit Of Service (01/24/2011) Timothy Hansen
1/31/2011 NOTS CCJOYCCN Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
2/1/2011 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
2/4/2011 MOTN CCLATICJ Motion to Disqualify Judge Without Cause Timothy Hansen
2/7/2011 MOTN CCKINGAJ Motion for Protective Order Timothy Hansen
MEMO CCKINGAJ Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Timothy Hansen
Order
AFFD CCKINGAJ Affidavit of James D LaRue in Support of Motion Timothy Hansen
for Protective Order
NOTS CCKINGAJ Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
NOHG CCKINGAJ Notice Of Hearing Timothy Hansen000002
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Date: 4/3/2012 Fourth Judicial District Court· Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ
Time: 02:40 PM ROAReport
Page 2 of6 Case: CV-OC-2010-23300 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen
Eva Marie Rizzo, eta!. vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Eva Marie Rizzo, Roger Daniel Rizzo vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Date Code User Judge
2/7/2011 HRSC CCKINGAJ Hearing Scheduled (Motion For Protective Order Timothy Hansen
02/24/2011 10:00 AM)
2/8/2011 ORDR DCOLSOMA Order of Disqualification of Alternate Judge Timothy Hansen
Without Cause (Judge McKee)
2/14/2011 MOTN CCJOYCCN Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Timothy Hansen
Punitive Damages
AFFD CCJOYCCN Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec Timothy Hansen
2/15/2011 OPPO MCBIEHKJ Opposition to Motion for Protective Order Timothy Hansen
AFFD MCBIEHKJ Affidavit of Roger Rizzo Timothy Hansen
AFFD MCBIEHKJ Affidavit of Eva Rizzo Timothy Hansen
2/18/2011 RPLY CCSIMMSM Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Timothy Hansen
Protective Order
2/24/2011 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Motion For Protective Order Timothy Hansen
held on 02/24/2011 10:00 AM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: V. Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend Timothy Hansen
03/14/2011 02:00 PM)
STIP MCBIEHKJ Stipulation for Dismissal Timothy Hansen
MOTN CCHOLMEE Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Timothy Hansen
Punitive Damages
NOTC CCHOLMEE Notice of Motion to Amend the Complaint to Timothy Hansen
Allege Claim for Punitive Damages
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Donald Flynn Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Eva Marie Rizzo Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo Timothy Hansen
2/28/2011 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
3/7/2011 MOTN CCHOLMEE Motion for Permission to File Memorandum in Timothy Hansen
Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to
Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages in Excess of
Page Limit
AFSM CCHOLMEE Affidavit In Support Of Motion Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of James D LaRue in Support of Timothy Hansen
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend
Complaint
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Allen Bollschweiler Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Rod Brooks Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Donna Hoyne Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Stephen Yoest Timothy Hansen
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Eric Vane Timothy Hansen
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Date: 4/3/2012
Time: 02:40 PM
Page 30f6
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROA Report
Case: CV-OC-2010-23300 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen
Eva Marie Rizzo, eta!. vs. State Farm Insurance Company
User: CCTHIEBJ
Eva Marie Rizzo, Roger Daniel Rizzo vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Date Code User Judge
3/7/2011 MOTN CCHOLMEE Motion to Shorten Time Timothy Hansen
3/10/2011 MOTN CCAMESLC Motion for Permission to File Plaintiffs Timothy Hansen
Memorandum in Support of their Motion to
Amend the Complaint
AFFD CCAMESLC Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo (2) Timothy Hansen
MEMO CCAMESLC Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Timothy Hansen
Amend the Complaint
NOTH CCAMESLC Notice Of Hearing (3/14/11 at 2pm) Motion to Timothy Hansen
amend the Complaint
MOTN TCWEGEKE Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing Timothy Hansen
3/14/2011 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Motion to Amend held on Timothy Hansen
03/14/2011 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: V. Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100
3/15/2011 ORDR DCOLSOMA Order to Shorten Time for Hearing Timothy Hansen
ORDR DCOLSOMA Order Allowing State Farm to File it's Timothy Hansen
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive
Damages is Excess of Page Limit
ORDR DCOLSOMA Order of Dismissal Timothy Hansen
ORDR DCOLSOMA Order Granting Motion for Protective Order Timothy Hansen
CDIS DCOLSOMA Civil Disposition entered for: State Farm Timothy Hansen
Insurance Company, Defendant; Rizzo, Eva
Marie, Plaintiff. Filing date: 3/15/2011
MEMO DCOLSOMA Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Timothy Hansen
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive
Damages
3/21/2011 MEMO CCSIMMSM Supplemental Memorandum in Re: Huhn V. Timothy Hansen
Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc.
3/23/2011 MEMO CCMASTLW Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum Timothy Hansen
4/6/2011 MOTN MCBIEHKJ Motion for Clarification Timothy Hansen
NOTC MCBIEHKJ Notice of Motion for Clarification Timothy Hansen
4/11/2011 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Timothy Hansen
5/2/2011 MEMO DCHOPPKK Memorandum Decision and Order Timothy Hansen
5/10/2011 APSC CCLUNDMJ Appealed To The Supreme Court Timothy Hansen
5/17/2011 NOTC CCTHIEBJ Notice Of Motion For Permission To File An Timothy Hansen
Appeal From An Interlocutory Order
5/25/2011 AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Craig R Yabui in Support of Opposition Timothy Hansen
to Motion for Permission to File in Appeal from an
Interlocutory Order
MEMO CCHOLMEE Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Timothy Hansen
Permission to File an Appeal from an
Interlocutory Order
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Date: 4/3/2012
Time: 02:40 PM
Page 4 of6
Fourth Judicial District Court· Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CV-OC-2010-23300 Current JUdge: Timothy Hansen
Eva Marie Rizzo, eta!. vs. State Farm Insurance Company
User: CCTHIEBJ
Eva Marie Rizzo, Roger Daniel Rizzo vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Date Code User Judge
5/26/2011 MEMO CCWRIGRM Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Timothy Hansen
Permission to Appeal
6/6/2011 HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/30/2011 03:00 Timothy Hansen
PM) for Permission to Appeal
NOTH TCWEGEKE Notice Of Hearing Timothy Hansen
6/30/2011 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Timothy Hansen
06/30/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: V. Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: for Permission to Appeal - less than
50
7/5/2011 MEMO DCHOPPKK Memorandum Decision and Order Timothy Hansen
7/8/2011 MOTN CCNELSRF Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order Timothy Hansen
AFSM CCNELSRF Affidavit of James d. LaRue In Support Of Motion Timothy Hansen
Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order
MEMO CCNELSRF Memorandum In Support Of Motion Motion to Timothy Hansen
Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order
7/11/2011 NOTC CCVIDASL Notice of Hearing Re Motion to Vacate Trial and Timothy Hansen
Scheduling Order (7.28.11 @ 4:00 pm)
HRSC CCVIDASL Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/28/2011 04:00 Timothy Hansen
PM) Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order
7/2812011 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Timothy Hansen
07/28/2011 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: V. Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling
Order - less than 50
HRVC DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Timothy Hansen
on 09/12/2011 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated
HRVC DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Timothy Hansen
10/11/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 5 Days
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Status 08/08/2011 04:30 Timothy Hansen
PM)
8/3/2011 ORDR DCOLSOMA Order Granting Motion to Vacate Trial and Timothy Hansen
Scheduling Order
NOTH TCWEGEKE Notice Of Hearing Timothy Hansen
8/8/2011 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Status scheduled on Timothy Hansen
08/08/2011 04:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100
8/1212011 AMCO CCHOLMEE Amended Complaint Filed Timothy Hansen
8/17/2011 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial Timothy Hansen
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 06/25/201209:00 Timothy Hansen
AM)
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Timothy Hansen
06/11/201204:00 PM) 000005
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Date: 4/3/2012
Time: 02:40 PM
Page 5 of6
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CV-OC-2010-23300 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen
Eva Marie Rizzo, eta!. vs. State Farm Insurance Company
User: CCTHIEBJ
Eva Marie Rizzo, Roger Daniel Rizzo vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Date
8/18/2011
8/25/2011
8/26/2011
9/15/2011
9/28/2011
10/4/2011
10/11/2011
11/17/2011
1/9/2012
1/17/2012
1/25/2012
1/26/2012
1/27/2012
2/14/2012
2/15/2012
Code
ORDR
MOTN
AFSM
AFSM
MEMO
MISC
RQST
HRSC
NOTH
OPPO
AFFD
REPL
DCHH
MEMO
OBJE
NOHG
HRSC
MISC
APSC
DCHH
HRVC
HRVC
JDMT
User
CCTHIEBJ
CCNELSRF
CCNELSRF
CCNELSRF
CCNELSRF
CCNELSRF
CCBOYIDR
DCOLSOMA
TCWEGEKE
MCBIEHKJ
MCBIEHKJ
CCNELSRF
DCOLSOMA
DCHOPPKK
MCBIEHKJ
CCVIDASL
CCVIDASL
CCKHAMSA
CCLUNDMJ
DCOLSOMA
DCOLSOMA
DCOLSOMA
DCOLSOMA
Order Dismissing Appeal - Supreme Court
Docket No. 38789
Defs Motion for Summary Judgment
Affidavit of James D. LaRue In Support Of
Motion for Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Eric Vane In Support Of Motion for
Summary Judgment
Memorandum in support of Defs Motion for
Summary Judgment
Addendum to the Affidavit of Eric Vane
Defendant's Request for Status Conference
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 11/17/2011 04:00 PM)
Notice Of Hearing on Summary Judgment and
Scheduling Order
Opposition to Motion For Summary Rizzo
Affidavit of Roger Rizzo in Support of Opposition
to Motion for Summary JUdgment
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment
scheduled on 11/17/2011 04:00 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: V. Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100
Memorandum Decision and Order
Objection to Defendants Proposed Judgment
Notice Of Hearing Re Proposed JUdgment
(2.14.12 @ 3:30 pm)
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
02/14/201203:30 PM) Re Proposed Judgment
Response To Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's
Proposed Judgment
Appealed To The Supreme Court
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 02/14/2012 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: V. Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled
on 06/11/2012 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
06/25/201209:00 AM: Hearing Vacated
Judgment
Judge
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen
Timothy Hansen000006
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Date: 4/3/2012
Time: 02:40 PM
Page 6 of6
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CV-OC-2010-23300 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen
Eva Marie Rizzo, etal. vs. State Farm Insurance Company
User: CCTHIEBJ
Eva Marie Rizzo, Roger Daniel Rizzo vs. State Farm Insurance Company
Date Code User Judge
2/15/2012 CDIS DCOLSOMA Civil Disposition entered for: State Farm Timothy Hansen
Insurance Company, Defendant; Rizzo, Roger
Daniel, Plaintiff. Filing date: 2/15/2012
STAT DCOLSOMA STATUS CHANGED: Closed Timothy Hansen
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616.
938-1615
. In Pro Per
:~= :';'M t.t:
NOV l.~ 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COURT OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)) IV OC 1023300
Vs. ) Case No. _
)
)
State Farm Insurance CompaQY, )
Derendant )
--------------)
COMPLAINT
1.
Plaintiffs Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, in Pro Per,
make the following allegations against defendant State Farm Insurance
Company:
1
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Parties
2.
Plaintiffs Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo are individuals.
Defendant State Farm Insurance is a corporation and engaged in th.e
business of insurance.
Jurisdiction and Venue
3.
Plaintiffs Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo are residents of
Ada County, Idaho. The claims stated hereinafter stated arose in Ada
County.
4.
Defendant State Farm Insurance is a company incorporated under
the laws of the State of Illinois. Uholds a certificate of authority issued
by the Idaho Department of Insurance. This certificate authorizes State
Farm Insurance to transact insurance activities in this state.
Facts
5.
Defendant issued plaintiffs a Homeowners Insurance Policy in the
year 2007. The purpose of the policy was to insure Plaintiffs for all
damage they suffered to their home and'specified surrounding areas
unless the damage was specifically excluded by the Homeowners
Insurance Policy. Plaintiffs' home is located at 1583 North Sundown
Way in Eagle, Idaho. Their telephone number is 938-1615.
2
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6.
On May 22, 2010 an extremely severe wind and rainstorm caused major
damage to plaintiffs' home.
7.
On May 23, 2010, plaintiffs reported by telephone their claim under
their Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents. On numerous
occasions during this telephone conversation, defendant's agent told one
plaintiff that a policy exclusion clearly applied and for that reason
defendant was denying insurance policy coverage. The conduct of
defendant's agent stated immediately above was in bad faith, deceptive,
dishonest, and lacked equity.
8.
On May 25,2010, defendant's claim representative visited plaintiffs'
home and told one of the plaintiffs that the agent referred to immediately
above had no authority to discus~whether a Homeowners Policy
exclusion applied and to state that there would be no coverage under the
Homeowners Policy. She reassured plaintiff that defendant had not yet
made a decision on whether there would be policy coverage or not.
9.
At the meeting the plaintiff gave the State Farm claims representative
three copies of a memorandum he prepared entitled Indisputable Bad
Faith Liability Of State Farmlnsurance. In the memorandum, plaintiff
described applicable policy provisions, the law, and then discussed why
there was coverage for the damages to plaintiffs' home. In the legal
section, plaintiff cited two Idaho Supreme Court cases and discussed one
3
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action in detail, the Miguel Arrequin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of
Idaho case.
10.
Miguel Arrequin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of Idaho was decided
in 2008 and involved conflicting interpretations of a Homeowners
Policy. In that case, the Supreme Court set fo~h a number of applicable
rules relating to insurance policy interpretation. At the outset of the case,
the Court stated that "The general rule is that, because insurance
contracts are adhesion contracts, typically not subject to negotiation
between the parties, any ambiguity which exists in the contract 'must be
construed most strongly against the insurer.'" The Court went on to
state that to "determine whether a policy is ambiguous we ask "whether
the policy is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation." Moreover,
the court emphasized "The burden is on the insurer to use clear and
precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its coverage."
Another Supreme Court Case and an Idaho Statute are discussed in
plaintiff's memorandum.
11.
Plaintiff gave three copies of the memorandum to the claims
representative and requested that she provide company attorneys and her
supervisors with his memorandum. To the best ofplaintiff's knowledge,
no one at defendant's office ever read the memorandum.
12.
Then on June 10, 2010, defendant's claims representative sent by
certified mail a five page letter to plaintiffs citing over a dozen policy
exclusions and affirmed the agent's earlier telephone statement that
defendant was denying Homeowners Policy coverage. The conduct of
defendant's claims representative during her entire involvement in
4
000011
           
  
 
          
         
             
            
           
         
            
           
            
         
             
            
           
  
 
          
          
          
         
 
          
             
         
         
        
 
responding to plaintiffs Homeowners Policy claim was in bad faith,
deceptive, dishonest, and lacked equity.
13.
Through the continuing conduct of its managers, employees, and
agents, defendant repeatedly breached the Homeowners Insurance
Contract in which it had entered into with pla~ntiffs.Moreover,
defendant and its managers, employees, and agents also committed
several tortuous acts against plaintiffs and caused them to suffer
irreparable harm.
14.
Such tortuous conduct includes but is not limited to:
a) Defendant's agent's repeated statement during the May 23, 2010
telephone discussion with plaintiffs that one of the exclusions in the
Homeowners Policy clearly applies and there would be no coverage
afforded to plaintiffs under the policy. Defendant's agent made this
statement without ever visiting plaintiff's home to determine how the
damage occurred and whether a policy exclusion actually did apply.
b) A few days later in a letter mailed to plaintiffs, one of defendant's
managers completely misstated crucial information provided to him by
one plaintiff during a telephone conversation.
c) Defendant's claims representative mailed a letter to plaintiffs on June
10,2010. In this letter, the claims representative stated that it was
defendant's legal decision to deny plaintiffs coverage under the
Homeowners Policy issued by defendant. In her June 10th letter, the
claims representative cites over a dozen policy exclusions justifying
denial of coverage. The exclusions cited included: earthquakes,
tsunamis, volcanic explosions and on and on.
5
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Despite this completely inapplicable citation ofpolicy exclusions,
the claims representative never once in the denial letter explained how
defendant believed massive amounts of rainfall entered the downstairs
area ofplaintiffs' home. The claims representative also ignored and
never referred in her letter to the one policy provision which applies and
states that there is coverage for the damage that occurred.
d) On May 25,2010 when a plaintiffmet with the claims representative
at plaintiffs home, he provided the claims representative with a
document summarizing the facts plaintiff understood to have caused the
damage. The document also described the Idaho Supreme Court cases
which set forth how an insurance company should determine whether
there is insurance coverage in varying situations. Plaintiff requested that
the claims representative provide copies of this document to her
supervisors and the attorneys employed by the defendant.
On June 8,2010, the defendant's manager, who was directly
responsible for the handling ofplaintiffs' damage claim under their
Homeowners Policy, advised a plaintiff over the telephone that
defendant was denying coverage for the damage to their home. He also
advised the plaintiff that neither he nor anyone in his office had
reviewed the document plaintiffprepared summarizing the known facts
and the Idaho Supreme Court cases setting forth the standards which
insurance companies must follow when determining whether there is
policy coverage in varying situations.
15.
As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of defendant and its
managers, employees and agents as described in this complaint, the
plaintiffs have suffered and will continue to suffer extensive economic
and non economic damages. The exact amount of these damages is
unknown but exceeds the courts minimal limit. Furthermore, defendant's
6
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conduct involves such reprehensibility and maliciousness that plaintiffs
are entitled to recover all damages permitted by law.
Claims For Relief
16.
BREACH OF CONTRACT
Plaintiffs incorporate in this paragraph the allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1 through 15 as if they were set forth in full.
17.
The Homeowners Policy, which is the subject of this litigation, was
entered into by mutual assent of the plaintiffs and defendant. This policy
was intended to create a legal contract, to which all parties to this case
consented. Plaintiffs paid all the premiums due under the policy,
submitted all proofs of loss required under the policy, and performed all
other conditions the policy required them to perform.
18.
Defendant's wrongful and injurious insistence that the damage
suffered by plaintiffs to their home was not covered by Defendant's
Homeowner's Policy blatantly violated Idaho insurance coverage rules
and constituted both an ordinary and willful breach of contract. The
repetitive actions of defendant and its managers, employees, and agents
were committed with malice, fraud and abuse.
19.
Therefore, plaintiffs seek judgment as prayed for below.
7
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BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND
FAIR DEALING
20.
Plaintiffs incorporate in this paragraph tp.e allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1 through 19 as if fully set forth in this paragraph.
21.
The Homeowners Insurance Policy was a legally binding contract
between plaintiffs and defendant. An implied duty of good faith and fair
dealing exists between insurers and insureds in every insurance policy in
Idaho.
22.
The defendant and its man~gers, employees and agents breached
the above contract for reasons which were completely contrary to the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Their conduct unfairly
caused plaintiffs not to receive benefits under their Homeowners
Insurance Policy. Plaintiffs were severely harmed by such conduct which
was not conducted in good faith. Defendant is liable for all damages
proximately caused by its breach and such conduct.
23.
Therefore, plaintiffs seek judgment as prayed for below.
8
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BAD FAITH
24.
Plaintiffs incorporate in this paragraph the allegations set forth in
full in paragraphs 1 through 23 as if they were fully set forth in this
paragraph.
25.
Defendant denied coverage ofplaintiffs' Homeowners Policy
without a reasonable basis for such conduct. Defendant did so either (1)
with the knowledge that it had no grounds for denying the claim or (2)
with a reckless disregard for the consequences of its conduct.
26.
Plaintiffs' claim for damages under their Homeowners Policy was
not fairly debatable. Defendant's denial ofpolicy coverage and its failure
to compensate plaintiffs for theit: damages was not as a result of a good
faith mistake. Moreover, plaintiffs' claim and harm was not fully
compensable by contract damages.
27.
Defendant's culpability in this action is augmented because in
connection with plaintiffs' claim its managers' employees' and agents'
were responsible for:
a) Inadequate Investigation;
b) Forcing the Insureds to Seek Legal Redress;
c) Deception;
9
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d) Misinterpretation; and
e) Fraud
28.
The defendant's and its managers', employees' and agents' conduct
in connection with plaintiffs' Homeowners InsuranGe Policy was entirely
contrary to Idaho law regarding how such ins~rance policies should be
drafted and construed. Their conduct was also flagrantly inconsistent
with Idaho law regarding insurance policy coverage for the damage
suffered. Such malicious bad faith tort conduct represents a bad faith
refusal by defendant State Farm Insurance to comply with its contractual
obligations.
29.
Therefore, plaintiffs seek judgment as prayed for below.
NEGLIGENCE PER SE
30.
Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1 through 29 as if they were fully set forth in this paragraph.
31.
Idaho Code Section 41-113(2) provides:
"COMPLIANCE REQUIRED -- PUBLIC INTEREST
The business of insurance is one affected by public interest, requiring
10
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that all persons be actuated by good faith, abstain from deception, and
practice honesty and equity in all insured matters. Upon the insurer, the
insured, and their representatives and all concerned in insurance rest the
duty ofpreserving the integrity of insurance." See also Idaho Statutes
Title 41, Chapter 1(113) (2).
32.
Idaho Code Section 73 -102 (1) provides in relevant part:
"CODES LIBERALLY CONSTRUED
The compiled laws establish the law of this state respecting the subjects
to which they relate, and their provisions and all the proceedings under
them are to be liberally construed, with a view to effect their objects and
to promote justice."
33.
The above Idaho statutes require compliance with the provisions set
forth therein by all insurers conducting business in this state. The
statutes clearly define the required standard of conduct by insurers. The
statutes were intended to prevent the type of harm that State Farm's
conduct caused to plaintiffs. Plaintiffs, as defendant's insureds, were
members of the class ofpersons the statutes were designed to protect.
Finally defendant's violation of the statutes was the proximate cause of
plaintiffs' injuries.
34.
Defendant and its managers, employees, and agents continuously
and grievously violated the above statutes as set forth in this complaint.
As a result of such violations, plaintiffs have suffered severe, ongoing
damages and harm.
11
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35.
Therefore, plaintiffs seek judgment as prayed for below.
'i
Prayer For Relief
A. First Cause ofAction (Breach of Contract)
1. For the cost of repairing their home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22,2010 and thereafter;
2. For relentless emotional distress suffered by plaintiffs;
3. For attorneys' fees and costs;
4. For such further relief as the Court deems just.
B. Second Cause ofAction (Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith
and Fair Dealing)
1. For the cost of repairing their home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and thereafter;
2. For relentless emotional distress suffered by plaintiffs;
3. For attorneys' fees and costs;
4. For such further relief as the Court deems just.
C. Third Cause ofAction (Bad Faith)
1. For the cost of repairing their home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and thereafter;
2. For relentless emotional distress suffered by plaintiffs;
3. For attorneys' fees and costs;
4. For such further relief as the Court deems just.
Fourth Cause ofAction (Negligence Per Se)
1. For the cost of repairing their home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and thereafter;
2. For relentless emotional distress suffered by plaintiffs;
3. For attorneys fees and costs;
4. For such other relief as the Court deems just.
12
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Respectfully submitted,
& -rv1M:~S~
Eva Marie Rizzo,
. In Pro Per
) / ., d- Y -c:2- 0/0
Date
13
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Roger Daniel Rizzo,
In Pro Per
I I Date
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STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Ada )
On the 'J-'1 day of----'Dc...='-=.b-J=--h-__L- , 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary
Public, personally appeared * who demonstrated to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and *he and she acknowledged
to me that * he and she executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and seal the day and year as above
written.
\\\''''''''tl,
", 1. PH/{ II"
",r__~ ••••••••••• <./ "'~J... .... A) ~S~ ... ... (j') ~
::~ I -\.OT~, \ - ~
_ • ~ r ~--_
: i ~.... : :
- • A. • ...~ '\ - VBl.\V ; :
, .1\.. ......~ u·lt..·. ••• 0 ~
., ~ ... .- ~~ ....'''-1~ ..·...····~ .. ~
"1, 1: OF \Q "",11""",,\\\
~?qg3
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at ~ :CD
Commission Expires: Fuf.- I 0[ ~fs=
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...T1WOTHY HANseN
.~'..:.~.,.,'... . .
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
. In Pro Per
NOV 242010
J. DAVID NAVARFiO, Clerk
By J. RA.'JDAlL
DEPUT'!
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
VS. )
)
)
State Farm Insurance Company, )
Defendant )
-------------)
cv DC 1023300
Case No.
SUMMONS
NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED
PLAINTIFFS: THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT
AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU
RESPOND WITHIN 30 DAYS. PLEASE READ THE
INFORMATION BELOW..
1
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,To: State Farm Insurance Company
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, an
appropriate written response must be filed with the above designated
court within 30 days after service of this Summons on you. Ifyou fail to
so respond the court may enter judgment against you as demanded by
plaintiffs in the Complaint.
A copy of the complaint is served with this summons. Ifyou wish to
seek the advice of or representation by an attorney in this matter, you
should do so promptly so that your written response, if any, may be filed
in time and other legal rights protected.
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 10 (a)
(1) and other Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:
1. The title and number of this case.
2. Ifyour response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain
admissions or denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and
other defenses you may claim.
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the
signature, mailing address and t~lephone number ofyour attorney.
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy ofyour response to plaintiffs or
their attorney in this matter.
To determine whether you need to pay a filing fee with your response,
contact the Clerk of the above-named court.
Dated this 2l/ day of AJ,v ,2010
-iT-'
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
....AVID~~
By Z .
I Deputy Clerk
2
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NOV 24 2010
J. DAVID NAV/·\RRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
D:':f;:'UTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
--------------)
cv OC 1023300
Case No.
DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL
Plaintiffs hereby demand a jury trial in this action. Such demand is for a
jury consisting of twelve persons.
Respectfully submitted,
1
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l~ 0e /Jutll)JJ Lf<.t7..Lv
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
In Pro Per
~ ,.., '(>~s .,--
Eva Marie Rizzo,
In Pro Per
11-e2tj _doJo
Date • r Date
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STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Ada )
On the 2:5:i..- day of AJ~__,2010, before me, the undersigned Notary
Public, personally appeared * who demonstrated to me on the basis of satisf~ctoryevidence to be
the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and *he and she acknowledged
to me that * he and she executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and seal the day and year as above
written. c;;;=~ ~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at ---,~c..e;<:!;:-::><!l....- ;I;:::::·~D::...- _
Commission Expires: __h_t-'<.~__l:....t:y:.......::;.o,---,rs--=-
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  ---,~c..e;<:!;:-::.s.... ___ :::-~D: . ___  
   ~  : ..t:y~:;-O,- -=
Attorney: PPlAlMiiNl''-IIIIIiI:liIiRiil'J:.._SSIlllII""oflI811888i8:MiI6fi!fHlllilllll-
NO·-----=::-=-AJ 7
A.M FIL~.~ I
t~Ov 29 2010
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF fH~AVIDNAVARRO, ClerkBy A. GARDEN
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA DEPUTY
EVA MARIE RIZZO; ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
VS.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
I, Donalu Muir, being first duly sworn on oath. deposes and says:
That I am a resident of the County of Ada, state of Idaho,
Plaintiff,
Defendant(s)
CASE NO.: CV OC 1023300
AFFIDAVIT OF RETURN
That I am over the age of eighteen years, that I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above entitled action and I hereby
certify that on the 24th day of November, 2010 I received the following:
SUMMONS; COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
and personally served the same on: STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
by personally serving THERESA JONES, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR, STATE OF IDAHO-DEPT OF INSURANCE (AUTHORIZED
PERSON), who is a person over the age of eighteen, at the following address:
700 W STATE ST, BOISE, 10 83702
which service was accomplished at said location on 24th November, 2010 at 03:50 PM.
Attempts and Service Comments:
·700 W STATE ST, BOISE, 1083702:
Description of the person served: Female, White skin, Brown XD~J. .'--fY)11 :. >
hair, Age: 35 - 49 yrs. Other Features: WAS SITTING BEHIND pona u S Ir #
DESK COULDNT TELL HEIGHT OR WEIGHT rocess erver : .
Attorneys Messenger Service
PO Box 15363
Boise, 10,83715
(208) 345-2905
Atty Flle#:·
Job 10#: 100458
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on the~Cc~day of M> \..;..(2.1"\~~O 10
T. M. CARLTON
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO
XQrn CeuQ~
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO
Residing in, Ada County, Idaho I' t'
My commission expires: "l~J ICoda(~
----, I
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James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Attorneys for Defendant
~;~~---:::-:~.......­
"""'--__fIlI...,J~6:Fe
DEC 22 2010
J. DAVID NAVAAfO...
~WHV!J8I,
8IPCft'I
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Fee Category: 1(7)
Fee: $58.00
COMES NOW Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Company (hereinafter "State
Farm"), erroneously sued as State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of
record, Elam & Burke P.A., and for its Answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint, admits, denies, and
alleges as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim against State Farm upon which relief can be
granted.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 1
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SECOND DEFENSE
State Farm denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs' Complaint not
specifically admitted herein.
THIRD DEFENSE
1. In answer to paragraph I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that
Plaintiffs make allegations against State Farm, but denies the remaining allegations contained
therein.
2. In answer to paragraph 2 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that
Plaintiffs are individuals, admits that State Farm is a corporation engaged in the business of
insurance, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
3. In answer to paragraph 3 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits the
allegations contained therein.
4. In answer to paragraph 4 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that it is a
corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, admits that it holds a certificate of
authority issued by the Idaho Department of Insurance, admits that the certificate authorizes State
Farm to transact insurance business in the State of Idaho, but denies the remaining allegations
contained therein.
5. In answer to paragraph 5 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that it issued
a Homeowners Insurance Policy to Plaintiffs, admits that the Policy speaks for itself, admits that
the insured dwelling is located at 1583 North Sundown Way, Eagle, Idaho, admits that the
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 2
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telephone number for Plaintiffs provided to State Farm is 938-1615, but denies the remaining
allegations contained therein.
6. In answer to paragraph 6 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
7. In answer to paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
8. In answer to paragraph 8 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that State
Farm's claim representative went to Plaintiffs home on May 25,2010, admits that the claim
representative advised Plaintiff that State Farm had not yet made a decision on whether
Plaintiffs' claim would be covered under the Homeowners Insurance Policy, but denies the
remaining allegations contained therein.
9. In answer to paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that on May
25,2010, Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo provided State Farm's claim representative a document he
claimed to have prepared entitled Indisputable Bad Faith Liability Of State Farm Insurance,
admits that the document speaks for itself, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
10. In answer to paragraph 10 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that the
case referenced speaks for itself, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
11. In answer to paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 3
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12. In answer to paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that State
Farm's claim representative sent a letter dated June 10,2010, by certified mail to Plaintiffs,
which letter speaks for itself, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
13. In answer to paragraph 13 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
14. In answer to paragraph 14 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
15. In answer to paragraph 15 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
16. In answer to paragraph 16 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm incorporates its
responses to paragraphs 1 through 15 as if fully set forth herein.
17. In answer to paragraph 17 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that the
Homeowners Policy is a legal contract entered into by Plaintiffs and State Farm, admits that all
premiums due under the Policy have been paid, but denies the remaining allegations contained
therein.
18. In answer to paragraph 18 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
19. In answer to paragraph 19 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that
Plaintiffs' Complaint contains a prayer, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
20. In answer to paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm incorporates its
responses to paragraphs 1 through 19 as if fully set forth herein.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 4
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21. In answer to paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits the
allegations contained therein.
22. In answer to paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
23. In answer to paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that
Plaintiffs' Complaint contains a prayer, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
24. In answer to paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm incorporates its
responses to paragraphs 1 through 23 as if fully set forth herein.
25. In answer to paragraph 25 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
26. In answer to paragraph 26 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
27. In answer to paragraph 27 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
28. In answer to paragraph 28 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
29. In answer to paragraph 29 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that
Plaintiffs' Complaint contains a prayer, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
30. In answer to paragraph 30 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm incorporates its
responses to paragraphs 1 through 29 as if fully set forth herein.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 5
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31. In answer to paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies that Idaho
Code Section 41-113(2) provides as pled in Plaintiffs' Complaint.
32. In answer to paragraph 32 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that Idaho
Code Section 73-102(1) in part provides as pled in Plaintiffs' Complaint.
33. In answer to paragraph 33 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that the
application, scope and court interpretation of the Idaho statutes referenced in Plaintiffs'
Complaint speak for themselves. State Farm denies that it violated any of the statutes referenced
in Plaintiffs' Complaint.
34. In answer to paragraph 34 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm denies the
allegations contained therein.
35. In answer to paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, State Farm admits that
Plaintiffs' Complaint contains a prayer, but denies the remaining allegations contained therein.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
That the Homeowners Policy issued by State Farm to Plaintiffs does not provide coverage
for the claimed damages that occurred to Plaintiffs' dwelling on or about May 22,2010, or for
correcting any cracks, holes, or openings in the foundation or ensuring the window well is
attached properly to the dwelling, in that the Policy describes Losses Not Insured and provides in
pertinent part as follows:
SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in Coverage
A, except as provided in SECTION 1 - LOSSES NOT INSURED.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 6
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* * * *
SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in Coverage A
which consists of, or is directly and immediately caused by, one or more of
the perils listed in items a. through n. below, regardless of whether the loss
occurs suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage,
arises from natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any
combination of these: ....
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent vice, latent
defect or mechanical breakdown; ....
1. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot; ....
1. settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging, or expansion of pavements,
patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or ceilings; ....
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a. through m.
unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would not have
occurred in the absence of one or more of the following excluded events.
We do not insure for such loss regardless of: (a) the cause of the excluded
event; or (b) other causes of the loss; or (c) whether other causes acted
concurrently or in any sequence with the excluded event to produce the
loss; or (d) whether the event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves
isolated or widespread damage, arises from natural or external forces or
occurs as a result of any combination of these: ....
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting, expanding
or contracting of earth, all whether combined with water or not.
Earth movement includes but is not limited to earthquake,
landslide, mudflow, mudslide, sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or
movement resulting from improper compaction, site selection or
any other external forces. Earth movement also includes volcanic
explosion or lava flow, except as specifically provided in
SECTION I - ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 7
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However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire resulting from
earth movement, provided the resulting fire loss is itself a Loss
Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami, seiche,
overflow of a body of water, or spray from any of these, all
whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence premises
plumbing system that enters through sewers or drains, or
water which enters into and overflows from within a sump
pump, sump pump well or any other system designed to
remove subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including water
which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks through a
building, sidewalk, driveway, foundation, swimming pool
or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explosion or
theft resulting from water damage, provided the resulting loss is
itself a Loss Insured. . ...
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss consisting of one or
more of the items below. Further, we do not insure for loss described in
paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless of whether one or more
ofthe following: (a) directly or indirectly cause, contribute to or aggravate
the loss; or (b) occur before, at the same time, or after the loss or any other
cause of the loss: ....
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanship, construction, grading,
compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 8
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(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures, or improvements of any
kind) whether on or off the residence premises; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and c.
unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this Section.
(Policy, pp. 7-11.)
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
That the Homeowners Policy issued by State Farm to Plaintiffs does not provide coverage
for any claimed damages that occurred to Plaintiffs' dwelling on or about May 22,2010, relating
to fungus, mold, mildew, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi, in that the
Policy describes Losses Not Insured and provides in pertinent part as follows:
DEFINITIONS
The following definition is added:
"fungus" means any type or form of fungus, including mold, mildew,
mycotoxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi.
SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED
Item 1.i. is replaced with the following:
1. wet or dry rot;
In item 2., the following is added as item g.:
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(l) any loss of use or delay in rebuilding, repairing or replacing
covered property, including any associated cost or expense,
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 9
000036
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due to interference at the residence premises or location of
the rebuilding, repair or replacement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property or to
repair, restore or replace that property; or
(b) tear out and replace any part of the building or other
property as needed to gain access to the fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or property to
confirm the type, absence, presence or level of fungus,
whether performed prior to, during or after removal, repair,
restoration or replacement of covered property.
(Fungus (Including Mold) Exclusion Endorsement FE-5398.)
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
That the damages alleged in Plaintiffs' Complaint reasonably could have been avoided by
Plaintiffs.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
That Plaintiffs have failed to state with particularity all averments of fraud as required by
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b).
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
That Plaintiffs are to be considered sophisticated insureds.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
That if Plaintiffs incurred any damages, the same are the direct and proximate result of
intervening acts, constituting superseding causes, over which State Farm had no control, and for
which it bears no responsibility.
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 10
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RESERVATION
State Farm reserves the right, after discovery, to amend this Answer to add additional
affirmative defenses supported by the facts, and a failure to include all such defenses in this
Answer shall not be deemed a waiver of any right to further amend this Answer.
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
State Farm hereby requests that it be awarded its attorney fees and costs incurred herein
pursuant to Section 12-121 of the Idaho Code, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE, State Farm pray for judgment as follows:
1. That Plaintiffs take nothing by way of their Complaint;
2. That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice;
3. That State Farm be awarded its costs, including attorney fees, in defending this
action; and
4. For such other and further relief that the Court deems just and proper.
DATED this -.Z..l day of December, 2010.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~ ••J~e,Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 11
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this.d.t- day of December, 2010, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
,/ U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
Jam~aRue
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT -12
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO
CASE NO. CV-OC-2010-23300
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
Defendant.
NOTICE OF STATUS
CONFERENCE
UNDER I.RC.P. 16(a) & 16(b)
Upon review, the Court has determined that this matter is appropriate for a scheduling
order under I.RC.P. 16(b).
You are hereby notified that a status conference is set for Monday, Jannary 24,
2011 ...04:30 PM, before the Honorable Tim Hansen, Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho. A
scheduling order under LRC.P. 16(b) may issue following this conference.
All parties must appear at this time in person or by counsel. Counsel must be the
handling attorney, or be fully familiar with the case, and have authority to bind his/her client and
. lawfirm on all matters set forth in I.RC.P. 16(a) and 16(b).
In lieu of this status conference, if all parties agree on all matters set forth on the attached
stipulation for scheduling and planning, the stipulation may be completed, signed and filed
before the date set for the status conference. The attached dates are the civil weeks available for
trial settings.
. .2.7
Dated thls~d day ofDecember, 2010.
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
3.~_DeputyC~
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE UNDER LRC.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO
CASE NO. CV-OC-2010-23300
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
Defendant.
STIPULATION FOR
SCHEDULING
AND PLANNING
1. The parties hereby stipulate to the following preferences for trial dates: (please confer
and complete. Do not attach "unavailable dates".)
(a) Week ofMonday, ,20__.
(b) Week ofMonday, ,20__
(c) Week ofMonday, ,20__
The Court's clerk will confirm dates with counsel ifpreferences cannot be met. A
pretrial conference will be scheduled 1°to 21 days prior to trial.
2. Parties estimate the case will take days to try.
Case to be tried as a:
( ) Court Trial
( ) 12 Person Jury Trial
( ) 6 Person Jury Trial
3. Parties further stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines:
a. The last day to file amendments to any pleading, or to join any additional parties,
shall be
-------------------
b. The advancing party shall disclose all expert witnesses to be used at trial by
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE
UNDER I.R.C.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 2
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c. The responding party shall disclose all rebuttal expert witnesses to be used at trial
by _
Depositions, if any, ofexpert witnesses shall be completed within thirty (30) days
of this cutoff. This disclosure cutoff does not absolve the parties of the duty to
timely identify experts and their opinions in response to written discovery
requests.
d. The discovery cutoff shall be . This
discovery cutoff is the last day to initiate written discovery. Aside from
depositions of expert witnesses, all depositions will be completed by the discovery
cutoff.
e. The last day for filing motions for summary judgment shall be
_____________, (must be at least 60 days prior to trial.)
4. The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all parties, subject
to Court approval, and each party reserves the right to seek amendment hereofby Court
order. Any party may request a further status conference for any purpose at any time.
Counsel for Plaintiff(s):
Date:
---------------------- ----------
Date:
---------------------- ---------
Counsel for Defendant(s):
Date:
---------------------- ---------
Date:
---------------------- -......,....-------
Counsel for Other Parties:
Date:
---------------------- ---------
Date:
---------------------- ---------
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE
UNDER I.R.C.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 3
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AVAILABLE DATES FOR CIVIL TRIALS 2011
Weeks of: January 10,2011 and January 24,2011
Weeks of: February 7,2011 and February 21,2011
Weeks of: March 13,2011 and March 28,2011
Weeks of: April 10, 2011 and April 24, 2011
Weeks of: May 8, 2011 and May 22, 2011
Weeks of: June 13,2011 and June 27, 2011
Weeks of: July 11, 2011 and July 25, 2011
Weeks of: August 15, 2011 and August 29, 2011
Weeks of: September 12, 2011 and September 26, 2011
Weeks of: October 10,2011 and October 24,2011
Weeks of: November 14,2011, and November 28,2011
Weeks of: December 12,2011 and December 26,2011
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE
UNDER I.R.C.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 4
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
:1.'1
I hereby certify that on Thursday, December~, 2010, I mailed (served) a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
Roger and Eva Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle ID 83616
James D Larue
Attorney at Law
POBox 1539
Boise ID 83701
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE
UNDER I.R.C.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 5
l By United States mail
_ By telefacsimile
_ By personal delivery
_ By overnight maillFederal Express
l By United States mail
_ By telefacsimile
_ By personal delivery
_ By overnight mail/Federal Express
1. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
By: ~.~
Deputy Court Clerk
000044
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01/03/2011 01:46 FAX 808 661 5848 ROGER AND EVE 141005
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
:.~.-----~--~~I~,~f =
JAN nJ 2011
J. DAVID NAVARRO. Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
i)r:!=J"l;/
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
--~---------~)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS'
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES ON DEFENDANT
Please take notice that on January 3, 2011 plaintiff, Eva Marie
Rizzo, served plaintiffs' First Set OfInterrogatories on Defendant's
attorney. The Certificate of Service of that discovery is attached.
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 1
000045
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01/03/2011 01:47 FAX 808 661 5848
Date: January 3, 2011
ROGER AND EVE III 006
1<-0 t)/" II ~1\\-iJ1 ~·'.:I.O
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE ~ page 2
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___. 01103/2011 01: 47 FAX 808 661 5848 ROGER AND EVE ~007
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
CERTICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 3rd of January, 20lt I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER
lLA; cr---
Eva Marie zo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
9
000047
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01/03/2011 01:46 FAX 808 661 5848 ROGER AND EVE [4]002
L~
MO. .t;IGO QA.M P.M,_,_·w_-"_•••- ....
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
JAN 03 201'
J. DAVID NAVARRO, CUIrk
By E. HOLMES
o:?t,~'
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
---_.....-_~----~---)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REgUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS ON DEFENDANT
Please take notice that on December 29, 2010 plaintiff, Eva Marie Rizzo,
in Pro Per, served plaintiffs First Set Of Production Of Documents on
Defendant's attorney. The Certificate of Service of that discovery is
attached.
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE, page 1
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01/03/2011 01:46 FAX 808 661 5848
Date: December 31,2010
ROGER AND EVE
1'<1-1 ~.9.."-J) o.t,i~J Y{,) 120
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
I4J 003
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 2
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01/03/2011 01:46 FAX 808 661 5848 ROGER AND EVE I4J 004
• f •
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 29th of December 2010, I personally mailed
a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs, FIRST REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS to the following person:
James D. La Rue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS
12
000050
           
   
   
             
           
      
    
    
      
    
   
          
      
 
** INBOUND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCCESSFULLY **
- TIME RECEIVED
January 6, 2011 9: 58: 11 AM MST
01/05/2011 19:00 FAX 808 661 5848
rlI ~ ]...~"~"~"'~a,i I~ ~
!ll!!l ~ lr~
REMOTE CSID
808 661 5848
ROGER AND EVE
DU 'ON PAGES
64 3
STATUS
Received
~001
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
JAN 06 Z011
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Cte*
ey KATHY BIEHL
aePUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV DC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUEST FOR
ADMISSIONS ON DEFENDANT
Please take notice that on January 5, 2011 plaintiff, Eva Marie Rizzo, in
Pro Per, served plaintiffs First Request For Admissions on Defendant's
attorney. The Certificate of Service of that discovery is attached.
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE, page 1
000051
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01/05/2011 19:01 FAX 808 661 5848
Date: January ~ ,2011
ROGER AND EVE
'il.O'j V' DM r-€,;! Y< (7-7.../)
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
III 002
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE ~ page 2
000052
      
    
   
       
   
   
        
  
01/05/2011 19:01 FAX 808 661 5848
•
ROGER AND EVE @003
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the 5th day ofJanuary, 2011, I personally m.ailed a
true and correct copy ofthe foregoing document to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
EVA MARIE RlZZO and ROGER D. ~J,l;...f""'"
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
14
ROPER
000053
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:qm ~ _
JAN 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAl<
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiff,
NOTICE OF SERVICE
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
t'1~("State Farm"), pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, on the" day of January,
2011, caused to be forwarded a copy of Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo.
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 1
000054
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DATED this )7~' day of January, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 171t... day of January, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
v U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
James D.JfiRue
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 2
000055
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** INBOUND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCCESSFULLY **
STATUS
Received
IgJ 001
CHRfSlIIOPHSl D. RICH. Clerk
By KATHY 8te1.
0IpuIr
: i6ii-S ....l:_:_
JAN 242011
rION PAGES
3
I
6'1-
ROGER AND EVE
REMOTE CSID
808 661 5848
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
;rIME RECEIVED
January 23, 2011 6:25:58 AM MST
01/22/2011 15:28 FAX 808 661 5848
,nP
o
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS'
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS ON
DEFENDANT
Please take notice that on January 19,2011 plaintiff, Eva Marie
Rizzo, served plaintiffs' Second Set OfDocument Requests on
Defendant's attorney. The Certificate of Service of that discovery is
attached.
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 1
000056
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____~01/22/2011 15:29 FAX 808 661 5848
Date: January 23, 2011
ROGER AND EVE
~D~fI]Q..1 '11'3.6
R ger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
~002
I
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I
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I
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NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 2
000057
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01/22/2011 15:29 FAX 808 661 5848 ROGER AND EVE
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
141 003
/
.........
I hereby certify that on the 19th of January, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT
REQUESTS to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, I PRO PER
va Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT - page 7
000058
           
 
 
   
              
           
     
   
    
      
    
   
          
   
    
   
         
STATUS
Received
@001
: tf£fF~~t._~'~~
n- ,~
[ rION PAGES
63 3
ROGER AND EVE
** INBOUND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCCESSFULLY **
REMOTE CSID
808 661 5848
, .. 'i'l :n'",",;
\.t~'i',;\~
TIME RECEIVED
January 23, 2011 6:23:57 AM MST
0112212011 15: 26 .f'AX 808 5848
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE QF PLAINTIFFS'
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES ON DEFENDANT
Please take notice that on January 19,2011 plaintiff, Eva Marie
Rizzo, served plaintiffs' Second Set Of Interrogatories on
Defendant's attorney. The Certificate of Service of that discovery is
attached.
~I 000059 
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01/22/2011 15:27 FAX 808 661 5848
Date: January 23, 2011
ROGER AND EVE
11 u~~al\llJllllU:O
Roge Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
@J002
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 2
000060
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I hereby certify that on the 19th of January, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES to the following person:
01/22/2011 15:27 FAX 808 661 5848
. . /'
/
;'
;1
l
/
.I
/
I
ROGER AND EVE
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
141003
James D. LaRue
HAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PR PEV
~ 1tA:.c VI'"rJor-
va Marie Rizzo ,/ •
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page '•. &
..........
000061
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'/' 1112 FILEDA.M 1 • :to P.M _
JAN 25 2011
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DIS~~T.Gf?HERD. RICH, Clerk
'By MIREN OLSON .
DEPUTY
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO, et. al,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE
COMPANY,
Defendants.
Case No. CVOC1023300
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS
AND SETTING TRIAL
Upon a scheduling conference held pursuant to notice, and the Court being advised, it is
hereby ordered that:
1) Jury Trial is hereby set FOR October 11,2011 AT 9:00 A.M. for ten (10) days.
Please note that Fridays are reserved for criminal matters and the trial will
be conducted on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday schedule from
9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
2) Pretrial Conference is hereby set for September 12, 2011 at 3:00 P.M.
3) All parties must be represented at the pretrial conference. Counsel must be the
handling attorney, or be fully familiar with the case and have authority to bind the
client and law firm to all matters within I.R.C.P 16.
4) All dispositive motions shall be filed and heard no later than 90 days prior to trial.
5) The discovery cutoff shall be 120 days prior to trial. This discovery cutoff is the
last day to initiate written discovery. Aside from depositions of expert witnesses,
all depositions will be completed by the discovery cutoff.
6) The advancing party shall disclose all expert witnesses by 120 days prior to trial.
The responding party shall disclose all expert witnesses by 90 days prior to trial.
Depositions, if any, of expert witnesses shall be completed within thirty (30) days
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL - Page 1
000062
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ofthis cutoff. This disclosure cutoff does not absolve parties of the duty to timely
identify experts and their opinions in response to written discovery requests.
7) The last day to amend pleadings shall be 180 days prior to trial.
8) In addition to the requirements ofLR.C.P. 16(c), (d) and (e), at the pretrial
conference, each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and lodge
with the Court a complete list ofexhibits and witnesses in accordance with
LR.C.P. 16(h).
9) The Court ordered that parties shall mediate no later than 90 days prior to trial.
Failure to mediate may result in loss of trial date.
10) In the case of a Jury Trial, all requested jury instructions shall be submitted to the
Court at the pretrial conference. Failure to submit jury instructions shall be
deemed to be a waiver of the right to request jury instructions.
Dated this ,2.Jd'- day of January, 2011.
TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL· Page 2
000063
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ALTERNATE JUDGES
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
40(d)(1)(G), that an alternate judge may be assigned to preside over the
trial of this case. The following is a list ofpotential alternate judges:
Hon. Phillip M. Becker
Hon. G. D. Carey
Hon. Dennis Goff
Hon. Nathan Higer
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt Jr.
Hon. James Judd
Hon. DuffMcKee
Hon. Daniel Meehl
Hon. George R. Reinhardt, III
Hon. Ronald Schilling
Hon. W. H. Woodland
Hon. Linda Copple Trout
Hon. Kathryn Sticklen
Hon. Barry Wood
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification
without cause under Rule 40(d)(1), each party shall have the right to file
one (1) motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate
judge not later than ten (10) days after service of this notice.
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL· Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this (;):r day of January, 2011, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
EVA & ROGER RIZZO
1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
JAMES LARUE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
POBOX 1539
BOISE, IDAHO 83701-1539
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
By: , j AA-MAo=6.. £vovl
Deputy Court Clerk
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL - Page 4
000065
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RECEIVED
JAN 272011
Ada County Clerk
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NO.
A.M. q:C2> R~t
'---
JAN 27 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DePUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
RULE 16 (g) OBJECTION TO MY CONDUCT DURING THE
JANUARY 24,2010 STATUS CONFERENCE
I apologize to both Judge Tim Hansen and attorney James LaRue for my
conduct during portions of the January 24, 2010 Status Conference. At
times, it was both improper and unprofessional. I am sorry.
000066
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,CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 25th of January, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' 16(g) OBJECTION to the
following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
IEL RIZZO,~O PER
.- Vl. '}\~
Eva Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER
PLAINTIFFS' 16(g) OBJECTION
000067
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. F~~ ?t r£1
A.M.__-- +
JAN 27 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JAMIE RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1 023300
Plaintiffs,
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Tim Hansen, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
That he is a citizen of the United States of America over the age of eighteen years and a
resident of the state of Idaho; that he is neither a party to, nor bears any interest in, this action;
that on the 24th day of January, 2011, he received the attached Subpoena and that he personally
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1
000068
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served the same on UDK Solutions, Inc., dba Disaster Kleenup Serving Treasure Valley, on the
24th day of January, at approximately 3:30 p.m., in the county of Canyon, state of Idaho, by
delivering to and leaving with Jessica Dinius, in the employ of Kevin C. Dinius, the Registered
Agent for UDK Solutions, Inc., dba Disaster Kleenup Serving Treasure Valley, personally and in
person, a copy of the Subpoena in this action.
DATEDthis':U dayofJanuary,2011./_~~
/! - I~<y
TIM HANSEN
'jJ\.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~h day of January, 2011.
otary Public~r aNO
Residing at: fJl)(;U J 'J J
Commission Expires: /0/ /3/~tJ 1/
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 2
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
SUBPOENA: UDK SOLUTIONS, INC.,
dba DISASTER KLEENUP SERVING
TREASURE VALLEY
THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO:
UDK Solutions, Inc.
DBA Disaster Kleenup Serving Treasure Valley
c/o Kevin C. Dinius (Registered Agent)
5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 130
Nampa, ID 83687
YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
SUBPOENA: UDK SOLUTIONS, INC., dba DISASTER
KLEENUP SERVING TREASURE VALLEY - 1
000070
   
   
    
      
    
   
   
   
   
   
   
           
          
       
 
 
 
    
 
   
    
    
   
       
   
      
      
      
   
   
                     
      
      
[ ] to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in
the above case.
[ .1'] to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects,
including electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below:
The complete file(s) maintained by UDK Solutions, Inc. dba
Disaster Kleenup Serving Treasure Valley for the residential real
property located at 1583 North Sundown Way, Eagle, Idaho 83616
(the "Property"), including any and all estimates, bids, invoices,
test results, photographs, drawings, contracts, written
authorizations for work, and/or documents evidencing any work
performed on or at the Property; any and all correspondence with
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo from 2003 to the
present; and all notes and memoranda evidencing oral
communications with Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
from 2003 to the present.
[ ] to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.
PLACE: James D. LaRue
Elam & Burke
251 E. Front Street, Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
DATE AND TIME: February 23,2011, at 9:00 a.m.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or
to produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt
of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages
which the party may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.
In lieu of appearance, you may forward a copy of the records prior to February 23, 2011,
to Elam & Burke, P.O. Box 1539, Boise, ID 83701.
SUBPOENA: UDK SOLUTIONS, INC., dba DISASTER
KLEENUP SERVING TREASURE VALLEY - 2
000071
                     
   
               
            
         
         
          
         
      
        
           
           
        
         
     
                
    
   
      
   
   
        
                  
                 
                  
             
                 
          
      
     
DATED this Z4~ day of January, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~
C1aigR Yabui, Of the Firm
Officer of the Court
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of January, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
~ U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
SUBPOENA: UDK SOLUTIONS, INC., dba DISASTER
KLEENUP SERVING TREASURE VALLEY - 3
000072
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. ~~...q..~ _
A.M. FI~.~ t)1Sd
JAN 312011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JAMIE RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiff,
NOTICE OF SERVICE
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Insurance
Company, pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, did this date cause to be forwarded to
the above-named Plaintiffs, the original of Defendant's Responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of
Requests for Production of Documents.
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 1
000073
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DATED this.d1- day of January, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
. g; ~IBy. /II <d<L.:! .<,L~ u
Jam . LaRue, Of the Fmn
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of January, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
0/ U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
~ J~, .4...........,~<James~e
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 2
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** INBOUND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCCESSFULLY **
TIME RECEIVED
February 1, 2011 1:55:31 PM MST
01/31/2011 22:58 FAX 808 661 5848
REMOTE CSID
808 661 5848
ROGER AND EVE
ITION PAGES
65 3
STATUS
Received
141001
ORIGINAL
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Surtdown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
fEB 012011
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
--~----------)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS' THIRD
SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS ON DEFENDANT
Please take notice that on January 3, 2011 plaintiff, Eva Marie Rizzo,
served plaintiffs' Third Set OfDocument Requests on Defendant's
attorney. The Certificate of Service of that discovery is attached.
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE ~ page 1
000075
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Date: January 31, 2011
ROGER AND EVE III 002
Lf< () ~tr 0 t., f\ l-t i '1Znc.6
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 2
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01/31/2011 22:59 FAX 808 661 5848
. ,
ROGER AND EVE l4I003
,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the Istth day ofFebruary~ 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER D. RIZZO, IN PRO PER
\""-"",,,1
..........'
Eva Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT - page 6
000077
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
N FIL~~ /7t8:
A.M._--- ,..
FEB 0~ 2011
CHRISTOPHER [OJ H;t",. Clerk
ByCARL'( LAriMORE.
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE
WITHOUT CAUSE
COMES NOW Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Company, by and through its
attorneys of record, Elam & Burke, P.A., and moves to disqualify the alternate judge, Honorable
D. Duff McKee, without cause and as a matter of right, from the above-captioned matter
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(1).
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY ALTERNATE JUDGE WITHOUT CAUSE - 1
000078
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DATED this -1 day of February, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By: <d,r:1IMu: 4 L2cdu
James D. LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva M. Rizzo & Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
.....- U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY ALTERNATE JUDGE WITHOUT CAUSE - 2
000079
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.:- FILED ~
A.M. P.M. =-.lLL
FEB 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Rule 26(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for
an Order precluding Plaintiffs Roger and Eva Rizzo from seeking and/or obtaining discovery of
information irrelevant to the issues pled in the Rizzos' Complaint and not reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. In particular, State Farm should not be required
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1
000080
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to answer the objectionable discovery discussed more thoroughly in State Farm's Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Protective Order and the Rizzos should be precluded from propounding
future discovery that reaches beyond the scope of this litigation.
This Motion is made and based upon the record and files in the above-entitled action, as
well as the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order and the Affidavit of
James D. LaRue in Support of Motion for Protective Order filed herewith.
rt-DATED this~ day of February, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~J~]).LaRUe:Ofthe Firm ---
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 2
v U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
000081
            
               
          
                
               
            
       
    
   
   
   
                
                
   
       
    
   
   
  
  
  
James D. a ue 
     
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO·-----:::FI:-:::LE~D~~"""":""'1-+--
A.M. P.M.~
FEB 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
submits this Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order.
Through its Motion for Protective Order, State Farm seeks an Order from the Court
precluding Plaintiffs Roger and Eva Rizzo from seeking and/or obtaining discovery of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1
000082
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information irrelevant to the issues pled in the Rizzos' Complaint and not reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. In particular, the written discovery discussed
below seeks information wholly unrelated to the claims being made by the Rizzos and serves no
purpose other than to annoy, oppress, or unduly burden State Farm. State Farm should not be
required to respond to this objectionable discovery, and the Rizzos should be precluded from
propounding future discovery that reaches beyond the scope of this litigation.
II. BACKGROUND
On November 24, 2010, the Rizzos filed their Complaint and a separate document styled
as a Demand for Jury Trial. The Complaint alleges four causes of action: (1) breach of contract;
(2) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (3) bad faith; and
(4) negligence per se. (See Complaint, pp. 7-11.) This is not a class action lawsuit filed pursuant
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 23, and the Rizzos are the only Plaintiffs. (See Complaint.)
There are no allegations of personal injury resulting from mold, fungus, or any other source. (See
id.) Also, the allegations in the Complaint strictly relate to an alleged property loss occurring on
May 22, 2010. (See Complaint, ~ 6) ("On May 22, 2010 an extremely severe wind and rainstorm
caused major damage to plaintiffs' home.")
On January 4, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' First Set ofInterrogatories, which
seek answers to 23 Interrogatories. (See Affidavit of James D. LaRue in Support of Motion for
Protective Order ("LaRue Aff."), Ex. A.)1 Notwithstanding the objections raised by State Farm
I Although it appears that written discovery served on State Farm to date was intended
to be served on behalf of both Plaintiffs, these discovery requests have only been signed by
Plaintiff Roger Rizzo and not by Plaintiff Eva Rizzo. Since Plaintiffs are pursuing this action pro
se/pro per, Mr. Rizzo cannot sign or serve any written discovery on behalf of Mrs. Rizzo. See
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 2
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to individual Interrogatories, Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories contains 16 Interrogatories
that appear related to the case presently before the Court. However, the remaining seven
Interrogatories are unrelated to the allegations set forth in the Complaint and seek information
beyond the scope of this case:
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please state what is defendant
State Farm Insurance's current wealth, net worth, or financial
condition based on defendant's current balance sheet.
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please state how many
homeowners policies defendant issued or sold in the State of
Idaho in the years 2008,2009, and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please state how much defendant
monetarily charged its insureds to provide them with
homeowners policy insurance coverage in the State of Idaho during
the years 2008, 2009, and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please state how many of
defendant's Idaho homeowners policy insureds filed lawsuits
against defendant alleging that defendant improperly or illegally
denied insurance coverage to them.
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Please state how many
homeowners policies defendant issued or sold in the United States
in the years 2008, 2009, and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Please state how much defendant
monetarily charged its insureds to provide them with
homeowners insurance coverage in the United States during the
years 2008, 2009, and 2010.
Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. v. Carroll, 148 Idaho 254, 260, 220 P.3d 1073 (Idaho 2009) ("A
person who engages in the practice of law without a license may be held in contempt of court,
fined up to $500, and sentenced to up to six months in prison. I.e. §§ 3-104,3-420. We reiterate
our recent holding in Indian Springs that while a person has a right to represent himself or herself
pro se, the right does not extend to the representation of other persons or entities.")
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 3
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INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Please state how many of
defendant's homeowners policy insureds in the United States filed
lawsuits against defendant alleging that defendant improperly or
illegally denied insurance coverage to them.
(LaRue Aff., Ex. A (emphasis in original).)
On or about January 6, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for
Admission, which seek admissions to 55 Requests for Admission. (See LaRue Aff. Ex. B.) Of
these 55 Requests for Admission, only six are proper requests to which State Farm does not
object. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. B, Requests for Admission Nos. 38-43.) The remaining Requests
for Admission seek admissions regarding matters unrelated to the allegations set forth in the
Complaint and are well beyond the scope of this case:
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: That on December 29,
2010 plaintiffs made a claim under their homeowners policy issued
by defendant to defendant's agent, Allen Bollschweiler.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Defendant is not aware
of any homeowners policy claims in Ada County that one of its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or
2010 where defendant monetarily paid the claim without one of its
claim representatives visiting the insured's home and assessing
how the damage occurred before the claim was paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Defendant is not aware
of at least one thousand homeowners policy claims in Idaho that
its insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or
2010 where defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of
its claims representatives visiting the insureds' homes and
assessing how the damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Defendant is not aware
of any homeowners policy claims in the United States that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or
2010 where defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 4
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its claims representatives visiting the insureds' homes and
assessing how the damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Defendant is not aware
of at least one thousand homeowners policy claims in the United
States that its insureds made or communicated to defendant in
2008,2009, or 2010 where defendant monetarily paid the claims
without one of its claims representatives visiting the insureds'
homes and assessing how the damage occurred before the claims
were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Defendant is aware of at
least fifty lawsuits filed by its insureds in Idaho in 2008, 2009 or
2010 which relate to defendant's denial of homeowners policy
coverage to its insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Defendant is aware of at
least fifty lawsuits filed by its insureds in the United States in
2008, 2009 or 20 I0 which relate to defendant's denial of
homeowners policy coverage to its insureds for their home
damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Defendant admits that it
did no research or testing of people in the United States in 2008,
2009, or 2010 to determine whether they understood the
provisions in the State Farm Homeowners Policy.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 49: Defendant admits that
its team managers in the United States were advised by defendant
in 2008, 2009, or 2010 what percentage of or how many of its
homeowners policy insureds sued State Farm Insurance for
denying them coverage under their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53: Defendant State Farm
Insurance admits that it is economically or financially the largest
insurance company in the world at the current time.
(LaRue Aff., Ex. B (emphasis in original).)2
2Most of the 49 objectionable Requests for Admission are variations of the Requests for
Admission quoted in this memorandum, i.e., they are the same requests but expand the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 5
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On January 20, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Second Set ofInterrogatories and
Plaintiffs' Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents. (See LaRue Aff., Exhs., C and
D.) Following the pattern of the Rizzos' prior written discovery requests, these sets of written
discovery seek information that is irrelevant to the allegations in the Rizzos' Complaint.
Specifically, these sets of written discovery relate to the non-pleaded issue of the "adverse health
effects" due to exposure to "mold, fungus, or dry rot:"
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state with particularity all
the adverse health effects to human beings of which defendant was
aware, prior to May 22, 2010, that happens when humans are
exposed for any length of time to any amount of level of mold,
fungus, or dry rot.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please state with particularity each
and every reason why defendant, prior to May 22, 2010, did not
advise or warn its Homeowners Policy insureds about the adverse
human health effects from which they may suffer if they are
exposed for any length of time to any levels or amounts of mold,
fungus, or dry rot.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Defendant's entire set
of files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to how mold and/or fungus forms or develops when
rainwater leaks, penetrates, or floods into a persons' home.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Defendant's entire set
of files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to the adverse health effects of exposure by human
beings to all specified or particular levels or amounts of mold
and/or fungus.
geographical area of the request and the number of lawsuits/claims. For the sake of economy,
State Farm has only quoted a brief sample of the objectionable Requests for Admission. State
Farm objects to Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Admission in its entirety.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 6
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(LaRue Aff., Exhs. C and D (emphasis in original).)3
On February 2, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Third Set of Requests for Production
of Documents, which once more seek information unrelated to the allegations set forth in the
Complaint and beyond the scope of this case:
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: All documents
prepared by any third party, who was or is involved in litigation
with State Farm Insurance, which refers to or is a statement that the
litigant was going to the Idaho Department of Insurance and
request that State Farm's practice of insurance be suspended or
revoked in the State of Idaho in accordance with Idaho Code
Section 41-1329A for violation of any provision of Idaho Code
Section 41-1329.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: All non-privileged
documents written or typed by State Farm employees discussing or
referring to the statement of the litigant, as described above, which
was going to be made to the Department of Insurance that State
Farm's practice of insurance be suspended or revoked in the State
ofIdaho in accordance with Idaho Code Section 41-1329A for
violation of any provision of Idaho Code Section 41-1329.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: All documents
submitted or provided to the Idaho Department of Insurance by the
former or present litigant, as described above, in which the litigant
requested that State Farm's practice of insurance be suspended or
revoked in the State of Idaho in accordance with Idaho Code
Section 41-1329A for violation of any provision ofIdaho Code
Section 41-1329.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: All documents which
state, mention, or set forth the names, addresses, telephone
numbers or e-mail addresses of all persons or entities, who were
3Again, for the sake of economy, State Farm has only quoted a sample of the
objectionable Interrogatories and Requests for Production, which are all variations of the same
theme, i.e., adverse health effects from exposure to mold, fungus, or dry rot. State Farm objects
to Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories and Plaintiffs' Second Set of Requests for Production
of Documents in their entirety.
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involved in litigation with State Farm Insurance, and stated that
they planned or intended to request that the Department of
Insurance suspend or revoke defendant's practice of insurance in
the State of Idaho in accordance with Idaho Code Section 41-
1329A for violation of any provision of Idaho Code Section 41-
1329.
(LaRue Aff., Ex. E (emphasis in original).)
III. ANALYSIS
A. A Protective Order Is Necessary to Protect State Farm From the Rizzos' Overly-
Broad Discovery Requests.
Civil litigants are not "entitled to unfettered discovery." Aeschliman v. State, 132 Idaho
397, 401, 973 P.2d 749, 753 (Ct.App. 1999). Rule 26 "limits the scope of discovery to matters
that are 'relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action.... '" Id. (quoting I.R.C.P.
26(b)(1).) Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1) further sets out the scope of discovery as
follows:
Parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pendin2
action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party
seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party,
including the existence, description, nature, custody, condition and
location of any books, documents, or other tangible things and the
identity and location of persons having knowledge of any
discoverable matter. It is not ground for objection that the
information sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the
information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence.
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(1) (emphasis added). Thus, where the information sought is not relevant to the
subject matter involved in the pending action and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence, such information is outside the scope of discovery as defined
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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by Rule 26(b)(1). The entry of a protective order under Rule 26(c) would therefore be
appropriate to limit the scope of discovery to only information relevant to the pending lawsuit.
Rule 26(c) provides in relevant part as follows:
Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom
discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the court in which
the action is pending or alternatively, on matter relating to a
deposition, the court in the district where the deposition is to be
taken may make any order which justice requires to protect a
party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression,
or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the
following: (1) that the discovery not be had; (2) that the
discovery may be had only on specified terms and conditions,
including a designation of the time or place; (3) that the discovery
may be had only by a method of discovery other than that selected
by the party seeking discovery; (4) that certain matters not be
inquired into, or that the scope of the discovery be limited to
certain matters...
I.R.C.P. 26(c) (emphasis added). It is not an abuse of discretion for the trial court to issue a
protective order forbidding discovery of issues or information that is "not part of a 'case or
controversy' properly before it." See Selkirk Seed C. v. Forney, 134 Idaho 98, 105, 996 P.2d 798,
805 (1999).
1. The Rizzos' Discovery Should Be Limited to the Loss Pled in the Complaint.
In the present matter, the Rizzos are asserting four causes of action related to the handling
of their specific claim made on May 23, 2010. (See Complaint,,-r 7) ("On May 23, 2010,
plaintiffs reported by telephone their claim under their Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's
agents.") The Complaint is silent as to any additional claims and does not provide State Farm
with any notice that additional claims are at issue in this lawsuit. Thus, Requests for Admission
Nos. 1-3, which deal with a separate claim made by the Rizzos on December 29,2010, and after
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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the Complaint was filed on November 24,2010, are not part of the case or controversy properly
before the Court, and State Farm should not be required to answer them. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. B,
Requests for Admission Nos. 1-3.)
The Complaint is also silent as to any personal injuries suffered by the Rizzos and
provides no notice that allegations of personal injuries were contemplated by the Rizzos;
especially in regards to the alleged "adverse health effects" or "health hazards" resulting from
exposure to "mold, fungus, or dry rot." (See Complaint.) Therefore, Plaintiffs' Second Set of
Interrogatories and Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents, which are
tailored to the alleged adverse health effects resulting from exposure to mold, fungus, and dry rot,
are not part of the case properly before the Court, and State Farm should not be required to
answer them. (See LaRue Aff., Exhs. C, Interrogatory Nos. 1-6; Ex. D, Requests for Production
Nos. 1-11.)
2. The Rizzos Should Be Precluded From Seeking Information Related to State
Farm's Conduct With Its Other Insureds.
Good or bad, State Farm's conduct with its other insureds is completely irrelevant to the
case presently before the Court, and discovery of State Farm's conduct with its other insureds is
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. This is the case
regardless of whether these other insureds reside in Eagle, Ada County, the state of Idaho, or
anywhere in the United States. For example, evidence demonstrating the countless customers
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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happy with State Farm's claims handling practices is just as irrelevant as evidence that an insured
in Nebraska sued State Farm on a homeowners policy claim.4
The irrelevance of discovery pertaining to State Farm's other insureds is dictated by the
causes of action alleged in the Rizzos' Complaint. Each cause of action alleged by the Rizzos
relates solely to State Farm's handling of the Rizzos' claim made on May 23, 2010. A material
breach of contract "is one which touches the fundamental purpose of the contract and defeats the
object of the parties in entering into the contract." Independence Lead Mines v. Hecla Mining
Co., 143 Idaho 22, 28,137 P.3d 409, 415 (2006). Similarly, the "covenant of good faith and fair
dealing may be implied.. .if it arises only regarding terms agreed to by the parties, and requires
that the parties perform, in good faith, the obligations imposed by their agreement." Id. at 26,
137 P.2d at 413. The tort of bad faith applies "where an insurer 'intentionally and unreasonably
denies or delays payment' on a claim, and in the process harms the claimant in such a way not
fully compensable at contract, the claimant can bring an action in tort to recover for the harm
done." White v. Unigard Mut. Ins. Co., 112 Idaho 94, 98, 730 P.2d 1014, 1018 (1986). Finally,
in order to replace a common law duty of care with a duty of care from a statute or regulation
under a negligence per se theory, ''the plaintiff must be a member of the class of persons the
4 It is self-evident that requiring State Farm to respond to discovery seeking irrelevant
information and/or which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence will be an undue burden on State Farm or cause it to incur undue expense. See I.R.C.P.
26(c). In other words, responding to discovery seeking information that is not part of the case is
an unjustifiable waste oftime and resources regardless of the size or financial resources of the
Defendant.
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statute or regulation was designed to protect." O'Guin v. Bingham County, 142 Idaho 49,52, 122
P.3d 308, 312 (2005).5
Thus, the case presently before the Court entails: (1) whether State Farm breached its
contract with the Rizzos; (2) whether State Farm breach the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing in respects to the contract between State Farm and the Rizzos; (3) whether State
Farm committed bad faith in its handling of the Rizzos' claim; and (4) whether State Farm is
liable for negligence per se related to its handling of the Rizzos' claim. Thus, all discovery
related to State Farm's conduct with its other insureds is beyond the scope of this litigation and
not part of the case presently before the Court. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. A, Interrogatory Nos. 18,
20,21,23; Ex. B, Requests for Admission Nos. 4-37,44-46; Ex. E, Requests for Production
Nos. 1-4.)
Similarly, none of the Rizzos' four alleged causes of action require a showing of State
Farm's state of mind as it relates to its other insureds, the state of mind of State Farm's other
insureds, or to non-pleaded issues. See, e.g., Hecla Mining Co., 143 Idaho at 27-8,137 P.3d at
414-15 (describing the elements of breach of contract and breach of the implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing); Lavey v. Regence Blue Shield ofIdaho, 139 Idaho 37,48, 72 P.3d 877,
888 (2003) (describing elements of the tort of bad faith); O'Guin, 142 Idaho at 53, 122 P.3d at
312 (describing the elements of negligence per se). All Requests for Admission that seek
admissions regarding whether State Farm was "aware" of other lawsuits filed or "aware" of other
5 Through filing its Motion for Protective Order, State Farm does not concede that any of
the Rizzos' causes of action have merit. State Farm also does not concede that the Rizzos'
causes of action for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and negligence
per se are recognized causes of action in the insurer-insured context.
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homeowners policy claims filed are therefore irrelevant. (See LaRue Aff. Ex. B, Requests for
Admission Nos. 4-37, 44-52.) Also, all Requests for Admission that seek admissions regarding
research on whether State Farm's insureds understood the provisions of their policies are
irrelevant. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. B, Requests for Admission Nos. 44-46.) Finally, all
Interrogatories and Requests for Production that relate to State Farm's knowledge regarding
adverse health effects resulting from exposure to mold, fungus, or dry rot are beyond the scope of
this litigation and irrelevant. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. C, Interrogatory Nos. 1-6; Ex. 0, Requests for
Production Nos. 1-11.)
3. The Rizzos Should Be Precluded From Seeking Information Related to State
Farm's Financial Strength/Status.
State Farm's financial strength/status is completely irrelevant to the case. Whether State
Farm has $1 or unlimited assets bears no relation to whether State Farm breached its contract
with the Rizzos, breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, handled the
Rizzos' claim in bad faith, or is liable for negligence per se. This lawsuit is about what State
Farm did or did not do. It is not about who or what State Farm is. Therefore, State Farm should
not be required to answer any discovery related to its financial status/strength. (See LaRue Aff.,
Ex. A, Interrogatory Nos. 17, 19,22; Ex. B, Requests for Admission Nos. 53-55.)
B. The Court Should Issue an Order Precludin2 the Rizzos From Conductin2 Future
Discovery That Exceeds the Scope of This Liti2ation.
While State Farm's Motion for Protective Order addresses written discovery served to
date, State Farm also seeks an Order from the Court precluding the Rizzos from serving
discovery in the future that suffers from the same flaws as the Rizzos' previously served written
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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discovery. The need for such an Order is demonstrated by Plaintiffs' Second Set of
Interrogatories, Plaintiffs' Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents, and Plaintiffs'
Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents, which repeatedly exceed the scope of this
litigation.
A pattern has emerged from which it is clear that without guidance from the Court, State
Farm can continue to expect receiving written discovery requests that seek information irrelevant
to the case presently before the Court. If the Rizzos are permitted to continue with this pattern,
this case will move further from resolution and closer to a protracted discovery dispute. Limits
need to be put in place now to prevent such a result. As such, State Farm respectfully requests
that the Court issue an Order limiting the Rizzos' future discovery to the following: (l) issues
related to State Farm's alleged breached in its contract with the Rizzos; (2) issues related to State
Farm's alleged breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing in respects to the
contract between State Farm and the Rizzos; (3) issues related to State Farm's alleged bad faith
in its handling of the Rizzos' claim; and (4) issues related to whether State Farm is liable for
negligence per se related to its handling of the Rizzos' claim.
IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court grant its Motion
for Protective Order.
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DATED this ?~day of February, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~~
James D. LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7$ day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.-----:=:~eat=FILED ~A.M. P.M. _
FEB 07 2011
CHRISTOPt-'IER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER
James D. LaRue, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath deposes and says as follows:
1. I am a shareholder in the law firm of Elam & Burke, P.A., and at all relevant times
counsel of record for Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"),
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER ~ 1
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erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company. I have reviewed the contents of the file in
this matter and make this affidavit based on personal knowledge.
2. On January 4, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' First Set ofInterrogatories.
Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories.
3. On January 6, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for
Admissions. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' First Set of
Requests for Admission.
4. On January 20, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Second Set of
Interrogatories. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Second Set
of Interrogatories.
5. On January 20, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Second Set of Requests for
Production of Documents. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs'
Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents.
6. On February 2, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Third Set of Requests for
Production of Documents. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs'
Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents.
DATED this P day of February, 2011.
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day of February, 2011.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
y" U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
James D. a ue
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 3
000099
    
Notary ublic for Idaho 
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Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
v 1- ,
.>
<'
JAN 042011
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO: DEFENDANT AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiffs
request that defendant answer the following interrogatories under
oath. The answers should be served upon plaintiffs, in Pro Per, by
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
EXHIBIT A
----------- Pagel -----------000100
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February 8, 2011 at 1583 North Sundown Way in Eagle, Idaho 83616.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. The term defendant means present and former officers, director,
managers, claims representatives, agents, investigators, experts,
attorneys, accountants, and other persons presently employed by
defendant directly or indirectly.
2. In answering these interrogatories, you are required to provide all
the information, knowledge, and facts which are available to you and
all the individuals listed in the definition of defendant immediately
above. These terms are meant to include both first-hand and hearsay
information, knowledge and facts.
3. Each Interrogatory should be answered separately and as fully as
possible. The fact that discovery is continuing or not complete is not an
excuse for failure to answer these interrogatories as fully as possible.
4. These interrogatories are continuing in nature and require the
addition of supplemental answers to the fullest extent possible as
provided by Idaho statutory and case law.
5. To whatever extent the answer is not provided or only partial answer
is provided because of a claim of privilege, please identify: (a) the date
such information, knowledge, or fact was acquired; (b) who
communicated and received such information, knowledge, or fact;
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
------------ Page 2
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(c) each individual with whom the information, knowledge, or fact was
shared with; and (d) which specific privilege is relied on not to answer
the interrogatory partially or completely.
6. The term investigation means to study by close examination, to
systematically inquire, to gather all the known facts to analyze or
evaluate occurrences
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state with particularity all the
investigation defendant performed on or before June 10, 2010
concerning plaintiffs' May 23, 2010 homeowners policy claim which
plaintiffs made to defendant.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please state with particularity all the
investigation defendant performed after June 10, 2010 up to the
current date concerning plaintiffs' May 23, 2010 homeowners policy
claim which plaintiffs made to defendant.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please state with particularity all the
investigation defendant performed up to the current date concerning
plaintiffs December 29, 2010 homeowners policy claim which plaintiffs
made to defendant.
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please completely state whether on or before
June 10, 2010, as part of its investigation, defendant examined any
weather statistics or information which would document the rainfall
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
------------ Page 3
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amount and/or wind speed in the area where plaintiffs home is
located.
INTERROGATORY NO.5: On page 3 of the June 10, 2010 insurance
claims denial letter sent to plaintiffs, as one of the LOSSES NOT
INSURED, defendant cites volcanic explosion or lava flow, except as
specifically covered in Section 1 .... Volcanic explosion or lava flow is
also cited as a LOSSES NOT INSURED on page 7 of defendant's answer
to the complaint in this action. Does defendant agree that citing
volcanic explosion or lava flow as a LOSSES NOT INSURED in those two
documents was a clear error and was not asserted in good faith in
accordance with Idaho Code Sections 41-113(2) and 41-1329.
INTERROGATORY NO.6: If defendant does not agree with the last
sentence of the last interrogatory, please state every reason why citing
volcanic explosion or lava flow was correctly asserted as a LOSSES NOT
INSURED or exclusion in the June 10, 2010 insurance claims denial
letter and in the answer to the complaint.
INTERROGATORY NO.7: On page 3 of the June 10, 2010 insurance
claims denial letter sent to plaintiffs, as one of the LOSSES NOT
INSURED, defendant cites tsunami. Tsunami is also cited as a LOSSES
NOT INSURED on page 8 of defendant's answer to the complaint in this
action. Does defendant agree that citing tsunami as a LOSSES NOT
INSURED in those two documents was a clear error and was not
asserted in good faith in accordance with Idaho Code Sections 41-
!ll!ll and 41-1329.
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
------------ Page4
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INTERROGATORY NO.8: If the defendant does not agree with the last
sentence of the last interrogatory, please state every reason why citing
tsunami was correctly asserted as a LOSSES NOT INSURED or exclusion
in the June 10, 2010 insurance claims denial letter and in the answer to
the complaint.
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Please state with complete certainty what
caused the damage to plaintiffs' home which was the subject of their
first May 23, 2010 claim under their homeowners insurance policy.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please state in full detail how and when
defendant became aware with complete certainty what caused the
damage to plaintiffs' home which was the subject of their first May 23,
2010 claim under their homeowners insurance policy.·
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: If defendant cannot state with a certainty
what caused the damage to plaintiffs' home, which was the subject of
their first May 23, 2010 claim under plaintiffs' homeowners insurance
policy, please state all the reasons why defendant is able to assert that
one or more of the homeowners policy exclusions, cited in the June 10,
2010 insurance claim denial letter sent to the plaintiffs and the answer
to the complaint, did, in fact, cause substantial damage to plaintiffs'
home.
INTERROGATORY NO.12: Please state whether you believe that the
policy exclusions cited in the June 10, 2010 insurance denial letter sent
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
------------ Page 5
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to plaintiffs and defendant's answer to the complaint include every
reasonably likely cause of the damage which was the subject of
plaintiffs' May 23, 2010 homeowners policy claim.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please state fully and completely why it is
you believe that the policy exclusions cited in the June 10, 2010 denial
letter sent to plaintiffs and defendant's answer to the complaint
include every reasonably likely cause of the damage which is the
subject of plaintiffs' homeowners policy claim.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Please state what the complete educational
background, work experience, and construction licenses are of the
claims representative who was assigned to plaintiffs' May 23, 2010
homeowners policy claim and who signed the June 10, 2010 insurance
claim denial letter which was sent to plaintiffs.
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please identify the names and job titles of
any and all of defendant's employees who authored any part of or
contributed in any way to the preparation of the June 10, 2010
insurance claim denial letter which was sent to plaintiffs.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please completely state what role the
individuals identified in the prior interrogatory played in authoring or
contributing to the June 10, 2010 insurance claims denial letter which
was sent to plaintiffs.
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
------------ Page 6
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INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please state what is defendant State Farm
Insurance's current wealth, net worth, or financial condition based on
defendant's current balance sheet.
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please state how many homeowners policies
defendant issued or sold in the State of Idaho in the years 2008, 2009,
and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please state how much defendant
monetarily charged its insureds to provide them with homeowners
policy insurance coverage in the State of Idaho during the years 2008,
2009, and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please state how many of defendant's Idaho
homeowners policy insureds filed lawsuits against defendant alleging
that defendant improperly or illegally denied insurance coverage to
them.
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Please state how many homeowners policies
defendant issued or sold in the United States in the years 2008, 2009,
and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Please state how much defendant
monetarily charged its insureds to provide them with homeowners
insurance coverage in the United States during the years 2008, 2009,
and 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Please state how many of defendant's
homeowners policy insureds in the United States filed lawsuits against
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
------------ Page 7
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defendant alleging that defendant improperly or illegally denied
insurance coverage to them.
Dated this 3nd day of January 2011
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
Roger Daniel Rizzo
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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CERTICATE OF SERVICE
•
I hereby certify that on the 3rd of January, 2010, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to the following
person:
James D, LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, INJJ~"l1I="J<:>
Eva Marie Ri zo
1583 North Sundown
Eagle, Idaho 83616
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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JAN aB2011
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
Vs. ) Case No.
) CV OC 1023300
)
State Farm Insurance Company, )
Derendant )
--------------)
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
TO: DEFENDANT AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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Pursuant to Rule 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiffs
request that defendant admit, deny, or object to the following
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS. The responses to such REQUESTS
FORADMISSIONS shall be served on plaintiffs, in Pro Per, at 1583
North Sundown Way, Eagle, Idaho 83616 by February 11,2011.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. The term defendant means present and former officers, directors,
managers, claims representatives, agents, investigators, experts,
attorneys, accountants, and all other persons presently employed by
defendant directly or indirectly.
2. In answering these REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS, you are required to
provide all the information, knowledge, and facts which are available to
you and all the individuals listed in the definition of defendant
immediately above. The terms in this instruction are meant to include
both first-hand and hearsay information, knowledge, and facts.
3. These REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS are continuing in nature and
require the addition of supplemental responses to the fullest extent
possible as provided by Idaho statutory and case law.
4. In answering these REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS, you are
required to base or use as a foundation for your responses all facts,
knowledge, beliefs, information and documents that are available to you
or subject to your reasonable inquiry including, but not limited to: such
facts, knowledge, beliefs, information and documents known by or in the
possession ofany ofyour managers, officers, directors, supervisors,
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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agents, attorneys, accountants, advisors, or other persons directly or
indirectly employed by defendant.
5. A denial ofa REQUEST FOR ADMISSION shall fairly meet the
substance of the requested admission.
6. When good faith requires the defendant to qualify the answer or deny
only a part of the matter ofwhich the admission is requested, the
defendant shall specify so much of it as is true and qualify or deny the
remainder.
7. Defendant may not give lack of information or knowledge as a reason
for failure to admit or deny unless defendant states that it has made
reasonable inquiry and that the information known or readily obtainable
by defendant is insufficient to enable it to admit or deny.
8. In the defendant considers that a matter ofwhich an admission has
been requested to represent a genuine issue for trial, that may not, on
that ground alone, be sufficient to object to the request.
9. Each REQUEST FOR ADMISSION shall be answered separately.
10. The fact that investigation is continuing or that discovery is not
complete is not an excuse for failure to answer each REQUEST FOR
ADMISSION.
11. No REQUEST FOR ADMISSION can be avoided by virtue of a
document or record retention program.
12. With respect to each REQUEST FOR ADMISSION that you object
on the basis of alleged privilege, please identify the applicable privilege,
the individuals to whom the privilege applies, and why the privilege
applies.
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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13. The words "relate to" or relating to" mean and include the following
terms: regards, describes, involves, compares, correlates, mentions,
connected to, refers to, or pertains to.
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: That on December 29,2010
plaintiffs made a claim under their homeowners policy issued by
defendant to defendant's agent, Allen Bollschweiler.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.2: The homeowners policy claim
plaintiffs made to defendant's agent, Allen Bollschweiler on December
29, 2010 was made during a telephone conversation.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: During the December 29,2010
telephone call, defendant's agent, Allen Bollschweiler, told plaintiff,
Roger Daniel Rizzo, that a claims representative employed by
defendant would not visit plaintiffs home, where the damage had
occurred which was the subject ofplaintiffs' claim, until or unless a
company independent from defendant visited plaintiffs' home first and
either inspected the damage or analyzed how the damage occurred or
determined what repairs were necessary for the damage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Defendant is not aware of any
homeowners policy claims in Ada County that one of its insureds made
or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
monetarily paid the claim without one of its claim representatives
visiting the insured's home and assessing how the damage occurred
before the claim was paid.
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5: Defendant is not aware of at
least ten homeowners policy claims in Ada County that its insureds
made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where
defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.6: Defendant is not aware of at
least one twenty homeowners policy claims in Ada County that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or 2010
where defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Defendant is not aware of any
homeowners policy claims in Idaho that one of its insureds made or
communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
monetarily paid the claim without one of its claim representatives
visiting the insured's home and assessing how the damage occurred
before the claim was paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8: Defendant is not aware of at
least ten homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its insureds made or
communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims representatives
visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the damage occurred
before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Defendant is not aware of at
least one hundred homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its insureds
made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where
defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Defendant is not aware of at
least one thousand homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its insureds
made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where
defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Defendant is not aware of any
homeowners policy claims in the United States that its insureds made
or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims representatives
visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the damage occurred
before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Defendant is not aware of at
least ten homeowners policy claims in the United States that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010
where defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: Defendant is not aware of at
least one hundred homeowners policy claims in the United States that
its insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or 2010
where defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Defendant is not aware of at
least one thousand homeowners policy claims in the United States that
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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•
its insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010
where defendant monetarily paid the claims without one of its claims
representatives visiting the insureds' homes and assessing how the
damage occurred before the claims were paid.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: Defendant is aware of at least
ten homeowners policy claims in Ada County that its insureds made or
communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or 2010 where defendant
denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 16: Defendant is aware of at least
one hundred homeowners policy claims in Ada County that its insureds
made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where
defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Defendant is aware of at least
one thousand homeowners policy claims in Ada County that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or 2010
where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 18: Defendant is aware of at least
one hundred homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its insureds made
or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 19: Defendant is aware of at least
one thousand homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its insureds made
or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 20: Defendant is aware of at least
ten thousand homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its insureds made
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010 where defendant
denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 21: Defendant is aware of at least
one hundred thousand homeowners policy claims in Idaho that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010
where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 22: Defendant is aware of at least
one hundred homemeowners policy claims in the United States that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010
where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 23: Defendant is aware of at least
one thousand homeowners policy claims in the United States that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or 2010
where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 24: Defendant is aware of at least
ten thousand homeowners policy claims in the United States that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or 2010
where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 25: Defendant is aware of at least
one hundred thousand homeowners policy claims in the United States
that its insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008, 2009, or
2010 where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Defendant is aware of at least
one million homeowners policy claims in the United States that its
insureds made or communicated to defendant in 2008,2009, or 2010
where defendant denied homeowners insurance policy coverage.
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: Defendant is aware of at least
five lawsuits filed by its insureds in Ada County in 2008, 2009 or 2010
which relate to defendant's denial of homeowners policy coverage to its
insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Defendant is aware of at least
ten lawsuits filed by its insureds in Ada County in 2008, 2009 or 2010
which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage to its
insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Defendant is aware of at least
twenty lawsuits filed by its insureds in Ada County in 2008, 2009 or
2010 which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage
to its insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30: Defendant is aware of at least
five lawsuits filed by its insureds in Idaho in 2008, 2009 or 2010 which.
relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage to its
insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31: Defendant is aware of at least
ten lawsuits filed by its insureds in Idaho in 2008, 2009 or 2010 which
relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage to its
insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32: Defendant is aware of at least
twenty-five lawsuits filed by its insureds in Idaho in 2008,2009 or 2010
which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage to its
insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Defendant is aware of at least
PLAINTIFFS FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS
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fifty lawsuits filed by its insureds in Idaho in 2008, 2009 or 2010 which
relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage to its
insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Defendant is aware of at least
ten lawsuits filed by its insureds in the United Sates in 2008, 2009 or
2010 which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage
to its insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Defendant is aware of at least
twenty-five lawsuits filed by its insureds in the United States in 2008,
2009 or 2010 which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy
coverage to its insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Defendant is aware of at least
fifty lawsuits filed by its insureds in the United States in 2008, 2009 or
2010 which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy coverage
to its insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37: Defendant is aware of at least
one hundred lawsuits filed by its insureds in the United States in 2008,
2009 or 2010 which relate to defendant's denial ofhomeowners policy
coverage to its insureds for their home damages.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Defendant admits that
attached Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the homeowners
insurance policy issued to plaintiffs and was legally enforceable on June
10,2010.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39: Defendant agrees that attached
Exhibit A contains homeowners insurance policy coverage provisions
which were legally enforceable as of June 10, 2010.
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Defendant agrees that the
attached Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the May 27, 2010 letter
Team Manager Ross Sheridan sent to plaintiffs ROGER D. and EVA M.
Rizzo
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Defendant agrees that the
attached Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the June 10,2010
homeowners insurance coverage denial letter that defendant sent to
plaintiffs.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Defendant agrees that attached
Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of a letter sent by Steve Yoest,
defendant's team manager, to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo on June 1,
2010.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43: Defendant agrees that attached
Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a letter sent by Steve Yoest,
defendant's team manager to plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo on June 8,
2010.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Defendant admits that it did
no research or testing on people in Ada County in 2008, 2009, or 2010 to
determine whether they understood the provisions in the State Farm
Homeowners Policy.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45: Defendant admits that it did
no research or testing ofpeople in Idaho in 2008, 2009, or 2010 to
determine whether they understood the provisions in the State Farm
Homeowners Policy.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Defendant admits that it did
no research or testing ofpeople in the United States in 2008, 2009, or
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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2010 to determine whether they understood the provisions in the State
Farm Homeowners Policy.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Defendant admits that its team
managers in Ada County were advised by defendant in 2008, 2009, or
2010 what percentage of or how many of its homeowners policy
insureds sued State Farm Insurance for denying them coverage under
their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: Defendant admits that its
team managers in Idaho were advised by defendant in 2008,2009, or
2010 what percentage of or how many of its homeowners policy
insureds sued State Farm Insurance for denying them coverage under
their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 49: Defendant admits that its
team managers in the United States were advised by defendant in 2008,
2009, or 2010 what percentage of or how many of its homeowners
policy insureds sued State Farm Insurance for denying them coverage
under their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Defendant admits that its
claims representatives in Ada County were advised by defendant in
2008, 2009, or 2010 what percentage of or how many of its homeowners
policy insureds sued State Farm Insurance for denying them coverage
under their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Defendant admits that its
claims representatives in Idaho were advised by defendant in 2008,
2009, or 2010 what percentage of or how many of its homeowners
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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policy insureds sued State Farm Insurance for denying them coverage
under their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 52: Defendant admits that its
claims representatives in the United States were advised by defendant in
2008,2009, or 2010 what percentage of or how many of its homeowners
policy insureds sued State Farm Insurance for denying them coverage
under their policies.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53: Defendant State Farm
Insurance admits that it is economically or financially the largest
insurance company in the world at the current time.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Defendant State Farm
Insurance admits that it currently has the largest net worth or monetary
value of any insurance company in the world.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: Defendant State Farm
Insurance admits that it currently has the largest net income of any
insurance company in the world.
Dated: January 5,2011
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
1(,{)QV" .(J aA/~{ Y('1:t-4
c! Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the 5th day ofJanuary, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
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Eagle, Idaho 83616 
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This policy is one of the broadest fOnTIs available today, and provides you with outstanding value for your insurance dollars.
However, we want to point out that every policy contains limitations and exclusions. Please read your policy carefully,
especially "Losses Not Insured" and all exclusions.
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HOMEOWNERS POLICY
DECLARATIONS CONTINUED
We agree to provide the insurance described in this policy:
1. based on your payment of premium for the coverages you
chose;
2. based on your compliance with all applicable provisions
of this policy; and
3. in reliance on your statements in these Declarations.
You agree, by acceptance of this policy, that:
1. you will pay premiums when due and comply with the
provisions of the policy;
2. the statements in these Declarations are your state-
ments and are true;
3. we insure you on the basis your statements are true; and
4. this policy contains all of the agreements between you
and us and any of our agents.
Unless otherwise indicated in the application, you state that
during the three years preceding the time of your application
for this insurance your Loss History and Insurance History
are as follows:
1. Loss History: you have not had any losses, insured or
not; and
2. Insurance .History: -you have not had any insurer or
agency cancel or refuse to issue or renew similar insur-
ance to you or any household member.
DEFINITIONS
"You" and "your" mean the "named insured" shown in the
Declarations. Your spouse. is included if a resident of your
household. 'We", "us" and "our" mean the Company shown
in the Declarations.
Certain words and phrases are defined as follows:
1. "bodily injury" means physical injury, sickness, or dis-
ease to a person. This includes required care, loss of
services and death resulting therefrom.
Bodily Injury does not include:
a. any of the following which are communicable: dis-
ease, bacteria, parasite, virus, or other organism, any
of which are transmitted by any insured to any other
person;
b. the exposure to any such disease, bacteria, parasite,
virus, or other organism by any insured to any other
person; or
c. emotional distress, mental anguish, humiliation,
mental distress, mental injury, or any simila,r injury
unless it arises out of actual physical injury to some
person.
2. "business" means. a trade, profession or occupation.
This includes farming. .
3. "Declarations" means the policy Declarations, any
amended Declarations, the most recent renewal notice
or certificate, an Evidence of Insurance form or any
endorsement changing any of these, '.
4. '1nsured" means you and, if residents of your household:
a. your relatives; and
b. any other person under the age of 21 who is in the
care of a person described above.
Under Section II, "insured" also means:
, .. ",
c. with respect to. animals or watercraft to which this
policy applies, the person" or organization legally
responsible for them. However, the animal or water-
craft must be owned by you or aperson included in
4.a.or4.b. Aperson or organization using or having
custody of 'these animals or watercraft in the course
of abusiness, or without permission of the owner, is
not an insured; and
Fp·7955
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d. with respect to any vehicle to which thispolicy·ap"
plies, any person while engaged in your employment
or the employment of aperson included in 4.a. or 4.b.
5. "insured location" means:
a. the residence premises;
b. the part of any other premises, other structures and
grounds used by you as a residence. This includes
premises, structures and grounds you acquire while
this policy is in effect for your use as aresidence;
c. any premises used by you in· connection with the
premises included in 5.a. or 5.b.;
d. any part of apremises not owned by an 'nsured but
where an insured is temporarily residing;
e. land owned by or rented to an insured on' which a
one or two family dwelling is being. constructed as a
residence for an insured;
f. individual or family cemetery plots or burial vaults
owned by an Insured;
g. any part of a premises occasionally rented to an
insured for other than business purposes;
h. vacant land owned by or rented to an insured. This
does not include farm land; and
i. farm land (without buildings), rentedor held for rental
to others, but not to exceed a total of 500 acres,
regardless of the numberof locations.
6. "motor vehicle", when used in Section II of this policy,
means:
a. amotorizeg~liIld~veh,icle .designedfor travel on public
roads or subject t6motor vehicle registration. Amo-
torized land vehicle irI deadstOfag'e on an insured
location is nota motor-vehicle;
b. a trailer or semi-trailer designed for travel on public
roads and subject to motor vehicle registration. A
boat, camp, home or utility trailer not being towed by
2
t
or carried on avehicle included in 6.a. is not amotor
vehicle;
c. amotorized golf cart, snowmobile, motorized bicycle,
motorized tricycle, all-terrain vehicle or any other
.similar type equipment owned by an insured and
designed or used for recreational or utility purposes
off public roads, while off an insured location. A
motorized golf cart while used for golfing purposes is
not amotor vehicle; and
d. any vehicle while being towed by or carried on a
vehicle included in 6.a., 6.b. or 6.c.
7. "occurrence", when used in Section II of this policy,
means an aocident, including exposure to' conditions,
which results in:
a. bodily injury; or
b. property damage;
during the policy period. Repeated or continuous expo-
sure to the same general conditions is considered to be
one occurrence.
8. "property damage" means physical damage to or de.-
struction of tangible property, including loss of use of this
property. Theft or conversion of property by any insured
is not property damage.
9. "residence employee" means an employee of an in-
sured who performs duties, including household or do-
mestic services, in connection with the maintenance or
use of the resl.dence premises. This includes employ-
.eas who perform similar duties elsewhere for you. This
does not include employees while performing duties in
connection with the business of an insured.
10. "residence premises" means:
a. the one, .two, three er four-family dwelling. other
structures and grounds; or
b. that part of any other building;
where you reside and which is shown in the Declara-
tions.
Fp-7955
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SECTION I • COVERAGES
COVERAGE A- DWELLING
1. Dwelling. We cover the dwelling used principally as a
priVate residence on the residence premises shown in
the Declarations.
Dwelling includes:
a. structures attached to the dwelling;
b. materials and supplies located on or adjacent to the
residence premises for use in the construction,
alteration or repair of the dwelling oro.1herstructures
on the residence premises; .
c. foundation, floor slab and footings supporting the
dwelling; and
d. wall·to·wall carpeting attached to the dwelling.
2. Dwelling Extension. We cover other structures on the
residen~premi$8s, separated from the dwelling by
clear space. Structures connected to th~d'<V~lIing by.only
afence, utility line, or similar connection are considered
to be other structures.
We do not cover.other structures:
a. not permanent~ attached to or otherwise forming a
part of the realty;
b. used in whole orin part for business purposes; or
c. rented or held for rental to a person not a te.nant of
the dwelling, unless·u~ed solely as aprivate gar~ge.
3. Property Not Covered. We do not cover:
a. land, including the land necessary to support any
Coverage Aproperty; .
b.. any costs required to replace, rebuild, stabilize, or
otherwise restore the land; or
c. the costs of repair techniques designed tocompen-
sate for or prevent land instability to any property,
whether or not insured under Coverage A.
COVERAGE B- PERSONAL PROPERTY
1. Property Covered. We cover personal property owned
or used by an Insured while it is anywhere in the world.
This includes structures not permanently attached to or
3
otherwiseforming:apartoftherealty. At your request, we
will cover personal property owned by others while the
property is on the part of the residence premises occu·
pied exclusively by an ins.ured. At your request, we will
also cover personal property owned by a guest or a
residence employee, while the property is in any other
residence occupied by an insured~
We. cover personal property usually; situated at an in-
sured's residence, other than the residence premises,
for up to $1,000, or 1:0% ofthe Coverage Blimit, which·
ever is greater: This limitation does not apply to personal
property in a newly acquired principal residence for the
.. fitst30 days·,after you start moving the propertythere. If
the residehcepremises is a newly acquired principal
residence, .personal property in your immediate past
principal residence is not subject to this limitation for the
first 30 days after the inception of this policy.
Special Limits of Liability. These limits do not increase
the CoverageS limit. The special limit for eaqh of the
following categories is the total limit for each 1055 for all
property in that category:
a. $200' on money, coins and medals, including any of
these that are·a part of acollection, and bank notes;
b. $1,000 on property used or intended fOr use in a
business, including merchandise held as samples or
for saleor for delivery after sale, while on the resi-
dence premises. This coverageis limitedto $250 on
such property away from the residence premises.
Electronic data processing system equipment Qr the
recording or storage media used with that equipment
is· not included under this coverage;
.c; $1,000 onsequrities; checks, cashie~schecks, trav·
ele~s checks, money orders and. other negotiable
instruments, .. accounts, deeds, evidences of debt,
letters of credit, notes other than bank notes, manu-
scripts, passports and tickets;
d. $1,000 on watercraft of all types and outboard ~o·
tors, including their trailers, furnishings and equip·
ment;
e. $1,000 on trailers not used with watercraft;
FP-7955
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f. $2,500 on stamps, trading cards and comic books,
including any of these that are a part of acollection;
g. $2,500 fOr loss by theft of firearms;
h. $2,500 for loss by theft of silverware and goldware;
i. $5,000 on electronic data processing system equip-
ment and the recording or storage media used with
that equipment. There is no coverage for said equip-
ment or media while located away from theresi-
dence premises except when said equipment or
media are removed from the residence premises for
the purpose of repair, servicing or temporary use. An
insured student's equipment and media are covered
while at a,'residence away from home; and
j. $5,000 on anyone article and $10,000 in the aggre-
gate for loss by theft of any rug, carpet (except
wall-to-wall carpet), tapestry, wall~hanging or other
similar article.
2. Property Not Covered. We .do not cover.
a. articles separately described and specifically insured
in this orany other insurance;
b.animals, birds or fish;
c. any engine or motor propelled vehicle or machine,
including the parts, designed for movement on land.
We do cover those not licensed. for use on public
highways which are:
(1) used ·solely to service the insured location; or
(2) designed for assisting the handicapped;
d. devices or instrum~nts for the recording (:Ir reproduc-
tion of sound·peimanentlY attached'to·an engine or
motor propelred:·vehicle. We do not cover tapes,
wires, records or .other mediums that may be used
with these devices or instruments while in the vehicle;
e. aircraft and parts;
f. property of roomers, boarders, tenants and other
residents not related to an insured. We do cover
property of roomers, boarders and other residents
related to an Insured;
g. property regularly rented or held for rental to others
by an insured. This exclusion does not apply to
4
property of an insured in asleeping room rented to
others by an insured;
h. property rented or held for rental to others away from
the residence premises;
i. any citizens band radios, radio telephones, radio
transceivers, radio transmitters, radar or laser detec-
tors, antennas and other similar equipment perma-
nently attached to an engine or motor propelled
vehicle;
j. books of account, abstracts, drawings, card index
systems and other records. This exclusion does not
apply to ahy recording or storage media for electronic
data processing. We will cover the cost of blank
books, cards or other blank material plus the cost of
I. labor you incur for ~~:.nscribing or copying such re-
cords; or
k. recording or storage media for electronic data proc-
essing that cannot be replaced with other of like kind
and quality on the current retail market.
COVERAGE C- LOSS OF USE
1. Additional Living· Expense. When a Loss Insured
causes the residence premises to become uninhabit-
able, we will cover the necessary increase in cost you
incur to maintain your standard of living for up to 24
months. Our payment is limited to incurred costs for the
shortest of: (a) the time required to repair or replace the
premises; (b) the time required for your household to
settle elsewhere; or (c) 24 months. This coverage is not
reduced by the expiration of this policy.
2. Fair Rental Value. When aLoss Insured causes that part
of the· residence premises rented to others or held for
rental by you to become uninhabitable, we will cover its
fair rental value. Payment shall be for the shortest time
required to repair or replace the part of the premises
rented or held for rental, but not to exceed 12 months.
This period of time is not limited by expiration of this
policy. Fair rental value shall not include any expense that
does not continue while that part of the residence prem-
isesrented or held for rental is uninhabitable.
3. Prohibited Use. When acivil authority prohibits your use
of the residence premises because of direct damage to
aneighboring premises by a Loss Insured, we will cover
any resulting Additional Living Expense and Fair Rental
Fp·7955
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Value. Coverage is for aperiod not exceeding two weeks
while use is prohibtted.
We do not-cover loss or expense due to cancellation of
a lease or agreement.
SECTION I- ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
The following Additional Coverages are subject to all the
• terms,provisions, exclusions and conditions of this policy.
1. Debris Removal. We will pay the reasonable expenses
you incur in the. removal of.debris of covered property
damaged by aloss Insured. This expense is included in'
the limit applying to the damaged property.
When the amount payable tor the property damage plus
the debris removal exceeds the limit for the damaged
property, an additional 5% of that limit is available for
debris removal expense. This additional amount of insur-
ance does not apply to Additional Coverage, item 3.
Trees, Shrub~ and Other Plants.
We will also pay up to $500 in the aggregate for each loss
to cover the reasonable expenses you incur in the re-
moval of tree debris from the residence premises when
the. tree has caused a loss InSured to Coverage A
property. .
2. Temporary Repairs. If damage is· caused by a loss
Insured, we will pay the reasonable and necessary cost
you incur for temporary repairs' to·covered property to
protect the property from further immediate damage or
loss. This coverage 'does not increase the limit applying
to the property being repaired.
3. Trees, Shrubs and Other Plants. We cover outdoor
trees, shrubs, plants or lawns, on the residence prem-
ises, for direct loss .caused by the folloWing: Fire or
lightning, Explosion, Riot or civil commotion, Aircraft,
Vehicles (not owned or operated bya resident of the
residence premises), Vandalism or malicious mischief
or Theft.
The limit for this coverage, including the removal of
debris, shall notexceed 5% of the amount shown in the
Declarations for COVERAGE A - DWELLING. We will
not pay more than $500 for anyone outdoor tree, shrub
or plant, including debris removal expense. This cover·
age may increase the limit otherwise applicable. We do
not Cover property grown for busIness purposes.
5
4. Fire Department Service Charge. We will· pay up to
$500 for your liability assumed by contractor agreement
for fire departmentcharges. This meanscharges incurred
when the fire department is called to save or protect
covered property from a Loss Insured. No deductible
applies to this coverage. This coverage may increase the
limit otherwise applicable.
5. Property Removed. Covered property, while being re-
moved from apremises endangered by a loss Insured,
is covered for any accidental direct physical loss. This
coverage a.lso. applies to the property for up to 30 days
while removed; We will also pay for reasonable expenses
incurred by you for the removal and retum of the covered
property. This coverage does not increase the limit ap-
plying to the property being removed.
6. Credit Card, Bank Fund Transfer Card, Forgery and
Counterfeit Money.
a. We will pay up to $1.000 for:
(1) the legal obligation of an insured to pay because
of the theft or unauthorized use of credit cards
and bank fund transfer cards issued to or regis-
tered in an insured's name. If an insured has
not complied with all terms and conditions under
which the cards are issued, we do not cover use
by an insured or anyone else;
(2) losslo an insured caused by forgery or alteration
of any check or negotiable instrument; and
(3)105$ to an ,insured through acceptance in good
faith of. countedeit United States or Canadian
paper currency.
No deductible applies to this coverage.
We will not pay more than the limit stated above for
forgery or alteration committed by anyone person.
This limit applies when the forgery or alteration in-
volves one or more instruments in the same loss.
b. We do not cover loss arising out of business pursuits
or dishonesty of an insured.
c. Defense:
(1) We may make any investigation and settle any
claim or suit that we decide is appropriate. Our
obligation to defend claims or suits ends when
FP-7955
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the amount we pay for the loss equals our limit of .
liability.
(2) If claim is made or a suit is brought against an
insured for liability under the Credit Card or Bank
Fund Transfer Card coverage, we will provide a
defense. This defense is at our expense by coun-
sel of our choice.
(3) We have the option to defend at our expense an
insured or an insured's bank against.any suit
for the enforcement of payment under the For-
gery coverage.
7. Power interruption. We cover accidental direct physical
loss caused directly or indirectly by achange of tempera-
ture which resUlts from power interruption that takes
place on the residence premises. The power interrup-
tion must be caused by a Loss Insured occurring on the
residence premises. The power lines off the residence
premises must remain energized. This coverage does
not increase the limit applying to the damaged property.
8. Refrigerated Products. Coverage B is extended to
cover the contents of deep freeze or refrigerated units on
the residence premises for loss due to power failure or
mechanical failure. If mechanical failure or power failure
is known.to you, all reasonable means must be used to
protect the property insur~d from further damage or this
coverage is void. Power failure or mechanical failure shall
not include;
a. removal of aplug from an electrical outlet; or
b. turning off an electrical switch unless caused by a
Loss Insured.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property. .
9. Arson Reward. We will pay $1 ,000 for information which
leads to an arson conviction in connection with afire loss
to property covered by this policy. This coverage may
increase the limit otherwise applicable. However, the
$1,000 limit shall not be increased regardless of the
number of persons providing information.
10. Volcanic Action. We cover direct physical loss to a
covered building or covered property contained in a
building resulting from the eruption of avolcano when the
loss is directly and immediately caused by:
6
a. volcanic blast or airborne shock waves;
b. ash, dust or particulate matter; or
c. lava flow.
We will also pay for the removal of that ash, dust or
particulate matter which has caused direct physical loss
to acovered building or covered property contained in a
building..
One or more volcanic eruptions that occur within a 72-
hour period shall be considered one volcanic eruption.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property:
11. Collapse. We insure only for direct physical loss to
covered property involving the sudden, entire collapse of
abuilding or~ny part of abuilding.
Collapse means actually fallen down or fallen into pieces.
It does not include settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging,
expansion, sagging or bowing.
The collapse must be directly and immediately-caused
only.by one or more of the following: .
a. perils described in SECTION I· LOSSES INSURED,
COVERAGE B • PERSONAL PROPERTY. These
perils apply to covered building and personal property
for loss insured by this Additional Coverage;
b. hidden decay of asupporting or weight-bearing struc-
tural member of the building; .
c. hidden insect or vermin damage to astructural mem-
ber of thebuilding;
d. weight of contents, equipment, animals or people;
e. weight of ice, snow, sleet or rain which collects on a
roof; or
1. use of defective material or methods in the construc-
tion (includes remodeling or renovation) of the build-
ing, if the collapse occurs during the course of the
construction of the building.
Loss to an awning, fence, patio, pavement, swimming
pool, underground pipe, flue, drain, cesspool, septic tank,
foundation, retainirigwall, bulkhead, pier, wharf or dock
is not included under items b., c., d., e. and 1. unless the
FP·7955
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loss is the direct and immediate cause ofthe collapse of
the building.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property.
12. Locks. We will pay tile reasonable expenses you incur
to re~key locks OIl exterior doors of the dwelling located
on the residence premises, when the keys to those
locks are apart of acovered theft loss.
No deductible applies to this coverage.
INFLATION COVERAGE
The limits of liability shown in the Declarations for Cover-
age A, Coverage Band, when applicable, Option ID will be
. .
increased at the same rate as the increase in the Inflation
Coverage Index shown in the Declarations.
To find the limits on agiven date:
1. divide the Index on that date by the Index as of the
effective dat~.of this Inflation Coverage provision; then
2. multiply the resulting factor by the limits of liability for
Coverage A, Coverage Band Option ID separately.
The limits of liability will not be reduced to less than the
amounts shown in the Declarations.
If during the term of this policy the Coverage.A limitof liability
is changed at your request, the effective date of.this Inflation
Coverage provision is changed to coincide with the effective
date of such change.
SECTION I • LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE·A· DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property
desc.ribedin.CEl.Yerage A, except as provided in SECTION I·
LOSSES NOT INSURED.
COVERAGE .B··PERSONAL PROPERTY
We .ins,ure .for accidental. dire,ct physical loss to property
described, in Coverage B caused by the following perils,
except as provided in SECTION I· LOSSES NOT INSURED:
1. Fire or lightning.
2. Winds~orrn or halt This peril does not include loss to
property contained in a building caused by rain, snow,
sleet, sand or dust This limitation does not apply when
the direct ;force of wind or :hail .damages the building
causing an opening in a roof or wall and the rain, s~ow,
sleet; sandor dust enters through this opening.
This peril includes loss to watercraft of all types and their
trailers, furniShings, equipment, and'outboard motors,
.o,hly while inside afully enclosed building.
3. Explosion.
4. Riot or civil commotion.
5. Aircraft, including self-propelled missiles and space-
craft.
7
6. Vehicles, meaning impact by avehicle.
7. S,moke, meaning sudden and accidental damage from
smoke.
This peril does not include loss caused by smoke from
agricultural smudging or industrial operations.
8. VandalisJJl,ormaliciou~ mischief, meaning only willful
and malicious damage to ordestructi,6nof property.
9. Theft, including attempted theft and loss of property from
aknown location when it is probable that the property has
been stolim. '
This'peril does not inClude:
a. loss of a precious or semi-precious stone from its
setting;
b. loss caused by theft:
(1) committed by an insured or by any other person
regularly residing oothe insured location. Prop-
erty of a student who is an insured is covered
while located at a residence away from home, if
the theft is committed by aperson who is not an
insured;
(2) in or to adwelling under construction or ofmate-
rials: and supplies for use in the construction until
the dwelling is completed and occupied; or
FP·7955
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(3) from the part of aresidence premises rented to
others:
(a) caused by atenant, members of the tenant's
household, or the tenant's employees;
(b) of money, bank notes, bullion, gold, gold-
ware, silver, silverware, pewterware, plati-
num, coins and medais;
(c) of securities, checks, cashje~s checks, trav-
ele~s checks, money orders and other nego-
tiable instruments, accounts, deeds,
evidences of debt, letters of credit, notes
other than bank notes, manuscripts, pass-
ports, tickets and stamps; or
(d) of jewelry, watches, fur garments and gar-
ments trimmed with fur, precious and semi-
preCious stones;
c. loss caused by theft that occurs away from the resi-
dencepremises of:
(1) property while at any other residence owned,
rented to, or occupied by. an insured, except
while an Insured is temporarily residing there.
Property of a studentwho is an insured is cov-
ered while at a residence away from home;
(2) watercraft of all types, including theirfumishings,
equipment and outboard motors; or
(3) trailers and campers designed to be pUlled by or
carried on avehicle. .
If the residence premises is a newly acqUired prin-
cipal residence,property in the immediate past prin-
cipal residence shall not be considered property
away from the residence premises for·the first 30
days after the inception of this policy.
10. Falling objects. This peril does not include loss to pr~p­
erty contained in abuilding. unless the roof or ~n ext~nor
wall of the building. is first damaged by a failing object.
Damage to the falling object itself is not included.
11. Weight of ice, snow or sleet which causes damage to
property contained in abuilding.
8
12. Sudden and accidental discharge or overflowof wateJ
or steam from within aplumbing, heating, air conditioning
or automatic fire protective sprinkler system, or from
within ahousehold appliance.
This peril does not include loss:
a. to the system or appliance from which the water or
steam escaped;
b. caused by or resulting from freezing;
c. caused by or resulting from water or sewage from
outside the residence premises plumbing system
that enters through sewers or drains, or water which
enters into and overflows from within asump pump,
sump pump well or any other system designed to
remove subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
d. caused by or resulting from continuous or repeated
seepage or leakage of wateror steam which occurs
over a period of time and results in deterioration,
corrosion, rust, mold, or wet or dry rot.
13. Sudden and accidental tearing asunder, cracking,
burning or bulging of a steam or hot water heating
system, an air conditioning.or automatic fire protective
sprinkler system, or an appliance for heating water.
This peril does not include loss:
a. caused by or resulting from freeZing; or
b. caused by or resulting from continuous or repeated
seepage or leakage of water or steam which occurs
over a period of time and results in deterioration,
corrosioll, rust, mold, or wet or dry rot.
14. Freezing of aplumbing, heating, air conditioning or auto-
. matic fire protective sprinkler system, or of .ahousehold
appliance.
This peril does not include.loss on the resid~nce pre.m-
ises while the dwelling is vacant, unoccupied or bemg
constructed, unless y,ou have used reasonable care to:
a. maintain heat in the building; or
b. shut off the water supply and drain the system and
appliances of water.
Fp·7955
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15. Sudden and accidental damage to Ellectrical appli-
ances, devices, fixtures and wiring from an .in~rease or
decrease of artificially generated el~ctrical current. We
will pay up to $1,000 under this peril for each damaged
item described above.
16. Breakage of glass, meaning damage to personal prop-
erty. caused by breakage of glass which is a part of a
building on the residence premises. There is no cover-
age for loss or damage to the glass.
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described
in Coverage Awhich. consists of, or is directly and imme-
diately caused by; one or more of the perils listed in items
a. through n. below, regardless of whether th~ loss occurs
suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or widespread
damage, arises fromnatural or external forces, or occurs
asa result of any combination of these:
a. collapse, except as specifically provided in SEC·
TlON ). ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Collapse;
b.. freezing ofa plumbing, heating, air conditioning or
automatic fire protective sprinkler system, or of a
household appliance, or by discharge, leakage or
overflow from within the system or appliance caused
by freezing. This exclusion only applies while the
dwelling is vacant, unoccupied orbeirig constructed.
This exclusion does not apply if you have used :rea-
sonable care to:
(1) maintain heat in the building; or
(2) shut off the water supply and drain the system
and appliances of water; .
c. freezing, thawing, pressure orweight of water or ice,
whether driven by wind or not, to a swimming pool,
hot tub or spa, including their flttration and circulation
systems, fence, pavement, patio, foundation, retain-
ing wall, bulkhead, pier, wharf or dock;
d. theft in or to a dwelling under. construction, or of
materials and supplies for use in the construction,
until the dwelling is completed and occupied;
e. vandalism or malicious mischief or breakage of glass
and safety glazing materials if the dwelling has been
vacant for more than 30 consecutive days immedi-
ately before the loss. Adwelling being constructed is
not considered vacant;
9
f. continuous or repeated seepage or leakage of water
or steamJrom a:
(1) heating, air conditioning or automatic fire protec-
tive sprinkler system;
(2) household appliance; or
(3) plumbing system, including from, within or
.around any shower stall, shower bath, tub instal-
lation, or other plumbing fixture, including their
walls,. ceilings or floors;
which occurs over aperiod of time. If loss to covered
property is caused by water or steam not otherwise
excluded, we will cover the cost ot.tearing out and
replacing any part of the building necessary to repair
the system or appliance. We do not cover loss to the
system or appliance from which the water or steam
escaped;
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inher-
ent vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
h. corrosion, electrolysis or r~st;
i. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
j. contamination;
k. smog, smoke from agricuttural smudging or industrial
operations;
I. settling, cracking, Shrinkil'lg, bulging, or expansien of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
m. birds, vermin, rodents, insects, or domestic anima/so
We do cover the breakage of glass or safety glazing
material which is apart of abuilding, when caused
by birds, vermin, rodents, insects or domestic ani-
mals; or
FP·7955
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n. pressure from or presence of tree, shrub or plant
roots.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items
a. through m. unless the resulting loss is itself aLoss Not
Insured by this Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which
would not have occurred in the abseFlce of one or more
of the following excluded events. We do not insure for
• such loss regardless of: (a) the cause of the excluded
event; or (b) other causes of the loss; or (c) whether other
causes acted concurrently or in any sequence with the
excluded event to produce the loss; or (d) whether the
event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or
widespread damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or occurs as aresult of any combination of these:
a. Ordinance or Law, meaning enforcement of any
ordinance or law regulating the construction, repair
or demolition of abuilding or other structure.
b. Earth M9vement, meaning the sinking, rising, shift·
ing, expanding or contracting of earth, all whether
combined' with water or not. Earth movement in-
cludes but is not limited to earthquake, landslide,
mudflow, mudslide, sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or
movement resulting from improper compaction,. site
selection or any other external forces. Earth move·
ment also includes volcanic explosion or lava flow,
except as specifically provided in SECTION I • AD·
DmONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire
resulting from earth movement, provide~ the result·
ing fire loss is itself aLoss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of abody of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or nnt;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that'enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within.asump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
10
subsurface water which is drained from the foun-
dation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, inclUding
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway, founda-
tion, swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct .loss by fire,
explosion or theft resulting from water damage, pro-
vided the resulting loss is itself aLoss Insured.
d. Neglect, meaning neglect of the Insured to use all
reasonable means to save and preserve property at
and after the time of a loss, or when property is
endangered..
e. War, including any undeclared war, civil war, insur-
rection, rebellion, revolution, warlike act by amilitary
force or military personnel, destruction or seizure or
use for amilitary purpose, and including any conse-
quence of any of these. Discharge. of a nuclear
weapon shall be deemed a warlike act even if acci-
dental.
1.. Nuclear Hazard, meaning any nuclear reaction, ra·
'diation, or radioactive contamination, all whether con·
trolled or uncontrolled or however cal,Jsed, or any
consequence of any of these. Loss caused by the
nuclear hazard shall not be considered loss caused
by fire, explosion or smoke.
However, we do ins.ure for any direc.t loss by fire
resulting from the nuclear hazard, provided the result·
ing fire loss is itself aLoss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss con·
sisting of one or more of the items below. Further, we do
not insure for 10$s described in paragraphs 1. and 2.
immediately above regardless of whether one or more of
the following: (a) directly or indirectly cause, contribute to
or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at the same
time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
a. conduct, act, failure to act, or decision of any person,
group, organization or governmental body whether
intentional, wrongful, negligent, or without fault;
FP-7955
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b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness
in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanship, construc-
tion, grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
•
of any property (including land, structures, or im
provements of any kind) whether on or off the rest
dence premises; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items
a., b. and c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Nol
Insured by this Section.
SECTION I • LOSS SETTLEJYlENT
Only the Loss Settlement provisions shown in theDeclara-
tions apply. We will settle covered property losses according
to the following.
COVERAGE A• DWELLING
1. A1 - Replacement Cost Loss Sett/ement'-
Similar Construction.
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replace with similar
construction and for the same use on the premises
shown in the Dec/aratlons, the damaged part of the
property covered under SECT/ON I-COVERAGES,
COVERAGE A • DWELLING, except'for wood
fences, subject to the following:
(1) until actual repair or replacement is completed,
we will pay only the actual cash value at the time
of the loss of the damaged part of the property,
up to the.applicable limit of liability shown in the
Dec/arations, not to exceed the cost to repair or
replace the damaged part 0.1 the,property;.
(2) when the repair or replacement is actually com-
pleted,'we will pay the covered additional amount
you actually and necessarily spend to' repair or
replace the damaged part of the property, or an
amount up to the applicable limitof liability shown
in the Declarations, Whichever is·less;
(3) to receive any additional payments on areplace-
ment cost basis, you must complete the actual
repair or replacement of the damaged part of the
property within two years after the date of loss,
and notify us within 30 days after the work has
been completed; and
11
(4) we will not pay for increased costs resulting from
enforcement of any ordinance orJaw regulating
the,construction, repair or demolitionof abuilding
or other structure, except as provided under Op-
tion OL - Building Ordinance or Law Cover-
age.
b. Wood Fences: We will pay the ac~ual ca~l1 value at
the time of loss far losS or dam~ge /0 wOQ<ftences,
not to exceed the limit of liability shown in.the Dec/a-
rations for COVERAGE A'· DWElliNG EXTEN-
SION.
2. A2··RepfacemenfCost Loss Settlement-
Common Construction.
a. Wewill pay the cost to repair or replaceWith common
construction and for the same use on' the ;premises
shown in the Dec/arations, the damaged part of the
propeljy cOvered under SECTION I- COVERAGES,
COVERAGE A - DWELLING, except fot wood
fences, subject to the following:
(1) we will pay only for repair or replacement of the
damaged part of the property with common con-
struction·techniques and materials commonly
.used by the building trades in standard new
construction. We will not pay the. cost to repair or
replace obsolete, antiqUe or pustom construction
with like, kind and quality;
(2) until actual repair or replacement is completed,
. we will pay only the actual cash value at the time
of the loss of the damaged part of the property,
up to the applicable limit of liability shown in the j
Declarations, not to exceed the cost to repair or
FP-7955
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replace the damaged part of the property· as
described in a.(1) above;
(3) when the repair or replacement is actually com-
pleted as described in a.(1) above, we will pay
the covered additional amount you actually and
necessarily spend to repair or replace the dam-
aged part of the property, or an amount up to; the
applicable limit of liability shown in the Declara-
tions, whichever is less;
(4) to receive any addition~1 payments on areplace-
ment cost basis, you must complete the actual
repair or replacement of the damaged part of the
property within two years. after the date of loss,
and nolifyus within 30 days after the work has
been completed; and
(5) we will not paytor increasedcl:)sts resulting from
enforcement of any ordinance or law regulating
the construction; repair ordemcilitien of abuilding
or other structure, except as provided under Op-
tion OL - Building Ordinance or Law Cover-
ag~.
b. Wood Fences: We will pay the actual cash value at
the time of loss for loss or damage to wood fences,
not to exceed the limit of liability shown in the Decla-
rations. for COVERAGE A -. DWaUNG EXTEN·
SION;
COVERAGE B~PERSONAl·-PAOPERTY
1. B1 - Limited Replacement CostLoss Settlement.
a. We will pay the cost to repairor replace property
covered under SECTION I- COVERAGES, COVER-
AGE B- PERSONAL PROPERTY, except for prop-
eriy Ilsted il}it~n:H:l,b~IQ,!",;subject.to.the following:
(1) until repair orreplacen;entiscompleted, we will
pay only the costto repair oneplace less depre-
ciation;
(2) after repair or replacement is completed, we will
pay the difference between the cosno repair or
replace lessdepreciation and the cost you have
12
actuallyandnecessarily spent to repairor replace
the property; and
(3) if property is not repaired or replaced within two
years after the date of loss, we will pay only the
cost to repair or replace less depreciation.
b. We will pay market value at the time of loss for:
\(1) antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar
articles which by their inherent nature cannot be
replaced with new articles;
(2) articles whose age or history contribute substan-
tially to their value including, but not limited to,
memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; and
(3) property not useful for its intended purpose.
However, we will not pay an amount exceeding the
smallest of the followlngfor items a. and b. above:
(1) our cost to replace at the time of/oss;
(2) .the full cost of repair;
.(3) any special limit of liability described in the policy;
or
(4) any applicable CoverageS limit of liability.
2. B2 - Depreciated Loss Settlement. )
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replace le~ depre-
ciation at the time of loss for property covered under
SECTION I • COVERAGES; COVERAGE B• PER· )
SONALPROPERTY, except for property listed in
item b. below.
b. We will pay market value at the time of loss for:
(1) antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar
articles which by their inherent nature cannot be
replaced.wtth .new articles;
(2) articles whose age or history contribute substan-
tially to their. Value including, but not limited to,
memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; and
(3) property not useful for its intended purpose.
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However, we will not pay an amount, exceeding the
smallest of the following for items a. and b. above:
(1) our cost to replace at the time of loss;
(2) the full cost of repair;
(3) any special limit of liability described in the policy;
or
(4) any applicable Coverage Blimit of liability.
SECTION I • CONDITIONS
1. Insurable Interest and Limit of Liability. Even if more
thanone person has an insurable interest in the property
covered, we shall not be liable:
a. to the insured for an amount greater than the in-
sured's interest; or
b. for more than the applicable limit of liability.
2: Your Duties' After Loss.' After a loss to which this
insurance may apply, you shall see that the following
duties are performed:
a. give immediate notice to us or our agent. Also notify
the police if the loss is caused by theft. Also notify the
credit card company or bank if the loss involves a
credit card or bank fund transfer card;
b. protect the property from further damage or loss,
make reasonable and necessary tempora(y repairs
required to protect the property, keep an accurate
record of repair expenditures;
c. prepare an inventory ofdamaged or stolen personal
property. Show in ,detail the 'quantity, description,
age, replacement cost and amount of loss. Attach to
the inventory all bills, receipts and related documents
that substantiate the figures in the inventory;
d. as often as wereasonably require:
(1) exhibit the damaged property;
(2) provide us with records and documents we re-
, quest and permit us to make copies;
(3) submit to and subscribe, while not in the pres-
ence of any other insured:
(a) statements; and
(b) examinations under oath; and
13
(4) produce employees, members of the insured's
household or others for examination under oath
to the extent it is within the insured's power to
do so; and
e. submit to us, within 60 days after the loss, your
signed, sworn proof of loss which sets forth, to the
best of your knowledge and belief:
(1) the time and cause of loss;
(2) interestof the insured and all others in the prop-
,erty involved and all encumbrances on the prop-
erty;
(3) other insurance which may cover the loss;
(4) changes in title or occupancy of the property
during the term of this policy;
(5) specifications of any damaged building and de-
tailed estimates for repair of the damag'e;
(6) an inventory of damaged orstolen personal prop-
erty described in 2.c.;
(7) receipts for additional living expenses incurred
and records supporting the fair rental value loss;
and,
(8) evidence or affidavit supporting aclaim under the
Credit Card, Bank Fund Transfer Card, Forgery
and Counterfeit Money coverage, stating the
amount and cause of loss.
3. Loss to aPair or Set. In case of loss to apair or set, we
may elect to:
a. repair or replace any part to restore the pair or set to
its value before the loss; or
b. pay the difference between the depreciated value of
the property before and after the loss.
Fp·7955
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4. Appraisal. If you and we fail to agree on the amount of
loss, either one can demand that the amount of the loss
be set by appraisal. If either makes awritten demand for
appraisal, each shall select a competent, disinterested
appraiser. Each shall notify the other of the appraiser's
identity within 20 days of receipt of the written demand.
The two appraisers shall then select acompetent, impar-
tial umpire. If the two appraisers are unable to agree upon
an umpire withil,'15 days, you or we can ask a judge of
acourt of record in the state where the residence prem-
ises is located to select an umpire. The appraiserss.hall
then set th~ amount of the loss. If the appraisers submit
awritten report of an agreement to us, the amount agreed
upon shall be the amount of the loss. If the appraiser~ fail
to agree within areasonable time, they shall submit their
differences to the umpire. Written agreement signed by
any two of these three shall set the amount of the loss.
Each !iPpr,aiser .shall be paid by the party selecting. that
appraiser. Other expenses of tne appraisal.and the com-
pensation of the umpire shall be paid equally by you and
us.
5. Other Insur~nce.1f a loss covered by 'this policy is also
covereQ by other insurance, we will pay only our share of
\he loss. Ours.hare.is the proportion of the los$ that the
applicable limitunderthis policy bears to the total amount
of insurance coveri~g the loss:
6. Suit Against Us. No action shall be brought unless there
has been compliance with the policy provisions. The
action must be started within one year,after the date of
loss or damage. .
7. Our Option: We may repair or replace al'1y.part of the
property damag~d or stolen with sirJ)}I~~pro~~~y
propemW~,P?y for or {~I?I~.e· b.ecomes, our-p~-9.P,~W·
" ',. ,0-1, ~ I'.. '.: /., ~ J _. l.' ". : _. •• I.,. I
8.'Loss'PaymentlWe WilHa~JUsfaltlbssesW1tN9qlf.tvle w[1I
pay you unless some other persdn'isnavi\M1r\!thepolicy
or is legally entitled. 10 ,receiYe, payment. Loss wilt be
payable 60 days after we receive your proof Of loss and:
a. reach agreement with you;
b,. ther.e is an entry of a final judgment; or
c. there is afiling of an appraisal award with us.
9. Abandonment of Property. We need not accept any
property abandoned by an insured.
14
10. Mortgage Clause. The word "mortgagee" includes trus-
tee.
a. If a mortgagee is named in this policy, any loss
payable under Coverage Ashall be paid to the mort-
gagee and you, as interests appear. If more than one
mortgagee is named, the order of payment shall be
the same as the order of precedence of the mort-
gages.
b. If we deny your claim, that denial shall not apply to a
valid claim of the mortgagee, if the mortgagee:
(1) notifies us of any change in ownership, OCCU"
paney or substantial change in risk of which the
mortgagee is aware;
(2) PllYS on demand any premium due under this
policy, if you have not paid the premium; and
(3) submits asigned, sworn statement of loss within
60 days after receiving notice from us of your
failure to doso. Policy conditions relating to Ap-
praisal, Suit Against Us and Loss Payment apply
to the mortgagee.
c. If this policy is cancelled by uS,the mortgageeshall
be notified at least 10 days before the date cancella-
tion takes eft.ect. Proof of mailing shall be proof of
notice.
d. If we pay the mortgagee for any loss and deny
paymentt6 you:' .
(1) we are subrogated to all the rights of the mortga-
gee granted under the mortgage on the property;
or
(2) at our option, we may pay to the mortgagee the
whole principal on the mortgage plus any accrued
interest. In this event, we shall receive a full
a~sigriment and transfer of the mortgage and all
securities held as collateral to the mortgage debt.
e. Subrogation shall not impair the right of the mortga-
gee to recover the full amount of the mortgagee's
claim.
11. No Benefit to Bailee. We will not recognize an assign-
ment or grant coverage for the benefit of a person or
organization holding, storing or transporting property for
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a fee. This applies regardless of any other provision of
this policy.
12. Intentional Acts. If you or any person insured under this
policy causes or procures a loss to property covered
under this policy for the purpose of obtaining insurance
benefits, then this policy is void and we will not pay you
or any other insured for this loss.
SECTION II • LIABILITY COVERAGES
COVERAGEL - PERSONAL LIABILITY
If aclaim is made ora suit is brought against an insured for
damages because of bo~i1y injury or property damage to
which this coverage applies, caused by an occurrence, we
will:
1. pay up to our limit of liability for the damages for which
the insured is legally liable; and
2. provide a defense at our expense by co~nsel of our
choice. We may make ariy·investigation and settle any
claim orsuit that we decide is appropriate. Our obligation
to defend any claim or suit ends whenthe amount we pay
for damages, to effect settlement or satisfy a judgment
resulting from the occurrence, equals our limit of liability.
COVERAGE M- MEDICAL PAYMENTS TO OTHERS
We will pay the necessary medical expenses incurred or
medically ascertained within three years from the date of an
accident causing bodily injury. Medical expenses means
reasonable charges for medical, surgical, x-ray, dental, am·
bulance, hospital, professional nursing, prosthetic devices
and funeral services. This coverage applies only:
1. to aperson on the insured location with the permission
of an insured;
2. to aperson off the insured location, if the bodily injury:
a. arises out of acondition on the insured location or
the way~ immediately adjoining;
b. is caused by the activities of an insured;
c. is caused by aresidence employee in the course of
the residence employee's employment by an in-
sured; or
d. is caused by an animal owned by or in the care of an
insured; or
3. to a residence employee if the occurrence causing
bodily injury occurs off the insured location and arises
15
oLit of or in the course of the residence employee's
employment by an insured.
SECTION II- ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
We cover the following in addition to the limits of liability:
1. Claim Expenses. We pay:
a. expenses we incur and costs taxed against an in-
sured in suits we defend;
b. premiums on bonds required in suits we defend, but
not for bond amounts greater than the Coverage L
limit. We are not obligated to apply for or fumish any
bond;
c. reasonable expenses an insured incurs at our re-
quest. This includes actual loss of earnings (but not
loss of other income) up to $100 per day for aiding us
in the investigation or defense of claims or suits;
d. prejudgment interest awarded against the insured
on that part of the judgment we pay; and
e. interest on the entire judgment which accrues after
entry of the judgment and before we payor tender,
or deposit in court that part of the judgment which
does not exceed the limit of liability that applies.
2. First Aid Expenses. We will pay expenses for firstaid to
others incurred by an Insured for bodily injury covered
under this policy. We will not pay for first aid to you or any
other insured.
3. Damage to Property of Others.
a. We will pay for property damage to property of
others caused by an Insured.
b. We will not pay more than the smallest of the following
amounts:
(1) replacement cost at the time of loss;
(2) full cost of repair; or
Fp·7955
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(3) $500 in any aneocc~rrence.
c. We will nat pay for property damage:
(1) if insurance is otherwise provided in this policy;
(2) caused intentionally by an insured who is 13
years of age or older;
(3) to property, other than a rented golf cart, owned
by or rented to an insured, a tenant of an in-
sured, or aresident in your household; or
(4) arising out of:
(a) business pursuits;
(b) any act or omission in connection with a
premises an insured owns, rents or controls,
other than the insured location; or
(c) the ownership, maintenance, or use of amo-
tor vehicle, aircraft, or watercraft, including
airboat, air cushion, personal watercraft, sail
board or similar type watercraft.
SECTION II • EXCLUSIONS
1. Coverage Land Coverage Mdo notapplyto:
a. bodily injury br'proPerty daniage:
(l)whic~\s~ith~r expected or intended by the in-
surecfor '
(2,) ~hlch is th~ result of willful and malicious acts of
'theinsured; .
b. bodily injury or property damage arising out of
,bu~ineS9 pursuits of. any insured or. the rental or
hQlding for rental of any part ohny premises by any
,insured. This exclusion does not apply:
.(1). to a~ijies which are ordinarily incident to non·
'blisiness pursuits; .
(2) with respect to Coverage t to the occasional or
part-time business purSUits of an insured who
is under 19 years of age;
(3) to the rental or holding for rental of. a residence
of yours:
(a) on an occasional basis for.'the exclusive use
as aresidence; ,
,(b) in part, unless intended for use as a resi-
-dence by more than two roomers orboarders;
or
. (c) in part, as an office, school, studio or private
garage;
(4) when the dwelling on the residence premises is
a two, three or four-family dwelling and you oc-
16
cupy one part and rent or hold for rental the other
part; or
(5) to farm land (without buildings), rented or held for
. rental to others,. but not to exceed atotal of 500
acres, regardless of the number of locations;
c. bodily injury orproperty damage arising out of the
rendering or failing to render professional services;
d. bodily injury .or property damage arising out of any
premises currently owned or rented to any insured
which is not an insured location. This exclusion
does not apply to bodily injury to a residence
employeeansing out of and in tlie course of the
residence employee's employment by an insured;
e. bodily injurY or property damage arising out of the )
ownership,'maintenance, l,lse, loading or unloading
of: .
(1) an aircraft;
(2) amotorve~icle owned or operated by or rented
or loaned to any insured; or
(3) awatercraft:
(a) owned by or rel')ted to any Insured if it has
inboard; or inboard-outdrive motor power of
mOJe than 50 horsepower; .
(b) owned by or rented to any insured if it is a
sailing vessel, with or without auxiliary power,
26 feet or more in overall length;
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(c) powered by one or more out!x>,ard motors
with more than 25 total horsepower owned by
any insured;
(d) designated as an airboat, air cushion, or simi-
lar type of craft; or
(e) owned by any insured which is a personal
watercraft using awater jet pump powered by
an internal combustion engine as the primary
source of propulsion.
This.exclusion does not apply to bodily injury to a
residence employee arising out of ancj in the course'
of the residence employee's employment by an
insured. Exclusion e.(3) does not apply while the
watercraft is on the residence premises;
f. bodily injury or property damage arising out of:
(1) the entrustment by any insured to any person;
(2) the supervision by any insured of any person;
.(3) any liability statutorily imposed on any insured;
or
(4) any liability assumed through an unwritten or
written agreement by any insured;
with regard to the ownership, maintenance or use of
any aircraft, watercraft, -or motorvehicle which is not
covered under5ection II. of this policy;
g. bodily injury or property damage caused directly
or indirectly by war, including undeclared war, or any
warlike act includil1g destruction or seizure or use for
a military purpose, or any consequence of these.
Discharge of a nuclear weapon shall be deemed a
warlike act even if accidental;
h. bodily injury to you or any insured within the mean-
ing of part a. or b. of the definition of Insured.
This exclusion also applies to any claim made or suit
brought against you or any insured to share dam-
ages with or repay someone else who may be obli-
gated to pay damages because of the bodily injury
sustained by you or any insured within the meaning
of part a. or b. of the definition of insured;
i. . any claim made or suit brought against any insured
by:
17
(1) any person who is in the care of any insured
because of child care services provided by or at
the direction of:
(a) any insured;
(b) any employee of any insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any insured; or .
(2) any person who makes aclaim because of bodily
injUry to any person who is in the care of any
insured because of child care services provided
by or at the direction of:
(a) any insured;
(b) any employee of any insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any insured.
This exclusion does not apply to the occasional child
care services provided by any insured, or to the
part-time child care services provided by any insured
who is under 19 years of age; or
j. bodily InjUry or property damage arising out of an
insured's participation in, or preparation or practice
for any -prearranged or organized race, speed or
demolition contest, or similar competition involVing a
motorized land vehicle or motorized watercraft. This
exclusion does not apply to asailing vessel less than
26 feet ·in overall length with or without auxiliary
power.
2. Coverage L does not apply to:
a. liability:
(1) for your share of any loss assessment charged
against all members of an association ofproperty
owners; or
(2) assumed unqer any unwritten contract or agree-
ment, or by contractor agreement in connection
with abusiness of the insured;
b. propertydamage to property currently owned by any
insured;
c. property damage to property rented to, occupied or .
used by or in the care of any insured. This exclusion r
Fp·7955
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does not apply to property damage caused by fire, '
smoke or explosion;
d. bodily injury to a person eligible to receive any
benefits required to be provided or voluntarily pro-
vided by an insured under aworkers' compensation,
non-occupational disability, or occupational disease
law;
e. bodily injury or property damage for which an
insured under this policy is also an insured under a
nuclear energy liability policy or would be an insured
but for its termination upon exhaustion of its limit of
liability. A nuclear energy liability policy is a policy
issued by Nuclear Energy,Liability Insurance Asso-
ciation, Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters,
Nuclear Insurance Association of. Canada, or any of
their successors.
3. Coverage Mdoes not apply to bodily Injury:
a. to aresidence employee if it occurs off the Insured
location and does not arise out of or in the course of
the residence employee's employment by an in-
sured;
b. to a person eligible to receive any benefits required
to be provided or voluntarily provided under any
workers' compensation, non-occupational disability
or occupational disease law;
c. from nuclear reaction, radiation or radioactive con·
tamination, all whether controlled or uncontrolled or
however caused, or any consequence of any of
these;
d. to aperson other than aresidence employee of an
insured, regularly residing on any part of the insured
location.
SECTION II • CONDITIONS
1. Limit of Liability. The Coverage L limit is shown in the
Declarations. This is our limit for all damages from each
occurrence regardless. of, the number of insureds,
claims made or 'p,ersons injured.
The Cover~ge Mlimit is shown in th,e Declarations. This
is bur limit for ~lIl'(ledical experisefor bodily injury to
, one person asthe result of one accident.
2. Severa~i1ity of Insurance. This insurance applies sepa-
rately to each insured. This condition shall not increase
our limit of liability for anyone occurrence.
3. Duties AfterLoss.In case of an accidentor,occurrence,
the insured shall pertormthe following'duties that apply.
You shallcoope'rate'withus in seeing that'these duties
are performed: .
a. give written notice to us or our agent as soon as
practicable, which sets forth: '
(1) the identity of this policy and insured;
(2) reasonably available information on the time,
place and circumstances of the accident or oc-
currence; and
18
(3) names and addresses of any claimants and avail·
able witnesses;
b. immediately forward to us every notice, demand,
sUmmons or other process relating to the accident or
occurrence;
c. at our request, assist in:
(1) making settlement;
(2) the enforcement of any right of contribution or
indemnity against a person or organization who
may be liable to an insured;
(3) the condl:lct of suits and attend hearings and
trials; and
(4) securing and giving evidence and obtaining the
attendance of witnesses;
d. under the coverage· Damage to Property of Oth-
ers, exhibit the damaged property if within the in-
sured's control; and
e. the Insured shall not, except at the insured's own
cost, voluntarily make payments, assume obligations
or incur expenses. This does not apply to expense
for first aid to others at the time otthe bodily injury.
FP-7955
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4. Duties of an Injured Person· Coverage M. The injured
person, or, when appropriate, someone acting on behalf
of that person, shall:
a. give us written proof of claim, under oath if required,
as soon as practicable;
b. execute authorization to allow us to obtain copies of
medical reports and records; and
c. submit to physical examination by a physician se-
lected Dy us when and as often as we reasonably
require.
5. Payment of Claim· Coverage M. Payment under this
coverage is not an admission of liability by an insured or
us.
6. Suit Against Us. No action shall be brought against us
unless there has been compliance with the policy provi-
sions.
No one shall have the right to join us as a party to an
action against an insured. Further, no action with respect
to Coverage L shall be brought against us until the
obligation of the insured has been determined by final
judgment or agreement signed by us.
7. Bankruptcy of an Insured. Bankruptcy or insolvency of
an insured shall not relieve us of our obligation under
this policy.
8. Other Insurance·Coverage L. This insurance is excess
over any other valid and collectible insurance except
insurance written specifically to cover as excess over the
limits of liability that apply in this policy.
SECTION I AND SECTION II • CONDITIONS
1. Policy Period. This policy applies only to loss under
Section I or bodily injury or property damage under
Section II which occurs during the period'thispolicy is in
effect.
2. Concealment or Fraud. This policy isvoid as to you and
any other insured, if you or any other insured under this
policy has intentionally concealed or misrepresented any
material fact or circumstance relating to this insurance,
whether before or after a loss.
3. Liberalization Clause. If we adopt any revision which
would broaden coverage under this policy without addi-
tional premium, within 60 days prior to or during the period
this policy is in effect, the broadened coverage will imme-
diatelyapply to this policy.
4. Waiver or Change of Policy Provisions. ,A waiver'or
change of any provision of this policy mllst be)n writing
by us to be valid. Our request for an apprilisal or exami-
nation shall not waive any of our rights.
5. Cancellation.
a. You may cancel this policy at any time by notifying us
in writing of the date cancellation is to take effect. We
may waive the requirement that the notice be in
writing byconfirming the date and time of cancellation
to you in writing.
19
b. We may cancel this policy only for the reasons stated
in this condition. We will notify you in writing of the
date cancellation takes effect. This cancellation no-
, tice may be delivered to you, or mailed to you at your
mailing address shown in the Declarations. Proof of
mailing shall be sufficient proof of notice:
(1) When you have not paid the premium, we may
cancel at any time by notifying you at least 10
days before the date cancellation takes effect.
This condition applies whether the premium is
payable to us or our agent or under any finance
or credit plan.
(2) When this policy has been in effect for less than
60 days and is not a renewal with us, we may
cancel for any reason. We may cancel by notify-
ing you at least 10days before the date cancel-
lation,takes effect.
(3) When this policy has been in effect for 60 days
or more, or at any time if it is a renewal with us,
we may cancel:
(a) if there has been a material misrepresenta-
tion of fact which, if known to us, would have
caused us not to issue this policy; or
FP·7955
000144
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OPTIONAL POLICY PROVISIONS
1.'
I
1
(b) if the risk has changed substantially since the
policy was issued.
We may cancel this policyby notifyingyou at least
30 days before the date cancellation takes effect.
(4) .When t~is policyi~ written for aperiod longer than
one year, we maycancel for any reason at anni-
versary. We may cancel by notifying you at least
30 days before the date cancellation takes effect.
c. When thi~ policy is cancelled, the premium for the
Renoo from the date 0.1 cancellation to the expiration
date will be ·refunded. When.you request cancella-
tion, the return premium will be based on our rules for
.such cancell.ation. The retum premium may be less
than a.full pro rata refund. When we cancel, the return
premium will be pro. rata.
d. theretu/Tl premiumm~y not be refunded with the
notice of cancellation or when the policy is returned
to us. In such cases, we will refund it within areason-
able time after the date cancellation takes effect
6. Nonrenewal. We may elect not to renew th·ispolicy.lf we
elect not to renew, a written notice will be delivered to
. you, or mailed to you at your mailing address shown in
the Declarations. The'notice will be mailed or delivered
.Citleast 30 day~. before the expiration date of this policy.
Pr60fofm.a,lifl~ shall be sufficient proof ~f notice.
7. AssignmentAssignment of this policy·shall not be valid
unless we give Our written consent .
8. Subrogation. An insured may waive in writing before a
loss all rights of recovery against any person. If not
Each Optional Policy Provision applies only as shown in the
Declarations and is subject to all ,the terr]1~, provisions,
exclusions and conditions 6fthis policy. . .
Option AI- Additional hisllrecl. The definition of insured is
extendedtojrc\~d.e the person or organization shown in the
Declaralion"..as..an AdditiOnal Insured orwhosename 'is on
iile with us. Coverage is with respect to: .
1. Section I - c;overage A; or
¥ -
20
waived, we may require an assignment of rights of recov-
ery for a loss to the extent that payment is made by us.
·Ifan assignment is sought, an insured shall:
a. sign and deliver all related papers;
b. cooperate with us in a reasonable manner; and
c. do nothing after a loss to prejudice such rights.
Subrogation does not apply under Section II to Medical
Payments to Others·or Damage tOProperty of Others.
9. Death. If any person shown in the Declarations or the
spouse,if a resident of the same household, dies:
a. we insure the legal representativeof·the deceased.
This condition applies only with respect to the prem-
ises and propertY o'f the deceasedcovered under this
policy at the time of death;
b. insured includes:
(1) any member of :your household who is an in-
sured at toe time of your death, but only while a
resident of the residence pr.~!11ises; and
(?) with respect to your property, the person having
proper temporary custody of the property until
appointment and qualification of a legal repre-
sentative. .
10. Conformity to State Law. When. apblicy provision is in
conflictwith the applicable law of the State in which this
policy is issued,the law of the State will apply.
2. Section II • Coverages Land Mbut- only with respect to
the residenc.epremises. This coverage does not apply
to bodily Injury to an employee arising out of or in the
course of the employee's employment by the person or
. organization.
This option applies only with respect to the location shown in
the Declarations.
Option BP - Business Property. The COVERAGE B -
PERSONAL PROPERTY, Special Limits of Liability, item
b., for property used or intended for use in a business,
Fp-7955
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including merchandise held as sample~or for sale or for
delivery after sale, is changed as follows:
The $1 ,000 limit is replaced with the amount shown in the
Declarations for this option.
Option BU • Business Pursuits. SECTION II • EXCLU·
SIONS, item 1.b; is modified as follows:
1. Section II coverage applies to the business pursuits
of an insured who is a:
a. clerical officeemployee,$alesperson, collector,
messenger; or
b. teacher (except college, university and profes-
sional athletic coaches), school principal or
.school administrator;
while acting within. the scope of the above listed
occupations.
2. However, no coverage is provided:
a. for bodily injury or property damage.arising out
of abusiness owned or financially controlled by
the insured or by a partnership of which the
insured is apartner or member;
b. for bodily injury or property damage arising out
of the rendering of or· failure to render profes-
sional services ofany nature (other than teaching
or school administration). This exclusion includes
but is not .limited to:
(1) computer programming, architectural, engi-
neering or industrial design services;
(2) medical, surgical, dental or other services or
treatment conducive to the health of persons
or animals; and
(3) beauty orbar~er services or treatment;
c. for bodily injury toa fellow employee of the
insured injured in the course of employment; or
d. when the insured is a member of the f~culty or
teaching staff of aschool or college:
(1) for bodily injuryor property damage arising
out of the maintenance, use, loading or un-
loading of:
21
(a) draft or saddle animals, including vehi·
cles for use with them; or
(b) aircraft, motor vehicles, recreational
motor vehicles or watercraft, airboats, air
cushions or personal watercraft which
use a water jet pump powered by an
intemal combustion engine as the. pri-
mary source of propulsion;
owned or operated, or hired by or for the
insured or employer of the insured or used
by the insured for the purpose of instruction
in the use thereof; or
(2) under Coverage Mfor bodily injury to apupil
arising out of corporal punishment adminis-
tered by or at the direction of the Insured.
Option FA· Firearms. Firearms are insured for accidental
direct physical loss or damage.
The limits for this option are shown in the Declarations. The
first amount is the limit for anyone article; the second amount
is the aggregate limit for each loss.
The following additional provisions apply:
1. we do not insure for any loss to the property described in
this option either consisting of, or directly and immedi-
ately caused by, one or more of the following:
a. mechanical breakdown, wear and tear, gradual dete-
rioration;
b. insects or vermin;
c. any process of refinishing, renovating, or repairing;
d. dampness of atmosphere or extremes of tempera-
tures;
e. inherent defect or faulty manufacture;
1. rust, fouling or explosion of firearms;
g. breakage, marring, scratching, tearing or denting
unless caused by fire, thieves or accidents to convey-
ances;or
h. infidelity of an· insured's employees or persons to
whom the insured property. may be entrusted or
rented;
FP-7955
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2.~ur.limit for loss by any Coverage 8 peril except theft is
the limit shown in the Declarations for Coverage 8, plus
··the aggregate limit; .
3. o'ur Hmits for loss by theft arethose shown in the Decla-
rations for this option. These limits apply in lieu of the
Coverage Btheft limit; and
·4. our liiMsforloss by any covered peril except those in
. items 2. and 3. are thoSe shown in the Declarations.
Option He -Home Computer. The COVeRAGE B- PER-
SONAL PROPERTY, Special Limits of Liability, item L, for
eleEnrortiedata processing system equipment and the r~cord­
ing'ofstotage media used with that"equipment is increased
to be the amount shown in the D~clarationsfor this option.
ojrtion iD~ In~reasedDw~U1ng-Limit. We wil! settle lo~ses
to damaged building structures covered under COVER-
AG~ A-.OWElUlING::accordlng to the SECTION I· LOSS
SETt'tEMleNT:pr-oViSion shown in the Declarations.
If th~ a~ou~t you actually '~~d ne~essarily spend to rep~ir or
replace damaged building-structures exceedsthe applicable
limit. oJ. liability sryown in the D~clarations, we will pay the
additional amountsnotfo E!'Xceed: .' .
......... . '"r,' •
1. the Optionl[} limit·of liability shown in the Declarations
c to repair or replace the Dwelling; or •
2. 10% of the Option 10 limit of liability to repair oneplace
building structures covered under COVERAGE A -
DWELLING, Dwelling Extension.'
Report Increased Values. You mustnotify us within 90 days
ofJhe..;~~art ol~y new Quild.ing ptr\JGture costing $5,000 or
more; or any ai:lditions'lo or remodeling of building structures
whic~increasetheir values by $5,000 or morii. Youinust pay
any-additional, pr.emiam;dua\fort~& ,increase.d· value. We will
nOlcpay more~thatl theappIJ.cab.lesIi.mit of-liabiUtyshown in the
Declaradons;ifyou'failto notify us oHhe.dncreased value
within 90 days.
Opti~nlO ·ll1cidentaIBusinE!Ss. The covera§~proVided by
this option applies only to that incidental business occu-
pahCy on:file wit~us; .... . . .
1. COVERAGE A~ DWELLING, Dwelling EXtension, item
2:b. is deleted.
2. CQVERAGE 8. - PERSONAL PROPERTY is extended
to include equipment, supplies and furnishings usual and
22
incidental to this business occupancy. This Optional
Policy Provision does not include electronic data proc-
essing system equipment or the recording or storage
media used with that equipment or merchandise held as
samples or for sale or for delivery after sale.
The Option 10 limits are shown in the Declarations. The
first limit applies to property on the residence premises.
The second limit applies to property while off the resi-
dence premises. These limits are in addition to the
COVERAGE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY, Special
Limits of Liability on property used or intended for use
in abusiness. .
3. Under Section II, the residence premises is not consid-
ered b.usiness property because an insured occupies a
part of it as an incidental business.
4. SECTION II- EXCLUSIONS, item 1.b. of Coverage Land
Coverage Mis replaced with the following:
b. bodily injury .or property damage arising out of
busines.s pursuits of an insured or. the rental or
holding for rental of any part of any premises by
an insured. This exclusion does not apply:
(1) to activities which are ordinarily incident to
non-business' pursuits or to business pur-
suits of an insured which are necessary or
incidental to the use of the residence prem-
ises as an incidental business;
(2) .with respect to Coverage Lto the occasional
or part-time business pursuits of an insured
who is under 19 years of age;
(3) to the rental or holding for rental of a resi-
dence of·yours: ..
.... (a) onari'OGcasional basis forexclusive use
as a residence;
(b) in part, unless intended for use as a
residence by more than two roomers or
boarders; or
(c) in part, as an incidental business or pri-
vate garage;
(4) when the dwelling on the residence prem-
ises is a two family dwelling and you occupy
Fp·7955
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one part and rent or hold for rental the other
part; or
(5) to farm land (without buildings), rented or
held for rental to others, but not to exceed a
total of 500 acres, regardless of the number
of locations.
5. This insurance does not apply to:
a. bodily injuryto an employee of an insured arising
out of the residence premises as an incidental
business other than to aresidence employee while
engaged in the employee's employment by an in-
sured;
b. bodily injury to a pupil arising out of corporal pun-
ishment administered by or at the direction of the
insured;
c. liability arising out of any acts, errors or omissions of
an insured, or any other person for whose acts an
Insured is liable, resulting from the preparation or
approval of data, plans, designs, opinions, reports,
programs, specifications, supervisory inspections or
engineering services in the conduct of an insured's
incidental business involving data processing, com-
puter consulting or computer programming; or
d. any Claim made or suit brought against any insured
by:
(1) any person who is in the care of any insured
because of child care services provided by or at
the direction of:
(a) any insured;
(b) any employee ofany insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any insured; or
(2) any person who makes aclaim because of bodily
injury to any person who is in the care of any
insured because of child care services provided
by or at the direction of:
(a) any insured;
23
(b) any employee of any insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any insured.
Coverage Mdoes not apply to any person indicated
in (1) and (2) above.
This exclusion does not apply to the occasionai child
care services provided by any insured, or· to the
part-time child care services provided by any insured
who is under 19 years of age.
Option JF - Jewelry and Furs. Jewelry, watches, fur gar.
ments and garmentstrimmed with fu" precious and semi-pre-
cious stones, gold·other than goldware, silver other than
silverware and platinum are insured for accidental direct
physical loss or damage.
The limits for this option are shown in the Declarations. The
first amount is the limit for anyone article; the s~ond.amount
is the aggregate limit for each loss.
The following additional provisions apply:
1. we do not insure for any loss to the property described in
this option either consisting of, or directly and immedi-
ately caused by, one or more of· the following:
a. mechanical breakdown, wear and tear, gradual dete-
rioration;
b. insects or vermin;
c. inherent vice; or
d. seizure or destruction under quarantine or customs
regulations;
2. our limit for loss by any Coverage Speril except theft is
the limit shown in the Declarations for CoverageS, plus
the aggregate limit;
3. our limits for loss by theft are those shown in the Decla-
rations for this option; and
4. our limits for loss by any covered peril except those in
items 2. and 3. are those shown in the Declarations for
this option.
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Option'OL - Building Ordinance or Law.
1. Coverage Provided.
The total limit of insurance provided by this Building
Ordinance or Law provision will not exceed an· amount'
equal to the Option OL percentage shown in the Decla-
"rations of the Coverage A limit shown in the Declara-
tions at the time of the loss, as adjusted by the inflation
• coverage provisions of the policy. This is an additional
amount of insurance and applies only to the dwelling.
2. Damaged Portions of Dwelling.
When 'the dwellingCpvared;'under~OVERAGE .A -
DWELLlNG'isdamaged'bi aLoss Insured,we willpay
fortheincre~sed cost~to:;repairor rebuild the physically
damaged portion of the dwellmgcausedby the enforce·
mart Of 11 building,.?pning or land use ordinance 'or law if
the enforcemerit. is directly caused by the ,same Loss
Insured and the requirement is in effect at' the time- the
Loss Insured occurs.
3:'Undamaged 'Portlons of Damaged Dwelling.
When the dwelling covered under COVERAGE A -
DWELLING is damaged by a Loss Insured we will also
pay for:
a. the costlo demolisb and clear the.. site of the undam·
, aged portions of the dwelling caused by the enforce·
ment of a building, zoning or land use ordinance or
law if tlie enforcement is directly caused by the same
Loss, Insured arid the requirement is in effect at the
time the Loss Insured occurs; and
b. loss to the undamaged portion of the dwelling caused
by enforcement of any ordinance or law if:
(1) the enforcement is directly caused by the same
Loss Insured;
(2) the enforcement requires the demolition of pore
tions of the same dwelling not damaged by the
same Loss Insured;
(3) the ordinance or law regulates the construction
or repair of the dwelling, or establishes zoning or
24
.=
land use requirements at the described premises;
and
(4) the ordinance or law is in .force at the time of the
occurrence of the same Loss Insured; or
c. the legally required changes to the undamaged pore
tion of the dwelling caused by the enforcement of a
building, zoning or land use ordinance or law if the
enforcement is 9irectly caused by the same Loss
Insured and the requirement is in effect at the time
the Loss Insured occurs.
4., BuildiOg Qrdinance or Law Coverage Limitations.
a. Wewill not pay for any increased cost of construction
under thiscoveTage: '
(1) untilthe dwelling is ,actually repaired or replaced
at the same or another premises in the same
general vicinity; and '
(2) unless the repairs or replacement are made as
sooo as reasonably possible after the loss, not to
. exceed two years.
b. We will not pay more for loss to the undamaged
portion of the dwelling caused by the enforcement of
any ordinance or law than:
(1) the depreciated value of the undamaged portion
of the dwelling, if the dwelling is not repaired or
replaced;
(2) .the amount you actually spend to replace the
undamaged portion of the dwelling if the dwelling
is repaired or replaced.
c. We will not pay more under this coverage than the
amount you actually spend:
(1) for the increased cost to repair or rebuild the
dwelling at the same or another premises in the
same general vicinity if relocation is required by
ordinance or law; and
(2) to demolish and clear the site of the undamaged
portions of the dwelling caused by enforcement
of building, zoning or land use ordinance or law.
Fp·7955
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We will never pay for more than a dweUing of the
same height, floor area and style on the same or
similar premises as the dwelling, subject to the limit
provided in paragraph 1. Cov~rage Provided of this
option.
Option SG •Silverware and Goldware Theft. The COVER
AGE B • PER$ONAL PROPERTY, Special Limits of U.
ability, item h., for theft of silverware and goldware i$
increased to be the amount shown in the Declarations fOi
this option.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, tl1is Companyhas·c;iused this policy to be signed by its President and Secretary at Bloomington,
Illinois. .
. Secretary President:
The Board of Directors, in accordance w~h Article VI(c) of this Company's Articles ofIncorporation, may from time to time distribute
equitably to the holders.of·theparticipatingpolicies issued by said Company such$ums out of itsearriings as in its judgment are
proper.
25 FP-7955
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• State Farft1G'
Providing Insurance and Financial Services
Home Office. Bloomington. Illinois 61710
May 27,2010
ROGER 0 AND EVA M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE 1083616-7028
nAn ,A."
A •
Boise Operations Center
PO Box 437
DuPont WA 98327-0437
208 377 7500 Fax 888 2516009
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8042-840
12-85-3574-2
May 22,2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
I would like to take this opportunity to follow up the conversation you had with Claim
Representative Donna Hoyne during her inspection of your home on May 25, 2010.
As you discussed with Donna, we are currently investigating the facts as they pertain to your
loss. Specifically, there is a question as to whether the following policy provisions, as found in
your Homeowners Policy FP-7955, as amended by your Fungus (Including Mold) Exclusion
Endorsement FE-5398, may preclude coverage for your loss:
SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in
Coverage A which consists of, or is directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage, arises from
natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent
vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
i. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging, or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
000152
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However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a.
through m. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by
this Section.
Item 1.i. is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot;
All other policy provisions apply.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absence of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do not insure for such loss regardless of: (a)
the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the loss;
or (c) whether other causes aCted concurrently or in any
sequence with the excluded event to produce the loss; or (d)
whether the event occurs sUddenly or gradually, involves isolated
or widespread damage, arises from natural or external forces, or
occurs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
with water or not. Earth movement includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
improper compaction, site selection or any other external
forces. Earth movement also includes volcanic explosion
or lava flow, except as specifically provided in SECTION I -
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the resulting fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from wIthin a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
000153
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(3) water below the surface of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway, foundation,
swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explosion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the
resulting loss is itself a Loss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss consisting of
one or more of the items below. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanship, construction,
grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the
residence premises; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
This letter is not to be construed as a denial of your claim. The purpose of this letter is to
acknowledge there are coverage questions with regard to your loss.
For these reasons and for any reasons which may become known, you are hereby notified that
any action taken by State Farm Fire and Casualty Company or its authorized representatives to
investigate the cause of loss, determine the amount of loss or damage, or attempt to adjust any
claim arising out of the alleged loss shall not waive any of the terms or conditions of the policy
of insurance described above nor ~hall such action waive any of your rights under the policy. If
we do not hear from you to the contrary, we will assume it is acceptable for us to continue
handling the case on these terms.
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The Company does not intend, by this letter, to waive any policy defenses in addition to those
stated above, but specifically reserves its right to assert such additional policy defenses at any
time.
As stated above, we are continuing to investigate your loss. If you have any other pertinent
information which you feel will aid us in our investigation of your claim, please make that
information available to us as soon as possible. Should you have any questions regarding this
letter or your claim, please contact Claim Representative Donna Hoyne at 208 377 7586
Sincerely,
~¥---
Ross Sheridan, CPCU®
Team Manager
8008269286
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15/760/366829
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StateFam-
Providing Insurance and Financial Services
Home Office, Bloomington, Illinois 61710
,< ,----------,.
June 10, 2010
ROGER DAND EVA M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE 10 83616-7028
BoiseOpntlons Center
POBox437
DUPoo~ WA983Zf~7
'J1J8 rrt 7fJfJ Fax 888 251 6069
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8042-840
12-85-3574-2
May 22,2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
This letter is in follow up to my Inspection of your home and telephone conversations regarding
a claim presented for water damage to your home.
It is reported water entered the basement of your home dUring an unusually heavy rainstorm on
or about May 22,2010. Your claim was reported to us on May 24,2010 and we inspected your
home on May 25, 2010. Mr. Rizzo stated dUring my inspection that he believed the rainwater
had soaked the ground in the window well and entered the home through cracks or holes in the
foundation. I have spoken with Del Klein from Disaster Kleenup, and he stated they extracted
water from the floor in the basement but did not detect any elevated moisture on the window sill
or wall directly below the window. There are no indications that the water which caused
damage to your home entered at any point above the surface of the ground. At the time of my
inspection, no demolition of the wall had occurred, but based on the available information, it
appears most likely the water entered through the basement foundation wall at a point
underground.
As Team Manager Ross Sheridan explained to Mr. Rizzo over the phone, there is no coverage
under your Homeowners Policy for damage caused by water which enters the structure at a
point underground. In addition, there is no coverage for correcting any cracks, holes, or
openings in the foundation or ensuring the window well is attached properly to the home. I refer
you to your Homeowners Policy FP-7955, as amended by the Mold (Including Fungus)
EXClusion Endorsement FE-5398, as follows:
DEFINITIONS
The following definition is added:
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NO, Y/6 P. 3
"fungus" means any type or form of fungus, including mold, mildew,
mycotoxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi.
SECTION I • LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A • DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in
Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED.
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in
Coverage A which consists of, or is directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage, arises from
natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent
vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
i. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging, or expansron of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
However, we do Insur,e for any resulting loss from items a.
through m. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by
this Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absence of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do not insure for such loss regardless of:
(a) the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the
loss; or (c) whether other causes acted concurrently or In any
sequence with the excluded event to produce the loss; or
(d) whether the event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves
isolated or widespread damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or occurs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
with water or not. Earth movement includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
000158
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improper compaction, site selection or any other external
forces. Earth movement also includes volcanic explosion
or lava flow, except as specifically provided in SECTION I ..
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the resulting fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood. surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all Whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from Within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway, foundation,
swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explosion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the
resulting loss is itself a Loss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss consisting of
one or more of the items belOW. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following; (a) directly or Indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss;
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifica"tions, workmanship, construction,
grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
000159
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(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the
residence premises; or
c. weather conditions.
NO, 976 P. 5
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a" b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
SECTION' • LOSSES NOT INSURED
Item 1.i. is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot;
In item 2., the following is added as item g.:
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1) any loss of use or delay in rebUilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, Including any associated cost
or expense, due to interference at the residence
premises or location of the rebuilding, repair or
replacement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property or to
repair, restore or replace that property; or
(b) tear out and replace any part of the building or
other property as needed to gain access to the
fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or property to
confirm the type, absence, presence or level of fungus,
Whether performed prior to, during or after removal, repair,
restoration or replaoement of covered property.
As you can see from the policy language quoted above, there is no coverage for the
water damage to your home, as all known evidence indicates water entered your
structure through the basement foundation wall at a point underground. Therefore we
are unable to assist you with the cost of drying out or repairing your home.
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If you have any questions, or if additional information becomes available which you
would like us to consider, please call at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
~Q.~
Donna Hoyne
Claim Representative
2083777586
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15/771/372274
cc: 12-1294 ROD BROOKS
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State Fame
Providing Insurance and Financial Services
Home Office. Bloomington. Illinois 61710
June 1, 2010
ROGER D. RIZZO
1583 N. SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, 1083616-7028
RE: Claim Num-ber: 12-B042-840
Date of Loss: May 22,2010
Dear Mr. Rizzo:
"'"" ."..A
BoiseOperations Center
PO Box437
DuPont WA9f5J'O.fJ437
208 3n 7500 Fax 888 251 6009
Please allow this letter to serve as a follow-up to our conversation on May 28,2010. You called
our office and attempted to contact Ross Sheridan but he was unavailable. At your request to
speak with a management person, we discussed your claim and the receipt of a Reservation of
Rights letter delivered to your home on May 28, 2010.
As we discussed, I do not supervise the claim handler on this claim and therefore was not
familiar with your claim when you called. Given the circumstances involved in this claim, I am
writing to confirm our conversation.
You provided your background wherein you highlighted you were a very successful attorney in
the San Francisco area who litigated many high profile cases throughout the country. Of
particular note in our conversation was your insistence you had never lost a case.
On May 22, 2010, you reported this claim to your agent, Rod Brooks, who discussed the loss
with you. You explained Mr. Brooks advised there may not be coverage under the policy for
this loss. He filed the claim for a formal claim determination on coverage. You explained you
had evaluated our policy, your loss and prOVided a memorandum to the claim handler when
they arrived to inspect your home. The memorandum outlines your position on why coverage
should be granted in this matter under your Homeowner's Policy number 12-B5-3574-2.
You advised the purpose of your phone call was to explain you had received a Reservation of
Rights letter from us which you interpret as "delay tactics" and you were expecting a response
to your demand for coverage, as outlined in your memorandum titled "Indisputable Bad Faith
Liability of State Farm Insurance." I assured you the letter was not a delay tactic but rather an
informational letter advising of the potential coverage issues involved in the loss based upon
the information we knew at the time. The letter merely advised you as to the coverage
concerns under the policy, and authorized State Farm Fire and Casualty Company to
investigate the coverage issues to reach a formal determination on coverage.
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You explained to me that you have approximately $6,000 in damages. You requested I
advise Team Manager Ross Sheridan of your intent to file a Bad Faith lawsuit wherein
you would seek "millions of dollars in punitive damagesn if you do not receive from us in
writing a full acceptance of coverage under your policy for damages from this loss.
I have communicated this information to Mr. Sheridan. Once their investigation is
complete, they will advise you regarding their determination of coverage under your
policy.
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding the content of this letter.
Sincerely,
eve Yo st
Team Manager
(208) 377-7587
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
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State Fann-
Providing Insurance and Financial Services
Home Office. Bloomington. Illinois 61710
June 8,2010
ROGER D AND EVA M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE ID 83616-7028
JfAn 'AIM
A
INIUIANC\
Boise Operations Center
PO Box 437
DuPont WA 98327-0437
208 3n 7500 Fax 888 251 6069
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8042-840
12-85-3574-2
May 22,2010
Dear Mr. Rizzo:
I am in receiptof your June 5,2010 letter directed to my attention.
The purpose of my June 1, 2010 letter was to confirm our conversation, and 1appreciate the
clarification provided in your letter. I understand your position is Mr. Rod8rooks issued a claim
denial to you verbally during your May 22,2010 discussion with him.
Your June 5,2010 correspondence refer~n~~s the memorandum you provided State Farm Fire
and Casualty Company indicating I had a copy, and my June 1, 2010 letter directly contradicts
the written language you used in the referenced memorandum. I am unclear as to your point,
however; please understand my reference to your memorandum is solely limited to your
comments about it (juring our May 28, 2010 discussion. As I explained to you and confirmed in
my June 1, 2010 lett'ai', I am not superviSing your claim ana am not involved in its handling.
Therefore, I did not review your memorandum to evaluate your claim for damages.
If you have any questions regarding our discussion on May 28, 2010 or my June 1, 2010 letter,
then please contact me directly. If you have questions regarding your claim beyond this, then
please contact the clai~ representative, Donna Hoyne at (208) 377-7586.
Sincerely,
~~/f!fi
Stephen YoeSt
Team Manager
2083777587
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
• JAN '0~ 12011
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO: DEFENDANT AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiffs
request that defendant answer the following interrogatories under
oath. The answers should be served upon plaintiffs, in Pro Per, by
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page 1
EXHIBITc
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February 25, 2011 at 1583 North Sundown Way in Eagle, Idaho 83616.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. The term defendant means present and former officers, directors,
managers, claims representatives, agents, investigators, experts,
attorneys, accountants, and other persons presently employed by
defendant directly or indirectly.
2. In answering these interrogatories, you are required to provide all
the information, knowledge, and facts which are available to you and
all the individuals listed in the definition of defendant immediately
above. These terms are meant to include both first-hand and hearsay
information, knowledge and facts.
3. Each Interrogatory should be answered separately and as fully as
possible. The fact that discovery is continuing or not complete is not an
excuse for failure to answer these interrogatories as fully as possible.
4. These interrogatories are continuing in nature and require the
addition of supplemental answers to the fullest extent possible as
provided by Idaho statutory and case law.
5. To whatever extent the answer is not provided or only a partial
answer is provided because of a claim of privilege, please identify: (a)
the date such information, knowledge, or fact was acquired; (b) who
communicated and received such information, knowledge, or fact;
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page 2
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(c) each individual with whom the information, knowledge, or fact was
shared with; and (d) which specific privilege is relied on not to answer
the interrogatory partially or completely.
6. If you cannot answer any of these Interrogatories in full for any
reason, explicitly so state and specify each reason for your inability.
7. The term investigation means to study by close examination, to
systematically inquire, to gather all the known facts to analyze or
evaluate occurrences.
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state with particularity all the adverse
health effects to human beings of which defendant was aware, prior to
May 22, 2010, that happens when humans are exposed for any length
of time to any amount or level of mold, fungus, or dry rot.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please state with particularity what levels or
amounts of human exposure to mold, fungus, or dry rot was thought to
be medically necessary for human beings to suffer those adverse health
effects identified in the response to the prior interrogatory, of which
defendant was aware prior to May 22, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please state with particularity each and every
reason why defendant, prior to May 22, 2010, did not advise or warn its
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page 3
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Homeowners Policy insureds about the adverse human health effects
from which they may suffer if they are exposed for any length of time
to any levels or amounts of mold, fungus, or dry rot.
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please state with particularity all the adverse
health effects to human beings of which defendant was aware, prior to
December 28, 2010, that happens when humans are exposed for any
length of time to any amount or level of mold, fungus, or dry rot.
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Please state with particularity what levels or
amounts of human exposure to mold, fungus, or dry rot was thought to
be medically necessary for human beings to suffer those adverse health
effects identified in the response to the prior interrogatory, of which
defendant was aware prior to December 28, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Please state with particularity each and every
reason why defendant, prior to December 28, 2010, did not advise or
warn its Homeowners Policy insureds about the adverse human health
effects from which they may suffer if they are exposed for any length of
time to any levels or amounts of mold, fungus, or dry rot.
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page 4
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Dated this 19th day of January 2011
•
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
By 'Ro rV 0'" f\.-'- i 'Ai i}c
Roger Daniel Rizzo
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page 5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
•
I hereby certify that on the 19th of January, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PR PER~
--,.o~__--+--.;..tLA_:..L_Vl"rJ .-r-
va Marie Rizzo /' "
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES - page ·t· L~
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
• ,JAN 202011
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
Vs. ) Case No.
) CV OC 1023300
)
State Farm Insurance Company, )
Defendant )
-------------)
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
TO: DEFENDANT AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 1
EXHIBITD
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Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiffs
request that defendant produce the following documents, records, and
data for inspection and copying by the plaintiffs, in Pro Per, at 1583
North Sundown Way, Eagle, Idaho 83616 by February 25, 2011.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Documents shall include all writings, papers, forms, booklets,
contracts, records, notes, e-mails, electronic and written materials,
computerized data, reports, file sections, stored information, letters,
memorandum, tangible things, and all communications whether
handwritten or typed to or from any employee of defendant.
2. Documents shall include their page numbers and the larger document,
file, record, or compilation of which they were a part.
3. The term defendant means present and former officers, directors,
managers, claims representatives, agents, investigators, experts,
attorneys, accountants, and any other person presently or formerly
employed by defendant directly or indirectly.
4. In answering this Request for Production of Documents, you are
required to furnish all documents or information that is available to you
or subject to your reasonable inquiry including, but not limited to:
documents or information in the possession of any of your managers,
officers, directors, supervisory agents, attorneys, accountants, advisors,
or other persons directly or indirectly employed by defendant.
5. The documents must be produced whether maintained in defendant's
field office, regional office, home office, or any other of defendant's
offices without limitation.
6. If you cannot answer any of these Requests for Production in full,
explicitly so state and specify each reason for your inability.
7. Each Request for Production shall be answered separately and as
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 2
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completely as possible. The fact that investigation is continuing or that
discovery is not complete is not an excuse for failure to answer each
Request for Production as fully as possible. Identify the location and
person in possession of the documents or information that you have been
unable to produce.
8. Clearly identify the Request for Production to which each document
or group of documents you provide is responsive.
9. These requests call for non-identical copies of documents. A
document with handwritten notes, editing marks, or other physical
changes is not identical to the original one without such modifications,
alterations, or deletions. All original documents and modified and altered
copies of the original documents which are responsive to these
document requests must be produced.
10. These requests for production are continuing in nature and require
the addition of supplemental information in the future to the fullest
extent provided by Idaho statutory and case law.
11. No document requested to be identified and produced can be.
destroyed or disposed of by virtue of a record retention program or for
any other reason.
12. With respect to each document that is required to be identified and
produced and which you presently contend you are not required to
disclose because of any alleged privilege, in lieu of the document
identification called for, please identify: a) the date of such document; b)
who prepared such document; c) each individual to whom the document
was given to or sent; d) each and every document which refers to,
analyzes, or comments on the contended privileged document; and e) the
specific privilege relied upon for the refusal to produce.
13. The terms "mold" and "fungus" mean the same in this document
request as they do when they were used by defendant in the
Homeowners Policy which defendant issued to plaintiffs.
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 3
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Defendant's entire set of .
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to how mold and/or fungus forms or develops when rainwater
leaks, penetrates, or floods into a persons' home.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to how mold and/or fungus forms or develops in house walls
when rainwater enters the walls by cracks or holes in the home walls.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to how extensive or widespread the formation or development
of mold and/or fungus becomes when rainwater enters the house through
cracks or holes in the home wall.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to the adverse health effects of exposure by human beings to
any levels or amounts of mold and/or fungus.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22,2010,
pertaining to the adverse health effects of exposure by human beings to
all specified or particular levels or amounts of mold and/or fungus.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to whether warnings should be made to defendant's
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 4
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Homeowner Policy insureds concerning the health hazards associated
with mold or fungus exposure.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on May 22, 2010,
pertaining to warnings which were given to defendant's Homeowner
Policy insureds concerning the health hazards associated with mold or
fungus exposure.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on December 28, 2010,
pertaining to the adverse health effects of exposure by human beings to
any levels or amounts of mold and/or fungus.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on December 28,2010,
pertaining to the adverse health effects of exposure by human beings to
all specified or particular levels or amounts of mold and/or fungus.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on December 28, 2010,
pertaining to whether warnings should be made to defendant's
Homeowner Policy insureds concerning the health hazards associated
with mold or fungus exposure.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Defendant's entire set of
files, documents, and records, as they existed on December 28,2010,
pertaining to warnings which were given to defendant's Homeowner
Policy insureds concerning the health hazards associated with mold or
fungus exposure.
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 5
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Dated: December 19, 2010
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
'T(t-\1V" f) et- (\ l~' \ '\\ '2-1-D
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 6
000178
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 19th of January, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT
REQUESTS to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, I PRO PER
va Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
SECOND SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT - page 7
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000179
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
•
,FEB 02 2011
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
Vs. ) Case No.
) CV OC 1023300
)
State Farm Insurance Company, )
Defundant )
--------------)
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS
TO: DEFENDANT AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 1
EXHIBITE
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Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiffs
request that defendant produce the following documents, records, and
data for inspection and copying by the plaintiffs, in Pro Per, at 1583
North Sundown Way, Eagle, Idaho 83616 by March9, 2011.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Documents shall include all writings, papers, forms, booklets,
contracts, records, notes, e-mails, electronic and written materials,
computerized data, reports, file sections, stored information, letters,
memorandum, tangible things, and all communications whether
handwritten or typed to or from any employee of defendant.
2. Documents shall include their page numbers and the larger document,
file, record, or compilation ofwhich they were a part.
3. The term defendant means present and former officers, directors,
managers, claims representatives, agents, investigators, experts,
attorneys, accountants, and any other person presently or formerly
employed by.defendant directly or indirectly.
4. In answering this Request for Production ofDocuments, you are
required to furnish all documents or information that is available to you
or subject to your reasonable inquiry including, but not limited to:
documents or information in the possession of any ofyour managers,
officers, directors, supervisory agents, attorneys, accountants, advisors,
or other persons directly or indirectly employed by defendant.
5. The documents must be produced whether maintained in defendant's
field office, regional office, home office, or any other of defendant's
offices without limitation.
6. Ifyou cannot answer any of these Requests for Production in full,
explicitly so state and specify each reason for your inability.
7. Each Request for Production shall be answered separately and as
completely as possible. The fact that investigation is continuing or that
discovery is not complete is not an excuse for failure to answer each
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT - page 2
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Request for Production as fully as possible. Identify the location and
person in possession of the documents or information that you have been
unable to produce.
8. Clearly identify the Request for Production to which each document
or group of documents you provide is responsive.
9. These requests call for non-identical copies of documents. A
document with handwritten notes, editing marks, or other physical
changes is not identical to the original one without such modifications,
alterations, or deletions. All original documents and modified and altered
copies of the original documents which are responsive to these
document requests must be produced.
10. These requests for production are continuing in nature and require
the addition of supplemental information in the future to the fullest
extent provided by Idaho statutory and case law.
11. No document requested to be identified and produced can be
destroyed or disposed ofby virtue of a record retention program or for
any other reason.
12. With respect to each document that is required to be identified and
produced and which you presently contend you are not required to
disclose because of any alleged privilege, in lieu of the document
identification called for, please identify: a) the date of such document; b)
who prepared such document; c) each individual to whom the document
was given to or sent; d) each and every document which refers to,
analyzes, or comments on the contended privileged document; and e) the
specific privilege relied upon for the refusal to produce.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: All documents prepared by
any third party, who was or is involved in litigation with State Farm
Insurance, which refers to or is a statement that the litigant was going to
the Idaho Department of Insurance and request that State Farm's practice
of insurance be suspended or revoked in the State of Idaho in
accordance with Idaho Code Section 41-1329A for violation of any
provision of Idaho Code Section 41-1329.
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT - page 3
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: All non-privileged
documents written or typed by State Farm employees discussing or
referring to the statement of the litigant, as described above, which was
going to be made to the Department ofInsurance that State Farm's
practice of insurance be suspended or revoked in the State of Idaho in
accordance with Idaho Code Section 41-1329A for violation of any
provision of Idaho Code Section 41-1329.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: All documents submitted or
provided to the Idaho Department of Insurance by the former or present
litigant, as described above, in which the litigant requested that State
Farm's practice of insurance be suspended or revoked in the State of
Idaho in accordance with Idaho Code Section 41-1329A for violation of
any provision of Idaho Code Section 41-1329.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: All documents which state,
mention, or set forth the names, addresses, telephone numbers or e-mail
addresses of all persons or entities, who were involved in litigation with
State Farm Insurance, and stated that they planned or intended to request
that the Department of Insurance suspend or revoke defendant's
practice of insurance in the State of Idaho in accordance with Idaho
Code Section 41-1329A for violation of any provision of Idaho Code
Section 41-1329.
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 4
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Dated: February 1, 2011
•
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
12. cJ Iif f) VinkUj ~ 11:Zdl
Roge Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT -
page 5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certifY on the 1stth day ofFebruary, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
ZO, IN PRO PER
· <r--E---IIv'--a-M-a-r-ie-RJ-t--zz---'o~\~f/
1583 North S~nd wn Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER D.
THIRD SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO DEFENDANT - page 6
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James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.------c;~1"7fir_-
A.M.__-- 1Vl':;:;.,J.so:;.............--
FEB 07 2ct1
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiff,
NOTICE OF SERVICE
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Insurance
Company, pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, did this date cause to be forwarded to
the above-named Plaintiffs the original of: (1) Defendant's Responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of
Requests for Admissions; and (2) Defendant's Answers to Plaintiffs' First Set ofInterrogatories.
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 1
000186
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•DATED this 1~day of February, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~.~d~
J~aRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 2
....- U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
000187
 
      
    
 
     
   
   
                
                
   
       
    
   
  
  
  
  
James D. ue 
    
,e.'"
\ \."/\ t·Y." .\\' V(I \'1,' 0/1:),
,"/ James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:~, F_IL~,~,Zttt=
FEB 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
TO: Eva Marie and Roger Daniel Rizzo:
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring Defendant State
Farm Fire and Casualty Company's ("State Farm"), erroneously named State Farm Insurance
Company, Motion for Protective Order on for hearing before this Court on the 24th day of
February, 2011, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1
000188
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DATED this 711J day of February, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
~ ~By: .1 ~/_~J~;:LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1f.U day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2
, U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
000189
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James D. aRue 
    
RECEfVED
FEB 042011
Ada County Clerk
NO._"":",,:,,:--:::-:::;--;:::,:~ _
A.M. 11;55 FI~. _
FEB 08 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk
By MIREN OLSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-l023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION OF
ALTERNATE JUDGE WITHOUT
CAUSE
Pursuant to motion of Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Company, IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED and this does ORDER that altematejudge Honorable D. Duff McKee is
disqualified without cause and as a matter of right pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
40(d)(1).
DATED this 2,.fl.-day of February, 2011.
Timothy Hansen
District Judge
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICAnON OF ALTERNATE JUDGE WITHOUT CAUSE - 1
000190
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva M. Rizzo & Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
L U.S.Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
1 u.s. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
DISTRICT COURT CLERK
By: ,,1&2w--- Dc i<ztt/)
-Deputy Clerk
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION OF ALTERNATE JUDGE WITHOUT CAUSE - 2
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\ L_CEtVED
FEB 1~ 2011
Eva Marie Rizzo aWi~}lB.1 Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
:~·1a'$8~F~rn-.M--
FEB 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
OEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
COMES NOW Plaintiffs, Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo,
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-1604, and move this court for an
order granting plaintiffs leave to amend their complaint to set forth
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 1
000192
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newly discovered facts, additional allegations, and a claim for punitive
damages. The motion is scheduled for March 1, 2011 at 4:30 p.m.
This motion is supported by the record herein; the Affidavits of Roger
Daniel Rizzo, Eva Marie Rizzo, Don Flynn, and Stephen Strzelec
in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the Complaint to Allege a
Claim for Punitive Damages with attached exhibits; and the
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the Complaint
to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages also filed concurrently herewith.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND
THE COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIM
Factual Summary
On May 22, 2010, an extremely severe rain and windstorm caused
serious damage to plaintiffs' home. On the following day, plaintiffRoger
Daniel Rizzo was examining the wall that rainwater had flooded through
into the home. He saw that rainwater filled a section of the window well
area next to the wall and the rainwater was one to two feet deep above
the surface of the ground in the window well. (Affidavit OfRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
Defendant, State Farm Insurance, had issued to plaintiffs, Eva Marie
Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, a Homeowners Policy of Insurance in
the year 2007. The purpose of the policy was to insure plaintiffs for all
damage which they suffered to their home and specified surrounding
areas unless the damage was specifically excluded by the Homeowners
Policy. Plaintiffs' home is located at 1583 North Sundown Way in
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 2
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Eagle, Idaho. Their telephone number is 938-1615. (The Homeowners
Policy is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
On May 23, 2010, plaintiffs reported by telephone their claim under
their Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents, Rod Brooks. He
was the agent who told plaintiffs he was going to inspect their house
before State Farm Insurance issued them a Homeowners Policy of
Insurance. He was also the agent that plaintiffs relied on for insurance
policy information and to answer policy questions. (Affidavit ofEva
Marie Rizzo)
On several occasions during this May 23, 2010 telephone conversation,
defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told both plaintiffs that a single policy
exclusion clearly applied and for that reason defendant was denying
insurance policy coverage. (Emphasis added) Defendant's agent made
this statement without ever visiting plaintiffs' home to determine how
the damage occurred and whether a single policy exclusion actually did
apply. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo; Affidavit ofEva Marie Rizzo)
On May 25, 2010, State Farm Insurance's claim representative, Donna
Hoyne, visited plaintiffs' home and told plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo
that the agent referred to immediately above had no authority to discuss
whether a Homeowners Policy exclusion applied and to state that there
would be or would not be coverage under the Homeowners Policy. She
reassured plaintiff that defendant State Farm Insurance Company had
not yet made a decision on whether there would be policy coverage or
not. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
At the meeting, plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, gave State Farm Insurance
claims representative, Donna Hoyne, three copies of a legal
memorandum he prepared entitled Indisputable Bad Faith Liability Of
State Farm Insurance. (The memorandum is attached as Exhibit B to the
Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 3
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In the memorandum, plaintiff Rizzo described applicable policy
provisions, the law, and then discussed why there was coverage for the
damages to the Rizzo home. In the legal section of the memorandum,
plaintiff Rizzo cited two recent Idaho Supreme Court cases and
discussed one action in detail, the Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance
Company Of Idaho 145 Idaho 459 (2008) case. (Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
The Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of Idaho action
was decided in 2008 and the parties to that lawsuit had entirely different
interpretations of the Homeowners Policy involved. In that case, the
Idaho Supreme Court set forth a number of applicable rules relating to
insurance policy interpretation. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
At the outset of the case, the Court stated that "The general rule is that,
because insurance contracts are adhesion contracts, typically not subject
to negotiation between the parties, any ambiguity which exists in the
contract 'must be construed most strongly against the insurer. '" Id at
461. Moreover, the court emphasized "The burden is on the insurer to
use clear and precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its
coverage." Id. Another Idaho Supreme Court case and an Idaho Statute
were also discussed in plaintiff Rizzo's memorandum.
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo gave three copies of the memorandum to
claims representative Donna Hoyne and requested that she provide State
Farm Insurance attorneys and her supervisors with his memorandum.
(Notes of that meeting are attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
Two weeks later on June 8, 2010, State Farm Insurance's team manager,
Ross Sheridan, who was directly responsible for supervising the
handling ofplaintiffs' damage claim under their Homeowners Policy,
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had a telephone conversation with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. During
the conversation, he told plaintiff Rizzo that State Farm Insurance was
denying coverage for the damage to plaintiffs' home. He also advised
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo that neither he, nor anyone in his office,
had ever reviewed the memorandum that plaintiff Rizzo prepared
summarizing the known facts and the Idaho Supreme Court cases setting
forth the standards which insurance companies must follow when
determining whether there is policy coverage in varying situations.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
To the complete surprise ofplaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo, team manager
Ross Sheridan additionally told plaintiff that he had never read the Idaho
Supreme Court cases cited in the memorandum. Plaintiffwas amazed at
the team manager's comment because Ross Sheridan was the supervisor
in charge of legally determining whether there was coverage for
plaintiffs' claim, yet he had not even read the Supreme Court cases
setting forth the rules insurers must follow in interpreting a Homeowners
Policy such as plaintiffs. (Notes of this telephone conversation are
attached as Exhibit D to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
On June 10, 2010, two days later, defendant's claims representative
Donna Hoyne sent, by certified mail, a five page letter to plaintiffs
stating that defendant State Farm Insurance was formally denying
coverage ofplaintiffs' claim. To justify the decision, the claims
representative cited not one, but approximately a dozen different major
policy exclusions, with a huge number of additional exclusions set forth
in policy subsections. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
In the claims denial letter, the claims representative Donna Hoyne cited
exclusions such as a volcanic explosion, a tsunami (a huge destructive
ocean wave caused by an underwater earthquake), and defects in
planning, zoning, development, surveying, and siting. The exclusions
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listed go on and on. Then in the second to last paragraph of the letter, the
first sentence begins: "As you can see from the policy language quoted
above, there is no coverage for the water damage to your home...." (The
June 10, 2010 claims denial letter is attached as Exhibit E to the
Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
Before the claim was denied, plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo repeatedly
communicated with another State Farm Insurance team manager, Steve
Yoest. Plaintiff did this in an effort to obtain State Farm Insurance's
approval, as plaintiffs' insurer, to pay the costs necessary to make the
repairs to plaintiffs' home which was seriously damaged during the May
22,2010 severe rain and windstorm. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
On May 28, 2010, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo had the initial telephone
conversation with Steve Yeost. During this conversation, they talked
about the May 23, 2010 telephone conversation that plaintiff Roger
Daniel Rizzo had with Rod Brooks, the Rizzo's State Farm Insurance
agent. During the May 28, 2010 telephone conversation, plaintiff Roger
Daniel Rizzo emphasized to Steve Yoest that Rod Brooks had repeatedly
told him on May 23, 2010 that defendant State Farm Insurance would
not cover plaintiffs' claim because of a single, applicable policy
exclusion. (Notes of this conversation are attached as Exhibit F to the
Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
In a letter dated June 1, 2010, which was mailed to plaintiff Roger
Daniel Rizzo, Steve Yoest completely misquoted what plaintiff Rizzo
had emphasized to him about the May 23, 2010 telephone conversation
plaintiff had with Rod Brooks, defendant's agent. (The June 1, 2010
letter is attached as Exhibit G to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
In a subsequent letter dated June 5, 2010, which was mailed to the State
Farm Insurance team manager Steve Yoest, plaintiff Rizzo advised Steve
Yoest of the vital error he made in misstating what plaintiffRizzo had
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told him during their May 28, 2010 telephone conversation. (The June 5,
2010 letter is attached as Exhibit H to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo.)
In a follow up letter dated June 8, 2010, which was mailed to plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo, Steve Yoest stated: "The purpose of my June 1,
2010 letter was to confirm our conversation, and I appreciate the
clarification in your letter. I understand in your letter your position is Mr.
Brooks (defendant's agent) issued a claim denial to you during your May
22, 2010 discussion with him." (The June 8, 2010 letter is attached as
Exhibit I to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
The supposed "clarification" that the team manager Steve Yoest referred
to in the June 8, 2010 letter involved the difference between: (1) plaintiff
Rizzo being advised by defendant's agent that State Farm Insurance
"may not" cover plaintiff's loss as opposed to (2) plaintiff Rizzo being
repeatedly told that State Farm Insurance was denying coverage.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
On June 29, 2010, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo did research on the
weather conditions which occurred on May 22, 2010, the day plaintiffs'
house was damaged. He ascertained that during the month ofMay of
2010, there had been very little rainfall, except for on May 22, 2010. On
that day, it severely rained and deposited almost three-quarters of an
inch of rainfall on the ground. The wind was blowing at about eighteen
(18) miles per hour and wind gusts were blowing in various directions in
the night and day. (The description of the weather conditions in the
Eagle area for that month is attached as Exhibit J to the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo.)(See also Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
As a result of the very large amount of rain and resulting buildup of one
to two feet of rainwater in the window well area, plaintiffRoger Daniel
Rizzo logically thought that this situation would create substantial
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pressure against the house wall adjacent to the window well. He further
thought that with such a huge amount of pressure, it would probably take
only moderate wind speed and the correct wind direction to damage the
house wall which would cause rainwater to flood the house. (Affidavit
ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
PlaintiffRizzo was also very familiar with plaintiffs' Homeowners
Insurance Policy. It made him wonder and become very depressed that
State Farm Insurance would breach its insurance contract with plaintiffs
by simply denying coverage when to him coverage was clear. He also
thought that because State Farm Insurance was the world's largest
insurance company that it must have performed weather investigation
concerning what occurred on May 22, 2010, the day of the substantial
damage to plaintiffs' home. As a result of this thinking, plaintiff felt even
more despondent knowing that such a huge insurance company could
have so callously mistreated him and his wife this way. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Between May 22, 2010 and December 28, 2010, over a seven month
period, rainfall did not again flood the downstairs ofplaintiffs' home.
This was despite the fact that a multitude of substantial rain and
windstorms had occurred. On a few occasions during the rainstorms,
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo looked out the window next to the wall in
question and saw rainwater gushing up in the window well one to two
feet high from the ground surface. Nevertheless, no flooding occurred in
plaintiffs' home because of the lack of accompanying wind. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
On December 29,2010, the bottom floor ofplaintiffs' home was again
flooded by rainfall. On this occasion, plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo was
on the top floor of their house working when his wife came upstairs and
shared what she had seen on the bottom floor of the house.
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The plaintiffs then both immediately went down to flooded area of the
home. At that time, PlaintiffEva Marie Rizzo told her husband that she
had heard the wind howling and blowing fiercely. Her comment caused
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo to think he had also heard the wind blowing
intensely the night before and the morning of the flooding. (Affidavit of
Eva Marie Rizzo; Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Then plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo immediately got curious by the
conversation and went up the stairs to the entryway of the house. He
opened the front door of the home and looked outside. He heard the
strong effects of the wind blowing. He also saw trees and bushes
bending up and down as the gusts ofwind strongly blew against them.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo again thought that he and his wife's Homeowners Policy
should cover the flooding and damage to their home, so he suggested
that his wife telephone State Farm Insurance and make a policy claim.
During his wife's discussion with the State Farm agent, on this occasion
Allen Bollschweiler, the husband plaintiffjoined in the conversation.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
During the call, the State Farm agent Allen Bollschweiler told plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo that State Farm Insurance would not even send a
company claims representative to plaintiffs' home to determine whether
there was policy coverage and what was the extent ofthe damage to
plaintiffs' home. The agent furthered his discussion by saying that before
State Farm would take plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy claim seriously
that a small company, independent from State Farm Insurance, had to
come over to plaintiffs' home and examine the flooding. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo was appalled at the statements he had heard during the
above telephone conversation. He told agent Allen Bollschweiler that the
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damage was the same as that had occurred to their home on May 22,
2010, when plaintiffs made their prior claim. However, Plaintiff Rizzo's
statement was to no avail. State Farm Insurance has not compensated
plaintiffs in any way for their first or second very serious home damages
claims. (A memorandum describing the above events is attached as
Exhibit K to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)(See also Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Later in the morning of December 29,2010, plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo again performed local weather research and was startled to learn
that on that day the wind had blown exceptionally quickly at a speed of
about 28 miles per hour. On that day, there were also wind spurts
blowing in various directions. Finally, it also rained extremely heavily
that day, at almost three-quarters of an inch of rainfall. (Please refer to
the memorandum attached as Exhibit L to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo.)
The results of this research further confirmed plaintiff Rizzo's opinion
that State Farm Insurance used a variety of means, including not even
performing reasonable investigation, to refuse to treat many of its
insured's damages claims seriously. This is despite the close relationship
that is supposed to exist between the insurer and the insured. (Affidavit
ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
It was obvious to plaintiff Rizzo that he and his wife were being
mistreated, just as were a multitude of others who were defendant State
Farm Insurance's insureds. PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo felt incredibly
morose that such a huge insurer would treat its clients in such a way
after receiving insurance payments from its insureds each and every
month for years. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
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In this case, plaintiffs will submit overwhelming evidence at trial, such
as through their own and their experts' testimony and the facts and
documents described above, to establish that no policy exclusions apply
to either of their Homeowners Policy claims. More importantly, it will
be established that a specific provision of the Homeowners Policy
confirms coverage ofplaintiffs' damages.
Applicable Law
Idaho Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 15(a) sets forth the applicable law
relating to the amendment of complaints after a responsive pleading is
served or the action is set for trial. It is stated in Rule 15(a) that II ••• a
party may amend a pleading only by leave of court ..., and leave shall be
freely given when justice so requires ..."
According to State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company v.
Campbell, et al. 538 U.S. 408 (2003), the United States Supreme Court
held that a punitive damage award in a state was authorized by the Due
Process Clause of the u.S. Constitution. If a party in Idaho requests the
court's leave to amend the complaint, not only to add additional factual
or legal allegations, but also to include a prayer for punitive damages,
Idaho law contains an additional requirement. The moving party must
establish at the hearing to amend the complaint a reasonable likelihood
of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive
damages. This is a more demanding duty than simply adding
allegations.
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Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2} provides in relevant part:
"In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim
for damages shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages. However, a party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and
after hearing before the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer
for relief seeking punitive damages. The court shall allow the motion to
amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence presented, the
court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing
a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an
award of punitive damages."
To warrant an award of punitive damages from the jury at trial, plaintiff
must prove oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by
defendant. This must be established by clear and convincing evidence.
Idaho Code Section 6-1604(1} It should be stressed though that at the
present juncture in this litigation, the judge is only being asked to
determine whether there is a reasonable likelihood that punitive
damages will be awarded.
Idaho Code Section 6-1601(9} provides:
""Punitive damages" means damages awarded to a claimant, over and
above what will compensate the claimant for actual personal injury and
property damage, "to serve the public policies of punishing a defendant
for outrageous conduct and of deterring future like conduct."
Idaho Code Section 41-1329 sets forth the standard by which insurance
companies should conduct business in this state. This statute expressly
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provides that "committing or performing any of the following acts or
omissions intentionally or with such frequency to indicate a general
business practice shall be deemed to be an unfair method of
competition or an unfair or deceptive act or practice in the business of
insurance:
(1) Misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy provisions
relating to coverages at issue;
(3) Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the
prompt investigation of claims arising under insurance policies;
(4) Refusing to pay claims without conducting a reasonable
investigation based upon all available information;
(6) Not attempting in good faith to effectuate promptl fair and
equitable settlements in which liability has become reasonably clear;
(14) Failing to promptly provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in
the insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for denial
f I · IIo a calm...
This statute is not simply potential evidence of the industry standardl
but ratherl it is a legislative enactment establishing insurance industry
standards. Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. CO. I 233 P.3d 12211
1236. Under Idaho Code Section 41-1329A I the Idaho Insurance
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Department Director, "if he finds after a hearing, that an insurer has
violated the provisions of Section 41-1329 (cited immediately above),
may, in his discretion, impose an administrative penalty not to exceed
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) ... and may, in addition to the fine, or in
the alternative to the fine, refuse to continue or suspend or revoke an
insurer's certificate of authority (Emphasis added).
Idaho has a legitimate interest in protecting its citizens from
unscrupulous insurance companies operating in the first party context
because it is widely recognized by courts that a "special relationship"
exists between an insurer and an insured. Kirby Hall, et al. v. Farmers
Alliance Mutual Insurance Company 145 Idaho 313, 324 (2008). See
also Walston v. Moumental Life Ins. Co. 129 Idaho 211, 223 (1996). In
cases which involve " ...deceptive business schemes operated for profit
and often victimizing numerous members of the public aside from the
plaintiff", punitive treatment is warranted. Clearly in such cases the
award of punitive damages should aim at making the cost of such
repetitive anti-social conduct uneconomical. Cox v. Stolworthy, 94
Idaho 683, 692 (1972) (partially overruled on different grounds in Kyle
Cheney, et al. v Palos Verdes Investment Corporation, et al. 104 Idaho
897 (1983).
When a corporation is being sued, it is not necessary to establish that
an officer or director participated in or ratified the wrongful conduct to
sustain an award of punitive damages against the corporation. Linda
Weinstein, et al. v. Prudential Property and Casualty 233 P.3d 1221,
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1236} 1237 (2010). See also Vendelen v. Costco Wholesale Corp.} 140
Idaho 416} 431 (2004). Corporate employee conduct in violation of
Idaho statutes is to be considered company policies} absent contrary
evidence} especially when company managers do not criticize or cancel
the policies. Violations of Idaho statutes are also to be taken into
account by the jury where there was an extreme deviation from the
industry standards which warrants punitive damages. Linda Weinstein
et al. v. Prudential Property and Casualty 233 P. 3d 1221} 1235 (2010).
The statute which insurance companies are also required to comply
with while transacting business in this state is Idaho Code Section 41-
113(2). That statute provides:
"COMPLIANCE REQUIRED -- PUBLIC INTEREST
The business of insurance is one affected by public interest} requiring
that all persons be actuated by good faith} abstain from deception} and
practice honesty and equity in all insured matters. Upon the insurer}
the insured} and their representatives and all concerned in insurance
rest the duty of preserving the integrity of insurance.1I
A trial court should not conduct a mini-trial and decide the disputed
factual issues raised as the basis for a Motion To Amend The Complaint
To Allege A Claim For Punitive Damages. Duffin v. Idaho Crop Imp.
Assoc.} 126 Idaho 1002} 1013 (1995). This courfs function is limited to
that of a gatekeeper} as punitive damage awards are a jury decision}
subject to the trial courfs authority to modify or overturn the jury
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verdict if it is determined that it does not conform to the governing law.
Cheney v. Palos Verdes Corp., 104 Idaho 897, 904 (1983).
ARGUMENT
I. THE CAUSE OF THE DAMAGE TO PLAINTIFFS' HOME
The complaint was initially filed in this action on November 24, 2010.
Over a month later, on December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010,
there was a second flooding by rainwater of defendant's home which
occurred in a similar manner to that which occurred on May 22, 2010.
As a result of this second flooding and windstorm noise and effects
observed by plaintiffs, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo conducted weather
research in Eagle. He learned that the wind had gusted up to 28 miles
per hour on December 28, 2010. He also learned that the rainfall
amount was almost exactly the same on December 28, 2010 as it was
on May 22, 2010.
In plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy, which was issued by defendant State
Farm Insurance, there are three critically important policy coverage
provisions.
In SECTION 1- COVERAGES, on page 3 of the policy, it is stated:
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
1. Dwelling. We cover the dwelling used principally as a private
residence on the residence premises shown in the declarations.
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In SECTION 1- LOSSES INSURED, on page 7 of the policy, it is stated:
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described
in Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION 1- LOSSES NOT
INSURED.
These two provisions make it immediately apparent that the
Homeowners Insurance Policy, issued by State Farm Insurance to
plaintiffs, insured for all physical damage which occurred to plaintiffs'
residence unless a specific exclusion written in clear and precise
language applied. Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company of
Idaho 145 Idaho 459, 461 (2008). It is defendant insurer's burden of
proof to establish that a specific policy exclusion does apply. Id.
Immediately below this second quoted policy provision above is a very
important coverage provision in the policy. Paragraph 2 of SECTION 1-
LOSSES INSURED provides:
"Windstorm or hail. This peril does not include loss to property
contained in a building caused by rain, snow, sleet, sand, or dust. This
limitation does not apply when the direct force of the wind or hail
damages the building causing an opening in a roof or wall and the
rain, snow, sleet, sand, or dust enters through this opening" (Emphasis
added).
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 17
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It will be demonstrated at trial that this latter sentence describes the
almost certain cause of how and why plaintiffs' home was flooded on
May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010. (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
Mr. Flynn is plaintiffs' construction expert witness in this case. His
extensive qualifications are contained in the accompanying affidavit. So
is Mr. Flynn's expert opinion that the flooding of plaintiffs' home, on
the two occasions set forth above, almost definitely occurred because
the direct force of the wind caused an opening in the wall of plaintiffs'
home, which rainwater flooded through. (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
Mr. Flynn will testify that his longstanding and widely diverse
experience in the construction field resulted in his formation of that
opinion. Additionally, his review of weather reports and other
information strongly support his conclusions. (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
Mr. Flynn also reviewed and studied State Farm Insurance's denial of
Homeowners Policy coverage letter which was dated June 10, 2010 and
sent to the plaintiffs by certified mail. He concluded that many of the
exclusions quoted were silly and none applied to either the May 22,
2010 or December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010 storms and the
resulting damages.
This evidence provides an overriding basis for the jury to conclude that
the damages to plaintiffs' home were covered under the Homeowners
Policy plaintiffs had with State Farm Insurance. This evidence will also
establish overwhelmingly that defendant did not meet its burden of
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proof to establish that a clear! precise policy exclusion did apply. Miguel
Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 149 Idaho 459! 461
(2008). This result is even more demonstrative when it is emphasized
that by Idaho law a special relationship exists between the insurer and
insured. Kirby Hall! et al. v. Farmers Alliance Mutual Insurance Company
145 Idaho 313! 324 (2008)
These legal allegations! supported by the facts in the preceding section!
form the basis for plaintiffs! contention that defendant State Farm
Insurance breached its Homeowners Policy with plaintiffs! not just on a
single occasion but twice. It also forms the basis for plaintiffs!
significant emotional distress damages claim and possibly a personal
physical injury damages claim as well. Lastly! the above facts and law
clearly justify plaintiffs bringing not only a compensatory! but
additionally a punitive damage claim.
II. REASONABLE LIKELIHOOD OF BEING AWARDED PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
Of crucial importance in this lawsuit is the concept that the evidence
presented at trial will not merely justify the award of punitive damages
because of only one of defendanfs employee!s actions. There were
several different! independent actions committed by defendant!s
employees! all of which create a reasonable likelihood of plaintiffs
being awarded punitive damages and meeting the requirements of
Idaho Code Section 6-1604 and Idaho Code Section 6-1601(9).
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A) On May 23, 2010, defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told plaintiffs
repeatedly, during a telephone conversation, that a single, specific
exclusion in plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy served as a basis for why
State Farm Insurance was denying coverage of plaintiffs' extremely
serious property damage claim. (Emphasis added) A local agent can
bind a company whether or not he has authority from the company to
make his representation. Huppert v. Wolford 91 Idaho 249, 253-256
(1966).
Agent Rod Brooks made this legal statement to both plaintiffs without
ever visiting plaintiffs home to determine how the damage to the
structure occurred. Agent Rod Brooks made this legal statement to
both plaintiffs without doing any investigation to determine whether a
policy coverage provision did apply because of the weather conditions.
When State Farm Insurance agent Rod Brooks made this statement, he
had absolutely no concern for the fact that plaintiffs would feel terrible
believing that they themselves would have to pay for all necessary
repairs and they may not have the many thousands of dollars to pay for
such repairs. When agent Rod Brooks made this statement, he had
absolutely no concern for the fact that plaintiffs would feel terrible
thinking more storms, like the one that occurred on May 22, 2010, may
occur in the future and damage their home even more extensively.
When agent Rod Brooks made this statement, he had absolutely no
concern for the fact that plaintiffs would feel terrible that they were
losing the use of approximately one-third of their home. When agent
Rod Brooks made this statement, he had absolutely no concern for the
fact that plaintiffs would suffer severe emotional distress as a result of
having their home flooded. The conduct of agent Rod Brooks was a
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direct violation of Idaho Code Section 6-1604. It also violated insurance
industry standards in that it was oppressivel fraudulentl malicious or
outrageous. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Stephen Strzelec is plaintiffsl insurance expert in this case. His extensive
qualifications are set forth in his Affidavit.
B) In direct contradiction to Rod Brooksl lack of coverage statementl
defendanfs claims representative Donna Hoyne astoundingly quoted
not onel but approximately a dozen different major policy exclusions
and a huge number of additional exclusions in policy subsections in
State Farm Insurance!s June 101 2010 coverage denial letter. Quoting
such a multitude of completely differentl unrelated policy exclusions
could not have been motivated by good faith l was deceptivel and was
not honest as required by insurance industry standards. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec) Quoting such a multitude of exclusions was also a
deceptivel dishonest! and bad faith act or practice in the business of
insurance prohibited by Idaho Code Section 41-113(2).
Insurance industry standards and treating the insured in good faith
require an insurer in the State of Idaho to promptly provide a
reasonable explanation of the basis in the insurance policy for denial of
a claim in relation to the facts or applicable law. The totally divergent
conduct of the State Farm Insurance agent and the claims
representative in May and June of 2010 clearly did not conform to the
applicable insurance industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
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Idaho Code Section 41-1329 (14) specifically prohibits conduct of the
insurer in the State of Idaho which constitutes "Failing to promptly
provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in the insurance policy in
relation to the facts or applicable law for denial of a claim or for the
offer of compromise." The conduct of defendant State Farm Insurance
was in direct violation of this statute.
Moreover, the claims representative Donna Hoyne's lack of any
reasonable investigation of the Rizzo's claim also violated insurance
industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec) On December 29,
2010 plaintiffs served upon defendant's attorney their First Set Of
Requests For Production Of Documents. Defendant responded to this
request on January 28, 2011. Absent from this response were any
meaningful documents pertaining to State Farm Insurance's
investigation of plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 Homeowners Policy claim.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
It is also of significant consequence that State Farm Insurance claims
representative Donna Hoyne never mentioned any weather factors in
her discussions with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. Much more
incriminating is that in the formal June 10, 2010 claims denial letter,
which Donna Hoyne authored, she never says a word about the
SECTION 1- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2. Rainstorm or hail provision,
which provides policy coverage! (Emphasis added)
Claims representative Donna Hoyne goes on for almost three pages in
the claims denial letter with quotations of extraneous Homeowners
Policy exclusions but not once cites or refers to arguably the one and
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 22
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only applicable policy coverage provision. Idaho Code Section 41-113(2)
requires that employees of insurer act in good faith and honesty.
Donna Hoyne's conduct unquestionably did not meet this requirement.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
It is extraordinary that State Farm Insurance's one hundred percent
(100%) disabled insured did the necessary weather research and
determined that wind caused an opening in the home wall which
caused the rainwater flooding to occur on two occasions. It is
extraordinary that State Farm Insurance's one hundred percent (100%)
disabled insured read an obvious provision of the Homeowner's Policy
which provided coverage of the damage that occurred on May 22,
2010. It is likewise extraordinary that a monumentally large insurance
company and its claims representative did not pay any attention to
local weather reports and the applicable policy coverage provision,
before denying plaintiffs coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
For all the above reasons, the conduct of defendanfs claims
representative, Donna Hoyne, was in direct violation of insurance
industry standards. Her conduct towards plaintiffs was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Such conduct warrants an award of punitive damages. Idaho Code
Section 6-1604(1).
C) Evidence will be also introduced during trial that one of defendanfs
team managers, Ross Sheridan, supervised all company conduct in
connection with plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 claim. This means that this
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 23
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team manager either encouraged, permitted or ignored a State Farm
Insurance Company agent, Rod Brooks, repeatedly telling insureds that
there was no policy coverage for their claim without ever visiting
plaintiffs' residence or performing any investigation. This also means
that this same team manager, Ross Sheridan, approved of the claims
denial letter written by a State Farm Insurance claims representative
containing a multitude of different quotes to policy exclusions, many of
which were completely groundless, without any meaningful
investigation being performed. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
While these matters were occurring, Ross Sheridan, the State Farm
Insurance supervising team manager, and others in his office
disregarded and did not even review the legal memorandum provided
to the insurer by plaintiff Rizzo which discussed in detail Idaho law
concerning how insurance policies should be interpreted when
evaluating policy coverage issues. This team manager told plaintiff
Rizzo over the telephone on June 9, 2010 these facts and that no one in
his office had ever even read the two Idaho Supreme Court cases cited
in the legal memorandum, one of which concisely sets forth how
insurance policies should be interpreted in this state. This is despite the
fact that these State Farm Insurance staff make frequent, extremely
significant coverage decisions involving insureds' claims.
This conduct by team manager Ross Sheridan was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous in contravention of insurance
industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec) Ross Sheridan's
conduct also violated Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 24
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D) During the same time frame, another State Farm team manager,
Steve Yoest attempted to cover up and distort what defendant's agent
Rod Brooks initially told plaintiffs concerning the lack of coverage for
plaintiffs' claim. The conduct of Steve Yoest, as described immediately
above, is another instance of one of defendant's employees violating
insurance industry standards. Steve Yoest's conduct towards plaintiffs
was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec) Steve Yoest's behavior as described immediately
above was also a violation of Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
All the conduct described in this entire motion by State Farm Insurance
employees did not comport with insurance industry standards. Instead,
it was completely unfair and deceptive conduct committed against
plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defendant. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec)
E) Unfortunately, this was not the end of the mistreatment. On
December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010, there was another wind
and rainstorm which caused the flooding of the downstairs of plaintiffs
home. They made a second insurance policy claim to defendant to
absolutely no avail. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
From the outset, State Farm Insurance Company refused to take
plaintiffs' second claim seriously. During a telephone conversation
which occurred on December 29, 2010, when the second claim was
made, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo told defendant's agent, Allen
Bollschweiler, that the flooding occurred in the same way that the
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 25
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May 22, 2010 flooding had happened. Plaintiff Rizzo continued by
stressing that State Farm Insurance should take responsibility for the
damage. Despite plaintiff Rizzo's pleas, State Farm Insurance never
even sent a claims representative to plaintiffs' home and never
compensated plaintiffs' for their second December 29, 2010 loss.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiffs were told for the first time during their December 29, 2010
telephone conversation with agent Allen Bollschweiler that State Farm
would not even send one of its claims representatives out to plaintiffs'
home after the wind and rainstorm to assess the damage and
determine whether there was insurance policy coverage or not.
Instead, State Farm Insurance agent Allen Bollschweiler stated that
before defendant would do anything with respect to the plaintiffs'
December 29, 2010 claim that plaintiffs had to make arrangements
with a company totally independent from State Farm Insurance to
come out and assess the damage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo was so shocked and dismayed during this telephone
conversation that he withdrew from the call. Shortly thereafter,
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo reviewed once again the Homeowners
Policy that plaintiffs jointly had with defendant. (Affidavit of Roger
Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff found no reference in the Homeowners Policy to the new
requirement that the insureds would have to permit a completely
independent company to come and inspect their residence before State
Farm would even take the claim seriously. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo)
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 26
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It became obvious to plaintiff Rizzo that defendant, by supposedly
imposing this new requirement, was breaching the insurance policy
contract it had with plaintiffs once again. It also seemed apparent to
plaintiff Rizzo that defendant had just added another step in the claims
process which would make it even more difficult to ever get State Farm
Insurance Homeowners Policy coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo)
The conduct of State Farm Insurance as described above relating to
plaintiffs' second claim demonstrates a clear violation of industry
standards. The behavior by defendant's employees was again
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct committed
against plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defendant.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
The evidence, which will be submitted during trial, will demonstrate
that defendant should be punished for its continuing behavior. More
importantly, this evidence, which will be submitted at trial, will prove
the necessity of deterring defendant from treating any of its other
policy holders in the State of Idaho in such a blameworthy way.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT - page 27
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Respectfully Submitted,
Date: February 10, 2011
oger Daniel Rizzo
MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT - page 28
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 10th of February, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES to the
following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
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Eagle, Idaho 83616
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FEB 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV DC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) STEPHEN
)STRZELEC
)
---------------)
Stephen Strzelec, first being duly sw-orn, deposes, and states:
1. I was an employee ofState Farm Insurance Companies for
approximately 18 years. I worked for different State Farm Insurance
Companies from 1985 - 2002.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 1
000221
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Feb 10 11 11 :43a Steve 425.898.8588 p.2
2. The positions I held in the employ ofState Farm Insurance included:
a) Section Manager;
b) Divisional Claim Superintendent;
c) Claim Superintendent;
d) Property Superintendent;
e) ReinspectorfTrainer; and
f) Claim Representative
3. While employed at State Farm I served on the committee to redesign
Fire Claim School and the Steering Committee for the new Section
Manager Forum.
4. The insurance industry training that f received while working at State
Farm Insurance included:
a) Evaluating structural losses;
b} Physical damage claim supervision;
c} Supervisory skills;
d) Management instruction;
e} Training for trainers;
f) Performance management standards;
g) First Party Coverage Seminar;
h) Situational leadership;
i) Strategic planning; and many other areas.
5. I have published articles and made presentations on approximately
20 occasions to various groups on insurance industry standards~
insurance claims practices} and insurance company policies and
procedu res.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 2
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Feb 10 11 11 :43a Steve 425.898.8588 p.3
6. I have been requested by Roger Rizzo to render my expert opinions
concerning various actions and conduct performed by State Farm
Insurance employees with respect to the damages which occurred to
the Rizzo's home on May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010.
7. Mr. Rizzo has provided me with copies of the State Farm Insurance
Policy which was issued to he and his wife, the State Farm Insurance
claims denial letter sent them on June 10,2010, and numerous other
documents pertaining to both the May 22, 2010 and December 29,
2010 damages incidents.
8. It is my expert opinion based upon my review of these documents,
and the conversations which I have had with Mr. Rizzo, that both the
May 22} 2010 and December 29, 2010 incidents in which the Rizzo
home was damaged were covered under their State Farm Insurance·
Homeowners Policy as the direct force of wind caused an opening in the
structure which allowed rainwater to enter. The policy contains no
specific language excluding this loss.
9. It is also my opinion that when Rod Brooks made the statements he
did during his May 23, 2010 telephone conversation with Mr. and Mrs.
Rizzo concerning the lack of their Homeowners Policy coverage, without
ever even visiting the insureds' damaged home, that he must have had
no concern for the following facts:
a) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible believing that they
themselves would have to pay for all necessary repairs and they may
not have the many thousands of dollars saved to pay for such repairs.
i\.Ff;IDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC -page 3
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Feb 10 11 11 :43a Steve 425.898.8588 pA
b) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible thinking more storms,
like the one that occurred on May 22, 2010, may occur in the future
and damage their home even more extensively.
c) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible that they.were losing the
use of approximately one-third of their home.
d} That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would suffer emotional distress as a result of
having their home flooded.
10. It is my expert opinion that the conduct of agent Rod Brooks in all
the above respects was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous.
11. In my expert opinion, the quoting of a multitude of completely
different policy exclusions, as were contained in the June 10, 2010 State
Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy denial letter sent to the Mr. and
Mrs. Rizzo, was not motivated by good faith, was deceptive, and was
not honest as required by insurance industry standards.
12. To act consistent with insurance industry standards, an insurer
cannot fail to provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in the
insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for denial of a
claim. In my opinion, the totally divergent conduct of the State Farm
Insurance agent and the claims representative in May and June of 2010
clearly did not conform to insurance industry standards.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 4
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13. It is also my expert opinion that State farm Insurance's lack of any
reasonable investigation of the May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010
damages claims by Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo also violated insurance industry
standards.
14. For all the above reasons, it is my expert opinion that the conduct
of defendant's claims representative, Donna Hoyne, was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous.
15. It is my expert opinion that State Farm Insurance team manager,
Ross Sheridan, either encouraged, permitted, or ignored a State Farm
Insurance Company agent, Rod Brooks, repeatedly telling Mr. and Mrs.
Rizzo that there was no policy coverage for their claim without ever
visiting plaintiffs' residence or performing any investigation. He also
approved of the claims denial letter written by a State Farm Insurance
claims representative containing a multitude of different quotes to
policy exclusions, many of which were completely groundless without
any meaningful investigation being performed.
16. It is my understanding that, Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance
supervising team manager, and others in his office disregarded and did
not review the legal memorandum provided by Mr. Rizzo which
discussed in detail Idaho law concerning how insurance policies should
be interpreted when evaluating policy coverage issues. This team
manager allegedly told Mr. Rizzo over the telephone on June 9/ 2010
these facts and that no one in his office had ever even read the two
Idaho Supreme Court cases cited in the legal memorandum, one of
which concisely sets forth how insurance policies should be interpreted
in this state. This is despite the fact that these State Farm lnsurance
staff make frequent, extremely significant coverage decisions involving
insureds' claims.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 5
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17. In my opinion, this conduct by State Farm Insurance team manager,
Ross Sheridan' conduct towards plaintiffs was oppressive, fraudulent,
malicious or outrageous.
18. It is also my understanding that another State Farm Insurance team
manager, Steve Yoest, attempted to cover up and distort what agent
Rod Brooks initially told Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo concerning the lack of
coverage for their claim. In my opinion, this conduct by Steve Yoest is
another instance of defendant's conduct towards plaintiffs being
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous.
19. It is my additional understanding that on December 29, 2010, there
was another wind and rainstorm which caused the flooding of the
downstairs of Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo's home. They made a second
insurance policy claim to State Farm Insurance to no avail.
20. I understand that plaintiffs were told for the first time during their
December 29, 2010 telephone conversation with agent Allen
Bollschweiler that State Farm Insurance would not even send one of its
claims representatives out to their home after the wind and rainstorm
to assess the damage and determine whether there was insurance
policy coverage or not. Instead, State Farm Insurance agent Allen
Bollschweiler told Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo that before defendant would do
anything with respect to the plaintiffs' December 29, 2010 claim that
plaintiffs had to make arrangements with a company totally
independent from State Farm Insurance to come out and assess the
damage.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 6
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21. The conduct of State Farm Insurance as described above relating to
plaintiffs./' second claim demonstrates a clear violation of industry
standards. The behavior by defendant's employees was again
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct committed
against plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defenda nt.
Dated: February 10,2011
Stephen Strzelec
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SUB5lCRIBEDAND SWORN to before me on this jot~ day ofFebraury,
2011.
,..--_ _....• ---,
SEAN K, CABANTING
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF WASHiNGTON
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
11-12-13
...._._...__ .. ---'
!f~1L~.
Notary PubliCOi ashington
Commission Expires:
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Eva Marie Rizzo ina Koger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
INTRODUCTION
COMES NOW Plaintiffs, Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, and
oppose defendant State Farm's motion for protective order pursuant to
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 26(b)(1).
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 1
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APPLICABLE LAW
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure, 26(b)(1) provides in part: {(Parties may
obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant
to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates
to a claim or defense..."
DAMAGES SOUGHT IN COMPLAINT
On page 2 of defendant's Memorandum In Support Of Motion For
Protective Order, defense counsel makes a statement which is
noticeably incomplete. Defendant says {(Also, the allegations in the
Complaint strictly relate to an alleged property loss occurring on May
22, 2010." The allegations in the Complaint are far, far broader.
Maybe this statement was an innocent mistake, but certainly not all, or
even most, of the allegations in the Complaint pertain to property loss.
In the Second, Third, and Fourth Causes of Action of the Complaint, the
Prayer For Relief specifically requests as one item of damages
emotional distress. (Emphasis added.) Emotional distress damages are
completely independent from property loss and will be a huge
component of the damages claim in this litigation.
Moreover, plaintiffs just filed a Motion to Amend the Complaint.
Plaintiffs did this because of overwhelming new information which has
occurred or was discovered since the filing of the original Complaint on
November 24, 2010. Plaintiffs also filed this motion to comply with
Idaho Code Section 6-1604 (2), which pertains to alleging punitive
damages. Many of the allegations in the Complaint were included
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 2
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hoping that the Court would grant the Motion for Amending the
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages on March 1, 2011.
Based on events which occurred after November 24, 2010, facts
discovered after November 24, 2010, and Idaho law, if plaintiffs obtain
the court's approval on March 1, 2010, plaintiffs will file an amended
complaint which seeks damages for:
1) Repair costs to their home as a result of both the May 22, 2010 and
the December 29, 2010 incidents; (Emphasis added.)
2) Enlarged compensatory damages for failure to warn;
3) Personal injuries; and
4) Punitive damages.
All the evidence which State Farm is requesting the court to shield
through a protective order is directly relevant now and will be relevant
to the additional causes of action and damages claims asserted by
plaintiffs depending on the outcome of the March 1, 2011 motion.
DISCOVERY IS PERMITIED IN BAD FAITH CASES REGARDING
VIOLATIONS OF INDUSTRY STANDARDS
Despite the outcome of the March 1, 2011 motion, defendant's motion
should be denied anyway. In its moving papers, State Farm contends
that liThe Rizzos Should Be Precluded From Seeking Information
Related To State Farm's Conduct With Its Other Insureds". This
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 3
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statement may be a wish by State Farm concerning the protection
which Idaho law will provide it. But this is certainly not the actual law in
this state.
Evidence of violation of the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act
(Idaho Code Section 41-1329) is admissible (not simply discoverable,
but admissible) in an insurance bad faith case to establish violation of
insurance industry standards. Leslie Weinstein, et al. v. Prudential
Property And Casualty Insurance Company 233 P. 3d 1221, 1236 (2010).
(Emphasis added)
Idaho Code Section 41-1329 sets the standards by which insurance
companies should conduct business in this state. This statute expressly
prohibits performing any of the following acts or omissions
intentionally or with such frequency to indicate a general business
practice... (Emphasis added):
(1) Misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy provisions
relating to coverages at issue;
(3) Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the
prompt investigation of claims arising under insurance policies;
(4) Refusing to pay claims without conducting a reasonable
investigation based upon all the available information;
(6) Not attempting in good faith to effectuate prompt, fair and
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 4
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equitable settlements in which liability becomes reasonably clear;
(14) Failing to promptly provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in
the insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for the
denial of a claim.
Discovery is permitted as to all non privileged, relevant matter. Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure, 26(b)(1). The discovery sought in this case
concerning State Farm's treatment of its other Homeowners Policy
insureds is intended to produce evidence which indicates State Farm's
general business practice of not complying with the provisions of Idaho
Code Section 41-1329 set forth above. (Emphasis added)
In bad faith cases, information relating to an insurer's conduct with its
insureds, other than the plaintiffs, demonstrating non compliance with
the above provisions, is clearly discoverable. In this case before the
court, information relating to State Farm's conduct with its other
insureds, other than the plaintiffs, demonstrating non compliance with
the above provisions, is also clearly discoverable.
DISCOVERY IS PERMITIED BASED ON THE NEGLIGENCE PER SE CAUSE
OF ACTION
Negligence Per Se is defined by Blacks Law Dictionary as negligence
usually arising from a statutory violation. The statutes cited in the
Complaint filed in this action include: Idaho Code Section 41-113(2),
Title 41, Chapter 1(113)(2), and Idaho Code Section 73-102(1).
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 5
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These statutes are liberally construed to promote justice. These
statutes require that insurers act in good faith, abstain from deception,
and practice honesty and equity in all insured matters. State Farm is
being sued in this action for violating these statutes.
If discovery leads to evidence of State Farm's policy and practice of
treating other Homeowners Policy insureds throughout this state in the
same way as plaintiffs were arguably mistreated, such discovery should
demonstrate that State Farm was directly violating the above Idaho
statutes. If discovery leads to evidence of State Farm's policy and
practice of treating other Homeowners Policy insureds throughout this
state in the same ways as plaintiffs were arguably mistreated, such
discovery should demonstrate that State Farm was not acting in good
faith, abstaining from deception, practicing honesty and equity in all
insured matters.
This discovery would establish that State Farm's conduct was not an
isolated instance. It will establish that State Farm has a policy and
practice of treating all its customers in a similar manner. Evidence of
these statutory violations will directly influence a jury in determining
liability and in awarding damages.
DISCOVERY IS PERMITTED TO FUllY ESTABLISH PLAINTIFFS'
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS DAMAGES
The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that a "special relationship"
exists between and insurer and insured because of the adhesionary
aspects of the insurance contract, including the potential for
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 6
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overreaching on the part of the insurer. James Russel Walston v.
Monumental Life Insurance Company 129 Idaho 211, 219 (1996). In the
Walston case, the only element of damages sought was for emotional
distress. These were the damages claimed as part of the bad faith cause
of action. Id. at 219.
Emotional distress was significantly discussed in Evans v. Twin Falls
County 114 Idaho 210 (1990). It was held to include all highly
unpleasant mental reactions such as fright, horror, grief, shame,
humiliation, embarrassment, anger, chagrin, disappointment, worry,
and nausea. Id at 220. Plaintiffs have suffered most of these unpleasant
mental reactions as a result of both their May 22, 2010 and December
29, 2010 claims treatment by defendant. Such suffering will appreciably
increase over time and with additional research.
Plaintiffs grief, shame, humiliation, embarrassment, anger, chagrin,
disappointment and worry have already significantly increased by
learning about the policies and procedures State Farm supposedly has,
which are set forth in the Bloomberg News article "HOME INSURERS'
SECRET TACTICS CHEAT FIRE VICTIMS, HIKE PROFITS. Bloomberg is a
highly respected financial information provider, which is internationally
recognized. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
On page 12 of the article, it is stated that State Farm requested its
expert CEO of Forensic Analysis & Engineering Corp. to redo his reports
because the insurer disagreed with the engineers' conclusions. The CEO
sent an e-mail to his staff saying that State Farm executive Alexis
"Lecky" King asked for the changes. More importantly, the CEO stated
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 7
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((Lecky told me that she is experiencing this same concern with other
engineering companies./I ((They are all too emotionally involved and
trying too hard to find justifications to call it wind damage./I Id at 12.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Along these lines, the article states on page 11, that the ((wind/water
issue has spurred allegations that insurers manipulated the findings of
adjusters and engineers." "Property insurance policies don't cover
damage caused by flooding ... /I Id. In plaintiffs situation and in this
lawsuit are the contentions that State Farm ignored the obvious wind
damage coverage provision in plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy, failed to
perform adequate investigation, and then applied dozens and dozens of
different policy exclusions to deny coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo)
Plaintiffs' emotional distress is dramatically exacerbated by the
statements made in the Bloomberg News article and their concern that
State Farm's supposed, improper conduct was committed on them.
This is yet another reason to permit plaintiffs discovery to permit them
to either accept or disbelieve defendant's alleged behavior in the
article. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Notwithstanding the Bloomberg News article, the emotional distress
plaintiffs have suffered up to the present time is severe based only
upon the way State Farm has treated them thus far. Plaintiffs are
entitled to find out if State Farm treats its other Homeowners Policy
insureds in a similar fashion or not. Plaintiffs are also entitled to know
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 8
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what is State Farm's net worth. Both sets of information will have direct
impact on the level of emotional distress suffered by plaintiffs.
DISCOVERY IS PERMITTED TO ENABLE PLAINTIFFS TO FACILITATE
ESTABLISHING LIABILITY IN THIS LAWSUIT
Under Idaho Code Section 41-1329A, the Idaho Insurance Department
Director, "if he finds after a hearing, that an insurer has violated the
provisions of Section 41-1329 may, in his discretion, impose an
administrative penalty not to exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000) ...
and may, in addition to the fine, or in the alternative to the fine, refuse
to continue or suspend or revoke an insurer's certificate of authority
(Emphasis added).
As was previously stated, discovery concerning treatment by State Farm
of other of its Homeowners Policy insureds will be directly relevant to
plaintiffs establishing liability in this lawsuit. Ascertaining what
complaints have been filed against State Farm with the Idaho
Department of Insurance, by whom, and why will result in plaintiffs
acquiring similar information from other complainants.
DISCOVERY IS PERMITTED TO ENABLE PLAINTIFFS TO ESTABLISH
STATE FARM'S PUNITIVE LIABILITY
As was stated above, evidence relating to both the insured's net worth
and policies and practices toward other insureds should be admissible
to establish plaintiffs' emotional distress claims. These elements will
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 9
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definitely affect the degree and duration of the emotional distress
suffered.
Irrespective of the legal resolution of the above issue, it is incontestable
that evidence concerning an insurer's net worth and policies and
practices are admissible during trial to establish punitive damage
liability. Leslie Weinstein, et al. v. Prudential Property And Casualty
Insurance Company 233 P. 3d 1221, 1236, and 1259 (2010).
This Court has not yet considered plaintiffs' March 1, 2011 Motion to
Amend the Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages.
Nonetheless, the court has the option of resolving the issue created by
defendant's motion by ordering plaintiffs not to do any discovery on
the issues of (1) State Farm's net worth and (2) State Farm's policies
and practices toward other insureds until a decision is rendered on
Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the Complaint.
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 10
CONCLUSION
For all the above reasons, plaintiffs request that this motion be denied.
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - page 10
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Respectfully Submitted,
Date: February 14, 2011
~o ~ Q.t- D~A i vJ ~i-z..Z-G
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 14th of February, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
11Q~2!"i) "''' ~1 1<,11-2t
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
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.., ,r Ada County Clerk
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
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FEB 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, CIeIk
By KATHY BIEHL.
~
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL
) RIZZO
)
-------------)
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. Plaintiffs have suffered severe grief, shame, humiliation,
embarrassment, anger, chagrin, disappointment and worry as a result
of State Farm's conduct up until the current time relating to their
denied coverage claims. This suffering will become worse with the
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 1
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passage of time and by learning more about defendant State Farm's
policies and procedures.
2. Plaintiffs currently believe that State Farm very improperly uses its
role as insurer with other of its Homeowners Policy insureds. At the
present time, plaintiffs deem as correct what is set forth in the
Bloomberg News article flHOME INSURERS' SECRET TACTICS CHEAT FIRE
VICTIMS, HIKE PROFITS. Bloomberg is a well respected financial
information provider which is internationally recognized. This article is
attached as Exhibit A.
3. On page 12 of the article, it is stated that State Farm requested its
expert CEO of Forensic Analysis & Engineering Corp. to redo his reports
because the insurer disagreed with the engineers' conclusions. The CEO
sent an e-mail to his staff saying that State Farm executive Alexis
flLecky" King asked for the changes. More importantly, the CEO stated
flLecky told me that she is experiencing this same concern with other
engineering companies." flThey are all too emotionally involved and
trying too hard to find justifications to call it wind damage." Id at 12.
(Exhibit A)
4. Along these lines, the article states on page 11, that the flwind/water
issue has spurred allegations that insurers manipulated the findings of
adjusters and engineers." flProperty insurance policies don't cover
damage caused by flooding..." (Exhibit A)
S. In plaintiffs' situation and the basis for this lawsuit are the
contentions that State Farm ignored the obvious coverage provision in
plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy, failed to perform adequate
investigation, and then applied dozens and dozens of inapplicable
policy exclusions to deny coverage.
6. Plaintiffs' emotional distress is dramatically exacerbated by the
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 2
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statements made in the Bloomberg News article and their concern that
State Farm's alleged misconduct was committed on them. This is yet
another reason to permit plaintiffs discovery to permit them to either
confirm or disbelieve defendant's supposed conduct in the article.
7. Eva Marie Rizzo is going to withdraw from this lawsuit as a plaintiff
as soon as possible.
Respectfully Submitted,
Date: February 14,2011
"1{00 ~r\ 0 01\ ,], /1'\ I 2'k)
Rbger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
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Home Insurers' Secret T~~ics Cheat Fire
Victims, Hike Profits f\~ \ 'i '1.11\\
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By David Dietz and Darrell Preston - August 3, 2007 00: 12 EDT
Julie Tunnell and neighbors stand near rebuilt homes
Robert Hunter, a former Texas insurance commissioner
Page 3 01"21
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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Katherine Merritt, poses in Marietta, Georgia
Amy Bach, executive director of United Policyholders
Dr. Terry Bennett sits among his belongings
Tim and Michele Ray in front of their tornado damaged ho
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Aug. 3 (Bloomberg) -- Julie Tunnell remembers standing in her debris-strewn driveway when the tall
man in blue jeans approached. Her northern San Diego tudor-style home had been incinerated a week
http://www.bloomberg.comiapps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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earlier in the largest wildfire in California history. The blaze in October and November 2003 swept
across an area 19 times the size of Manhattan, destroying 2,232 homes and killing 15 people.
Now came another blow. A representative of State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., the
largest home insurer in the U.S., came to the charred remnants of Tunnell's home to tell her the
company would pay just $220,000 of the estimated $306,000 cost of rebuilding the house.
"It was devastating; I stood there and cried," says Tunnell, 42, who teaches accounting at San Diego
City College. "I felt absolutely abandoned."
Tunnell joined thousands of people in the U.S. who already knew a secret about the insurance
industry: When there's a disaster, the companies homeowners count on to protect them from financial
ruin routinely pay less than what policies promise.
Insurers often pay 30-60 percent of the cost of rebuilding a damaged home -- even when carriers
assure homeowners they're fully covered, thousands of complaints with state insurance departments
and civil court cases show.
Paying out less to victims of catastrophes has helped produce record profits. In the past 12 years,
insurance company net income has soared -- even in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, the worst natural
disaster in U.S. history.
Highest-Ever Profits
Property-casualty insurers, which cover damage to homes and cars, reported their highest-ever profit
of$73 billion last year, up 49 percent from $49 billion in 2005, according to Highline Data LLC, a
Cambridge, Massachusetts-based firm that compiles insurance industry data.
The 60 million U.S. homeowners who pay more than $50 billion a year in insurance premiums are
often disappointed when they discover insurers won't pay the full cost of rebuilding their damaged or
destroyed homes.
Property insurers systematically deny and reduce their policyholders' claims, according to court
records in California, Florida, Illinois, Mississippi, New Hampshire and Tennessee.
The insurance companies routinely refuse to pay market prices for homes and replacement contents,
they use computer programs to cut payouts, they change policy coverage with no clear explanation,
they ignore or alter engineering reports, and they sometimes ask their adjusters to lie to customers,
court records and interviews with former employees and state regulators show.
'It's Despicable'
As Mississippi Republican U.S. Senator Trent Lott and thousands of other homeowners have found,
insurers make low offers -- or refuse to pay at all -- and then dare people to fight back.
"It's despicable not to make good-faith offers to everybody," says Robert Hunter, who was Texas
insurance commissioner from 1993 to 1995 and is now insurance director at the Washington-based
Consumer Federation of America.
"Money managers have taken over this whole industry," Hunter says. "Their eyes are not on people
who are hurt but on the bottom line for the next quarter."
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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T?e industry's drive for profit has overwhelmed its obligation to policyholders, says California
Lieutenant Governor John Garamendi, a Democrat. As California's insurance commissioner from
2002 to 2006, Garamendi imposed $18.4 million in fines against carriers for mistreating customers.
"There's a fundamental economic conflict between the customer and the company," he says. "That is,
the company doesn't want to pay. The first commandment of insurance is, 'Thou shalt pay as little and
as late as possible.'"
Allstate Hires Consultant
Although the tension between insurers and their customers has long existed, it was in the 1990s that
the industry began systematically looking for ways to increase profits by streamlining claims
handling.
Hurricane Hugo was a major catalyst. The 1989 storm, which battered North and South Carolina, left
the industry reeling from $4.2 billion in claims.
In September 1992, Allstate Corp., the second-largest U.S. home insurer, sought advice on improved
efficiency from McKinsey & Co., a New York-based consulting firm that has advised many of the
world's biggest corporations, according to records in at least six civil court cases.
State Farm, based in Bloomington, Illinois, and Los Angeles-based Farmers Group Inc., the third-
largest home insurer in the U.S., also hired McKinsey as a consultant, court records show.
'Boxing Gloves'
McKinsey produced about 13,000 pages of documents, including PowerPoint slides, in the 1990s, for
Northbrook, Illinois-based Allstate. The consulting firm developed methods for the company to
become more profitable by paying out less in claims, according to videotaped evidence presented in
Fayette Circuit Court in Lexington, Kentucky, in a civil case involving a 1997 car accident.
One slide McKinsey prepared for Allstate was entitled "Good Hands or Boxing Gloves," the tape of
the Kentucky court hearing shows. For 57 years, Allstate has advertised its employees as the "Good
Hands People," telling customers they will be well cared for in times of need.
The McKinsey slides had a new twist on that slogan.
When a policyholder files a claim, first make a low offer, McKinsey advised Allstate. If a client
accepts the low amount, Allstate should treat the person with good hands, McKinsey said. If the
customer protests or hires a lawyer, Allstate should fight back.
"Ifyou don't take the pittance they offer, they're going to put on the boxing gloves and they're going
to batter injured victims," plaintiffs attorney 1. Dale Golden told Judge Thomas Clark at the May 12,
2005, hearing in which the lawyer introduced the McKinsey slides.
The Alligator
One McKinsey slide displayed at the Kentucky hearing featured an alligator with the caption" Sit and
Wait." The slide says Allstate can discourage claimants by delaying settlements and stalling court
proceedings.
http://www.bloomberg.comiapps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2114/2011
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By postponing payments, insurance companies can hold money longer and make more on their
investments -- and often wear down clients to the point of dropping a challenge. "An alligator sits and
wAaits'I". Go}dell.told the judge, as they looked at the slide describing a reptile.pp lCation Error
McKinsey's advice helped spark a turnaround in Allstate's finances. The company's profit rose 140
percent to $4.99 billion in 2006, up from $2.08 billion in 1996. Allstate lifted its income partly by
paying less to its policyholders.
'Stars in Alignment'
Allstate spent 58 percent of its premium income in 2006 for claim payouts and the costs of the process
compared with 79 percent in 1996, according to filings with the U. S. Securities and Exchange
Commission.
The payout expense, called a loss ratio, changes each year based on events such as natural disasters;
overall, it's been decreasing since Allstate hired McKinsey.
Investors have noticed. Allstate's stock price jumped fourfold to $60.95 on July 11 from its closing
price on June 3, 1993, the day of its initial public offering. During the same period, the Standard &
Poor's 500 Index rose threefold.
State Farm's profits have doubled since 1996 to $4.8 billion in 2006. Because State Farm is a mutual
company, meaning it's owned by its policyholders, it doesn't have shares that trade publicly.
"This is about as good a stretch as I've seen," says Michael Chren, who manages $1.5 billion at
Allegiant Asset Management Co. in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, and has followed the property-
casualty industry for 20 years.
The industry's performance during the past five years has been superb, even with payouts for Katrina,
he says. "All the stars have been in alignment," he says. "There has been decent pricing of products
and an extremely attractive and very low loss ratio."
'More Audacious'
Reducing payouts is just one way the industry has improved profits.
Carriers have also raised premiums and withdrawn from storm-plagued areas such as the Gulf Coast
of the U.S. and parts of Long Island, New York -- to lower costs and increase income, says Amy
Bach, executive director of United Policyholders, a San Francisco-based group that advises
consumers on insurance claims.
"What this says is that the industry has been raking in spectacular profits while they're getting more
and more audacious in their tactics," she says.
Allstate spokesman Michael Siemienas says the company won't comment on what role McKinsey
played in lowering the insurer's loss ratio and boosting its profits. Allstate did change the way it
handles homeowners' insurance claims, he says.
'Absolutely Sound'
"In the early 1990s, Allstate redesigned its claims practices to more efficiently and effectively handle
claims and better serve our customers," he says.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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",Allstate's goal remains the same: to investigate, evaluate and promptly resolve each claim based on
its merits," Siemienas says. "Allstate believes its claim processes support this goal and are absolutely
sound."
McKinsey doesn't discuss any of its work for clients, spokesman Mark Garrett says.
Jerry Choate, Allstate's chief executive officer from 1995 to 1998, said at a news conference in New
York in 1997 that the company's new claims-handling process had reduced payments and increased
profit, according to a report in a March 1997 edition of National Underwriter magazine.
Insurers can't make significantly more money just from cutting sales costs, he told reporters. "The
leverage is really on the claims side," Choate said. "If you don't win there, I don't care what you do
on the front end. You're not going to win."
The more cash insurers can keep from premiums, the more they can invest. This pool of assets -- most
of which the companies invest in government and corporate bonds -- is known as float.
'Better Than Free'
"Simply put, float is money we hold that is not ours but which we get to invest," billionaire Warren
Buffett, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., wrote in his annual letter to shareholders this year. "When
an insurer earns an underwriting profit, float is better than free," he wrote in 2006.
Omaha, Nebraska-based Berkshire Hathaway generated 51 percent of its $11 billion profit in 2006
from insurance.
Claims payouts for the entire property-casualty industry have decreased in the past decade. In 2006,
carriers paid out 55 percent of the $435.8 billion in premiums collected, according to the Insurance
Information Institute, a trade group in New York.
That compares with a 64 percent payout ratio on $267.6 billion in premium revenue in 1996. As
companies pay less to policyholders, their investment gains are growing, according to the trade group
and research firm A.M. Best Co. in Oldwick, New Jersey.
'Purpose Evaporating'
The industry has increased profits by an annual average of 46 percent since 1994, Institute data show.
In 2006, carriers invested $1.2 trillion and recorded a net gain of $52.3 billion, up from $713.5 billion
invested for a gain of $39.1 billion in 1994.
Insurance companies are no longer following their mandate to take care of policyholders' money and
then pay it out when needed, says Douglas Heller, executive director ofthe nonprofit Foundation for
Taxpayer and Consumer Rights in Santa Monica, California.
"The whole purpose of insurance is evaporating before our eyes as we continue to send checks to the
companies," Heller says. "Insurers are looking to shed their purpose as a risk bearer and become
financial institutions."
That kind of criticism is unwarranted, says Robert Hartwig, chief economist at the Insurance
Information Institute. He says about 1 percent of policyholders contest what they're offered.
'Justifiably Proud'
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=alOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011000249
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"!he insurance industry can be justifiably proud of its performance," Hartwig says. "It's in the
insurance industry's best interests to settle claims as fairly and as rapidly as possible."
Companies have sharpened the use of technology in the past 20 years to help tighten claims payouts.
Insurers following McKinsey's advice on claims processing have adopted computer programs with
names such as Colossus and Xactimate.
Colossus, made by EI Segundo, California-based Computer Sciences Corp., calculates the cost of
treating people injured in auto accidents, including the degree of pain and suffering they'll endure and
any permanent impairment they may have, according to Computer Sciences' Web site.
Xactimate, made by Xactware Solutions Inc. of Orem, Utah, is a program that estimates the cost of
rebuilding a home.
'Designed to Underpay'
Insurers sometimes manipulate these programs to payout as little as possible, lawsuits have asserted.
"Programs like Colossus are designed to systematically underpay policyholders without adequately
examining the validity of each individual claim," former Texas insurance commissioner Hunter told
the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation on April 11.
He also criticized Xactimate. "If you don't accept their offer, which is a low ball, you end up in
court," Hunter said. "And that was the recommendation of McKinsey."
Computer Sciences and Xactware declined to comment.
Farmers Group, a subsidiary of Zurich Financial Services AG, agreed in 2005 to stop using Colossus
to evaluate claims filed by policyholders who have accidents with uninsured or underinsured drivers.
The move was part of a $40 million settlement in a class- action lawsuit in Pottawatomie County
District Court in Oklahoma in which the plaintiffs claimed the company had repeatedly and wrongly
failed to pay enough for crash injuries.
'A Toothy Grin'
An internal e-mail introduced in the Farmers lawsuit shows the company had pressured its adjusters,
whom it calls claims representatives, or CRs, to payout smaller amounts -- and rewarded them when
they did.
" As you know, we have been creeping up in settlements," David Harding, a Farmers claims manager,
wrote in an e-mail to employees on Nov. 20,2001. "Our CRs must resist the temptation of paying
more just to move this type file. Teach them to say, 'Sorry, no more,' with a toothy grin and mean it."
Harding praised a worker for making low settlements. "It can be done as Darren consistently does,"
he wrote. "Ifhe keeps this up during 2002, we will pay him accordingly."
Farmers said in court papers that it didn't seek to pay less than customers were due. "The e-mail
speaks for itself," Farmers wrote. "Plaintiffs characterization of it is denied."
'More Efficient'
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011000250
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E~wardRust Jr., CEO of State Farm, testified in a 2006 civil case that his company revamped its
claims handling through a project called ACE, or Advanced Claims Excellence. McKinsey suggested
the use of ACE, according to evidence presented in the district court of Grady County, Oklahoma.
"Technology has allowed us to really streamline our claim organization to be more efficient and
responsive," Rust testified. He said the company wanted to cut expenses for claims.
In the Oklahoma case, Bridget and Donald Watkins, whose Grady County house was destroyed
during a tornado in 1999, accused State Farm of misrepresenting the damage from the storm and won
a $12.9 million judgment in May 2006. Watkins and State Farm agreed to an undisclosed settlement
after the judgment.
Hunter, who also headed the federal flood insurance program under Presidents Gerald Ford and
Jimmy Carter, told Congress that Allstate, with McKinsey's guidance, gave the name Claim Core
Process Redesign to its strategy to change payout practices.
As pervasive as computers have become in insurance, the key actor in settling claims is still the
adjuster, the person who talks to policyholders and decides how much they should be paid.
'Told To Lie'
Allstate has asked adjusters to deceive customers, says Jo Ann Katzman, who worked as a claims
adjuster for Allstate in 2002 and 2003. She says managers regularly came to her office in Farmington
Hills, Michigan, to give pep talks on keeping claim payments down.
They awarded prizes such as portable refrigerators to adjusters who tried to deny claims by blaming
fires on arson without justification, she says. "We were told to lie by our supervisors," says Katzman,
49, who quit by taking a company buyout in 2003. "It's tough to look at people and know you're
lying."
Katzman says an adjuster at Allstate, on orders from a supervisor, told an 89-year-old Detroit fire
victim that Allstate wouldn't replace cabinets in her home even though the insurance policy said they
were covered.
In another case, Katzman says Allstate wouldn't replace a fire-damaged refrigerator -- an appliance
she says was covered. Katzman now runs Accurate Estimating Services, an independent adjusting
company in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.
Allstate's Siemienas declined to comment on Katzman's statements.
Punitive Damages
Insurers sometimes order employees to offer replacement cost settlements that have no connection to
actual prices of home contents, according to testimony in a civil trial.
A jury in November 2005 awarded Larry Stone and Linda Della Pelle $5.2 million in punitive
damages and $616,000 to construct a new house after finding that Fidelity National Insurance Co. of
Jacksonville, Florida, had underpaid the couple by $183,000 when it offered them $433,000 to rebuild
their two-story Claremont, California, residence.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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D~ring the trial in Los Angeles Superior Court, Ricardo Echeverria, the couple's attorney, questioned
Kenneth Drake, president of Canyon Country, California-based RJG Construction Inc., who had been
hired by Fidelity's lawyers to evaluate damage estimates.
'Do You Think That's Fair?'
, 'Are you telling us that sometimes, because the insurance carriers dictate what amounts they are
willing to allow for unit costs, estimators then have to comply with that?" asked Echeverria, according
to the court transcript.
"That's absolutely true," Drake said.
"Do you think that's fair?" Echeverria asked.
"Fair or not, it's the name of our business," Drake said.
Drake declined to comment on his testimony. Fidelity is appealing the award.
A New Hampshire case involving a home destroyed in a fire exposed another insurance company
tactic: changing a policy retroactively.
In April 2003, the Rockingham county attorney in Kingston, New Hampshire, found that a unit of
Hartford Financial Services Group Inc. had deleted the replacement cost portion of the homeowner's
policy of Terry Bennett after his five-bedroom house burned to the ground in 1993.
'Wrong End'
Bennett, a physician, sued Twin City Fire Insurance Co., claiming his home and its contents --
including antiques and fine art -- were worth $20 million, not the $1.7 million the insurer paid him.
After an II-year battle, he settled with Hartford in 2004 for an undisclosed amount.
"Fighting an insurance company is like staring down the wrong end of a cannon," Bennett says.
An unprecedented number of people stared down that cannon after Hurricane Katrina. The August
2005 storm killed more than 1,600 people in Louisiana and Mississippi, left 500,000 people homeless
and cost insurers $41.1 billion.
More than 1,000 homeowners sued their insurers in the wake of the storm -- the largest-ever number
of insurance lawsuits stemming from aU.S. natural disaster.
For insurers, the multibillion-dollar question regarding Katrina was how much of the destruction was
caused by wind and how much by water. Property insurance policies don't cover damage caused by
flooding; homeowners have to purchase separate insurance administered by the U.S. government.
Altering Reports
The wind/water issue has spurred allegations that insurers manipulated the findings of adjusters and
engineers.
Ken Overstreet, an engineer based in Diamondhead, Mississippi, who examined destroyed Gulf Coast
residences, says someone altered his findings on the cause of the damage to at least four homes.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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"We were working for insurance companies, and they wanted certain results," says Overstreet, who
has been a licensed civil engineer since 1981. "They wanted to get a desired outcome, and that's what
they did."
Overstreet, who was working for Houston-based Rimkus Consulting Group Inc., prepared a report on
the Gulfport, Mississippi, home of Hubert and Joyce Smith for Meritplan Insurance Co. The engineer
found that both wind and water had damaged the house.
"The winds out of the east would have racked the entire structure to the west and simply lifted the
footings up," he wrote.
Rejected
Meritplan declined to pay anything to the Smiths, telling them that all of the damage was caused by
water. The company sent the Smiths what it said was Overstreet's engineering report.
"Due to the extent of the structural damage to the residence, the storm surge accounted for the
damage," the report they got said.
The Smiths called Overstreet and asked him to look at what Meritplan had sent them. Overstreet says
he looked at both reports side by side and then told the couple that someone had changed his
conclusion after his inspection.
"If they defrauded me, how many more did they defraud?" asks Hubert Smith, 88, a retired
chiropractor. "There's a lot of crap going on."
Six lawsuits against Rimkus allege the company altered engineering reports. "Those allegations are
absolutely false," says Arch Currid, a Rimkus spokesman. "There's no fact to those claims. We're
going to vigorously defend ourselves in court, and we're confident we will prevail."
Lawsuit Settled
Ed Essa, a spokesman for Calabasas, California-based Countrywide Financial Corp., the parent of
Meritplan, says the company confidentially settled a lawsuit with the Smiths in March.
Another engineer involved in Katrina, Bob Kochan, CEO of Forensic Analysis & Engineering Corp.,
says State Farm asked him to redo his reports because the insurer disagreed with the engineers'
conclusions. Kochan sent an Oct. 17, 2005, e-mail to his staff saying State Farm executive Alexis
"Lecky" King asked for the changes.
"Lecky told me that she is experiencing this same concern with other engineering companies,"
Kochan wrote. "In her words, 'They are all too emotionally involved and working too hard to find
justifications to call it wind damage.'"
Kochan says he complied so State Farm didn't cut its contract with his company. "They didn't like
our conclusions," he says. "We agreed to re-evaluate each of our assignments."
'Serious Concern'
Randy Down, an engineer at Raleigh, North Carolina-based Forensic, wrote this Oct. 18,2005, e-mail
response to Kochan: "I have a serious concern about the ethics of this whole matter. I really question
the ethics of someone who wants to fire us simply because our conclusions don't match theirs."
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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T~e e-mails were made public in a civil case against State Farm in Jackson, Mississippi.
State Farm spokesman Phil Supple says Kochan's e-mail comments are out of context. He says
sometimes information in engineering reports doesn't support the conclusions.
One State Farm policyholder in Mississippi was Senator Lott, who lost his home in Katrina. He sued
State Farm for fraud in U.S. District Court in Jackson, after the insurer ruled that his home had been
damaged by water and refused to pay him anything.
"It's long overdue for this industry to be held accountable" Lott, 65, says. Lott and State Farm agreed
to a confidential settlement in April.
Trent Lott's Bill
Lott has introduced legislation to have insurers regulated by the federal government. That would
supplant a patchwork system of regulation by states. Insurance has no body analogous to the SEC,
which can refer cases to the Justice Department for criminal prosecution.
That doesn't happen with insurers. The most that state insurance departments typically do is impose
civil fines when companies mistreat customers. Such sanctions are weak and infrequent, says Hunter,
the former Texas insurance commissioner.
Before Katrina, no state or federal prosecutor had ever investigated a nationally known property-
casualty company for criminal mistreatment of policyholders. Mississippi Attorney General Jim Hood
says a federal grand jury is probing insurance company claims handling after the hurricane.
There was no criminal investigation after State Farm offered just 15 percent of replacement costs to
Michele and Tim Ray, whose house was wrecked by a tornado in April 2006. A contractor estimated
the cost to rebuild the Hendersonville, Tennessee, home at $254,000.
Living Amid Ruins
State Farm made three inspections of the property, Ray says, and sent the Rays a check for $36,000,
which the couple returned. A year after the twister, the couple remained in the damaged home, with
their tattered roof covered by tarpaulins.
In April, after Bloomberg News submitted questions to State Farm about the Ray case, the company
inspected the house again. This time, it gave the Rays $302,000.
"We decided to call it a total loss and agreed to pay the policy limits after deciding the damage was
caused by the storm," State Farm spokesman Shawn Johnson says.
State Farm won't discuss what role McKinsey played in helping the insurer shape its approach toward
customers. Similarly, no official at any insurer that hired McKinsey is willing to talk about the
consulting firm.
'Doing What is Right'
Privately held McKinsey, which has 14,000 employees in 40 countries, has worked for many of the
largest companies in the world, according to its Web site. "We take pride in doing what is right rather
than what is right for the profitability of our firm," Managing Director Ian Davis says in a quote
posted on the site.
http://www.bloomberg.comlapps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid==aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011000254
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McKinsey pioneered the overhaul of the property-casualty industry at Allstate. The company hired
McKinsey in 1992 after the insurer was spun off from what's now Sears Holdings Corp. of Hoffman
Estates, Illinois, says David Berardinelli, a Santa Fe, New Mexico, lawyer who won access to view
the McKinsey documents for a limited time during a lawsuit involving an auto accident.
McKinsey advised the insurer to pay claims quickly at low amounts while delaying payments for as
long as possible for those who wanted large settlements, Berardinelli says. "They're capitalizing on
the vulnerability of people" he says.
Berardinelli says McKinsey suggested that Allstate hold so- called town hall meetings with claims
adjusters to urge them to pay less to customers.
Shannon Kmatz, a former Allstate claims adjuster, says she attended some of those sessions. She says
managers told employees to keep claim payouts as low as possible.
Looking at Stock Price
"The leaders of those town hall meetings were always concerned that we were doing our part to help
the stock price by keeping claims down," says Kmatz, 34, who worked for Allstate for three years in
New Mexico in the late 1990s and is now a police officer. "It was obvious from the get-go that all
they were concerned about was the bottom line."
Just once, at the May 2005 hearing in Lexington, Kentucky, the PowerPoint slides McKinsey
prepared for Allstate were made public. William Hager and his wife, Geneva, who suffered neck and
back injuries after the family's car was rear-ended in a 1997 accident in Lexington, sued the insurer,
claiming the company failed to cover her medical expenses.
The case is scheduled to go to trial in October.
One McKinsey slide prepared for Allstate was called" Zero- Sum Economic Game," a videotape of
the court hearing shows. The slide explains that there are winners and losers, and the insurance
company can win by paying out small amounts.
'Finite Pool of Money'
"There is a finite pool of money," Golden, the plaintiffs attorney, told the judge at the hearing.
"Either it goes to the injured victim or it goes to Allstate's pocket as surplus."
Allstate's attorney at the hearing, Mindy Barfield of Lexington, didn't say anything about the
McKinsey slides. She didn't return phone calls seeking her comments.
Former federal flood insurance commissioner Hunter says the McKinsey approach exploits
policyholders.
, 'McKinsey presented it as a zero-sum game in which the winners would be Allstate and the losers
would be the claimants," Hunter says. "I don't think a claims system should be viewed in that light.
It's against any principles on how you should settle insurance claims. They should be settled on their
merits."
Allstate convinced the judge to seal the McKinsey slides before and after the Lexington hearing. The
insurer has resisted attempts to make the consulting firm's work public in courts across the U.S.,
arguing it contains trade secrets.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=a1OpZROwhv... 2/14/2011
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In 2004, the company was sanctioned by the Bartholomew Circuit Court in Indiana and fined $10 000, ,
for refusing to tum over the records to attorney Richard Enyon, representing an auto accident victim.
Allstate held on to the documents and appealed the punishment. The 7th Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld the sanction.
'Go To Court'
Allstate then appealed to the Indiana Supreme Court, which hasn't yet made a decision.
Lawsuits in California, Florida and Texas have asserted that McKinsey's work for Allstate helped the
insurer cheat claimants. Records show that through the company's Claim Core Process Redesign
project, Allstate encouraged policyholders to accept small settlements on the spot.
The redesign also became a blueprint for fighting more claims in court as Allstate increased its legal
staff, according to a 1997 company newsletter obtained by David Poore, a Petaluma, California,
attorney who has represented homeowners in lawsuits against carriers.
"The bottom line is that Allstate is trying more cases than ever before," the newsletter said. "If the
offer is not accepted, Allstate will go to court, if necessary, to prove the evaluation process is sound."
San Diego Fire
McKinsey-style tactics have spread to insurers large and small, as homeowners discovered after three
wildfires ravaged Southern California in 2003, including the one that hit northern San Diego.
While Katrina struck thousands of low-income families in New Orleans, the San Diego fire affected
mostly affluent homeowners, who fared no better with their insurance companies.
The fire obliterated large sections of Scripps Ranch, a community of 30,000 that sits atop a sagebrush
and eucalyptus mesa, where homes can cost more than $1 million.
After flames swept through the area on winds of up to 50 miles per hour, residents say they expected
their insurance companies to live up to coverage promises and pay the full cost to rebuild.
The Southern California fires led to 676 formal complaints to the state saying insurers offered payouts
that fell far short of actual costs and delayed on paying claims.
No Inkling
One of the Scripps Ranch houses that went up in flames, a four-bedroom, gray-stucco home on a
sloping cul-de-sac, belonged to lP. Lapeyre, a division director at iDS Uniphase Corp., a Milpitas,
California, maker of telecommunications equipment.
Lapeyre, 41, who is married and has two children, says he had no inkling as he viewed the remains of
his house that his insurance would leave him $280,000 short of what he would need to rebuild.
Representatives of Pacific Specialty Insurance Co. of Menlo Park, California, told him the most the
firm would payout was $168,075, not even half of the estimated reconstruction cost of $448,000.
The Pacific Specialty representative told Lapeyre in November 2003 that the insurer would pay $75 a
square foot (0.09 square meter) to rebuild his 2,241-square-foot house. "What frustration," Lapeyre
says. ,. I had to try to prove to them that it would cost $200 a square foot."
http://www.bloomberg.comlapps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011000256
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TlJ,at figure came separately from two builders, Norton Construction and TLC Contractors, both of
San Diego.
Lapeyre's Suit
In February 2005, Lapeyre filed suit in San Diego County Superior Court against his insurer and the
independent broker who sold him the policy, alleging negligence, breach of contract and fraud for
leading him to believe that he was properly covered.
After a fight of 19 months, Lapeyre dropped the suit when Pacific Specialty told a mediator assigned
to the case it wouldn't raise its offer, he says. "We decided it was time to get on with our lives and
move forward," says Lapeyre, who borrowed money to build a new house.
Karen and Bill Reimus, both lawyers, fought their carrier, Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., when it told
them it wouldn't pay the couple enough to rebuild their burned Scripps Ranch house.
Karen, 40, says an agent for Boston-based Liberty Mutual assured her and her husband when they
bought their house four months before the 2003 fire that their insurance would replace the home if it
were destroyed.
'A Low Ball'
In a December 2003'letter, two months after the fire, Liberty Mutual offered to pay $40,000 less than
the limit of the couple's policy, Karen says. In early 2004, San Diego-based Gafcon Construction
Consultants determined the cost to rebuild was well above the limits of the couple's policy.
The Reimuses began a phone and letter campaign to convince the company its offer was too low,
Karen says. "It has now been almost seven months since the loss and we are still not agreed as to the
numbers," Karen wrote in a May 13, 2004, letter to Liberty Mutual.
Two weeks later, Liberty Mutual agreed to raise the couple's limits by $100,000, Karen says. "This is
clear evidence that the original estimate was a low ball," she says.
Liberty Mutual spokesman Glenn Greenberg says the company won't discuss the case because its
dealings with policyholders are private.
"The system is set up to take advantage of people when they're at their weakest," Karen says. "We
went to one of the most-expensive companies in the country because we wanted to be ready for a
rainy day. We asked for coverage that would replace the house. We thought replacement meant
replacement."
Allstate Suit
Scripps Ranch couple Leslie Mukau and Robin Seaberg sued Allstate for alleged fraud and negligence
for failing to pay the $900,000 that contractors estimate it would cost to replace their two-story home.
Allstate offered the Seabergs $311,000, according to the 2004 San Diego County Superior Court suit.
Allstate says in court papers the couple hasn't shown the company was negligent and asked for
dismissal of the suit, which is pending.
The California Department of Insurance examined the practices of Allied Property & Casualty
Insurance Co., AMCO Insurance Co. and Allstate in connection with the California fires.
htto://www.bloomberg.comiapps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011000 57
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It fined Allied and AMCO, both based in Des Moines, Iowa, a total of $20,000 for misleading nine
policyholders into believing they were insured for full value. The regulators cited Allstate for six rule
violations, including that it ignored complaints that it underinsured homeowners.
Fines 'Too Small'
The state didn't fine Allstate, which told the department it had done nothing wrong.
"Fines by state regulatory agencies have been far too small and infrequent to deter unfair business
practices," United Policyholders' Bach says. "It's clear that cheating by insurers is a big, profitable
business and regulators can't muster the will or political strength to stop them."
Most homeowners take what insurers offer because they don't realize they're being deceived or
conclude that fighting is too costly and difficult, Bach says.
"Virtually everyone who settles for what the insurer offers is taking less than they're owed," she says.
Homeowners across the U.S. have found themselves in the same situation. Kevin Hazlett, a lawyer,
sued Farmers Group after an April 2006 tornado struck his home in O'Fallon, Illinois.
'Thin Air'
Farmers had offered to pay him $470,000 to rebuild the house. Royal Construction Inc., based in
Collinsville, Illinois, estimated the cost at $1.1 million. Hazlett, 52, accepted a settlement for an
undisclosed amount.
Hazlett says Illinois Farmers, a subsidiary of Farmers, used the Xactimate software program to first
determine what it would payout. "They're just pulling numbers out ofthin air," he says. "There's no
rhyme or reason." Farmers spokesman Jerry Davies didn't respond to requests for an interview.
Bo Chessor, owner of Royal Construction, says he sees insurers refusing to pay coverage limits all the
time. "Most people just roll over and take it because they don't have the money to fight it," Chessor
says. ,. What the insurance companies are doing is purely robbery."
It may be robbery, but it's rarely a crime. State insurance departments don't prosecute insurance
companies, and the federal government has no oversight. The insurance industry wants to keep it that
way.
Insurance Lobbying
To make their voice heard on federal regulation and other government decisions, insurers spent $98
million on lobbying in Washington in 2006, according to PoliticalMoneyLine, a unit of Congressional
Quarterly. That's the second-largest amount spent on lobbying by any group, behind $114.4 million
by pharmaceutical companies.
Property-casualty companies do want something from the government: bailouts. Insurers beseech
states and the federal government to foot more of the bill for rebuilding private homes after natural
disasters.
Florida has a catastrophe fund that insures some homes to reduce payouts by carriers. The fund paid
out about $8.45 billion for storm damage in 2004 and 2005, according to its annual report. The federal
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&refer=home&sid=aIOpZROwhv... 2/14/2011000258
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flood insurance program covers $800 billion of property nationally, which helped the industry
increase profits by 25 percent in 2005, the year of Katrina.
Disaster Just the Beginning
Homeowners whose properties have been destroyed by catastrophes contend with low payouts, higher
premiums, software programs that underestimate rebuilding costs and sudden changes in policy
values -- all of which have been calculated methods for insurers to increase profits.
Tunnell, the San Diego accounting teacher whose home burned to the ground, says she thought State
Farm had adequately insured her family when they bought their three-bedroom house in 1992. She
says the policy, destroyed in the fire, provided for" full replacement coverage."
It guaranteed to rebuild the house, no matter the cost, she says. The company offered to pay $220,000
-- which was $86,000 less than a $306,000 figure her family got from State Farm's own estimator,
Bersum Construction Inc. of San Diego, for rebuilding the 1,700-square-foot house.
State Farm spokesman Supple says the company sent letters in 1997 to the Tunnells and other
policyholders saying that it would no longer offer full replacement coverage. "Policyholders, by
regulatory order, were sent prominent notices of the coverage change at that time," he says.
'This is Unthinkable'
Tunnell says she doesn't recall being notified. She says her family debated hiring a lawyer and suing,
and eventually decided the battle would be too stressful. The Tunnells took the $220,000 and
borrowed money to build a new house.
"Why is this happening to people over and over again?" Tunnell asks. "State Farm keeps
underinsuring people, and they get away with it. This is unthinkable."
As long as insurers make the rules and control the game, Tunnell and homeowners across the U.S.
won't know whether their homes are fully insured, no matter what their policies say.
To contact the reporters on this story: David Dietz in San Francisco at ddietzl@bloomberg.net;
Darrell Preston in Dallas at dpreston@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Jonathan Neumann at jneumann2@bloomberg.net
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1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
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In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) EVA MARIE
) RIZZO
)
--------------)
Eva Marie Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. I plan to withdraw as a plaintiff in this lawsuit as soon as possible.
Dated: February 14 , 2011.
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
FEB 18 2011
CHRISTOPH~,~, ~;,,;\P'l, Clerk
By Lp",Ar.,\'-S
DEPUfY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order.
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II. ANALYSIS
A. All Damaa=es Soua=ht in the Complaint Arise From the Allea=ed Property Loss on
May 22, 2010.
Analysis of whether the Disputed Discoveryl should be allowed begins and ends with an
examination of the allegations pled in the Complaint. See I.R.C.P. 26(b)(1) ("Parties may obtain
discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in
the pendina= action." (emphasis added).) The Rizzos have not cited any authority supporting
their ability to disregard this standard by seeking discovery of information irrelevant to the issues
pled in the Complaint and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence.
First, the Rizzos argue that "not all, or even most, of the allegations in the Complaint
pertain to property loss." (Opposition to Motion for Protective Order ("Rizzo Opposition"),
p.2.) Instead, they contend that their second, third, and fourth causes of action specifically
request "as one item of damages emotional distress." (Id. (emphasis in original).) This is a
distinction without a difference. State Farm never took the position that the Rizzos were not
making a claim for emotional distress and whether they are or are not is irrelevant because all
claims for emotional distress stem from the sole loss alleged in the Complaint, i. e., the alleged
loss on May 22, 2010. As the case is presently postured, that is the only alleged loss for which
the Rizzos are entitled to discover.
I The Rizzos' Disputed Discovery is comprised of: (1) Plaintiffs' First Set of
Interrogatories, Interrogatory Nos. 17-23; (2) Requests for Admission Nos. 1-37,44-55;
(3) Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories; (4) Plaintiffs' Second Set of Requests for Production
of Documents; and (5) Plaintiffs' Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 2
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Second, apparently in recognition of the flawed nature of the Disputed Discovery, the
Rizzos now seek to amend their Complaint to seek damages for: (l) repair costs to their home as
a result of both the May 22, 2010, loss and the December 29,2010, loss; (2) enlarged
compensatory damages for failure to warn; (3) personal injuries; and (4) punitive damages.
(Rizzo Opposition, p. 3.)2 The Rizzos' recognition that these issues need to be added to the case
through amendment is dispositive on whether the Motion for Protective Order should be granted.
Since the Rizzos concede that these issues are not presently pled, there is no reasonable argument
that the Disputed Discovery is proper; specifically as to the Disputed Discovery directed towards
un-pled issues. As such, State Farm respectfully requests that its Motion for Protective Order be
granted.
B. Discovery of Industry Standard Violations Is Only Permitted When Punitive
Damas:es Are Part of the Case.
The Rizzos cite Weinstein v. Prudential Property and Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho 299, 233
P.3d 1221 (2010) for the proposition that "[e]vidence of violation of the Unfair Claims
Settlement Practices Act...is admissible (not simply discoverable, but admissible) in an
insurance bad faith case to establish violation of insurance industry standards." (Rizzo
Opposition, p. 4 (emphasis in original).) This is not a complete statement of the law. In
Weinstein, evidence regarding violation of the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act was
2As discussed more thoroughly in State Farm' Opposition to Motion to Amend the
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Motion to Amend"), the Rizzos' Motion to
Amend is procedurally and substantively flawed. The Rizzos failed to provide the Court or State
Farm with a copy of the proposed Amended Complaint. Without a proposed Amended
Complaint, State Farm has no reasonable means of analyzing the new allegations or challenging
their addition to the case.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 3
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considered by the jury "only in [its] deliberations to determine whether there was an extreme
deviation from industry standards which warrants punitive damaees." Weinstein, 149 Idaho at
_,233 P.3d at 1235 (emphasis added); see also Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129
Idaho 211, 216, 923 P.2d 456,461 (1996) ("testimony as to the defendant's 'extreme deviation'
from customary practices was relevant to the issue of punitive damages.") Thus, it was not the
inclusion of a bad faith claim that permitted admissibility of evidence regarding the Unfair
Claims Settlement Practices Act, it was the inclusion of a claim for punitive damages.
This is further demonstrated by the elements the Rizzos must prove to recover on their
claim for bad faith. To recover on a claim of the tort of bad faith, the Rizzos must prove:
(1) that State Farm intentionally and unreasonably denied or delayed payment; (2) that the
Rizzos' claim was not fairly debatable; (3) that State Farm's denial or delay was not the result of
good faith mistake; and (4) the resulting harm was not fully compensable by contract damages.
Lavey v. Regence Blue Shield ofIdaho, 139 Idaho 37, 48, 72 P.3d 877, 888 (2003). Again, none
of these require the Rizzos to demonstrate a violation of the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices
Act or even the standard of care in the insurance industry. Conversely, a claim for punitive
damages requires the Rizzos to demonstrate '"an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of
conduct, and that the act was performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard
for its likely consequences.'" Walston, 129 Idaho at 220,216,923 P.2d at 465. Since punitive
damages are not part of this case and because none of the causes of action alleged in the
Complaint require a showing of any relevant standard of care, the Disputed Discovery should be
deemed improper and State Farm should not be required to respond to it.
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C. Discovery Should Not Be Permitted on the Neeligence Per Se Cause of Action.
The Rizzos argue that under their negligence per se cause of action, they are entitled to
discover whether State Farm violated Idaho Code § 41-113(2) and Idaho Code § 73-102(1).
(Rizzo Opposition, p. 5.) Regardless of which statutes the Rizzos base their negligence per se
cause of action upon, the flaw in their argument is found in the purpose for which they seek
discovery:
These statutes are liberally construed to promote justice. These
statutes require that insurers act in eood faith. abstain from
deception. and practice honesty and equity in all insured
matters. State Farm is being sued in this action for violating these
statutes.
If discovery leads to evidence of State Farm's policy and practice
of treating other Homeowners Policy insureds throughout this state
in the same way as plaintiffs were arguably mistreated, such
discovery should demonstrate that State Farm was directly
violating the above Idaho statutes.
(Rizzo Opposition, p. 6 (emphasis added).)
First, even if the Court was to assume for purposes of this motion that State Farm violated
Idaho Code § 41-113(2) and Idaho Code § 73-102(1) with every State Farm insured in the state
of Idaho, such violations would be irrelevant to whether State Farm is liable to the Rizzos for
negligence per se. Proof of State Farm's conduct with its other insureds is not proof - either
circumstantial or inferential - of State Farm's conduct towards the Rizzos. In other words, the
theory that State Farm's treatment of an insured in Moscow, Idaho, somehow proves State
Farm's conduct towards the Rizzos is nonsensical and not supported by the law.
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Second, in Idaho, the sole cause of action for an insurer's failure to act in good faith,
deception, and failure to act with honesty and equity towards its insureds is a cause of action for
bad faith. See White v. Unigard Mutual Insurance Co., 112 Idaho 94, 101,730 P.2d 1014, 1021
(1986). In White, the insured sought to establish a private right of action under the Unfair Claims
Settlement Act, which expressly prohibits unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices in the business of insurance. Id.; see also I.C. § 41-1329.3 Specifically, the
Court in White was asked to determine whether there is "a private right of action under Idaho's
Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act, Idaho Code § 41-1329 (1977), whereby an insured can
sue the insurer for statutory violations committed in connection with the settlement of the
insured's claim." Id. at 95, 730 P.2d at 1015. The answer was, no. Id. at 101, 730 P.2d at 1021
("I.e. § 41-1329, does not give rise to a private right of action whereby an insured can sue an
insurer for statutory violations committed in connection with the settlement of the insured's
claim.")
The reason why the court declined to create a cause of action against insurers for statutory
violations committed in connection with the settlement of insureds' claims was because the court
established the tort of bad faith in Idaho. Id. Since "there is a common law duty on the part of
insurers to their insured to settle the first party claims of their insured in good faith and that a
3 Idaho Code § 41-1329 provides in relevant part: "Pursuant to section 41-1302, Idaho
Code, committing or performing any of the following acts or omissions intentionally, or with
such frequency as to indicate a general business practice shall be deemed to be an unfair method
of competition or an unfair or deceptive act or practice in the business of insurance."
(Emphasis added.)
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breach of that duty will give rise to an action in tort, we find that a statutory remedy is neither
prescribed nor necessary." Id.
No matter how the Rizzos frame their negligence per se claim - either under Idaho Code
§ 41-1329, § 73-102(1), or § 41-1329 - the tort of bad faith is the only recognized cause of action
in Idaho for an insurer's failure to act in good faith, deception, and failure to act with honesty and
equity towards its insureds. Therefore, since the tort of bad faith does not require a showing of
the standard of care in the insurance industry or violation of the Unfair Claims Settlement
Practices Act, State Farm should not be required to respond to the Disputed Discovery.
D. The Rizzos' Claims for Emotional Distress Dama2es Do Not Require Any Discovery
Concernin2 State Farm's Conduct With Its Other Insureds.
While there is no support for the proposition that emotional distress damages are
recoverable under a claim of breach of contract or breach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing, State Farm does not dispute that emotional distress damages can be recovered
under a claim of bad faith. However, just because emotional distress damages are recoverable
under a claim of bad faith does not entitle the Rizzos to the discovery they seek through the
Disputed Discovery. In other words, the Rizzos do not cite any authority justifying the type of
discovery they seek to prove their emotional distress damages. Similar to their negligence per se
argument, the Rizzos misconstrue the focus of a claim for emotional distress damages; the
Rizzos' emotional distress claim is focused solely on their emotional distress alone resulting
from conduct directed towards them.
This point is clearly expressed in the primary case cited by the Rizzos in support of their
argument. In Evans v. Twin Falls County, 118 Idaho 210, 796 P.2d 87 (1980), the Court cited
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the Restatement (Second) Torts § 46 comment j (1965) for the proposition that emotional distress
may be demonstrated by "all highly unpleasant mental reactions, such as fright, horror, grief,
shame, humiliation, embarrassment, anger, chagrin, disappointment, worry, and nausea." The
actual rule set forth in Restatement (Second) Torts § 46 (1965) provides as follows:
§ 46. Outrageous Conduct Causing Severe Emotional Distress
(1) One who by extreme and outrageous conduct intentionally or
recklessly causes severe emotional distress to another is subject to
liability for such emotional distress, and if bodily harm to the other
results from it, for such bodily harm.
(2) Where such conduct is directed at a third person, the actor
is subject to liability if he intentionally or recklessly causes severe
emotional distress
(a) to a member of such person's immediate family who is
present at the time, whether or not such distress results in bodily
harm, or
(b) to any other person who is present at the time, if such
distress results in bodily harm.
Restatement (Second) Torts § 46 (1965) (emphasis added).
Presence at the time of the "extreme and outrageous conduct" is required due to "the
practical necessity of drawing the line somewhere, since the number of persons who may suffer
emotional distress at the news of an assassination of the President is virtually unlimited, and the
distress of a woman who is informed of her husband's murder ten years afterward may lack the
guarantee of genuineness which her presence on the spot would afford." Restatement (Second)
Torts § 46 comment 1. (1965).
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The very limit recognized by Restatement (Second) Torts § 46 (1965) is the reason why
the Disputed Discovery is improper. For example, the Rizzos claim that their "emotional distress
is dramatically exacerbated by the statements made in the Bloomberg News article." (Rizzo
Opposition, p. 8.) Disregarding the foundational flaws of relying on a news article as evidence,
the referenced Bloomberg News article does not discuss the Rizzos' claim or any conduct where
they were present. This is no different than claiming "emotional distress at the news of an
assassination of the President." The Rizzos further contend that:
Plaintiffs are entitled to find out if State Farm treats its other
Homeowners Policy insureds in a similar fashion or not. Plaintiffs
are also entitled to know what is State Farm's net worth. Both sets
of information will have direct impact on the level of emotional
distress suffered by plaintiffs.
(Rizzo Opposition, pp. 8-9.)
Again, with no relation between the Rizzos and State Farm's "other Homeowners Policy
insureds" or, more importantly, the Rizzos' presence during State Farm's conduct with its other
insureds, the Disputed Discovery exceeds the scope of this case. Moreover, the argument that
knowledge of State Farm's net worth will impact the level of the Rizzos' emotional distress is
unsupported; the Rizzos have cited no authority for the proposition that a plaintiff s emotional
distress fluctuates with the net worth of the defendant. Therefore, State Farm respectfully
requests that its Motion for Protective Order be granted.
E. The Disputed Discovery Is Not Directed to EstablishinK Liability in This Lawsuit.
Citing the enforcement provision of the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act (Idaho
Code § 41-1329A), the Rizzos argue that "discovery concerning treatment by State Farm of other
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of its Homeowners Policy insureds will be directly relevant to plaintiffs establishing liability in
this lawsuit." (Rizzo Opposition, p. 9.) As discussed above, there is no private right of action
under the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act in Idaho. Therefore, discovery regarding
complaints filed against State Farm with the Idaho Department of Insurance are irrelevant to a
liability determination on any cause of action presently pled in the Complaint.4
F. Discovery Regarding Punitive Liability Is Premature.
On February 14, 2011, the Rizzos filed their Motion to Amend. Unless and until the
Motion to Amend is granted, punitive damages are not part of this case and any discovery related
to punitive damages should be precluded. Therefore, State Farm should not be required to
respond to any of the Disputed Discovery related to punitive damages unless or until that motion
is decided in the Rizzos' favor.
III. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court grant its Motion
for Protective Order.
DATED this /t day of February, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By: Q~LR::;;:e~
JaIMs D. LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
4 In addition, records maintained by the Idaho Department of Insurance are public records.
To the extent the Rizzos need any information maintained by the Department, there is nothing
stopping them from subpoenaing those records or submitting a public records request.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -----.i.£ day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
v U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
James D. aRue
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:_M ~~ 7:6';2
FEB 24 ZOl1
CHRiSTOPHER D. RICK. Clerk
By KATHY BIEHL
08flul¥
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
COMES NOW Plaintiff Eva Marie Rizzo, appearing Pro Per, and Defendant State Farm
Fire and Casualty Company (erroneously sued as State Farm Insurance Company), by and
through its counsel of record James D. LaRue of the firm Elam & Burke, P.A., and stipulate and
agree as follows:
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1. Eva Marie Rizzo hereby stipulates and agrees that all claims that are or could have
been stated by or on her behalf in the Complaint filed November 24, 2010, and all claims that
may be stated by or on her behalf in any amendment thereto, are Dismissed with Prejudice;
2. State Farm Fire and Casualty Company agrees to Waive all claims for costs and
attorney fees against Eva Marie Rizzo in connection with the Complaint filed November 24,
2010, and as the Complaint may be amended hereafter.
c2- 0<. y-c2 a II
Date
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary Public, thi;' efH'
day of February, 2011.
d-~~-ll
Date
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL - 2
~-'-
~otary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise ) /
Commission Expires: 10/J/OJo JL
f I
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By:{l~~
James D. LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ,;;4 day of February, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva M. Rizzo and Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
STIPULAnON FOR DISMISSAL - 3
Jame . LaRue
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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Ad county c\er\<
Eva Marie Rizzo an~ Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NO. FIL.EO G
A.M.,_---P"M,---
FEB 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH i Clerk
ey EL.Y$H1AHOLMES
OEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
COMES NOW Plaintiffs, Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo,
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-1604, and move this court for an
order granting plaintiffs leave to amend their complaint to set forth
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 1
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newly discovered facts, additional allegations, and a claim for punitive
damages. The motion is scheduled for March 14, 2011 at 2:00 p.m.
This motion is supported by the record herein; the Affidavits of Roger
Daniel Rizzo, Eva Marie Rizzo, Don Flynn, and Stephen Strzelec
in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the Complaint to Allege a
Claim for Punitive Damages with attached exhibits; and the
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the Complaint
to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages also filed concurrently herewith.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND
THE COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIM
Factual Summary
On May 22, 2010, an extremely severe rain and windstorm caused
serious damage to plaintiffs' home. On the following day, plaintiff Roger
Daniel Rizzo was examining the wall that rainwater had flooded through
into the home. He saw that rainwater filled a section of the window well
area next to the wall and the rainwater was one to two feet deep above
the surface of the ground in the window well. (Affidavit OfRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
Defendant, State Farm Insurance, had issued to plaintiffs, Eva Marie
Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, a Homeowners Policy of Insurance in
the year 2007. The purpose of the policy was to insure plaintiffs for all
damage which they suffered to their home and specified surrounding
areas unless the damage was specifically excluded by the Homeowners
Policy. Plaintiffs' home is located at 1583 North Sundown Way in
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 2
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Eagle, Idaho. Their telephone number is 938-1615. (The Homeowners
Policy is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
On May 23, 2010, plaintiffs reported by telephone their claim under
their Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents, Rod Brooks. He
was the agent who told plaintiffs he was going to inspect their house
before State Farm Insurance issued them a Homeowners Policy of
Insurance. He was also the agent that plaintiffs relied on for insurance
policy information and to answer policy questions. (Affidavit of Eva
Marie Rizzo)
On several occasions during this May 23, 2010 telephone conversation,
defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told both plaintiffs that a single policy
exclusion clearly applied and for that reason defendant was denying
insurance policy coverage. (Emphasis added) Defendant's agent made
this statement without ever visiting plaintiffs' home to determine how
the damage occurred and whether a single policy exclusion actually did
apply. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo; Affidavit ofEva Marie Rizzo)
On May 25, 2010, State Farm Insurance's claim representative, Donna
Hoyne, visited plaintiffs' home and told plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo
that the agent referred to immediately above had no authority to discuss
whether a Homeowners Policy exclusion applied and to state that there
would be or would not be coverage under the Homeowners Policy. She
reassured plaintiff that defendant State Farm Insurance Company had
not yet made a decision on whether there would be policy coverage or
not. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
At the meeting, plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, gave State Farm Insurance
claims representative, Donna Hoyne, three copies of a legal
memorandum he prepared entitled Indisputable Bad Faith Liability Of
State Farm Insurance. (The memorandum is attached as Exhibit B to the
Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 3
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In the memorandum, plaintiff Rizzo described applicable policy
provisions, the law, and then discussed why there was coverage for the
damages to the Rizzo home. In the legal section of the memorandum,
plaintiff Rizzo cited two recent Idaho Supreme Court cases and
discussed one action in detail, the Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance
Company Of Idaho 145 Idaho 459 (2008) case. (Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
The Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of Idaho action
was decided in 2008 and the parties to that lawsuit had entirely different
interpretations of the Homeowners Policy involved. In that case, the
Idaho Supreme Court set forth a number of applicable rules relating to
insurance policy interpretation. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
At the outset of the case, the Court stated that "The general rule is that,
because insurance contracts are adhesion contracts, typically not subject
to negotiation between the parties, any ambiguity which exists in the
contract 'must be construed most strongly against the insurer. '" Id at
461. Moreover, the court emphasized "The burden is on the insurer to
use clear and precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its
coverage." Id. Another Idaho Supreme Court case and an Idaho Statute
were also discussed in plaintiffRizzo's memorandum.
PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo gave three copies of the memorandum to
claims representative Donna Hoyne and requested that she provide State
Farm Insurance attorneys and her supervisors with his memorandum.
(Notes of that meeting are attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
Two weeks later on June 8, 2010, State Farm Insurance's team manager,
Ross Sheridan, who was directly responsible for supervising the
handling ofplaintiffs' damage claim under their Homeowners Policy,
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 4
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had a telephone conversation with plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo. During
the conversation, he told plaintiff Rizzo that State Farm Insurance was
denying coverage for the damage to plaintiffs' home. He also advised
plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo that neither he, nor anyone in his office,
had ever reviewed the memorandum that plaintiff Rizzo prepared
summarizing the known facts and the Idaho Supreme Court cases setting
forth the standards which insurance companies must follow when
determining whether there is policy coverage in varying situations.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
To the complete surprise ofplaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo, team manager
Ross Sheridan additionally told plaintiff that he had never read the Idaho
Supreme Court cases cited in the memorandum. Plaintiffwas amazed at
the team manager's comment because Ross Sheridan was the supervisor
in charge of legally determining whether there was coverage for
plaintiffs' claim, yet he had not even read the Supreme Court cases
setting forth the rules insurers must follow in interpreting a Homeowners
Policy such as plaintiffs. (Notes of this telephone conversation are
attached as Exhibit D to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
On June 10, 2010, two days later, defendant's claims representative
Donna Hoyne sent, by certified mail, a five page letter to plaintiffs
stating that defendant State Farm Insurance was formally denying
coverage ofplaintiffs' claim. To justify the decision, the claims
representative cited not one, but approximately a dozen different major
policy exclusions, with a huge number of additional exclusions set forth
in policy subsections. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
In the claims denial letter, the claims representative Donna Hoyne cited
exclusions such as a volcanic explosion, a tsunami (a huge destructive
ocean wave caused by an underwater earthquake), and defects in
planning, zoning, development, surveying, and siting. The exclusions
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 5
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listed go on and on. Then in the second to last paragraph of the letter, the
first sentence begins: "As you can see from the policy language quoted
above, there is no coverage for the water damage to your home...." (The
June 10, 2010 claims denial letter is attached as Exhibit E to the
Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
Before the claim was denied, plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo repeatedly
communicated with another State Farm Insurance team manager, Steve
Yoest. Plaintiff did this in an effort to obtain State Farm Insurance's
approval, as plaintiffs' insurer, to pay the costs necessary to make the
repairs to plaintiffs' home which was seriously damaged during the May
22,2010 severe rain and windstorm. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
On May 28, 2010, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo had the initial telephone
conversation with Steve Yeost. During this conversation, they talked
about the May 23, 2010 telephone conversation that plaintiffRoger
Daniel Rizzo had with Rod Brooks, the Rizzo's State Farm Insurance
agent. During the May 28, 2010 telephone conversation, plaintiff Roger
Daniel Rizzo emphasized to Steve Yoest that Rod Brooks had repeatedly
told him on May 23,2010 that defendant State Farm Insurance would
not cover plaintiffs' claim because of a single, applicable policy
exclusion. (Notes of this conversation are attached as Exhibit F to the
Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
In a letter dated June 1, 2010, which was mailed to plaintiff Roger
Daniel Rizzo, Steve Yoest completely misquoted what plaintiff Rizzo
had emphasized to him about the May 23,2010 telephone conversation
plaintiff had with Rod Brooks, defendant's agent. (The June 1,2010
letter is attached as Exhibit G to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
In a subsequent letter dated June 5, 2010, which was mailed to the State
Farm Insurance team manager Steve Yoest, plaintiffRizzo advised Steve
Yoest of the vital error he made in misstating what plaintiff Rizzo had
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 6
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told him during their May 28, 2010 telephone conversation. (The June 5,
2010 letter is attached as Exhibit H to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo.)
In a follow up letter dated June 8, 2010, which was mailed to plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo, Steve Yoest stated: "The purpose of my June 1,
2010 letter was to confirm our conversation, and I appreciate the
clarification in your letter. I understand in your letter your position is Mr.
Brooks (defendant's agent) issued a claim denial to you during your May
22, 2010 discussion with him." (The June 8, 2010 letter is attached as
Exhibit I to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
The supposed "clarification" that the team manager Steve Yoest referred
to in the June 8, 2010 letter involved the difference between: (1) plaintiff
Rizzo being advised by defendant's agent that State Farm Insurance
"may not" cover plaintiff's loss as opposed to (2) plaintiffRizzo being
repeatedly told that State Farm Insurance was denying coverage.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
On June 29, 2010, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo did research on the
weather conditions which occurred on May 22, 2010, the day plaintiffs'
house was damaged. He ascertained that during the month ofMay of
2010, there had been very little rainfall, except for on May 22, 2010. On
that day, it severely rained and deposited almost three-quarters of an
inch of rainfall on the ground. The wind was blowing at about eighteen
(18) miles per hour and wind gusts were blowing in various directions in
the night and day. (The description of the weather conditions in the
Eagle area for that month is attached as Exhibit J to the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo.)(See also Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
As a result of the very large amount of rain and resulting buildup of one
to two feet of rainwater in the window well area, plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo logically thought that this situation would create substantial
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 7
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pressure against the house wall adjacent to the window well. He further
thought that with such a huge amount ofpressure, it would probably take
only moderate wind speed and the correct wind direction to damage the
house wall which would cause rainwater to flood the house. (Affidavit
ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo was also very familiar with plaintiffs' Homeowners
Insurance Policy. It made him wonder and become very depressed that
State Farm Insurance would breach its insurance contract with plaintiffs
by simply denying coverage when to him coverage was clear. He also
thought that because State Farm Insurance was the world's largest
insurance company that it must have performed weather investigation
concerning what occurred on May 22, 2010, the day of the substantial
damage to plaintiffs' home. As a result of this thinking, plaintiff felt even
more despondent knowing that such a huge insurance company could
have so callously mistreated him and his wife this way. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Between May 22, 2010 and December 28, 2010, over a seven month
period, rainfall did not again flood the downstairs ofplaintiffs' home.
This was despite the fact that a multitude of substantial rain and
windstorms had occurred. On a few occasions during the rainstorms,
plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo looked out the window next to the wall in
question and saw rainwater gushing up in the window well one to two
feet high from the ground surface. Nevertheless, no flooding occurred in
plaintiffs' home because of the lack of accompanying wind. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
On December 29,2010, the bottom floor ofplaintiffs' home was again
flooded by rainfall. On this occasion, plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo was
on the top floor of their house working when his wife came upstairs and
shared what she had seen on the bottom floor of the house.
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 8
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The plaintiffs then both immediately went down to flooded area of the
home. At that time, PlaintiffEva Marie Rizzo told her husband that she
had heard the wind howling and blowing fiercely. Her comment caused
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo to think he had also heard the wind blowing
intensely the night before and the morning of the flooding. (Affidavit of
Eva Marie Rizzo; Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Then plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo immediately got curious by the
conversation and went up the stairs to the entryway of the house. He
opened the front door of the home and looked outside. He heard the
strong effects of the wind blowing. He also saw trees and bushes
bending up and down as the gusts ofwind strongly blew against them.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo again thought that he and his wife's Homeowners Policy
should cover the flooding and damage to their home, so he suggested
that his wife telephone State Farm Insurance and make a policy claim.
During his wife's discussion with the State Farm agent, on this occasion
Allen Bollschweiler, the husband plaintiffjoined in the conversation.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
During the call, the State Farm agent Allen Bollschweiler told plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo that State Farm Insurance would not even send a
company claims representative to plaintiffs' home to determine whether
there was policy coverage and what was the extent of the damage to
plaintiffs' home. The agent furthered his discussion by saying that before
State Farm would take plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy claim seriously
that a small company, independent from State Farm Insurance, had to
come over to plaintiffs' home and examine the flooding. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo was appalled at the statements he had heard during the
above telephone conversation. He told agent Allen Bollschweiler that the
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damage was the same as that had occurred to their home on May 22,
2010, when plaintiffs made their prior claim. However, Plaintiff Rizzo's
statement was to no avail. State Farm Insurance has not compensated
plaintiffs in any way for their first or second very serious home damages
claims. (A memorandum describing the above events is attached as
Exhibit K to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)(See also Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Later in the morning ofDecember 29,2010, plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo again performed local weather research and was startled to learn
that on that day the wind had blown exceptionally quickly at a speed of
about 28 miles per hour. On that day, there were also wind spurts
blowing in various directions. Finally, it also rained extremely heavily
that day, at almost three-quarters of an inch of rainfall. (Please refer to
the memorandum attached as Exhibit L to the Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo.)
The results of this research further confirmed plaintiff Rizzo's opinion
that State Farm Insurance used a variety of means, including not even
performing reasonable investigation, to refuse to treat many of its
insured's damages claims seriously. This is despite the close relationship
that is supposed to exist between the insurer and the insured. (Affidavit
ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
It was obvious to plaintiff Rizzo that he and his wife were being
mistreated, just as were a multitude of others who were defendant State
Farm Insurance's insureds. PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo felt incredibly
morose that such a huge insurer would treat its clients in such a way
after receiving insurance payments from its insureds each and every
month for years. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
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In this case, plaintiffs will submit overwhelming evidence at trial, such
as through their own and their experts' testimony and the facts and
documents described above, to establish that no policy exclusions apply
to either of their Homeowners Policy claims. More importantly, it will
be established that a specific provision of the Homeowners Policy
confirms coverage ofplaintiffs' damages.
Applicable Law
Idaho Code of Civil Procedurel Rule 15(a) sets forth the applicable law
relating to the amendment of complaints after a responsive pleading is
served or the action is set for trial. It is stated in Rule 15(a) that 1/ ••• a
party may amend a pleading only by leave of court"' 1 and leave shall be
freely given when justice so requires ...11
According to State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company v.
Campbell l et al. 538 U.S. 408 (2003)1 the United States Supreme Court
held that a punitive damage award in a state was authorized by the Due
Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution. If a party in Idaho requests the
courfs leave to amend the complaintl not only to add additional factual
or legal allegationsl but also to include a prayer for punitive damages l
Idaho law contains an additional requirement. The moving party must
establish at the hearing to amend the complaint a reasonable likelihood
of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive
damages. This is a more demanding duty than simply adding
allegations.
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Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) provides in relevant part:
"In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim
for damages shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages. However, a party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and
after hearing before the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer
for relief seeking punitive damages. The court shall allow the motion to
amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence presented, the
court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing
a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an
award of punitive damages."
To warrant an award of punitive damages from the jury at trial, plaintiff
must prove oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by
defendant. This must be established by clear and convincing evidence.
Idaho Code Section 6-1604(1) It should be stressed though that at the
present juncture in this litigation, the judge is only being asked to
determine whether there is a reasonable likelihood that punitive
damages will be awarded.
Idaho Code Section 6-1601(9) provides:
""Punitive damages" means damages awarded to a claimant, over and
above what will compensate the claimant for actual personal injury and
property damage, "to serve the public policies of punishing a defendant
for outrageous conduct and of deterring future like conduct."
Idaho Code Section 41-1329 sets forth the standard by which insurance
companies should conduct business in this state. This statute expressly
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 12
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provides that "committing or performing any of the following acts or
omissions intentionally or with such frequency to indicate a general
business practice shall be deemed to be an unfair method of
competition or an unfair or deceptive act or practice in the business of
insurance:
(1) Misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy provisions
relating to coverages at issue;
(3) Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the
prompt investigation of claims arising under insurance policies;
(4) Refusing to pay claims without conducting a reasonable
investigation based upon all available information;
(6) Not attempting in good faith to effectuate prompt, fair and
equitable settlements in which liability has become reasonably clear;
(14) Failing to promptly provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in
the insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for denial
f I · "o a calm...
This statute is not simply potential evidence of the industry standard,
but rather, it is a legislative enactment establishing insurance industry
standards. Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 233 P.3d 1221,
1236. Under Idaho Code Section 41-1329A, the Idaho Insurance
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Department Director, "if he finds after a hearing, that an insurer has
violated the provisions of Section 41-1329 (cited immediately aboveL
may, in his discretion, impose an administrative penalty not to exceed
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) ... and may, in addition to the fine, or in
the alternative to the fine, refuse to continue or suspend or revoke an
insurer's certificate of authority (Emphasis added).
Idaho has a legitimate interest in protecting its citizens from
unscrupulous insurance companies operating in the first party context
because it is widely recognized by courts that a "special relationship"
exists between an insurer and an insured. Kirby Hall, et al. v. Farmers
Alliance Mutual Insurance Company 145 Idaho 313, 324 (2008). See
also Walston v. Moumental Life Ins. Co. 129 Idaho 211, 223 (1996). In
cases which involve " ...deceptive business schemes operated for profit
and often victimizing numerous members of the public aside from the
plaintiff", punitive treatment is warranted. Clearly in such cases the
award of punitive damages should aim at making the cost of such
repetitive anti-social conduct uneconomical. Cox v. Stolworthy, 94
Idaho 683, 692 (1972) (partially overruled on different grounds in Kyle
Cheney, et al. v Palos Verdes Investment Corporation, et al. 104 Idaho
897 (1983).
When a corporation is being sued, it is not necessary to establish that
an officer or director participated in or ratified the wrongful conduct to
sustain an award of punitive damages against the corporation. Linda
Weinstein, et al. v. Prudential Property and Casualty 233 P.3d 1221,
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1236, 1237 (2010). See also Vendelen v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 140
Idaho 416,431 (2004). Corporate employee conduct in violation of
Idaho statutes is to be considered company policies, absent contrary
evidence, especially when company managers do not criticize or cancel
the policies. Violations of Idaho statutes are also to be taken into
account by the jury where there was an extreme deviation from the
industry standards which warrants punitive damages. Linda Weinstein
et al. v. Prudential Property and Casualty 233 P. 3d 1221, 1235 (2010).
The statute which insurance companies are also required to comply
with while transacting business in this state is Idaho Code Section 41-
113(2). That statute provides:
"COMPLIANCE REQUIRED -- PUBLIC INTEREST
The business of insurance is one affected by public interest, requiring
that all persons be actuated by good faith, abstain from deception, and
practice honesty and equity in all insured matters. Upon the insurer,
the insured, and their representatives and all concerned in insurance
rest the duty of preserving the integrity of insurance."
A trial court should not conduct a mini-trial and decide the disputed
factual issues raised as the basis for a Motion To Amend The Complaint
To Allege A Claim For Punitive Damages. Duffin v. Idaho Crop Imp.
Assoc., 126 Idaho 1002, 1013 (1995). This court's function is limited to
that of a gatekeeper, as punitive damage awards are a jury decision,
subject to the trial court's authority to modify or overturn the jury
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verdict if it is determined that it does not conform to the governing law.
Cheney v. Palos Verdes Corp., 104 Idaho 897, 904 (1983).
ARGUMENT
I. THE CAUSE OF THE DAMAGE TO PLAINTIFFS' HOME
The complaint was initially filed in this action on November 24, 2010.
Over a month later, on December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010,
there was a second flooding by rainwater of defendant's home which
occurred in a similar manner to that which occurred on May 22, 2010.
As a result of this second flooding and windstorm noise and effects
observed by plaintiffs, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo conducted weather
research in Eagle. He learned that the wind had gusted up to 28 miles
per hour on December 28, 2010. He also learned that the rainfall
amount was almost exactly the same on December 28, 2010 as it was
on May 22, 2010.
In plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy, which was issued by defendant State
Farm Insurance, there are three critically important policy coverage
provisions.
In SECTION 1- COVERAGES, on page 3 of the policy, it is stated:
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
1. Dwelling. We cover the dwelling used principally as a private
residence on the residence premises shown in the declarations.
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In SECTION 1- LOSSES INSURED, on page 7 of the policy, it is stated:
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described
in Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION 1- LOSSES NOT
INSURED.
These two provisions make it immediately apparent that the
Homeowners Insurance Policy, issued by State Farm Insurance to
plaintiffs, insured for all physical damage which occurred to plaintiffs'
residence unless a specific exclusion written in clear and precise
language applied. Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company of
Idaho 145 Idaho 459, 461 (2008). It is defendant insurer's burden of
proof to establish that a specific policy exclusion does apply. Id.
Immediately below this second quoted policy provision above is a very
important coverage provision in the policy. Paragraph 2 of SECTION 1-
LOSSES INSURED provides:
"Windstorm or hail. This peril does not include loss to property
contained in a building caused by rain, snow, sleet, sand, or dust. This
limitation does not apply when the direct force of the wind or hail
damages the building causing an opening in a roof or wall and the
rain, snow, sleet, sand, or dust enters through this opening" (Emphasis
added).
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It will be demonstrated at trial that this latter sentence describes the
almost certain cause of how and why plaintiffs' home was flooded on
May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010. (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
Mr. Flynn is plaintiffs' construction expert witness in this case. His
extensive qualifications are contained in the accompanying affidavit. So
is Mr. Flynn's expert opinion that the flooding of plaintiffs' home, on
the two occasions set forth above, almost definitely occurred because
the direct force of the wind caused an opening in the wall of plaintiffs'
home, which rainwater flooded through. (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
Mr. Flynn will testify that his longstanding and widely diverse
experience in the construction field resulted in his formation of that
opinion. Additionally, his review of weather reports and other
information strongly support his conclusions. (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
Mr. Flynn also reviewed and studied State Farm Insurance's denial of
Homeowners Policy coverage letter which was dated June 10, 2010 and
sent to the plaintiffs by certified mail. He concluded that many of the
exclusions quoted were silly and none applied to either the May 22,
2010 or December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010 storms and the
resulting damages.
This evidence provides an overriding basis for the jury to conclude that
the damages to plaintiffs' home were covered under the Homeowners
Policy plaintiffs had with State Farm Insurance. This evidence will also
establish overwhelmingly that defendant did not meet its burden of
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proof to establish that a clear, precise policy exclusion did apply. Miguel
Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 149 Idaho 459, 461
(2008). This result is even more demonstrative when it is emphasized
that by Idaho law a special relationship exists between the insurer and
insured. Kirby Hall, et al. v. Farmers Alliance Mutual Insurance Company
145 Idaho 313, 324 (2008)
These legal allegations, supported by the facts in the preceding section,
form the basis for plaintiffs' contention that defendant State Farm
Insurance breached its Homeowners Policy with plaintiffs, not just on a
single occasion but twice. It also forms the basis for plaintiffs'
significant emotional distress damages claim and possibly a personal
physical injury damages claim as well. Lastly, the above facts and law
clearly justify plaintiffs bringing not only a compensatory, but
additionally a punitive damage claim.
II. REASONABLE LIKELIHOOD OF BEING AWARDED PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
Of crucial importance in this lawsuit is the concept that the evidence
presented at trial will not merely justify the award of punitive damages
because of only one of defendant's employee's actions. There were
several different, independent actions committed by defendant's
employees, all of which create a reasonable likelihood of plaintiffs
being awarded punitive damages and meeting the requirements of
Idaho Code Section 6-1604 and Idaho Code Section 6-1601(9).
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 19
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A) On May 23, 2010, defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told plaintiffs
repeatedly, during a telephone conversation, that a single, specific
exclusion in plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy served as a basis for why
State Farm Insurance was denying coverage of plaintiffs' extremely
serious property damage claim. (Emphasis added) A local agent can
bind a company whether or not he has authority from the company to
make his representation. Huppert v. Wolford 91 Idaho 249, 253-256
(1966).
Agent Rod Brooks made this legal statement to both plaintiffs without
ever visiting plaintiffs home to determine how the damage to the
structure occurred. Agent Rod Brooks made this legal statement to
both plaintiffs without doing any investigation to determine whether a
policy coverage provision did apply because of the weather conditions.
When State Farm Insurance agent Rod Brooks made this statement, he
had absolutely no concern for the fact that plaintiffs would feel terrible
believing that they themselves would have to pay for all necessary
repairs and they may not have the many thousands of dollars to pay for
such repairs. When agent Rod Brooks made this statement, he had
absolutely no concern for the fact that plaintiffs would feel terrible
thinking more storms, like the one that occurred on May 22, 2010, may
occur in the future and damage their home even more extensively.
When agent Rod Brooks made this statement, he had absolutely no
concern for the fact that plaintiffs would feel terrible that they were
losing the use of approximately one-third of their home. When agent
Rod Brooks made this statement, he had absolutely no concern for the
fact that plaintiffs would suffer severe emotional distress as a result of
having their home flooded. The conduct of agent Rod Brooks was a
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direct violation of Idaho Code Section 6-1604. It also violated insurance
industry standards in that it was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Stephen Strzelec is plaintiffs' insurance expert in this case. His extensive
qualifications are set forth in his Affidavit.
B) In direct contradiction to Rod Brooks' lack of coverage statement,
defendant's claims representative Donna Hoyne astoundingly quoted
not one, but approximately a dozen different major policy exclusions
and a huge number of additional exclusions in policy subsections in
State Farm Insurance's June 10, 2010 coverage denial letter. Quoting
such a multitude of completely different, unrelated policy exclusions
could not have been motivated by good faith, was deceptive, and was
not honest as required by insurance industry standards. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec) Quoting such a multitude of exclusions was also a
deceptive, dishonest, and bad faith act or practice in the business of
insurance prohibited by Idaho Code Section 41-113(2).
Insurance industry standards and treating the insured in good faith
require an insurer in the State of Idaho to promptly provide a
reasonable explanation of the basis in the insurance policy for denial of
a claim in relation to the facts or applicable law. The totally divergent
conduct of the State Farm Insurance agent and the claims
representative in May and June of 2010 clearly did not conform to the
applicable insurance industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
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Idaho Code Section 41-1329 (14) specifically prohibits conduct of the
insurer in the State of Idaho which constitutes "Failing to promptly
provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in the insurance policy in
relation to the facts or applicable law for denial of a claim or for the
offer of compromise." The conduct of defendant State Farm Insurance
was in direct violation of this statute.
Moreover, the claims representative Donna Hoyne's lack of any
reasonable investigation of the Rizzo's claim also violated insurance
industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec) On December 29,
2010 plaintiffs served upon defendant's attorney their First Set Of
Requests For Production Of Documents. Defendant responded to this
request on January 28, 2011. Absent from this response were any
meaningful documents pertaining to State Farm Insurance's
investigation of plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 Homeowners Policy claim.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
It is also of significant consequence that State Farm Insurance claims
representative Donna Hoyne never mentioned any weather factors in
her discussions with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. Much more
incriminating is that in the formal June 10, 2010 claims denial letter,
which Donna Hoyne authored, she never says a word about the
SECTION 1- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2. Rainstorm or hail provision,
which provides policy coverage! (Emphasis added)
Claims representative Donna Hoyne goes on for almost three pages in
the claims denial letter with quotations of extraneous Homeowners
Policy exclusions but not once cites or refers to arguably the one and
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 22
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only applicable policy coverage provision. Idaho Code Section 41-113(2)
requires that employees of insurer act in good faith and honesty.
Donna Hoyne's conduct unquestionably did not meet this requirement.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
It is extraordinary that State Farm Insurance's one hundred percent
(100%) disabled insured did the necessary weather research and
determined that wind caused an opening in the home wall which
caused the rainwater flooding to occur on two occasions. It is
extraordinary that State Farm Insurance's one hundred percent (100%)
disabled insured read an obvious provision of the Homeowner's Policy
which provided coverage of the damage that occurred on May 22,
2010. It is likewise extraordinary that a monumentally large insurance
company and its claims representative did not pay any attention to
local weather reports and the applicable policy coverage provision,
before denying plaintiffs coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
For all the above reasons, the conduct of defendant's claims
representative, Donna Hoyne, was in direct violation of insurance
industry standards. Her conduct towards plaintiffs was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Such conduct warrants an award of punitive damages. Idaho Code
Section 6-1604(1).
C) Evidence will be also introduced during trial that one of defendant's
team managers, Ross Sheridan, supervised all company conduct in
connection with plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 claim. This means that this
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team manager either encouraged, permitted or ignored a State Farm
Insurance Company agent, Rod Brooks, repeatedly telling insureds that
there was no policy coverage for their claim without ever visiting
plaintiffs' residence or performing any investigation. This also means
that this same team manager, Ross Sheridan, approved of the claims
denial letter written by a State Farm Insurance claims representative
containing a multitude of different quotes to policy exclusions, many of
which were completely groundless, without any meaningful
investigation being performed. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
While these matters were occurring, Ross Sheridan, the State Farm
Insurance supervising team manager, and others in his office
disregarded and did not even review the legal memorandum provided
to the insurer by plaintiff Rizzo which discussed in detail Idaho law
concerning how insurance policies should be interpreted when
evaluating policy coverage issues. This team manager told plaintiff
Rizzo over the telephone on June 9, 2010 these facts and that no one in
his office had ever even read the two Idaho Supreme Court cases cited
in the legal memorandum, one of which concisely sets forth how
insurance policies should be interpreted in this state. This is despite the
fact that these State Farm Insurance staff make frequent, extremely
significant coverage decisions involving insureds' claims.
This conduct by team manager Ross Sheridan was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous in contravention of insurance
industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec) Ross Sheridan's
conduct also violated Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
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D) During the same time frame, another State Farm team manager,
Steve Yoest attempted to cover up and distort what defendant's agent
Rod Brooks initially told plaintiffs concerning the lack of coverage for
plaintiffs' claim. The conduct of Steve Yoest, as described immediately
above, is another instance of one of defendant's employees violating
insurance industry standards. Steve Yoest's conduct towards plaintiffs
was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec) Steve Yoest's behavior as described immediately
above was also a violation of Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
All the conduct described in this entire motion by State Farm Insurance
employees did not comport with insurance industry standards. Instead,
it was completely unfair and deceptive conduct committed against
plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defendant. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec)
E) Unfortunately, this was not the end of the mistreatment. On
December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010, there was another wind
and rainstorm which caused the flooding of the downstairs of plaintiffs
home. They made a second insurance policy claim to defendant to
absolutely no avail. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
From the outset, State Farm Insurance Company refused to take
plaintiffs' second claim seriously. During a telephone conversation
which occurred on December 29, 2010, when the second claim was
made, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo told defendant's agent, Allen
Bollschweiler, that the flooding occurred in the same way that the
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - page 25
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May 22, 2010 flooding had happened. Plaintiff Rizzo continued by
stressing that State Farm Insurance should take responsibility for the
damage. Despite plaintiff Rizzo's pleas, State Farm Insurance never
even sent a claims representative to plaintiffs' home and never
compensated plaintiffs' for their second December 29, 2010 loss.
(Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiffs were told for the first time during their December 29, 2010
telephone conversation with agent Allen Bollschweiler that State Farm
would not even send one of its claims representatives out to plaintiffs'
home after the wind and rainstorm to assess the damage and
determine whether there was insurance policy coverage or not.
Instead, State Farm Insurance agent Allen Bollschweiler stated that
before defendant would do anything with respect to the plaintiffs'
December 29, 2010 claim that plaintiffs had to make arrangements
with a company totally independent from State Farm Insurance to
come out and assess the damage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo was so shocked and dismayed during this telephone
conversation that he withdrew from the call. Shortly thereafter,
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo reviewed once again the Homeowners
Policy that plaintiffs jointly had with defendant. (Affidavit of Roger
Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff found no reference in the Homeowners Policy to the new
requirement that the insureds would have to permit a completely
independent company to come and inspect their residence before State
Farm would even take the claim seriously. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo)
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It became obvious to plaintiff Rizzo that defendant, by supposedly
imposing this new requirement, was breaching the insurance policy
contract it had with plaintiffs once again. It also seemed apparent to
plaintiff Rizzo that defendant had just added another step in the claims
process which would make it even more difficult to ever get State Farm
Insurance Homeowners Policy coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo)
The conduct of State Farm Insurance as described above relating to
plaintiffs' second claim demonstrates a clear violation of industry
standards. The behavior by defendant's employees was again
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct committed
against plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defendant.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
The evidence, which will be submitted during trial, will demonstrate
that defendant should be punished for its continuing behavior. More
importantly, this evidence, which will be submitted at trial, will prove
the necessity of deterring defendant from treating any of its other
policy holders in the State of Idaho in such a blameworthy way.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
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Respectfully Submitted,
Date: February 23, 2011
/(0 ~9J" 0fJ-{\ }~/ J ~h7. "2-1)
Roger Daniel Rizzo
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 23rd of February, 2011, I personally mailed
a true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIM AND THE
ATTACHED AFFIDAVITS AND EXHIBITS to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
ll{ 0glL 1) Of) l.vl 'P. i1-7;)
R GER DANIEL RIZZO
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT TO
ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that plaintiffs move this court under
Idaho Code Section 6-1604 for an order permitting plaintiffs to
amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages.
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"The motion is scheduled for Tuesday, March 14,2011 at 2:00 p.m.
The motion will be decided by the Honorable Timothy Hansen.
The motion is based on the attached memoranda, the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo, the Affidavit ofEva Marie Rizzo, the
Affidavit ofDonald Flynn, the Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec and
the exhibits in support thereof, all the papers filed and records in
this action, and on any evidence received up until a decision on the
motion is rendered.
'11....0Zy= D/LA 1M 'tlj:z.~
R ger Daniel Rizzo
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CounW C\6tKAda
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NO. FILED t;;)
A.M.__- P.M.--:;..--
FEB 2 4 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DepUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR mE
COUNTY OFADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) DONALD FLYNN
)
)
-------------)
Donald Flynn, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. I am the president of Shadow Mountain Construction, Inc., which is
located in Eagle, ID. I have held this position for over 16 years. In this
position, I have complete responsibility for company operations.
2. Over the last decade, my crews and I have completed the construction
ofon the average 45 residential homes per year.
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD FLYNN - page 1
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3. My company and I have also completed constructing commercial
buildings.
4. In 1993 and part 1994, I was the PrincipallFraming Contractor for
Flynn Construction in Hesperia, CA
5. I worked a variety ofother construction positions from 1978 to 1993.
They included Superintendent, Concrete Foundation Setter, Journeyman
Carpenter, and Plumbing Laborer.
6. I have held for some time a Contractors License and a Contractors
Business License.
7. I was asked by Mr. Roger Daniel Rizzo to serve as an expert in this
case. I was requested by Mr. Rizzo to determine what was the cause of
the flooding and damage to his home which occurred on May 22, 2010
and December 29,2010. He also asked me to review the June 10,2010
insurance claim denial letter that State Farm Insurance sent to Mr. and
Mrs. Rizzo and decide whether any exclusions cited in the letter are
applicable and make sense under all the circumstances. I have complied
with both request.
8. The damage to the Rizzo's home which occurred on May 22,2010
and December 29, 2010 almost certainly happened because of the
following events. An extremely high level of rainfall collected in a house
window well. This rainwater became one to two feet deep in the
window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the side of the home
and an approximately 18 mile an hour wind blowing in the right
direction against a very large structural wall caused an opening in the
wall. Large amounts of rainfall then penetrated the wall through the
opening and flooded the downstairs floor of the house.
9. An almost identical situation occurred on December 29,2010. Again
there was an extremely high level of rainfall. The rainfall again collected
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD FLYNN - page 2
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in the window well. On this day, the wind blew at approximately 28
miles per hour. It also blew in almost exactly the same direction as it
had on May 22, 2010. The wind at that speed and direction caused an
opening in the house wall again and rainwater flooded into the home.
4. I have also reviewed and studied State Farm Insurance's denial of
Homeowners Policy coverage letter which was dated June 10, 2010 and
sent to the Rizzo's. It is my conclusion that many of the exclusions
quoted are silly and none apply to either the May 22, 2010 or
December 29, 2010 incidents and the resulting damages.
Dated: February~ 2011.
Donald Flynn
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD FLYNN - page 3
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on thisd.3day ofFebruary,
2011.
commisstn Expires:
1r/~tJ/<e
Notary Public 0
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Eva Marie ~zzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
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FEB 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) EVA MARIE
) RIZZO
)
--------------)
Eva Marie Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. In the year 2007, defendant State Farm Insurance Company issued to
my husband and I a Homeowners Policy of insurance. It was our
understanding that the purpose of the policy was to insure us for all
damage which we would suffer to our home and specified surrounding
AFFIDAVIT OF EVA MARIE RIZZO - page 1
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areas unless the damage was specifically excluded by the homeowners
insurance policy. Our home is located at 1583 North Sundown Way in
Eagle, Idaho. Our telephone number is 938-1615. (The Homeowners
Policy is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
2. On May 22, 2010 an extremely severe wind and rainstorm caused
serious damage to our home. We have lived in our home since 2007.
Never before May 22, 2010 had rainwater or any water flooded the
downstairs of our home.
3. On May 23, 2010, I reported by telephone our claim under our
Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents, Rod Brooks. He was
the agent who told me that he was going to inspect our house before
State Farm Insurance issued us a Homeowners Policy of Insurance. He
was also the agent that my husband and I relied on for insurance policy
information and to answer policy questions.
4. I initially made the telephone call to report our claim. I spoke with
Rod Brooks before my husband got on the line.
5. Rod Brooks told me during that telephone conversation on May 23,
2010 that a single policy exclusion clearly applied and for that reason
State Farm Insurance was denying insurance policy coverage.
(Emphasis added) Defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, made this statement
without ever visiting our home to determine how the damage occurred.
6. I was on the bottom floor of the house on the morning ofDecember
29,2010 and noticed that flooding had once again occurred in the
bottom floor of our house. On that morning I told my husband that I had
AFFIDAVIT OF EVA MARIE RIZZO -page 2
000311
          
            
         
             
            
             
            
    
             
           
              
           
              
      
              
         
            
            
        
         
           
               
           
               
       
/heard the wind howling and blowing fiercely previously to my becoming
aware of the flooding.
Dated: February~, 2011.
AFFIDAVIT OF EVA MARIE RIZZO -page 3
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· SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this2S~day of February
2011.
DUANE STITT
NOTARY PUBUC
STATE OF IDAHO
s:u~~
Notary Public of Idaho
Commission Expires:
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
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A.M. P.M......::::;..-_-
FEB 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) STEPHEN
)STRZELEC
)
--------------)
Stephen Strzelec, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. I was an employee ofState Farm Insurance Companies for
approximately 18 years. I worked for different State Farm Insurance
Companies from 1985 - 2002.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 1
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2. The positions I held in the employ ofState Farm Insurance included:
a) Section Manager;
b) Divisional Claim Superintendent;
c) Claim Superintendent;
d) Property Superintendent;
e) ReinspectorfTrainer; and
f) Claim Representative
3. While employed at State Farm I served on the committee to redesign
Fire Claim School and the Steering Committee for the new Section
Manager Forum.
4. The insurance industry training that I received while working at State
Farm Insurance included:
a) Evaluating structural losses;
b) Physical damage claim supervision;
c) Supervisory skills;
d) Management instruction;
e) Training for trainers;
f) Performance management standards;
g) First Party Coverage Seminar;
h) Situational leadership;
i) Strategic planning; and many other areas.
5. I have published articles and made presentations on approximately
20 occasions to various groups on insurance industry standards,
insurance claims practices, and insurance company policies and
procedures.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 2
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6. I have been requested by Roger Rizzo to render my expert opinions
concerning various actions and conduct performed by State Farm
Insurance employees with respect to the damages which occurred to
the Rizzo's home on May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010.
7. Mr. Rizzo has provided me with copies of the State Farm Insurance
Policy which was issued to he and his wife, the State Farm Insurance
claims denial letter sent them on June 10, 2010, and numerous other
documents pertaining to both the May 22, 2010 and December 29,
2010 damages incidents.
8. It is my expert opinion based upon my review of these documents,
and the conversations which I have had with Mr. Rizzo, that both the
May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010 incidents in which the Rizzo
home was damaged were covered under their State Farm Insurance
Homeowners Policy as the direct force of wind caused an opening in the
structure which allowed rainwater to enter. The policy contains no
specific language excluding this loss.
9. It is also my opinion that when Rod Brooks made the statements he
did during his May 23, 2010 telephone conversation with Mr. and Mrs.
Rizzo concerning the lack of their Homeowners Policy coverage, without
ever even visiting the insureds' damaged home, that he must have had
no concern for the following facts:
a) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible believing that they
themselves would have to pay for all necessary repairs and they may
not have the many thousands of dollars saved to pay for such repairs.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 3
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b) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible thinking more storms,
like the one that occurred on May 22, 2010, may occur in the future
and damage their home even more extensively.
c) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible that they were losing the
use of approximately one-third of their home.
d) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would suffer emotional distress as a result of
having their home flooded.
10. It is my expert opinion that the conduct of agent Rod Brooks in all
the above respects was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous.
11. In my expert opinion, the quoting of a multitude of completely
different policy exclusions, as were contained in the June 10, 2010 State
Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy denial letter sent to the Mr. and
Mrs. Rizzo, was not motivated by good faith, was deceptive, and was
not honest as required by insurance industry standards.
12. To act consistent with insurance industry standards, an insurer
cannot fail to provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in the
insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for denial of a
claim. In my opinion, the totally divergent conduct of the State Farm
Insurance agent and the claims representative in May and June of 2010
clearly did not conform to insurance industry standards.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 4
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13. It is also my expert opinion that State farm Insurance's lack of any
reasonable investigation of the May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010
damages claims by Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo also violated insurance industry
standards.
14. For all the above reasons, it is my expert opinion that the conduct
of defendant's claims representative, Donna Hoyne, was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous.
15. It is my expert opinion that State Farm Insurance team manager,
Ross Sheridan, either encouraged, permitted, or ignored a State Farm
Insurance Company agent, Rod Brooks, repeatedly telling Mr. and Mrs.
Rizzo that there was no policy coverage for their claim without ever
visiting plaintiffs' residence or performing any investigation. He also
approved of the claims denial letter written by a State Farm Insurance
claims representative containing a multitude of different quotes to
policy exclusions, many of which were completely groundless without
any meaningful investigation being performed.
16. It is my understanding that, Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance
supervising team manager, and others in his office disregarded and did
not review the legal memorandum provided by Mr. Rizzo which
discussed in detail Idaho law concerning how insurance policies should
be interpreted when evaluating policy coverage issues. This team
manager allegedly told Mr. Rizzo over the telephone on June 9, 2010
these facts and that no one in his office had ever even read the two
Idaho Supreme Court cases cited in the legal memorandum, one of
which concisely sets forth how insurance policies should be interpreted
in this state. This is despite the fact that these State Farm Insurance
staff make frequent, extremely significant coverage decisions involving
insureds' claims.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 5
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17. In my opinion, this conduct by State Farm Insurance team manager,
Ross Sheridan' conduct towards plaintiffs was oppressive, fraudulent,
malicious or outrageous.
18. It is also my understanding that another State Farm Insurance team
manager, Steve Yoest, attempted to cover up and distort what agent
Rod Brooks initially told Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo concerning the lack of
coverage for their claim. In my opinion, this conduct by Steve Yoest is
another instance of defendant's conduct towards plaintiffs being
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous.
19. It is my additional understanding that on December 29, 2010, there
was another wind and rainstorm which caused the flooding of the
downstairs of Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo's home. They made a second
insurance policy claim to State Farm Insurance to no avail.
20. I understand that plaintiffs were told for the first time during their
December 29, 2010 telephone conversation with agent Allen
Bollschweiler that State Farm Insurance would not even send one of its
claims representatives out to their home after the wind and rainstorm
to assess the damage and determine whether there was insurance
policy coverage or not. Instead, State Farm Insurance agent Allen
Bollschweiler told Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo that before defendant would do
anything with respect to the plaintiffs' December 29, 2010 claim that
plaintiffs had to make arrangements with a company totally
independent from State Farm Insurance to come out and assess the
damage.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 6
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21. The conduct of State Farm Insurance as described above relating to
plaintiffs' second claim demonstrates a clear violation of industry
standards. The behavior by defendant's employees was again
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct committed
against plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defendant.
Dated: February 10,2011
Stephen Strzelec
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 7
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S~AND SWORN to before me on this IO~ day ofFebraury,
2011.
SEAN K. CABANTING
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF WASHINGTON
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
11-12-13
1J-1i~Notary Public of ashington
Commission Expires:
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FEB 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EI.YSHIA HOL.MeS
OEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
f\E~E\\jED
f' L~ 'l.{\\\
CounW C\6tKAda
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo NO·------;F~ILE"O-5r----:-
1583 North Sundown Way A.M. P,.M.
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL
) RIZZO
)
--------------)
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. On May 22, 2010, an extremely severe rain and windstorm
caused serious damage to plaintiffs' home. On the following day, I
examined the wall that rainwater had flooded through into the
home. I saw that rainwater filled a section of the window well area
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 1
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next to the wall and the rainwater was one to two feet deep above
the surface of the ground in the window well.
2. State Farm Insurance, had issued to my wife, Eva Marie Rizzo,
and I a Homeowners Policy of Insurance in the year 2007. The
purpose of the policy was to insure us for all damage which we
suffered to our home and specified surrounding areas unless the
damage was specifically excluded by the Homeowners Policy. Our
home is located at 1583 North Sundown Way in Eagle, Idaho. Our
telephone number is 938-1615. (The Homeowners Policy is
attached as Exhibit A to this Affidavit.)
3. On May 23, 2010, we reported by telephone our claim under our
Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents, Rod Brooks. He
was the agent who told my wife he was going to inspect our house
before State Farm Insurance issued us a Homeowners Policy of
Insurance. He was also the agent that we relied on for insurance
policy information and to answer policy questions.
4. On several occasions during this May 23, 2010 telephone
conversation, defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told both my wife
and I that a single policy exclusion clearly applied and for that
reason State Farm Insurance was denying insurance policy
coverage. (Emphasis added) Defendant State Farm Insurance's
agent made this statement without ever visiting our home to
determine how the damage occurred and whether a single policy
exclusion actually did apply
5. On May 25, 2010, State Farm Insurance's claim representative,
Donna Hoyne, visited our home and told me that the agent referred
to immediately above had no authority to discuss whether a
Homeowners Policy exclusion applied and to state that there would
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 2
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be or would not be coverage under the Homeowners Policy. She
reassured me that defendant State Farm Insurance Company had
not yet made a decision on whether there would be policy coverage
or not.
6. At the meeting, I gave State Farm Insurance claims
representative, Donna Hoyne, three copies of a legal memorandum
I prepared entitled Indisputable Bad Faith Liability Of State Farm
Insurance. (The memorandum is attached as Exhibit B to this
Affidavit.)
7. In this memorandum, I described applicable policy provisions,
the law, and then discussed why there was coverage for the
damages to the our home. In the legal section of the memorandum,
I cited two recent Idaho Supreme Court cases and discussed one
action in detail, the Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance
Company Of Idaho 145 Idaho 459 (2008) case.
8. The Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of Idaho
action was decided in 2008 and the parties to that lawsuit had
entirely different interpretations of the Homeowners Policy
involved. In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court set forth a number
of applicable rules relating to insurance policy interpretation.
9. At the outset of the case, the Court stated that "The general rule
is that, because insurance contracts are adhesion contracts,
typically not subject to negotiation between the parties, any
ambiguity which exists in the contract 'must be construed most
strongly against the insurer. '" Id at 461. Moreover, the court
emphasized "The burden is on the insurer to use clear and precise
language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its coverage." Id.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 3
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Another Idaho Supreme Court Case and an Idaho Statute were also
discussed in my memorandum.
10. I gave three copies of the memorandum to claims
representative Donna Hoyne and requested that she provide State
Farm Insurance attorneys and her supervisors with my
memorandum. (Notes of that meeting are attached as Exhibit C to
this Affidavit.)
11. Two weeks later on June 8, 2010, State Farm Insurance's team
manager, Ross Sheridan, who was directly responsible for
supervising the handling of our damage claim under our
Homeowners Policy, had a telephone conversation with me.
During the conversation, he told me that State Farm Insurance was
denying coverage for the damage to our home. He also advised me
that neither he, nor anyone in his office, had ever reviewed the
memorandum that I prepared summarizing the known facts and the
Idaho Supreme Court cases setting forth the standards which
insurance companies must follow when determining whether there
is policy coverage in varying situations.
12. To my complete surprise, team manager Ross Sheridan
additionally told me that he had never read the Idaho Supreme
Court cases cited in my memorandum. I was amazed at the team
manager's comment because Ross Sheridan was the supervisor in
charge of legally determining whether there was coverage for our
claim, yet he had not even read the Supreme Court cases setting
forth the rules insurers must follow in interpreting a Homeowners
Policy such as ours. (Notes of this telephone conversation are
attached as Exhibit D to this Affidavit.)
13. On June 10,2010, two days later, defendant's claims
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 4
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representative Donna Hoyne sent, by certified mail, a five page
letter to my wife and I stating that defendant State Farm Insurance
was formally denying coverage of our claim. To justify the
decision, the claims representative cited not one, but approximately
a dozen different major policy exclusions, with a huge number of
additional exclusions set forth in policy subsections.
14. In the claims denial letter, the claims representative Donna
Hoyne cited exclusions such as a volcanic explosion, a tsunami (a
huge destructive ocean wave caused by an underwater earthquake),
and defects in planning, zoning, development, surveying, and
siting. The exclusions listed go on and on. Then in the second to
last paragraph of the letter, the first sentence begins: "As you can
see from the policy language quoted above, there is no coverage
for the water damage to your home...." (The June 10,2010 claims
denial letter is attached as Exhibit E to this Affidavit.)
15. Before the claim was denied, I repeatedly communicated with
another State Farm Insurance team manager, Steve Yoest. I did this
in an effort to obtain State Farm Insurance's approval, as our
insurer, to pay the costs necessary to make the repairs to our home
which was seriously damaged during the May 22, 2010 severe rain
and windstorm.
16. On May 28, 2010, I had the initial telephone conversation with
Steve Yoest. During this conversation, we talked about the May 23,
2010 telephone conversation that I had with Rod Brooks, our State
Farm Insurance agent. During the May 28, 2010 telephone
conversation, I emphasized to Steve Yoest that Rod Brooks had
repeatedly told me on May 23, 2010 that defendant State Farm
Insurance would not cover our claim because of a single,
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 5
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applicable policy exclusion. (Notes of this conversation are
attached as Exhibit F to this Affidavit.)
17. In a letter dated June 1, 2010, which was mailed to me, Steve
Yoest completely misquoted what I had emphasized to him about
the May 23, 2010 telephone conversation I had with Rod Brooks,
defendant's agent. (The June 1, 2010 letter is attached as Exhibit G
to this Affidavit.)
18. In a subsequent letter dated June 5, 2010, which I mailed to the
State Farm Insurance team manager Steve Yoest, I advised Steve
Yoest of the vital error he made in misstating what I had told him
during our May 28, 2010 telephone conversation. (The June 5,
2010 letter is attached as Exhibit H to this Affidavit.)
19. In a follow up letter dated June 8, 2010, which was mailed to
me, Steve Yoest stated: "The purpose of my June 1, 2010 letter was
to confirm our conversation, and I appreciate the clarification in
your letter. I understand in your letter your position is Mr. Brooks
(defendant's agent) issued a claim denial to you during your May
22, 2010 discussion with him." (The June 8, 2010 letter is attached
as Exhibit I to this Affidavit.)
20. The supposed "clarification" that the team manager Steve Yoest
referred to in the June 8, 2010 letter involved the difference
between: (1) I being advised by defendant's agent that State Farm
Insurance "may not" cover our loss as opposed to (2) I being
repeatedly told that State Farm Insurance was denying coverage.
21. On June 29, 2010, I did research on the weather conditions
which occurred on May 22, 2010, the day our house was damaged.
I ascertained that during the month ofMay of2010, there had been
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 6
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very little rainfall, except for on May 22, 2010. On that day, it
severely rained and deposited about three-quarters of an inch of
rainfall on the ground. (The description of the weather conditions
in the Eagle area for that month is attached as Exhibit J to this
Affidavit)
22. I logically thought that this amount of rain would exert
substantial pressure against the house wall adjacent to the window
well area where the rainwater was one to two feet deep off the
ground. (Emphasis added) I further thought that with such a huge
amount ofpressure it would probably take only moderate wind
speed and the correct wind direction to damage the house wall
which would cause rainwater to flood the house. The wind speed
that day was approximately 18 miles per-hour. It gusted in varying
directions as should be expected during the times of the day.
23. I was also very familiar with plaintiffs' Homeowners Insurance
Policy. It made me wonder and become very depressed that State
Farm Insurance would breach its insurance contract with us by
simply denying coverage when to me coverage was clear. I also
thought that because State Farm Insurance was the world's largest
insurance company that it must have performed weather
investigation concerning what occurred on May 22, 2010, the day
of the substantial damage to our home. As a result of this thinking,
I felt even more despondent knowing that such a huge insurance
company could have so callously mistreated me and my wife this
way.
24. Between May 22, 2010 and December 28, 2010, over a seven
month period, rainfall did not again flood the downstairs of our
home. This was despite the fact that a multitude of substantial rain
and windstorms had occurred. On a few occasions during the
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 7
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rainstorms, I looked out the window next to the wall in question
and saw rainwater gushing up in the window well one to two feet
high from the ground surface. Nevertheless, no flooding occurred
in our home.
25. On December 28 and December 29,2010, the bottom floor of
our home was again flooded by rainfall. On the morning of
December 29,2010, my wife was on the bottom floor of the house
and initially observed the flooding. At that time, she told me that
she had heard the wind howling and blowing fiercely. Her
comment caused me to think I had also heard the wind blowing
intensely the night before and the morning of the flooding.
26. Then I immediately got curious by the conversation and went
up the stairs to the entryway of the house. I opened the front door
of the home and looked outside. I heard the strong effects of the
wind blowing. I also saw trees and bushes bending up and down as
the gusts ofwind strongly blew against them.
27. I again thought that my wife's and my Homeowners Policy
should cover the flooding and damage to our home, so I suggested
that my wife telephone State Farm Insurance and make a policy
claim. During my wife's discussion with the State Farm agent, on
this occasion Allen Bollschweiler, I joined in the conversation.
28. During the call, the State Farm agent Allen Bollschweiler told
me that State Farm Insurance would not even send a company
claims representative to our home to determine whether there was
policy coverage and what was the extent of the damage to our
home. The agent furthered his discussion by saying that before
State Farm would take our Homeowners Policy claim seriously that
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 8
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a small company, independent from State Farm Insurance, had to
come over to our home and examine the flooding.
29. I was appalled at the statements I heard during the above
telephone conversation. I told agent Allen Bollschweiler that the
damage was the same as that had occurred to our home on May 22,
2010, when we made our prior claim. However, my statement was
to no avail. State Farm Insurance has not compensated us in any
way for our first or second very serious home damages claims. (A
memorandum describing the above events is attached as Exhibit K
to this Affidavit.)
30. I was so shocked and dismayed during this telephone
conversation that I withdrew from the call. Shortly thereafter, I
reviewed once again the Homeowners Policy that my wife and I
had with defendant.
31. I found no reference in the Homeowners Policy to this new
supposed requirement that we would have to permit a completely
independent company to come and inspect our residence before
State Farm would even take our claim seriously.
32. Later in the day ofDecember 29,2010, I again performed local
weather research and was very surprised to learn that on December
29,2010, the wind had blown at a very high speed of about 28
miles per hour. It had also rained about three-quarters of one inch
that day. Therefore, the combination ofboth the wind and the rain,
coupled with the wind direction at particular times of night and day
caused the hole to reopen or another hole to form in the house wall
and rainwater flooded in.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 9
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33. It is very telling to compare the above information with the
May 22, 2010 weather report. On May 22, 2010, it rained
approximately three-quarters of one inch. It rained about the same
on December 29,2010. The wind was blowing approximately at
eighteen miles per hour on May 22,2010. On December 29,2010
the wind was blowing at about 28 miles per hour. Both levels were
considerably higher than normal levels. Once again, wind gusts
must have been blowing in the same critical directions for some
period of time during the May, 22, 2010 and December 29,2010
incidents. (Please refer to the report attached as Exhibit L to this
Affidavit.)
34. The results of this research further confirmed my opinion that
State Farm Insurance used a variety of means, including not even
performing reasonable investigation, to refuse to treat many of its
insured's damages claims seriously. This is despite the close
relationship that is supposed to exist between the insurer and the
insured.
35. It was obvious to me at that point that me and my wife were
being mistreated, just as were a multitude of others who were
defendant State Farm Insurance's insureds. I felt incredibly
morose that such a huge insurer would treat its clients in such a
way after receiving insurance payments from its insureds each and
every month for years.
36. Defendant responded to our First Request For Production Of
Documents on January 28, 2011. Absent from this response were
any meaningful documents pertaining to State Farm Insurance's
investigation ofplaintiffs' May 22, 2010 Homeowners Policy
claim.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 10
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37. It is also of significant consequence that State Farm Insurance
claims representative Donna Hoyne never mentioned any weather
factors in her discussions with me. Much more incriminating is that
in the formal June 10, 2010 claims denial letter, which Donna
Hoyne authored, she never says a word about the SECTION 1-
LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2. Windstorm or hail provision,
which provides policy coverage! (Emphasis added)
38. Claims representative Donna Hoyne goes on for almost three
pages in the claims denial letter with quotations of extraneous
Homeowners Policy exclusions but not once cites or refers to
arguably the one and only applicable policy coverage provision
which does apply. (Emphasis added) This coverage provision is set
forth in the prior paragraph. Idaho Code Section 41-113(2) requires
that employees of insurers act in good faith and honesty. Donna
Hoyne's conduct unquestionably did not meet this requirement.
39. It is extraordinary that State Farm Insurance's one hundred
percent (100%) disabled insured (me) did the necessary weather
research and determined that wind caused an opening in the home
wall which caused the rainwater flooding to occur on two
occasions. It is extraordinary that State Farm Insurance's one
hundred percent (100%) disabled insured (me) read an obvious
provision of the Homeowner's Policy which provided coverage of
the damage that occurred on May 22, 2010 and December 29,
2010. It is likewise extraordinary that a monumentally large
insurance company and its employees did not pay any attention to
local weather reports and the applicable policy coverage provision,
before denying us coverage.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 11
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40. The facts and the applicable law in this case made it clear to me
that State Farm Insurance had breached its insurance contract
twice. I could not help but wonder how many of its insureds in
Idaho and the entire United States it similarly mistreats for
corporate profit.
Dated: February 23,2011.
Roger Daniel Rizzo
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 12
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 23rd day of
Febraury, 2011.
Notary Public of Idaho
Commission EXJlires:
7-Z¥-ZO/:J
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Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS'
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND DOCUMENT REQUESTS
Please take notice that Plaintiff, Eva Marie Rizzo, served Plaintiffs'
Responses To Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories And Document
Requests on Defendant's attorney. The Certificates of Service of that
discovery are attached.
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02/28/2011 19:34 FAX 1 208 938 1615 Roger Rizzo ~003
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 18th of February, 2011, I personally mailed
a true and correct copy of PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT's
FIRST DOCUMENT REQUEST to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
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Roger Rizzo 141004
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE.
I hereby certify that on the 22nd of February, 2011, I personally
delivered a true and correct copy of PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTs FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
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NO. F_l~,t. 7h:5t:A.M. ..ltC...J.
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN
EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company (State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its attorneys of record, Elam & Burke, P.A.,
respectfully moves this Court for permission to file an opposition memorandum in excess of the
twenty-five (25) page limit imposed by Rule 8.1 of the Local Rules of the District Court and
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 1
000338
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Magistrate Division for the Fourth Judicial District. State Farm submits its Memorandum in
Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages
("Opposition Memorandum") simultaneously with this Motion. As grounds for this Motion,
State Farm states as follows:
1. The Rizzos' Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive
Damages is twenty-seven (27) pages, not including the signature page and certificate of service,
and contains numerous allegations that must be addressed by State Farm. In addition, the Rizzos
have lodged a Proposed Amended Complaint that contains a new cause of action for negligent
failure to warn and new allegations of damages that are more efficiently dealt with at this stage
rather than through a dispositive motion.
2. State Farm's counsel has diligently edited and redrafted the Opposition
Memorandum to reduce its length.
3. Because filing the oversized Opposition Memorandum is necessary in order to
properly address the issues raised in Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim
for Punitive Damages and the Proposed Amended Complaint, State Farm requests leave to file its
Opposition Memorandum at its current length.
DATED this --1.- day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By: ~~..
Jam D. LaRue, Of the FIrm
Attorneys for Defendant
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7 day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
t/ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
James . LaRue
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 3
000340
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:~,: FIL~.~. '22¢
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1 023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN
EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT
James D. LaRue, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE DEFENDANT'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE
A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 1
000341
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1. I am one of the attorneys for Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
("State Farm"), erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company, in the above-entitled action.
2. I am familiar with the files generated in this action and have knowledge of the
contents thereof and make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge.
3. It is my belief that it is necessary to file State Farm's Memorandum in Opposition
to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Opposition
Memorandum") in order to properly respond to the arguments raised in Plaintiffs Motion to
Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Rizzos' Motion").
4. In addition to the Rizzos' Motion, they have lodged a Proposed Amended
Complaint that asserts a new cause of action for negligent failure to warn and asserts new claims
for damages. It is more efficient to address these additional claims at this stage rather than
through dispositive motion.
5. I have edited and redrafted the Opposition Memorandum in the interest of clarity
and conciseness but am unable to address all of the substantive issues raised by the Rizzos within
the twenty-five (25) page limit.
6. Reduction of the Opposition Memorandum cannot be made without exceeding the
constraints of Rule 8.1 of the Local Rules of the District Court and Magistrate Division for the
Fourth Judicial District.
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE DEFENDANT'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE
A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 2
000342
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Jam1:(LaRue
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __7_ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James ~Rue
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE DEFENDANT'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE
A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 3
000343
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. FILED 121bt=
A.M. P,.M..,~-
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-l 023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN
SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
James D. LaRue, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as
follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE
A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 1
000344
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1. I am a shareholder in the law firm of Elam & Burke, P.A., and at all relevant times
counsel of record for Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"),
erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company. I have reviewed the contents of the file in
this matter and make this affidavit based on personal knowledge.
2. On January 17, 2011, State Farm served Defendant's First Set ofInterrogatories
and Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs. Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" is a true
and correct copy of Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents to Plaintiffs.
3. On February 22, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Answers to Interrogatories.
Attached hereto as "Exhibit B" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Answers to Interrogatories.
DATED this 7 day of March, 2011.
JL
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1- day of March, 2011.
Notary ublic f9Ydaho
Residing at: _.~D:....::d~/:...<k.:::......-__-=- _
My Commission Expires: I/-:::;--~/S;-
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE
A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 2
000345
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this --.1-. day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
0/ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE
A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 3
000346
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
•
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET
OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS
TO: Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, above-named Plaintiffs.
COMES NOW Defendant, State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), by
and through its attorneys of record, Elam & Burke, P.A., and hereby propounds the following
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs to be answered within
thirty (30) days from the date of service herein, pursuant to Rules 26(b), 33(a) and 34(b) of the
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 1
EXHIBIT A000347
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Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Compliance with this request may be made by mailing copies of
the requested documents to the offices ofElam & Burke, P.A., Post Office Box 1539, Boise,
Idaho, within the requisite time period above provided.
DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
1. In answering these interrogatories, furnish all infonnation available to you. Ifyou
cannot answer the interrogatories in full, after exercising due diligence to secure the infonnation
to do so, so state, and answer to the extent possible, specifying your inability to answer the
remainder, and stating whatever infonnation or knowledge you have concerning the unanswered
portion.
2. Ifyou are unable to produce the requested documents after exercising due
diligence to secure the documents, so state, and identify the reason for your inability to produce
the documents, the whereabouts of the documents ifnot in your control or possession, and the
means whereby you lost control or possession of the documents. Identify any documents which
once did exist if not now existing and state whatever infonnation or knowledge you have
concerning the infonnation contained in those documents.
3. Prior to answering these interrogatories, note the following definitions:
a. "All" means "any and all."
b. "And" includes "or" and "and/or."
c. "Facts" mean all circumstances, events, and evidence pertaining to or
touching upon the item in question.
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 2
000348
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d. "Document" or "documents" as used in this request means, without
limitation, the following items, whether printed or recorded or reproduced by any other
mechanical process, or written or produced by hand: Agreements, communications, federal or
state governmental hearings and reports, correspondence, telegrams, memoranda, summaries or
records of telephone conversations or interviews, diaries, graphs, reports, notebooks, note charts,
plans, drawings, sketches, maps, summaries or records ofmeetings or conferences, summaries or
reports of investigations or negotiations, opinions or reports ofconsultants, photographs, motion
picture films, brochures, pamphlets, circulars, press releases, drafts, letters, any marginal
comments appearing on any documents, and all other writings.
e. "Communicate" or "communications" refers to every manner or means of
disclosure or transfer or exchange of information, whether orally or by document and whether
face to face, by telephone, mail, personal delivery, or otherwise.
f. "Evidencing" or "relating to" means consisting of, summarizing,
describing, mentioning, or referring to.
g. Whenever the plural appears, the word shall include the singular, and vice
versa.
h. All pronouns denoting gender are in the masculine form and should be
interpreted in light of the gender of the individual which the pronoun describes.
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state the name, address and telephone number of
each and every person known to you who has knowledge of, or who purports to have any
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 3
000349
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knowledge of, any ofthe facts surrounding Plaintiffs' claim of May 22, 2010. By this
interrogatory we seek the names, addresses and telephone numbers ofall possible witnesses who
have any knowledge ofany fact pertinent to both damages and liability.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please state the names, addresses and telephone numbers
of all witnesses you intend to call or may call at the trial of this cause.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: State the name and address ofeach person whom
Plaintiffs expect to call as an expert witness at the trial of this action.
INTERROGATORY NO.4: For each expert identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No.3, please provide the following information in compliance with Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure:
a. A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons
therefore;
b. The data or other information considered by the witness in forming the opinions;
c. Any exhibits to be used as summary ofor support for the opinions;
d. Any qualifications of the witness, including a list ofall publications authored by
the witness with in the preceding ten years;
e. The compensation to be paid for the testimony; and
f. A listing ofany other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial
or by deposition within the preceding four years.
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Please describe in full and complete detail any
photographs, drawings, illustrations, written documents or other memoranda and tangible things
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 4
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of which you are aware which pertain to any of the issues of this litigation. In answering this
interrogatory, describe the nature and subject matter of the item, its date, if applicable, the name,
address,job title and capacity of the person preparing it or with knowledge of it, and for each
such item, whether or not you intend to utilize it at trial as an exhibit.
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Please state how you contend the water that caused your
alleged damages on or about May 22, 2010, entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home.
Specifically, State Farm asks you to identifY the location where you contend the water entered the
basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO.7: IdentifY all individuals/entities employed by Plaintiffs to
determine the location where the water entered the basement ofPlaintiffs' home on or about
May 22, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO.8: If you contend that the foundationto Plaintiffs' home is
damaged and is either pulling away from the home and/or contains cracks or holes through which
the water intruded into the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010, please
describe all facts, witnesses, and documents supporting your contention.
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Ifyou contend that the water entered the basement of
Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010, at a location other than through damage and/or cracks
or holes in the foundation, please describe all facts, witnesses, and documents supporting your
contention.
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 5
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INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please identifY with specificity and particularity all
documents upon which you rely to support your contention that the water damage incurred on or
about May 22, 2010, is a covered loss under your insurance policy with State Farm.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: IdentifY with specificity and particularity all damages
caused by the water intrusion into the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: IdentifY all repairs performed on Plaintiffs' home
following the water intrusion into the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: IdentifY all contractors or other tra~smenwho either
worked on or examined the foundation/basement ofPlaintiffs home before May 22, 2010.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: IdentifY the builder ofPlaintiffs' home.
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please state whether the basement ofPlaintiffs' home
sustained any water damage from any source prior to May 22, 2010, and if the answer is in the
affirmative, please state the date of the water damage, the source of the water, and the repairs
performed, if any, to prevent future water damage.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please state whether either Plaintiff ever noticed any
signs ofwater entering the basement from any source prior to May 22, 2010, and if the answer is
in the affirmative, please state the date of the signs of water entering the basement were noticed,
the source of the water, and the steps taken, ifany, to prevent future intrusion ofwater.
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 6
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REOUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Please produce copies of all documents
relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory No.4, in
conformity with Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Please produce copies ofany and all
documents described in your answer to the above interrogatories which may be utilized as an
exhibit at trial.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Please produce copies ofall documents
supporting, relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No.5 regarding the identification ofevery photograph, drawing, illustration, written document or
other memoranda and tangible thing surrounding Plaintiffs' claim of May 22, 2010.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Please produce copies ofall documents
supporting, relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No.6 regarding how you contend the water that caused your alleged damages on or about
May 22, 2010, entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce copies of all documents
supporting, relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No. 7 regarding the identity of all individuals/entities employed by Plaintiffs to determine the
location where the water entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce copies ofall documents
supporting, relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 7
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No.8 regarding your contention, if any, that the foundation to Plaintiffs' home is damaged and is
either pulling away from the home and/or contains cracks or holes through which the water
intruded into the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Please produce copies of all documents
supporting, relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No.9 regarding your contention, if any, that the water entered the basement ofPlaintiffs' home
on or about May 22, 2010, at a location other than through damage and/or cracks or holes in the
foundation.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Please produce copies of all documents
supporting, relied upon, referred to, considered and/or identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No. 10 which support your contention that the water damage incurred on or about May 22, 2010,
is a covered loss under your insurance policy with State Farm.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Please produce copies of any and all
documents which support your Answer to Interrogatory No. 11 identifying all damages caused by
the water intrusion into the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please produce copies of any and all
documents which support your Answer to Interrogatory No. 12 which identify all repairs
performed on Plaintiffs' home following the water intrusion into the basement of Plaintiffs'
home on or about May 22, 2010.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce copies of any and all
documents which support your Answer to Interrogatory No. 13 which identifies all contractors or
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 8
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other tradesmen who either worked on or examined the foundation/basement of Plaintiffs' home
before May 22, 2010.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: If you contend the basement of Plaintiffs'
home sustained any water damage from any source prior to May 22, 20I0, please produce any
and all documents identifying the date of the water damage, the source of the water, and the
repairs performed, if any, to prevent future water damage, as referenced in your Answer to
Interrogatory No. 15 above.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce any and all photographs of
the damage to Plaintiffs' home regarding Plaintiffs' claim of May 22, 2010, and the repair work
performed.
THESE INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS ARE CONTINUING, AND IF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS RECEIVED
BY YOU AFTER GIVING YOUR RESPONSES TO THE FOREGOING DISCOVERY
REQUESTS WHICH WOULD MORE FULLY ANSWER ANY OF SAID DISCOVERY
REQUESTS, YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT SUCH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO
DEFENDANT.
DATED this /7 day ofJanuary, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~"", Lijg..
Jam ~aRue, Ofthe Firm
AttomeysfurDefundant
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 9
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
•
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -'!l- day of January, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
,., U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS - 10
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
• fEB 22 20n
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
Roger Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes
and answers Defendants' First Set Of Interrogatories which were served
upon Plaintiffs.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Plaintiffs object to the DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS contained in
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES- page 1
EXHIBITB000357
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Defendanfs First Set Of Interrogatories to the extent certain words
and phrases used in the interrogatories are vague, ambiguous,
overbroad, oppressive and seek information which is irrelevant to this
litigation.
The answers to these interrogatories may materially change depending
on discovery responses, expert advice, and investigation performed.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Plaintiffs object to this
interrogatory based on the attorney-client and husband-wife privileges
as well as the attorney work-product doctrine. Without waiving these
objections, plaintiffs answer this interrogatory as follows. The
individuals who have knowledge of liability and damages issues
pertaining to Plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 Homeowners Policy Insurance
claim include the following:
1-2. Roger Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho
83616
938-1615
3. Disaster Kleenup Employees
Defendant's counsel has the requested information
4. Donald Flynn - Plaintiffs' expert
6640 N. Double Eagle Lane
Meridian, Idaho
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 2
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83646
887-3767
5. Steve Strzelec - Plaintiffs' expert
20719 NE 8th Street
Sammamish, WA
98074
1- (206) 898-8588
•
6. Howard Belodoff - All communication and documents sent to or
received from him in connection with this litigation is protected by the
attorney-client privilege.
Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc.
310 N. 5th Street
Boise, 1083701
336-8980
7. State Farm Insurance employees who are in any way connected with
the May 22, 2010 incident involving plaintiffs' home.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: The individuals Plaintiffs
currently plan to call as witnesses include the following:
a. Roger Daniel Rizzo - information requested given above;
b. Eva Marie Rizzo - information requested given above;
c. Rod Brooks - information presently unknown;
d. Donna Hoyne - information presently unknown;
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 3
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e. Ross Sheridan - information presently unknown;
f. Steve Yoest - information presently un~nown;
g. Allen Bollschweiler - information presently unknown;
h. Donald Flynn - The information requested is provided above;
i. Stephen Strzelec - The information requested is provided above;
j. Tom Rogers
True North tutoring at the landing
175 E. Mission Drive
Eagle,ID.
83616
939-0385; and
g. Sally Zanders
Life Care Center Of Boise
808 North Curtis Road
83706
376-5273
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: These individuals include Donald
Flynn and Stephen Strzelec. The information concerning them is set
forth above. Plaintiffs may declare additional experts depending upon
discovery responses and investigation performed.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.4:
a. At this juncture in this lawsuit, the opinions of each expert are set
forth in each expert's affidavit to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 4
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Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages. Expert Donald Flynn
has two additional opinions.
o.Ihe first is that he estimates the cost to repair Plaintiffs' home as a
result of the May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010 wind and
rainstorms to be between $25,000 and $30,000.
The second is that he believes it is probable that mold or fungus formed
in the walls where rainwater was present.
b. Donald Flynn formed his opinions up until the present time by
inspecting the outside and inside of Plaintiffs' home, conversing with
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, and reviewing documents provided to him
by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo.
Stephen Strzelec formed his opinions up until the present, time by
conversing with Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and reviewing documents
provided to him by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo.
c. Unknown at this time.
d. Please see attached resumes.
e. Compensation rates - Donald Flynn - $200 an hour; Stephen Strzelec-
$300 an hour.
f. Please see attached resumes.
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 5
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.5: The response to this
interrogatory if as follows:
a. Weather reports for many months in 2010, including the reports for
May and December of 2010.
b. Photographs taken shortly after the May 23, 2010 and December 28
and 29 2010 wind and rainstorms.
c. All the documents and notes attached to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend
the Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages and Plaintiffs'
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for a Protective Order which are
presently in defense counsel's possession.
d. Letters and communications authored by State Farm Insurance
employees relating to the May 22, 2010 incident and surrounding
issues sent to or received by Plaintiffs.
e. May 25, 2010 handwritten notes prepared by Plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo confirming aspects of the meeting between he and Defendant's
claim representative, Donna Hoyne on that day.
f. May 25, 2010 handwritten notes prepared by Roger Daniel Rizzo
setting forth additional reasons confirming that Rod Brooks told him
over the telephone on May 23, 2010 that State Farm Insurance would
not prOVide coverage for the May 22, 2010 damages to Plaintiffs' home.
g. A letter dated June 5, 2010 authored by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo
sent to Steve Yoest of State Farm Insurance.
h. June 9, 2010 typed and handwritten notes confirming what Plaintiff
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 6
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Roger Daniel Rizzo was told over the telephone by State Farm Insurance
Company employee Ross Sheridan.
i. The INDISPUTABLE BAD FAITH LIABILITY OF STATE FARM INSURANCE
memorandum dated May 24, 2010 prepared by Plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo and given to Defendant's claim representative Donna Hoyne.
j. Center for Disease Control and Prevention documents entitled:
1. General Information - Basic Facts about Mold
2. Facts about Stachybotrys Chartarum and Other Molds
3. Aspergillosis
k. The substance of matters covered in the Affidavits of experts Donald
Flynn and Stephen Strzelec. Both those Affidvavits were attached to
Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend The Complaint To Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages.
I. The report entitled: Home Insurers' Secret Tactics Cheat Fire Victims,
Hike Profits
Plaintiffs have additional documents protected from disclosure by the
attorney - client, husband - wife privileges, and the work-product
doctrines. Plaintiffs intend to utilize each of the above documents
named above as exhibits at trial.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.6: On May 22, 2010, there was an
enormous amount of rain. Rainfall built up in the water well next to the
wall on the south side of the home. The rain was one to two feet deep
off the surface of the ground in the water well. This relatively deep
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 7
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rainwater in the water well exerted a tremendous pressure and weight
against the house wall. The wind that day blew at a significant speed
and correct direction to cause on opening in the wall. Rainwater
flooded through that opening.
Plaintiffs are not sure where the opening in the wall occurred.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.7: No individuals employed by
Plaintiffs have been asked to or have determined a specific location up
to this point in time.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: Plaintiffs are not making such a
contention at this time.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: Unknown, but the weather
reports make this almost literally impossible
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: The May 2010 through
December 2010 Eagle, Idaho weather reports; Plaintiffs' State Farm
Homeowners Policy; the June 10, 2010 coverage denial letter which
State Farm Insurance sent by certified mail to Plaintiffs. With future
discovery responses, additional investigation, and interaction with
Plaintiffs' expert, Donald Flynn other documents may surface.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Plaintiffs have not formally
inspected each and every area in our home in an effort to ascertain and
list all the areas of our home damaged by the May 22, 2010 wind and
rainstorm. Moreover, undoubtedly there is serious damages which are
not observable by lay persons like damages inside walls, under tile,
carpeted, and concrete floors, to foundation areas, to the south side
wall of the house, to portions of the home attached to the south side
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 8
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wall, etc. Additionally, Plaintiffs believe that the south side wall and
possibly other areas in their home have been infested by mold and
fungus which are not normally visible. Lastly, there was a second
flooding of the downstairs of Plaintiffs' home which occurred on
December 28 and 29, 2010. Plaintiffs are largely uncertain what
damage can be attributed to which flooding incident.
What is immediately obvious to lay people is that all the tile on a
significant portion of the bottom floor of the house has been removed.
The floor in a large part of that level is now only concrete. Many holes
have been drilled in the wood molding at the bottom of inside walls.
Plaintiffs are uncertain as to whether walls on the interior sections of
the home are compromised. Plaintiffs also do not know whether this is
also true for carpeting in the remaining parts of the bottom level of the
home and on the stairway down. Plaintiffs expect, but are not certain,
that the wood beams and the siding in the south side wall have been
damaged as well as the wall covering. Finally, Plaintiffs are extremely
concerned that the wind blowing at the correct speed and direction on
May 22, 2010 caused a temporary hole in the south side wall. This hole
can and will be reopened if there is wind again blowing at the right
speed and in the correct direction and there is a substantial amount of
rainfall.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: None other than that
performed by Disaster Kleenup
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: None of which Plaintiffs are
aware
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 9
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Unknown
•
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1S: None of which Plaintiffs are
aware
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16: No
Date: February I ~, 2011
1<(; J~ D"'if\ IIJ.,J 1< IZZo
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
IN PRO PER
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 10
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All-purpose Acknowledgment
STATE OF t"DAH-o , COUNTY OF----:~_:...:. _
On y~~ l~, 2OLo before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public
in and for said State, personally appeared
I<.Olrf:.R. "bA,r..Jl£l- ~.l~"t.o Af..a) 6JA ~,4.RJE J).n:u:>
o personally known to me -oR- .9J>roved to me on the basis ofsatisfactoryevidence/ to be the person(s)
whose name(s) is/are subscribed""to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they
executed the same in hislher/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by hislher/their signature(s) on the
instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.
·Slgnature~ ./"7~
I (J~~
Name (type or printed)
I ~uA""f= C:;.,.-(orr-
My commission expires:
I oe.1'"" "2S{ ::l.D16
HB.74NP4m161
DUANE STITT
NOTARY PUBUC
STATE OF IDAHO
(Seal)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICEjaw'9
I hereby certify that on the' of February, 2011, I personally delivered a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO
INTERROGATORIES
to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
. EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
000368
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:-:---FiFILLieon-~-IJ...:::;,.i.=-__
-----P.M-'LZL. _
MAR 0 7 2011
CHRISTOPHER 0BYELYSH'AHO~CEH, Clerk
DEPUTY S
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN
BOLLSCHWEILER
Allen Bollschweiler, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as
follows:
1. I am an agent for State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), with an
office located at 10346 Overland Rd., Boise, Idaho 83709.
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER- 1
000369
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2. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages filed herewith.
3. I have been an agent with State Farm since 2000. As an agent, I do not report to
the claim department and am not supervised by the Team Managers in the claim department.
4. In or around August 2010, Roger and Eva Rizzo changed their State Farm agent
from Rod Brooks to myself. Since that time, I have been the Rizzos' State Farm agent.
5. On December 29,2010, Mrs. Rizzo called my office to report a water loss in the
basement of their home. However, she did not want to make a claim on their insurance policy; it
is my understanding that she just wanted to notify State Farm of the loss.
6. In a subsequent telephone conversation with Mrs. Rizzo, I informed her that since
this was a water loss, she may want a mitigation service such as SERVPRO or Servicemaster to
perform mitigation services because if the water was not properly mitigated it could lead to the
growth of mold and/or fungus. I did not inform Mrs. Rizzo that mold or fungus probably formed
inside the walls of the home.
7. I informed Mrs. Rizzo that I was willing to initiate communication with one of the
mitigation services on their behalf. I did not tell Mrs. Rizzo that before State Farm would do
anything with respect to their claimed loss that they had to make arrangements with a company
totally independent from State Farm to come out and assess the damage. Despite my suggestion
and offer of help, Mrs. Rizzo informed me that she did not want a mitigation service to visit their
home.
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER- 2
000370
                
              
    
                   
               
               
                
                
                  
              
              
                 
                
                 
      
                
                 
                
               
                   
 
    
8. During that same telephone conversation. Mr. Rizzo got on the phone and
reiterated their position that they did not want a mitigation service to visit their home. but in
contrast to what Mrs. Rizzo previously said. Mr. Rizzo said that he would like to make a claim
under their insurance policy.
9. At that point, since a claim was being made. I suggested that a Claim
Representative from State Farm visit their home to investigate the loss and make a coverage
determination. Mr. Rizzo told me he was not interested in that and just wanted to make a claim.
I never told the Rizzos that State Farm would not send a Claim Representative to inspect the
loss; nor did I make any kind ofcoverage determination regarding the Rizzos' claim.
10. After concluding my telephone conference with the Rizzos. I initiated a claim on
behalfof the Rizzos for their December 2010 loss.
DATED this~ day of March. 2011.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this Lf day ofMarch. 2011.
&)IJ)aj£Ldct4n~-boV-tlJ _
Notary Public (qrI~ J
Residing at: ·lJOlse) ID
My Commission Expires: 2- 4 - Zlj~
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER- 4
U.S. Mail
--:7 Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EYA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CY-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
AFFIDAVIT OF ROD BROOKS
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Rod Brooks, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as follows:
1. I am an agent for State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), with an
office located at 172 E. Boise Ave., Boise, Idaho 83706. My office is open from 9:a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Monday through Friday.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROD BROOKS - 1
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2. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages filed herewith.
3. I have been an agent with State Farm since 1993. As an agent, I do not report to
the claim department and am not supervised by the Team Managers in the claim department.
4. In May 2010, I was the State Farm agent for Roger and Eva Rizzo.
5. On Monday, May 24, 2010, Mrs. Rizzo called and informed me that on Saturday,
May 22, 2010, the Rizzos discovered water in the basement of their home.
6. During this telephone conversation with Mrs. Rizzo on May 24, 2010, I inquired
as to how the water entered the Rizzos' basement. This is a standard question I ask my
customers when they call about water damage to a home because I want to assist my customers
in determining the best approach to getting the problem addressed. For example, if the source of
the water is a leaking pipe, I can assist my customers in finding a plumber.
7. In addition, as with other customers calling about water damage to a home, I
provided a general explanation of the types of water damage covered by the standard
Homeowners Policy, which was that water damage caused by plumbing leaks within the
footprint of the house is generally covered and water damage from non-domestic sources outside
the footprint of the house may not be covered.
8. At no point during my conversation did I deny coverage or make any coverage
determination; I simply explained the concepts that are generally at issue in all water damage
situations.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROD BROOKS - 2
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9. In my approximately 18 years as a State Farm agent, I have never made a
coverage denial on a Homeowners Policy on behalfof State Farm and I did not do so in this
case. The reason for this is simple; that is not my job and I am not trained to make such
coverage denials.
10. Since Mrs. Rizzo indicated that the water did not originate from the plumbing of
the house, I suggested that the Rizzos initiate a claim with State Farm and allow the claim
department to assess the damage and make a coverage determination. The reason why a claim is
not immediately started is because depending on the amount of damage, it sometimes does not
make financial sense for insureds to make a claim under their policy, i.e., the damage is less than
the deductible or close enough to the deductible that the insured does not want to make a claim
that may affect future rates. The insureds determine whether a formal claim is made, not me.
11. Later in the day on May 24, 2010, I received a follow-up call from Mrs. Rizzo
who then passed the phone to Mr. Rizzo. During this call, Mr. Rizzo made it clear that he
wanted to make a claim under the Policy. Therefore, I filed the Rizzos' claim through the
Pacific Northwest Zone Operations Center in Dupont, Washington, and claim number 12-B042-
840 was opened in the name of the Rizzos.
12. Once the claim was opened, my involvement in the claim essentially ceased.
th LJ
DATEDthis ':J.. day ofMarch, 2011. Kcf1 aid0:=
Rod Broob
fA.
-'#C--l- day 0SUBSC~ED AND SWORN to before
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day ofMarch, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
AFFIDAVIT OF ROD BROOKS - 4
U.S. Mail
,./ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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Jam . LaRue 
     
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. FILED 12:f?JA.M. P.M...._~_ _...:__
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Donna Hoyne, having first been duly sworn, upon her oath, deposes and says as follows:
1. I am a Claim Representative for State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State
Farm") in the Boise Operations Center.
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE - 1
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2. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages filed herewith.
3. On May 25, 2010, I was assigned claim number 12-B042-840 for claim handling.
The claim was opened on behalf of Roger and Eva Rizzo. It was my understanding that the
claim involved a water loss in the basement of the Rizzos' home.
4. At approximately 1:30 p.m., on May 25, 2010, I called Mrs. Rizzo and scheduled
an appointment for my onsite inspection of the Rizzos' home and the loss.
5. At or about 3:30 p.m. that same day, I arrived at the Rizzos' home to conduct my
inspection of the loss. Before I was permitted to enter the home, I was confronted by an angry
Mr. Rizzo who handed me the document titled "Indisputable Bad Faith Liability of State Farm
Insurance." Mr. Rizzo informed me that he was going to sue State Farm because Mr. Brooks
had improperly denied the claim.
6. I asked Mr. Rizzo if he would prefer that I leave since it sounded like he had
already determined his course of action. After again asserting his position that Mr. Brooks'
alleged denial of the claim was bad faith, I explained to Mr. Rizzo that Mr. Brooks may have
informed him that the loss may not be covered, but that any coverage determination would be
made by the claim department, not the agent, and that no coverage determination had been made.
Finally, after again demanding 100% coverage in lieu of filing a lawsuit against State Farm,
Mr. Rizzo allowed me to enter the home and begin my inspection.
7. Upon entering the basement of the home, Mr. Rizzo directed me to a wall in the
family room that had two windows (the "South Wall"). In one of the window wells, plastic
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE - 2
000378
                
              
    
              
                 
            
               
             
                  
                  
               
                
     
                  
              
                  
                
                
               
            
                 
                
     
sheeting and a sump pump had been installed to prevent further water intrusion. Mr. Rizzo told
me that the water did not enter through the window. Instead, Mr. Rizzo indicated that the water
went down the outside of the South Wall and came in through the foundation at the floor level.
According to Mr. Rizzo, there must be holes or cracks in the foundation and that the soil next to
the foundation needs to be removed so the foundation can be repaired.
8. The windowsill appeared to be clean and undamaged and there was no visible
damage to the wallpaper below the window. However, the baseboard along the South Wall had
been removed and holes had been drilled into the drywall. Mr. Rizzo did not inform me that one
to two feet of water had accumulated in the window well or inform me of his "theory" that this
one to two feet of water exerted a substantial pressure against the house wall adjacent to the
window.
9. During my inspection of the basement, I also discovered some water in a closet
that was not previously discovered by the Rizzos or the mitigation service the Rizzos retained to
remove the water, Disaster Kleenup.
10. After additionally inspecting the outside of the home with Mr. Rizzo, my onsite
investigation was complete. At that time, I did not give Mr. Rizzo a definitive answer as to
whether or not the claim was covered. I informed Mr. Rizzo that I needed to go back to my
office and discuss the facts with my Team Manager before a coverage determination could be
made. Mr. Rizzo again repeated his threat that unless their claim was covered 100%, he would
sue State Farm.
11. In addition to making physical observations of the Rizzos' home and gathering
information from Mr. Rizzo, I also took pictures which are maintained in the claim file.
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE - 3
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12. When I returned to the Boise Operations Center, I made a telephone call to
Disaster Kleenup and spoke with Del Klein.
13. Mr. Klein informed me that Disaster Kleenup removed the water, placed air
movers in the basement, and removed the wet laminate flooring. I was also informed that
Disaster Kleenup's employees did not detect any moisture when they took moisture readings on
the windowsill and wall below the windows, which led to Disaster Kleenup's conclusion that the
water did not enter through the window.
14. On May 26, 2010, I discussed the facts surrounding the Rizzos' claim with my
Team Manager, Ross Sheridan. We determined that a reservation of rights letter should be sent
to the Rizzos explaining that the investigation was continuing and that the coverage
determination had not yet been made. The reservation of rights letter was hand delivered to the
Rizzos on May 28, 2010. Thus, at this point, no coverage determination had been made.
15. On June 2, 2010, I continued my investigation by again contacting Del Klein at
Disaster Kleenup to determine whether he could provide any new information regarding the
water intrusion at the Rizzos' home. Mr. Klein reiterated his prior findings and indicated that
the moisture readings on the South Wall were only elevated at the floor level. This information
again confirmed the conclusion that the water must have entered the home through the
foundation at or near the base of the wall.
16. Based upon the information compiled through my onsite investigation, my
discussions with Mr. Klein at Disaster Kleenup, and an examination of the Policy, the Rizzos'
claim was denied.
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE - 4
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17. Prior to sending the Rizzos a denial letter, I attempted to call the Rizzos to discuss
the denial of their claim but was unable to reach them.
18. On June 10,2010, the denial letter I drafted was sent to the Rizzos by certified
mail (the "Denial Letter"). In drafting the Denial Letter I attempted to include only that
language from the Policy that I believed was or could be relevant to the Rizzos' claim.
DATED this y..t<- day of March, 2011.
~q.~-
Donna Hoyne
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before methi~ day of March, 2011.
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE - 5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ----.-:L day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
AFFIDAVIT OF DONNA HOYNE - 6
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:~. F_'LI~.(tl12
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-l023300
Plaintiffs,
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN YOEST
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Stephen Yoost, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as follows:
1. I am a Team Manager for State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm")
in the Boise Operations Center.
AFFIDAVIr OF STEPHEN YOEST - 1
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,2. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages filed herewith.
3. As a Team Manager in the Boise Operations Center, neither I nor any other Team
Manager, including Ross Sheridan, have any supervisory authority over sales agents such as Rod
Brooks or Allen Bollschweiler. Therefore neither myself nor Mr. Sheridan manage, oversee, or
otherwise control the conduct of Mr. Brooks or Mr. Bollschweiler, and they do not perform any
reporting to Team Managers in the Boise Operations Center.
4. Prior to the denial ofa claim in writing, a Team Manager such as myself or Mr.
Sheridan will review the claim and approve the denial. This review by the Team Manager is
intended to provide a level of redundancy to claim denials and to help avoid subsequent
allegations that a denial was improper because only one person looked at the claim.
5. On May 24, 2010, Roger and Eva Rizzo made a claim under State Farm insurance
policy no. 12-B5-3574-2. Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of State
CAROL HODGE
Notary Public
State of Idaho
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN YOEST - 2
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Farm insurance policy number 12-B5-3574-2, including its endorsements. 
, 
DATEDthis Lt daYOfMarch,20~l -1/-__ 
s~f4 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of March, 2011. 
  
  
   
      
Ib~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -..2..- day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
v Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
7
i,~~JameS~aRue
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN YOEST - 3
000385
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State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
Home Office, Bloomington. Illinois 61710
"." t•••
A
CERTIFICATB
Dupont Operations Center
P.O. Box 5000
Dupont, Washington 98327-5000
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am custodian of the
records pertaining to the issuance of policies issued by
State Parm ..ire and Casualty Company of Bloomington, IL
that are processed by the Personal Lines Fire Division of the
Dupont Operations Center, Dupont Washington.
Based on our available records, I further certify that the attached
Renewal Certificate prepared Feb 15, 2010 represents a true copy of
the policy provisions and coverages as of May 22, 2010
for policy 12-B5-357.-2 issued to Rizzo, Roger D & Bva Marie
SFF-RIZ 00068
EXHIBIT A
000386
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ODd rwriting Team Manager 
7 '- r s~an Moore 
St te Farm Fire and Casualty Company 
D, pont Operations Center 
,Dupont, WA 98327 
  
  
HOMEOWNERS AVAILABLE COVERAGE NOTICE
,,-..-.,,-••-...... Stale Fann Fire and caaualOmpany
A POSox5ooo
Dupont, WA 98327-5000 POLICY NUMBER
12-85-3574-2
E·15- 129+F495
RIZZO, ROGER D a EVA MARIE
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE ID 83616-7028
H F
SEE RENEWAL CERTIFICATI
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU OCCASIONALLY REVIEW THE COVERAGES AND LIMITS IN YOUR HOMEOWNERS
POLICY TO BE CERTAIN YOUR NEEDS ARE BEING MET. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WILL ASSIST YOU IN THE
REVIEW PROCESS.
THE COVERAGE LIMITS FOR COVERAGE A - DWELLING, COVERAGE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY, COVERAGE L -
PERSONAL LIABILITY, AND COVERAGE M - MEDICAL PAYMENTS TO OTHERS ARE LISTED ON THE ACCOMPANYING
RENEWAL NOTICE. PLEASE REVIEW THESE LIMITS TO DETERMINE IF THEY ARE ADEQUATE IN THE EVENT OF A
LOSS. .
THE FOLLOWING IS A PARTIAL LIST OF THE OPTIONAL COVERAGES YOU HAVE N.QI ADDED TO YOUR POLICY.
THEY MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU FOR AN ADDITIONAL PREMIUM;
Back-Up of Sewer or Qrain (for damage caused by water from outside the plumbing system which backs up
through sewers or dr8lns)
Building Ordinance or Law (higher limits)
Business Property (for higher limits)
Business Pursuits Liability (for teachers, school administrators, sales persons, and clerical workers)
Child Care Liability (for those providing child care in their home)
Earthquake
Firearms (for broadened coverage and higher limits)
Home Computers (for higher limits)
Incidental Business Liability (for those with an incidental office, studio. or school in the home)
Jewelry and Furs (for broadened coverage and higher limits)
Nurses Professional Liability (for those in the nursing profession)
Personal Injury (for your liability to others caused by certain acts of libel, slander.
""Optional Coverages continued on the reverse side""
!
~ This notice contains only a general description of the coverages and is not a contract. All coverages are SUbject to
it the provisions in the polley Itself. Should you have a need for any of these coverages or higher limits, contact your State
~ Farm Agent to discuss details, cost and eligibility.
'0
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT DAMAGE CAUSED BY FLOODING
This policy does not cover damage to your property caused by flooding. You may be eligible for such coverage through the
National Flood Insurance Program ("NFIP-). if you live in a participating community. For more information, contact your
State Farm-agent or,visit f1oodsmart.gov.
SFF-RJZ 00069
40141 4028 I
N DR,NP,D6
Agent ROD BROOKS
Telephone (208) 344-8529 REP Prepared FEB 15 2010000387
f nAIl •••• t  rm   "' 'll,ua.! 
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THE FOLLOWING IS A PARnAL UST OF THE OPTIONAL COVERAGES YOU HAVE NOT ADDED TO YOUR POLICY. THEY MA
BE AVAILABLE TO YOU FOR AN ADDITIONAL PREMIUM. -
invasion of privacy, false arrest)
SilverwareJGoldware (for broadened coverage and higher limits)
SFF-RIZ 00070
000388
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r",,-.,,-,.-••" •Stale Ferm FIre end cee..ltylnpenyA POBox5ooo
Dupont, WA 98321·6000
E·tS- 1294-F495
RIZZO, ROGER D a EVA HARlE
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE ID 83616-7028
location: Same as Mailing Address
Loss Settlement Provisions (see Policy)
A1 Replacement Cost - Similar Construction
B1 limited Replacement Cost - Coverage B
H F
RENEWAL LFiCATE
POLICY NUMBER 12·B5·3574-2
Homeowners Policy
MAR 30 2010 to MAR 302011
TO BE PAID BY MORTGAGEE
Coverage. and limits
Section I
A Dwelling
Dwelling Extension Up To
B Personal Property
CLoss of Use
Deductible•• Section I
All losses
Section II
l Personal liability
Damage to Property of Others
M Medical Payments to Others
(Each Person)
$497,200
49,720
372 900
Actual Loss
Sustained
500
$100,000
500
1,000
Forms, Option., and Endorsements
Homeowners Poley
Increase Dwlg up to $99 440
OrdinanceA.aw 10%1 $49,720
Amendatory Endorsement
Policy Endorsement
Fungus (Including Mold) Excl
Motor Vehicle Endorsement
Telecommuter Coverage
Special limits - MoneyJJf
Amendatory Collapse
Amendatory Debris Removal
Mandatory Reportng Endorsement
*Effective: MAR 302010
* FP-7955OPT 10
OPT OL
FE-7212.5
FE-5320
FE-5398
FE-5452
FE-5831
FE-5258
FE-5405
FE-5480
* FE-5aOl
Annual Premium
Premium Reduction.
UtHity Rating Credit
Home/Auto Discount
Claim Free Discount
Inflation Coverage Index: 196.8
$1,251.0C
98.0C
244.0C
306.0(
i This policy does not provide earthquake coverage. If you are interested in obtaining earthquake coverage,
S please contact your State Farm agent for more information concerning the coverage and eligibility
i criteria
! NOTICE: Information concerning changes in your policy language is included. Please call your agent if
~ you have any questions.
>
tl Please help us update the data used to determine your premium. Contact your agent with the year each of
~ your home's utilities (heating/cooling, plumbing, or electrical) and roof were last updated.
~ SFF-RIZ 00071
Ifyou have moved, please contact your agent.
See reverse side for important information.~'-~AfNHF" lJc.~. &.fDtw~.
40742 O&r402B I Agl"nt ROO BRoQi{S- .-.
N * DA,NP,D6 Telephone (208) 344-8529 REP Prepared FEB 15 2010000389
.. 
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Your coverage amount•••: .. .
It is up to you to choose the coverages and limits that meet your needs. We recommend that you purchase a coverage limit
equal to the estimated replacement cost of your home. Replacement cost estimates are available from bUilding contractors and
replacement cost appraisers, or, your agent can provide an estimate from Xactware, In~using information you provided about
your home. We can accept the type of estimate you choose as long as it provides a reasonable level of detail about your home.
State Famt does not guarantee that any estimates will be the actual future cost to rebuild your home. Higher limits are available
at higher premiums. lower limits are also available, which if selected may make certain coverages unavailable to you. We
encourage· you to periodically review your coverages and limits with your agent and to notify us of any changes or additions toyour home. .
000390
       
 i     t      li i     .  r  t t     li it 
l t  t  ti t  l t t f  . l t t ti t  r  il l  fr  u  t t   
l t t r i r , ,  t  r i   ti t  fr  t r , using i f r ti   i  t 
r .   t t  t  f ti t     l   it r i   r l  l l f t il t  . 
t t  f  t t  t t  ti t  i l  t  t l f t r  t t  r il  r . i  li it  r  il l  
t i  r i . l  li it  r  l  il l , i  if l t    rt i  r  il l  t  .  
r ·  t  i i ll  r i  r r   li it  it  r t  t  tif   f   r iti  t  r . . 
FE·7212.5
(7/98)
AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT
(Idaho)
SEcnON I AND SECnoN ... CONDmONS
Cancelation: AI references to "10 days" are changed to "30
days".
Subrogation: The foDowing is added:
Oll riglt to recover Ollpaymerts applies only after you have
been fuly compensated for yotr loss.
Righi to Inspect is added: .
Ri~ to Inspect We have the righl to are not obligated to
make inspection and slJ'VeYS at any time, give you reports on
conditions we find and recommend changes. Any inspec.
tions, slI'Veys, reports or recommendations relate my to
insurability and the premiums to be charged.
We do not
a. make safety Inspections:
FE-7212.5
(7198)
b. undertake to perform the duty of any person or organiza.
tion to provide for the health or safety of workers or the
public;
c. warrant that conditions are safe or healthful; or
d. warrart that condtions comply with laws, regulations,
codes or standards.
This condition applies not only to us to also to any rating,
advisory. rate service or similar organization which makes
Insurance inspections, surveys, reports or recommendations.
Joint and Individual Interests is added:
Joint and Individual Interests. When there are two or more
named inslreds, each acts for al to cancel or change the
policy.
AI other poley provisions apply.
SFF-RIZ 00073
000391
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FE·5320
(4199)
POLICY ENDORSEMENT
SECTION' AND SECnON II- CONDITIONS
The following condition is added:
Premium. The premilll1 for this policy may vary based uporl the plJChase of other insurance rrom one of the State Farm affiliated
companies;
AI other policy provisions apply.
FE·5320
(4199)
SFF-RIZ 00074000392
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FE·5398
FUNGUS (INCLUDING MOLD) EXCLUSION ENDORSEMENT
DEFINITIONS
The following definition is added:
"fungus- means any type or form of fungus,
including mold, mildew, mycotoxins, spores,
scents or byproducts produced or released by
fungi.
SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED
Item 12.d. is replaced with the following:
d. caused by or resulting from continuous or
repeated seepage or leakage of water or
steam which occurs over a period of time and
results in deterioration, corrosion, rust, or wet
or dry rot.
Item 13.b. is replaced with the following:
b. caused by or resulting from continuous or
repeated seepage or leakage of water or
steam which occurs over a period of time and
results in deterioration, corrosion, rust, or wet
or dry rot.
SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED
Item 1.1. is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot;
FE·5398
In item 2., the following is added as item g.:
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1)any loss of use or delay in rebuilding,
repairing or replacing covered property,
including any associated cost or expense,
due to interference at the residence pre-
mises or location of the rebuilding, repair or
replacement, by fungus;
(2)any remediation of fungus, including the
cost to:
(a)remove the fungus from covered prop-
erty or to repair, restore or replace that
property; or
(b)tear out and replace any part of the build-
ing or other property as n~ed to gain
access to the fungus; or
(3)the cost of any testing or monitoring of air
or property to confirm the type, absence,
presence or level of fungus, whether per-
formed prior to, during or after removal,
repair, restoration or replacement of cov-
ered property.
All other policy provisions apply.
SfF-RIZ 00075
000393
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FE·5452
MOTOR VEHICLE ENDORSEMENT
DEFlNmONS
The definition of "motor vehicle" is replaced by the following:
"motor vehicle", when used in Section II of this policy,
means:
a. a land motor vehicle designed for travel on public
roads or subject to motor vehicle registration;
b. a trailer or semi-traKer designed for travel on public
roads and subject to motor vehicle registration;
c. a"recreational vehicle" while off an Inlured location.
"Recreational vehicle", means a motorized vehicle
designed for recreation principally off public roads
that is owned or leased by an Insured. This includes,
but is not limited to. a motorized aU terrain vehicle,
amphibious vehicle, dune bUggy, go-cart, golf cart,
snowmobile, trailblke, minibike and personal assistlve
mobility device;
d. a "locomotive" whOe off an Inlured location. "loco-
motlve" means a self-propelled vehicle for puling or
pushing freight or passenger cars on tracks· that Is
large enough to carry a person and Is owned or
leased by an Insured;
FE-5452
e. a bulldozer, track loader, backhoe, hlgh·hoe, tren-
cher, grader, crane, self-propelled scraper, excava-
tor, pipe-layer, cherry picker, telehandler, logging
vehicle, mining vehicle or road bUilding vehicle that is
owned or leased by an Insured while off an Insured
location;
f. any vehicle while being towed or pushed by or carried
on avehicle included in a., b., c., d. or e.;
g. the following are not motor vehle'":
(1)a motorized land vehicle in dead storage on an
Insured location;
(2)a boat, camp, home or utility trailer not being
towed or pushed by or carried on a vehicle
included In a., b., C., d. or e.;
(3)a motorized golf cart while used for golfing pur-
poses;
(4)a motorized vehicle or trailer designed to assist
the handicapped that is not designed for travel on
public roads or subject to motor vehicle registra-
tion;
h. "leased" does not include temporary rental.
All other polley provisions apply.
SFF-RIZ 00076
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FE-5831
Page 1of 1
TELECOMMUTER COVERAGE
SEcnON 1-COVERAGES
COVERAGE A- DWELUNG
The following replaces ~em 2.b.:
b. used In whole or In part for bUlln... purposes unless such use consists solely of use of office space for paperwork,
computer work or use of a telephone, and consists solely of actJvh that are:
(1) duties of the Insured', employment by another; and
(2) petformed solely by the Insured.
FE-5831
SFF-RIZ 00077
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FE·5258
(8198)
SPECIAL LIMITS ENDORSEMENT
SEcnON I· COVERAGES, COVERAGE B· PERSONAL PROPERTY
Special Limits of.Liabilty
1. Item a. is changed to read:
a. $200 on money, coins and medals, including any of these lhat are apart of acollection. bank notes, buRion, gold other than
goldware, silver other than silverware, and platinum.
2. The following ~em is added:
$1,000 for loss by theft of jewelry, watches, ftl' gannents and gannetts bimmed with ftl', preciOUS and semi-precious stones.
AI other policy provisions apply.
FE·5258
(8198)
SFF-RIZ 00078000396
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FE·5405
Page 1 of 1
AMENDATORY COLLAPSE ENDORSEMENT
The SECTION I· AOOmONAL COVERAGES, CollapH. is
replaced with the following:
con... We Insure only for direct physical loss to
covered property Involving the sudden, entire collapse
of abuilding or any part of a building.
CoUapse means actually fallen down or fallen into
pieces. It does not Include settling. cracking. shrinking.
bulging. expansion, sagging or bowing.
The collapse must be directly and Immediately caused
only by one or more of the following:
a. perils descrIJed nSECTION 1• LOSSES INSURED,
COVERAGE B• PERSONAL PROPERTY. These
perils apply to covered building and personal
property for loss insured by this Additional
Coverage:
b. weight of contents, equipment, animals or peOple;
FE-5405
c. weight of ice. snow, sleet or rain which collects on
aroof; or
d. use of defective material or methods in the
construction (Includes remodeling or renovation) of
the building, If the collapse occurs during the
course of the construction of the building.
Loss to an awning. fence. patio. pavement. swimming
pool. underground pipe. flue. drain. cesspool, septic
tank, foundation. retaining wall, bulkhead. pier, wharf or
dock Is not Included under items b., c. and d. unless the
loss is the direct and Immediate cause of the collapse of
the building.
This coverage does not Increase the limit applying to
the damaged property.
AI other policy provisions apply.
SFF-RlZ 00079
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FE-M80
Page 1 of 1
AMENDATORY DEBRIS REMOVAL ENDORSEMENT
SECTION I·ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
Item 1.• Debrl. Removal Is replaced with the following:
1. D.brl. RemovaL We will pay the reasonable ex·
penses you incur in the removal of debris of cov-
ered property damaged by a loss Insured. This
expense is included in the limit applying to the
damaged property. The following coverages and
limits also apply:
a. When the amount payable for the property
damage plus the debris removal exceeds the
limit for damaged property. an additional 5% of
that limit is available for debris removal ex-
pense. This additional amount of Insurance
does not apply to Additional Coverage. Item 3.
Trees. Shrubs and Other Plants.
FE-M80
b. We will also pay up to $500 in the aggregate
for each loss to cover the reasonable expenses
you incur in the removal of tree debris from the
residence pr.ml.... unless otherwise ex-
cluded. This coverage applies when:
(1) the tree has caused a loss Insured to
Coverage Aproperty; or
(2) the tree debris felled by windstorm. hail. or
weight of snow or Ice blocks:
(a) the driveway, on the r..ldenc. pr.....
Is... and prevents land motor vehicle
access to or from the dwelling; or
(b) a ramp designed to assist the handi-
capped, on the r..ld.nc. premls..
and prevents access to or from the
dwelling.
SFF-RIZ 00080
000398
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,.... • C\ FE·5801 MANDATORY REPORTING ENDORSEMENT
FE·5801
Page 1 of 1
The following CONDITION is added:
Duties of an Injured Person - Coverage M - Mandatory Reporting. The injured person, or, when
appropriate, someone acting on behalf of that person, shall: .
a. provide us with any required authorizations; and
b. submit to us all information we need to comply with state or federal law.
FE-5801
0, Copyright, State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, 2009
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HOMEOWNERS POLICY
DECLARATIONS CONTINUED
We agree to provide the insurance described in this policy:
1. based on yourpaymentofpremium for thecoveragesyou
chose;
2. based on your compliance with all applicable provisions
of this policy; and
3. in reliance on your statements in these Declarations.
You agree, by acceptance of this policy, that:
1. you will pay premiums when due and comply with the
provisions of the policy;
2. the statements in these Declarations are your state-
ments and are true;
3. we insure you on the basis your statements are true; and
4. this policy contains all of the agreements between you
and us and any of our agents.
Unless otherwise indicated in the application, you state that
during the three years preceding the time of your application
for this insurance your Loss History and Insurance History
are as follows:
1. Loss History: you have not had any losses, insured or .
not; and
2. Insurance History: you have not had any insurer or
agency cancel or refuse to iSsue or renew similar insur-
ance to you or any household member.
DEFINITIONS
a. your relatives; and
"You· and "your" mean the "named insured" shown in the
Declarations.. Your spouse is included if a resident of your
household. 'We·, "us" and "our" mean the Company shown
in the Declarations.
Certain words and phrases are defined as follows: .
1. "bodily Injury" means physical injury, sickness, or dis-
ease to a person: This includes required care, loss of
services and death resulting therefrom.
Bodily injury does not include:
a. any of the following which are communicable: dis·
ease, bacteria, parasite, virus, orotherorganism, any
of which are transmitted by any insured to any other
person;
b.· the exposure to any such disease, bacteria, parasite,
virus, or other organism by any Insured to any other
person; or
c. emotional distress, mental anguish, humiliation,
mental distress, mental injury, or any similar injury
unless it arises out of actual physical injury to some
person.
2. "business· means a trade, profession or occupation.
This includes farming.
3. "Declarations" means the policy Declarations, any
amended Declarations, the most recent renewal notice
or certfficate, an Evidence of Insurance form or any
endorsement changing any of these.
4. "Insured" means you and, if residents of your household:
I
b. any other person under the age of 21 who is in the f.
care of aperson described above. I
Under Section !I, "insured" also means:
c. with respect to animals or watercraft to which this
policy applies, the person or organization legally l
responsible for them. However, the animal or water· f
craft must be owned by you or a person included in I
4.a. or 4.b. Aperson or organization using or haVing j
custody of these animals or watercraft in the course !
of abusiness, or without permission of the owner, is i
not an insured; and I
!
SFF-RlZ 00084 FP-7955
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d. with respect to any vehicle to which this policy ap-
plies, any person while engaged in your employment
or the employment of aperson included in 4.a. or 4.b.
5. "insured location" means:
a. the residence premises;
b. the part of any other premises, other structures and
grounds used by you as a residence. This includes
premises. structures and grounds you acquire while
this policy is in effect for your use as aresidence;
c. any premises used by you in connection with the
premises included in 5.a. or S.b.;
d. any part of apremises not owned by an insured but
where an insured is temporarily residing;
e. land owned by or rented to an insured on which a
one or two family dwelling is being constructed as a
residence for an insured;
f. individual or family cemetery plots or burial vaults
owned by an insured;
g. any part of a premises occasionally rented to an
insured for other than business purposes;
h. vacant land owned by or rented to an Insured. This
does not include farm land; and
i. farm land (without buildings), rented or held for rental
to others, but not to exceed a total of 500 acres.
regardless of the number of locations.
6. "motor vehicle", when used in Section II of this policy,
means:
a. amotorized land vehicle designed for travel on public
roads or subject to motor vehicle registration. Amo-
torized land vehicle in dead storage on an Insured
location is not amotor vehicle;
b. a trailer or semi-trailer designed for travel on public
roads and subject to motor vehicle registration. A
boat, camp, home or utility trailer not being towed by
2
or carried on avehicle included in 6.a. is not amotor
vehicle;
c. amotorized golf cart, snowmobile, motorized bicycle,
motorized tricycle, all-terrain vehicle or any other
similar type equipment owned by an insured and
designed or used for recreational or utility purposes
off public roads. while off an insured location. A
motorized golf cart while used for golfing purposes is
not amotor vehicle; and
d. any vehicle while being towed by or carried on a
vehicle included in 6.a., 6.b. or 6.c.
7. "occurrence", when used in Section II of this policy,
means an accident, including exposure to conditions,
which results in:
a. bodily injury; or
b. property damage;
during the policy period. Repeated or continuous expo-
sure to the same general conditions is considered to be
one occurrence.
8. "property damage" means physical damage to or de-
struction of tangible property, inclUding loss of use of this
property. Theft or conversion of property by any insured
is not property damage.
9. "residence employee" means an employee of an In-
sured who performs duties, including household or do-
mestic services, in connection with the maintenance or
use of the residence premises. This includes employ-
ees who perform similar duties elsewhere for you. This
does not include employees while performing duties in
connection with the business of an insured.
10. "residence premises· means:
a. the one, two, three or four-family dwelling, other
structures and grounds; or
b. that part of any other building;
where you reside and which is shown in the Declara-
tions.
SFF-RIZ 00085
Fp·7955
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SECTION I • COVERAGES
COVERAGE A.. DWELUNG
1. Dwelling. We cover the dwelling used principally as a
private residence on the residence premises shown in
the Declarations.
Dwelling includes:
a. structures attached to the dwelling;
b. materials and supplies located on or adjacent to the
residence premises for use in the construction,
alteration or repair of the dweUing or other structures
on the residence premises;
c. foundation, floor slab and footings supporting the
dwelling; and
d. wall-to-wall carpeting attached to the dwelling.
2. Dwelling Extension. We cover other structures on the
residence premises, separated from the dwelrmg by
clear space. Structuresconnected to the dY!ellingbyonly
afence, utility line, or similar connection are considered
to be other structures.
We do not-cover other structures:
a. not permanently attached to or otherwise forming a
part of the realty;
b. used in whole or In part for business purposes; or
c. rented or held for rental to·aperson not a tenant of
the dwelling, unless used solely as aprivate garage.
3. Property Not Covered. We do not cover:
a. iand, including the land necessary to support any
Coverage Aproperty;
b. any costs required to replace, rebuild,stabilize, or
otherwise restore the land; or
c. the costs of repair techniques designed to compen-
sate for or prevent land instabRity to any property,
whether or not insured under Coverage A.
COVERAGE B- PERSONAL PROPERTY
1. Property Covered. We cover personal property owned
or used by an Insured while it is anywhere in the world.
This includes structures not permanently attached to or
otherwise forming apartof the realty. At your request we!
will cover personal property owned by others while the
property is on the part of the residence premises occu-
pied exclusively by an Insured. At your request we will.
also cover personal property owned by a guest or a
residence employee, while the property is in any other:
residence occupied by an insured.
We cover personal property usually situated at an In-.
sured's residence, other than the residence premises,
for up to $1,000 or 10% of the Coverage Blimit, which-
ever is greater. This limitation does not apply to personal
property in a newly acquired principal residence for the
first 30 days after you start moving the property there. If
the residence premises is a newly acquired principal
residence, personal property in yoU(' immediate past
principal residence is not subject to this limitation for the
first 30 days after the inception of this policy.
Special Limits of Uability. These limits do not increase
the Coverage B limit. The special limit for each of the
following categories is the total limit for each loss for all
property in that category:
a $200 on money, coins and medals, including any of
these that are apart of acollection, and bank notes; :
. .
b. $1,000 on property used or intended for use in a:
business, including merchandiseheld assamplesor !
for sale or for deliv~ry after sale, while on the resl- i
dancepremises. This coverage is limited to $250 on .
such property away from the residence premises. :
Electronic data processing system equipment or the .
recording or storage media used with that equipment
is not included under this coverage;
c. $1,000 on securities, checks. cashie(s checks. trav-
eler's checks, money orders and other negotiable
instruments, accounts, deeds, evidences of debt,
letters of credit, notes other than bank notes, manu-
scripts, passports and tickets;
d. $1,000 on watercraft of all types and outboard mo-
tors, including their trailers. furnishings and equip-
ment;
e. $1.000 on trailers not used with watercraft;
3 SFF-RlZ 00086 FP-7955
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f. $2,500 on stamps, trading cards and comic books,
including any of these that are apart of acollection;
g. $2,500 for loss by theft of firearms;
h. $2,500 for loss by theft of silverware and goldware;
i. $5,000 on electronic data processing system equip-
ment and the recording or storage media used with
that equipment. There is no coverage for said equip-
ment or media while located away from the resi-
dence premises except when said equipment or
media are removed from the residence premises for
the purpose of repair, servicing or temporary use. An
Insured student's equipment and media are covered
while at a residence away from home; and
j. $5,000 on anyone article and $10,000 in the aggre-
gate for loss by theft of any rug, carpet (except
wall-to-wall carpet), tapestry, wall-hanging or other
similar article.
2. Property Not Covered. We do not cover:
a. articles separately described and specifically insuced
in this or any other insurance;
b. animals, birds or fish;
c. any engine or motor propelled vehicle or machine,
including the parts, designed for movement on land.
We do cover those not licensed for use on pUblic
highways which are:
(1) used solely to service the insured location; or
(2) designed for assisting the ha.(ldicapped;
d. devices or instruments for the recording or reproduc-
tion of sound permanently attached to an engine or
motor propelled vehicle. We do not cover tapes,
wires, records or other mediums that may be used
with these devicesor instruments while in the vehicle;
e. aircraft and pans;
f. property of roomers, boarders, tenants and other
residents not related to an insured. We do cover
property of roomers, boarders and other residents
related to an insured;
g. property regUlarly rented or held for rental to others
by an insured. This exclusion does not apply to
property of an insured in a sleeping room rented to
others by an insured;
h. property rented or held for rental to others away from
the residence premises;
i. any citizens band radios, radio telephones, radio
transceivers, radio transmitters, radar or laser detec-
tors, antennas and other similar equipment perma-
nently attached to an engine or motor propelled
vehicle;
j. books of account, abstracts, drawings, card index
systems and other records. This exclusion does not
apply to any recording or storage media for electronic
data processing. We will cover the cost of blank
books, cards or other blank material plus the cost of
labor you incur for transcribing or copying such re-
cords; or
k. recording or storage media for electronic data proc-
essing that cannot be replaced with other of like kind
and quality on the current retail market.
COVERAGE C- LOSS OF USE
1. Additional Uvlng Expense. When a Loss Insured
causes the residence premises to become uninhabit-
able, we will cover the necessary increase in cost you
incur to maintain your standard of living for up to 24
months. Our payment is limited to incurred costs for the
shortest of: (a) the time required to repair or replace the
premises; (b) the time required for your household to
settle elsewhere; or (c) 24 months. This coverage is not
reduced by the expiration of this policy.
2. Fair Rental Value. When aLoss Insuredcauses that part
of the residence premises rented to others or held for
rental by you to become uninhabitable, we will cover its
fair rental value. Payment shall be for the shortest time
required to repair or replace the part of the premises
rented or held for rental, but not to exceed 12 months.
This period of time is not limited by expiration of this
policy. Fair rental value shall not include anyexpense that
does notcontinue while that part of the residence prem-
Ises rented or held for rental is uninhabitable.
3. Prohibited Use. When acivil authorityprohibits your use
of the residence premises because of direct damage to
aneighboring premises by aLoss Insured, we will cover
any resulting Additional Living Expense and Fair Rental
4 SFF-RIZ 00087 Fp·7955
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Value. Coverage is for aperiod not exceeding two weeks
while use is prohjb~ed.
We do not cover loss or expense due to cancellation of
alease or agreement.
SECTION I- ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
The following Additional Coverages are subject to all the
terms, provisions, exclusions and conditions of this policy.
1. Debris Removal. We will pay the reasonable expenses
you incur in the removal of debris of covered property
damaged by aLoss Insured. This expense is included in
the limit applying to the damaged property.
When the amount payable for the property damage plus
the debris removal exceeds .the limit for the damaged
property, an addnional 5% of that limit is available for
debris removal expense. This additional amount of insur-
ance does not apply to Additional Coverage, item 3.
Trees, Shrubs and Other Plants.
We will also pay up to $500 in the aggregate for each loss
to cover the reasonable expenses you incur in the re-
moval of tree debris from the residence premises when
the tree has caused a Loss Insured to Coverage A
property.
2. Temporary Repairs. If damage is caused by a Loss
Insured, we will pay the reasonable and necessary cost
you incur for temporary repairs to· covered property to
protect the property from further immediate damage or
loss. This coverage does not increase the limit applying
to the property being repaired.
3. Trees, Shrubs and Other Plants. We cover outdoor
trees, shrubs, plants or lawns, on the residence prem-
Ises, for direct loss caused by the following: Rre or
lightning, Explosion, Riot or civil commotion, Aircraft,
Vehicles (not owned or operated by a resident of the
residence premises), Vandalism or malicious mischief
or Theft.
The limit for this coverage, including the removal of
debris, shall not exceed 5% .of the amount shown in the
Declarations for COVERAGE A- DWELLING. We will
not pay more than $500 for anyone outdoor tree, shrub
or plant, including debris removal expense. This cover-
age may increase the limit otherwise applicable. We do
not cover property grown for business purposes.
4. Fire Department Service Charge. We will pay up to
$500 for your liability assumed by contract or agreement
for fire departmentcharges. This meanscharges incurred
when the fire department is called to save or protect
covered property from a loss Insured. No deductible
applies to this coverage. This coverage may increase the
Iim~ otherwise applicable.
5. Property Removed. Covered property, while being re-
moved from apremises endangered by aLoss Insured,
is covered for any accidental direct physical loss. This
coverage also applies to the property for up to 30 days
while removed. We will also pay for reasonable expenses
incurred by you for the removal and return of the covered
property. This coverage does not increase the limit ap-
plying to the property being removed.
6. Credit Card, Bank Fund Transfer Card, Forgery and
Counterfeit Money.
a. We will pay up to $1,000 for:
(1) the legal obligation of an Insured to pay because
of the theft·or unauthorized use of credit cards
and bank fund transfer cards issued to or regis-
tered in an insured's name. If an insured has
not complied with all terms and conditions under"
which the cards are issued, we do not cover use"
by an Insured or anyone else;
(2) loss to an Insuredcaused by forgery or akeration" j
of any check or negotiable instrument; and I
(3) loss to an Insured through acceptance in good .
faith of counterfeit United States or Canadian I
paper currency.
No deductible applies to "this coverage.
We will not pay more than the limit stated above for I
forgery or alteration committed by anyone person.
This limit applies when the forgery or alteration in- I
volves one or more instruments in the same loss. I'
b. We do notcover loss arising out of business pursuits !
or dishonesty of an Insured. i
,
c. Defense: :
(1) We may make any investigation and settle any 1
claim or suit that we decide is appropriate. Our I
obligation to defend claims or suits ends when
5 SFF-RIZ 00088 FP-7955
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the amount we pay for the loss equals our limit of
liability.
(2) If claim is made or a suit is brought against an
insured for liability under the Credit Card or Bank
Fund Transfer Card coverage, we will provide a
defense. This defense is at our expense by coun-
sel of our choice.
(3) We have the option to defend at our expense an
insured or an insured's bank against any suit
for the enforcement of payment under the For-
gery coverage.
7. Power Interruption. We cover accidental direct physical
loss caused directlyor indirectly byachange of tempera-
ture which results from power interruption that takes
place on the residence premises. The power interrup-
tion must be caused by aLoss Insured occurring on the
residence premises. The power lines off the residence
premises must remain energized. This coverage does
not increase the limit applying to the damaged property.
8. Refrigerated Products. Coverage B is extended to
cover the contents of deep freeze or refrigerated units on
the residence premises for loss due to power failure or
mechanical failure. If mechanical failure or power failure
is known to you, all reasonable means must be used to
protect the property insured from further damage or this
coverage is void. Power failure ormechanical failure shall
not include:
a. removal of aplug from an electrical outlet; or
b. turning off an electrical switch unless caused by a
Loss Insured.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property.
9. Arson Reward. We will pay $1,000 for information which
leads to an arson conviction in connection with afire loss
to property covered by this policy. This coverage may
increase the limit otherwise applicable. However, the
$1,000 limit shall not be increased regardless of the
number of persons providing information.
1O~ Volcanic Action. We cover direct physical loss to a
covered building or covered property contained in a
building reSUlting from the eruption of avolcano when the
loss is directly and immediately caused by:
a. volcanic blast or airborne shock waves;
b. ash, dust or particulate matter; or
c. lava flow.
We will also pay for the removal of that ash, dust or
particulate matter which has caused direct physical loss
to acovered building or covered property contained in a
building.
One or more volcanic eruptions that occur within a 72·
hour period shall be considered one volcanic eruption.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property.
11. Collapse. We insure only for direct physical loss to
covered property invoMng the sudden, entire collapse of
abuilding or any part of abuilding.
Collapse means actually fallen down or fallen into pieces.
It does not include settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging,
expansion, sagging or bowing.
The collapse must be directly and immediately caused
only.by one or more of the following:
a. perils described in SECnON I· LOSSES INSURED,
COVERAGE B· PERSONAL PROPERTY. These
perils apply to covered building and personal property
for loss insured by this Additional Coverage;
b. hidden decayofasupporting orweight-bearing struc-
tural member of the building;
c. hidden insect or vermin damage to astructural mem-
ber of the bUilding;
d. weight of contents, equipment, animals or people;
e. weight of ice, snow, sleet or rain which collects on a
roof; or
f. use of defective material or methods in the construc-
tion (includes remodeling or renovation) of the build-
ing, if the collapse occurs during the course of the
construction of the building.
Loss to an awning, fence, patio, pavement, swimming
pool, underground pipe, flue, drain, cesspool, septic tank,
foundation, retaining wall, bulkhead, pier. wharf or dock
is not included under items b., c., d., e. and f. unless the
6 SFF-RIZ 00089 Fp·7955
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•loss is the direct and immediate cause of the collapse of
the building.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property.
12. Locks. We will pay the reasonable expenses you incur
to re-key locks on exterior doors of the dwelling located
on the residence premises, when the keys to those
locks are apart of acovered theft loss.
No deductible applies to this coverage.
INFLATION COVERAGE
The limits of liability shown in the Declarations for Cover-
age A, Coverage Band, when applicable, Option 10 will be
increased at the same rate as the increase in the Inflation
Coverage Index shown in the Declarations.
To find the limits on agiven date:
1. divide the Index on that date by the Index as of the
effective date of this Inflation Coverage provision; then
2. multiply the resulting factor by the limits of liability for
Coverage A, Coverage Band Option 10 separately.
The limits of liability will not be reduced to less than the
amounts shown in the Declarations.
If during the term of this policy the Coverage Alimit of liability
is changed at your request, the effective date of this Inflation
Coverage provision is changed to coincide with the effective
date of such change.
SECTION I • LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A- DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property
described in Coverage A, except as provided in SEcnON I-
LOSSES NOT INSURED.
COVERAGEB-PERSONALPROPERTY
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to property
described, in Coverage B caused by the follOWing perils,
except as provided in SEcnON I- LOSSES NOTINSURED:
1. Fire or lightning.
2. Windstorm or hall. This peril does not include loss to
property contained in a building caused by rain, snow;
sleet, sand or dusl This limitation does not apply when
the direct force of wind or hail damages the building
causing an opening in aroof or wall and the rain, snow,
sleet, sand or dust enters through this opening.
This peril includes loss to watercraft of all types and their
trailers, fumishings, equipment, and outboard motors,
only while inside a fully enclosed building.
3. Explosion.
4. Riot or civil commotion.
5. Aircraft, including self-propelled missiles and space-
craft.
7
6. Vehicles, meaning impact by avehicle.
7. Smoke, meaning sudden and accidental damage from
smoke.
This peril does not include loss caused by smoke from
agricultural smudging or industrial operations.
8. Vandalism or malicious mlschle'. meaning only willful.
and malicious damage to or destruction of property.
9. Theft, including attempted theft and loss of property from '
akno~n location when it is probable that the propertyhas
been stolen.
This peril does not include:
a. loss of a precious or semi-precious stone from its
seWng; I
j
b. loss caused by theft: i
i(1) committed by an Insured or by any other person
regUlarly residing on the insured location. Prop- ,
arty of a student who is an Insured is covered I
while located at a residence away from home, if
the theft is committed by aperson who is not an
Insured:
(2) in or to adwelling under construction or of mate-
rials and supplies for use in the construction until
the dwelling is completed and occupied; or
FP-7955
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(3) from the part of aresidence premises rented to
others:
(a) caused by atenant, members of the tenanfs
household, or the tenant's employees;
(b) of money, bank notes, bullion, gold, gold-
ware, silver, silverware, pewterware, plati-
num, coins and medals;
(c) of securities, checks, cashier's Checks, trav-
eler's checks, money orders and other nego-
tiable instruments, accounts, deeds,
evidences of debt, letters of credit, notes
other than bank notes, manuscripts, pass-
ports, tickets and stamps; or
(d) of jewelry, watches, fur garments and gar-
ments trimmed with fur, precious and semi-
precious stones;
c. loss caused by theft that occurs away from the resl·
dence premises of:
(1) property while at any other residence owned,
rented to, or occupied by an insured, except
while an Insured is temporarily residing there.
Property of a student who is an Insured is cov-
ered while at aresidence away from home;
(2) watercraft of all types, including their fumishings,
equipment and outboard motors; or
(3) trailers and campers designed to be pUlled by or
carried on avehicle. .
If the residence premises is anewly acquired prin-
cipal residence, property in the immediate past prin-
cipal residence shall not be considered property
away from the residence premises for the first 30
days after the inception of this porlCY.
10. Failing objects. This peril does not include loss to prop-
erty contained in abuilding unless the roof or an exterior
wall of the building is first damaged by a falling object.
Damage to the falling object itself is not included.
11. Weight of Ice, snow or sleet which causes damage to
property contained in abUilding.
12. Sudden and accidental dischargeor overflow of water
or steam from within aplumbing, heating, air conditioning
or automatic fire protective sprinkler system, or from
within ahousehold appliance.
This peril does not include loss:
a. to the system or appliance from which the water or
steam escaped;
b. caused by or resulting from freezing;
c. caused by or resulting from water or sewage from
outside the residence premises plumbing system
that enters through sewers or drains, or water which
enters into and overflows from within asump pump,
sump pump well or any other system designed to
remove subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
d. caused by or resulting from continuous or repeated
seepage or leakage of water or steam which occurs
over a period of time and results in deterioration,
corrosion, rust, mold, or wet or dry rot.
13. Sudden and accidental tearing asunder. cracking,
burning or bulging of a steam or hot water heating
system, an air conditioning or automatic tire protective
sprinkler system, or an appliance tor heating water.
This peril does not include loss:
a. caused by or resulting from freezing; or
b. caused by or reSUlting from continuous or repeated
seepage or leakage of water or steam which occurs
over a period ot time and results in deterioration,
corrosion, rust, mold, or wet or dry rot.
14. Freezing ofaplumbing, heating, airconditioning or auto-
matic fire protective sprinkler system, or of a household
appliance.
This peril does not include loss on the residence prem-
Ises while the dwelling is vacant, unoccupied or being
constructed, unless you have used reasonable care to:
a. maintain heat in the building; or
b. shut off the water supply and drain the system and
appliances of water.
8 SFF-R1Z 00091 FP·79S5
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SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
f. continuous or repeated seepage or leakage of water
or steam from a:
15. Sudden and accidental damage to electrical appli-
ances, devices, fixtures and wiring from an increase or
decrease of artificially generated electrical current. We
will pay up to $1,000 under this peril for each damaged
item described above.
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described
in Coverage Awhich consists of, or is directly and imme-
diately caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items
a. throughn. below, regardless ofwhether the lossoccurs
suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or widespread
damage, arises from natural or external forces, or occurs
as aresult of any combination of these:
a. collapse, except as specifically provided in SEC..
TION I .. ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Collapse;
b. freezing of a plumbing, heating, air conditioning or
automatic fire protective sprinkler system, or of a
household appliance, or by discharge, leakage or
overflow from within the system or appliance caused
by freezing. This exclusion only applies while the
dwelling is vacant, unoccupied or being constructed.
This exclusion does not apply if you have used rea-
sonable care to:
(1) maintain heat in the building; or
(2) shut off the water supply and drain the system
and appliances of water;
c. freezing, thawing, pressure or weight of water or ice,
whether driven by wind or not, to a swimming.pool,
hot tub or spa, including their filtration and circulation
systems, fence, pavement, patio, foundation, retain-
ing wall, bulkhead, pier, wharf or dock;
d. theft in or to a dwelling under construction, or of
materials and supplies for use in the construction,
until the dwelling is completed and occupied;
e. vandalism or malicious mischief or breakage of glass
and safety glazing materials if the dwelling has been
vacant for more than 30 consecutive days immedi-
ately before the loss. Adwelling being constructed is
not considered vacant;
16. Breakage of glas8, meaning damage to personal prop- ,I
erty caused by breakage of glass which is a part of a I
building on the residence premises. There is no cover- I'
age for loss or damage to the glass.
!
i
I
I,
I
(1) heating, air conditioning or automatic fire protec-
tive sprinkler system; : i
(2) household appliance; or -I
(3) plumbing system, including from, within or f'
around any shower stall, shower bath, tub instal-
lation, or other plumbing fixture, including their I
walls, ceilings or floors; . ,
which occurs over aperiod of time. If loss to covered ;
property is caused by water or steam not otherwise j
excluded, we will cover the cost of tearing out and !
replacing any part of the building necessary to repair ;
the system or appliance. We do not cover loss to the :
system or appliance from which the water or steam ~!
escaped; ;
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inher- iI
ent vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown; 1,
:j
h. corrosion, electrolysis or rust; !I
i. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot; : I
j. contamination; "'
k. smog, smoke from agricultural smudging or industrial ,
operations; I
I
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging, or expansion of "!
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or :I
ceilings; ::
i!
m. birds, vermin, rodents, insects, or domestic animals. !;
We do cover the breakage of glass or safety glazing i i
material which is a part of a building, when caused ::
by birds, vermin, rodents, insects or domestic ani- 1
ma~or !
.
9 SFF-RIZ 00092 FP·7955
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n. pressure from or presence of tre, rub or plant
roots.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items
a. through m. unless the resulting loss is itself aLoss Not
Insured by this Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which
would not have occurred in the absence of one or more
of the following excluded events. We do not insure for
such loss regardless of: (a) the cause of the excluded
event; or (b) other causes of the loss; or (c) whether other
causes acted concurrently or in any sequence with the
excluded event to produce the loss; or (d) whether the
event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or
widespread damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or occurs as aresult of any combination of these:
a. Ordinance or Law, meaning enforcement of any
ordinance or law regulating the construction, repair
or demolition of abuilding or other structure.
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shift-
ing, expanding or contracting of earth, all whether
combined with water or not. Earth movement in-
cludes but is not limited to earthquake, landslide,
mudflow, mudslide, sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or
movement resulting from improper compaction, site
selection or any other external forces. Earth move-
ment also. includes volcanic explosion or lava flow,
except as specifically provided. in SECll0N I • AD·
DmONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic AcUon.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire
resulting from earth movement, provided the result-
ing fire loss is itself aloss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1). flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of abody of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within asump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface wa hich is drained from the foun·
dation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a bUilding, sidewalk, driveway, founda·
tion, swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire,
explosion or theft resulting from water damage, pro-
vided the resulting loss is itself aloss Insured.
d. Neglect, meaning neglect of the insured to use all
reasonable means to save and preserve property at
and after the time of a loss, or when property is
endangered.
e. War, including any undeclared war. civil war, insur-
rection, rebellion, revolution, warlike act by amilitary
force or military personnel, destruction or seizure or
use for amilitary purpose, and including any conse-
quence of any of these. Discharge of a nuclear
weapon shall be deemed awarlike act even if acci-
dental.
1. Nuclear Hazard, meaning any nuclear reaction, ra-
diation, or radioactive contamination, all whethercon-
trolled or uncontrolled or however caused, or any
consequence of any of these. Loss caused by the
nuclear hazard shall not be considered loss caused
by fire, explosion or smoke.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire
resulting from the nuclearhazard, provided the result·
ing fire loss is itself aLoss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss con-
sisting of one or more of the items below. Further, we do
not insure for loss described in paragraphs 1. and 2.
immediately above regardless of whether one or more of
the following: (a) directly or indirectly cause, contribute to
or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before. at the same
time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
a. conduct, act, failure to act, or decision of any person,
group, organization or governmental body whether
intentional, wrongful, negligent, or without fault;
10
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SECTION I - LOSS SETTLEMENT
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness
in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanship, construc-
tion, grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
Only the Loss Settlement provisions shown in the Declara-
tions apply. We will settle covered property losses according
to the follOWing.
COVERAGE A- DWELLING
1. A1 • Replacement Cost Loss Settlement •
Similar Construction.
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replace with similar
construction and for the same use on the premises
shown in the Declarations, the damaged part of the
property covered under SECTION I·COVERAGES,
COVERAGE A • DWELLING, except for wood
fences, subject to the following:
(1) until actual repair or replacement is completed,
we will pay only the actual cash value at the time
of the loss of the damaged part of the property,
up to the applicable limit of liability shown in the
Declarations, not to exceed the cost to repair or
replace the damaged part of the property;
(2) when the repair or replacement is actually com-
pleted, we will pay the covered additional amount
you actually and necessarily spend to repair or
replace the damaged part of the property, or an
amount up to the applicable limitof liabilityshown
in the Declarations, whichever is less;
(3) to receive any additional payments on areplace-
ment cost basis, you must complete the actual
repair or replacement of the damaged part of the
property within two years after the date of loss,
and notify us within 30 days after the work has
been completed: and
of any property (including land, structures, or im-
provements of any kind) whether on or off the resi·
dence premises; or
c. weather cond~ions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items
a., b. and c. unless the resulting loss is itself aLoss Not
Insured by this Section.
.
i
i
I(4) we will not pay for increased costs reSUlting from : i
enforcement of any ordinance or law regulating : I
the construction, repairor demolition ofabUilding ; i
or other structure, except as provided under Op- : i
tion OL· Building Ordinance or Law Cover· : l
age. 1
b. Wood Fences: We will pay the actual cash value at : j
the time of loss for loss or damage to wood fences, i !
not. to .exceed the limit of liability shown in the Decla- !,I
rations for COVERAGE A - DWELLING EXTEN· I
SION~ ;
2. A2 ~ Replacement Cost Loss Settlement·
Common Construction.
I
i
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replace with common I
construction and for the same use on the premises i
shown in the Declarations, the damaged part of the i
property covered under SECTION I- COVERAGES, !
COVERAG~ A - DWELU~G, except for wood j "
fences, subject to the follOWIng: j I
(1) we will pay only for repair or replacement of the II,
damaged part of the property with common con- ! I
struction techniques and materials commonly ~ i
used by the bUilding trades in standard new I,
construction. We will not pay the cost to repair or ~ I
replace obsolete, antique or custom construction i i
with like kind and quality; ~ ,
.1
;I(2) until actual repair or replacement is completed, ;I
we will pay only the actual cash value at the time :!
of the loss of the damaged part of the property. '!
up to the applicable limit of liability shown in the I
Declarations, not to exceed the cost to repair or . ~
11
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replace the damaged part of the property as
described in a.(1) above;
(3) when the repair or replacement is actually com-
pleted as described in a.(1) above, we will pay
the covered additional amount you actually and
necessarily spend to repair or replace the dam-
aged part of the property, or an amount up to the
applicable limit of liability shown in the Declara-
tions, whichever is less;
(4) to receive any additional payments on areplace-
ment cost basis, you must complete the actual
repair or replacement of the damaged part of the
property within two years after the date of loss,
and notify us within 30 days after the work has
been completed; and
(5) we will not pay for increased costs resulting from
enforcement of any ordinance or law regulating
the construction, repairor demolition ofabuilding
of other structure, except as provided under Op-
tion OL - Building Ordinance or Law Cover-
age.
b. Wood Fences: We will pay the actual cash value at
the time of loss for loss or damage to wood fences,
not to exceed the limit of liability shown in the Decla-
rations for COVERAGE A· DWELLING EXTEN~
SION.
COVERAGEB·PERSONALPROPERTY
1. B1 •Limited Replacement Cost Loss Settlement.
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replace property
covered under SECTION I·COVERAGES, COVER·
AGE B- PERSONAL PROPERTY, except for prop-
erty listed in item b. below, subject to the following:
(1) until repair or replacement is completed, we will
pay only the cost to repair or replace less depre-
ciation;
(2) after repair or replacement is completed, we will
pay the difference between the cost to repair or
replace less depreciation and the cost you have
actually and necessarily spent to repair or replace
the property; and
(3) if property is not repaired or replaced within two
years after the date of loss, we will pay only the
cost to repair or replace less depreciation.
b. We will pay market value at the time of loss for:
\(1) antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar
articles which by their inherent nature cannot be
replaced with new articles;
(2) articles whose age or history contribute substan-
tially to their value including, but not limited to,
memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; and
(3) property not useful for its intended purpose.
However, we will not pay an amount exceeding the
smallest of the following for items a. and b. above:
(1)· our cost to replace at the time of loss;
(2) the full cost of repair;
(3) any special limit of liabilitydescribed in the policy;
or
(4) any applicable Coverage Blimit of liability.
2. B2 - Depreciated Loss.Settlement.
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replace less depre-
ciation at the time of loss for property covered under
SECTION I • COVERAGES, COVERAGE B • PER-
SONAL PROPERTY, except for property listed in
item b. below.
b. We will pay market value at the time of loss for:
(1) antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar
articles which by their inherent nature cannot be
replaced with new articles;
(2) articles whose age or history contribute substan-
tially to their value including, but not limited to,
memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; and
(3) property not useful for its intended purpose.
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SECTION I • CONDITIONS
I3. Loss to aPair or Set. In case of loss to apair or set, we "
Imay elect to:
However, we will not pay an amount exceeding the
smallest of the following for items a. and b. above:
(1) our cost to replace at the time of loss;
(2) the full cost of repair;
1. Insurable Interest and Limit of Liability. Even if more
than one person has an insurable interest in the property
covered, we shall not be liable:
a. to the insured for an amount greater than the in-
sured's interest, or
b. for more than the applicable limit of liability.
2. Your Duties After Loss. After a loss to which this
insurance may apply, you shall see that the following
duties are performed:
a. give immediate notice to us or our agent. Also notify
the police if the loss is caused by theft. Also notify the
credit card company or bank if the Joss involves a
credit card or bank fund transfer card;
b. protect the property from further damage or loss,
make reasonable and necessary temporary repairs
required to protect the property, keep an accurate
'record of repair expenditures;
c. prepare an inventory of damaged or stolen personal
property. Show in detail the quantity, description,
age, replacement cost and amount of loss. Attach to
the inventory all bills, receipts and related documents
that substantiate the figures in the inventory;
d. as often as we reasonably require:
(1) exhib~ the damaged property;
(2) provide us with records and documents we re-
quest and permit us to make copies;
(3) submit to and subscribe, while not in the pres-
ence of any other insured:
(a) statements; and
(b) examinations under oath; and
(3) any special limit of liabilitydescribed in the policy;
or
(4) any applicable Coverage Blimit of liability.
(4) produce employees, members of the Insured's
household or others for examination under oath
to the extent it is within the insured's power to
dose; and
e. submit to us, within 60 days after the loss, your
signed, swom proof of loss which sets forth, to the
best of your knowledge and belief:
(1) the time and cause of loss;
(2) interestof the Insured and all others in the prop-
erty involved and all encumbrances on the prop-
erty;
(3) other insurance which may cover the loss;
(4) changes in title or occupancy of the property
during the term of this policy;
(5) specifications of any damaged building and de-
tailed estimates for repair of the damage;
(6) an inventoryofdamaged orstolen personal prop-
erty described in 2.c.;
(7) receipts for additional living expenses incurred
and records supporting the fair rental value loss;
and
(8) evidence or affidavit supporting aclaim under the
Credit Card, Bank Fund Transfer Card, Forgery
and Counterfeit Money coverage, stating the
amount and cause of loss.
a. repair or replace any part to restore the pair or set to
its value before the loss; or
b. pay the difference between the depreciated value of
the property before and after the loss.
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4. Appraisal. If you and we fail to agree _" the amount of
loss, either one can demand that the amount of the loss
be set by appraisal. If either makes awritten demand for
appraisal, each shall select a competent, disinterested
appraiser. Each shall notify the other of the appraiser's
identity within 20 days of receipt of the written demand.
The two appraisers shall then select acompetent. impar-
tial umpire. If the two appraisers are unable to agree upon
an umpire within 15 days, you or we can ask a judge of
acourt of record in the state where the residence prem-
ises is located to select an umpire. The appraisers shall
then set the amount of the loss. If the appraisers submit
awritten report of an agreement to us, the amount agreed
upon shall be the amount of the loss. If the appraisers fail
to agree within areasonable time, they shall submit their
differences to the umpire. Written agreement signed by
any two of these three shall set the amount of the loss.
Each appraiser shall be paid by the party selecting that
appraiser. Other expenses of the appraisal and the com-
pensation of the umpire shall be paid equally by you and
us.
5. Other Insurance. If a loss covered by this policy is also
covered by other insurance, we will pay only our share of
the loss. Our share is the proportion of the loss that the
applicable limit under this policy bears to the total amount
of insurance covering the loss.
6. SL\it Against Us. No action shall be brought unless there
has been compliance with the policy provisions. The
action must be started within one year after the date of
loss or damage.
7. Our Option. We may repair or replace any part of the
property damaged or stolen with similar property. Any
property we pay fororreplace becomes our property.
. 8. Loss Payment. We will adjust all losses with you. We will
pay you unless some other person is named in the policy
or is legally entitled to receive payment. Loss wilt be
payable 60 daysafter we receive your proof of loss and:
a. reach agreement with you;
b. there is an entry of a final judgment; or
c. there is afiling of an appraisal award with us.
9. Abandonment of Property. We need not accept any
property abandoned by an insured.
10. Mortgage Clause. T ord "mortgagee" includes trus-
tee.
a. If a mortgagee is named in this policy, any loss
payable under Coverage Ashall be paid to the mort-
gagee and you, as interests appear. If more than one
mortgagee is named, the order of payment shall be
the same as the order of precedence of the mort-
gages.
b. If we deny your claim, that denial shall not apply to a
valid claim of the mortgagee, if the mortgagee:
(1) notifies us of any change in ownership, occu-
pancy or substantial change in risk of which the
mortgagee is aware;
(2) pays on demand any premium due under this
policy, if you have not paid the premium; and
(3) submits asigned, sworn statement of loss within
60 days after receiving notice from us of your
failure to do so. Policy conditions relating to Ap-
praisal, Suit Against Us and loss Payment apply
to the mortgagee.
c. If this policy is cancelled by us, the mortgagee shall
be notified at least 10 days before the date cancella-
tion takes effect. Proof of mailing shall be proof of
notice.
d. If we pay the mortgagee for any loss and deny
payment to you:
(1) we are subrogated to all the rights of the mortga-
gee granted under the mortgage on the property;
or
(2) at our option, we may pay to the mortgagee the
whole principal on the mortgage plus any accrued
interest. In this event, we shall receive a full
assignment and transfer of the mortgage and all
securities held as collateral to the mortgage debt.
e. Subrogation shall not impair the right of the mortga-
ge~ to recover the full amount of the mortgagee's
claim.
11. No Benefit to Bailee. We will not recognize an assign-
ment or grant coverage for the benefit of a person or
organization holding. storing or transporting property for
14 SFF-RIZ 00097 Fp·7955
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c. reasonable expenses an .insured· incurs at our re-
quest This. includes actual loss of eamings (but not
loss of other income) up to $100 per day for aiding us
in the investigation or defense of claims or suits;
d. prejudgment interest awarded against the insured
on that part of the judgment we pay; and t
e. interest on the entire judgment which accrues after :
entry of the judgment and before we payor tender, I
or deposit in court that part ,of the judgment which
does not exceed the limit of liability that applies.
2. First Aid Expenses. We will pay expenses for first aid to !
others incurred by an insured for bodily injury covered :
under this policy. We will notpay for first aid to you or any ~
other insured. 1
3. Damage to Property of Others. !
a. We will pay for property damage to property of !
others caused by an Insured. I
!
b. We will notpaymore than the smallestof the following :
amounts: !
(1) replacement cost at the time of loss;
(2) full cost of repair, or
We cover the following in addition to the limits of liability:
1. Claim Expenses. We pay:
a. expenses we incur and costs taxed against an in-
sured in suits we defend;
b. premiums on bonds required in suits we defend, but
not for bond amounts greater than the Coverage L
limit. We are not obligated to apply for or fumish any
bond;
15
We will pay the necessary medical expenses incurred or
medically ascertained within three years from the date of an
accident causing bodily injury. Medical expenses means
reasonable charges for medical, surgical, x-ray, dental, am-
bulance, hospital, professional nursing, prosthetic devices
and funeral services. This coverage applies only:
1. to aperson on the Insured location with the permission
of an insured;
2. to aperson off the insured location, if the bodily Injury:
a. arises out of acondition on the Insured location or
the ways immediately adjoining;
b. is caused by the activities of an Insured;
c. is caused by aresidence employee in the course of
the residence employee's employment by an in-
sured; or
d. is caused by an animal owned by or in the care of an
insured; or
3. to a residence employee if the occurrence causing
bodily Injury occurs off the Insured location and arises
I
a f~. This applies regardless of any u.,er provision of under !his policy lor purpose of obtaining Insurance !
this policy. benefits, then this policy is void and we will not pay you I
or any other insured for this loss. ~
12. Intentional Acts. If you or any person insured under this I
policy causes or procures a loss to property covered :
SECTION 11- LIABILITY COVERAGES I
COVERAGE L· PERSONAL LIABILITY out of or in the course of the residence employee's "
employment by an Insured.If aclaim is made or asuit is brought against an Insured for
damages because of bodily Injury or property damage to SECTION II· ADDmONAL COVERAGES
which this coverage applies, caused by an occurrence, we
will:
1. pay up to our limit of liability for the damages for which
tne Insured is legally liable; and
2. provide ~ defense at our expense by counsel of our
choice. We may make any investigation and settle any
claim or suit that we decide is appropriate. Ourobligation
to defend any claim or suit ends when the amountwe pay
for damages, to effect settlement or satisfy a judgment
resulting from the occurrence, equals our limit of liability.
COVERAGE M- MEDICAL PAYMENTs TO OTHERS
000416
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(3) $500 in anyone occurrence.
c. We will not pay for property damage:
(1) if insurance is otherwise provided in this policy;
(2) caused intentionally by an insured who is 13
years of age or older;
(3) to property, other than a rented goW cart, owned
by or rented to an insured, a tenant of an in-
sured, or a resident in your household; or.
(4) arising out of:
(a) business pursuits;
(b) any act or omission in connection with a
premises an Insuredowns, rents orcontrols,
other than the insured location; or
(c) the ownership, maintenance-, or use of amo-
tor vehicle, aircraft, or watercraft, including
airboat, air cushion, personal watercraft, sail
board or similar type watercraft.
SECTION II • EXCLUSIONS
I. Coverage Land Coverage Mdo not apply to:
a. bodily Injury or property damage:
(1) which is either expected or intended by the In-
sured; or
(2) which is the result of willful and malicious acts of
. the Insured;
b. bodily injury or property damage arising out of
business pursuits of any insured or the rental or
holding for rental of any part.of any premises by any
insured. This exclusion dqes not apply:
(1) to activities which are ordinarily incident to non-
business pursuits;
(2) with respect to Coverage L to the occasional or
part-time business pursuits of an Insured who
is under 19 years of age;
(3) to the rental or holding for rental of a residence
of yours:
(a) on an occasional basis for the exclusive use
as a residence;
(b) in part, unless intended for use as a resi-
dence by more than two roomers orboarders;
or
(c) in part, as an office; 'school, studio or private
garage;
(4) when the dwelling on the residence premises is
a two, three or four-family dwelling and you oc-
cupy one part and rent or hold for rental the other
part; or
(5) to farm land (without bUildings), rented or held for
rental to others, but not to exceed a total of 500
acres, regardless of the number of locations;
c. bodily injury or property damage arising out of the
rendering or failing to render professional services;
d. bodily injury or property damage arising out of any
premises currently owned or rented to any insured
which is not an insured location. This exclusion
does not apply. to bodily Injury to a residence
employee arising out of and in the' course of the
residence employee's employment by an insured;
e. bodily injury or property damage arising out of the
ownership, maintenance, use, loading or unloading
of:
(1) an aircraft;
(2) amotor vehicle owned or operated by or rented
or loaned to any Insured: or .
(3) a.watercraft:
(a) owned by or rented to any Insured if it has
inboard or inboard-outdrive motor power of
more than 50 horsepower;
(b) owned by or rented to any insured if it is a
sailing vessel, with orwithout aUXiliary power,
26 feet or more in overall length;
16
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(c) powered by one or more outboard motors
with more than 25 total horsepower owned by
any Insured; .
(d) designated as an airboat, air cushion. orsimi-
lar type of craft; or
(e) owned by any insured which is a personal
watercraft using awater jetpump powered by
an intemal combustion engine as the primary
source 'of propulsion.
This exclusion does not apply to bodily injury to a
residence employee arising out of and in the course
of the residence employee's employment by an
insured. Exclusion e.(3) does not apply while the
watercraft is on the residence premises;
f. bodily Injury or,property damage arising out of:
(1) the entrustment by any Insured to any person;
(2). the supervision by any Insured of any person;
(3) any liability statutorily imposed on any insured;
or
(4) any liabnity· assumed through an unwritten or
written agreement by ai'ly Insured;
with regard to the ownership, maintenance or use of
any aircraft, watercraft, or motorvehicle which is not
cover~ under Section " of this policy;
g. bodily Injury or property damage caused directly
or indirectly by war, including undeclared war, or any .
warlike act including destruction or seizure or use for
a military purpose, or any consequence of these.
Discharge of a nuclear weapon shall be deemed a
warlike act even if accidental;
h. bodily injury to you or any Insured within the mean-
ing of part a. or b. of the definition of Insured.
This exclusion also appHes to any claim made or suit
brought against you or any Insured to share dam-
ages with or repay someone else who may be obli-
gated to pay damages because of the bodily injury
sustained by you or any Insured within the meaning
of part a. or b. of the definition of insured;
i. any claim made or suit brought against any insured
by:
17
(1) any person who is In the care of any insured
because of child care services prOVided by or at
the direction of:
(a) any insured;
(b) any employee of any insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any insured; or
(2) any person who makesaclaim becauseofbodily
injury to any person who is in the care of any
insured because of child care services proVided
by or at the direction of:
(a) any Insured;
(b) any employee of any Insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any Insured.
This exclusion does not apply to the occasional child
care services provided by any Insured, or to the
part-time child care services provided by anyInsured
who is under 19 yearsJ)f age; or
j. bodily Injury or property damage arising out of an
Insured's participation in. or preparation or practice
for any prearranged or organiZed race, speed or
demolition contest, or similar competition involving a
motorized land vehicle or motorized watercraft. This
exclusion does not apply to asailing vessel less than
26 feet in overall length with or without auxiliary
power.
2. Coverage l does not apply to:
a. liability:
(1) for your share of any loss assessment charged
against all members of an association of property
owners; or
(2) assumed under any unwritten contract or agree-
ment. or by contract or agreement in connection
with abusiness of the Insured;
b. propertydamageto propertycurrentlyowned by any
insured; I
c. property damage to property rented to, occupied or f
used by or in the care of any Insured. This exclusion f
,
•
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does not apply to property damage caused by fire,
smoke or explosion;
d. bodily inlury to a person eligible to receive any
benefits required to be provided or voluntarily pro-
vided by an insured under aworkers' compensation,
non-occupational disability. or occupational disease
law;
a. bodily injury or property damage for which an
insured under this policy is also an insured under a
nuclear energy liability policy or would be an insured
but for its termination upon exhaustion of its limit of
liability. A nuclear energy liability policy is a policy
issued by Nuclear Energy Uability Insurance Asso-
ciation. Mutual Atomic Energy Uability Underwriters,
Nuclear Insurance Association of Canada, or any of
their successors.
3. Coverage Mdoes not apply to bodily injury:
a. to aresidence employee if it occurs off the insured
location and does not arise out of or in the course of
the residence employee's employment by an in-
sured;
b. to a person eligible to receive any benetns required
to be provided or voluntarily provided under any
workers' compensation, non-occupational disability
or occupational disease law;
c. from nuclear reaction, radiation or radioactive con-
tamination, all whether controlled or uncontrolled or
however caused, or any consequence of any of
these;
d. to aperson other than aresidence employee of an
insured, regularly residing on any partof the insured
location.
SECTION II - CONDITIONS
1. Umit of Uability. The. Coverage L limit is shown in the
Declarations. This is our limit for all damages from each
occurrence regardless of the number of insureds,
claims made or persons injured.
The Coverage Mlimit is shown in the Declarations. This
is our limit for all medical expense for bodily Injury to
one person as the result of one accident.
2. SeverabilitY of Insurance. This insurance applies sepa-
rately to each insured. This condition shall not increase
our limit of liability for anyone occurrence.
3. Duties After Loss. In case of an accidentoroCcurrence,
the insured shall perform the follOWing duties that apply.
You shall cooperate with us in seeing that these duties
are performed:
a. give written notice to us or our agent as soon as
practicable. which sets forth:
(1) the identity of this policy and insured;
(2) reasonably available information on the time,
place and circumstances of the accident or oc-
currence; and
(3) names and addresses of anyclaimants and avail-
able witnesses;
b. immediately forward to us every notice, demand,
summo~s or other process relating to the accident or
occurrence;
c. at our request, assist in:
(1) making settlement,
(2) the enforcement of any right of contribution or
indemnity against a person or organization who
may be liable to an Insured;
(3) the conduct of suits and attend hearings and
trials; and
(4) securing and giving evidence and obtaining the
attendance of witnesses;
d. under the coverage - Damage to Property of Oth-
ers, exhibit the damaged propertY if within the In-
sured's control; and
e. the Insured shall not, except at the insured's own
cost, voluntarily make payments, assume obligations
or incur expenses. This does not apply to expense
tor first aid to others at the time of the bodily injury.
18 SFF-RlZ 00\0\ Fp·7955.
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4. Duties of an Injured Person· Coverage M. The injured
person, or, when appropriate, someone acting on behalf
of that person, shall:
a. give us written proof of claim, under oath if required,
as soon as practicable;
b. execute authorization to allow us to obtain copies of
medical reports and records; and
c. subm~ to physical examination by a physician se-
lected by us when and as often as we reasonably
require.
5. Payment of Claim· Coverage M. Payment under this
coverage is not an admission of liability by an Insured or
us.
6. Suit Against Us. No action shall be brought against us '
unless there has been compliance with the policy provi- I
siens. I
No one shall have the right to join us as a party to an I
action against an Insured. Further, no action with respect
to Coverage L shall be brought against us until the
obligation of the Insured has been determined by final
judgment or agreement signed by us.
7. Bankruptcy of an Insured. Bankruptcy or insolvency of
an Insured shall not relieve us of our obligation under
this policy.
8. Other Insurance·Coverage L. This insurance is excess
over 'any other valid and collectible insurance except
insurance written specifically to cover as excess over the
limits of Iiabil~ that apply in this policy.
SECTION I AND SECTION II - CONDITIONS
1. Polley Period. This policy applies only to loss under
Section I or bodily Injury or property damage under
Section 1\ which occurs during the period this policy is in
effect.
2. Concealment or Fraud. This policy is void as to you and
any other Insured, if you or any other Insured under this
policy has intentionally concealed or misrepresented any
material fact or circumstance relating to. this insurance,
whether before or after aloss.
3. liberalization.Clause. If we adopt any revision which
would broaden coverage under this policy without addi-
tional premium, within 60daysprior to orduringthe period
this policy is in effect, the broadened coverage will imme-
diately apply to this policy.
4. Waiver or Change of Policy Provisions. A waiver or
change of any provision of this policy must be in writing
by us to be valid. Our request for an appraisal or exami-
nation shall not waive any of our rights.
5. Cancellation..
a. You may cancel this policy at any time by notifying us
in writing of the date cancellation is to take effect. We
may waive the requirement that the notice be in
writing byconfirming the date and time ofcancellation
to you in writing.
19
b. We maycancel this policyonly for the reasons stated
in this condition. We will. notify you In writing of the
date cancellation takes effect. This cancellation no-
tice may be delivered to you, or m~i1ed to you at your
mailing address shown in the Declarations. Proof of
mailing shall be sufficient proof of notice:
(1) When you have not paid the premium, we may
cancel at any time by notifying you at least 10
days before the· date cancellation takes effect.
This condition applies whether the premium is
payable to us or our agent or under any finance
or credit plan. .
(2) When this policy has been in effect for less than
60 days and is not a renewal with us, we may
cancel for any reason. We may cancel by notify-
ing you at least 10 days before the date cancel-
lation takes effect
(3) When this policy has been in effect for 60 days
or more, or at any time if it is a renewal with us,
we may cancel:
(a) if there has been amaterial misrepresenta-/
tion of fact which, if known to us, would have
caused us not to issue this poKcy; or
SFF-RIZ 00102 FP·-l
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(b) if the risk has changed substantial., ..,nee the
policy was issued.
We may cancel this policyby notifying you atleast
30 days before the date cancellation takes effect.
(4) When this policy is written for aperiod longer than
one year, we may cancel for any reason at anni-
versary. We may cancel by notifying you at least
30 days before the date cancellation takes effect.
c. When this policy iscancetted.the premium for the
period from the date of cancellation to the expiration
date will be refunded. When you request cancella-
tion. the return premium will be based on our rules for
such cancellation. The return premium may be less
than afull.prorata refund. When we cancel. the return
premium will be pro rata.
d. The return premium may not be refunded with the
notice of cancellation or when the policy is retumed
to us. In such cases, we will refund it within areason-
.able time after the date cancellation takes effect.
6. Nonrenewal. We may elect not to renew this policy. If we
elect not to renew, a written notice will be delivered to
you, or mailed to you at your mailing address shown in
the Declarations. The notice will be mailed or delivered
at least 30 days before the expiration date of this policy.
Proof of mailing shall be sufficient proof of notice.
7. Assignment Assignment of this policy shall not be valid
unless we give our written consent.
8. SUbrogation. An Insured may waive in writing before a
loss all rights of recovery against anyperson.1f not
waived, we may require an a _Iment of rights of recov-
ery for aloss to the extent that payment is made by us.
If an assignment is sought, an insured shall:
a. sign and deliver all related papers;
b. cooperate with us in areasonable manner; and
c. do nothing after a loss to prejudice such rights.
Subrogation does not apply under Section \I to Medical
Payments to Others or Damage to Property of Others.
9. Death. If any person shown in the Declarations or the
spouse, if aresident of the same household. dies:
a. we insure the legal representative of the deceased.
This condition applies only with respect to the prem-
ises and property of the deceased covered under this
policy at the time of death;
b. Insured includes:
(1) any member of your household who is an In-
sured at the time of your death. but only while a
resident of the residence premises; and
(2) with respect to your property, the person having
proper temporary custody of the property until
appointment and qualiflC~tion of a legal repre-
sentative.
10. Conformity to State Law. When apolicy provision is in
conflict with the applicable law of the State in which this
policy is issued, the law of the State will apply.
:
i·
I
!
I
i
I
I
I
I
i
!:
I·
OPTIONAL POLICY PROVISIONS
Each Optional Policy Provision applies only as shown in the
Declarations and is subject to all the terms, provisions,
exclusions and conditions of this policy.
Option AI- Additional Insured. The definition of Insured is
extended to include the person or organization shown in the
Declarations as an Additional Insured or whose name is on
file with us. Coverage is with respect to:
1. Section I • Coverage A; or
2. Section II - Coverages Land Mbut only with respect to
the residence premises. This coverage does not apply
to bodily inJury to an employee arising out of or in the
course of the employee's employment by the person or
organization.
This option applies only with respect to the location ·shown in
the Declarations.
Option BP • Business Property. The COVERAGE B -
PERSONAL PROPERTY, Special Limits of Liability, item
b., for property used or intended for use in a business.
20 SFF-RIZ 00103 FP-7955
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including merchandise held as samples or for sale or for
delivery after sale, is changed as follows:
The $1 ,000 limit is replaced with the amount shown in the
Declarations for this option.
Option BU - Business Pursuits. SECTION II • EXCLU-
SIONS, item 1.b. is modified as follows:
1. Section II coverage applies to the business pursuits
of an insured who is a:
a. clerical office employee, salesperson, collector,
messenger, or
b. teacher (except college, university and profes-
sional athletic coaches), school principal or
school administrator;
while acting within the scope of the above listed
occupations.
2. However, no coverage is provided:
a. for bodily injuryor propertydamage arising out
of abusiness owned or financially controlled by
the Insured or by a partnership of which the
insured is apartner or member;
b. forbodily injuryor property damage arising out
of the rendering of or failure to render profes-
sional services of any nature (other than teaching
or school administration). This exclusion includes
but is not limited to:
(1) computer programming, archnectural, engi-
neering or industrial design services;
(2) medical, surgical, dental or other services or
treatment conducive to the health of persons
or animals; and
(3) beauty or barber services or treatment;
c. for bodily injury to a fellow employee of the
Insured injured in the course of employment; or
d. when the insured is amember of the faculty or
teaching staff of aschool or college:
(1) for bodily in;uryorproperty damage arising
out of the maintenance, use, loading or un-
loading of:
21
(a) dra saddle animals, inclUding vehi-
cles for use with them; or
(b) aircraft, motor vehicles, recreational
motor vehicles or watercraft, airboats, air
cushions or personal watercraft which
use a water jet pump powered by an
internal combustion engine as the pri-
mary source of propulsion;
owned or operated, or hired by or for the
insured or employer of the insured or used
by the Insured for the purpose of instruction
in the use thereof; or
(2) .underCoverageMfor bodily injury to apupil
arising out of corporal punishment adminis-
tered by or at the direction of the insured.
Option FA· Firearms. Arearms are insured for accidental
direct physical loss or damage.
The limits for this option are shown in the Declarations. The
first amount is the limit for anyone article; the second amount
is the aggregate limit for each loss.
The following additional·provisions apply:
1. we do not insure for any loss to the property described in
this option either consisting. of, or directly andimmedi-
ately caused by, one or more of the following:
a. mechanical breakdown, wear and tear, gradual dete-
rioration;
b. insects or vermin;
. c. any process of refinishing, renovating, or repairing;
d. dampness of atmosphere or extremes of tempera-
tures;
e. inherent defect or faulty manufacture;
f. rust, fOUling or explosion of firearms; I
g. breakage, marring, scratching, tearing or dentingl
unless caused by fire, thieves or accidents to convey-
ances; or
h. infidelity of an insured's employees or persons toj
whom the insured property may be entrusted o~
rented; I
I
FP·79S$
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2. our limit for loss by any Coverage Bperil except theft is
the limit shown in the Declarations for Coverage B. plus
the aggregate limit:
3. our limits for loss by theft are those shown in the Decla-
rations for this option. These limits apply in lieu of the
Coverage Btheft limit; and
4. our limits for loss by any covered peril except those in
items 2. and 3. are those shown in the De~laratlons.
Option HC - Home Computer. The COVERAGE B - PER-
SONAL PROPERTY, Special Limits of Liability, item i., for
electronic data processing system equipment and the record-
ing or storage media used with that equipment is increased
to be the amount shown in the Declarations for this option.
Option ID -Increased Dwelling Limit We will settle losses
to damaged building structures covered under COVER-
AGE A- DWELLING according to the SECTION I- lOSS
SEmEMENT provision shown in the Declarations.
If the amount you actually and necessarily spend to repair or
replace damaged building structures exceeds the applicable
limit of liability.shown in the Declarations, we will pay the
additional amounts nof to exceed:
1. the Option 10 limit of liability shown in the Declarations
to repair or ~eplace the Dwelling: or
2. 10% of the Option 10 limit of liability to repair or replace
building structures covered under COVERAGE A -
DWELLING, Dwelling Extension.
Report Increased Values. You must notify us within 90 days
of the start of any new building structure costing $5,000 or
more; or any additions to or remodeling of bUilding structures
which increase their values by $5,000 or more. You must pay
'lf6f"/ adffitTonal premium due for the increased valu~. We will
not pay more than the applicable limit of liability shown in the
Declarations, if you fail to notify us of the increased value
within 90. days.
Option 10-Incidental Business. The coverage prOVided by
this option applies only to that incidental business occu-
pancy on file with us.
1. COVERAGE A-DWElliNGI Dwelling Extension. item
2.b. is deleted.
2. COVERAGE B • PERSONAL PROPERTY is extended
to include equipment. supplies and furnishings usual and
incidental to this business occupancy. This Optional
Policy Provision does not include electronic data proc-
essing system equipment or the recording or storage
media used with that equipment or merchandise held as
samples or for sale or for delivery after sale.
The Option 10 limits are shown in the Declarations. The
first limit applies to property on the residence premises.
The second limit applies to property while off the resi-
dence premises. These limits are in addition to the
COVERAGE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY, Special
Limits of liability on property used or intended for use
in abusiness.
3. Under Section II, the residence premises is not consid-
ered business property because an insured occupies a
part of it as an incidental business.
4. SECTION II- EXCLUSIONS, item 1.b. of Coverage land
Coverage Mis replaced with the following:
b. bodily Injury or property damage arising out of
business pursuits of an insured or the ~ental or
holding for rental of any part of any premises by
an insured. This exclusion does not apply:
(1) to activities which are ordinarily incident to
non-business pursuits or to business pur-
suits of an Insured which are necessary or
incidental to the use of the residence prem-
ises as an incidental business:
(2) with respect to Coverage l to the occasional
. or part-time business pursuits of an insured
who is under 19 years of age;
(3) to. the rental or holding for rental of a resi-
dence of yours:
(a) on an o~casional basis for exclusive use
as a residence;
(b) in part, unless intended for use as a
residence by more than two roomers or
boarders; or
(c) in part, as an incidental business or pri-
vate garage;
(4) when the dwelling on the residence prem-
ises is atwo family dwelling and you occupy
22 SFF-RIZ 00105 FP-7955
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one part and rent or hold for rental the other
part; or
(5) to farm land (without buildings), rented or
held for rental to others, but not to exceed a
total of 500 acres, regardless of the number
of locations.
5. This insurance does not apply to:
a. bodily injury to an employee of an insured arising
out of the residence premises as an incidental
business other than to aresidenceemployee while
engaged in the employee's employment by an in-
sured;
b. bodily InjUry to a pupil arising out·ofcorporal pun-
ishment administered by or at the direction of the
insured;
c. liability arising out of any acts, errors or omissions of
an insured, or any other person for whose acts an
insured is liable, resulting from the preparation or
approval of data, plans, designs, opinions, reports,
programs, specWications, supervisory inspections or
engineering services in the conduct of an insured's
incidental business involVing data processing, com-
puter consulting or computer programming; or
d. any claim made or suit brought against any insured
by:
(1) any person who is in the care of any Insured
because of child care services provided by or at
the direction of:
(a) any Insured;
(b) any employee of any insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act·
ing on behalf of any insured; or
(2) any person who makesaclaim becauseofbodily
injUry to any person who is in the care of any
insured because of child care services provided
by or at the direction of:
(a) any Insured;
SFF-RIZ 00106 23
(b) any employ"... of any Insured; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behalf of any insured.
Coverage Mdoes not apply to any person indicated
in (1) and (2) above.
This exclusion does not apply to the occasional child
care services provided by any insured, or to the
part-time childcare services provided by any insured
who is under 19 years of age.
Option JF • Jewelry and Furs. Jewelry, watches, fur gar-
ments and garments trimmed with fur. precious and semi-pre-
cious stones, gold other than goldware, silver other than
silverware and platinum are insured for accidental direct
physical loss or damage.
The limits for this option are shown in the Declarations. The
first amount is the limit for anyone article; the second amount
is the aggregate limit for.each loss.
The following additional provisions apply:
1.•we do not insure for any loss to the property described in
this option either consisting of, or directly and immedi-
ately caused by. one or more of the following: .
a. mechanical breakdown, wear and tear. gradual dete-
rioration;
b. insects or vermin;
c. inherent vice; or
d. seizure or destruction under quarantine or customs
regulations; .
2. our limit for loss by any Coverage Bperil except theft is
the limit shown in the Declarations for Coverage B, plus
the aggregate limit;
3. our limits for loss by theft are those shown in the Deela
rations for this option; and
4. our limits for loss by any covered peril except those i
items 2. and 3. are those shown in the Declarations fa
this option. I
I
I
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Option OL • Building Ordinance or Law.
1. Coverage Provided.
The total limit of insurance provided by this Building
Ordinance or Law provision will not exceed an amount
equal to the Option OL percentage shown in the Decla-
rations of the Coverage A limit shown in the Declara-
tions at the time of the loss, as adjusted by the inflation
coverage provisions of the policy. This is an additional
amount of insurance and applies only to the dwelling.
2. Damaged Portions of Dwelling.
When the dwelling covered under COVERAGE A -
DWELLING is damagl!Ki bya loss Insured we willpa.y
fbI' the increased cost to repair or rebuild the physically
damaged portion of the dwelling caused by the enforce-
ment of abUilding, zoning or land use ordinance or law if
the enforcement is directly caused by the same loss
Insured and the requirement is in effect at the time the
loss Insured occurs.
3. Undamaged Portions of Damaged Dwelling.
When the dwelling covered under COVERAGE A -
DWELLING is damaged by a loss Insured we will also
pay for:
a. the cost to demolish and clear the site of the undam-
aged portions of the dwelling caused by the enforce-
ment of a building, zoning or land use ordinance or
law if the enfor:::ement is directly caused by the same
loss Insured and the requirement is in effect at the
time the loss Insured occurs; and
b. loss to the undamaged portion of the dwelling caused
by enforcement of any ordinance or law if:
(1) the enforcement is directly caused by the same
loss Insured;
(2) the enforcement requires the demolition of por-
tions of the same dwelling not damaged by the
same loss Insured;
(3) the ordinance or law regulates the construction
or repair of the dwelling, or establishes zoning or
24
land use requirements at the described premises;
and
(4) the ordinance or law is in force at the time of the
occurrence of the same loss Insured; or
c. the legally required changes to the undamaged por-
tion of the dwelling caused by the enforcement of a
building, zoning or land use ordinance or law if the
enforcement is directly caused by the same loss
Insured and the requirement is in effect at the time
the loss Insured occurs.
4. Building Ordinance or Law Coverage Limitations.
a. We will not pay for any increased cost of construction
under this coverage:
(1) until the dwelling is actually repaired or replaced
at the same or another premises in the same
general vicinity; and
(2) u.,less the repairs or replacement are made as
soon as reasonably possible after the loss, not to
exceed two years.
b. We will not pay more for loss to the undamaged
portion of the dwelling caused by the enforcement of
any ordinance or law than:
(1) the depreciated value of the undamaged portion
of the dwelling, if the dwelling is not repaired or
replaced;
(2) the amount you actually spend to replace the
undamaged portion of the dwelling if the dwelling
is repaired or replaced.
c. We will not pay more under this coverage than the
amount you actually spend:
(1) for the increased cost to repair or rebuild the
dwelling at the same or another premises in the
same general vicinity if relocation is required by
ordinance or law; and
(2) to demolish and clear the site of the undamaged
portions of the dwelling caused by enforcement
of building, zoning or land use ordinance or law.
SFF~RIZ 00107
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We will never pay· for more than a l ng of the
same height, floor area and style on·uIe same or
similar premises as the dwelling, subject to the limit
provided in paragraph 1. Coverage Provided of this
option.
Option SG •Silverware and Iware Theft. The COVER·
AGE B • PERSONAL PRO_ _. Y, Special Limits of Li·
ability, item h" for theft of silverware and goldware is
increased to be the amount shown in the Declarations for
this option.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Company has caused this policy to be signed by its President and Secretary at Bloomington,
Illinois.
Secretary President
The Board of Directors, in accordancewith Article VI(c) of thisCompany'sArticlesof Incorporation, mayfrom time to timedistribute
equitably to the holders of the participating policies issued by said Company such sums out of its earnings as in its judgment are
proper.
25
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.----,iii:n~..;4.t:J--AM FILED __ :
. ·---_IP.M.... _
MAR 0 7 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Eric Vane, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as follows:
1. I am a Claim Representative for State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State
Farm") in the Boise Operations Center.
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE- 1
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2. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages filed herewith.
3. On December 30, 2010, I was assigned claim number 12-B044-758 for claim
handling. The claim was opened on behalf of Roger and Eva Rizzo. It was my understanding
that the claim involved a water loss in the basement of the Rizzos' home.
4. At approximately 2:53 p.m., on December 30, 2010, I called the Rizzos' home
telephone number and left a message for them to contact me regarding an inspection of their loss.
5. At or about 8:45 a.m., on January 3, 2011, I called the Rizzos' home telephone
number and left a message for them to contact me regarding their claim.
6. That same day, I sent the Rizzos a letter informing them that I was sorry to hear
about their loss and requesting that they contact me to discuss their loss. Attached hereto as
"Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of the letter I sent to the Rizzos on January 3, 2011.
7. At or about 3:58 p.m., on January 6, 2011, I called the Rizzos' home telephone
number and left a message for them to contact me. I informed them in the message that I had
attempted to reach them several times and requested that they contact me with directions as to
how they wished to proceed with their claim.
8. At or about 2:05 p.m., on January 12,2011, I called Mrs. Rizzo's cellular
telephone and left a message asking her to contact me regarding their claim.
9. On January 18, 2011, I sent a letter to the Rizzos, by certified mail, informing
them of my difficulties in receiving any response to my prior attempts to contact them. The
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE- 2
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letter outlined the four prior telephone calls and the prior letter I sent. Attached hereto as
"Exhibit B" is a true and correct copy ofthe letter I sent the Rizzos on January 18,2011.
10. In a letter dated January 31, 2011, Mr. Rizzo informed me and State Farm that he
has "a lawsuit pending against State Farm Insurance. Therefore, [he] cannot communicate with
any persons associated with State Farm Insurance outside of the confines of the lawsuit."
Attached hereto as "Exhibit C" is a true and correct copy of the letter from Mr. Rizzo dated
January 31, 2011.
DATED this f day of March, 2011.
Eric Vane
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thise day of March, 2011.
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE- 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
v Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
JamesYaRue
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE- 4
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January 3, 2011
Roger Rizzo
Eva M Rizzo
1583 N Sundown Way
Eagle, ID 83616-7028
RE: Claim Number: 12-B044-758
Date of Loss: December 29, 2010
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Rizzo:
State Farm Insurance Companies
Boise Fire Claim OperationP.O. Box 437
DuPont, Washington 98327
•
I received your claim, and I'm sorry to hear about your loss.
I'm sending you this letter because I have been unable to reach
you by phone.
State Farm's goal is to provide you with "Good Neighbor" customer
service. We strive to make the claim process go as smoothly as
possible because you are important to us. Please call me at
(208) 377-7594 so we may discuss your loss and coverages
available under your policy.
I look forward to talking with you soon.
Sincerely,
Eric Vane
Claim Representative
(208) 377-7594
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
No Enclosures
cc: Bollschweiler, Allen G, -1397
For your insurance and financial needs, please contact an agent
or visit Statefarm.com .
•
HOME OFFICES: BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61710
EXHIBIT A SFF·RIZ 000118
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• Stilt. 'ana8Providing Insurance and Financial S8rvfces
Home Office, Bloomington. Illinois 61710
January 18, 2011
ROGER AND EVA M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE 1083616-7028
'...........,
Boise0perIII0nI C8ntlIr
POBax437
D.Ari, WA98327.Q437
2083777!Dl F8lC8882516069
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REqUESTED
RE: Claim Number:
Polley Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8044-758
12-85-3574-2
December 29, 2010
LETTER
January 3, 2011
•
•
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
Thank you for submitting your claim to us for consideration. You reported your claim to State
Farm on December 29, 2010. Since that time, we have contacted you several times to get the
information we need to evaluate and resolve your claim. The following is a summary of our
phone calls and/or letters to you as of this date:
PHONE CALLS
December 30,2010
January 3, 2011
January 6, 2011
January 12, 2011
Please contact us at your earliest convenience so that we may begin our evaluation of your
claim.
If you do not respond to this letter in a timely fashion, we will assume you are no longer
interested in pursuing your claim, and we will close our claim file. If you wish to pursue your
claim, please contact our office immediately.
I would like to inform you of the following policy conditions:
HOMEOWNERS POLICY (FP·7955)
SECTION I • CONDITIONS
2. Your Dutle. After Loss. After a loss to which this insurance may
apply, you shaD see that the following duties are performed:
b. protect the property from further damage or loss, make
reasonable and necessary temporary repairs required to
EXHIBITB SFF·RIZ 000119
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ROGER AND EVA M RIZZO
12-8044-758
Page 2
protect the property, keep an accurate record of repair
expenditures;
c. prepare an inventory of damaged or stolen personal
property. Show in detail the quantity, description. age,
replacement cost and amount of loss. Attach to the
inventory all bills, receipts and related documents that
substantiata the figures in the inventory;
d. as often as we reasonably require:
(1) exhibit the damaged property;
(2) provide us with records and documents we request
and permit us to make copies;
(3) submit to and subscribe, while not in the presence
of any other Insured:
(a) statements; and
(b) examinations under oath; and
produce employees, members of the Insured's
household or others for examination under oath to
the extent it is within the Insured's power to do so;
and
e. submit to us, within 60 days after the loss, your signed,
swam proof of loss which sets forth. to the best of your
lmowIedge and belief:
(1) the time and cause of loss;
(2) interest of the Insured and all others in the
property involved and all encumbrances on the
properly;
(3) other insurance which may cover the loss;
(4) changes in title or occupancy of the property during
the term of this policy;
(5) specifications of any damaged building and
detailed estimates for repair of the damage;
(6) an inventory of damaged or stolen personal
property described In 2.c.;
SFF·RIZ 000120
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ROGER AND EVA M RIZZO
12-8044-758
Page 3
(7) receipts for additional living expenses Incurred and
records supporting the fair rental value loss; and
(8) evidence or affidavit supporting a claim under the
Credit Card, Bank Fund Transfer Card. Forgery
and Counterfeit Money coverage, stating the
amount and cause of loss.
Thank you for choosing State Farm for your Insurance needs. If you have any questions.
please call me.
Sincerely,
Eric Vane
Claim Representative
208 377 7594
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15n681488773
cc: 12-1397 ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER
SFF·RIZ 000121
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January 31, 2011
Eric Vane
Claims Representative
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
Dear Eric,
I received your three page January 18, 2011 letter, which you sent by
certified mail. Thank you for your concern about the wellbeing of my
wife and I.
As you know though, I have a lawsuit pending against State Farm
Insurance. Therefore, I cannot communicate with any persons
associated with State Farm Insurance outside of the confines of the
lawsuit.
Sorry,
Lp..t>,Rr ~rz'b
Roger Rizzo
EXHffiITC SFF·RIZ 000123
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.-------=:::-:=--,1Md-1r--
FILeD~A.M. P,.M.__""_......lool~_
MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING
Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant State Farm
Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company,
by and through its attorneys of record, Elam & Burke, P.A., moves this Court to shorten the time
to hear State Farm's Motion for Permission to File Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to
Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages in Excess of Page Limit,
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 1
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and requests that said Motion be heard at the Ada County Courthouse on the 14th day of March,
2011, at 2:00 p.m. on the ground and for the reason that there is not sufficient time to give the
usual notice of hearing for said Motion.
DATED this~ day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By: ~~~
James D. LaRue,~ urn
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ----.:J.- day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
w/. Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
~"<AJ-4&--~James~Rue
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 2
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-' Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
MAR 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
6y STEPHANIE VIOAK
OEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE PLAINTIFFS'
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO
AMEND THE COMPLAINT
Plaintiffs move this court for permission to file their Memorandum in
Support ofTheir Motion to Amend the Complaint which is in excess of
the page limit set forth in Rule 8.1 of the Local Rules of the District
Court.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION - page 1
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·.As grounds for this motion, PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo asserts the
following:
1. For approximately 13 years I was employed as a lawyer in San
Francisco, California by the law firm Sedgwick, Detert, Moran, and
Arnold.
2. On June 30, 1995, I was on the back of a motorcycle in Tiburon. I was
not wearing a helmet at the time.
3. The driver stuck a guard rail on the side of the street overlooking the
San Francisco Bay. I was thrown off the back of the motorcycle and I
struck guard posts and rocks. Then I slid face down on the asphalt road
for many, many feet.
4. I injured numerous parts of my body and suffered severe, traumatic
brain injury. I was a human vegetable for 5 and 12 months.
5. I was hospitalized for over six months. The vast majority of the
doctors who cared for me told my family that I was going to die.
6. It took me years to recover, however, I am still listed as 100%
disabled. I will remain 1000/0 disabled for the remainder of my life.
7. The reason why I am providing this information is so that the court
will understand why I am not presently employed as a lawyer and have
not been now for almost 15 years. Furthermore, even back when I was
employed as an attorney, to the best of my knowledge I never had any
involvement in an Idaho case.
8. These are all reasons why it never dawned on me to check the Local
Rules of the District Court to make sure that my motion would not
exceed page limit requirements.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION - page 2
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9. My Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the
Complaint is 27 pages long. Defendant's Memorandum in Support of its
Opposition is 32 pages long. I will stipulate that Defendant's request
concerning its memorandum be granted.
10. Plaintiffs request the court's permission to file their initial
Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Amend the Complaint even
that the document exceeds the number set forth in the Local Rules of the
District Court.
Date: March 10,2011 ~ 0~ /!o- A J./ LR, J 7.-7.{)
Roger Daniel Rizzo
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· Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NO._=_---;~~~_
A.M. i4L~~. 6« /'<' =
MAR 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
OEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being sworn, deposes, deposes and states:
1. For approximately 13 years I was employed as a lawyer in San
Francisco, California by the law firm Sedgwick, Detert, Moran, and
Arnold.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 1
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2. On June 30, 1995, I was on the back of a motorcycle in Tiburon. I was
not wearing a helmet at the time.
3. The driver stuck a guard rail on the side of the street overlooking the
San Francisco Bay. I was thrown off the back of the motorcycle and I
struck guard posts and rocks. Then I slid face down on the asphalt road
for many, many feet.
4. I injured numerous parts of my body and suffered severe, traumatic
brain injury. I was a human vegetable for 5 and ~ months.
5. I was hospitalized for over six months. The vast majority of the
doctors who cared for me told my family that I was going to die.
6. It took me years to recover, however, I am still listed as 1000/0
disabled. I will remain 100% disabled for the remainder of my life.
7. The reason why I am providing this information is so that the court
will understand why I am not presently employed as a lawyer and have
not been now for almost 15 years. Furthermore, even back when I was
employed as an attorney, to the best of my knowledge I never had any
involvement in an Idaho case.
8. These are all reasons why it never dawned on me to check the Local
Rules of the District Court to make sure that my motion would not
exceed page limit requirements.
9. My Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the
Complaint is 27 pages long. Defendant's Memorandum in Support of its
Opposition is 32 pages long. I will stipulate that Defendant's request
concerning its memorandum be granted.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page J.
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· 10. Plaintiffs request the court's permission to file their initial
Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Amend the Complaint even
that the document exceeds the number set forth in the Local Rules of the
District Court.
Date: March 10,2011
NOTAR PUBLIC FOR STAT.EOF. 119.A•.HO,~I~ I~ tZI\~fg V
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 3
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MATTR. CANTRE~L 
Notary Public 
.............. ~!:.~! I~.~~ .... 
       
CERTIFICAT~ OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 10th of tv'larch, 2011, I personally delivered
true and correct copies of the PLAINTIFFS': NOTICE OF HEARING,
NOTICE OF MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING, MOTION FOR
PERMISSION, and AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO to the following
person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
~ OA'-LK;?v
EVA MARIE RIZZO ,)
000444
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
rlO.=__~~~__
A.M. ~llEO r '? ==
_P.M.-<--....~ _
MAR 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIOAK
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL
) RIZZO
)
--------------)
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. In paragraphs 7 and 8 of Stephen Strzelec's Affidavit, attached to the
initial memorandum to this motion, the expert states that his expert opinion
is based on his conversations with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and review
of plaintiffs' State Farm Insurance Policy, the State Farm June 10,2010
coverage denial letter, and numerous other documents. These numerous
other documents consisted of at least:
1) The legal memorandum plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo prepared and gave
to State Farm Insurance claims representative Donna Hoyne on May 25,
2010;
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 1
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2) The June 1,2010 letter which Steve Yoest, State Farm Insurance team
manager, sent to plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo;
3) The June 5, 2010 letter that plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo sent to Steve
Yoest;
4) The June 8, letter which Steve Yoest sent to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo;
5) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo made of the
conversation he had with Donna Hoyne, the State Farm Insurance claims
representative, when she was at his home on May 25, 2010;
6) Handwritten notes plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo made of a telephone
conversation he had with Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance team
leader, on June 9, 2010;
7) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo wrote on May 25, 2010
and May 26, 2010;
8) A memorandum plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo prepared concerning the
December 28,2010 and December 29,2010 flooding of the downstairs
section of our home;
9) Notes ofEve Rizzo's conversation with a State Farm Insurance employee
on December 30,2010.
2. The letter authored by plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo providing these
documents to expert Stephen Strzelec is attached as Exhibit A to this
Affidavit.
3. Mr. Flynn was not only eminently well qualified in a general sense but
this was also true in a specific sense relating to this lawsuit. To assist him in
his analysis concerning how the flooding occurred to plaintiffs' home,
plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo provided Mr. Flynn with the following
documents:
1) Eagle weather reports for May, June, July, August, September, October,
November, and December of 2010 as well as the report for January of 2011;
2) Wind direction reports;
3) A weather summary;
4) The State Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy issued to plaintiffs;
5) The June 10, 2010 State Farm Insurance claim denial letter;
6) An article entitled "Restoration Environmental Contractor;
7) An article authored by the Washington State Department of Health on the
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 2
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adverse health effects of exposure to mold;
8) Three articles by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
concerning the adverse health effects of being exposed to mold and fungus;
and
9) A summary of events which occurred to plaintiffs and their home on
December 28 and December 29,2010.
3.Mr. Flynn was also provided with substantial additional information
during his conversations with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. Lastly and of
crucial importance, Mr. Flynn examined the window well area ofplaintiffs'
home where the floodings had occurred, the surrounding yard, portions of
the home, and the bottom floor of plaintiffs' house.
4. On May June 10,2010, Donna Hoyne authored a formal denial letter of
plaintiffs' claim. Strangely enough the denial letter prepared by Donna
Hoyne was an exact replica of the one prepared by her supervisor on May
27,2010 in terms of exclusions quoted. It was an exact replica of the letter
prepared two weeks earlier in terms of exclusions quoted by Ross Sheridan.
Both documents will be attached together in this Reply Memorandum for
the court's review.
5.The mere copying of a supervisor's letter two weeks after it was prepared
and the obvious lack of any reasonable investigation by Donna Hoyne
evident from defendant's claim file make defendant's employees' bias
obvious to Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. It also instills feelings that
defendant was just going through the pretense of responsibly replying, when
it had determined immediately after the accident to take whatever measures
were necessary to deny coverage.
Dated: March 10, 2011.
Roger Daniel Rizzo
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 3
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 10th day of
March 2011.
Notary Public of Idaho
Commission Expires:
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February 7, 2011
Stephen Strzelec, CPCU, CLU
20719 NE 8th Street
Sammamish, WA 98074
Fax No.: 1 (425) 898-8588
Dear Steve,
Here are the following documents for you to review to give you a much
more complete understanding of the facts underlying this lawsuit:
1) The Rizzo State Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy;
2) State Farm Insurance's June 10, 2010 denial of coverage letter which
was sent to my wife and I by certified mail;
3) The legal memorandum I prepared and gave to State Farm Insurance
claims representative Donna Hoyne on May 25, 2010. I met with her at
my home on May 25, 2010 in connection with our May 23, 2010
Homeowners Policy claim;
4) The June 1, 2010 letter which Steve Yost, State Farm Insurance team
manager, sent to me;
5) The June 5, 2010 letter that I sent to Steve Yost, State Farm
Insurance team manager;
1
000449
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6) The June 8, letter which Steve Yost, State Farm Insurance team
manager, sent to me;
7) Notes I made of the conversation I had with Donna Hoyne, the State
Farm Insurance claims representative, when she was at home on May
25, 2010;
8) Notes I made of a telephone conversation I had with Ross Sheridan,
the State Farm Insurance team leader, on June 9, 2010;
9) Notes I wrote to myself on May 25, 2010 and May 26, 2010;
10) A memorandum I prepared concerning the December 28, 2010 and
December 29, 2010 flooding of the downstairs section of our home;
11) Notes of my wife's conversation with a State Farm Insurance
employee on December 30, 2010.
Thank you,
Roger
2
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~ovidirJJ Insurance and FinancIal ServIces
'-", Horne Office. Bloomington. Illinois 61710
May 27,2010
ROGER 0 AND EVA M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE 1083616-7028
nAn 'A.M
A
.....',...n
•
Boise 0pera00ns Center
PO&Jx437
DuPool WA 98327-0:137
'XJ8 3n 7':f:fJ Fax 888 251 6009
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8042-840
12-85-3574-2
May 22, 2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
I would like to take this opportunity to follow up the conversation you had with Claim
Representative Donna Hoyne during her inspection of your home on May 25, 2010.
As you discussed with Donna, we are currently investigating the facts as they pertain to your
loss. Specifically, there is a question as to whether the following policy provisions, as found in
your Homeowners Policy FP-7955, as amended by your Fungus (Including Mold) Exclusion
Endorsement FE-5398, may preclude coverage for your loss.
SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in
Coverage A which consists of, or is directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage, arises from
natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, Inherent
vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
I. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging, or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
000451
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ROGER DAND EVA M RIt..L.V
~',. .. 12-8042-840
Page 2
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a.
through m. unless the resulting Joss is itself a Loss Not Insured by
this Section.
Item 1.i, is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot,
All other policy provisions apply
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absence of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do not Insure for such loss regardless of: (a)
the cause of the excluded event, or (b) other causes of the loss:
or (c) whether other causes acted concurrently or In any
sequence with the excluded event to produce the loss; or (d)
whether the event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves isolated
or widespread damage, arises from natural or external forces, or
occurs as a result of any combination of these
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
with water or not. Earth movement includes but IS not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
improper compaction, site selection or any other external
forces Earth movement also Includes volcaniC explosion
or lava flow. except as specifically provided in SECTION I •
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the resulting fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured
c. Water Damage, meaning.
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water tsunami,
seiche, overflow of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
000452
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· ROGER 0 AND EVA M I\I"-ZO
12-8042-840
Page 3
(3) water below the surface of the ground. including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway foundation.
swimming pool or other structure. .
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explosion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the
resulting loss is itself a Loss Insured
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any 1055 consisting of
one or mo~e of the items below. Further. we do not Insure for loss
descnbed In paragraphs 1 and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss: or (b\ Occur before at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss.
b. defect, weakness inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2\ design, specifications, workmanship construction
grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the
residence premises; or
C. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and
c unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
This letter is not to be construed as a denial of your claim The purpose of this letter is to
acknowledge there are coverage questions with regard to your loss
For these reasons and for any reasons which may become known, you are hereby notified that
any action taken by State Farm Fire and Casualty Company or its authorized representatives to
investigate the cause of 1055, determine the amount of 1055 or damage, or attempt to adjust any
claim arising out of the alleged loss shall not waive any of the terms or conditions of the policy
of insurance described above nor shall such action waive any of your nghts under the policy If
we do not hear from you to the contrary, we will assume it is acceptable for us to continue
handling the case on these terms.
000453
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.ROGER DAND EVA M R 0
12-6042-840
,,' • Page 4
The Company does not intend, by this letter, to waive any policy defenses in addition to those
stated above, but specifically reserves its right to assert such additional policy defenses at any
time.
As stated above, we are continuing to Investigate your loss. If you have any other pertinent
information which you feel will aid us in our investigation of your claim, please make that
information available to us as soon as possible. Should you have any questions regarding this
letter or your claim, please contact Claim Representative Donna Hoyne at 208 377 7586
Sincerely,
~¥--
Ross Sheridan, CPCUf;
Team Manager
8008269286
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
151760/366829
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./ Providing Insurance and Financial Services
Home Office, Bloomington. Illinois 61710
June 10, 2010
ROGER D AND EVA M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE ID 83616-7028
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED
Boise0pGrati0ns center
P08ox437
DuPoo~ WA 96327-0437
'l:J:IJm7ffJJ Fax888 251 6C69
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8042-840
12-85-3574-2
May 22,2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
This letter is in follow up to my inspection of your home and telephone conversations regarding
a claim presented for water damage to your home.
It is reported water entered the basement of your home dUring an unusually heavy rainstorm on
or about May 22,2010. Your claim was reported to us on May 24,2010 and we inspected your
home on May 25, 2010. Mr. Rizzo stated during my inspection that he believed the rainwater
had soaked the ground in the window well and entered the home through cracks or holes in the
foundation. I have spoken with Del Klein from Disaster Kleenup, and he stated they extracted
water from the floor in the basement but did not detect any elevated moisture on the window sill
or wall directly below the window. There are no indications that the water which caused
damage to your home entered at any point above the surface of the ground. At the time of my
inspection, no demolition of the wall had occurred, but based on the available information, it
appears most likely the water entered through the basement foundation wall at a point
underground.
As Team Manager Ross Sheridan explained to Mr. Rizzo over the phone, there is no coverage
under your Homeowners Policy for damage oaused by water which enters the structure at a
point underground. In addition, there is no coverage for correcting any cracks, holes, or
openings in the foundation or ensuring the window well is attached properly to the home. I refer
you to your Homeowners Policy FP-7955, as amended by the Mold (Including Fungus)
Exclusion Endorsement FE-5398, as follows:
DEFINITIONS
The following definition is added:
000455
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~OGER 0 AND EVA M •"...:zO
12-8042-840
Page 2
"fungus" means any type or form of fungus, including mold, mildew,
mycotoxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi.
SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
We Insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in
Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED.
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in
Coverage A which consists of, or is directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs SUddenly or
gradually. involves isolated or widespread damage. arises from
natural or external forces. or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent
vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
i. mOld, fungus or wet or dry rot;
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bUlging, or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation. walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a.
through m. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by
this Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absence of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do not insure for such loss regardless of:
(a) the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the
loss; or (c) whether other causes acted concurrently or in any
sequence with the excluded event to produce the loss; or
(d) whether the event occurs suddenly or gradually, involVes
isolated or widespread damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or occurs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
with water or not. Earth movement includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence. erosion or movement resulting from
000456
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• ROGER D AND EVA M ......20
12-8042-840
Page 3
improper compaction, site selection or any other external
forces. Earth movement also includes volcanic explosion
or lava flow, except as specifically provided in SECTION I R
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any direct los5 by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the reSUlting fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway, foundation,
swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explosion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the
resulting loss is itself a Loss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss consisting of
one or more of the items below. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanship, construction,
grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
000457
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(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the
residence premises; or
NO, ~ /6 p, 5
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED
Item 1.1. is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot;
In item 2., the following is added as item g.:
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1) any loss of use or delay in rebuilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, including any associated cost
or expense, due to interference at the residence
premises or location of the rebuilding, repair or
replacement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property or to
repair, restore or replace that property; or
(b) tear out and replace any part of the building or
other property as needed to gain access to the
fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or property to
confirm the type, absence, presence or level of fungus,
whether performed prior to, during or after removal, repair,
restoration or replacement of covered property.
As you can see from the policy language quoted above, there is no coverage for the
water damage to your home, as all known evidence indicates water entered your
structure through the basement foundation wall at a point underground. Therefore we
are unable to assist you with the cost of drying out or repairing your home.
000458
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If you have any questions, or if additional information becomes available which you
would like us to consider, please call at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
~Q.~
Donna Hoyne
Claim Representative
2083777586
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15/771/372274
cc: 12-1294 ROD BROOKS
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
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MAR 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, and submits this Reply Memorandum
in Support of the Motion to Amend the Complaint, pursuant to Idaho Code
Section 6-1604, and to set forth newly discovered facts, additional allegations,
and a claim for punitive damages. The motion is scheduled to be heard on March
14, 2011 at 2:00 p.m.
MOTION RULINGS
There are two different Idaho statutes applicable to this motion. The first is Idaho
Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 15(a). It sets forth the applicable law relating to the
amendment of complaints after a responsive pleading is served or the action is
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 1
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set for trial. It is stated in Rule 15(a) that ([ ... a party may amend a pleading only by
leave of court..., and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires ..."
This statute applies to all the allegations in the amended complaint in this action
other then the punitive damage prayers. It was established in the Memorandum
To Amend The Complaint To Allege A Claim For Punitive Damages that the bases
for each of the new allegations in the amended complaint were events and facts
which occurred after the filing of the original complaint. Therefore, to render
plaintiffs justice in this case, leave should be freely given to amend the complaint.
The second statute which applies to this motion is Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2).
This statute provide in relevant part:
"In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim for damages
shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. However, a
party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before the court,
amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. The
court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the
evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at
such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support
an award of punitive damages." (Emphasis added)
In Vera Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale Corporation 140 Idaho 416 (2004), the
Idaho Supreme Court considered what the necessary proof was to establish a
reasonable likelihood. (Emphasis added) On page 423 of the Vendolin opinion,
the Court devoted an entire section to this subject, which was entitled: liThe
district court did not abuse its discretion by granting the motion to amend the
complaint to add a claim for punitive damages." (Emphasis added) On the final
page of the section, it was stated:
([The Court finds that Vendelin has established a "reasonable likelihood" of
proving facts at trial sufficient to support to support a punitive damages award.
Vendelin's expert believes that Costco's lack of adequate training programs
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 2
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constituted an extreme deviation from the industry standard of care. That
evidence is sufficient to demonstrate a reasonable likelihood of proving at least a
disregard for likely consequences. The motion to amend the complaint is hereby
granted."
In Jessica Myers v. Workmen's Auto Insurance Company 140 Idaho 495 (2004),
the Idaho Supreme Court was equally permissive. In that case, the court held:
"In Idaho, nominal damages may support a punitive damage award. The
foundational requirement is merely that some legally protected interest be
invaded." (Emphasis added) Id at 503.
The insurer's conduct in the immediate case was much more oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous than in the two prior Idaho Supreme Court
cases. Moreover, as described in detail in plaintiffs' Memorandum In Support Of
This Motion To Amend, there were several different independent, egregious
actions committed by defendant's employees, all of which create a reasonable
likelihood of plaintiffs being awarded punitive damages and meeting the
requirements of Idaho Code Section 6-1604 and Idaho Code Section 6-1601(9).
These actions will be discussed in more detail later in this Reply Memorandum.
PLAINTIFFS' EXPERTS' AFFIDAVITS
In Idaho, the test for whether a witness is qualified as an expert is not rigid.
Kenneth E. Thomson v. Craig Olsen 147 Idaho 99, 107 (2009). Idaho Evidence
Code 702 states:
"If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact
to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as
an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify
thereto in the form of opinion or otherwise."
The question under the evidence rule is simply whether the expert's knowledge
will assist the trier of fact, not whether the information upon which the expert
opinion is based is commonly agreed upon.
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 3
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Id at 107. The testimony of an expert witness, which is based upon his or her
individual knowledge, skill, experience, training, and education, goes to the
weight, not admissibility, of the evidence. Id at 108.
Stephen Strzelec's Affidavit
Defendant relies almost exclusively on J-U-B Engineers, Inc. v. Security Insurance
Company Of Hartford, et al146 Idaho 311 (2008) for the legal authority for its
argument that the Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec should not be considered. The J-
U-B Engineers, Inc case and the rulings contained therein are completely
irrelevant to the Strzelec Affidavit in our lawsuit.
In the J-U-B Engineers, Inc case, the district court struck four opinions contained
in the Affidavit of Vickers, plaintiff's expert. Three out of four of the opinions
struck involved damage dollar amounts claimed and were not even narrow
guesses. On the second opinion, Vickers stated that based on plaintiff's
reputation injury, it would lose between $5,000 to $400,000. On the next opinion,
Vickers stated that an insurance policy without a settlement consent clause was
worth only Y2 of the value of the insurance policy premium. On the final opinion,
Vickers stated plaintiff would suffer damages because of client losses between
$25,000 and $2.5 million dollars. In essence, all four of the supposedly expert
opinions were struck because the court concluded there was no factual basis for
the opinions stated and that the conclusions were all drawn out of thin air.
The Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec in the present lawsuit bears no similarities to the
above case. Stephen Strzelec begins his Affidavit by stating that he was employed
by State Farm Insurance Company for approximately 18 years. All of positions he
held with defendant are listed on the next page. It is immediately obvious that
these positions form a core basis for all of the opinions that Mr. Strzelec rendered
in his Affidavit. With his experience as a State Farm: (1) Section Manager, (2)
Claim Superintendent, (3) Property Superintendent, (4) Claim Repreasentative,
and (5) Trainer, it is difficult to conceptualize an individual who might be better
qualified to render the opinions that Mr. Strzelec did in his Affidavit.
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 4
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In defendant's opposition, to undermine the Strzelec Affidavit, defense counsel
states: /lIn other words, the expert's recitation of his experience in his affidavit
was meaningless without an explanation of what specific experience he relied
upon in forming his opinion." Once again, this argument has no merit.
In paragraphs 7 and 8 of Stephen Strzelec's Affidavit, the expert states that his
expert opinion is based his conversations with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and
review of plaintiffs' State Farm Insurance Policy, the State Farm June 10, 2010
coverage denial letter, and numerous other documents. These numerous other
documents consisted of at least:
1) The legal memorandum plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzzo prepared and gave to
State Farm Insurance claims representative Donna Hoyne on May 25, 2010;
2) The June 1, 2010 letter which Steve Yoest, State Farm Insurance team manager,
sent to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo;
3) The June 5, 2010 letter that plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo sent to Steve Yoest;
4) The June 8, letter which Steve Yoest sent to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo;
5) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo made of the conversation he
had with Donna Hoyne, the State Farm Insurance claims representative, when she
was at his home on May 25, 2010;
6) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo made of a telephone
conversation he had with Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance team leader,
on June 9, 2010;
7) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo wrote on May 25, 2010 and May
26, 2010;
8) A memorandum plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo prepared concerning the
December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010 flooding of the downstairs section of
our home;
9) Notes of Eve Rizzo's conversation with a State Farm Insurance employee on
December 30, 2010. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Therefore, Stephen Strzelec had a much more complete exposure to all the
liability issues in this lawsuit than almost everyone but the plaintiffs and defense
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 5
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counsel. In this case, Mr. Strzelec's qualifications are outstanding. So are the
bases for his expert opinions.
A final argument defendant advances to persuade the court not to consider
Stephen Strzelec's Affidavit is that Mr. Strzelec has not personally spoken to Rod
Brooks or to any State Farm employee involved in the insurance policy denial
letter sent to plaintiffs. (Page 10 of State Farm's Opposition) Maybe defendant
has forgotten about Rule 4.2 of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Section 9
in the Preamble to the Rules, Rule 502 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, and
Idaho Supreme Court cases such as Tedina Mains, et al. v. Robert L. Cach, M.D.
143 Idaho 221, 223, 226 (2006).
Plaintiffs have not forgotten about these sections though. Plaintiffs will not
instruct their experts to personally interview State Farm employees about liability
issues in this lawsuit in violation of the above rules.
DONALD FLYNN'S AFFIDAVIT
Defendant attempts to exclude Donald Flynn's opinions on two primary grounds.
The first is that Mr. Flynn is not qualified to render his expert opinions. The
second is that Mr. Flynn may not offer legal opinions. Neither argument has any
merit.
Donald Flynn has been the president of a building construction company for over
16 years. Over the last decade, he and his crews have completed the construction
of 45 residential homes per year. He has complete responsibility for every aspect
of construction operations.
Donald Flynn has been a licensed contractor for many years. Without such a
license, Mr. Flynn and his crews could not build any homes.
During the fifteen year period prior to being the president of Shadow Mountain
Construction, Inc. Mr. Flynn worked in a variety of construction positions. They
included: Superintendent, Concrete Foundation Setter, Journeyman Carpenter,
and Plumbing Laborer.
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 6
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Over the last 31 years approximately, Donald Flynn has been involved in the
construction practice. He has been responsible for building hundreds of homes.
One of his obvious duties has been to prevent rain water from flooding into any of
the homes he built. If the homes he built regularly, or even occasionally, were
flooded by rainwater, then he would not be requested or assigned to build any
more homes. This is simple logic.
It is also simple logic to realize that to prevent something from occurring, it is of
critical importance to know how it happens. In other words, to prevent rain water
from flooding into a home, it is of critical importance for an individual to know
how the flooding happens.
Based upon his voluminous construction experience and contractors licenses,
Donald Flynn is eminently qualified to render the opinions which he did in his
Affidavit. Better qualified individuals on these subjects may be impossible to
obtain.
Mr. Flynn was not only eminently well qualified in a general sense but this was
also true in a specific sense relating to this lawsuit. To assist him in his analysis
concerning how the flooding occurred to plaintiffs' home, Mr. Flynn was provided
with many documents. These included:
1} Eagle weather reports for May, June, July, August, September, October,
November, and December of 2010 as well as the report for January of 2011;
2} Wind direction reports;
3} A weather summary;
4} The State Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy issued to plaintiffs;
5} The June 10, 2010 State Farm Insurance claim denial letter;
6} An article entitled "Restoration Environmental Contractor;
7} An article authored by the Washington State Department of Health on the
adverse health effects of exposure to mold;
8} Three articles by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
concerning the adverse health effects of being exposed to mold and fungus; and
9} A summary of events which occurred to plaintiffs on December 28 and
December 29, 2010. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 7
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Mr. Flynn was also provided with substantial additional information during his
conversations with plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. Lastly and of crucial importance,
Mr. Flynn examined the window well area of plaintiffs' home where the floodings
had occurred, the surrounding yard, portions of the home, and the bottom floor
of plaintiffs' house. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
The defendant also asserts another foundational argument on page 11 of the
Opposition. Defendant maintains that Donald Flynn's Affidavit is flawed because it
does not set forth IIwhat tests were performed, what calculations were done,
what materials were involved, or what stress levels those materials can
withstand.1I
In making such a contention, defendant ignores applicable Idaho law. In Dave
Todd v. Sullivan Construction LLC, et al146 Idaho 118 (2008), the Idaho Supreme
Court encountered a situation where the lack of specific details provided by a
witness were called into question. In that case, the Court held that demonstrating
reasonable certainty IIrequires neither absolute assurance nor mathematical
exactitude; rather, the evidence need only be sufficient to remove the existence
of damages from the realm of speculation. Id at 122. (Curiously, State Farm
Insurance did not perform the extensive tests and studies it cites in its Opposition
before it denied coverage to plaintiffs.) (Emphasis added)
The final argument defendant asserts to preclude the court's consideration of
Donald Flynn's Affidavit is that the last opinion rendered in the document is
impermissible as it is an expert's opinion on a question of law. This assertion
pertains to Donald Flynn's opinion concerning the exclusions quoted as justifying
State Farm Insurance's denial of coverage to plaintiffs.
This assertion by defendant incorrectly states what Donald Flynn's has been
retained to do in this case. He was never asked to address any questions of law in
this litigation. He is obviously not qualified to do this.
Donald Flynn was retained to factually determine what caused the flooding and
damages to plaintiffs' home in May and December of 2010. As part of this effort,
Donald Flynn was asked to factually determine if any of the exclusions quoted in
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 8
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defendant's denial letter were the factually correct reasons which explained why
the flooding and damages occurred. (Emphasis added)
Mr. Flynn's opinions should not be misconstrued. He is not giving any legal
opinions. He is only advancing his factual opinions based upon his vast
construction experience, his review and understanding of the documents and
communications that he has received in this case, and his best home building
judgment. (Emphasis added)
WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED
Again, Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) provides in relevant part:
"In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim for damages
shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. However, a
party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before the court,
amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. The
court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the
evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established
at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to
support an award of punitive damages." (Emphasis added)
It is extraordinarily useful to weigh the evidence presented by both parties to
determine whether there is a reasonable likelihood that plaintiffs will prove facts
at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. The evidence
submitted by defendant consists of Affidavits of only its employees and attorneys.
No experts were disclosed and there were no expert affidavits attached to the
Opposition and submitted to the court.
Defendant's employees have obvious bias in this lawsuit. That is because how this
lawsuit turns out could have obvious impact on them because of their direct
involvement in crucial factual situations underlying this litigation. Defendant's
employees could be fired. Their futures at State Farm Insurance could' be seriously
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 9
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impacted extremely negatively. Alternatively, they could be substantially
compensated if State Farm Insurance prevails in this litigation.
Defendant's employees' bias is already overwhelmingly obvious for at least two
very serious reasons. The first stems from defendant's response to plaintiffs' first
set of document request. Among the very minimal number of documents
defendant produced are Activity Log entries relating to plaintiffs' May 2010 claim.
On May 26, 2010, there is an entry in the Activity Log by claims representative
Donna Hoyne. The entry begins: "Spoke with agent (Rod Brooks). He said he told
both Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo that he didn't think the loss would be covered ...."
Rod Brooks' Affidavit submitted in support of defendant's Opposition is almost in
complete contrast. In the affidavit, there is no statement by Rod Brooks which is
even close to what he told Donna Hoyne on May 26, 2010. In fact, Rod Brooks
tries to indicate the opposite in the affidavit. The first sentence of paragraph 8 in
the affidavit begins with the statement: "At no point during my conversation
(with Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo) did I deny coverage or make any coverage
determination...." In effect, Rod Brooks is trying to mislead the court and
plaintiffs.
The second reason substantiating bias stems from letters prepared by Ross
Sheridan and Donna Hoyne. Ross Sheridan's position at State Farm was a team
manager. He was the supervisor of Donna Hoyne, who was a claims
representative.
On May 27, 2010, three days after plaintiffs reported their claim to State Farm
Insurance, Ross Sheridan drafted a letter which was sent to plaintiffs stating that
State Farm is currently investigating our claim and quoted pages of Homeowners
Policy exclusions which may apply and result in our claim not being covered.
On May June 10, 2010, two weeks later, Donna Hoyne authored a formal denial
letter of plaintiffs' claim. Strangely enough the denial letter prepared by Donna
Hoyne was an exact replica of the one prepared by her supervisor in terms of
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 10
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pages of exclusions quoted. It was an exact replica of the letter prepared two
weeks earlier in terms of pages of exclusions quoted by Ross Sheridan. Both
documents are attached together in this Reply Memorandum for the court's
review. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
The mere copying of a supervisor's letter two weeks after it was prepared and the
obvious lack of any reasonable investigation evident from defendant's claim file
make defendant's employees' bias obvious to Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. It also
instills feelings that defendant was just going through the pretense of responsibly
replying when it had determined immediately after the accident to take whatever
measures were necessary to deny coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
In comparison to defendant's position, what evidence do plaintiffs have to submit
to the court to make its Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) determination? Plaintiffs'
evidence includes all the documents filed in connection with the moving and reply
memorandums, the Affidavits of Roger Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo, and the
expert Affidavits of Stephen Strzelec and Donald Flynn. This evidence
unquestionably weighs in plaintiffs' favor.
The documents and the Affidavits of Roger Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo were
previously discussed at length and do not warrant repetition. What cannot be
stressed sufficiently though is that plaintiffs have two highly qualified experts in
this case. Defendant has none! (Emphasis added)
Plaintiffs' expert, Donald Flynn, has submitted an affidavit stating that he is
almost certain that the wind caused an opening in the wall of plaintiffs' home and
rain water flooded through this opening. Since defendant has no experts on this
causation issue, it cannot contest Mr. Flynn's expert opinion. Therefore,
plaintiffs' claims are almost certainly covered under its Homeowners Policy with
State Farm. Moreover, in his Affidavit plaintiffs insurance industry expert,
Stephen Strzelec, confirms that both plaintiffs' May and December of 2010
Homeowners Policy claims were covered.
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 11
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A much more troubling dilemma for defendant is its lack of an insurance industry
expert. Plaintiffs' insurance industry expert, Mr. Strzelec's, opinions are set forth
in his Affidavit. He stated that it is his view that all the State Farm employees
discussed in plaintiffs' motion acted oppressively, fraudulently, maliciously and
outrageously in connection with plaintiffs' insurance claims which are the subject
of this lawsuit. Mr. Stezelec also stated that such actions by these employees
were in violation of insurance industry standards.
State Farm Insurance's employees can continuously deny such behavior or
characterize it differently. So can defendant's attorneys. Such denials have no
legal effect though. These persons' contentions are suspect as set forth above.
Much more importantly, these individuals are not qualified as legal experts on the
subjects involved.
AMENDMENTS TO THE COMPLAINT TO ADD A NEW CAUSE OF ACTION AND
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATORY DAMAGES CLAIMS
At the end of State Farm Insurance's Opposition, it makes an effort to convince
the court not to permit plaintiffs to amend their complaint to add a new cause of
action and additional compensatory damage claims. In making this argument,
defendant's counsel cites almost no supporting legal authority for its argument.
That is because none exists.
.The operative statute, which was already cited, is Idaho Code of Civil Procedure,
Rule 15(a). It provides: " ... a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court...,
and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires..."
In plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Amend the Complaint
and the attached affidavits, plaintiffs explain that they discovered information
which gives rise to the amendments after the original complaint was filed and
why leave should be freely given by the court on this matter. Defendant does not
raise any legitimate legal issues in opposition to this motion.
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 12
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CONCLUSION
For all the reasons set forth in plaintiffs' moving and reply papers, they request
that this motion be granted in its entirety.
Respectfully Submitted,
Date: March 10,2011
'f.<. 0 9&./) /It /\ 1-01 I ck 11. 7-0
Roger Daniel RIZZO
REPLY MEMORANDUM - page 13
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•CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 10th March, 2011, I personally delivered a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT to the following
person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
~~M'_'~ ------\/(j~
EVA MAR E RIZZO ~
000473
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By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DepuTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF HEARING c. r J /I' P {V.-
Please take notice that on March 14, 2011 Plaintiffs' Motion For
Permission To File their Motion To Amend The Complaint in excess of
Page Limit will be heard before the Honorable Timothy Hanson at the
Ada County Courthouse
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 1
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Date: March 10, 2011
NOTICE OF HEARING - page 2
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1.-70 
Ro er Daniel Rizzo 
In Pro Per 
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
MAR 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs
move this court to shorten time to hear Plaintiffs' Motion For Permission
To File Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend The Complaint which is in excess
of the page limit set forth in Rule 8.1 of the Local Rules of District
Court.
1'<G~iY'" AC\ VI, ,.p9- f 1x)7.f-~
Roger Daniel Rizzo
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NO. \ FILEDA.M...9~:\....L.... P.M _
MAR 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MIREN OLSON
DepUTY
\\1 ~ 0~C~'
flt \\ 1 1\)\\~~~
IN THE DISTRICTCOU~E FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING
Pursuant to Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company's ("State Farm"),
erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company, Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing, and
with good cause appearing therefor,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the hearing on State Farm's Motion for Permission to
File Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 1
000477
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for Punitive Damages in Excess of Page Limit will be heard at the Ada County Courthouse on
the 14th day of March, 2011, at 2:00 p.m.
DATED this~ay of March, 2011.
-
Honorable Timothy Hansen
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
i U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
~ U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
~Q~,-----
Clerk
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 2
000478
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NO'~----:::~O----A.M-9~;.:..1<6~_F...I~.M _
MAR 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CIeri<
By MIREN OLSON
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
ORDER ALLOWING STATE FARM
TO FILE ITS MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN
EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company's Motion for Permission to File
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages in Excess of Page Limit is hereby GRANTED.
ORDER ALLOWING STATE FARM TO FILE ITS MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 1
000479
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DATED this~ay of March, 2011.
C?~' -
Honorable Timothy Hansen
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
x U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
«J U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
Clerk
ORDER ALLOWING STATE FARM TO FILE ITS MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF PAGE LIMIT - 2
000480
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MAR 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MIREN OLSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
ORDER OF DISMISSAL
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Based on the Stipulation of PlaintiffEva Marie Rizzo, appearing Pro Per, and Defendant
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company (erroneously sued as State Farm Insurance Company), by
and through its counsel of record James D. LaRue of the firm Elam & Burke, P.A., and good
cause appearing, it is hereby ORDERED as follows:
1. All claims that are or could have been stated by or on behalf ofEva Marie Rizzo
in the Complaint filed on November 24,2010, and all claims that may be stated by or on her
behalf in any amendment thereto, are hereby Dismissed with Prejudice;
ORDER OF DISMISSAL - 1
000481
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2. All claims for costs and attorney fees by State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
against Eva Marie Rizzo in connection with the Complaint filed November 24,2010, and as the
Complaint may be amended hereafter, are hereby Waived.
DATED this~dayof~:;:;;-2011.
......
Timothy Hansen
District Judge
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.. fY\oJc-\j
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of-Febntaty, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva M. Rizzo & Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
ORDER OF DISMISSAL - 2
>0 U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal ExpresS
Facsimile Transmission
'P U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
DISTRICT COURT CLERK
By:~~ QJ24b{)·
Deputy Clerk
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NO. FILEDq:3:?A.M. _ P.M_---
MAR 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MIREN OLSON
oePUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,~ fNCDEFb}{ fIft COUNTY OF ADA
FEB 2~ 2011
ADACOUNTV
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company's Motion for Protective Order having
come on for hearing pursuant to notice on February 24,2011, and Plaintiff Roger Rizzo
appearing in pro per, and Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company having appeared
through its attorney of record, James D. LaRue ofElam & Burke, P.A., and the Court having
considered the memoranda and affidavits filed herein, having heard oral argument, and being
fully advised in the premises;
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1
000483
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company's Motion for Protective Order is
GRANTED in all respects requested therein.
M,...L.
DATED this~day ofY88fo1lat;" 2011.
~
Timothy Hansen
District Judge
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ dayo~~, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Eva M. Rizzo & Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
'P U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
-.:e U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
DISTRICT COURT CLERK
By:~~r~
Deputy Clerk -
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 2
000484
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James D. LaRue ~ \4~R \\ 1 1(}\\
Craig R. Yabui \ {\<.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. da CountY Ce
251 East Front Street, Suite ~O
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
MAR 15 20.11-
CHRISTO~R D. RICH. Clerk
••._., ·By~ENOLSON
.PUlY
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT
TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
submits this Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 1
000485
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II. RELEVANT BACKGROUND
This case stems from the denial of an insurance claim made by the Rizzos after their
home was allegedly damaged by water entering their basement on or about Saturday, May 22,
2010. (See Complaint, 1 6.) The following day, the Rizzos claim they called their State Farm
agent, Rod Brooks, to report the damage and make a claim under their insurance policy with
State Farm (the "Policy"). (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo ("Roger Mf."), 1 3; Mfidavit of
Eva Marie Rizzo ("Eva Mf."), 1 3.) However, May 23,2010, was a Sunday and Mr. Brooks'
office was closed. (Affidavit of Rod Brooks ("Brooks Mf."), 1 1.) Instead, Mr. Brooks received
a telephone call from Mrs. Rizzo on Monday, May 24,2010, to report the water damage to the
Rizzos' home. (Brooks Mf., 1 5.)
During his telephone conversation with Mrs. Rizzo on May 24, 2010, Mr. Brooks
inquired as to how the water entered the Rizzos' basement. (Brooks Aff., 1 6.) As with other
customers calling about water damage to a home, Mr. Brooks provided a general explanation of
the types of water damage covered by the Policy, which was that water damage caused by
plumbing leaks within the footprint of the house is generally covered and water damage from
non-domestic sources outside the footprint of the house may not be covered. (Brooks Mf., 1 7.)
At no point during this conversation did Mr. Brooks deny coverage or make any coverage
determination; he simply explained the concepts that are generally at issue in all water damage
situations. (Brooks Mf., 1 8.) Mrs. Rizzo indicated that the water did not originate from the
plumbing of the house. (Brooks Aff., 1 10.) Therefore, Mr. Brooks suggested that the Rizzos
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 2
000486
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initiate a claim with State Farm and allow the claim department to assess the damage and make a
coverage determination. (See id.)
Later in the day on May 24, 2010, Mr. Brooks received a call from both Mr. and
Mrs. Rizzo. (Brooks Aff., 111.) Mr. Rizzo made it clear that he wanted to make a claim under
the Policy. (Brooks Aff., 111.) Mr. Brooks then filed the claim through the Pacific Northwest
Zone Operations Center in Dupont, Washington, and claim number 12-B042-840 was opened in
the name of the Rizzos. (Brooks Mf., 111.) Mr. Brooks' involvement in the claim terminated
once the claim was opened. (Brooks Mf., 112.)
On May 25, 2010, Donna Hoyne in the Boise Operations Center called Mrs. Rizzo and
scheduled an appointment to inspect the damage to the Rizzos' home. (Affidavit of Donna
Hoyne ("Hoyne Mf."), 14.) At or about 3:30 p.m. that same day, Ms. Hoyne arrived at the
Rizzos' home to conduct her onsite inspection. (Hoyne Aff., 15.) Before Ms. Hoyne even
entered the home, she was confronted by an angry Mr. Rizzo who handed her the document titled
"Indisputable Bad Faith Liability of State Farm Insurance." (See id.; Roger Mf., Ex. B.)
Mr. Rizzo informed Ms. Hoyne that he was going to sue State Farm because Mr. Brooks had
improperly denied the claim. (Hoyne Aff., 15.) Indeed, the document handed to Ms. Hoyne by
Mr. Rizzo concludes with the threat that Mr. Rizzo would "legally proceed against State Farm
and seek the maximum damages, includine punitive damaees." (Roger Aff., Ex. B (emphasis
added).) Thus, before Ms. Hoyne or State Farm were even permitted to inspect the alleged
damage, Mr. Rizzo was already intent on seeking punitive damages against State Farm.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 3
000487
                  
    
                 
                  
               
             
               
        
               
              
                 
              
                 
              
                 
               
               
             
               
             
       
         
Ms. Hoyne asked Mr. Rizzo if he would prefer that she leave since it sounded like he had
already determined his course of action. (Hoyne Mf. 1)[6.) Mter again asserting his position that
Mr. Brooks' alleged denial of the claim was bad faith, Ms. Hoyne explained to Mr. Rizzo that
Mr. Brooks may have informed him that the loss may not be covered, but that any coverage
determination would be made by the claim department, not the agent, and that no coverage
determination had been made. (See id.) Finally, after again demanding 100% coverage in lieu of
filing a lawsuit against State Farm, Mr. Rizzo allowed Ms. Hoyne to enter the home. (See id.)
Upon entering the basement of the home, Mr. Rizzo directed Ms. Hoyne to a wall in the
family room that had two windows (the "South Wall"). (Hoyne Aff., 1)[7.) In one of the window
wells, plastic sheeting and a sump pump had been installed to prevent further water intrusion.
(See id.) Mr. Rizzo told Ms. Hoyne that the water did not enter through the window. (See id.)
Instead, Mr. Rizzo indicated that the water went down the outside of the South Wall and came in
through the foundation at the floor level. (See id.) The windowsill appeared to be clean and
undamaged and there was no visible damage to the wallpaper below the window. (Hoyne Mf.,
1)[8.) However, the baseboard along the South Wall had been removed and holes had been drilled
into the drywall. (See id.) During her inspection of the basement, Ms. Hoyne also discovered
some water in a closet that was not previously discovered by the Rizzos or Disaster Kleenup, the
mitigation service the Rizzos retained to remove the water. (Hoyne Aff., 1)[9.)
After inspecting the outside of the home with Mr. Rizzo, Ms. Hoyne's onsite
investigation was complete. (Hoyne Aff., 1)[10.) Ms. Hoyne did not give Mr. Rizzo a defmitive
answer as to whether or not the claim was covered. (See id.) She informed Mr. Rizzo that she
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 4
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needed to go back to her office and discuss the facts with her Team Manager before a coverage
detennination could be made. (See id.) Mr. Rizzo again repeated his threat that unless their
claim was covered 100%, he would sue State Fann. (See id.)
Ms. Hoyne then made a telephone call to Disaster Kleenup and was infonned that
Disaster Kleenup removed the water, placed air movers in the basement, and removed the wet
laminate flooring. (Hoyne Mf., TJ[ 12-13.) Disaster Kleenup's employees did not detect any
moisture when they took moisture readings on the windowsill and wall below the windows,
which led to Disaster Kleenup's conclusion that the water did not enter through the window.
(See id.)
On May 26,2010, Ms. Hoyne discussed the facts surrounding the Rizzos' claim with her
Team Manager, Ross Sheridan. (Hoyne Mf., 1 14.) They detennined that a reservation of rights
letter should be sent to the Rizzos explaining that the investigation was continuing and that the
coverage detennination had not yet been made. (See id.) The reservation of rights letter was
hand delivered to the Rizzos on May 28,2010. (See id.) Later that day, Mr. Rizzo had a
telephone conversation with State Fann Team Manager Steve Yoest regarding the reservation of
rights letter and Mr. Brooks' alleged denial of the Rizzos' claim. (See Roger Aff., 1 16.)
Subsequent correspondence was exchanged between Mr. Rizzo and Mr. Yoest between June 1,
2010, and June 8, 2010. (See Roger Aff., Exhs. G-I.)
On June 2, 2010, Ms. Hoyne spoke with Del Klein at Disaster Kleenup to detennine
whether he could provide any new infonnation regarding the water intrusion at the Rizzos' home.
(Hoyne Mf., 115.) Mr. Klein reiterated his prior findings and indicated that the moisture
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 5
000489
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readings on the South Wall were only elevated at the floor level. (See id.) This provided
reasonable confirmation that the water must have entered the home through the foundation at or
near the base of the wall. (See id.) Based upon the information compiled through Ms. Hoyne's
onsite investigation, her discussions with Mr. Klein at Disaster Kleenup, and an examination of
the Policy, State Farm denied the Rizzos' claim. (Hoyne Aff.116.)
Prior to sending the Rizzos a denial letter, Ms. Hoyne attempted to call the Rizzos to
discuss the denial of their claim but was unable to reach them. (Hoyne Aff., 117.) On June 10,
2010, the denial letter was sent to the Rizzos by certified mail (the "Denial Letter"). (Hoyne
Aff·,118.)
Approximately five months later, on November 24,2010, the Rizzos filed their
Complaint. (See Complaint.) The Complaint alleges four causes of action: (1) breach of
contract; (2) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (3) bad faith; and
(4) negligence per se. (See Complaint, pp. 7-11.) On February 24,2011, the Rizzos filed their
Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Motion to Amend").
The Rizzos also seek to file a Proposed Amended Complaint asserting facts related to an
identical loss on or about December 29,2010, a claim for negligent failure to warn, and claims
for personal injuries, diminution in value of their home, and attorney fees. (See Proposed
Amended Complaint.) Accompanying the Motion to Amend were four affidavits including, the
Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec ("Strzelec Affidavit") and the Affidavit of Donald Flynn ("Flynn
Affidavit").
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITNE DAMAGES - 6
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III. ANALYSIS
A. The Strzelec Affidavit Should Be Stricken and/or Not Considered as Evidence
Supportine the Motion to Amend.
The Rizzos place a great deal of weight on the opinions offered by Mr. Strzelec regarding
State Fann's handling of the Rizzos' claims. However, Mr. Strzelec's opinions lack the
necessary foundation to be of any use to this Court and are based on pure speculation.
Accordingly, Mr. Strzelec's opinions should not be considered when the Court decides whether
to allow the Rizzos to amend their Complaint with a prayer for punitive damages.
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 702, "[i]f scientific, technical, or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a
witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify
thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise." "When determining the admissibility of an
expert's opinion, the focus of the trial court's inquiry is on the principles and methodology used
and not the conclusions they eenerate." J-U-B Engineers v. Security Ins. Co. ofHartford, 146
Idaho 311,315, 193 P.3d 858,862 (2008) (emphasis added).
J-U-B Engineers is especially instructive on the matter currently before the Court because
the expert affidavit in that case contained the same flaws as the Strzelec Affidavit. In J-U-B
Engineers, plaintiffs expert opined in his affidavit, among other things, that parties settling
frivolous lawsuits are perceived as "targets" for increased litigation. Id. at 315-316,193 P.3d at
862-863. This opinion was stricken because the "[expert's] affidavit was silent as to the basis for
this opinion." Id. at 316, 193 P.3d at 863. Although the expert's affidavit set forth his
qualifications regarding litigation, it was silent as to the basis for his opinion that those settling
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES -7
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frivolous litigation become targets for increased litigation in the industry. Id. In reaching its
holding, the Idaho Supreme Court held "that it is incumbent upon an expert to set forth specific
facts upon which an opinion is based." Id. In other words, the expert's recitation of his
experience in his affidavit was meaningless without an explanation of what specific experience
he relied upon in forming his opinion.
The Court in J-U-B Engineers further affirmed the striking of plaintiff s expert's opinion
that an insurance policy without a settlement consent clause is worth only half the value of the
premium paid. In his affidavit, plaintiffs expert opined that "in 2005 he 'conducted a general
review of professional liability policies' before changing carriers" and in his review he did not
fmd a policy that did not contain a settlement consent clause. Id. However, there was no
explanation of how he determined the value of a policy without a settlement consent clause. The
Court upheld the striking of the opinion because the "affidavit simply does not identify the
method by which he determined the value of a consent-to-settle clause." The only inference that
could be drawn from the expert's opinion was that he had no "factual basis upon which to place a
value on the consent-to-settle clause," which leads to the only logical conclusion that "all damage
figures advanced in that affidavit were drawn from thin air." Id.
Based upon the holding in J-U-B Engineers, it is clear that in order for the Strzelec
Mfidavit to be valid, it must provide the foundation upon which Mr. Strzelec's opinions are
based. At a minimum, the Strzelec Affidavit must explain: (1) what facts from his experience
were utilized in forming his opinions, i.e., explain why his insurance industry experience is
relevant to this particular claim; and (2) what method or standard was used in analyzing State
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITNE DAMAGES - 8
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Fann's conduct, i.e., explain the standard of care State Fann allegedly breached. The Strzelec
Mfidavit is devoid of any explanation of what State Fann should have done to avoid breaching
the unidentified standard of care. (See Strzelec Mfidavit, 11 8-11, 13-21.) For example,
Mr. Strzelec opines that no meaningful investigation of the loss on May 22,2010, was performed
by State Fann.(See Strzelec Affidavit, 11 13,15.) However, Mr. Strzelec does not explain what
a reasonable investigation entails; he simply jumps to the conclusion that State Fann's
investigation was unreasonable. (See also Strzelec Mfidavit, 116) (Mr. Strzelec taking issue
with Mr. Sheridan not reading Mr. Rizzo's legal memorandum or reviewing the cases cited
therein without explaining/identifying an insurer's duty to do so.) J-U-B Engineers
demonstrates that a conclusion without foundation is not enough. Without a proper foundation,
Mr. Strzelec's opinions do not assist the Court to understand the evidence. Therefore, the
Strzelec Affidavit should be disregarded when the Court decides the Motion to Amend.
The Strzelec Affidavit is also flawed because several of Mr. Strzelec's opinions are
purely speculative. To be admissible, "an expert's testimony must assist the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue and...an expert's opinion that is
speculative or unsubstantiated by facts in the record is inadmissible because it would not assist
the trier of fact." J-U-B Engineers, 146 Idaho at 316, 193 P.3d at 863 (emphasis added). "Expert
opinion that merely suggests possibilities would only invite conjecture and may be properly
excluded." Bromley v. Garey, 132 Idaho 807, 811,979 P.2d 1165, 1169 (1999) (citation
omitted).
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 9
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In paragraph 9 of his affidavit, Mr. Strzelec opines that Mr. Brooks "must have had no
concern" that the Rizzos would "feel terrible" or "suffer emotional distress." (Strzelec Mfidavit,
, 9 a) - d).) Mr. Strzelec is simply speculating about Mr. Brooks' state of mind. He did not
speak with Mr. Brooks and does not cite a communication from Mr. Brooks where his concerns
are mentioned. Similarly, in paragraph 11 of his affidavit, Mr. Strzelec opines that the Denial
Letter was "not motivated by good faith." (Strzelec Mfidavit, , 11.) Mr. Strzelec cannot opine
on what motivated the Denial Letter because he was not present when it was drafted, has not
spoken with any State Farm employees involved with the drafting of the letter, and cannot cite
any evidence even implying that the letter was motivated by bad faith. Mr. Strzelec is simply
guessing in order to support the Rizzos' claims. The Strzelec Affidavit is so fundamentally
flawed that it may not be considered as evidence in support of the Motion to Amend. As such,
State Farm respectfully requests that the Strzelec Mfidavit be stricken and/or not considered
when the Court determines whether the Rizzos should be allowed to amend to add a claim for
punitive damages.
B. Mr. Flynn Is Unqualified to OtTer His Opinions and May Not OtTer Opinions on
Legal Issues.
The Rizzos fail to demonstrate Mr. Flynn's qualifications to opine as an expert. The
party offering the testimony of an expert bears the burden of establishing that the expert is
qualified in the particular field for which he seeks to testify. See Marty v. State, 122 Idaho 766,
768,838 P.2d 1384, 1386 (1992). An expert witness is someone with "power to draw inferences
from facts which a jury [or court] would not be competent to draw." [d. at 768,838 P.2d at 1386
(citation omitted). To warrant the use of expert testimony two elements are required: (1) the
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subject of the inference must be so distinctly related to some science, profession, business, or
occupation as to be beyond the ken of the average layman; and (2) the witness must have
sufficient skill, knowledge, or experience in that field or calling as to make it appear that his
opinion or inference will probably aid the trier in its search for truth. Id.; see also I.R.E 702.
Although Mr. Flynn may have worked in the construction industry since 1978, he fails to
demonstrate his qualifications to opine on matters such as stress and failure loads of building
materials, water pressure exerted on a structure, or wind pressure exerted on a structure. Absent
evidence of these qualifications, the Rizzos fail to meet their burden of establishing that Mr.
Flynn is even qualified to opine that one to two feet of rainwater "exerted substantial pressure on
the side of the home." (Flynn Affidavit, <][ 9.)
The Flynn Affidavit also suffers from the same foundational flaw as the Strzelec
Affidavit, i.e., it simply provides conclusions without any foundational support. For example,
Mr. Flynn opines that rainwater became one to two feet deep in the window well and "exerted
substantial pressure on the side of the home." (Flynn Affidavit, <][ 8.) Mr. Flynn also opines that
"an approximately 18 mile an hour wind blowing in the right direction against a very large
structural wall caused an opening in the wall." (Id.) There is no explanation of what tests were
performed, what calculations were done, what materials were involved, or what stress levels
those materials can withstand. Mr. Flynn does not even indicate which direction the wind must
blow, the size of the hole, or, more importantly, where the hole is located. All he says is that
there was water pressure, wind, and a hole whose location is unknown. Mr. Flynn simply mimics
the flawed conclusions set forth in Mr. Rizzo's affidavit and does not provide any additional
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insight required of an expert. As such, the Flynn Affidavit should be stricken and/or not
considered when the Court decides the Motion to Amend. l
Finally, Mr. Flynn may not opine that "many of the exclusions quoted are silly and none
apply to either the May 22,2010 or December 29,2010 incidents." (Flynn Affidavit, 14 [sic],
p.3.) Expert opinions offered on matters of law are irrelevant and should be therefore excluded.
Howard v. Oregon Mutual Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 214, 219, 46 P.3d 510, 515 (2002) ("Because the
issues related to ambiguity before the trial judge were matters of law, the offered expert opinion
was irrelevant, and there was no abuse of discretion in excluding the testimony."); see also
Summers v. A.L. Gilbert Co., et al., 69 Cal.App. 4th 1155, 1179 (1999) ("There are limits to
expert testimony, not the least of which is the prohibition against admission of an expert's opinion
on a question oflaw.")
Here, Mr. Flynn attempts to offer his "expert" opinion on the interpretation of the Denial
Letter and the Policy. Mr. Flynn does not cite any qualifications to opine as an insurance expert.
More importantly, interpretation of documents is an issue for the Court to decide, not Mr. Flynn.
As such, paragraph 4 [sic] on page 3 of the Flynn Affidavit should be stricken and/or disregarded
as impermissible expert opinion.
1 The Flynn Affidavit is also irrelevant to the determination of whether this case warrants
punitive damages. The focus of a punitive damages claim is solely upon the conduct of the
Defendant. Even if Mr. Flynn's opinion on how the water entered the home can later be proven,
his opinions do not offer any insight into whether State Farm's conduct involved the intersection
of a bad act and bad state of mind.
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C. The Standard for Permitting an Amendment to State a Claim for Punitive Damages
Is High and Punitive Damages Can Only Be Awarded Under the Most Unusual and
Compelling Circumstances.
The standard of liberality provided by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) is inapplicable
when a party seeks to amend to add a claim for punitive damages. Instead, a party seeking to add
a claim for punitive damages must comply with Idaho Code § 6-1604, which significantly limits
the ability of a party to pursue a claim for punitive damages. Idaho Code § 6-1604 requires this
Court to act as a "gatekeeper" by actually weighing the evidence presented at the hearing on the
Rizzos' Motion to Amend:
The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after
weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the
moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages.
I.C. § 6-1604(2) (emphasis added).
Idaho Code § 6-1604 requires a claimant to prove oppressive, fraudulent, malicious, or
outrageous conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive damages is asserted "hy,
clear and convincing evidence." I.C. § 6-1604(1). In Linscott v. Rainier Nat. Life Ins. Co., 100
Idaho 854, 606 P.2d 958 (1980), the Idaho Supreme Court described the standard for punitive
damages as follows:
The activity which this court has sought to reach with an award of
punitive damages, however it is phrased, requires an intersection of
two factors: a bad act and a bad state of mind.
Linscott, 100 Idaho at 858, 606 P.2d at 962 (emphasis added). An award of punitive damages is
proper only where a plaintiff establishes both of these two conjunctive requirements.
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As a general rule, "[p]unitive damages are not favored in law and should be awarded in
only the most unusual and compelling circumstances." Harwood v. Talbert, 136 Idaho 672, 679,
39 P.3d 612,619 (2001) (citation omitted). To support an amendment for punitive damages there
must be conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive damages is asserted which is so
egregious that it shocks the conscience. See Dunn v. Ward, 105 Idaho 354,357,670 P.2d 60, 63
(Ct.App. 1983).
In the breach of contract context, a "breach of contract by itself is not sufficient to warrant
an award of punitive damages." General Auto Parts Co., Inc. v. Genuine Parts Company, 132
Idaho 849, 853, 979 P.2d 1207, 1211 (1999). The Rizzos have the burden of establishing a
reasonable likelihood of proving that State Farm "acted with an extremely harmful state of mind."
Id. (citation omitted). In fact, the Idaho Supreme Court has held the following when discussing
punitive damages:
Punitive damages may only be considered in those cases where
there has been alleged in the pleadings and proof of conduct by one
party involving some element of outraKe similar to that usually
found in the commission of crimes or torts done intentionally or
with reckless indifference to the rights of the other party (e.g. fraud)
or with an evil motive, (e.g. to vex, harass, annoy, injure or oppress)
in conscious disregard of the rights of the injured person.
Linscott, 100 Idaho at 861, 606 P.2d at 965 (citations omitted, emphasis added).
The Rizzos ignore their burden of demonstrating an intersection between a bad act and bad
state of mind. However, these are the critical facts that must be demonstrated before they are
allowed to add a claim for punitive damages.
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For example, in Weinstein v. Prudential Property and Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho 299, 233
P.3d 1221 (2010), which the Rizzos cite approvingly, the insurer delayed payment despite the fact
that "it knew from the day after the accident that it owed for [insured's] injury under the UM
coverage." 149 Idaho at _,233 P.3d at 1260. "Mrs. Weinstein repeatedly told the adjuster of
the Weinsteins' fmancial difficulty, of the numerous telephone calls and demand letters from
medical billing departments and collection agencies...but Liberty Mutual refused to pay sums it
admittedly owed." Id. (emphasis added).
In Cuddy Mountain Concrete, Inc. v. Citadell Construction, Inc., 121 Idaho 220,824 P.2d
151 (Ct.App. 1992), punitive damages were proper because the "decision to terminate the contract
was conceived in frustration and consummated in aneer" and that following termination, the
defendant altered and/or falsified certain daily reports prepared prior to termination "in case
something happened after the termination." Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 223-228,824 P.2d at
154-159 (emphasis added). However, even with these clear examples of a bad state of mind, the
Court of Appeals held that the "facts here present a close question." Id. at 228,824 P.2d at 159.
In Hall v. Farmers Alliance Mutual Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 313, 179 P.3d 276 (2008), there
was specific evidence presented to demonstrate the insurer's "evil mind:"
The Halls point to several instances that could support the
conclusion that Farmers possessed an "evil mind." They point to the
delay of over seven hundred days, when Claiborne, their expert,
testified that the industry standard was that the matter should have
been concluded within ninety days... In addition, the Halls contend
that... Farmers lied when claiming not to know that the Halls had
problems with dwelling damage and when Farmers claimed to be
unaware of a bid from L & L Builders even thoup evidence
sueeested that Farmers had received the bid a month before
sendine the letter. Farmers also was in possession of a bid that
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exceeded the policy limits when it forced the Halls to participate in
the appraisal process. Finally, the Halls cite comments by an
employee of Idaho Intermountain Claims that Mr. Hall wished
to speak to ''the hiahest person in the company." which the
worker joked was the tallest person in the company, and that it
was for the purpose of "listen[ing] to the same complaints of Mr.
Hall some more[.]"
Hall, 145 Idaho at 320,179 P.3d at 283 (emphasis added).
Finally, in Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495,95 P.3d 977 (2004),
Workman's Auto allowed a default judgment to be entered against its insured and delayed
payment of that default judgment despite Workman's Auto's recognition that the claim was
covered. 140 Idaho at 502, 95 P.3d at 984. Workman's Auto's failure to act on the admittedly
covered claim also forced a subrogated carrier to turn its collection efforts on the default judgment
,
towards the insured and requested that her driver's license be suspended pursuant to Idaho Code §
49-1204 until the default judgment was satisfied. Id. This was especially onerous on the insured
because she was a pregnant, single mother with two children who was forced to risk criminal
sanctions for driving with a suspended license or find alternative transportation for her and her
family. Id. at 499-500,95 P.3d at 981-982.
Unlike the cases cited above, the Rizzos fail to demonstrate the intersection of a bad act
and a bad state of mind on the part of State Farm. Even if the Rizzos could establish coverage
(which they cannot), none of the alleged bad conduct attributable to State Farm rises to the level
necessary to warrant an amendment allowing the Rizzos to seek punitive damages, let alone an
award of punitive damages. In addition, there is absolutely no evidence demonstrating State
Farm's bad state of mind. This alone warrants denial of the Motion to Amend. Evidence of a
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bad state of mind cannot come from an expert or from the Rizzos' speculative conclusions of
what State Farm did or did not intend; there must be actual evidence (communications, log notes,
testimony, etc.) demonstrating State Farm's bad state of mind, which does not exist.
Nevertheless, State Farm addresses below the bad acts alleged against its employees and/or agents
and definitively show that this is not a case that warrants punitive damages.
(1) Rod Brooks
The Rizzos claim Mr. Brooks "told plaintiffs repeatedly, during a telephone conversation,
that a single, specific exclusion in plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy served as a basis for why State
Farm Insurance was denying coverage of plaintiffs' extremely serious property damage claim."
(Motion to Amend, p. 20 (emphasis in original).) Mr. Brooks never made a coverage
determination. However, even if he had told the Rizzos that the claim was not covered, State
Farm cannot be held liable for such a representation because the Rizzos themselves cite evidence
that State Farm did not ratify or authorize Mr. Brooks' alleged conduct.
First, Mr. Brooks never told the Rizzos that State Farm was denying their claim. (Brooks
Aff.,18.) In Mr. Brooks' approximately 18 years as a State Farm agent, he has never made a
coverage denial on a Homeowners Policy claim on behalf of State Farm and he did not do so in
this case. (Brooks Aff., 1 9.) The reason for this is simple; by his own admission, Mr. Brooks is
not trained to make such coverage denials. (Brooks Mf., 1 9.) Indeed, it was Mr. Brooks who
recommended that a claim be made with State Farm for the very purpose of having a claim
representative inspect the loss and make a coverage determination. (Brooks Mf., 110.)
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Second, "[i]t is settled beyond dispute in Idaho that a principal is liable for punitive
damages based on the acts of its agent only in circumstances in which the principal participated,
or in which the principal authorized or ratified the agent's conduct." Manning v. Twin Falls
Clinic & Hospital, Inc., 122 Idaho 47,53,830 P.2d 1185, 1191 (1992) (emphasis added).
"Furthermore, it is well established that punitive damages may not be assessed against a principal
based upon the acts of an agent absent a clear showing of authorization or ratification." Id. The
Rizzos concede that Claim Representative, Donna Hoyne, told Mr. Rizzo that Mr. Brooks "had no
authority to discuss whether a Homeowners Policy exclusion applied and to state that there would
be or would not be coverage under the Homeowners Policy." (Motion to Amend, p. 3.) The
Rizzos further concede that Ms. Hoyne "reassured plaintiff that defendant State Farm Insurance
Company had not yet made a decision on whether there would be policy coverage or not."· (Id.)
Thus, by the Rizzos' own allegations, State Farm never authorized or ratified the statements
attributed to Mr. Brooks and State Farm cannot be held liable for punitive damages for any
coverage determination allegedly made by Mr. Brooks.
(2) Donna Hoyne
The Rizzos contend Ms. Hoyne committed two bad acts in her handling of their claim:
(1) Ms. Hoyne "quoted not one, but approximately a dozen different major policy exclusions and
a huge number of additional exclusions in policy subsections in State Farm Insurance's June 10,
2010 coverage denial letter;" and (2) Ms. Hoyne did not perform "any reasonable investigation of
the Rizzo's claim." (Motion to Amend, pp. 21-22.) Regardless of the conclusory opinion
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provided by Mr. Strzelec, neither alleged bad act was remotely close to conduct so egregious that
it shocks the conscience.
First, the Denial Letter signed by Ms. Hoyne does not quote a "multitude of completely
different, unrelated policy exclusions." (Motion to Amend, p. 21.) It addresses the claim-specific
issues discussed and discovered during Ms. Hoyne's inspection on May 25,2010, which include:
(1) whether damage resulting from water that enters the home below the surface of the ground,
i.e., through cracks or holes in the foundation, is covered; and (2) whether cracks or holes in the
foundation of the home caused by earth movement or construction defects are covered. (See
Roger Aff., Ex. E.) For example, in response to issue (1), the Denial Letter quotes paragraph 2.c.
(Water Damage) under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED. (See Roger Aff., Ex. E.)2 The
quoted language directly addresses the specific issue identified during Ms. Hoyne's onsite
inspection regarding whether damage resulting from water that enters the home through cracks or
holes in the foundation is covered, regardless of whether it is considered "surface water" or "water
below the surface of the ground." Including this language in the Denial Letter cannot be
considered a bad act.
In response to issue (2), the Denial Letter quotes only the relevant portions of
paragraphs 1.,2., and 3. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED. (See Roger Aff., Ex. E.)
This quoted language was included in the Denial Letter for the specific purpose of addressing
Mr. Rizzo's claim that there must be holes or cracks in the foundation and that the soil next to the
foundation needs to be removed so the foundation can be repaired. (Hoyne Aff., 1 7). It was
2For the convenience of the Court, State Farm attaches a copy of the Denial Letter to this
memorandum.
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"Mr. Rizzo's comments that triggered the inclusion of Policy language regarding the foundation,
earth movement, and design defects. This also cannot be considered a bad act.
Finally, the Denial Letter identified the relevant Policy language regarding the exclusion of
claims based upon mold/fungus damage. (See Roger Mf., Ex. E.) In light of the allegations
contained in the Proposed Amended Complaint regarding the likelihood that "mold and fungus
formed in the house wall" and that "[p]articles of mold and fungus then probably permeated the
air in parts of plaintiffs' home," the inclusion of the mold/fungus exclusion in the Policy cannot
be considered a bad act.
In addition to quoting the specific Policy language at issue, the Denial Letter provided the
Rizzos with the precise reasons why the claim was not covered. The letter explained:
(1) Ms. Hoyne's conversation with Mr. Rizzo where he explained that "he believed the rainwater
had soaked the ground in the window well and entered the home through cracks or holes in the
foundation;" (2) Ms. Hoyne's conversation with Del Klein of Disaster Kleenup who indicated that
Disaster Kleenup "did not detect elevated moisture on the window sill or wall below the
window;" and (3) there were "no indications that the water which caused damage to the [Rizzos']
home entered at any point above the surface of the ground." (Roger Mf., Ex. E.) The letter went
on to provide that "based on the available information, it appears most likely the water entered
through the basement foundation wall at a point underground." (Id.) Finally, the letter concludes
with the explanation that because "there is no coverage for the water damage to your home, as all
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known evidence indicates water entered your structure through the basement foundation wall at a
point underground."3 (Id.)
Prior to suing State Farm, the Rizzos never responded to the Denial Letter with a contrary
explanation for how the water entered the home. The Rizzos have never provided any argument
contradicting Ms. Hoyne's analysis. To the contrary, the Rizzos conftrm that Ms. Hoyne properly
identifted the location where the water entered the home. State Farm's Interrogatory No.9 asks:
"If you contend that the water entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22, 2010,
at a location other than through damage and/or cracks or holes in the foundation, please describe
all facts, witnesses, and documents supporting your contention." (Affidavit of James D. LaRue in
Support of Opposition to Motion to Amend to Allege Claim for Punitive Damages ("LaRue
Aff."), Ex. A.) The Rizzos' Answer to Interrogatory No.9 provides:
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: Unknown, but the
weather reports make this almost literally impossible.
(LaRue Aff., Ex. B (emphasis in original).)
The Rizzos finally take issue with the Denial Letter because it does not cite or reference
the "one and only applicable policy coverage provision." (Motion to Amend, pp. 22-23.) The
policy coverage provision being referred to by the Rizzos is found under SECTION I • LOSSES
INSURED, which provides as follows:
COVERAGE B • PERSONAL PROPERTY
3Mr. Strzelec opines that an insurer must provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in
the insurance policy in relation to the facts when denying a claim. (Strzelec Affidavit, 19.)
Ms. Hoyne clearly did what Mr. Strzelec describes.
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We insure for accidental direct physical loss to property described
in Coverage B caused by the following perils, except as provided in
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED...
2. Windstorm or hail. This peril does not include loss to
property contained in a building caused by rain, snow, sleet,
sand or dust. This limitation does not apply when the direct
force of wind or hail damages the building causing an
opening in a roof or wall and the rain, snow, sleet, sand or
dust enters through this opening...
(Roger Aff., Ex. A (emphasis in original); see also Motion to Amend, p. 22 ("she never says a
word about the SECTION I· LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2. Rainstorm [sic] or hail
provision, which provides policy coverage!" (emphasis in original).)
The Rizzos fail to recognize that the "Windstorm or hail" provision is completely
irrelevant to the coverage determination on their loss. As set forth in the Policy, the "Windstorm
or hail" provision strictly applies to Coverage B - Personal Property. The Rizzos' claim was not
a claim under Coverage B - Personal Property; it was a claim under Coverage A - Dwelling. (See
Motion to Amend, p. 2) ("an extremely severe rain and windstorm caused serious damage to
plaintiffs' home.") Failing to address an inapplicable policy provision in the Denial Letter cannot
be considered a bad act and cannot support amendment allowing the Rizzos to seek punitive
damages.
Ms. Hoyne's correct analysis regarding the location where the water entered the Rizzos'
home leads to the next inquiry regarding whether Ms. Hoyne conducted a "reasonable
investigation" of the Rizzos' claim. As correctly identified by the Rizzos, the key to this inquiry
is the word "reasonable." (Motion to Amend, p. 22; see also Walker v. Progressive Direct Ins.
Co., 720 ESupp.2d 1269, 1274 (N.D.Okla. 2010) ("an insurer's investigation need only be
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reasonable, not perfect.") (citation omitted).) The Rizzos argue a reasonable investigation of their
claim would include conducting "the necessary weather research" to determine that "wind caused
an opening in the home wall which caused the rainwater flooding to occur on two occasions."
(Motion to Amend, p. 23.)
Mr. Rizzo did not come to his "theory" that wind caused a hole in an underground
concrete foundation until June 29,2010, when he "did research on weather conditions which
occurred on May 22,2010," and "logically thought that [three-quarters of an inch of rainfall on
the ground] would exert substantial pressure against the house wall" and "that with such a huge
amount of pressure it would probably take only moderate wind speed at the correct wind direction
to damage the house wall which would cause rainwater to flood the house." (Roger Aff., n 21-
22.) Thus, according to the Rizzos themselves, not even they had thought of the "theory" that
wind caused a hole in an underground concrete foundation until well after the claim was formally
denied on June 10,2010. The Rizzos have also not provided any reliable scientific evidence to
support this "theory."
Also, neither the Rizzos nor Mr. Flynn know where the alleged hole is located. (See
LaRue Mf. Ex. B ("Plaintiffs are not sure where the opening in the wall occurred.").) If neither
the Rizzos nor their causation expert can identify the location of the hole, further investigation on
the part of State Farm would have revealed nothing. Moreover, the Rizzos did not inform
Ms. Hoyne that "one to two feet" of water had accumulated in the window well or that Mr. Rizzo
believed this one to two feet of water exerted "substantial pressure against the house wall adjacent
to the window." (Hoyne Mf., 18.) Thus, even if Ms. Hoyne had researched the weather
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conditions on May 22, 2010, all Ms. Hoyne and State Farm would have known was that there was
rain and wind on that day; they would not have known where the hole was located or about
Mr. Rizzo's "logical" conclusion regarding the cause of the hole.
Third, the facts conclusively demonstrate that Ms. Hoyne's investigation of the loss was
reasonable. On May 24, 2010, the Rizzos reported the loss to their insurance agent, Rod Brooks.
(Brooks Aff., 1 5.) The next day, Ms. Hoyne called the Rizzos, scheduled a time to conduct an
inspection of the loss, and visited the Rizzos' home to conduct her inspection. (Hoyne Aff., B 3-
5.) Upon arrival at the Rizzos' home, Ms. Hoyne gathered information from Mr. Rizzo regarding
his thoughts on how the water entered the home, conducted a thorough inspection of the basement
of the Rizzos' home, and concluded with an examination of the outside of the Rizzos' home.
(Hoyne Aff., B 5-11.) At this point, a coverage determination had not been made by Ms. Hoyne
or State Farm. (Hoyne Mf., 1 10.) To gather additional information, Ms. Hoyne spoke twice with
Del Klein of Disaster Kleenup to determine whether there was any information that he could
provide regarding the location of where the water entered the home. (Hoyne Mf., B 12, 15.)
Prior to making a coverage determination, Ms. Hoyne gathered all available factual information
and spoke to all relevant witnesses. The only thing she did not do, which is the thing the Rizzos
take issue with, is imagine a scenario where wind blowing in the right direction and at the right
velocity, combined with an unknown amount of surface water pressure, would cause an
underground hole to open in a concrete foundation. To hold Ms. Hoyne and State Farm to a duty
to theorize such a scenario when conducting an inspection of a loss would be anything but
"reasonable."
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(3) Ross Sheridan
The Rizzos allege the following bad acts on the part of Mr. Sheridan: (1) either
encouraging, permitting, or ignoring a State Farm Insurance Company agent, Rod Brooks,
repeatedly telling insureds that there was no policy coverage for their claim without ever visiting
Plaintiffs' residence or performing any investigation; (2) approving the Denial Letter;
(3) allegedly disregarding or not reviewing Mr. Rizzo's Indisputable Bad Faith Liability of State
Farm Insurance memorandum; and (4) failing to read the two cases cited in Mr. Rizzo's
Indisputable Bad Faith Liability of State Farm Insurance memorandum. (See Motion to Amend,
pp. 23-24.) None of these alleged acts shock the conscience and there is no evidence that any of
these acts were performed with a bad state of mind.
First, despite his job title as Team Manager, Mr. Sheridan does not manage, oversee, or
otherwise control the conduct of Mr. Brooks. (Affidavit of Stephen Yoest ("Yoest Mf."), 13.)
Sales agents are not under the control of Team Managers in the claim department and do not
perform any reporting to Team Managers in the claim department. (Yoest Mf., 13.) Thus,
Mr. Sheridan did not encourage, permit, or ignore any alleged statements made by Mr. Brooks
because it was not his job to do so. Second, regardless of whether they were actually made, Mr.
Brooks' alleged statement that the Rizzos' loss was not covered is completely irrelevant because
the undisputed evidence shows that State Farm did not ratify Mr. Brooks' alleged coverage
determination and, in fact, conducted a reasonable investigation of the loss before a'coverage
determination was made.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
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State Farm does not dispute that Mr. Sheridan approved the Denial Letter. However,
rather than interpreting such approval as a bad act as the Rizzos do, Mr. Sheridan's approval of
the Denial Letter was part of the proper handling of the Rizzos' claim. In other words, rather than
allowing Ms. Hoyne to make the unilateral decision to deny the Rizzos' claim, Mr. Sheridan's
review of the claim and approval of the denial provided a level of redundancy before the fmal
coverage determination was issued to the Rizzos. (Yoest Aff.14.) The purpose of having two
sets of eyes review the claim is to avoid the very allegations State Farm now faces, i.e., that the
denial of a claim was somehow improper.
The fmal two alleged bad acts on the part of Mr. Sheridan fail because the Rizzos have not
(and cannot) cite any authority in support of the proposition that Mr. Sheridan had a duty to read
Mr. Rizzo's memorandum or read the two cases cited therein. The reason for this lack of
authority is simple. Mr. Sheridan is not an attorney and to impute a duty on him to read a "legal"
memorandum prepared by an insured would essentially establish a requirement that all claims
personnel be attorneys. This is not the requirement in Idaho or any other jurisdiction. Therefore,
a failure to read Mr. Rizzo's memorandum or review the cases cited therein cannot give rise to a
claim for punitive damages.
(4) Steve Yoest
The bad act performed by Mr. Yoest was his alleged attempt "to cover up and distort what
defendant's agent Rod Brooks initially told plaintiffs concerning the lack of coverage for
plaintiffs' claim." (Motion to Amend, p. 25.) There was no attempt to cover up or distort
Mr. Brooks' alleged statements to the Rizzos. In a letter dated June 1,2010, Mr. Yoest
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND
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memorialized his telephone conversation with Mr. Rizzo and wrote: "You explained Mr. Brooks
advised there may not be coverage under the policy for this loss." (Roger Mf., Ex. G.) In
response, Mr. Rizzo wrote:
I was shocked when I read your clear misstatement of what I
told you during our telephone conversation. I never said Mr.
Brooks advised there may not be coverage for this loss. I said Rod
Brooks told me "coverage is beinK denied because the damage
was caused by surface water."
(Roger Aff., Ex. H (emphasis in original). )
On June 8, 2010, Mr. Yoest responded to Mr. Rizzo's letter and recognized the
clarification in Mr. Rizzo's letter as follows:
,
The purpose of my June 1,2010 letter was to confirm our
conversation, and I appreciate the clarification provided in your
letter. I understand your position is Mr. Rod Brooks issued a claim
denial to you verbally during your May 22, 2010 discussion with
him.
(Roger Mf., Ex. I.)
This exchange of correspondence between Mr. Yoest and Mr. Rizzo does not demonstrate
an attempted cover up or an attempt to distort the facts. At the most, it demonstrates a mis-
communication and a subsequent clarification regarding what Mr. Rizzo believes he told
Mr. Yoest during a telephone conversation. More importantly, it is nowhere close to a bad act
supporting a claim for punitive damages and provides no support for the Rizzos' efforts to allege
such a claim.
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(5) Allen Bollschweiler
According to the Rizzos, on or about December 29,2010, they incurred an identical water
loss to the one they incurred on May 22,2010. (Motion to Amend, p. 25.) The Rizzos argue that
upon discovering the second water loss, they reported the loss to their new agent,
Mr. Bollschweiler, and were told that "State Farm would not even send one of its claims
representatives out to plaintiffs' home...and determine whether there was insurance policy
coverage or not." (Id.) They further allege that Mr. Bollschweiler informed them that "before
defendant would do anything with respect to the plaintiffs' December 29,2010 claim that
plaintiffs had to make arrangements with a company totally independent from State Farm
Insurance to come out and assess the damage." (Id.) The allegations against Mr. Bollschweiler
are contradicted by the Rizzos' own conduct and certainly do not meet the standard for allowing
them to amend to assert a claim for punitive damages.
Mr. Bollschweiler did not tell the Rizzos that State Farm would not send a claim
representative to inspect the loss. (Bollschweiler Aff., 19.) Indeed, when Mr. Bollschweiler
suggested having a State Farm claim representative visit the Rizzos' home, Mr. Rizzo informed
him that he was not interested in that; he just wanted to make a claim. (Bollschweiler Aff., 19.)
Once the claim was made by Mr. Bollschweiler on behalf of the Rizzos, State Farm then
attempted to contact the Rizzos by telephone on four occasions and by letter on two occasions
before any response was received from the Rizzos. (See Affidavit of Eric Vane ("Vane Aff."),
Ex. B (correspondence from State Farm to the Rizzos dated January 18, 2011, detailing the
numerous attempts at communication with the Rizzos regarding the second alleged loss.).) In
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response to the letter dated January 18, 2011, Mr. Rizzo responded with a letter on January 31,
2011, which provides: "As you know, I have a lawsuit pending against State Farm Insurance.
Therefore, I cannot communicate with any persons associated with State Farm Insurance outside
the confmes of the lawsuit." (Vane Aff., Ex. C.) Ignoring the fact that the loss on December 19,
2010, was a separate loss and not part of the lawsuit, it is clear that State Farm did attempt to
investigate the second alleged loss and was refused permission to do so. The Rizzos cannot have
it both ways; they cannot complain that State Farm did not inspect their home after the second
alleged loss while at the same time claim that they cannot communicate with anyone from State
Farm. Mr. Bollschweiler did what the Rizzos asked, and Mr. Rizzo's letter to State Farm
contradicts the position the Rizzos now take regarding their communications with Mr.
Bollschweiler. As such, no bad act on Mr. Bollschweiler's part can be demonstrated.
D. Allowing the Rizzos to Add a Claim for Negligent Failure to Warn Would Be Futile
Because They Fail to State a Vwid Cause of Action Against State Farm.
"After a responsive pleading is filed, amendment of the complaint is in the district court's
discretion, I.R.C.P. 15(a), and will not be disturbed on appeal absent a showing of an abuse of
discretion." Bissett v. State, 111 Idaho 865, 868, 727 P.2d 1293, 1296 (Ct.App. 1986). It is not an
abuse of discretion to deny a motion to amend where "it appears beyond doubt that [plaintiff can]
prove no set of facts upon which relief could be granted." [d.
Here, the Rizzos seek to add a claim that State Farm "failed to warn plaintiffs of the health
hazards that the insured residents of a home face when rainwater enters a home through the house
wall as a result of a windstorm." (Proposed Amended Complaint, 1 53.) The health hazards
identified by the Rizzos are those resulting from the formation of "mold and fungus" that
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"probably permeated the air in parts of plaintiffs' home." (Id. at <J[ 54.) There is no duty for State
Farm to warn its insureds regarding health hazards related to a loss - regardless of whether the
loss is covered or not. Under the Rizzos' logic, if there is an accidental fIre in a State Farm
insured's home, State Farm has a duty to warn that insured of the adverse health hazards in
breathing the smoke and fumes generated by the fIre. The absurdity of the Rizzos' position is
only heightened when their failure to warn claim is examined. Pursuant to the Policy, State Farm
had no duty to repair mold/fungus damage, remediate mold/fungus, or pay the cost for testing or
monitoring for the presence of mold/fungus. (Yoest Aff., Ex. A.) Second, if the growth of
mold/fungus after a loss is not covered under the Policy, how can there be a duty to warn? There
simply is no such duty, and the Rizzos cannot state a valid claim for failure to warn.
E. The Claims for Personal Injuries and Diminution in Value are Not Ripe for .Judicial
Review.
"Ripeness is one element that must be satisfIed for there to be a live case or controversy
appropriate for judicial review." Gibbons v. Cenarrusa, 140 Idaho 316, 317, 92 P.3d 1063,1064
(2002). "'Ripeness asks whether there is any need for court action at the present time. '" Id.
(emphasis added; citation omitted).
The Rizzos seek damages for: (1) "the amount the property has decreased in value because
of the imminent health hazards;" or (2) "physical injuries plaintiffs suffered as a result of the
rainwater flooding." (Proposed Amended Complaint, Prayer for Relief, pp. 18-20.) However, the
Rizzos have not alleged any actual physical injuries or the existence of any actual health hazards.
Instead, they allege that "it is very likely mold and fungus formed in the house wall" and that
"mold and fungus probably permeated the air in parts of plaintiffs' home," which "caused [the
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Rizzos] to suffer physical injuries, which have not yet been identified." (Proposed Amended
Complaint, TIl 54,56 (emphasis added).) Disregarding the fact that neither personal injuries nor
diminution in value for mold/fungus related claims are covered under the Policy, the failure to
allege actual injury is fatal to both claims because they are speculative at this point.
The flaw in the Rizzos' prayer for diminution in value and physical injuries is
demonstrated by analogy. Other than the breakage of glass or safety glazing, the Policy does not
cover damage resulting from "birds, vermin, rodents, insects, or domestic animals." (Roger Mf.,
Ex. A.) Following the Rizzos' logic, if a rat chews a hole in the wall of the home and builds a
nest (an uncovered loss), State Farm should be liable for the diminution in value to the home
resulting from the "imminent health hazards" posed by a rat living in the house and should be
liable if the rat bites the insured or communicates an airborne disease to the insured. The law
does not support such absurd results and the Rizzos should be precluded from pursuing their
diminution in value and physical injury claims.
F. The Rizzos Should Be Precluded From Seekin& an Award of Attorney Fees.
The "Prayer for Relief' for each cause of action in the Proposed Amended Complaint
contains a prayer for "attorney's fees and costs." (Proposed Amended Complaint, pp. 18-20.)
The Rizzos are pursuing their claims pro se. (See Proposed Amended Complaint, 11 ("Plaintiffs
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, in Pro Per.").) However, "in Idaho, pro se litigants are
not entitled to attorney fees." Roe v. Albertson's Inc., 141 Idaho 524, 531, 112 P.3d 812,819
(2005). As such, the Rizzos prayer for attorney fees should be precluded.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court deny the Rizzos'
Motion to Amend to the extent it seeks to add: (1) a claim for punitive damages; (2) a claim for
physical injuries; (3) a claim for diminution in value of their home; and (4) a claim for attorney
fees.
DATED this~ day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY.-ffr~~~
J~:LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ---.::L day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Eva Marie Rizzo & Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
u.S. Mail
./ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
'-,~< •• _dLL~
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James D. LaRue 
       
         
f' \·~··r1's-.... •
. i' Providing In$ll'8nce and Financial services
.. Horn. OffIce. Bloomington. Illinois 61710
.. , • _... r' •••••••
'''.:
June 1O. 2010
ROGER 0 AND ~A M RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE 10 83616-7028
, , , • '1. .. .
•
BoiseOperations center
PO Box437
DuPalt, WA 96327JJ437
200 'm 7500 Fax Be8 251~
CERTIFIED MAJL - RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12~B042-840
12-85-3574-2
May 22,2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
This letter is in follow up to my Inspection of your home and telephone conversations regarding
a claim presented for water oamage to your home.
It Ia reported water entered the basement of your home during 8n unusually heavy rainstorm on
or about May 22. 2010. Your claim was reported to us on May 24, 2010 and we inspected your
horns on May 25. 2010. Mr. RI1zo stated during my inspection that he belieVed the rainwater
had soaked the ground In the window well and entered the home through cracks or holes in the
foundatJon. I have spoken with Del Klein fromDls8$ter Kleenup, and he stated they sxtracted
water from the floor in the baMment but did not detect any elevated moisture on the window sill
or wall ctirectJy below the window. There are no indicaUone that the water Which caused
damage to your home entered at any point above the surface of the ground. At the time of my
Inspection, no demolftion of the wall had occurred. but based on the available information. It
appears mOS1likely the water entered through the basement foundation wall at a point
underground.
As Team Manager Ross Sheridan explained to Mr. Rizzo over the phone, there is no coverage
under your Homeowners Policy for damage caused by water which enters the structure at a
point underground. In addition, there is no coverage for correcting any cracks, holes, or
openings In the foundation or ensuring the window well is attached properly to the home. I refer
you to your Homeowners Policy FP-7e55, as amended by the Mold (Including Fungus)
EXclusion Endorsement FE-6396. as follows:
DEFINITIONS
The following definition is added:
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•
"fungus" means any type or form of fungU$, including mold mildew
mycotoxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or rele~sed by f~ngi.
SECTION I • LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A • DWELUNG
We Insure for accidental direct physical 10$$ to the property described in
Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION' • LO~SES NOT INSURED.
SECTION' • LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not Insure for any IO$S to the property described In
Coverage A which consists of, or Is directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs suddenly or
gradually, Involves isolated or widespread damage, arise$ from
natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent
Vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
I. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bUlging. or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceiling.;
However, we do l~re for any resUlting Joss from iteffi8 a.
through m. unless the resulting loss is itself a L.oss Not lneurad by
this Sectlon.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any los$ which would
not have occurred in the abeence of ane or more of the following
excJuded events. We do not insure for such loss regardle$$ of:
(a) the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the
loss; or (c) whether other causee acted concurrently or In any
sequenee with the excluded event to produce the 10$s; or
(d) whether the event occurs SUddenly or gradually, involves
isolated or widespread damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or oc;c;urs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Eartll Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
with water or not. Earth movement Includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
. '
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improper compaction, site selection or any ether external
forces. Earth movement alse includes volcanic explosion
or lava flew, except as specffically provided in SECTION I.
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any dlr~ loss by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the resulting fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
selohe, overflew of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premisee plumbing system that enters through
sewers of drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other 5ystem designed to remove
subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway, foundation,
swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure fer any direct 10$$ by fire, explOsion
or theft resulting from water damage, prOVided the
resulting loss Is itself a Loss Insured.
3. We do not Insure under any coverage for any loss oonsistlng of
one or more of the Items below. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or indirectly
caU$e, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) ocour before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any ether cause of the loss:
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design. specifications, workmanship, construction,
grading. compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair: or
000519
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(4) maintenance;
•
of any property (including land, structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the
residence premises; or
c. W$sther conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items B., b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself B Loss Not Insured by thJs
Section.
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
Item 1.1. Is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot;
In item 2., the following is added as item g.:
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1) any loss of use or delay in rebuilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, Including any associated cost
or expense, due to Interference at the residence
premises or location of the rebuilding, repair or
replacement, by fungU$;
(2) any remediation of fungw, Including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungU$ from covered property or to
repair, restore or replace that property; or
(b) tear out and replace any part of the building or
other property as needed to gain access to the
fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or property to
confirm the type, absence, presence or Jevel of fungU$,
whether performed prior to, during or after removal, repair,
restoration or replacement of covered property.
As you can see from the policy language quoted above, there is no coverage for the
water damage to your home, as all known evidence Indicates water entered your
structure through the basement foundation wall at a point underground. Therefore we
are unable to assist you with the cost of drying out or repairing your home.
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If you have any questions, or if additional information becomes available which you
would like us to consider, pleaoe call at your earlie5t convenience.
Sincerely,
~Q.~
Donna Hoyne
Claim Representative
2083777586
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15n711372274
co: 12-1294 ROD BROOKS
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ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
10. FILE~
A.M. -..JP.M::::2--
MAR 2 12011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM
IN RE: KUHN V. COLDWELL BANKER
LANDMARK, INC.
I. INTRODUCTION
On March 14,2011, the Court heard, among other motions, Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Motion to Amend") where Roger Rizzo,
appearing pro se, argued for the first time that Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc., 150
Idaho 240, 245 P3d 992 (2010), supported his position that the Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec
("Strzelec Affidavit") should be considered and/or not stricken. Defendant State Farm Fire and
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN RE:
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Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company, by and
through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A., submits this Supplemental Memorandum in
Re: Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc., pursuant to the Court's request for briefing on
Kuhn within seven (7) days of the hearing.
II. ANALYSIS
A. Kuhn Does Not Address the Lack of Foundation Ar~umentRaised by State Farm.
In opposition to the Motion to Amend, State Farm did not argue that Mr. Strzelec cannot
testify or that he is unqualified to opine on claims handling procedures. Instead, State Farm
argued that regardless of Mr. Strzelec's qualifications, the Strzelec Affidavit does not provide the
necessary foundation to enable the Court to determine whether State Farm's alleged conduct was
an extreme deviation from industry standards such as to expose it to liability for punitive
damages. The Kuhn decision is completely silent as to this issue.
In Kuhn, the plaintiffs' motion to amend was supported by the Affidavit of Darlene
Manning, which provided grounds for allowing the amendment. See Kuhn, 150 Idaho at_,
245 P.3d at 1004. On appeal, the defendants contended that the district court erred in allowing
the amendment, but did not explain how the district court abused its discretion in allowing the
amendment. See id. Although there are excerpts of Ms. Manning's conclusions in Kuhn, there
are no references to the foundation contained in her affidavit for those conclusions. See id. Also,
it does not appear that defendants argued the foundational deficiency of Ms. Manning's affidavit
or her testimony at trial. See id. Thus, Kuhn offers no assistance to the Court in making its
decision of whether the Strzelec Affidavit contains enough foundation to assist the Court in
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN RE:
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determining whether to allow Mr. Rizzo to amend the Complaint to allege a claim for punitive
damages.
The disputed testimony from Ms. Manning in Kuhn was also offered at trial where she
opined that "it was her opinion that appellants' conduct was 'fraudulent and outrageous...done
with an understanding and a conscious disregard for the likely consequences of their conduct. '"
Kuhn, 150 Idaho at _, 245 P.3d at 1005. By the time of trial, the depositions of defendants had
occurred which likely provided Ms. Manning with the foundational basis to form her opinion.
See id. at _, 245 P.3d at 999, n. 2 (discussing deposition testimony of one defendant.) Indeed,
upon reviewing deposition transcripts, defendants' own expert opined in his notes as follows:
Among other things, the notes indicated that "the defendants are
either feigning ignorance, stupid or plain dumb," various actions of
the defendants are characterized as "outrageous," Bohn was being
"evasive" about the lease, "agent and broker were remiss, derelict
in their responsibility to protect their clients," "why would
documents be back-dated-sloppy work," "this is hard to believe
and sloppy," and "agents had been outrageous in their conduct."
Id. at_, 245 P.3d at 999, n. 2.
Mr. Strzelec has not reviewed any deposition transcripts because no depositions have
been taken. Moreover, according to Mr. Rizzo, Mr. Strzelec has not even reviewed any of the
log notes maintained by State Farm employees taken contemporaneous with their handling of the
claim. (See Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo dated March 10, 2011, ~ 1.1)-9).) Without reliance
on any information analogous to that utilized in Kuhn, Mr. Strzelec's opinions on the state of
mind of State Farm employees and agents are purely speculative and should be disregarded.
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Finally, in Kuhn, Ms. Manning did not need to explain the standard of care at issue
because that standard was "clearly defined as the 'duty ofloyalty, good faith and fair dealing.'''
Kuhn, 150 Idaho at_, 245 P.3d at 1005. This is the most distinguishing aspect of Kuhn
because the standard breached was defined and well-understood as a matter oflaw. In other
words, the baseline from which the defendants' conduct was examined was so well-understood
that no further explanation was necessary. That is not the case in the present matter.
Here, Mr. Strzelec opines that no meaningful investigation of the loss on May 22, 2010,
was performed by State Farm. (See Strzelec Affidavit, ~~ 13,15.) However, Mr. Strzelec does
not explain what a meaningful investigation entails, i.e., he fails to explain the baseline from
which State Farm's conduct is being examined. (See id.) There is also no case law cited by Mr.
Rizzo establishing the clear definition of a meaningful investigation. Thus, based upon the
record, the concept of a meaningful investigation is undefined. The same holds true for Mr.
Strzelec's opinions regarding Ross Sheridan; Mr. Strzelec has not established a clearly defined
standard from which to judge Mr. Sheridan's conduct. The complete lack of any explanation of
what standards State Farm allegedly breached makes the Strzelec Affidavit wholly deficient and
precludes its consideration.
III. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court deny the Motion
to Amend in its entirety with the exception of adding the alleged second loss on or about
December 29,2010.
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DATED this dL day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~J~D:r:aRUe, Ofthe inIl
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ----dL day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
......... Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
I.uM·--"""=jt"'P.M~::A.•, ~
MAR 23 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cllrk
By ELYSHIA HOLMIES
OEPUTY
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo, Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM RE KUHN V. COLDWELL BANKER
LANDMARK, INC.
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, and submits this Supplemental
Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Amend the Complaint to Allege a
Claim for Punitive Damages.
ANALYSIS
At the outset, it is crucial to emphasize that in State Farm's Supplemental
Memorandum In Re: Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc, it enumerates four
objections supposedly based on rulings in the above Idaho Supreme Court case.
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These four objections include:
1) There is insufficient foundation for Stephen Strzelec to render opinions in this
case before the court.
2) In his Affidavit, Stephen Strzelec does not define the applicable standard of
care.
3) In his Affidavit, Stephen Strzelec does not explain what a meaningful
investigation entails.
4) In his Affidavit, Stephen Strzelec does not establish the standard from which to
judge Ross Sheridan's conduct.
The third and fourth objections have no relation to any of the matters decided or
ruled upon in the Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc case. For this reason,
State Farm never cites or even refers to Kuhn in its Supplemental Memorandum
when it argues these final two objections.
Plaintiff declines to address these two objections for the above reason and
because these matters were already dealt with in detail in plaintiff's Motion To
Amend The Complaint and Reply Memorandum.
Plaintiff does respond to the first two objections as set forth below.
Insufficient Foundation
In its Supplemental Memorandum, State Farm concedes that it has not argued
that Stephen Strzelec is not qualified to render opinions concerning insurance
claims handling standards. It is arguing that insufficient evidence has been
presented to the court to establish, in this particular case, that Mr. Strzelec has
the necessary foundation to render the above opinions.
To support its contention, defendant primarily relies on the fact that in Kuhn v.
Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc. 245 P.3d 992 (2010), the depositions of
defendants had Itlikely" provided plaintiff's expert, Darlene Manning, with the
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM - page 2
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foundational basis to form her opinion (page 3 of State Farm's Supplemental
Memorandum).
State Farm's argument in the immediate case fails for several reasons. First, in the
Kuhn opinion, it never states that the defendants were even deposed, or if they
were when that occurred. Second, in the Kuhn opinion, it never states that
plaintiff's counsel provided Ms. Manning with copies of the deposition transcripts
or even told her about the depositions, if they ever occurred. Third, in State
Farm's memorandum, it only states that it is "likely" the depositions served as the
foundational basis. (Use of the word "likely" means that defense counsel in the
present case is just guessing on the matter) Fourth, there is no reference in the
Kuhn opinion to the fact that Ms. Manning used defendants' deposition testimony
(if it even existed) as a foundational basis to support her Affidavit in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion To Amend The Complaint, as opposed to for her trial testimony.
Therefore, since the Kuhn opinion never makes it evident that Ms. Manning ever
relied on the deposition testimony of defendants for any reason, that case cannot
be cited for the proposition that an expert must review the deposition testimony
of an opposing defendant, or its employees, before rendering a violation of
standard of care opinion. Certainly, in the present case, Kuhn did not impose any
duty on Stephen Strzelec to review deposition testimony before offering his
opinion on State Farm's violation of insurance industry standards.
The only other argument raised in defendant's Supplemental Memorandum
concerning the lack of foundation for Mr. Strzelec's opinions is the fact that he did
not review defendant's Activity Log relating to plaintiff's claim. Surprisingly, State
Farm is overlooking the fact that the Kuhn case does not specify which, if any,
documents an expert must review prior to giving an Affidavit in support of a
Motion to Amend the Complaint.
Much more surprisingly, State Farm is ignoring the multitude of other documents
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM - page 3
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Stephen Strzelec was provided to extensively understand the facts relating to this
case. State Farm also ignores the fact that Mr. Strzelec is exceedingly well
qualified from a foundational standpoint to render the opinions he does in this
case
The Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec makes immediately obvious his pervasive
insurance industry background, which includes: (a) working for 18 years for State
Farm Insurance, (b) holding six different positions with the company extending up
the employment hierarchy from Claim Representative to Section Manager, (c)
being assigned to committees in the company organization, (d) receiving
insurance industry training in nine different areas, and (e) publishing articles and
giving presentations on approximately 20 occasions to various groups on
insurance industry standards, insurance claims practices, and insurance company
policies and procedures. (The Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec pages 1-2.)
It is Mr. Strzelec's sworn statement that in this case he reviewed the Homeowners
Policy issued to plaintiff, the June 10, 2010 State Farm Insurance claims denial
letter sent to plaintiff, and numerous other documents pertaining to the two
claims. Additionally, Mr. Strzelec states that his expert opinion is based not only
on a review of these documents but also on the verbal conversations he had with
plaintiff.
It is Roger Daniel Rizzo's sworn statement that he also provided by letter the
following documents to Stephen Strzelec:
1) The legal memorandum entitled INDISPUTABLE BAD FAITH LIABILITY OF
STATE FARM INSURANCE which plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo prepared and
gave to State Farm Insurance claims representative Donna Hoyne on May 25,
2010;
2) The June 1, 2010 letter which Steve Yoest, State Farm Insurance team manager,
sent to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo;
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM - page 4
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3) The June 5, 2010 letter that plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo sent to Steve Yoest;
4) The June 8, letter which Steve Yoest sent to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo;
5) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo made of the conversation he
had with Donna Hoyne, the State Farm Insurance claims representative, when she
was at his home on May 25, 2010;
6) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo made of a telephone
conversation he had with Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance team leader,
on June 9, 2010;
7) Handwritten notes plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo wrote on May 25, 2010 and May
26, 2010 relating to this lawsuit;
8) A memorandum plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo prepared concerning the
December 28, 2010 and December 29, 2010 flooding of the downstairs section of
his home;
9) Notes of Eve Rizzo's conversation with a State Farm Insurance employee on
December 30, 2010.
The letter transferring these documents to Stephen Strzelec is marked as Exhibit A
to the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo which is attached to the Reply
Memorandum. All the documents that Stephen Strzelec reviewed and evaluated,
along with the verbal information that was provided to him during his
conversations with plaintiff, establish that rarely is there an expert in a lawsuit
who has a better foundation upon which to render opinions than did Mr. Strzelec.
Failure to Set Forth the Applicable Standard of Care
State Farm argues that in the Kuhn case tithe standard breached was defined and
well-understood as a matter of law. In other words, the baseline from which
defendant's conduct was examined was so well-understood that no further
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM - page 5
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explanation was necessary. That is not the case in the present matter./I This
argument fails for two reasons.
The first reason is that in Kuhn, the Idaho Supreme Court reiterated the
recognized rule that it is inappropriate for an expert to testify as to a clearly
established standard of care. Therefore, Stephen Strzelec could not legitimately,
from a legal standpoint, state in his affidavit what was the insurance industry
standard of care. Id. at 1005. Nonetheless, experts can testify whether
defendant's actions constituted an extreme deviation from reasonable standards
of conduct so as to expose it to liability for punitive damages. Id. This is precisely
what Stephen Strzelec did in his affidavit.
The second reason is that entirely to the opposite of State Farm's contention; the
standard of care is thoroughly defined for the insurance industry in Idaho. Idaho
Code Section 41-1329 clearly set forth the applicable standards insurance
companies operating within the State of Idaho should follow. Idaho Code 113(2) is
even more rigid. This statute provides:
IICOMPLIANCE REQUIRED -- PUBLIC INTEREST
The business of insurance is one affected by public interest, requiring that all
persons be actuated by good faith, abstain from deception, and practice honesty
and equity in all insured matters. Upon the insurer, the insured, and their
representatives and all concerned in insurance rest the duty of preserving the
integrity of insurance./I
Stephen Strzelec applied these statutes to his evaluation of the conduct of the
State Farm employees involved with plaintiff's claim. Mr. Strzelec's formation of
his opinions in this case was entirely consistent with the law in this state.
KUHN v. COLDWELL BANKER LANDMARK, INC. OVERWHELMINGLY SUPPORTS
GRANTING THIS MOTION
In Kuhn, the industry standard expert, Darlene Manning, was permitted to testify
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM - page 6
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at trial on all the crucial punitive damage issues in the action. This was even
though the Idaho Supreme Court had no explanation of or reference to Ms.
Manning's foundation in that specific case for her testimony. (See State Farm's
Supplemental Memorandum - page 2) Such testimony was permitted exclusively
because of Ms. Manning's qualifications. Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc.
245 P.3d 992, 1005.
In Kuhn, the industry standard expert, Darlene Manning, was permitted to testify
at trial that it was her opinion that the defendants' conduct was fraudulent and
outrageous and done with an understanding and a conscious disregard for the
likely consequences of their conduct. This was even though the Idaho Supreme
Court had no explanation of or reference to Ms. Manning's foundation in that
specific case for her testimony. (See State Farm's Supplemental Memorandum-
page 2) Such testimony was permitted exclusively because of the Ms. Manning's
qualifications. Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc. 245 P.3d 992, 1005.
In Kuhn, the industry standard expert, Darlene Manning, was permitted to give
similar testimony regarding each allegation of misconduct alleged by plaintiff. This
was even though the Idaho Supreme Court had no explanation of or reference to
Ms. Manning's foundation in that specific case for her testimony. (See State
Farm's Supplemental Memorandum - page 2) Such testimony was permitted
exclusively because of Ms. Manning's qualifications. Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker
Landmark, Inc. 245 P.3d 992, 1005.
In the present case, this court has extensive evidence concerning Mr. Strzelec's
foundation in this specific action. It has been established through his sworn
statement in his Affidavit that he reviewed the Homeowners Policy issued to
plaintiff, the June 10, 2010 State Farm Insurance claims denial letter sent to
plaintiff, and numerous other documents pertaining to the two claims. (These
numerous other documents are listed in the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
Additionally, Mr. Strzelec stated that his expert opinion is based not only on a
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM - page 7
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review of these documents, but also on the verbal conversations he had with
plaintiff.
Stephen Strzelec rendered opinions as to the misconduct of each State Farm
employee who was involved with plaintiff's claim. His opinions though were
based not only on his qualifications but also on the fact that there was
considerable foundation for his conclusions in this particular case.
The determination of whether expert testimony will assist the trier of fact and will
therefore be admissible fllies within the broad discretion of the trial court". Id. at
1004. This rule applies to expert testimony at trial. It should not be overlooked
that in this case before the court, we are involved only in the preliminary matter
of amending the complaint to allege a claim for punitive damages.
CONCLUSION
For all the above reasons, plaintiff requests that the Motion To Amend The
Complaint To Allege a Claim For Punitive Damages be granted in its entirety.
Respectfully Submitted,
Date: March 23,2011
1(U qV'-' 0 all) [lJ "tZi L 20
,
Roger Daniel Rizzo
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 23rd of March 2011, I personally served a
true and correct copy of PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM
TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIM on
the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO ER
..UJ
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) Case No.)eve OC 1023300
)
)
)
-----~-------)
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, and moves this court for a
clarification of its impending ruling under Idaho Code Section 6-1604
for an Order Permitting Plaintiff To Amend The Pleadings with the
court's January 25, 2011 Order Governing Proceedings And Setting
Trial.
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION - page 1
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This motion is supported by the record herein.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION
The record in this case is straightforward. On January 25, 2011, this
court issued its ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL.
Paragraph 7) of that order states liThe last day to amend pleadings shall
be 180 days prior to tria!." That cutoff date is very rapidly approaching.
The hearing on Plaintiff's Motion To Amend The Pleadings took place
on March 14, 2011. The last papers were filed in connection with this
motion on March 23, 2011.
In the event the court does not rule on Plaintiff's impending Motion To
Amend The Pleadings, if granted in whole or in part, and there is not
time for Plaintiff to comply with the court's ruling, Plaintiff requests a
clarification. Plaintiff requests that this court issue whatever additional
order which is necessary to allow Plaintiff to amend his complaint in
conformance with the court's January 25, 2011 order within
permissible time limits.
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION - page 2
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Respectfully Submitted,
Date: April 6, 2011
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
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. I hereby certify that on the 6th of April 2011, I served by fax a true and
correct copy of PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION on the
following person;
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
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I Roger Daniel Rizzo
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Eagle, Idaho 83616
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-----------~-)
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that plaintiff moves this court for a
clarification of its impending ruling under Idaho Code Section 6-1604
for an Order Permitting PlaintiffTo Amend The Pleadings with the
court's January 25, 2011 Order Governing Proceedings And Setting
Trial.
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION - page 1
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The motion is based on the record herein.
Date: April 6, 20 II
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
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Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV DC 1023300
)
)
)
---------~--)
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFF'S
ADDENDUM TO ANSWERS TO DENDANT'S
INTERROGATORIES
Please take notice that on April 9, 2011 Plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo,
served by fax Plaintiff's Addendum To Answers To Defendants First Set
of Interrogatories on Defendant's attorney. The Certificate of Service of
that discovery is attached.
NOTICE OF FILING AND SERVICE - page 1
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I hereby certify that on the 9th of April 2011, I served by fax a true and
correct copy of PLAINTIFF'S ADDENDUM TO ANSWERS TO
INTERROGATORIES on the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
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Roger Daniel RIZZO
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MAYO 2 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KARl HOPP
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
6
7
8
9
10
11
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 1023300
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
~
BACKGROUND
This is an action arising from a dispute regarding insurance coverage for damage to Plaintiffs'
home. On February 14, 2011, Plaintiffs filed a Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim fo
Punitive Damages, along with the affidavit of Stephen Strzelec. An affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizz
(hereinafter First Rizzo Affidavit) was filed by Plaintiffs on February 15, 2011. Plaintiffs filed
duplicate Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages on February 24
2011,1 along with an additional affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo (hereinafter Second Rizzo Affidavit)
a duplicate affidavit of Stephen Strzelec, and the affidavits of Eva Marie Rizzo and Donald Flynn.
On March 7, 2011, Defendant State Fann Fire and Casualty Company (named in th
Complaint as State Fann Insurance Company) filed the Affidavit of James D. LaRue in Support 0
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages
I It appears that the only difference between the two motions is that the initial motion was signed on February 11, 2011,
by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo only, and the second motion was signed on February 23,2011, by both Plaintiffs, Roger
Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 1 000545
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along with the affidavits of Allen Bollschweiler, Rod Brooks, Donna Hoyne, Stephen Yoest, and Eri
Vane. On the same date, Defendant filed a motion for permission to file a memorandum in excess 0
page limit, along with an affidavit of James D. LaRue in support of that motion? Pursuant to
stipulation by the parties, the Court granted Defendant's motion, and Defendant's Memorandum i
Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages was filed 0
March 15,2011. A Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend the Complaint was filed b
Plaintiffs on March 10, 2011, along with an additional affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo (hereinafte
Third Rizzo Affidavit).
Hearing on Plaintiffs' motion to amend the complaint was held on March 14,2011. Pursuan
to a Stipulation for Dismissal that had been filed on February 24, 2011, the Court signed an Order 0
Dismissal, dismissing with prejudice all claims of Plaintiff Eva Marie Rizzo against Defendant. Th
Court also signed an Order Granting Motion for Protective Order, which the Court had previousl
granted on the record at a February 24, 2011, hearing. Following argument on Plaintiffs motion t
amend the complaint, the Court indicated that it would allow the parties additional time to submi
briefing regarding a recent decision by the Idaho Supreme Court, Kuhn v. Coldwell Banke
Landmark, Inc., 150 Idaho 240, 245 P.3d 992 (2010). Defendant's supplemental memorandum wa
filed on March 21, 2011. With the filing of Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo's supplementa
memorandum on March 23, 2011, the Court deems the matter fully submitted for its determination.
2 On March 10, 2011, Plaintiffs filed a similar motion with regard to the Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim
for Punitive Damages they had filed on February 24, 2011, as such motion was in excess of the twenty-five page
limitation set forth in Rule 8.1 of the Local Rules of the District Court and Magistrate Division for the Fourth Judicial
District. The motion was supported by an affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo. The Court granted Plaintiffs' motion pursuant
to a stipulation by the parties.
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DISCUSSION
Plaintiffs Complaint, filed on November 24, 2010, sets forth claims for breach of contract
breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, bad faith, and negligence per se, all 0
which stem from damages to Plaintiffs home which occurred on May 22, 2010. In addition t
amending the complaint to add a claim for punitive damages, Plaintiff seeks to add claims fo
damages that occurred to Plaintiffs home on December 29, 2010. At the hearing on Plaintiff
motion to amend the complaint, Defendant indicated that it does not object to these additional claim
being added to the complaint. Accordingly, Plaintiffs motion to amend the complaint is granted a
to the additional claims for damages that occurred to Plaintiffs home on December 29,2010.
As to Plaintiffs claim for punitive damages, a court may allow a party to amend the pleading
to add a claim for punitive damages "if, after weighing the evidence presented, the court conclude
that the moving party has established ... a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient t
support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6-1604(2). In order to recover punitive damages, th
claimant "must prove, by clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious 0
outrageous conduct" by the opposing party. I.C. § 6-1604(1). The issue of punitive damage
"revolves around whether the plaintiff is able to establish the requisite 'intersection of two factors:
bad act and a bad state of mind.'" Seiniger Law Office, P.A. v. North Pacific Insurance Co., 145
Idaho 241, 250, 178 P.3d 606, 615 (2008) (citations omitted). Punitive damages are not favored i
the law and should be awarded "in only the most unusual and compelling circumstances." Seiniger
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145 Idaho at 249, 178 P.3d at 614, citing Manning v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp., 122 Idaho 47, 52
22
830 P.2d 1185, 1190 (1992). Whether to allow a party to amend a pleading to add a claim fo
23
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punitive damages is within the discretion of the trial court. Seiniger, 145 Idaho at 250, 178 P.3d a
615.
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Plaintiff has a homeowner's policy of insurance (hereinafter Policy) issued by Defendant. 0
May 22, 2010, Plaintiffs home was damaged by a severe rain and windstorm. Second Rizz
Affidavit at ~ 1. Plaintiff asserts that the following day, he examined the wall where rainwater ha
flooded through the home into the basement and saw that rainwater filled a section of the windo
well area, to a depth of approximately one to two feet above the surface of the ground in the windo
well. Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~ 1. Plaintiff states that on May 23,2010, he and his wife contacte
Rod Brooks, an agent for Defendant, to report a claim under the Policy.3 Plaintiff alleges tha
Mr. Brooks told them that a policy exclusion applied, and that State Farm was denying coverage 0
Plaintiffs claim. Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~ 4.
On May 25, 2010, Donna Hoyne, a claim representative for Defendant, arrived at Plaintiff
home to inspect the loss. According to Plaintiff, Ms. Hoyne indicated that Mr. Brooks had n
authority to discuss whether a policy exclusion applied, and assured Plaintiff that State Farm had no
yet made a decision as to coverage on Plaintiff s claim. Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~ 5.
meeting, Plaintiff gave Ms. Hoyne three copies of a legal memorandum he prepared,
Indisputable Bad Faith Liability of State Farm Insurance.4 Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~ 6. Plaintif
instructed Ms. Hoyne to provide copies of this memorandum to Defendant's attorneys and to he
supervisors. Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~ 10. Plaintiff asserts that on June 8, 2010, Ross Sheridan,
team manager for Defendant, informed Plaintiff that State Farm was denying coverage for th
damage to Plaintiffs home. According to Plaintiff, Mr. Sheridan also indicated that neither he no
3 Rod Brooks states that this conversation took place on May 24,2010, rather than on May 23. Affidavit of Rod Brooks
at~ 5.
4 Plaintiff indicates that a copy of that memorandum is attached as Exhibit B to his affidavit. See Second Rizzo Affidavit
at ~ 6. The Court notes, however, that the Second Rizzo Affidavit contains no attachments. That exhibit, as well as the
others referenced in the Second Rizzo Affidavit, are attached to a Proposed Amended Complaint that was submitted by
Plaintiff on February 24, 2011.
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anyone in his office had ever reviewed the memorandum Plaintiff had prepared. Second Rizz
Affidavit at ~ 11.
Plaintiff believes that rainwater entered his basement through holes in the foundation tha
were caused by severe winds. See Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~~ 22, 25, 26, 32, 33. According t
Plaintiff, when his basement flooded a second time on December 29,2010, "the combination ofbo
the wind and the rain, coupled with the wind direction at particular times of night and day caused th
hole to reopen or another hole to form in the house wall and rainwater flooded in." Second Rizz
Affidavit at ~ 32. Plaintiff asserts that the damage should have been covered under the "windstorm 0
hail" provision of the Policy. Second Rizzo Affidavit at ~ 37. In support of his claims, Plaintiff ha
submitted the affidavit of Donald Flynn, the president of Shadow Mountain Construction, Inc., i
Eagle, Idaho. See Affidavit of Donald Flynn at ~ 1 (hereinafter Flynn Affidavit). Mr. Flynn state
that the damage to Plaintiffs home that occurred on May 22,2010, and December 29,2010,
almost certainly happened because of the following events. An extremely high level
of rainfall collected in a house window well. This rainwater became one to two feet
deep in the window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the side of the home and
an approximately 18 mile an hour wind blowing in the right direction against a very
large structural wall caused an opening in the wall. Large amounts of rainfall then
penetrated the wall through the opening and flooded the downstairs floor of the house.
Flynn Affidavit at ~ 8.
As noted above, Ms. Hoyne conducted an inspection of Plaintiffs basement on May 25,2010.
Ms. Hoyne asserts that during this inspection, Plaintiff indicated that the water came in "through th
foundation at the floor level." Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~ 7 (hereinafter Hoyne Affidavit).
According to Ms. Hoyne,
The windowsill appeared to be clean and undamaged and there was no visible damage
to the wallpaper below the window. However, the baseboard along the South Wall
had been removed and holes had been drilled into the drywall. Mr. Rizzo did not
inform me that one to two feet of water had accumulated in the window well or inform
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 5 000549
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me of his "theory" that this one to two feet of water exerted a substantial pressure
against the house wall adjacent to the window.
Hoyne Affidavit at ~ 8. Ms. Hoyne also notes that during her inspection of the basement, sh
discovered some water in a closet that had not been previously discovered by Plaintiff or by Disaste
Kleenup, the mitigation service Plaintiff had retained to remove the water. Hoyne Affidavit at ~ 9.5
Plaintiff received a claim denial letter from Ms. Hoyne dated June 10, 2010. In the letter
Ms. Hoyne sets forth Defendant's conclusion that water had entered Plaintiffs basement foundatio
wall at a point underground. Proposed Amend Complaint, Exhibit E. Ms. Hoyne states,
As Team Manager Ross Sheridan explained to Mr. Rizzo over the phone, there is no
coverage under your Homeowners Policy for damage caused by water which enters
the structure at a point underground. In addition, there is no coverage for correcting
any cracks, holes, or openings in the foundation or ensuring the window well is
attached properly to the home. I refer you to your Homeowners Policy FP-7955, as
amended by the Mold (Including Fungus) Exclusion Endorsement FE-5398, as follows
Proposed Amended Complaint, Exhibit E. Various Policy provisions are set forth in the claim denia
letter.
Plaintiff asserts that the evidence presented at trial will justify an award of punitive damage
based on the actions of several of Defendant's employees. For example, Plaintiff asserts that th
conduct of Rod Brooks in denying coverage during the May 23, 2010, telephone conversation
without ever visiting Plaintiffs home to determine how the damage occurred, "violated insuranc
industry standards in that it was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous." Motion to Amen
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages at 20-21. In support of this assertion, Plaintiffha
submitted the affidavit of Stephen Strzelec, a former employee of State Farm who states that he ha
5 The Court notes that Ms. Hoyne's affidavit contains hearsay in the form of statements made by Del Klein, of Disaster
Kleenup. See Hoyne Affidavit at ~~ 13, 15. The Court will not consider such statements in connection with Plaintiffs
motion to amend the complaint.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 6 000550
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
        
                 
                 
                
                
             
             
               
            
              
              
              
           
               
 
               
                
              
             
              
                
                 
                     
                   
     
      
published articles and made various presentations on "insurance industry standards, insurance claim
practices, and insurance company policies and procedures." Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec at ~ 1-5
(hereinafter Strzelec Affidavit). Defendant argues that Mr. Strzelec's affidavit should be stricken 0
not considered by the Court in determining whether Plaintiff should be permitted to amend hi
complaint to add a claim for punitive damages. Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amen
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages at 10 (hereinafter Defendant's Memorandum).
Defendant asserts that Ms. Strzelec's opinions lack the necessary foundation to be considered by th
Court as expert opinions and are based on pure speculation. Defendant's Memorandum at 7.
At the hearing on Plaintiffs motion to amend the complaint, Plaintiff cited Kuhn v. Coldwel
Banker Landmark, Inc., 150 Idaho 240, 245 P.3d 992 (2010), as support for the admission 0
Mr. Strzelec's opinions in this matter. As the Kuhn case is a very recent decision by the Idah
Supreme Court, this Court allowed the parties to submit additional briefing regarding the applicabilit
of that case to the issues before the Court. In Kuhn, the district court had allowed an expert to testif
regarding whether the appellants' actions constituted an extreme deviation from the reasonabl
standards of care related to real estate agents. Id. at ---,245 P.3d at 1005. While the district court di
not permit the expert to testify as to the established legal standard of care applicable to the case, th
court "recognized the complexity of the real estate transaction at issue, and the likelihood that
expert could assist the jury in making factual determinations, such as whether appellants' conduc
was an extreme deviation from the standard of conduct." Id. The expert testified, based on he
experience, "that it was her opinion that the appellants' conduct was 'fraudulent and outrageous an
. . . done with an understanding and a conscious disregard for the likely consequences of thei
conduct.'" Id. The Idaho Supreme Court concluded that the district court's decision to allow th
expert's testimony "was within the bounds of authority because experts can testify as to th
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 7
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outrageous nature of a party's conduct where it is likely to assist jurors in determining the issue 0
punitive damages." Id.
In his affidavit, Mr. Strzelec indicates that he reviewed VarIOUS documents related t
Plaintiff sease. Strzelec Affidavit at ~ 7. In the affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo filed on March 10
2010, Plaintiff explains which documents he provided for Mr. Strzelec's review. See Third Rizz
Affidavit at ~ 1. Mr. Strzelec states that his opinions are based on his review of these documents, a
well as the conversations he had with Plaintiff. Mr. Strzelec also sets forth his qualifications t
render expert opinions regarding insurance industry standards and practices, including his work as
State Farm employee for approximately eighteen years, during which time Mr. Strzelec held variou
positions and received insurance industry training covering a variety of topics. See Strzelec Affidavi
at ~~ 1,2,4. Accordingly, the Court finds that sufficient foundation has been laid for Mr. Strzelec t
offer expert opinions in this matter.
However, many of Mr. Strzelec's statements are of limited value to the Court in it
determination of whether Plaintiff should be permitted to amend his complaint to add a claim fo
punitive damages. For example, some of Mr. Strzelec's statements are based upon speculatio
regarding how Plaintiff and his wife would have felt, as well as the assertion that Mr. Brooks mus
have had no concern for certain facts. See Strzelec Affidavit at ~~ 9. Further, Mr. Strzelec states tha
Defendant failed to perform "any reasonable investigation" as to Plaintiff s claims for damages, bu
no explanation is provided as to what Defendant should have done or what constitutes a reasonabl
investigation according to insurance industry standards. Strzelec Affidavit at ~ 13. The Court will
however, consider Mr. Strzelec's opinion that the damage to Plaintiffs home was covered under th
Policy, as well as statements such as the following:
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To act consistent with insurance industry standards, an insurer cannot fail to provide a
reasonable explanation of the basis in the insurance policy in relation to the facts or
applicable law for denial of a claim. In my opinion, the totally divergent conduct of
the State Farm Insurance agent and the claims representative in May and June of2010
clearly did not conform to insurance industry standards.
Strzelec Affidavit at ~~ 8, 12.
Having reviewed the pleadings in this matter, as well as the affidavits and briefing submitte
by the parties, the Court cannot conclude that Plaintiff has established "a reasonable likelihood 0
proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6-1604(2). Plaintif
and Defendant have differing opinions as to the cause of the damages to Plaintiffs home and
accordingly, whether such damages are covered under the Policy. Plaintiff has provided insufficien
evidence to demonstrate his ability to establish the requisite intersection of "a bad act and a bad stat
of mind" with regard to the conduct of Defendant's employees in the handling of Plaintiffs claims
Seiniger, 145 Idaho at 250, 178 P.3d at 615 (citations omitted). Therefore, Plaintiffs motion t
amend the complaint to add a claim for punitive damages is denied.
Plaintiffs Proposed Amended Complaint also sets forth an additional claim for "Negligen
Failure to Warn," based on Defendant's alleged failure to warn Plaintiff "of the health hazards tha
the insured residents of a home face when rainwater enters a home through the house wall as a resul
of a windstorm." Proposed Amended Complaint at ~ 53. Defendant argues that Plaintiff should no
be permitted to add such a claim, because Defendant has no duty to warn its insureds regarding healt
hazards associated with a loss, regardless of whether the loss is covered by the insurance policy 0
not. Defendant's Memorandum at 30.
23
24
25
The issue of whether to allow a party to amend a pleading is within the discretion of th
Court. Carl H Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 120
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 9 000553
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
               
               
              
        
      
               
               
                
                 
             
                  
                
               
            
            
                
                   
               
                  
                 
     
                  
                
       
(1999), citing Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 853, 934 P.2d 20,26 (1997). Leave to amend "shall b
freely given when justice so requires." Christensen, 133 Idaho at 871, 993 P.2d at 1202, quotin
LR.C.P. 15(a). In determining whether to grant leave to amend a complaint, a court "may conside
whether the new claims proposed to be inserted into the action by the amended complaint state a vali
claim." Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First National Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171
175, 804 P.2d 900, 904 (1991), citing Bissett v. State, 111 Idaho 865, 869, 727 P.2d 1293, 1296 (Ct
App. 1986). However, a court "may not consider the sufficiency of evidence supporting the clai
sought to be added in determining leave to amend because that is more properly determined at th
summary judgment stage." Estate of Becker v. Callahan, 140 Idaho 522, 528, 96 P.3d 623, 62
(2004) (citations omitted). Although it is not certain that Plaintiff will be able to establish fact
sufficient to give rise to a duty on the part of Defendant to warn Plaintiff of health hazards that rna
be attributable flooding damage, considering the liberality with which courts should treat motions t
amend pursuant to LR.C.P. 15(a), the Court will permit Plaintiff to amend the complaint to add
claim for Negligent Failure to Warn.
The Court agrees with Defendant, however, that Plaintiffs claims regarding physical injurie
and diminution in value of the home should not be permitted. The Idaho Court of Appeals has state
that the "refusal to allow a plaintiff to amend its complaint, where the record contains no allegation
which, if proven, would entitle the plaintiff to the relief claimed, is not an abuse of discretion." Well
v. United States Life Ins. Co., 119 Idaho 160, 167, 804 P.2d 333, 340 (Ct. App. 1991) (citation
omitted). In his Proposed Amended Complaint, Plaintiff states that Defendant's failure to war
Plaintiff of the health hazards associated with flooding damage "may have" caused Plaintiff "to suffe
physical injuries, which have not yet been identified." Proposed Amended Complaint at ~ 56.
Plaintiff further alleges that ''the presence of these health hazards in the structure" of Plaintiffshorn
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 10
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"has substantially devalued" the home apart from the damages caused by the May 22, 2010, an
December 29,2010, incidents. Proposed Amended Complaint at ~ 56. However, neither the recor
nor the Proposed Amended Complaint sets forth any allegations that would support such claims.
Plaintiff has merely stated that his own research "indicated that it is very likely mold and fungu
formed in the house wall that rainwater flooded through. Particles of mold and fungus then robabl
permeated the air in parts" of the home. Proposed Amended Complaint at ~ 54 (emphasis added).
Because the record contains no allegations or evidence regarding the actual presence of mold 0
fungus in Plaintiffs home as a result of the flooding damage, the Court concludes that Plaintif
should not be permitted to add claims for personal injuries or diminution in value related to th
presence ofmold in the home.
Finally, Defendant asserts that Plaintiffs prayer for attorney fees should not be permitted.
Defendant's Memorandum at 31. The Court agrees. It is well settled that pro se litigants may no
recover attorney fees. See, e.g., Hauschulz v. State of Idaho, Dept. of Correction, 143 Idaho 462
467, 147 P.3d 94,99 (Ct. App. 2006), citing Erickson v. Flynn, 138 Idaho 430, 438, 64 P.3d 959, 96
(Ct. App. 2002), and Roe v. Albertson's, Inc., 141 Idaho 524, 531, 112 P.3d 812, 819 (2005), citin
O'Neil v. Schuckardt, 112 Idaho 472, 480, 733 P.2d 693, 701 (1986). The Court notes that Plaintiff
original complaint also contained a prayer for attorney fees and costs; however, for the reasons stated
the prayer for attorney fees should not be included in Plaintiffs amended complaint.
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CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages is denied a
to the proposed claim for punitive damages. However, Plaintiff may file an amended complain
24
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consistent with the Court's decision, adding a claim for Negligent Failure to Warn and adding claim
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for damages that occurred to Plaintiffs home on December 29,2010.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this '2....c day of May, 2011.
TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
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I, Christopher D. Ri3d- the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I havemailed.by
United States Mail, on this' day of May, 2011, one copy of the ORDER as notice pursuant to
Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
5 1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
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JAMES D. LaRUE
CRAIG R. YABUI
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 EAST FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
P.O. BOX 1539
BOISDE, IDAHO 83701
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
rogerrizzo47@yahoo.com
In Pro Per
:__-rjt!z32?!l :::
MAY 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
~ eARlY LAllMORE
DI!IPUIY
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE FARM
INSURANCE COMPANY, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
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1. The above named appellant, Roger Daniel Rizzo, appeals against the
above named respondent, State Farm Insurance Company, to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
in response to plaintiff's MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT.
The order was entered in the above entitled action on May 2, 2011.
The judge whom the motion at issue was brought before was District
Court Judge Timothy Hansen. The Honorable Judge Hansen also
presided over the motion hearing and entered the 12 page order, which is
now under appeal.
2. The plaintiff has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
order described in paragraph 1 above is appealable pursuant to Rule
II(a)(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules (LA.R.).
3. The plaintiff in the underlying lawsuit, Roger Daniel Rizzo, is
unemployable. Plaintiffwas involved in a horrible motor vehicle
accident over 15 years ago. During the accident, plaintiff suffered life
threatening injuries to multiple parts ofhis body, including sustaining
severe, traumatic brain injury. Plaintiffwas hospitalized for over six
months and almost all of the doctors who treated him told his family that
he would die.
Plaintiffhas been certified by physicians as one-hundred percent
disabled. His disability certification is permanent. He will remain one-
hundred percent disabled for the remainder of his life. (Documents
confirming this infirmity will be attached to plaintiff's appellant brief.)
As a result of the acute injuries he sustained during his accident, plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo has not been employed for compensation by any
employer since his horrible motor vehicle accident. Plaintiff also
experiences seizures and has sleep apnea. Both of these additional
conditions also make him unemployable. (Documents confirming these
infirmities will be attached to plaintiff's appellant brief.)
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Plaintiff survives economically on disability proceeds and social security
income. He could not afford to pay for Idaho counsel to represent him in
this matter so he is representing himself in Pro Se.
After reviewing the Idaho District Court - For the District of Idaho Pro
Se Handbook, plaintiff felt more comfortable about having to represent
himself in this lawsuit. One of the paragraphs in Chapter 1 of the
Handbook provides:
"The mission of the United States District and Bankruptcy Courts for the
District of Idaho is to provide an impartial and accessible forum for the
just, timely, and economical resolution of legal proceedings within the
jurisdiction of the courts, so as to preserve judicial independence,
protect individual rights and liberties, and promote public trust and
confidence."
The defendant in this lawsuit, State Farm Insurance Company, is
represented by James D. LaRue and Craig R. Yabui of the Elam and
Burke, P.A. Law Firm. Defense counsel's address is 251 East Front
Street, Suite 300 P.O. Box 1539 Boise, Idaho 83701. Defense counsel's
telephone number is 343-5454. Defense counsel's fax number is 384-
5844. Neither of the attorneys representing State Farm Insurance
Company lists their e-mail addresses on pleadings, discovery, or motions
in the case.
4. Plaintiff intends to assert the following issues on appeal regarding
District Judge Timothy Hansen's order referred to above:
LEGAL ISSUES
A) As a result of rendering the order set forth above, District Judge
Timothy Hansen abused his discretion in the underlying litigation.
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 3
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B) There were five wholly different bases in plaintiff's motion justifying
an award of punitive damages from the jury. In the order rendered by
District Judge Timothy Hansen, he discusses only two of the five bases.
C) Moreover, in his discussion of these two bases, District Judge
Timothy Hansen in the 12 page order never states why the two bases do
not apply or warrant the assignment ofpunitive damages against State
Farm Insurance Company. In one paragraph, he simply holds that based
on two unsubstantiated and incorrect reasons, plaintiff has not met his
burden ofproof in bringing the motion.
D) These two bases and the three additional bases set forth in plaintiff's
moving papers all demonstrate that the conduct of State Farm Insurance
Company staff met all the requirements of Idaho law to justify
submitting the issue to the jury to determine whether punitive damages
should be awarded.
E) District Judge Timothy Hansen was fully aware that the In Pro Se
plaintiff had retained two experts who submitted affidavits in support of
his motion. District Judge Timothy Hansen also was fully aware that
defendant State Farm Insurance Company had retained no experts or had
any expert affidavits in support of its opposition.
In essence then, plaintiffhad a competent expert to testify that the
requirements of the governing statute, Idaho Code Section 6-1604, were
clearly met. Plaintiff's Insurance Industry Standards and Training Expert
stated again and again in his affidavit that, based on the above standards,
State Farm Insurance Company's staff acted oppressively, fraudulently,
maliciously, or outrageously.
In contrast, State Farm Insurance Company could not contradict
this expert's statements. Not a single affidavit, which actually was
submitted by defendant, was from a person who was qualified to testify
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 4
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on the subject of insurance industry standards and practices. None of the
employees who submitted affidavits in support of defendant's opposition
even attempted to claim that they were even remotely familiar with how
any insurer other than State Farm Insurance Company trains its
employees or transacts its business.
There is a much more fundamental problem with relying solely on the
affidavits of State Farm Insurance Company employees to determine
whether they acted in such a detrimental manner as to justify an award
of punitive damages. This is because the law does not set, as the
acceptable behavior standard, only evidence of statements made by a
defendants' employees declaring how they acted and whether their
actions were proper or not. Insurance Industry experts are ordinarily
required to state under oath that an insurer's conduct violates or does not
violate insurance industry standards.
This concept makes tremendous sense when it is applied to the
immediate case. It is obvious that State Farm Insurance Company
employees would not make statements under oath in affidavits which
could be construed as admitting that they or other employees of
defendant acted oppressively, fraudulently, maliciously, or outrageously
towards an insured. If such admissions were made in affidavits, then
plaintiff's burden ofproof under Idaho Code Section 6-1604 would be
immediately met. Submitting such an affidavit would arguably result in
the State Farm Insurance Company employee or employees being
punished or terminated from employment with the company.
To avoid the obvious impact of such bias, insurance industry experts are
relied upon by courts to measure a specific insurance company's conduct
against how other companies act in the industry. Since an expert is not
an employee of any party and is testifying about insurance industry
standards, the expert's statement is impartial, whereas the party
insurance company employee's statement is clearly biased. In the
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 5
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immediate case, only plaintiff submitted an affidavit by an insurance
industry expert. Defendant State Farm Insurance Company did not.
F) In the order, District Judge Timothy Hansen rules "that plaintiff's
claims regarding physical injuries and diminution in value of the home
should not be permitted." The court further states that "The Idaho Court
ofAppeals has stated that the "refusal to allow a party to amend its
complaint, where the record contains no allegations which, ifproven,
would entitle plaintiff to the relief claimed, is not an abuse of
discretion." Wells v. United States Life Ins. 119 Idaho 160, 167."
The crucial word in this quotation is allegations. In the amended
complaint, which was submitted to the court as part ofplaintiff's motion
to amend the complaint, there are the following allegations in
paragraphs 26 and 27:
" ... defendant's agent (a State Farm Insurance Company Employee)
advised plaintiffs that the rainwater flooding, which had occurred to
plaintiffs' home, probably caused mold and/or fungus to form inside
the house wall which had been penetrated. He also said exposure to
mold and fungus could make plaintiffs extremely ill.
... In mid-January of2011, one plaintiff did research on the health
hazards associated with mold and/or fungus exposure. The research
confirmed what the agent (defendant's agent) had told plaintiffs on the
telephone on December 29, 2010 that plaintiffs could get extremely ill
because of exposure to airborne particles of mold and/or fungus.
Plaintiffs have suffered severe emotional distress because of grave
concern for their present and future health." (The research which
plaintiff did was to study many articles, two ofwhich were published by:
(1) the Division ofEnvironmental Health Office ofEnvironmental
Health, Safety, and Toxicology of the Washington State Department of
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 6
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Health and (2) Restoration Environmental Contractors
Decommissioning & Demolition Experts Disaster Recovery Flood, Fire,
Wind & Water Damage Restoration. (These documents will be attached
to plaintiff's appellant brief.)
In paragraph 29 of the amended complaint, there are the following
allegations:
"As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of defendant and its
managers, employees, and agents as described in this complaint, the
plaintiffs have suffered and will continue to suffer extensive economic
and non economic damages." This allegation in paragraph 29 is set forth
almost immediately after paragraphs 26 and 27 and should be considered
legally connected to those paragraphs. Therefore, economic damages
must include ALL monetary damages which have resulted from
defendant's improper conduct, including house repair costs, diminution
in value ofplaintiff's home, and medical bills incurred.
Because plaintiff lives in the damaged home, he is continuously exposed
to disease causing agents, as described in paragraphs 26 and 27, which
have probably formed in his home wall as a result of the subject wind
and rainstorms. It is straightforward to conclude that such probable
exposure has in all likelihood caused plaintiff to already suffer untreated
personal injuries.
Likewise, it is even more sensible to conclude that the probable
presence of disease causing mold and fungus in the wall ofplaintiff's
home has devalued the property. It has caused plaintiff to suffer severe
emotional distress. The same would certainly occur with anyone who
purchased the home and was aware of this fact.
Despite these allegations in the amended complaint, in the courts order
under appeal, District Judge Timothy Hansen states: "However, neither
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 7
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the record nor the proposed amended complaint set forth ANY
allegations that would support such claims." (Emphasis added.)
Perhaps District Judge Timothy Hansen felt it was necessary for plaintiff
to additionally submit other experts' affidavits in support of these two
sets of allegations. However, this cannot be necessary as earlier in the
order which is the basis for this appeal, it is stated: "Leave to amend
shall be freely given when justice so requires."
It would also be fundamentally unfair to require a Pro Se plaintiff, who
is unemployable, to spend considerably more money to retain additional
experts when defendant State Farm Insurance Company has disclosed no
experts even though it has a net worth of approximately 100 billion
dollars.
FACTUAL ISSUES
G) District Judge Timothy Hansen factually determined that the
statements made by plaintiff's Insurance Industry Standards and
Training Expert, Stephen Strzelec, in his affidavit in support of
plaintiff's motion were of limited value or based upon speculation. The
court made this determination even though: (1) it was aware ofMr.
Strzelec's extensive qualifications, (2) Mr. Strzelec had read a multitude
of documents relating to the very core of this litigation, and (3) Mr.
Strzelec had talked directly with plaintiff on many occasions.
H) District Judge Timothy Hansen factually determined that plaintiff's
and defendant's opinions differed on the cause of damages to plaintiff's
home. The court cites this as the first of just TWO reasons given for
denying plaintiff's request to assert a punitive damages claim.
Plaintiff's contentions concerning the causation of the damages to his
home are set forth repeatedly in his pleadings, discovery responses, and
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 8
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motions. Presumably, District Judge Timothy Hansen concludes that
State Farm's contention the cause of the damage to plaintiff's home is
contained in defendant's denial of coverage letter. In fact, in the order,
the court quotes a paragraph in the final section of the claims denial
letter.
However, what District Judge Timothy Hansen neglects from
mentioning is that in the claims denial letter there are cited
approximately 110 different policy exclusions (!!!) which State Farm
Insurance Company maintained warranted denying coverage. (Emphasis
added). In the denial letter, there are even references to earthquakes,
volcanoes, and tsunamis (tidal waves). It challenges a person's mental
abilities to even think that such a denial letter could have been factually
correct. This is especially true when it is noted that State Farm Insurance·
Company has not disclosed a single expert, causation or otherwise.
(I) District Judge Timothy Hansen legally and factually determined that
plaintiff has provided insufficient evidence to demonstrate his ability to
establish the requisite intersection of "a bad faith act and bad faith state
of mind" with regard to the conduct of defendant's employees in the
handling ofplaintiff's claims. This is the only other basis provided by
the court which justifies its decision to deny plaintiff's request to assert a
punitive damage claim.
Reciting this conclusion as a basis for the order being appealed is
startling. The record in this lawsuit is replete with statements concerning
all of the numerous times and ways State Farm Insurance Company
employees acted in bad faith in handling plaintiff's claim. These bad
faith actions are stated repeatedly in pleadings, discovery, and motions,
including the Motion to Amend the Complaint. These bad faith actions
. are referred to specifically many times by plaintiff's Insurance Expert
and Training Expert. Defendant had no expert to contradict these
repeated statements by plaintiff's expert. The court ignored this
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 9
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multitude of facts when it rendered its decision.
Establishing the bad faith state of mind is more of a legal question. It
involves determining from defendant's employee's actions whether they
were motivated to act in the way they did because of an improper state
of mind.
Again, it is startling that District Judge Timothy Hansen did not
automatically legally conclude that defendant's employees were
motivated by a bad faith state of mind in acting the way they did to a
State Farm Insurance Company insured. Just to cite a few out of many
alleged acts ofwhich the court was aware, defendant's employees:
(1 ) Told the insured and his wife there was no coverage for their
substantial loss one day after the damage occurred without ever
investigating the incident or inspecting the damage at issue at the
insured's home;
(2) Sent the insured's a claims denial letter in which not one, or even two
exclusions are quoted to justify denying coverage, but instead
approximately 110 different exclusions are quoted, many ofwhich were
ridiculous;
(3) Never reviewed applicable Idaho Supreme Court cases which set
forth precisely how insurance policies should be interpreted in
connection with claims being made when such interpretation was their
primary function in the insurance company;
(4) Falsely set forth in writing what the insured told them about a
crucial conversation the insured had with another employee of
defendant's about coverage of his claim.
The list goes on. Nevertheless, District Judge Timothy Hansen ignored
all these actions and more in determining whether defendant's
employees had a bad faith state of mind.
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 10
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It also bears emphasis that for the purposes of the motion under appeal
plaintiff did not have to establish to the court that the jury would
definitely award punitive damages. That was not District Judge Timothy
Hansen's job with respect to the motion. Plaintiff only had to
demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that there is a reasonable
likelihood ofproving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages. Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
Black's Law Dictionary defines the word reasonable as meaning: ill
Fair, proper, or moderate under the circumstances; rn According to
reason, your argument is reasonable but not convincing.
5. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record.
6. The Pro Se appellant cannot afford and does not request a reporter's
transcript.
7. The appellant requests the following documents be included in the
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28,
I.A.R.:
a. Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint, including attached affidavits
and exhibits;
b. Plaintiff's Reply Brief on Motion to Amend Complaint, including
attached affidavits and exhibits;
c. Plaintiff's Supplemental Brief on Motion to Amend Complaint,
including attached affidavits and exhibits.
d. The MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ofDistrict Judge
Timothy Hansen filed and dated on May 2, 2011
8. I certify:
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 11
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a. That the estimated fee for the preparation of the clerk's record has
been paid.
b. That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
c. That service has been made on all parties required to be served
pursuant to Rule 20.
Dated: This I~J-i.-day ofMay, 2011.
Y<o~vJ no.I\JJj} L;1,}j..?J
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
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State of Idaho
County of Ada
Roger Daniel Rizzo being sworn, deposes and says:
That the party is the appellant in the above entitled appeal and
that all statements in this notice of appeal are true and correct
to the best of his or her knowledge and belief.
til 09IV' !J D. () llJl 'P. 17.2-<J
Signature of Appellant
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this IDA ,day of May,
2011.
DUANE STITT
NOTARY PUBUC
STATE OF IDAHO
"--
Title f'-}c>~ pJaLx
Residence A'!:>A, IDAHo
£><P\~of'-J oc"'- ;l>,~olb
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the th of May 2011, I personally served a true
and correct copy of Plaintiff's NOTICE OF APPEAL on the following
person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
MAY 17 20\1
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL
FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that plaintiff moves this court under Idaho
Appellate Rules, Rule 12 for permission to file an appeal of this court's
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL -
page 1
000572
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,May 2, 2011 interlocutory order on plaintiff's Motion To Amend The
Complaint.
It is requested that this court schedule the Motion For Permission To File
An Appeal for an expedited hearing date. It is also requested that the
court notify the parties of the hearing date forthwith,
Plaintiffhas attempted to obtain a hearing date from the court's clerk,
however, his attempts have been unsuccessful. The motion will be
decided by the Honorable Timothy Hansen.
This motion is based on the attached memoranda, the Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo, all the exhibits in support thereof, all the papers filed and
records in this action, and on any evidence received up until a decision
on the motion is rendered.
Date: May 17,2011
~rQjJ [jaA lui 1?J.~
Roger Daniel Rizzo
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL -
page 2
000573
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
.•
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
COMES NOW Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rules, Rule 12 and moves this court for an order granting plaintiff
permission to file an appeal from the interlocutory order entered on
May 2, 201l.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 1
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This motion is supported by the record herein; the Affidavit of Roger
Daniel Rizzo in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion For Permission To Appeal
with attached exhibits; and the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's
Motion For Permission To Appeal also filed concurrently herewith.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO APPEAL
Factual Summary
On February 24, 2011, plaintiff filed a Motion To Amend The
Complaint. In the motion, plaintiff sought the court's leave to amend the
complaint to include these additional allegations:
1. Alleging a claim for punitive damages;
2. Alleging a claim for physical injury;
3. Alleging a claim for diminution in value of the home;
4. Alleging an additional cause of action for Negligent Failure to Warn;
5. Alleging a claim for additional damages that occurred to plaintiff's
home on December 29,2010.
On May 2, 2011, the court denied plaintiff's motion as to the first three
requests. The court granted the fourth request. At the hearing which took
place on the motion on March 14, 2011, defendant indicated that it did
not object to the fifth request, so the court granted it.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 2
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Applicable Law
To amend the complaint to allege a claim for punitive damages, Idaho
Code Section 6-1604 requires plaintiff to establish a Itreasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages./I To amend the complaint to add all other
allegations, leave to amend by the court Itshall be freely given when
justice so requires./I
Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12 (b) provides in pertinent part:
itA motion for permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or
judgment, upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule,
shall be filed with the district court ... within (14) days from the date of
entry of the order or judgment. The motion shall be filed, served,
noticed for hearing and processed in the same manner as any other
motion, and hearing of the motion shall be expedited. The court ... shall
within fourteen (14) days after the hearing, enter an order setting forth
its reasoning for approving or disapproving the motion.
ARGUMENT
The court's denials of the first three allegation requests listed above
have overwhelmingly impact on both discovery and the trial. Plaintiff's
remaining discovery in this lawsuit largely pertains to those three
allegation requests. One of two of plaintiff's experts was going to testify
during trial primarily on different aspects germane to punitive damages
issues, or the first allegation request. Moreover, the trial of this matter
without any issues being heard on appeal will be severely shortened
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 3
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and will bear very little resemblance to the trial if the court had granted
plaintiff's motion to amend.
No matter what the consequence of the upcoming trial, if plaintiff is not
allowed to appeal the court's May 2, 2011 interlocutory ruling at this
juncture, plaintiff will appeal the ruling after the upcoming trial. This
will result in the parties having to try this case twice if the Supreme
Court grants any or all or plaintiff's appeal.
CONCLUSION
To avoid an extremely likely waste of time, resources, and effort,
plaintiff requests that this court grant plaintiff's Motion For Permission
To File An Appeal.
Dated: May 17, 2011
ifZo¢ /J 1l<{J~j ~1"''W
Roger Daniel Rizzo
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- page 4
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
· .
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle} Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
) CASE NO.
) CVOC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL
) RIZZO IN SUPPORT
) OF MOTION FOR
) PERMISSION TO
_____________) APPEAL
Roger Daniel Rizzo} first being duly sworn} deposes} and states:
1. On February 24} 2011} plaintiff filed a Motion to Amend the
Complaint. In the motion} plaintiff sought the courfs leave to amend
the complaint to include these additional allegations:
A. Alleging a claim for punitive damages;
B. Alleging a claim for physical injury;
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- page 1
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C. Alleging a claim for diminution in value of the home;
D. Alleging an additional cause of action for Negligent Failure to Warn;
E. Alleging a claim for additional damages that occurred to plaintiff/s
home on December 29, 2010.
2. On May 2, 2011, the court denied plaintiffs motion as to the first
three requests. The court granted the fourth request. At the hearing,
which took place on the motion on March 14, 2011, defendant
indicated that it did not object to the fifth request, so the court granted
it.
3. The court's denials of the first three allegation requests listed above
have overwhelmingly impact on both discovery and the trial. Plaintiffs
remaining discovery in this lawsuit largely pertains to those three
allegation requests. One of two of plaintiffs experts was going to testify
during trial primarily on different aspects germane to punitive damages
issues, or the first allegation request. Moreover, the trial of this matter
without any issues being heard on appeal will be severely shortened
and will bear very little resemblance to the trial if the court had granted
plaintiffs motion to amend.
4. No matter what the consequence of the upcoming trial, if plaintiff is
not allowed to appeal the court's May 2, 2011 interlocutory ruling at
this juncture, plaintiff will appeal the ruling after the upcoming trial.
This will result in the parties having to try this case twice if the Supreme
Court grants any or all of plaintiffs appeal.
5. Early in the morning on May 16, 2011, plaintiff faxed a letter to the
District Court Clerk and asked in the letter that it be forwarded to Judge
Timothy Hansen/s clerk. In the letter to Judge Timothy Hansen/s c1erk,
plaintiff requested that his Motion for Permission to Appeal be set for
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- page 2
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an expedited hearing date. Copies of these letters are attached as
Exhibit A.
In the letter faxed to Judge Timothy Hansen's clerk, plaintiff stated: "I
am required under Rule 12 of the Idaho Appellate Rules to file a Motion
for Permission to File an Appeal by no later than today with the district
court. The appeal will be on Judge Hansen's May 2, 2011 ruling on
plaintiff's Motion to Amend the Complaint."
6. On three occasions after faxing the above letter and when the
courthouse was open, plaintiff telephoned Judge Timothy Hansen's
clerk and left messages for the purpose of obtaining an expedited
hearing date for his Motion for Permission to Appeal. Judge Timothy
Hansen's clerk never responded to plaintiff's letter or any of the three
telephone messages. No one from his office did.
7. Plaintiff is not licensed to drive a motor vehicle. Plaintiff's drivers
license has been suspended because he experiences seizures.
Therefore, his wife was going drive to the courthouse to file and serve
his Motion for Permission to File an Appeal for him.
8. Plaintiff expected Judge Hansen's clerk to telephone him back and
provide him with an expedited hearing date for his motion, especially
because of his repeated contact attempts, both in writing and by
telephone.
9. Plaintiff's wife left their home hours earlier to meet with the family's
tax accountants. Plaintiffs told his wife that he would call her on her cell
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- page 3
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phone and provide her with the hearing date just as soon as Judge
Hansen's clerk returned his repeated telephone calls to her. The clerk
never did though.
10. At about court closing time, without ever hearing from Judge
Hansen's clerk, plaintiff's wife hurriedly drove over to the courthouse.
Shortly after 5:00, his wife telephoned plaintiff and told him that she
had arrived at the courthouse at 5:03 and the building doors were
locked so she could not file the motion.
11. Plaintiff's wife is filing the Motion for Permission to Appeal today,
on May 17, 2011, even though it is a single day late, for only one
reason. That reason is that neither Judge Hansen's clerk, nor anyone at
his office, ever returned plaintiff's communications and assigned his
motion for a hearing date.
12. Plaintiff requests that District Court Judge Hansen or his court clerk
set this Motion for Permission to Appeal for an expedited hearing date
and notify the parties to this litigation of the hearing date.
13. Plaintiff made every effort to file this Motion for Permission to
Appeal on January 16, 2011 to be in compliance with the time
constraint in Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12.
Dated: May 17, 2011
r:'Z'Lo
,~.)SCRl~ED f!I. SWORN TO BEFORE ME T
_~B-,-~ DAY~~&~tJ
'/',Y, 'C",' ':" ~llr,FOR STA'JE OF 1DAH9 BO:SE
.11 I,,' ~ "M . .IZ / O,:/ l'Z.oll
LQU~ 0 ~J-UJ fu-1..-z.,D
•R ger Daniel Rizzo
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- page 4
,MAIT R. CANTREll
Notary Public
State Of Idabo 000581
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May 161 2001
Dear Clerk of Judge Timothy Hansenl
I am required under Rule 12 of the Idaho Appellate Rules to file a
Motion for Permission to File an Appeal by no later than today with the
District Court. The appeal will be on Judge Hansen/s May 21 2011 ruling
on plaintiffs Motion to Amend the Complaint. Can you please assign an
expedited hearing date for the motion to be in compliance with Idaho
Appellate Rulesl Rule 12.
I will telephone you this morningl several times if necessarYI to obtain
the hearing date to include in my Notice of Motion for Permission to
File an Appeal.
T)1ank you 1
LJJ..d~ ~I"YU
Roger Rizzo
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tMay 16, 2011
Dear District Court Clerk,
Can you please forward the accompanying faxed letter to Judge
Timothy Hansen's clerk as soon as possible this morning.
Thank you,
l{J... () 9v-LA J""l.n...»
Roger Rizzo
Case No. CV DC 1023300
000583
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
>.
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) EVA MARIE
) RIZZO
)
--------------)
Eva Marie Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. My husband is not licensed to drive a motor vehicle. His driver's
license has been suspended because he experiences seizures.
Therefore, I was going drive to the courthouse yesterday to file and
serve his Motion for Permission to File an Appeal for him.
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 1
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2. My husband expected Judge Hansen's clerk to telephone him back
and provide him with an expedited hearing date for his motion,
especially because of his repeated contact attempts, both in writing
and by telephone.
3. I left our home hours earlier to meet with our family's tax
accountants. My husband told me that he would call me on my cell
phone and provide her with the hearing date just as soon as Judge
Hansen's clerk returned his repeated telephone calls to her. The clerk
never did though.
4. At about court closing time, without ever hearing from Judge
Hansen's clerk, I hurriedly drove over to the courthouse. I arrived at the
courthouse at 5:03 p.m. and the building doors were locked. Therefore,
I could not file the motion. I telephoned my husband and shared the
bad news with him.
5. I am filing the Motion for Permission to Appeal today, on May 17,
2011, even though it is a single day late, for only one reason. That
reason is that neither Judge Hansen's clerk, nor anyone at his office,
ever returned my husband's communications and assigned his motion
for a hearing date.
6. I made every effort to file this Motion for Permission to Appeal on
January 16, 2011. The only reason why I was prevented from doing so
is that no one from Judge Timothy Hansen's office provided my
husband with a hearing date for the motion.
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 2
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Dated: May 17, 2011
.__<tN.'.~~~i;iLe.z.~~
~v3SCi1IBED AND SWORN 0 BEFORE ME T:
\ -ffi' '2,Qc. c.
.....l\" ..
~.ICTAR\' PURUC FOR STATE ~Ii.Dt';g/~ l ("
MATrR~CANfRELt
Notary Public
State Of td&IbO
AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 16th of May 2011, I personally served a true
and correct copy of Plaintiff's MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN
APPEAL on the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM &BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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Eva Marie Rizzo ~('<'~~:~ \)/v
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys fur Defundant
':'.f:b37 ~_._-
MAY 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH CI
By ELYSH/A HOLMES' Irk
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss
County of Ada )
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG R. YABUI IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE
AN APPEAL FROM AN
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
CRAIG R. YABUI, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG R. YABUI IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 1
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•1. I am an attorney with the firm ofElam & Burke, P.A., and am one of the attorneys
for Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named State
Farm Insurance Company, in the above-entitled action.
2. I am familiar with the files generated in this action, have knowledge of the
contents thereof, and make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge in support of
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Permission to File an Appeal From an
Interlocutory Order filed concurrently herewith.
3. On May 17,2011, Mr. Rizzo filed the following: (1) Motion for Permission to
File an Appeal From an Interlocutory Order; (2) Notice of Motion for Permission to File an
Appeal From an Interlocutory Order; (3) Affidavit of Eva Marie Rizzo; and (4)Affidavit of Roger
Daniel Rizzo in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal. The Affidavit of Eva Marie Rizzo
is the only document with a Certificate of Service and indicates that Ms. Rizzo certifies "that on
the 16th of May 2011, I personally served a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL on the following person...." My office was not served
with any of the above-mentioned documents until May 17, 2011. It should also be noted that the
notarization of the Affidavit of Eva Marie Rizzo and the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo in
Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal is dated May 17, 2011.
4. Through my practice as a licensed attorney in Idaho I have observed that it is
common practice for attorneys in Idaho to file motions before getting a hearing date from the
Court's clerk. I am unaware of any rule - either Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure or Local Rule-
that requires a hearing date before a motion is filed.
AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG R. YABUI IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 2
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•DATED this 2£1'day of May, 2011.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lSJ.#", day of May, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
u.S. Mail
v Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
crID~
AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG R. YABUI IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 3
000590
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Notary . blic for Idaho 
Residing at: ~S:e 
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
~~11Jj 7 FIL~.~. _
MAY 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIAHOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE
AN APPEAL FROM AN
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
submits this Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Permission to File an Appeal From an
Interlocutory Order.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 1
000591
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On May 2, 2011, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order (the "Order") on
Mr. Rizzo's Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Motion to
Amend"). The Order: (1) denied Mr. Rizzo's request to add a claim for punitive damages;
(2) denied permission to add claims for personal injury or diminution in value related to the
alleged presence of mold in the Rizzos' home; (3) denied permission to add a claim for attorney
fees; and (4) granted permission to add a claim for negligent failure to warn and for damages that
allegedly occurred on December 29,2010. (See Order, pp. 11-12.)
On May 10,2011, Mr Rizzo filed his Notice of Appeal in which he alleged "plaintiffhas
a riKht to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and [the Order]. ..is appealable pursuant to
Rule 11(a)(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules (LA.R.)." (Emphasis added.) Despite claiming a
right to appeal the Order, Mr. Rizzo later filed a separate Motion for Permission to File an
Appeal From an Interlocutory Order ("Motion to Appeal") on May 17,2011.
By improperly filing his Notice of Appeal (by right) before filing his Motion to Appeal
(permissive), Mr. Rizzo has created a procedural anomaly that likely removed this Court's power
and authority to rule on the Motion to Appeal. Nevertheless, even if the Court has the power and
authority to decide the motion, it should be denied for two reasons. First, Mr. Rizzo concedes
that the Motion to Appeal is untimely. Second, Mr. Rizzo has not met the burden required in
order for a permissive appeal to be granted. As such, the Motion to Appeal should be denied.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 2
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II. ANALYSIS
A. This Court May Not Have the Power and Authority to Rule on the Motion to
Appeal.
Missing from Mr. Rizzo's "Factual Summary" and from the Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Roger Appeal Aff.") is any discussion of
the Notice ofAppeal Mr. Rizzo filed on May to, 2011. However, the filing of the Notice of
Appeal may determine whether this Court can even decide the Motion to Appeal.
"Once a notice of appeal has been perfected the district court is divested ofjurisdiction
and the proceedings are stayed during the pendency of the appeal.,,1 H & V Engineering, Inc. v.
Idaho State Bd. ofProfessional Engineers and Land Surveyors, 113 Idaho 646, 648, 747 P.2d 55,
57 (1987). "There are exceptions to this general rule, and they are specifically enumerated in
Rule 13." Id. (emphasis added). Idaho Appellate Rule 13(b) provides in relevant part as follows:
"In civil actions, unless prohibited by order of the Supreme Court, the district court shall have the
power and authority to rule upon the following motions and to take the following actions during
the pendency of an appeal." Following this language is a recitation of twenty (20) motions or
actions that the district court may take during the pendency of an appeal. See I.A.R. 13(b)(1)-
(20).
A motion for permissive appeal is not one of the motions enumerated in Idaho Appellate
Rule 13(b(1)-(20) and, therefore, is not one of the motions this Court has the power and authority
to decide during the pendency of Mr. Rizzo's prior appeal. The reason for this is obvious; if an
1Until the Idaho Supreme Court rules on the merits of the Notice of Appeal, State Farm
is operating under the premise that the Notice of Appeal has been perfected.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 3
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appeal is already pending, there would be no reason for the district court to rule on a motion for
permissive appeal. Thus, through filing his Notice of Appeal, Mr. Rizzo has likely taken the
Motion to Appeal out of this Court's hands and has stripped this Court of its power and authority
to decided the Motion to Appeal.
B. The Motion to Appeal Is Untimely.
Mr. Rizzo concedes that the Motion to Appeal is untimely. (See Roger Appeal Aff., ~ 11)
("Plaintiffs wife is filing the Motion for Permission to Appeal today, on May 17, 2011, even
thou2h it is a sin2le day late, for only one reason.") (emphasis added); see also Affidavit of
Craig R. Yabui in Support of Opposition to Motion for Permission to File an Appeal From an
Interlocutory Order ("Yabui Aff."), ~ 3.) Nevertheless, Mr. Rizzo believes that the Motion to
Appeal should still be decided because "neither Judge Hansen's clerk, nor anyone at his office,
ever returned plaintiffs communications and assigned his motion for a hearing date." (Roger
Appeal Aff., ~ 11.) Mr. Rizzo's attempt to blame the Court or its clerk for his own failure to
timely file the Motion to Appeal is misplaced.
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12(b), "[a] motion for permission to appeal from an
interlocutory order or judgment...shall be filed with the district court...within fourteen (14) days
from date of entry of the order or judgment." (Emphasis added.) Rule 12(b) further provides
that the "motion shall be filed, served, noticed for hearing and processed in the same manner as
any other motion, and hearing of the motion shall be expedited." Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
7(b)(1) through 7(b)(3) set forth the filing, service, and notice requirements for motions. Neither
these specific rules nor any Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure require a moving party to obtain a
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 4
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hearing date before a motion is filed. Not even the local rules require a hearing date before a
motion is filed. See Local Rule of the District Court and Magistrate Division for the Fourth
Judicial District 2.2.
There is no valid excuse for Mr. Rizzo's failure to timely file the Motion to Appeal.
Indeed, it is common practice for attorneys and/or parties to file their motions before actually
getting a hearing date. (Yabui Aff., ~ 4.) The hearing date is only necessary for the notice of
hearing, which can be filed after the motion is filed. Since there is no dispute that the Motion to
Appeal is untimely and that there is no valid excuse for its untimeliness, it should be denied if the
Court determines it has the power and authority to decide the Motion to Appeal.
C. The Motion to Appeal Fails to State a Valid Reason for Appeal.
Mr. Rizzo's reasons for seeking a permissive appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 12(a) are
as follows: (1) Mr. Rizzo's remaining discovery in this lawsuit largely pertains to punitive
damages, personal injury, and diminution in value ofMr. Rizzo's home; (2) one ofMr. Rizzo's
experts was going to testify during trial on punitive damages; (3) the trial of this case will be
"severely shortened" and will bear very little resemblance to the trial if the Court had granted
Mr. Rizzo's motion; and (4) Mr . Rizzo is going to appeal anyway. (See Motion to Appeal, pp 3-
4.) None of these reasons support a permissive appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 12(a).
Idaho Appellate Rule 12(a) permits an appeal from an interlocutory order, "which is not
otherwise appealable under these rules, but which involves a controlling question of law as to
which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which an immediate
appeaL.may materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation." (Emphasis added.)
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 5
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"Rule 12 appeals are only accepted in the most exceptional cases with the intent to resolve
'substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first impression.", Aardema
v. Us. Dairy Systems, Inc., 147 Idaho 785, 789, 215 P.3d 505,509 (2009) (citation omitted).
Mr. Rizzo has not presented the Court with any controlling question of law as to which
there is a substantial grounds for difference of opinion, let alone a substantial legal issue of great
public importance or a legal question of first impression. Instead, Mr. Rizzo asks this Court to
second guess its decision in denying the Motion to Amend. See Seiniger Law Offices, P.A. v.
North Pacific Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 241, 250, 178 P.3d 606,615 (2008) ("A district court's
determination that a plaintiff is not entitled to amend the complaint to claim punitive damages is
reviewed for abuse of discretion.") As in all cases where a party believes the district court
abused its discretion in granting/denying a motion to amend, Mr. Rizzo may only raise this issue
on appeal at the conclusion of the case. See id. (denial of plaintiffs motion to amend to add
claim for punitive damages raised on appeal after summary judgment granted to defendant); see
also Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc., 150 Idaho 240, 245 P.3d 992 (2010) (allowance
of punitive damages claim raised on appeal after conclusion of trial). There is no support for the
proposition that Mr. Rizzo may jump ahead to a permissive appeal where there is no legal issue
of substance or first impression in dispute. As such, Mr. Rizzo's Motion to Appeal should be
denied if the Court determines it has the power and authority to decide the motion.
III. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court deny the Motion
to Appeal in its entirety.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 6
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• I
DATED this ;15 day of May, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~
Jam D. LaRue, Of the Fmn
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ---.d..2.. day of May, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
./ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION
TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN INTERLOCUTORY ORDER- 7
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle} Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NO'---FiiFnrl~__
A.:VI= Fll~M.~ -=
MAY 26 2011
CHf1!STOPHEFl D. RICH, Clerk
By LP,C'lAAfVJES
C"PUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO
APPEAL
COMES NOW Plaintiff} Roger Daniel Rizzo} and submits this Reply
Memorandum in Support of the Motion for Permission To Appeal
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12 (a).
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 1
000598
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INTRODUCTION
Once again, the Idaho District Court - For the District of Idaho Pro Se
Handbook, provides:
liThe mission of the United States District and Bankruptcy Courts for the
District of Idaho is to provide an IMPARTIAL and accessible forum for
the just, timely, and economical resolution of legal proceedings within
the jurisdiction of the courts, so as to preserve judicial independence,
protect individual rights and liberties, and promote public trust and
confidence." (Emphases added)
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo is in Pro Per. Plaintiff is representing himself
because he does not believe that he can afford to hire an Idaho
attorney.
It is crucial for this court to realize that plaintiff is unemployable.
Plaintiff was involved in a horrible motor vehicle accident over 15 years
ago. During the accident, plaintiff suffered life threatening injuries to
multiple parts of his body, including sustaining severe, traumatic brain
injury. Plaintiff was hospitalized for over six months and almost all of
the doctors who treated him told his family that he would die.
Plaintiff has been certified by physicians as one hundred percent
disabled. His disability certification is permanent. He will remain one-
hundred percent disabled for the remainder of his life. (Documents
confirming this infirmity will be attached to plaintiff's appellant brief.)
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 2
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Plaintiff also experiences seizures and has sleep apnea. Both of these
additional conditions also make him unemployable. (Documents
confirming these infirmities will be attached to plaintiff's appellant
brief.)
ARGUMENT
I. FAIRNESS
Defendant State Farm's Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion For Permission
To File An Appeal is just the latest example of Defendant attempting to
take advantage of plaintiff's severely impaired state and serious lack of
familiarity with Idaho law in the legal arena. Plaintiff is wondering when
the Idaho District Court - For the District of Idaho Pro Se Handbook is
going to have any impact in this case.
II. THE COURT DOES HAVE THE POWER TO DECIDE THIS MOTION
At the outset, Plaintiff unequivocally admits that he filed the Notice of
Appeal improperly early. Prior to stating any arguments contradicting
State Farm's Opposition, Plaintiff desires to make this fact absolutely
clear. Plaintiff will stipulate to the stay being lifted for all purposes,
including this motion.
Secondly, Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 13{a) states that the stay is only
for 14 days. The Notice of Appeal was filed on May 10, 2011. That
means the stay, if it ever existed, expired on May 24, 2011, which is one
day before this reply memorandum was drafted and two days before it
was filed. In essence then, the stay will have no impact at all on this
court.
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 3
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Third, it is completely obvious now to all the parties involved that the
Notice of Motion to Appeal never had any legal impact at all. This is
before plaintiff was ever granted court permission to appeal. So there
never was a legal stay of this proceeding.
Lastly, if there was a legal stay in effect, State Farm already egregiously
violated that stay by having it Team Manager and Claims Representative
come over to plaintiff's home on May 17, 2011 and inspect and
investigate the December 29, 2010 flooding damage to plaintiff's home.
III. UNDER ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE MOTION TO APPEAL IS
TIMELY
Idaho Code Of Civil Procedure, Rule 7(b)(3)states: "Time limits for filing
and serving motions, affidavits and briefs.
Unless otherwise ordered by the court, which order may for cause
shown be made on ex parte application, or specified elsewhere in these
rules:
A) A written motion, other than one which may be heard ex parte, and
notice of the hearing thereon shall be filed with the court, and served
so that it is received by the parties no later than fourteen lM.l days
before the time specified for the hearing." (Emphases added)
Plaintiff is in Pro Per in this lawsuit. Plaintiff is obviously not licensed to
practice law in Idaho. It appears to plaintiff though that the above
statute clearly requires a party filing a motion to also file a notice of
hearing. It also seems to plaintiff that when you notify the court and
the other party to the lawsuit about the hearing that there must be a
hearing date authorized by the court.
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 4
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If you do not have a hearing date, the parties would never know the
dates upon which they must file their opposition or reply
memorandums. A notice is an announcement of something. If you have
nothing to announce in the notice, it makes absolutely no sense to file
or serve it!
However, legal staff working for the court would not respond to
plaintiff's letter or any of the three telephone calls requesting a hearing
date for the motion. Even now, one and one-half weeks after the letter
was faxed and the phone calls were made, there has still been no
response. This made it impossible for plaintiff to file the motion with
the appropriate notice on May 16, 2001, within the fourteen day time
period.
Nevertheless, Plaintiff filed the legal documents he had drafted with
the court the next day and requested the court to assign a motion
hearing date. Therefore, under all the above circumstances, plaintiff
filed his Motion For Permission To Appeal on a timely basis.
III. THERE IS AN OVERWHELMING REASON TO PERMIT AN APPEAL
Idaho Appellate Rule 12{a) permits a decree from an interlocutory
order which "involves a controlling question of law as to which there is
substantial grounds for difference of opinion." It is difficult to envision
an interlocutory order that would be more in accordance with the
above statute than the order on Plaintiff's Motion to Amend the
Complaint in the instant case.
It is an undisputed fact that State Farm Insurance Company is the
world's largest insurance company. It is an undisputed fact that State
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 5
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Farm has millions of insurers which pay the company premiums for
their State Farm Insurance policies.
Plaintiff believes that State Farm personnel told him untruths both
verbally and in writing as well as conspired against him to refuse to
compensate him for his huge damages, which is required under
Plaintiff's Homeowners Policy. Plaintiff has surmised that State Farm
must treat some of its other policy holders, if not all of its policy
holders, similarly.
As a result, to a large extent on behalf or other Idaho State Farm policy
holders, plaintiff decided to bring this lawsuit. Plaintiff desires to deter
State Farm from treating its other Idaho policy holders equally
improperly simply to add to its monumental annual profit. All the
requests in 'Plaintiff's Motion to Amend the Complaint were factually
and legally legitimate as well as consistent with this deterrence
motivation.
CONCLUSION
For all the reasons set forth in plaintiff's moving and reply papers, he
requests that this motion be granted.
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 6
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Respectfully Submitted,
Date: May 26, 2011
1Z 0 fY: DO-,D ;J If< ;:1<~j)
Roger Daniel Rizzo
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION - 7
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
•
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL
) RIZZO
)
--------------)
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1) Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo is in Pro Per. Plaintiff is representing
himself because he does not believe that he can afford to hire an Idaho
attorney.
2) It is crucial for this court to realize that plaintiff is unemployable.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 1
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Plaintiff was involved in a horrible motor vehicle accident over 15 years
ago. During the accident} plaintiff suffered life threatening injuries to
multiple parts of his body} including sustaining severe} traumatic brain
injury. Plaintiff was hospitalized for over six months and almost all of
the doctors who treated him told his family that he would die.
3) Plaintiff has been certified by physicians as one hundred percent
disabled. His disability certification is permanent. He will remain one-
hundred percent disabled for the remainder of his life. (Documents
confirming this infirmity will be attached to plaintiffs appellant brief.)
4) Plaintiff also experiences seizures and has sleep apnea. Both of these
additional conditions also make him unemployable. (Documents
confirming these infirmities will be attached to plaintiffs appellant
brief.)
5) Plaintiff is wondering when the Idaho District Court - For the District
of Idaho Pro Se Handbook is going to have any impact in this case.
6) At the outset} Plaintiff unequivocally admits that he filed the Notice
of Appeal improperly early. Prior to stating any arguments contradicting
State Farm}s Opposition} Plaintiff desires to make this fact absolutely
clear. Plaintiff will stipulate to the stay being lifted for all purposes}
including this motion.
7) Secondly} Idaho Appellate Rules} Rule 13{a) states that the stay is only
for 14 days. The Notice of Appeal was filed on May 10} 2011. That
means the stay} if it ever existed} expired on May 24} 2011} which is one
day before this reply memorandum was drafted and two days before it
was filed. In essence then} the stay will have no impact at all on this
court.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 2
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8) Plaintiff assumes that it is completely obvious now to all the parties
involved that the Notice of Motion to Appeal never had any legal
impact at all. This is because it was filed before plaintiff was ever
granted court permission to appeal. So presumably there never was a
legal stay of this proceeding.
9) Lastly, if there was a legal stay in effect, State Farm already
egregiously violated that stay by having its Team Manager and Claims
Representative come over to plaintiff's home on May 17, 2011 and
inspect and investigate the December 29, 2010 flooding damage to
plaintiff's home.
10) It appears to plaintiff that the Idaho Code of Civil Procedure, Rule
7{b)(3) clearly requires a party filing a motion to also file a notice of
hearing. It also seems to plaintiff that when you notify the court and
the other party to the lawsuit about the hearing that there must be a
hearing date authorized by the court.
11) It also appears to plaintiff that if you do not have a hearing date,
the parties would never know the dates upon which they must file their
opposition or reply memorandums.
12) On May 16, 2011, legal staff working for the court would not
respond to plaintiff's letter or any of the three telephone calls
requesting a hearing date for the motion. Even now, one and one-half
weeks after the letter was faxed and the phone calls were made, there
has still been no response. This made it impossible for plaintiff to file
the motion with the appropriate notice on May 16, 2001, within the
fourteen day time period.
13) Nevertheless, Plaintiff filed the legal documents he had drafted
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 3
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with the court the next day and requested the court to assign a motion
hearing date.
14) It is plaintiff's understanding that it is an undisputed fact that State
Farm Insurance Company is the world's largest insurance company. It is
an undisputed fact that State Farm has millions of insureds which pay
the company premiums for their State Farm Insurance policies.
15) Plaintiff believes that State Farm personnel told him untruths both
verbally and in writing as well as conspired against him to refuse to
compensate him for his huge damages, which is required under
Plaintiff's Homeowners Policy. Plaintiff has surmised that State Farm
must treat some of its other policy holders, if not all of its policy
holders, similarly.
16) Plaintiff desires to deter State Farm from treating its other Idaho
policy holders similarly improperly simply to add to its monumental
annual profit.
CONCLUSION
For all the reasons set forth in plaintiff's moving and reply papers, he
requests that this motion be granted.
Dated: May{~2011
__~()'---T-O=-~-=:..LoO....../;.::..j+-,--+~-d_:Z"C)
Ro er Daniel Rizzo
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 4
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State of Idaho
County of Ada
Roger Daniel Rizzo being sworn, deposes and says:
That he is a party in the above entitled litigation and that all
statements in this Affidavit are true and correct to the best of
his knowledge and belief.
~ () tY' 0 ""l\ltJ I '!<11--vD
Signature of Party
, day of May,
itle
Residence
\",uII"'"~,\\..L \ROU-1 II,,,~_, '" c ~.:'~",,'" ~~NF ~
~ Ii': : ~ fl>,RY \ -;.
-...,. 0" .-
--" ~ , i -
-. -·"'·0=: ~ ~ . ~
- \ PU~"'V :~~~ •• 1_ ..
" .., /~'':-~" ~:.....~~'\i; $'
"'" IJqTE 0 \\,,,,
"",""",\
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this 1.k~
2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
J~
I hereby certify that on the'lith of May 2011, I personally served a true
and correct copy of Plaintiff's REPLY MEMORANDUM ON PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL on the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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JUN 06 2011
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTI8~"~'W:~~~~~6~H.Clerk
DEPUTY
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE,
Defendants.
Case No. CVOC1023300
NOTICE OF HEARING
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Honorable Timothy Hansen, District Judge, has
set this matter for hearing on the Motion for Permission to Appeal on the 30th day of June,
2011 at 3:00 p.m. at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Dated: JM D.e /0 ( ~ bII
ROGER RIZZO
1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
By: !Alh~
D?putyClerk
JIM LARUE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
POBOX 1539
BOISE, IDAHO 83701-1539
000611
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EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
1
2
3
4
5
•
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
N°'1'THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN'J.¥ OF ADElil JJJ
JUL 05 2011
CHRISTOPHERD. RICH, Cltrk
By KARl HOPP
PePlJ'l'Y
6
7
8
9
10
11
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 1023300
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
t~
There is currently pending before this Court Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo's Notice of Motio
for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order. On May 2, 2011, this Court entered
Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege
Claim for Punitive Damages, but allowing him to file an amended complaint adding certain othe
claims. On May 10,2011, Plaintiff filed a Notice of Appeal of this interlocutory order. In a Notice 0
Appeal Filed, the Idaho Supreme Court through its clerk indicated the appeal was received on Ma
12, 2011. As a result of the filing of Plaintiffs Notice of Appeal, all proceedings in the underlyin
case were automatically stayed for a period of fourteen days. See I.A.R. 13(a). Thereafter, on May 17
2011, Plaintiff filed his Notice of Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocuto
Order. As a result of the stay, this Court took no action on Plaintiffs motion at that time. On May 25
2011, the Idaho Supreme Court entered its Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal which, amon
other things, suspended the appellate proceedings. On that same date, in the underlying case
Defendant State Farm Insurance Company filed its Memorandum in Opposition to Motion fo
Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order. Thereafter, on May 26, 2011, Plaintif
filed his Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal. On June 15, 2011, th
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 1 000612
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Idaho Supreme Court entered its Order Dismissing Appeal. In a Notice of Petition Filing, the Idah
Supreme Court noted a Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order ha
been filed on June 17,2011, and indicated a subsequent order would issue either granting or denyin
this motion. Although acknowledging the issue may be moot, this Court subsequently heard argumen
on Plaintiffs Notice of Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order on Juh
30, 2011, and took the matter under advisement.
This Court would first note that, although it does appear its consideration of Plaintiff s motio
for permission to appeal may be moot due to the aforementioned Notice of Petition Filing from th
Idaho Supreme Court, it is satisfied, as was argued by Defendant, it may still do so because it coul
not address Plaintiffs motion during the pendency of his appeal of May 10,2011. See, e.g., First Sec.
Bank ofIdaho v. Webster, 119 Idaho 262, 268, 805 P.2d 468,474 (1991). Since that appeal was no
dismissed until June 15, 2011, the Court's consideration of Plaintiffs motion would still be timely.
See I.A.R. 12(c)(1). However, Defendant argues this Court is nonetheless without authority to rule 0
Plaintiffs motion for permission to appeal because it was not timely filed. Plaintiff concedes th
motion was not filed within fourteen days of the entry of the Court's Memorandum Decision an
Order as required by I.A.R. 12(c)(1), but claims this was because the Court's staff did not respond t
a letter he faxed to the Court on May 16, 2011, which was the last day for filing his motion, 0
respond to calls he made seeking to set his motion for hearing. The Court would first note that
review of the file indicates Plaintiff s letter of May 16, 2011, was not stamped as received by the Ad
County Clerk until May 18, 2011. Furthermore, on May 16, 2011, the Court was in the fifth day of
civil jury trial and, therefore, neither the Court nor the bulk of its staff was available to respond to an
telephonic request by Plaintiff or any other litigant. However, even if Defendant was unable t
arrange the scheduling of a hearing on May 16, 2011, that neither justifies nor excuses his failure t
timely file his motion, nor has he requested an extension of the filing deadline. See I.R.C.P. 6(b).
Therefore, because Plaintiffs Notice of Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from
Interlocutory Order was not timely filed and Plaintiff has failed to show good cause for his failure t
do so, this Court concludes it is without authority to rule on his motion and his motion will therefor
be denied. See, again, First Sec. Bank ofIdaho v. Webster, supra.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 2
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Even if the Court had such authority, an interlocutory appeal would not be appropriate in thi
case. Plaintiffs reasons for his interlocutory appeal include that the Court's Memorandum Decisio
and Order will significantly impact discovery, his use of expert witnesses and the length and duratio
of the trial. He also indicates that regardless of the outcome of the upcoming trial, ifhe is not allowe
the interlocutory appeal now, he will appeal this Court's decision at the end of the case.
It was the intent of I.A.R. 12 to provide an immediate appeal from an interlocutory
order if substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
impression are involved. The Court also considers such factors as the impact of an
immediate appeal upon the parties, the effect of the delay of the proceedings in the
district court pending the appeal, the likelihood or possibility of a second appeal after
judgment is finally entered by the district court, and the case workload of the appellate
courts.... [T]he Court intends by Rule 12 to create an appeal in the exceptional case
and does not intend by the rule to broaden the appeals which may be taken as a matter
of right under I.A.R. 11.
Budell v. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 4, 665 P.2d 701, 703 (1983).
In the case at bar, there are no legal issues of first impression and Plaintiff has not sought t
avail himself of options likely to have less impact on the parties such as a motion to reconside
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B). Furthermore, it does not appear likely the interlocutory appeal wil
avoid a second appeal at the end of the case. For all of these reasons, the Court finds the case at bar i
not the exceptional case for interlocutory appeal contemplated by I.R.C.P. 12. Therefore, to the exten
this Court retains the authority to rule on Plaintiffs motion for permission for interlocutory appeal, i
would be denied in any event.
In consideration of the foregoing, Plaintiffs Notice of Motion for Permission to File
Appeal from an Interlocutory Order is denied.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Datedthis~day of July, 2011.
22
---
23
24
25
26
TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 3 000614
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I havemailed.by
United States Mail, on this~ day of July, 2011, one copy of the ORDER as notice pursuant to
Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
5 1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
JAMES D. LaRUE
CRAIG R. YABUI
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 EAST FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
P.O. BOX 1539
BOISDE, IDAHO 83701
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 4
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6(ClJ~
p'flf~a)/t
;Tt~ James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO'_=---7,FILM!E~D-~~IlQ__
AM·--__-1P.M.;U :
JUl 08 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By JAMIE RANDALl •
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-l 023300
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND
SCHEDULING ORDER
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Rules 1(a) and 16(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, for entry of an Order vacating the trial currently set for October 11, 2011, and
vacating the Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial. This motion is made on the ground
and for the reason that as a result ofMr. Rizzo's effort to appeal the Court's Memorandum
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 1
000616
· , 
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Decision and Order on his Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages,
progression of the case has been halted. In particular, State Farm has been precluded from filing
a dispositive motion which further impacts its determination of whether a rebuttal expert is
necessary and whether further discovery is necessary.
This Motion is made and based upon the record and files in the above-entitled action, as
well as the Memorandum in Support of Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order and the
Affidavit of James D. LaRue in Support of Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order filed
herewith.
DATED this -fL day of July, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~
James D. LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ---.f:L-. day of July, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
e...-- Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
James D. ue
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 2
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. Jiil'i5~~~_
A.M. "~~+-$39 :
JUL 08 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Cle k
By JAMIE RANDAll' r
DePUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss
County of Ada )
Case No. CV-OC-1 023300
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE
TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER
/
James D. LaRue, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER- 1
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1. I am an attorney with the firm of Elam & Burke, P.A., and am one of the attorneys
for Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named State
Farm Insurance Company, in the above-entitled action.
2. I am familiar with the files generated in this action, have knowledge of the
contents thereof, and make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order filed
concurrently herewith.
3. On January 19,2011, I received correspondence from Roger Rizzo enclosing a
proposed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning. The dates provided by Mr. Rizzo for the trial
were: May 22, 2011; June 13,2011; and June 27,2011. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true
and correct copy of the correspondence received from Mr. Rizzo on January 19,2011, including
the proposed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning.
4. On May 2, 2011, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on
Mr. Rizzo's Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Amend
Order"). As of that date, my office had already prepared a Motion for Summary Judgment,
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, and supporting affidavit on all of
Mr. Rizzo's causes of action asserted in the original Complaint. State Farm was therefore
prepared to file its Motion for Summary Judgment, along with its supporting memorandum and
affidavit, soon after the Amend Order was issued once it added arguments regarding the claims
Mr. Rizzo was allowed to add through the Amend Order.
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER- 2
000619
                   
             
       
               
               
             
  
            
               
                 
              
       
              
              
               
              
              
              
               
          
        
       
5. On June 15,2011, the Idaho Supreme Court issued its Order Dismissing Appeal
which dismissed Mr. Rizzo's Notice of Appeal filed on May 10,2011. Since the Order
Dismissing Appeal was mailed through the United State Postal Service, it was not received by
my office until June 17, 2011.
6. On June 17, 2011, Mr. Rizzo filed a Motion for Permission to File an Appeal
From an Interlocutory Order ("Second Motion to Appeal") in the Idaho Supreme Court.
Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Second Motion to Appeal without
its accompanying affidavits.
7. On July 8,2011, the following documents filed in the Idaho Supreme Court were
hand delivered to my office: (1) two copies of an Application for Extension of Time to File
Addendum to Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Application for Extension"); and (2) an
Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo in Support of Application for Extension of Time to File
Addendum to Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Extension Affidavit"). Attached hereto as
Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Application for Extension of Time to File Addendum
to Motion for Permission to Appeal. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of
the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo in Support of Application for Extension of Time to File
Addendum to Motion for Permission to Appeal.
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER- 3
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DATED this ~~day of July, 2011.
J~
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this g% day of July, 2011.
",t...•.."'",, ~ 1uc"
........<- ~"'NDI /) "..« '" . . ,,1, 111
... ..f)~8.... '.ttl~ 4'. fJ./lIf..lXl.. ~$ .t~" ••• ~ '\ ...<"l-
:* .. ~OT-1 •••~ \ C !'Ilotary ublic IdahQ
=: ~ \: R 'd' t: : .... J... : eSl mg a : -!..J~~!:::L__-+_+~......__
i fA \./:J ... :: My Commission Expires:
" ~ •• U1J LI C : * :: --'-...:....+-<...:I-+-'C:"";"::;-'-'---
,.. ,l::
'''',;.,.. .::
..« :q •••••••••• Q ~:
"". OF ID ~Yo: ~~~~~
."., .
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of July, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
v- Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 4
000621
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January 15, 2011
Roger Daniel Rizzo, in Pro Per
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, ID 83616
James D LaRue
Attorney at Law
PO Box 1539
Boise ID 83701
Dear James,
Enclosed is the STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND PLANNING which
has been entirely filled out by plaintiffs. This Stipulation is being mailed
to you to determine whether you will agree to the dates and other
matters which plaintiffs set forth in the document.
If you agree to this Stipulation, please sign and date it in the spaces
provided. Then mail it back to me at your earliest convenience.
If you find the dates or other matters in the Stipulation unacceptable,
please mail the unsigned document back to me. I will show it to the
Judge at the January 24, 2011 status conference.
Thank you,
l~ rJr~ y\, 1.-7; 0
Roger Rizzo
EXHIBIT A000622
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO
CASE NO. CV-OC-2010-23300
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
P4i,intiff.
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
Defendant.
STIPULATION FOR
SCHEDULING
AND PLANNING
1.
2.
3.
The parties hereby stipulate to the following preferences for trial dates: (Please confer
and complete. Do not attach '~unavailable dates".)
(a) Week ofMonday, fl {} '1 J ~ ,20.J.L.
(b) Week ofMonday, ,rUDy 1'3 ,20-.-l1-.
(c) Week ofMonday, .Jl,AJL. ).,7 ,20-.l...L-.
The Court's clerk will confinn dates with counsel if preferences cannot be met. A
pretrial conference will be scheduled 10 to 21 days prior to trial.
Parties estimate the case will take~ days to try.
Case to be tried as a:
( ) Court Trial( X ) 12 Person Jury Trial
( ) 6 Person Jury Trial
Parties further stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines:
a. The last day to file amendments to any pleading, or to join any additional parties,
shall be [I) c... /' c.. ~ I b { ;;. O} I
b. The advancing party shall disclose all expert witnesses to be used at trial by
(Y)(ltJ'L~ J ~ ~Oll)
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE
UNDER I.R.c.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 2
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c. The responding party shall disclose all rebuttal expert witnesses to be used at trial
by fY) fA r, J. :, 0I 1Q 11
Depositions, if any, of expert witnesses shall be completed within thirty (30) days
of this cutoff. This disclosure cutoff does not absolve the parties of the duty to
timely identify experts and their opinions in response to written discovery
requests.
d. The discovery cutoff shall be4 (I \ IJ ~ () ) \ • This
discovery cutoff is the last day to initiate written discovery. Aside from
depositions of expert witnesses, all depositions will be completed by the discovery
cutoff.
e. The last day for filing motions for summary judgment shall be.
[Y) o..J",,,," I r) aO) l , (must be at least 60 days prior to trial.)
4. The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all parties, subject
to Court approval, and each party reserves the right to seek amendment hereofby Court
order. Aity party may request a further status conference for any purpose at any time.
Counsel for Plaintiff(s):
~a V)V-> D0\. ,f) ),..0..>1 If\1"'2.'0> J \~ L(J/O f~Date: Jo...'I\V Ctt'if /5, ~ () JJ
~ ~. p\:bgr:;~ 'Fro 111D.I:>tA.A~ '1 1/
Counsel for Defendant(s):
_____________________ Date: _
_____________________ Date: _
Counsel for Other Parties:
_____________________ Date: _
_____________________ Date: _
NOTICE OF STATDS CONFERENCE
UNDER LR.C.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 3
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,---. AVAILABLE DATES FOR CIVIL TRIALS 2011
Weeks of: January 10,2011 and January 24,2011
Weeks of: February 7, 2011 and February 21,2011
Weeks of: March 13, 2011 and March 28, 2011
Weeks of: April 10, 2011 and April 24, 2011
Weeks of: May 8, 2011 and May 22,2011
Weeks of: June 13, 2011 and June 27,2011
Weeks of: July 11, 2011 and July 25,2011
Weeks of: August 15, 2011 and August 29, 2011
Weeks of: September 12, 2011 and September 26, 2011
Weeks of: October 10,2011 and October 24,2011
Weeks of: November 14, 2011, and November 28, 2011
Weeks of: December 12,2011 and December 26,2011
NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE
UNDER LR.C.P. 16(a) & 16(b) - Page 4 000625
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CERTICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 17th of January, 2011, I personally mailed a
true and correct copy of (1) PLAINTIFFS' STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING
AND PLANNING and (2) The January 15, 2011 accompanying
introductory letter to the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER D ~EL RIZZO, IN
a Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
000626
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff-Appellant
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant-Respondent
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)
)
)
) Supreme Court Docket
) No. 38789-2011
) Ada County Docket
) No. 2010-23300
)
)
-------------)
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
COMES NOW Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules,
Rule 12 and moves the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho for an order granting
plaintiff permission to file an appeal from the interlocutory order entered by the
district court on May 2, 2011.
"I";
This motion is supported by the record herein; the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo
in Support of Plaintiff s Motion for Permission to Appeal with attached exhibits;
the Affidavit of Eva Marie Rizzo in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to
Appeal; and the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff s Motion for Permission to
Appeal also filed concurrently herewith.
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO APPEAL
Factual Summary
On May 22, 2010, an extremely severe wind and rainstorm caused serious damage
to plaintiffs' home. The rainwater from the storm flooded through an exterior wall
ofplaintiff's home into the residence. (Affidavit OfRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Defendant, State Farm Insurance, had issued to plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, a
Homeowners Policy of Insurance in the year 2007. The purpose of the policy was
to insure plaintiff for all damage which he suffered to his home and specified
surrounding areas unless the damage was specifically excluded by the
Homeowners Policy. Plaintiff's home is located at 1583 North Sundown Way in
Eagle, Idaho. (The Homeowners Policy is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
On May 23, 2010, the day after the severe storm, plaintiff and his wife reported by
telephone his claim under his Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents,
Rod Brooks. On several occasions during this May 23, 2010 telephone
conversation, defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told both plaintiff and his wife that a
single policy exclusion clearly applied and for that reason defendant State Farm
Insurance Company was denying insurance policy coverage. Defendant's agent
made this statement without ever visiting plaintiffs' home to determine how the
damage occurred and whether a single policy exclusion actually did apply.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo; Affidavit ofEva Marie Rizzo)
On May 25, 2010, State Farm Insurance's claim representative, Donna Hoyne,
visited plaintiff's home and told plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo that the agent
referred to immediately above had no authority to discuss whether a Homeowners
Policy exclusion applied and to state that there would be or would not be coverage
under the Homeowners Policy. She reassured plaintiff that defendant State Farm
Insurance Company had not yet made a decision on whether there would be policy
coverage or not. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
At the meeting, plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, gave State Farm Insurance claims
representative, Donna Hoyne, three copies of a legal memorandum he prepared
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 2
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relating to his May 23, 2010 policy coverage claim. In the memorandum, plaintiff
Rizzo described applicable policy provisions, the law, and then discussed why
there was coverage for the damages to the Rizzo home. (The memorandum is
attached as Exhibit B to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo requested that Donna Hoyne provide State Farm
Insurance attorneys and her supervisors with his memorandum. (Notes of that
meeting are attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
Two weeks later on June 8, "2010, State Farm Insurance's team manager, Ross
Sheridan, who was directly responsible for supervising the handling of plaintiff's
damage claim under his Homeowners Policy, had a telephone conversation with
plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo. During the conversation, he told plaintiff that State
Farm Insurance was denying coverage for the damage to plaintiffs' home. He also
advised plaintiff that neither he, nor anyone in his office, had ever reviewed
the memorandum that plaintiff Rizzo prepared summarizing the known facts
and the Idaho Supreme Court cases setting forth the standards whicb
insurance companies must follow when determining whether there is policy
coverage in· varying situations. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
To the complete sll.lprise ofplaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo, team manager Ross
Sheridan additionally told plaintiff that he had never read the Idaho Supreme
Court cases cited in the memorandum. Plaintiff was amazed at the team
manager's comment because Ross Sheridan was the supervisor in charge of legally
determining whether there was coverage for plaintiff's claim, yet he had not
even read the Supreme Court cases setting forth the rules insurers must follow
when interpreting a Homeowners Policy such as the one held by plaintiff. (Notes of
this telephone conversation are attached as Exhibit D to the Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo.)
On June 10, 2010, two days later, defendant's claims representative Donna Hoyne
sent, by certified mail, a five page letter to plaintiff stating that defendant State
Farm Insurance was formally denying coverage ofplaintiff's claim. To justify the
decision, the claims representative cited not one, but over a hundred different
Homeowners Policy exclusions. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
In the claims denial letter, the claims representative Donna Hoyne cited exclusions
such as an earthquake, a volcanic explosion, and a tsunami. The huge number of
o MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 3
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o exclusions listed go on and on. Then in the second to last paragraph of the letter,the first sentence begins: "As you can see from the policy language quoted
above, there is no coverage for the water damage to your home...." (The June 10,
2010 claims denial letter is attached as Exhibit E to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo.)
Before the claim was denied, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo repeatedly
communicated with another State Farm Insurance Company team manager, Steve
Yoest. On May 28, 2010, plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo had an initial telephone
conversation with Steve Yoest. During this conversation, they talked about the May
23,2010 telephone conversation that plaintiff had with Rod Brooks, the Rizzo's
State Farm Insurance Company agent. During the May 28, 2010 telephone
conversation, plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo emphasized to Steve Yoest that Rod
Brooks had repeatedly told him on May 23,2010 that defendant State Farm would
not cover plaintiffs' claim because of a single, applicable policy exclusion.
In a letter dated June 1,2010, which was mailed to plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo,
Steve Yoest completely misquoted what plaintiffhad emphasized to him about the
May 23,2010 telephone conversation plaintiff had with Rod Brooks, defendant's
agent. (The June 1, 2010 letter is attached as Exhibit F to the Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo.)
.In a subsequent letter dated June 5, 2010, which was mailed to the State Farm
Insurance team manager Steve Yoest, plaintiff Rizzo advised Steve Yoest of the
vital error that he made in misstating what plaintiffRizzo had told him during
their May 28, 2010 telephone conversation. (The June 5, 2010 letter is attached as
Exhibit G to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.) .
In a follow up letter to plaintiff dated June 8, 2010, Steve Yoest stated: "The
purpose of my June 1,2010 letter was to confirm our conversation, and I
appreciate the clarification in your letter. I understand in your letter your position
is Mr. Brooks (defendant's agent) issued a claim denial to you during your May 22,
2010 discussion with him." (The June 8, 2010 letter is attached as Exhibit H to the
Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.)
The supposed "clarification" that the team manager Steve Yoest referred to in the
June 8,2010 letter involved the difference between: (1) plaintiffRizzo being
advised by defendant's agent that State Farm Insurance "may not" cover plaintiff's
o MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 4
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loss as opposed to (2) plaintiffRizzo being repeatedly told that State Farm
Insurance was denying coverage. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
Between May 22,2010 and December 28, 2010, over a seven month period,
rainfall did not again flood the downstairs of plaintiffs' home. This was despite the
fact that a multitude of substantial rain and windstorms had occurred. On a few
occasions during the rainstorms, plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo looked out the
window next to the wall in question and saw rainwater gushing up in the window
. well one to two feet high from the ground surface. Nevertheless, no flooding
occurred in plaintiffs' home because of the lack of accompanying wind. (Affidavit
ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
On December 29,2010, the bottom floor of plaintiffs' home was again flooded by
rainfall during a severe wind and rainstorm. PlaintiffRizzo again thought that his
Homeowners Policy should cover the flooding and damage to his home, so he
suggested that his wife telephone State Farm Insurance and make a policy claim.
During his wife's discussion with the State Farm agent, on this occasion Allen
Bollschweiler, plaintiffjoined in the conversation. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo)
During the call, the State Farm agent Allen Bollschweiler told plaintiff that State
Farm Insurance Company would not even send a company claims representative to
plaintiff's home to determi~ewhether there was policy coverage and what was the
extent of the damage to plaintiffs' home. The agent furthered his discussion by
saying that before State Farm would take plaintiffs' Homeowners Policy claim
seriously that a company, independent from State Farm Insurance Company, had
to come over to plaintiffs' home and examine the flooding. (Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff Rizzo was shocked at the statements he had heard during the above
telephone conversation. Nevertheless, four and one-half months later, on May 17,
2011, a State Farm Insurance Company claims representative, Eric Vane, and a
team manager, Mary Beth Aubertin, did visit plaintiff's home and inspected the
damage caused by the December 29,2010 windstorm and flooding.
One day after their May 17, 2011 damage inspection, Eric Vane sent plaintiff a
formal letter again denying him coverage under the State Farm Homeowners
o MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 5
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Policy. In the May 18, 2011 denial letter, Eric Vane cited verbatim almost the
. same huge number of policy exclusions as did State Farm Insurance Company
claims representative Donna Hoyne, who visited plaintiff's home over seven
months earlier and sent him the June 10,2010 coverage denial letter. State Farm
Insurance Company never compensated plaintiff in any way for his first or second
very serious home damages claims. (The May 18,2011 coverage denial letter is
attached as Exhibit I to the Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo.) (A memorandum
describing the above events is attached as Exhibit J to the Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo.) (See also Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff filed the original complaint in this litigation on November 24,2010. This
complaint has causes of action for (1) BREACH OF CONTRACT, (2) BREACH
. OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING, (3)
BAD FAITH, and (4) NEGLIGENCE PER SEa PI~intiff's motivation in bringing
this lawsuit was multi-faceted.
Certainly, plaintiffwas attempting to recover compensation, which he believes was
owed to him under his Homeowners Policy, for damages to his home, as well as for
personal injuries and emotional distress. More importantly though was
plaintiff's desire to deterState Farm Insurance Company from mistreating
massive numbers of its other insureds in the State of Idaho. (Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
The results of research·performed by plaintiff confIrmed his opinion. The research
reflected that State Farm Insurance Company used a variety ofmeans to refuse to
treat a multitude of its insured's damages claims seriously. (Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo)
It was obvious to plaintiffRizzo that he and his wife were being mistreated, just as
were a multitude of others who were defendant State Farm Insurance's insureds.
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo felt incredibly morose that such a huge insurer would
treat its clients in such a way after receiving insurance payments from its insureds
each and every month for years. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
On February 24, 2011, plaintiff filed a Motion to Amend the Complaint. In the
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 6
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omotion, plaintiff sought the court's leave to amend the complaint to include these
additional allegations:
1. A prayer for punitive damage relief;
2. A prayer for diminution in value of the home relief;
3. A claim for additional damages that occurred to plaintiff's home on December
29,2010.
4. A cause of action for personal injury;
5. A cause of action for negligent failure to warn;
On May 2, 2011, District Judge Timothy Hansen denied plaintiff's motion as to the
first, second, and fourth requests. The court granted plaintiff's fifth request. At the
motion hearing, which took place on March 14,2011, defendant indicated that it
did not object to the third request, so the court granted it.
Plaintiff is appealing the court's denial of the fITst, second, and fourth requests.
Plaintiff contends that the court's denial was improper for the reasons stated below.
PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo is in Pro Per in this lawsuit. Plaintiff is representing
himselfbecause he does not believe that he can afford to hire an Idaho licensed
attorney. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff currently is and will be unemployable for the remainder ofhis life.
Plaintiffwas involved in l;l horrible motor vehicle accident over 15 years ago.
During the accident, plaintiff suffered life threatening injuries to multiple parts of
his body, including sustaining severe, traumatic brain injury. Plaintiff was
hospitalized for over six months and almost all of the doctors who treated him told
his family that he would die. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiffhas been certified by physicians as one hundred percent disabled. His
disability is permanent. He will remain one-hundred percent disabled for the
remainder of his life. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo) (Documents confirming
this infirmity will be attached to plaintiff's appellant brief)
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 7
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Plaintiff also experiences seizures and has sleep apnea. Both of these
additional conditions also make him unemployable. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo) (Documents confirming these infirmities will be attached to plaintiff's
appellant brief.)
As a result of such Pro Per representation, it has become necessary for plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo to learn Idaho law to the extent he is able. (Affidavit ofRoger
Daniel Rizzo) As a result ofplaintiffnot being familiar with Idaho law, as are
practicing Idaho attorneys, and suffering the extremely serious medical
impairments described above, plaintiffprematurely filed and served a Notice of
Appeal pertaining to District Judge Timothy Hansen's May 2, 2011 Memorandum
Decision And Order. Plaintiff prematurely filed and served this 12 page,
comprehensive Notice ofAppeal on May 10,2011. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo) (A copy of this Notice ofAppeal is attached as Exhibit K to the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
Plaintiff's Notice ofAppeal was prematurely filed and served six days prior to the
date he was required under Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12 to file with the district
court and serve on defendant the Motion for Permission to Appeal. The date such
filing and service of that motion should have occurred was May 16, 2011.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
As will be explained below, the complete lack of cooperation by the staff of
District Judge Timothy Hansen made it impossible for plaintiff to file and serve a
legally sufficient Motion for Permission to Appeal on the date it was due.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo). Therefore, out of desperation, plaintiff filed and
served his Motion For Permission to Appeal, with no designated hearing date, one
day late. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff's May 10,2011 premature filing and service ofthe Notice ofAppeal has
obvious legal ramifications in this case. The fact that this Notice ofAppeal was
filed and served by plaintiff seven days before the date defendant actually received
plaintiff's Motion For Permission to Appeal clearly negates any possible claim of
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 8
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prejudice defendant State Fann Insurance Company may assert based on receiving
plaintiff's Motion for Pennission to Appeal one day late.
Applicable Law
..
It is extremely beneficial to preliminarily examine certain insurance contract law
precepts prior to exploring the legal showings necessary: (1) to amend complaints,
(2) to demonstrate Idaho State interests justifying the award of punitive damages,
and (3) to appeal interlocutory orders. The discussion immediately below relates
specifically to interpreting insurance contracts and how insurance policy
exclusions will be construed.
When we detennine whether a policy is ambiguous we ask whether the policy is
reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation. Farmers Ins. Co. v. Talbot 133
Idaho 428, 432 (1999). A provision that seeks to exclude the insurer's coverage
must be strictly construed in favor of the insured. Moss v. Mid-American Fire
& Marine Ins. Co. 103 Idaho 298,30.0 (1982). The burden is on the insurer to
use clear and precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its coverage.
Id.
"Under these special rules, insurance policies are to be construed most
. liberally in favor of recovery, with all ambiguities being resolved in favor of
the insured." Foremost Ins. Co. v. Putzier 102 Idaho 138, 142 (1981). Finally,
~he meaning of the insurance policy and the intent of the parties must be
determined from the plain meaning of the insurance policy's own words."
National Union Fire Ins. Co. v. Dixon, 141 Idaho 537,540 (2005).
The discussion will now focus on amending complaints. Idaho Code of Civil
Procedure, Rule 15(a) sets forth the applicable law relating to the amendment of
complaints after a responsive pleading is served or the action is set for trial. It is
stated in Rule 15(a) that" ... a party may amend a pleading only by leave of
court... , and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires."
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 9
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C) To amend the complaint to allege a claim for punitive damages, Idaho Code
Section 6-1604 sets forth a further requirement. Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2)
provides in relevant part:
"In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim for damages
shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. However, a
party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before the court, amend
the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. The court
shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence
presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at such
hearing a reasonable likelihood ofproving facts at trial sufficient to support an
award ofpunitive damages."
A trial court's ruling on a motion to amend a complaint to add a claim for punitive
damages is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Weinstein v. Prudential Property
149 Idaho 299, 311 (2010). See also Todd v. Sullivan Constr. LLC, 146 Idaho 118
(2008). "Liberty Mutual's unsupported statement that it was prejudiced by the
amendment is insufficient to show an abuse of discretion." Weinstein v.
Prudential Property 149 Idaho 299, 311 (2010).
As we interpret this abuse of discretion standard of review set forth in Cheney and
Soria, it is essentially a substantial evidence standard. See Edmark Motors, Inc. v.
Twin Cities Toyota, Inc., 111 Idaho 846, 850, (Ct.App.1986) (review denied)
"(Cheney does not explicitly identify the standard of appellate review governing a
decision to award punitive damages. However, our task logically should be to
determine whether the record contains substantial evidence to support the jury's
implicit finding of circumstances described in Cheney's broad guideline.)" Garnett
v. Transamerica Ins. Servs., 118 Idaho 769, 781 (1990). See also Walston v.
Monumental Life Insurance Company 129 Idaho 211, 220 (1996)
An injured customer's motion to add punitive damages was properly granted
because the amended complaint put the store on notice of the customer's claim for
punitive damages and it sufficiently alleged that the store's failure to train
employees in safe display techniques was an extreme deviation from industry
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 10
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practice, which was sufficient to establish a reasonable likelihood of proving facts
at trial to support a punitive damages award. Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale Corp.,
140 Idaho 416,424 (2004). Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Co. 149 Idaho
299,311 (2010).
The next segment of this memorandum will be a discussion of Idaho State interests
justifying the award ofpunitive damages. "Punitive damages may properly be
imposed to further a State's legitimate interests in punishing unlawful conduct
and deterring its repetition." BMW ofNorth America, Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S.
559, 568 (1996). Deterrence refers to deterring the defendant and others
within the state from engaging in similar wrongful conduct in the future.
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Haslip, 499 U.S. 1,20,21 (1991). In Pacific
Mutual, the Supreme Court stated that it had "carefully reviewed" jury instructions
that described the purpose ofpunitive damages as "to punish the defendant" and
"for the added purpose ofprotecting the public by [deterring] the defendant and
others from doing such wrong in the future" and stated that such instructions
"enlightened the jury as to the punitive damages' nature and purpose." Id. See also
'Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Co. 149 Idaho 299, 334 (2010).
Idaho has a legitimate interest in protecting its citizens from unscrupulous
insurance companies operating in the first party context because it is widely
recognized by courts that a "special relationship" exists between an insurer and an
insured. Kirby Hall, et al. v. :Farmers Alliance Mutual Insurance Company 145
Idaho 313, 324 (2008). See also Walston v. Moumental Life Ins. Co. 129 Idaho
211,223 (1996). In cases which involve" ...deceptive business schemes operat(;l,d
for profit and often victimizing numerous members of the public aside from the
plaintiff', punitive treatment is warranted. Clearly in such cases the award of
punitive damages should aim at making the cost of such repetitive anti-social
conduct uneconomical. Cox v: Stolworthy, 94 Idaho 683, 692 (1972) (partially
overruled on different grounds in Kyle Cheney, et al. v Palos Verdes Investment
Corporation, et al. 104 Idaho 897 (1983).
When a corporation is being sued, it is not necessary to establish that an officer or
director participated in or ratified the wrongful conduct to sustain an award of
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 11
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punitive damages against the corporation. Weinstein, et al. v. Prudential Property
and Casualty 233 P.3d 1221, 1236, 1237 (2010). See also Vendelin v. Costco
Wholesale Corp., 140 Idaho 416,431 (2004). Corporate employee conduct in
violation of Idaho statutes is to be considered company policies, absent
contrary evidence, especially when company managers do not criticize or
cancel the policies. Violations of Idaho statutes are also to be taken into account
by the jury where there was an extreme deviation from the industry standards
which warrants punitive damages. Linda Weinstein et al. v. Prudential Property
and Casualty 233 P. 3d 1221, 1235 (2010).
The final segment of this Applicable Law section of the memoranda will focus on
appealing from interlocutory orders. Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12 (b) provides
in pertinent part:
"A motion for permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment, upon
the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule, shall be filed with the district
court ... within (14) days from the date of entry of the order or judgment. The
motion shall be filed, served, noticed for hearing and processed in the same
manner as any other motion, and hearing of the motion shall be expedited....The
court ... shall within fourteen (14) days after the hearing, enter an order setting
forth its reasoning for approving or disapproving the motion.
Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12(c) provides "IF THE DISTRICT COURT ...
FAILS TO RULE UPON A MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL
WITHIN TWENTY-ONE (21) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE FILING
OF THE MOTION, ANY PARTY MAY FILE A MOTION WITH THE
SUPREME COURT FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL WITHOUT ANY
ORDER OF THE DISTRICT COURT."
Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12(a) Appeal by permission provides:
(a) Criteria for permission to appeal. Permission may be granted by the
Supreme Court to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment of a district
court in a civil or criminal action,.".. which is not otherwise appealable under
these rules, but which involves a controlling question of law as to which there
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 12
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is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which an immediate
appeal from the order or decree may materially advance the orderly
resolution of the litigation.
Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 21 provides:
Effect of failure to comply with time limits.
The failure to physically file a notice of appeal or notice of cross-appeal with the
clerk of the district court or an administrative agency, or the
failure to physically file a petition for rehearing with the clerk of the
Supreme Court, each within the time limits prescribed by these rules,
shall be jurisdictional and shall cause automatic dismissal of such appeal or
petition, upon the motion of any party, or upon the initiative of the
Supreme Court. Failure of a party to timely take any other step in the
appellate process shall not be deemed jurisdictional, but may be grounds only
for such action or sanction as the Supreme Court deems appropriate, which
may include dismissal of the appeal.
"(W)e note that our state appellate courts have generally been liberal
in their treatment ofpremature notices of appeal." Glen A. Weller v. State of Idaho
146 Idaho 652, 654. "We also note that in North Pacific Ins. Co., v. Mai 130 Idaho
251,252-253 and Kindred v. Amalgamated Sugar Co., 118 Idaho 147, 149, our
Supreme Court considered interlocutory appeals taken to that Court without the
appellant having obtained permission as required by I.A.R. 12. In each case, the
Supreme Court decided to go forward and consider the appeal on the merits." Id at
655.
Argument
At the outset, it is of overriding importance to stress that defendant State Farm
Insurance Company had no experts to oppose the opinions of the two highly
qualified experts relied upon by the Pro Per plaintiff in his Motion to Amend The
Complaint. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)'
Idaho Evidence Code 702 states:
"If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 13
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(J to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an
expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto
in the fonn of opinion or otherwise."
It is extraordinarily useful in this litigation to weigh the evidence presented by both
parties to determine whether there is a reasonable likelihood that plaintiff will
prove facts at trial sufficient to support an award ofpunitive damages. Plaintiff had
two experts who were exceedingly well qualified on construction and insurance
industry practices. In stark comparison, the evidence submitted by defendant
consisted only of affidavits of its employees and attorneys. State Farm disclosed no
experts and attached no expert affidavits to the Opposition which it submitted to
the court. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Defendant's employees, who submitted affidavits, have obvious bias in this
lawsuit. That is because how this lawsuit turns out could have clear impact on them
since they were directly involved in crucial factual situations underlying this
litigation. Defendant's employees could be fired if they are judged to be
responsible for State Farm Insurance Company's loss. Their futures at that
company could likewise be impacted extremely negatively. Alternatively, they
could be substantially compensated if State Farm Insurance Company prevails in
this litigation.
Plaintiffs causation expert, Donald Flynn, submitted an affidavit stating that he is
almost certain that the wind caused an opening in the wall ofplaintiffs' home and
rainwater flooded through this opening. Since defendant has not declared any
experts on this causation issue who inspected plaintiff s home, it cannot contest
plaintiff s expert opinion. Therefore, plaintiffs claims, based on his
uncontroverted expert's testimony, should be covered under his Homeowners
Policy with State Farm. (The Affidavit ofDonald Flynn is attached as Exhibit L to
the Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo.)
A much more troubling dilemma foi defendant is its lack of an insurance industry
expert. Plaintiffs insurance industry expert, Stephen Strzelec, was eminently well
() MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 14
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qualified and had even worked for State Farm in a variety of iInportant positions
for approximately 18 years. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiffs' insurance industry expert's opinions are set forth in his affidavit. He
stated that it is his view that all the State Farm employees discussed in plaintiff s
Motion to Amend the Complaint acted oppressively, fraudulently, maliciously and
outrageously in connection with plaintiff s insurance claims which are the subject
of this lawsuit. Plaintiffs insurance industry expert also stated that such actions by
these employees were in violation of insurance industry standards. (The Affidavit
of Stephen Strzelec is attached as Exhibit M to the Affidavit ofRoger baniel
Rizzo.)
State Farm Insurance's employees can continuously deny such behavior or
characterize it differently. These persons' contentions are highly suspect though as
set forth above. Much more importantly, these individuals are not qualified as
experts on the subjects involved. .
Another crucially important aspect of this lawsuit is the concept that the evidence
presented at trial will not merely justify the award ofpunitive damages because of
only one of State Farm Insurance Company employee's actions. There were many
distinct, independent actions committed by six different employees, all ofwhich
create a reasonable likelihood ofplaintiff being awarded punitive damages and
meeting the requirements of Idaho Code Section 6-1604 and Idaho Code Section 6-
1601(9). (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
These actions by the six different employees will be briefly outlined below:
A) On May 23, 2010, defendant's agent, Rod Brooks, told plaintiff repeatedly,
during a telephone conversation, that a single, specific exclusion in plaintiffs
Homeowners Policy served as a basis for why State Farm Insurance was
denying coverage ofplaintiff s extremely serious property damage claim.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo) A local agent can bind a company whether or
not he has authority from the company to make his representation. Huppert v.
Wolford 91 Idaho 249, 253-256 (1966).
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL ~ page 15
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o Agent Rod Brooks made this legal statement to plaintiff without ever visitingplaintiff s home to determine how the damage to the structure occurred. Agent Rod
Brooks made this legal statement to plaintiff without doing any investigation to
determine whether a policy coverage provision did apply because of the wind
conditions. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
It is the opinion ofplaintiff s insurance industry expert that such conduct by agent
Rod Brooks was in direct violation of Idaho Code Section 6-1604. It is also his
opinion that Rod Brook's actions violated insurance industry standards in that it
was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel
Rizzo)
B) In direct contradiction to Rod Brooks' lack of coverage statement when he
asserted there was only Q.!.!£ applicable exclusion, defendant's claims representative
Donna Hoyne astoundingly quoted over ahundred different Homeowners Policy
exclusions in State Farm Insurance's June 10,2010 coverage denial letter. Quoting
such a multitude of completely different, unrelated policy exclusions could not
have been motivated by good faith, was deceptive, and was not honest as required
by insurance industry standards. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec) Quoting such a
multitude of exclusions was also a deceptive, dishonest, and bad faith act or
practice in the business of insurance prohibited by Idaho Code Section 41-113(2).
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Idaho Code Section 41-1329 (14) specifically prohibits conduct of the insurer in
the State of Idaho which constitutes "Failing to promptly provide a reasonable
explanation of the basis in the insUrance policy in relation to the facts or
applicable law for denial of a claim or for the offer of compromise." The conduct
of defendant State Farm Insurance was In direct violation of this statute. (Affidavit
ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Claims representative Donna Hoyne goes on for almost three pages in the claims
denial letter with quotations of extraneous Homeowners Policy exclusions. Idaho
Code Section 41-113(2) requires that employees of insurer act in good faith and
honesty. Donna Hoyne's conduct unquestionably did not meet this requirement.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 16()
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For all the above reasons, the conduct of defendant's claims representative, Donna
Hoyne, was in direct violation of insurance industry standards. Her conduct
towards plaintiff was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit of
Stephen Strzelec) Such conduct warrants an award ofpunitive damages. Idaho
Code Section 6-1604(1).
C) Evidence will also be introduced during trial that one of defendant's team
managers, Ross Sheridan, supervised all company conduct in connection with
plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 claim. This means that this team manager either
encouraged, permitted or ignored a State Farm Insurance Company agent, Rod
Brooks, repeatedly telling an insured that there was no policy coverage for his
. claim without ever visiting plaintiffs residence or performing any
investigation. This also means that this same team manager, Ross Sheridan,
approved of the claims denial letter written by a State Farm Insurance claims
representative, Donna Hoyne, containing over one hundred quotes to policy
exclusions, many ofwhich were completely groundless, without any meaningful
investigation being performed. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
While these matters were occurring, Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance
supervising team manager, and others in his office disregarded and did not even
review the legal memorandum provided to the insurer by plaintiffRizzo which
discussed in detail Idaho law concerning how insurance policies should be
interpreted when evaluating policy coverage issues. This team manager told
plaintiff Rizzo over the telephone on June 9, 2010 these facts and that no OI~e in
his office had ever even read the two Idaho Supreme Court cases cited in the legal
memorandum, one ofwhich concisely sets forth how insurance policies should be
interpreted in this state. This is despite the fact that these State Farm Insurance
staff make frequent, extremely significant coverage decisions involving insureds'
claims. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
This conduct by team manager Ross Sheridan was oppressive, fraudulent,
malicious or outrageous in contravention of insurance industry standards.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec) Ross Sheridan's conduct also violated Idaho Code
Section 6-1604.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 17
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D) During the same time frame, another State Farm team manager, Steve Yoest
attempted to cover up and distort what defendant's agent Rod Brooks initially
told plaintiff concerning the lack of coverage for plaintiff s claim. The conduct of
Steve Yoest is another instance of one of defendant's employees violating
insurance industry standards. Steve Yoest's conduct towards plaintiff was
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Steve Yoest's behavior as described immediately above was also a violation of
Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
E) Unfortunately, this was not the end of the mistreatment. On December 28,2010
and December 29,2010, there was another wind and rainstorm which caused the
flooding of the downstairs ofplaintiffs home. This was over seven months after
the first incident. Plaintiff and his wife made a second insurance policy claim to
defendant to absolutely no avail. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo) The claim was
made to State Farm Insurance Company agent Allen Bollschweiler.
During the call, the State Farm agent Allen Bollschweiler told plaintiff that State
Farm Insurance Company would not even send a company claims representative
to plaintiff's home to determine whether there was policy coverage unless a
company, independent from State Farm became involved first. Additionally, the
independent company had to come over to plaintiffs' home and examine the
flooding and report back to State Farm Insurance Company so defendant could
ascertain whether to become involved or not. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Four and one-half months later, on May 17, 2011, State Farm Insurance
Company acted contrary to Allen Bollschweiler' statements and sent claims
representative, Eric Vane, and team manager, Mary Beth Aubertin, to plaintiff's
home. During their visit,they inspected the damage caused by the December 29,
.2010 windstorm and flooding. (Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
F) One day after the May 17, 2011 damage inspection, Eric Vane sent plaintiff a
formal letter again denying him coverage under his State Farm HomeoWners
Policy. In the May 18, 2011 denial letter, Eric Vane cited verbatim almost the
same huge number of policy exclusions as did State Farm Insurance Company
claims representative Donna Hoyne, who visited plaintiff's home over seven
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 18
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months earlier and sent him the June 10,2010 coverage denial letter. (Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo)
The conduct of State Farm Insurance as described above relating to plaintiffs'
second claim demonstrates a clear violation of industry standards. The behavior by
defendant's employees was again oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous
conduct committed against plaintiff, who had a special relationship with defendant.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
All the conduct described in this entire motion by State Farm Insurance employees
did not comport with insurance industry standards. Instead, it was completely
unfair and deceptive conduct committed against plaintiffs. (Affidavit of Stephen
Strzelec)
The evidence, which will be submitted during trial, will demonstrate that defendant
should be punished for its continuing behavior. More importantly, this evidence
which will be submitted at trial, will prove the necessity of deterring defendant
from treating any of its other policyholders in the State of Idaho in such a
blameworthy way. (Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Plaintiff also sought the district court's permission to add two additional
allegations to the complaint. Those other allegations include:
1. A prayer for diminution in value of the home relief;
2. A cause of action for personal injury;
To determine whether to permit these amendments to the complaint, the district
court had to refer only to Idaho Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 15(a). That statute is
extremely lenient and provides" ... a party may amend a pleading only by leave of
court... , and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires."
In his Reply Memorandum to the Motion to Amend the Complaint, plaintiff lists
the following documents which have had a serious, direct impact on him:
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 19
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a) An article authored by the Washington State Department ofHealth on the
adverse health effects of exposure to mold;
b) Three articles by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
concerning the adverse health effects of being exposed to mold and fungus.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
These articles discuss the very negative health effects of exposure to mold and
fungus. The articles also make it clear that mold and fungus almost always form
throughout a wall that has been flooded by rain. Then the mold and fungus begin
invading other parts of the home. (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo)
The company which came over to plaintiff's home at the outset, as a response to
the rainwater flooding, drilled scores ofholes in the baseboards on the downstairs
walls because of serious concern about the presence of mold and fungus.
(Affidavit ofRoger Daniel Rizzo)
Plaintiff was stunned when the court refused to permit him to include a claim for
diminution in property value when that supposition is so clearly apparent. The
same is true for a cause of action for personal injuries, especially at this juncture in
the case.
Plaintiff haS not yet disclosed experts on these two issues. That is not necessary,
however, under Idaho Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 15(a).
Conclusion
The court's denials of the first three allegation requests listed above have
overwhelmingly impact on both discovery and the trial of this lawsuit. Plaintiff's
remaining discovery largely pertains to those three allegation requests. One of two
of plaintiff's experts was going to testify during trial almost completely on
different aspects germane to punitive damages issues, or the first allegation
request. Moreover, the trial of this matter without any issues being heard on appeal
will be severely shortened and will bear very little resemblance to the trial if the
court had granted plaintiff's motion to amend.
No matter what the consequence of the upcoming trial, ifplaintiff is not
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 20
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parties having to try this case twice if the Supreme Court grants any or all or
plaintiff s appeal.
To avoid an extremely likely waste of time, resources, and effort, plaintiff requests
that the Supreme Court of Idaho court grant plaintiffs Motion For Permission To
File An Appeal.
Dated: June 16, 2011
() MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 21
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~ allowed to appeal the court's May 2, 2011 interlocutory ruling at this juncture, 
\....J plaintiff will appeal the ruling af er the upcoming trial. This will result in the 
                
   
             
             
   
    
        
Vs.
. Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff-Appellant
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant-Respondent
,
-, Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)
)
)
) Supreme Court Docket
) No. 38789-2011
) Ada County Docket
) No. 2010-23300
)
)
------------)
APPUCATION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE ADDENDUM TO MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO APPEAL
COMES NOW Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules,
Rule 32(d), and applies to the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho for an extension
of time to file an addendum to his Motion ForPennission To File An Appeal.
This application is supported by the record herein; the Affidavit of Roger Daniel
Rizzo in Support of this Application For Extension Of Time with attached exhibits;
and plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal, which was filed with the Idaho
Supreme Court on June 17, 2011.
APPLICATION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME - page 1
EXHIBITC000648
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Respectfully submitted,
~~Qt: [; ~Dla...( ~I 2 1))
Roger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
APPLICATION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME - page 2
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff-Appellant
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant-Respondent
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)
)
)
) Supreme Court Docket
) No. 38789-2011
) Ada County Docket
) No. 2010-23300
)
)
------------)
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR
EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE ADDENDUM TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO
APPEAL
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states that the reasons
and grounds in support of his Application For Extension OfTime To File
Addendum To Motion For Permission To Appeal are as follows:
1) That on July 5, 2011, the district court rendered its decision denying Plaintiff's
Motion For Permission To File An Appeal. It is plaintiff's contention that the
district court's ruling on this motion is not legally valid and is moot. (The district
court's July 5, 2011 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER is attached to
this Affidavit as Exhibit 1.)
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 1
EXHIBITD000650
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•2) The primary focus of the district court's denial of the motion is plaintiff's failure
to strictly adhere to time deadlines so they will be discussed first.
a) At the outset, it should be noted that in the district court's July 5, 2011 order, it is
stated on the first page: "In a Notice ofAppeal Filed, the Idaho Supreme Court
through its clerk indicated the appeal was received on May 12, 2011". Directly
contradicting that statement is the Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal issued
by the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho on May 25, 2011.
In that order, which was prepared and signed by Stephen W. Kenyon, the Clerk of
the Supreme Court of Idaho, it is stated at the very beginning ofthe orde~ that the
(plaintiff's) notice of appeal was filed on May 10, 2011. Therefore, for all purposes
relating to this matter, the filing date of the subject notice should be treated as
having occurred on May, 10,2011, not May 12,2011. (The May 25, 2011 Supreme
Court of the State Of Idaho Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal is attached to
this Affidavit as Exhibit 2)
b) Plaintiff filed his Motion For Permission To File The Appeal with the district
court on May 17,2011. The district court's July 5, 2011 ruling on the motion was
49 days after it was filed.
c) Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12 (c) provides:
If the district court ... fails to rule upon a motion for permission to appeal within
twenty-one (21) days from the date of the filing ofthe motion, any party may file a
motion with the Supreme Court for permission to appeal without any order ofthe
district court....
d) For reasons unknown to plaintiff, the district court never quotes or even cites
LA.R. 12(c). It is plaintiff's belief that acknowledging this 21 day period and its
application or lack of application in this case should have been the entire basis for
the district court to determine whether its ruling on July 5,2011 was moot or not.
e) Instead the district court quotes a series of dates, all ofwhich confirm that
plaintiff completely complied with the 21 day rule. All four possible analyses of
the issue establish that plaintiff did comply with the rule and render the court's
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 2
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decision on the matter legally inapplicable. These four possible time analyses are
set forth immediately below.
(1) First Possible Time Analysis - Plaintiff's Notice ofAppeal was improperly filed
on May 10, 2011 because plaintiff did not initially obtain an Order Granting Him
Permission to Appeal from the Idaho Supreme Court. Therefore, the motion was
legally invalid and no stay of the proceedings was ever in effect.
As a result, the operative date is May 17, 2011, the date plaintifffiled his Motioil
For Permission To Appeal with the district court. Since the Notice ofAppeal was
invalid, it had no stay effect on the proceedings in this case. Therefore, the 21 day
time period expired on June 7, 2011. On July 5, 2011, the district court ignored this
prior May 17, 2011 date and entered its order on this matter 49 days after plaintiff
filed his Motion for Pennission to Appeal. The district court's July 5, 2011 order
was also 18 days after June 17, 2011, the date plaintiff filed his Motion for
Permission to Appeal with the Supreme Court of Idaho. Consequently the district
court's July 5, 2011 order was not legally valid.
(2) Second Possible Time Analysis - Plaintiff's Notice ofAppeal was filed on May
10,2011. Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 13(a), provides:
Temporary Stay in Civil Actions Upon Filing of a Notice OfAppeal. ... Unless
otherwise ordered by the district court, upon the filing of a notice of appeal or
cross-appeal all proceedings and executions ofall orders in a civil action in the
district court shall be automatically stayed for a period of fourteen (14) days.
Under the above Idaho Appellate Rule, the district court had the power to prevent
the lawsuit entitled Roger Daniel Rizzo versus State Farm Insurance Company
proceedings from being stayed after plaintiff's filing of the invalid Notice of
AppeaL Again, even if the proceedings were stayed, which is highly questionable,
the district court just had to order the stay as not being applicable to the
proceedings in our case. Unquestionably, then the court could have ruled on the
subject motion within the statutorily prescribed time periods. But the court never
rendered or served such a very simple order.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 3
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Equally important, fourteen (14) days from May 10,2011 is May 24,2011. Even if
the proceedings were stayed, that stay expired on May 24, 2011. Plaintiff filed his
Motion for Permission to Appeal with the district court on May 17, 2011. This is
only seven days before the stay expired, if it ever existed. Therefore, the district
court had ample time to rule on plaintiff's motion consistently with the
requirements set forth in Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12(b) and 12(c). But the
district court failed to do so.
(3) Third Possible Time Analysis - Plaintiff filed in the district court his underlying
Motion for Permission to Appeal on May 17, 2010. In the motion memorandum,
plaintiff stated:
"Prior to stating any arguments contradicting State Farm's Opposition, Plaintiff
desires to make this fact absolutely clear. Plaintiff will stipulate to the stay being
lifted for all purposes, including this motion."
(Plaintiff's Motion is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 3)
Twenty-one days from May 17, 2011 is June 7, 2011. Plaintiff filed his Motion for
Permission to Appeal with the Supreme Court on June 17,2011, ten days later.
(The Notice ofPetition Filing served by the Supreme Court of Idaho confirms this
filing date.) Once again, this third time analysis establishes that plaintiffmet the
applicable timing rules and accentuates the error of the district court's July 5, 2011
Memorandum and Decision and Order.
(4) Fourth Possible Analysis - The Supreme Court of Idaho conditionally
dismissed the appeal on May 25, 2001. Ifany stay in the proceedings was ever in
effect, it expired on May 25, 2011.
Twenty-one days from May 25, 2011 is June 15,2011. Plaintiff filed his Motion for
Permission to Appeal on June 17, 2011. (Again, the Notice of Petition Filing
served by the Supreme Court of Idaho confirms this date.) Under this last analysis,
once again plaintiffmet the Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12 requirement.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 4
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3) In a very small portion of the district court's July 5,2011 order, it is stated that
an appeal in this case would not be appropriate because plaintiff's district court
Motion for Permission to Appeal fails to satisfy Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12.
The relevant portion of that statute provides:
Permission may be granted by the Supreme Court to appeal from an interlocutory
order or judgment ofa district court in a civil or criminal action which is not
otherwise appealable under these rules, but involves a controlling question of law
as to which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which an
immediate appeal from an order or decree may materially advance the orderly
resolution of the litigation.
4) Plaintiff is utterly amazed by the district court's ruling on plaintiff's motion on
both of these grounds.
a) With respect to the first requirement, how can the district court plausibly
maintain that the impact of defendant's failure to submit any expert affidavits when
plaintiff submitted two exceedingly well qualified expert affidavits on liability and
damages issues is not a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial
grounds for difference of opinion. With respect to the first requirement, how can
the district court plausibly maintain that the allegedly independent oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious, and oppressive actions committed by six different of
defendant's employees is not a controlling question of law as to which there is
substantial grounds for difference of opinion.
b) With respect to the second requirement how can'the district court plausibly
maintain that plaintiff's contention that the denial of plaintiff's Motion to Amend
the Complaint will have an overwhelming impact on both discovery and trial of
this lawsuit should not even be considered. With respect to the second requirement,
how can the district court summarily decide this issue in State Farm Insurance
Company's favor without attaching any significance whatsoever to plaintiff's
statements on the subject.
5) On a more general level relating to the district court's July 5, 2011 ruling on
plaintiff's motion, how can the district court maintain the following:
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 5
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a) the judge's clerks failure to respond to plaintiff's letter and three telephone calls
on May 16, 2011 was justifiable because the bulk of his staff were supposedly too
busy. The district court summarily denied a pro per plaintiff's Motion for
Permission to Appeal because of his failure to meet a time deadline but apparently
did not require his staff to also meet time deadlines.
b) Plaintiff filed his Motion for Permission to Appeal on May 17, 2011. Plaintiff
provided a detailed explanation that the one-day late filing occurred because of the
judge's clerk's repeated failure to respond to plaintiff's attempts to obtain a hearing
date. On July 5, 2011, the district court denied plaintiff's motion primarily for
being one day late. It apparently made absolutely no difference to the court that the
motion was filed only one day late for excusable reasons.
c) The district court apparently determined that Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 21 has
no impact in this case. The district court also apparently concluded that the Glen A.
Weller v. State of Idaho, 146 Idaho 652, 654; North Pacific Ins. Co. v. Mai, 130
Idaho 251,252-253; and Kindred v. Amalgamated Sugar Co. 118 Idaho 147, 149
cases did not warrant any consideration in its July 5, 2011 ruling on plaintiff's
Motion for Permission to Appeal.
d) On the third page of the district court's July 5, 2011 ruling, the court remarks:
"Furthermore, it does not appear likely the interlocutory appeal will avoid a second
appeal at the end of the case."
The district court largely misstates or misunderstands plaintiff's position on this
subject. In plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appeal filed with the district court,
plaintiff describes how the discovery, expert testimony, and trial in this matter will
be severely shortened and bear almost no resemblance to those vital aspects of this
case if the Motion to Amend the Complaint is not granted. Plaintiff goes on to state
on page 4 ofhis Motion to for Permission to Appeal:
"No matter what the consequence of the upcoming trial, if plaintiff is not allowed
to appeal the court's May 2, 2011 interlocutory ruling (on plaintiff's Motion to
Amend the Complaint) at this juncture, plaintiff will appeal the ruling after the
upcoming trial."
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DANIEL RIZZO - page 6
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Again, this is because the district court's May 2, 2011 motion denial makes this an
entirely different case than if the court had granted the motion. Plaintiff further
points out in his motion that proceeding with the lawsuit after the court's denial of
his motion would be a waste of time, resources, and effort.
Date: July 7, 2011
~o fW-.J Du,lhJ t{<)~
Iioger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
,MATT R. CANT~ElL
. NotarY Pubic
state Of 'dabO
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EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
•
1
2
3
4
5
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE coDOF ADm1IYZ
JUL 0'5 2011
CHRISTOPHER.D. RICH, CItric
S, KAAt HOPP .
0IPUn'
6
7
8
9
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
CaseNo. CV OC 1023300
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER
17
16
10 11------------------'
11
12. There is CllITently pending before this Court Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo's Notice of Motio
13 for Pennission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order. On May 2, 2011, this Court entered
14 Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege
Claim for Punitive Damages, but allowing him to file an amended complaint adding certain othe
15
claims. On May 10,2011, Plaintifffiled a Notice ofAppeal of this interlocutory order. In a Notice 0
Appeal Filed, the Idaho Supreme Court through its clerk indicated the appeal was received on Ma
12,2011. As a result of the filing of Plaintiff's Notice of Appeal, all proceedings in the underly'
18
case were automatically stayed for a period of fourteen days. See I.A.R. 13(a). Thereafter, on May 17
19 2011, Plaintiff filed his Notice of Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocuto
20 Order. As a result of the stay, this Court took no action on Plaintiff's motion at that time. On May 25
21 2011, the Idaho Supreme Court entered its Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal which, amo
22 other things, suspended the appellate proceedings. On that same date, in the underlying case
23 Defendant State Fann Insurance Company filed its Memorandum in Opposition to Motion fo
Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order. Thereafter, on May 26, 2011, Plain .
24
filed his Reply Memorandwn in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal. On June 15,2011, th
25
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 1
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22
1 Idaho Supreme Court entered its Order Dismissing Appeal. In a Notice of Petition Filing, the ldab
2 Supreme Court noted a Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order ha
been filed on June 17, 2011, and indicated a subsequent order would issue either granting or denyin
3
this motion. Although acknowledging the issue may be moot, this Court subsequently beard argumen
on Plaintiff's Notice ofMotion for Permission to File an Appeal from an Interlocutory Order on Juh
5
30,2011, and took the matter lUlder advisement.
This Court would first note that, although it does appear its consideration ofPlaintiff's motio
7 for pennission to appeal may be moot due to the aforementioned Notice of Petition Filing from th
8 Idaho Supreme Court, it is satisfied, as was argued by Defendant, it may still do so because it coul
9 not address Plaintiff's motion during the pendency of his appeal ofMay 10,2011. See, e.g., First Sec.
10 Bank ofIdaho v. Webster, 119 Idaho 262, 268, 80S P.2d 468, 474 (1991). Since that appeal was no
11 dismissed until JlUle 15, 2011, the Court's consideration of Plaintiff's motion would still be timely
See I.A.R. 12(c)(I). However, Defendant argues this Court is nonetheless without authority to rule a
12
Plaintiff's motion for permission to appeal because it was not timely filed. Plaintiff concedes th
motion was not filed within fourteen days of the entry of the Court's Memorandum Decision an
14 Order as required by I.A.R. 12(c)(I), but claims this was because the Court's staff did not respond t
15 a letter he faxed to the Court on May 16, 2011, which was the last day for filing his motion, a
16 respond to calls he made seeking to set his motion for hearing. The Court would first note that
17 review ofthe file indicates Plaintiff's letter of May 16, 2011, was not stamped as received by the Ad
18 County Clerk until May 18,2011. Furthennore, on May 16,2011, the Court was in the fifth day of
1 9 civil jury trial and, therefore, neither the Court nor the bulk of its staffwas available to respond to an
20 telephonic request by Plaintiff or any other litigant. However, even if Defendant was unable t
arrange the scheduling of a hearing on May 16, 2011, that neither justifies nor excuses his failure
21
timely file his motion, nor has he requested an extension of the filing deadline. See I.R.C.P. 6(b)
Therefore, because Plaintiff's Notice of Motion for Permission to File an Appeal from
23 Interlocutory Order was not timely filed and Plaintiff has failed to show good cause for his failW'e t
24 do SO, this Court concludes it is without authority to rule on his motion and his motion will therefor
25 be denied. See, again, First Sec. Bank 0/Idaho v. Webster, supra.
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page:1
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Even if the Court had such authority, an interlocutory appeal would not be appropriate in tbi
case. Plaintiff's reasons for his interlocutory appeal include that the Court's Meinorandum Decisio
and Order will significantly impact discovery, his use ofexpert witnesses and the length and durati
of the trial. He also indicates that regardless of the outcome of the upcoming trial, ifhe is not allowe
the interlocutory appeal now, he will appeal this Court's decision at the end of the case.
S
6
7
9
8
It was the intent of I.A.R. 12 to provide an immediate appeal from an interlocutory
order if substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
impression are involved. The Court also considers such factors as the impact of an
immediate appeal upon the parties, the effect of the delay of the proceedings in the
district court pending the appeal, the likelihood or possibility of a second appeal after
judgment is finally entered by the district court, and the case workload of the appellate
courts.... [T]he Court intends by Rule 12 to create an appeal in the exceptional case
and does not intend by the role to brOaden the appeals which may be taken as a matter
ofright under I.A.R. 11.
11 Budell v. Todd, lOS Idaho 2, 4,665 P.2d 701, 703 (1983).
10
In the case at bar, there are no legal issues of first impression and Plaintiff has not sought
avail himself of options likely to have less impact on the parties such as a motion to reconside
lS
13
12
pursuant to I.R.C.P. I I(a)(2)(B). Furtbennore, it docs not appear likely the interlocutory appeal wil
avoid a second appeal at the end of the case. For all of these reasons, the Court finds the case at bar i
not the exceptional case for interlocutory appeal contemplated by I.R.C.P. 12. Therefore, to the exten
this Court retains the authority to rule on Plaintiff's motion for permission for interlocutory appeal, i
17 would be denied in any event
14
16
18
19
In consideration of the foregoing, Plaintiff's Notice of Motion for Permission to File
Appeal from an Interlocutory Order is denied.
20 IT IS SO ORDERED.
21 Dated this~ day ofJuly, 2011.
22
--
23 TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
24
25
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1 CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2 I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by
3 United States Mail, on this~ day of July, 2011, one copy of the ORDER as notice pursuant to
Rule 17(d) I.C.R. to each ofthe attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:
4
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
5 1583 NORTII SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
6
JAMES D. LaRUE
7 CRAIG R. YABUI
8 ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 EAST FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
9 P.O. BOX 1539
BOISDE, IDAHO 83701
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
By~~~bJPf~----
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
and
EVA MARIE RIZZO,
_ PJaintlll:
v.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-Respondent.
)
)
) ORDER CONDITIONALLY
) DISMISSING APPEAL
)
) Supreme Court Docket No. 38789-2011
) Ada County Docket No. 2010-23300
)
)
) .
)
)
)
The Notice of Appeal in the above captioned matter was filed May 10, 2011in the
District Court from MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER entered May 2, 2011. It appears
that the Notice ofAppeal is not from a final, appealable Order or Judgment from which a Notice of
Appeal may be filed under I.A.R. 11. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the NOTICE OF APPEAL be, and hereby is,
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSED because it appears it is not from a final, appealable Order or
Judgment; however, the parties may file a RESPONSE with this Court within fourteen (14) days
. from the date of this Order, which shall show good cause, if any exists, why this appeal should not
be dismissed.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that proceedings in this appeal are SUSPENDED until
further notice. ::If
DATED this JS day ofMay 2011.
cc: Counsel ofRecord
District Court Clerk
District Court Judge
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
..
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE AN APPEAL FROM AN
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
COMES NOW Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rules, Rule 12(c) and moves this court for an order granting plaintiff
permission to file an appeal from the interlocutory order entered by
the District Court Judge on May 2, 2011.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 1
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This motion is supported by the record herein; the Affidavit of Roger
Daniel Rizzo in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Permission to Appeal
with attached exhibits; and the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's
Motion for Permission to Appeal also filed concurrently herewith.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO APPEAL
Factual Summary
On February 24, 2011, plaintiff filed a Motion to Amend the. Complaint.
In the motion, plaintiff sought the court's leave to amend the complaint
to include these additional allegations:
1. Alleging a claim·for punitive damages;
2. Alleging a claim for physical injury;
3. Alleging a claim for diminution in value of the home;
4. Alleging an additional cause of action for Negligent Failure to Warn;
5. Alleging a claim for additional damages that occurred to plaintiff's
home on December 29, 2010.
On May 2, 2011, the court denied plaintiff's motion as to the first three
requests. The court granted the fourth request. At the hearing which took
place on the motion on March 14, 2011, defendant indicated that it did
not object to the fifth request, so the court granted it.
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 2
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•Applicable Law
To amend the complaint to allege a claim for punitive damages, Idaho
Code Section 6-1604 requires plaintiff to establish a "reasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages." To amend the complaint to add all other
allegations, leave to amend by the court "shall be freely given when
justice so requires."
Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 12 (b) provides in pertinent part:
"A motion for permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or
judgment, upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule,
shall be filed with the district court ... within (14) days from the date of
entry of the order or judgment. The motion shall be filed, served,
noticed for hearing and processed in the same manner as any other
motion, and hearing of the motion shall be expedited. The court ... shall
within fourteen (14) days after the hearing, enter an order setting forth
its reasoning for approving or disapproving the motion.
ARGUMENT
The court's denials of the first three allegation requests listed above
have overwhelmingly impact on both discovery and the trial. Plaintiffs
remaining discovery in this lawsuit largely pertains to those three
allegation requests. One of two of plaintiff's experts was going to testify
during trial primarily on different aspects germane to punitive damages
issues, or the first allegation request. Moreover, the trial of this matter
without any issues being heard on appeal will be severely shortened
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 3
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and will bear very little resemblance to the trial if the court had granted
plaintiffs motion to amend.
No matter what the consequence of the upcoming trial, if plaintiff is not
allowed to appeal the court's May 2, 2011 interlocutory ruling at this
juncture, plaintiff will appeal the ruling after the upcoming trial. This
will result in the parties having to try this case twice if the Supreme
Court grants any or all or plaintiff's appeal.
CONCLUSION
To avoid an extremely likely waste of time, resources, and effort,
plaintiff requests that this court grant plaintiffs Motion for Permission
to File an Appeal.
Dated: May 17 ,2011
~OJ'. 11 {I JPJ 'g1"22lJ~ger Daniel Rizzo
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - page 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 8th of July 2011, I personally served a true
and correct copy of Plaintiff's APPLICATION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO FilE ADDENDUM TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL on the
following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
Eva Marie Rizzo
000666
  
   
               
          
           
  
   
    
      
    
   
   
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
A
N0M..:--'"""Fii"'i:r\..,.,..,.,...._
_ FILED '='%C4 :'-----fp.~.:...e.. _
JUL 08 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By JAMIE RANDALL •
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND
SCHEDULING ORDER
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
submits this Memorandum in Support of Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order.
Through its Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order, State Farm seeks an Order
from the Court vacating the trial presently set for October 11, 2011, and vacating the Order
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 1
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Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial (the "Scheduling Order"). Due to Mr. Rizzo's efforts
to appeal this case to the Idaho Supreme Court, State Farm has been precluded from moving this
case forward to conclusion. In particular, Mr. Rizzo's conduct has prevented State Farm from
filing a dispositive motion which, if granted, would result in the complete dismissal of the case.
Mr. Rizzo's conduct has also prevented State Farm from knowing whether an expert witness will
be needed to defend the case. Therefore, State Farm respectfully requests that the trial be vacated
and that a new scheduling order be issued with deadlines corresponding to the new trial date.
II. BACKGROUND
On November 24,2010, Roger and Eva Rizzo filed their Complaint and a separate
document styled as a Demand for Jury Trial.! The Complaint alleges four causes of action:
(1) breach of contract; (2) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (3) bad
faith; and (4) negligence per se. (See Complaint, pp. 7-11.) After being served with a copy of
the Summons and Complaint by the Idaho Department ofInsurance, State Farm filed its Answer
to Complaint ("Answer") on December 22,2010. (See Answer.)
On December 30, 2010, State Farm received Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for
Production of Documents followed by: (1) Plaintiffs' First Set ofInterrogatories on January 4,
2011; (2) Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Admissions on January 6, 2011; (3) Plaintiffs'
Second Set ofInterrogatories on January 19,2011; and (4) Plaintiffs' Third Set of Requests for
Production of Documents on February 2, 2011. Due to the unwarranted and irrelevant scope of
! On March 15, 2011, the Court entered the Order of Dismissal dismissing Eva Rizzo as a
party and dismissing, with prejudice, any and all claims brought or that could be brought by
Mrs. Rizzo against State Farm related to the property losses at issue in this case. (See Order of
Dismissal.)
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 2
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the majority of Mr. Rizzo's written discovery, State Farm filed a Motion for Protective Order on
February 7, 2011. The Motion for Protective Order was heard by the Court on February 24,
2011, and the Order Granting Motion for Protective Order was entered on March 15,2011.
In the midst of resolving the issue surrounding Mr. Rizzo's inappropriate written
discovery, a scheduling conference was held on January 24, 2011, where the trial was set for
October 11,2011 (less than one year from the filing of the Complaint). The reason for the
expedited trial setting was Mr. Rizzo's insistence that the case go to trial as soon as possible.2
The Scheduling Order was issued the following day and provides the following relevant
deadlines:
4) All dispositive motions shall be filed and heard no later
than 90 days prior to trial.
5) The discovery cutoff shall be 120 days prior to trial. This
discovery cutoff is the last day to initiate written discovery.
Aside from depositions of expert witnesses, all depositions
will be completed by the discovery cutoff.
6) The advancing party shall disclose all expert witnesses by
120 days prior to trial. The responding party shall disclose
all expert witnesses by 90 days prior to trial. Depositions,
if any, of expert witnesses shall be completed within thirty
(30) days of this cutoff....
(Scheduling Order, pp. 1-2 (emphasis added).)
Despite insisting on an expedited trial setting, Mr. Rizzo then moved to expand the scope
of the case beyond the original Complaint. On February 14,2011, Mr. Rizzo filed his Motion to
2 Mr. Rizzo's proposed dates for trial were May 22, 2011, June 13,2011, and June 27,
2011. (See Affidavit of James D. LaRue in Support of Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling
Order ("LaRue Aff."), Ex. A.)
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 3
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Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("First Motion to Amend"). On
February 24, 2011, Mr. Rizzo filed a second Motion to Amend Complaint to Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages ("Second Motion to Amend"). The Second Motion to Amend included a
Proposed Amended Complaint asserting facts related to an identical loss on or about
December 29,2010, a claim for negligent failure to warn, a claim for personal injuries, a claim
for diminution in value of Mr. Rizzo's home, and a claim for punitive damages. (See Proposed
Amended Complaint.)
On March 7, 2011, State Farm filed its Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend
Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages along with five supporting affidavits. The
Court heard Mr. Rizzo's Second Motion to Amend on March 14,2011; however, due to
Mr. Rizzo raising an argument related to a case previously undisclosed in his briefing, the parties
were allowed an additional time to briefMr. Rizzo's belated argument. On March 21,2011,
State Farm filed it Supplemental Memorandum in Re: Kuhn v, Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc"
and on March 23,2011, Mr. Rizzo filed Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum Re: Kuhn v.
Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc.
On May 2,2011, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order (the "Amend
Order") on Mr. Rizzo's Second Motion to Amend. The Amend Order: (1) denied Mr. Rizzo's
request to add a claim for punitive damages; (2) denied permission to add claims for personal
injury or diminution in value related to the alleged presence of mold in the Rizzos' home;
(3) denied permission to add a claim for attorney fees; and (4) granted permission to add a claim
for negligent failure to warn and for damages that allegedly occurred on December 29,2010.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 4
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(See Order, pp. 11-12.) Mr. Rizzo never filed any amended pleadings in conformance with the
Amend Order or otherwise.
On May 10,2011, Mr Rizzo filed his Notice of Appeal in which he alleged "plaintiff has
a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and [the Amend Order]. ..is appealable pursuant to
Rule II(a)(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules (LA.R.)." Following the filing of the Notice of
Appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court issued the Notice ofAppeal Filed and the Clerk's Certificate of
Appeal on or about May 12,2011. The Notice of Appeal Filed provides that the Clerk's Record
was required to be filed with this Court on or before July 15, 2011.
Approximately one week later, Mr. Rizzo filed the Motion for Permission to File an
Appeal From an Interlocutory Order ("First Motion to Appeal") in this Court on May 17, 2011.
Mr. Rizzo filed the First Motion to Appeal despite the automatic stay in effect under Idaho
Appellate Rule 13(a). Also, although Mr. Rizzo "unequivocally admits that he filed the Notice
of Appeal improperly early," he did not withdraw or voluntarily dismiss his Notice of Appeal in
the Idaho Supreme Court. (See Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Permission to
Appeal, p. 3.)
On May 25, 2011, the Idaho Supreme Court issued its Order Conditionally Dismissing
Appeal ("Conditional Dismissal Order"), which provided Mr. Rizzo fourteen (14) days to "show
good cause, if any exists, why this appeal should not be dismissed." Following the issuance of
the Conditional Dismissal Order, this Court set the First Motion for Appeal for hearing on
June 30, 2011, which was after the fourteen (14) day period Mr. Rizzo was provided to cure the
Notice of Appeal. With no response from Mr. Rizzo, the Idaho Supreme Court dismissed
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 5
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Mr. Rizzo's Notice of Appeal on June 15,2011. (See Order Dismissing Appeal.) State Farm did
not receive a copy of the Order Dismissing Appeal until June 17, 2011. (See LaRue Aff., ~ 5.)
On June 17,2011, Mr. Rizzo filed the Motion for Permission to File an Appeal From an
Interlocutory Order in the Idaho Supreme Court ("Second Motion to Appeal"). Although there is
no argument explaining the basis for the Second Motion to Appeal, it appears that Mr. Rizzo
filed the Second Motion to Appeal because he believes this Court should have ruled on the First
Motion to Appeal within twenty-one (21) days of its filing. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. B.)
On June 30, 2011, this Court heard Mr. Rizzo's First Motion to Appeal and took the
matter under advisement. Soon thereafter, on July 5,2011, this Court issued the Memorandum
Decision and Order ("First Motion to Appeal Order") denying the First Motion to Appeal. A
decision on the Second Motion to Appeal is still pending before the Idaho Supreme Court.
III. ANALYSIS
A. The Trial and Schedulin~Order Should Be Vacated Because State Farm Has Been
Deprived of the Opportunity to Have This Case Decided by Dispositive Motion
and/or Properly Prepare Its Defense.
Rule 1(a) addresses the scope of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and "is a constant
reminder that the rules are to be liberally construed, and a just result is always the ultimate goal
to be accomplished." Sines v. Blaser, 98 Idaho 435, 439,566 P.2d 758, 762 (1977). Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 16(b) addresses trial scheduling and planning and provides that after
consulting with the attorneys for the parties, the trial court may enter an order setting time limits
for motions, discovery, amending pleadings and joining parties. A scheduling order may be
modified upon leave of the trial court and upon a showing of good cause. See I.R.c.P. 16(b); see
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
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also Local Rules of the District Court and Magistrate Division for the Fourth Judicial District,
Rule 9 ("Any case set for trial shall be tried on the date set unless by order or consent of the
court, for good cause shown, the same is continued, vacated, or the jury is waived.")
In the present matter, Mr. Rizzo's unfounded attempts to appeal the Amend Order have
needlessly delayed the progression of this case and provide the Court with good cause to vacate
the trial and the Scheduling Order. Although a showing of prejudice is not required by the Rules,
State Farm will suffer prejudice if its requested relief is not granted because it has been prevented
from filing a dispositive motion that should resolve all ofMr. Rizzo's claims. The prejudice in
terms oftime and expense in proceeding to trial on a case that could (and should) have been
resolved through a dispositive motion is self-evident.
On May 2, 2011, the Court provided the parties with the Amend Order which set forth the
causes of action Mr. Rizzo could allege in an Amended Complaint. While the Second Motion to
Amend was being decided, State Farm was not sitting idle waiting for a decision. Instead, as of
May 2, 2011, State Farm had already prepared a dispositive motion on the causes of action in the
original Complaint and simply needed to revise its memorandum to incorporate the claim for
negligent failure to warn and for damages that allegedly occurred on December 29,2010.
(LaRue Aff., ~ 4.) Also, before a dispositive motion that resolved the entire case could be filed,
Mr. Rizzo needed to file an Amended Complaint in conformance with the Amend Order.
Instead of filing an Amended Complaint, Mr. Rizzo filed the Notice of Appeal on
May 10,2011, which procedurally eliminated State Farm's opportunity to timely file its
dispositive motion. It would have been futile for State Farm to file its dispositive motion before
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 7
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the Idaho Supreme Court dismissed Mr. Rizzo's original appeal because this Court would have
been precluded from deciding the motion prior to that date. See I.A.R. 13 (setting forth the
permitted actions that may be taken during the pendency of an appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule
11, which does not include deciding a dispositive motion). The earliest date State Farm could
have filed its dispositive motion was June 17,2011, when it received the Order Dismissing
Appea1.3 (See LaRue Aff., ~ 5.) Assuming the Court was available, the earliest date State Farm
could have had its dispositive motion heard was July 15,2011, which is two days after the July
13,2011, deadline set forth in the Scheduling Order. Thus, State Farm was procedurally
precluded from filing a dispositive motion.
Mr. Rizzo also erected a substantive roadblock preventing this case from being resolved
through a dispositive motion. The pendency of the Notice of Appeal prevented this Court from
deciding the First Motion to Appeal until after June 15,2011. This Court timely heard the First
Motion to Appeal on June 30, 2011, and issued the First Motion to Appeal Order on July 5,
2011. Therefore, July 5,2011, was the earliest date since Mr. Rizzo began his appeal efforts that
State Farm knew what substantive causes of action to address in a dispositive motion. This
would have only provided eight days for State Farm's dispositive motion to be filed and heard by
July 13,2011.
However, the issue is further complicated by Mr. Rizzo's filing of the Second Motion to
Appeal in the Idaho Supreme Court. Until the Second Motion to Appeal is decided, it still
3 Although the Order Dismissing Appeal was entered June 15,2011, State Farm has no
readily available means for monitoring the docket in the Idaho Supreme Court. The Idaho
Supreme Court Data Repository does not allow State Farm to monitor the appellate docket.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
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remains unclear as to whether Mr. Rizzo will be granted permission to seek a permissive appeal,
add a claim for punitive damages, add a claim for personal injuries, and/or add a claim for
diminution in value of his home. Just as State Farm was preparing to serve and file its Motion to
Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order, it received the following hand-delivered documents filed in
the Idaho Supreme Court: (1) two copies of an Application for Extension of Time to File
Addendum to Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Application for Extension"); and (2) an
Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo in Support of Application for Extension of Time to File
Addendum to Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Extension Affidavit"). (See LaRue Aff.,
Exhs. C and D.) Although the Application for Extension does not request a specific amount of
time to amend the Second Motion to Appeal, it is clear that he intends to further delay the appeal
process.4 (See LaRue Aff., Ex. C.)
Even assuming that the Second Motion to Amend will be denied by the Idaho Supreme
Court, it is clear that Mr. Rizzo's appeal efforts have deprived State Farm of at least two months
during which State Farm's dispositive motion could have been filed, heard, and decided.5 The
deprivation of these two months further prejudices State Farm because a decision by this Court
on State Farm's dispositive motion will determine whether State Farm needs to retain a rebuttal
4 For the first time in any of Mr. Rizzo's filings, he attempts (unsuccessfully) to argue that
there is a controlling question of law as to which there is a substantial grounds for difference of
opinion. (See Extension Affidavit, ~ 4.) Among other things, Mr. Rizzo argues that he is
"utterly amazed" how the "district court [can] plausibly maintain that" State Farm's failure to
submit any expert affidavits in opposition to the Second Motion to Amend is anything but a
controlling question of law. (See id. (emphasis added).)
5 Barring Mr. Rizzo's Motions to Amend, this dispositive motion could have been filed
even sooner.
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expert. As the case is presently postured, State Farm is required to disclose its rebuttal experts by
July 13,2011. If State Farm's dispositive motion is granted, the case will be concluded and there
will be no need to retain an expert. Retaining an expert prior to a decision on the dispositive
motion would therefore be uneconomical. See LR.C.P lea) ("These rules shall be liberally
construed to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and
proceeding.) (Emphasis added.)
Mr. Rizzo will not be prejudiced and should not be heard to complain if the trial and
Scheduling Order are vacated because the derailment off the expedited trial track has been caused
solely by Mr. Rizzo. By filing the Notice of Appeal, First Motion to Appeal, and Second Motion
to Appeal, Mr. Rizzo sent a clear signal that he is no longer concerned with keeping the trial date.
Moreover, if the current Scheduling Order is kept in place, Mr. Rizzo is precluded from filing a
dispositive motion on a case he feels is a clear demonstration of State Farm's breach of contract
and tortious bad faith. Mr. Rizzo is also presently precluded from conducting any further
discovery, including taking the depositions of any State Farm employees or sales agents. As
such, it is beneficial to both parties to have the trial and Scheduling Order vacated.
IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court grant its Motion
to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER-IO
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DATED this~ day of July, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~
J es D. LaRue, Of the Fum
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this-L day of July, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
~ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
JamesD<2~~
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 11
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. 12 '~f'lLEOA.M. __ i P.M. _
JUL 112011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
TO: Roger Daniel Rizzo:
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
AND SCHEDULING ORDER
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring Defendant State
Farm Fire and Casualty Company's ("State Farm"), erroneously named State Farm Insurance
Company, Motion to Vacate Trial and Scheduling Order on for hearing before this Court on the
28th day of July, 2011, at the hour of 4:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard at
the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 West Front Street, in Boise, Idaho.
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 1
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DATED this 11th day of July, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~.U<~
J~LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of July, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy
of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner indicated
below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
-.X- Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
Jam D. LaRue
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 2
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MIREN OLSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL AND SCHEDULING
ORDER
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company's Motion to Vacate Trial and
Scheduling Order having come on for hearing pursuant to notice on July 28, 2011, and Plaintiff
Roger Rizzo having appeared in pro per, and Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
having appeared through its attorney of record, James D. LaRue ofElam & Burke, P.A., and the
Court having considered the memoranda and affidavits filed herein, having heard oral argument,
and being fully advised in the premises;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO VACATE
TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 1
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,Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company's Motion to Vacate Trial and
Scheduling Order is GRANTED in all respects requested therein. The trial presently scheduled
to commence on October 11, 2011, is hereby vacated along with the corresponding Order
Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial. A scheduling conference will be scheduled at a time
convenient to the Court and the parties in order to reschedule the trial of this matter and enter a
new scheduling order.
DATED this~day of July, 2011.
Timothy Hansen
District Judge
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~~wO-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day offtily, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO VACATE
TRIAL AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 2
Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
x U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF RICH Clerk
CHRISTOPHER D. ,
By MIREN OLSON
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA OEPUTY
ROGER RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE
COMPANY,
Defendants.
Case No. CVOC1023300
NOTICE OF HEARING
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Honorable Timothy Hansen, District Judge, has
set this matter for Status Conference on the 8th day of August, 2011 at 4:30 p.m. at the Ada
County Courthouse, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk ofthe District Court
ROGER RIZZO
1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
BY:\~~on
Deputy Clerk
JAMES LARUE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
POBOX 1539
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
NO'~EDA.M.~P.M.,__-
AUG 12 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
AMENDED COMPLAINT
1.
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, in Pro Per, makes the following
allegations against defendant State Farm Insurance Company:
Parties
1
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2.
PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo is an individual.
Defendant State Farm Insurance is a corporation and engaged in the
business of insurance.
Jurisdiction and Venue
3.
PlaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo is a resident ofAda County, Idaho.
The claims stated hereinafter arose in Ada County.
4.
Defendant State Farm Insurance is a company incorporated under
the laws of the State of Illinois. It holds a certificate of authority issued
by the Idaho Department of Insurance. This certificate authorizes State
Farm Insurance to transact insurance activities in this state.
Facts
5.
Defendant issued plaintiff a Homeowners Insurance Policy in the
year 2007. The purpose of the policy was to insure plaintiff for all
damage he suffered to his home and specified surrounding areas unless
the damage was specifically excluded by the Homeowners Insurance
Policy. Plaintiff's home is located at 1583 North Sundown Way in
Eagle, Idaho. His telephone number is 938-1615.
6.
On May 22, 2010 an extremely severe wind and rainstorm caused major
2
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damage to plaintiff's home.
7.
On May 24, 2010, plaintiff and his wife reported by telephone his
claim under his Homeowners Policy to one of defendant's agents. On
numerous occasions during this telephone conversation, defendant's
agent told plaintiff that a policy exclusion clearly applied and for that
reason defendant was denying insurance policy coverage. The conduct
of defendant's agent stated immediately above was in bad faith,
deceptive, dishonest, and lacked equity.
8.
On May 25, 2010, defendant's claim representative visited
plaintiff's home and told plaintiff that the agent referred to immediately
above had no authority to discuss whether a Homeowners Policy
exclusion applied and to state that there would be no coverage under the
Homeowners Policy. She reassured plaintiff that defendant had not yet
made a decision on whether there would be policy coverage or not.
9.
At the meeting, plaintiff gave the State Farm claims representative
three copies of a memorandum he prepared entitled Indisputable Bad
Faith Liability Of State Farm Insurance. In the memorandum, plaintiff
described applicable policy provisions, the law, and then discussed why
there was coverage for the damages to plaintiffs' home. In the legal
section, plaintiff cited two Idaho Supreme Court cases and discussed one
lawsuit in detail, the Miguel Arrequin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of
Idaho case.
10.
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Miguel Arrequin v. Farmers Insurance Company Of Idaho was
decided in 2008 and involved conflicting interpretations by the parties of
a Homeowners Policy. In that case, the Supreme Court set forth a
number of applicable rules relating to insurance policy interpretation. At
the outset of the case, the Court stated that "The general rule is that,
because insurance contracts are adhesion contracts, typically not subject
to negotiation between the parties, any ambiguity which exists in the
contract 'must be construed most strongly against the insurer. '" The
Court went on to state that to "determine whether a policy is ambiguous
we ask "whether the policy is reasonably subject to conflicting
interpretation." Moreover, the court emphasized "The burden is on the
insurer to use clear and precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope
of its coverage." Another Supreme Court Case and an Idaho Statute are
discussed in plaintiff's memorandum.
11.
Plaintiff gave three copies of the memorandum to the claims
representative and requested that she provide company attorneys and her
supervisors with his memorandum. To the best ofplaintiff's knowledge,
no one at defendant's office ever read the memorandum.
12.
Then on June 10,2010, defendant's claims representative sent, by
certified mail, a five page letter to plaintiff citing several dozen policy
exclusions and affirmed the agent's earlier telephone statement that
defendant was denying Homeowners Policy coverage. The conduct of
defendant's claims representative during her entire involvement in
responding to plaintiff's Homeowners Policy claim was in bad faith,
deceptive, dishonest, and lacked equity.
13.
Through the continuing conduct of its managers, claims
4
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representatives, agents and employees, defendant repeatedly breached
the Homeowners Insurance Contract in which it had entered into with
Moreover, defendant and its managers, claims representatives, agents
and employees also committed several tortuous acts against plaintiff and
caused him to suffer irreparable harm.
14.
Such tortuous conduct includes but is not limited to:
a) Defendant's agent's repeated statement during the May 24, 2010
telephone discussion with plaintiff that one of the exclusions in the
Homeowners Policy clearly applies and there would be no coverage
afforded to plaintiff under the policy. Defendant's agent made this
statement without ever visiting plaintiff's home to determine how the
damage occurred and whether a policy exclusion actually did apply.
b) A few days later in a letter mailed to plaintiff, one of defendant's
managers completely misstated crucial information provided to him by
plaintiff during a telephone conversation.
c) Defendant's claims representative mailed a letter to plaintiff on June
10, 2010. In this letter, the claims representative stated that it was
defendant's legal decision to deny plaintiff coverage under the
Homeowners Policy issued by defendant. In her June 10th letter, the
claims representative cites several dozen policy exclusions justifying
denial of coverage. The exclusions cited included: earthquakes,
tsunamis, volcanic explosions and on and on.
Despite this completely inapplicable citation ofpolicy exclusions,
the claims representative never once in the denial letter explained how
defendant believed massive amounts of rainfall entered the downstairs
area ofplaintiff's home. The claims representative also ignored and
never referred in her letter to the one policy provision which applied and
stated that there is coverage for the damage that occurred.
5
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d) On May 25, 2010 when plaintiff met with the claims representative at
his home, he provided the claims representative with a document
summarizing the facts plaintiff thought caused the damage. The
document also described the Idaho Supreme Court cases which set forth
how an insurance company should determine whether there is insurance
coverage in varying situations. Plaintiff requested that the claims
representative provide copies of this document to her supervisors and the
attorneys employed by the defendant.
e) On June 8, 2010, the defendant's team manager, who was directly
responsible for the handling ofplaintiff's damage claim under his
Homeowners Policy, advised plaintiff over the telephone that defendant
was denying coverage for the damage to his home. He also advised
plaintiff that neither he nor anyone in his office had reviewed the
document plaintiffprepared summarizing the known facts and the Idaho
Supreme Court cases setting forth the standards which insurance
companies must follow when determining whether there is policy
coverage in varying situations.
15.
There were many rainstorms which occurred in the seven month
period of time after May 25, 2010, when defendant's claims
representative visited plaintiff's home. Despite these rainstorms, there
was not one single occasion when rainwater flooded plaintiff's house
again, as it had on May 22, 2010.
16.
Then on December 28, 2010 rainwater did again flood plaintiff's
home. It rained on that day but not as much as it did on some days
during the prior seven month period. What was notably different on
December 28, 2010, from a weather standpoint, was the speed and
6
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direction that the wind was blowing. It was blowing tremendously fast.
17.
Similarly to what occurred on May 22, 2010, the wind damaged the
home siding and caused rainwater to flood the bottom floor ofplaintiff's
home. Again, substantial damaged occurred to plaintiff's residence.
18.
On December 29, 2010, plaintiff's wife initially telephoned a different
State Farm agent than the individual she had spoken to on May 24, 2010.
During the December 29,2010 call, she reported a second Homeowners
Policy damages claim to the agent. She did so in accordance with
plaintiff's Homeowners Policy provisions with the insured.
19.
During a portion of the telephone conversation, both plaintiff and his
wife spoke on the telephone with defendant's agent. The agent told
plaintiff that defendant would not send one of its claims representatives
to plaintiff's house until and unless employees from an independently
owned company first came to plaintiff's residence to assess the damages.
20.
There was no provision in the Homeowners Policy plaintiff had with
defendant requiring plaintiff to permit a company, completely
independent from defendant, to inspect and assess the damages to his
home before defendant would have one of its employees come to
plaintiff's residence to determine whether there was Homeowners Policy
coverage or not.
21.
Plaintiff believed, through his prior experience, that defendant had
7
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simply constructed another obstacle which plaintiff now had to
overcome before defendant would even permit plaintiff to move to the
next hurdle of meeting with one of defendant's claims representatives.
22.
From plaintiff's negative prior experience with a claims representative
employed by defendant in May of 2010, he concluded that the entire
process was simply an elongated method that defendant would use to
once again deny coverage. Plaintiff excused himself from the
telephone conversation, thinking defendant's conduct was becoming
routinely malicious for the purpose of making defendant wealthier.
23.
On December 30, 2010, plaintiff's wife had one further telephone
communication with an employee of defendant to answer questions
about the second claim. At this juncture, plaintiff became concerned that
if he had future conversations with defendant's employees that defendant
would argue to the court that such conversations were in violation of
Idaho law.
24.
During the December 30, 2011 telephone conversation, plaintiff's wife
asked defendant's employee whether defendant was going to send a
claims representative over to plaintiff's home. The employee never
answered the question or said a word about the subject.
25.
Defendant's insistence on plaintiff complying with the command to
permit an independent company to assess the damages, which was not
contained in the plaintiff's Homeowners Policy, as well as all the other
conduct set forth above, constitutes another breach of contract defendant
8
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committed. The managers, claims representatives, agents, and
employees of defendant also committed several tortuous acts against
plaintiff in connection with this second claim and caused him to suffer
irreparable harm.
26.
During the December 29, 2010 telephone conversation that plaintiff and
his wife had with defendant's agent, to whom they reported their second
claim, defendant's agent advised plaintiff that the rainwater flooding,
which had occurred to plaintiffs home, probably caused mold and/or
fungus to form inside the house wall that had been penetrated. He also
said exposure to mold and/or fungus could make plaintiffs extremely ill.
27.
In January of 20 11, plaintiff did research on the health hazards
associated with mold and/or fungus exposure. The research confirmed
what the agent had told plaintiff on the telephone on December 29,2010
that plaintiff could get extremely ill because of exposure to airborne
particles of mold and or fungus. Plaintiff has suffered severe emotional
distress because ofhis grave concern for him and his wife's present and
future health.
28.
Plaintiff also became very concerned that family members and friends of
people who had visited him and his wife at his home were also exposed
to airborne mold or fungus particles and would also become very ill.
Plaintiff was similarly seriously worried about future visitors to his
home.
9
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29.
On May 17,2011, plaintiff's home was finally inspected by defendant's
claims representative and team manager for the wind and rain damage
that occurred on December 28 and December 29,2010.
30.
On May 18, 2011, defendant's claims representative sent plaintiff a letter
confirming that State Farm Insurance Company was denying coverage,
a second time, for plaintiff's claim for damage to his home caused by the
December 28 and December 29,2010 wind and rainstorms.
31.
The May 18, 2011 denial letter was substantially identical to the June 10,
2010 denial letter, both authored by defendant's employees.
32.
The conduct of defendant's claims representative and team manager on
May 17, 2011 and thereafter constituted a breach of the Homeowners
Policy Insurance Contract which State Farm Insurance Company had
entered into with plaintiff. In connection with this May 17, 2011 conduct
and thereafter, defendant's employees committed several tortuous acts
against plaintiff and caused him to suffer severe monetary, emotional,
and irreparable harm.
33.
As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of defendant and its
managers, claims representatives, agents, and employees as described in
10
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this complaint, plaintiff has suffered and will continue to suffer
extensive economic and non economic damages. The
exact amount of these damages is unknown but exceeds the court's
minimal limit.
Claims For Relief
34.
BREACH OF CONTRACT
Plaintiff incorporates in this paragraph the allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1 through 29 as if they were set forth in full.
35.
The Homeowners Policy, which is the subject of this litigation, was
entered into by mutual assent of the plaintiff and defendant. This policy
was intended to create a legal contract, to which all parties to this case
consented. Plaintiffpaid all the premiums due under the policy,
submitted all proofs of loss required under the policy, and performed all
other conditions the policy required him to perform.
36.
Defendant's wrongful and injurious insistence that the damage
suffered by plaintiff to his home was not covered by Defendant's
Homeowner's Policy blatantly violated Idaho insurance coverage rules
and constituted both an ordinary and willful breach of contract. The
repetitive actions of defendant and its managers, claims representatives,
agents, and employees were committed with malice, fraud and abuse.
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37.
Therefore, plaintiff seeks judgment as prayed for below.
BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND
FAIR DEALING
38.
Plaintiff incorporates in this paragraph the allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1 through 33 as if fully set forth in this paragraph.
39.
The Homeowners Insurance Policy was a legally binding contract
between plaintiff and defendant. An implied duty of good faith and fair
dealing exists between insurers and insureds in every insurance policy in
Idaho.
40.
The defendant and its managers, claims representatives, agents,
and employees breached the above contract for reasons which were
completely contrary to the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing. Their conduct unfairly caused plaintiff not to receive benefits
under his Homeowners Insurance Policy. Plaintiff was severely harmed
by such conduct which was not conducted in good faith. Defendant is
liable for all damages proximately caused by its breach and such
conduct. Furthermore, the repetitive actions of defendant and its
managers, claims representatives, agents, and employees were
committed with malice, fraud and abuse.
12
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41.
Therefore, plaintiff seeks judgment as prayed for below.
BAD FAITH
42.
Plaintiff incorporates in this paragraph the allegations set forth in
full in paragraphs 1 through 37 as if they were fully set forth in this
paragraph.
43.
Defendant denied coverage of plaintiff's Homeowners Policy
without a reasonable basis for such conduct. Defendant did so either (l)
with the knowledge that it had no grounds for denying the claim or (2)
with a reckless disregard for the consequences of its conduct.
44.
Plaintiff's claim for damages under their Homeowners Policy was
not fairly debatable. Defendant's denial ofpolicy coverage and its failure
to compensate plaintiff for his damages was not as a result of a good
faith mistake. Moreover, plaintiff's claim and harm is not fully
compensable by contract damages.
45.
Defendant's culpability in this action is augmented because in
connection with plaintiff's claim its managers, claims representatives,
agents, and employees were responsible for:
a) Inadequate Investigation;
b) Forcing the Insured to Seek Legal Redress;
13
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c) Deception;
d) Misinterpretation; and
e) Fraud
46.
The defendant's and its managers', claims representatives', agents'
and employees' conduct in connection with plaintiff's Homeowners
Insurance Policy claims were entirely contrary to Idaho law regarding
how such insurance policies should be drafted, interpreted and
construed. Their conduct was also flagrantly inconsistent with Idaho law
regarding insurance policy coverage for the damages suffered. Such
malicious, bad faith tort conduct represents a bad faith refusal by
defendant to comply with its contractual obligations.
47.
Therefore, plaintiff seek judgment as prayed for below.
NEGLIGENCE PER SE
48.
Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1 through 43 as if they were fully set forth in this paragraph.
49.
Idaho Code Section 41-113(2) provides:
"COMPLIANCE REQUIRED -- PUBLIC INTEREST
The business of insurance is one affected by public interest, requiring
14
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that all persons be actuated by good faith, abstain from deception, and
practice honesty and equity in all insured matters. Upon the insurer, the
insured, and their representatives and all concerned in insurance rest the
duty ofpreserving the integrity of insurance." See also Idaho Statutes
Title 41, Chapter 1(113) (2).
50.
Idaho Code Section 73 -102 (1) provides in relevant part:
"CODES LIBERALLY CONSTRUED
The compiled laws establish the law of this state respecting the subjects
to which they relate, and their provisions and all the proceedings under
them are to be liberally construed, with a view to effect their objects and
to promote justice."
51.
The above Idaho statutes require compliance with the provisions set
forth therein by all insurers conducting business in this state. The
statutes clearly define the required standard of conduct by insurers. The
statutes were intended to prevent the type of harm that State Farm's
conduct caused to plaintiff. Plaintiff, as defendant's insured, was a
member of the class ofpersons the statutes were designed to protect.
Finally defendant's violation of the statutes was the proximate cause of
plaintiff's injuries.
52.
Defendant and its managers, claims representatives, agents and
employees continuously and grievously violated the above statutes as set
forth in this complaint. As a result of such violations, plaintiff has
suffered severe, ongoing damages and harm.
15
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53.
Therefore, plaintiff seeks judgment as prayed for below.
NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO WARN
54.
Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in paragraphs
1 through 49 as if they were fully set forth in this paragraph.
55.
A special relationship existed between State Farm Insurance, defendant,
and plaintiff. This was because defendant was an insurer and plaintiff
was defendant's insured.
56.
Defendant owed plaintiff a duty of care since it was plaintiff's insurer.
This duty is augmented by the fact that defendant had a special
relationship with plaintiff, his insured. This duty is further amplified by
the additional fact that defendant and plaintiff's relationship was based
on a State Farm Insurance authored adhesion contract.
57.
Defendant breached its duty of care to plaintiff in several ways.
Defendant frequently breached its insurance contract with plaintiff.
Defendant's employees breached the legally recognized duty of care on
multiple occasions both orally and in writing. At the core of this cause of
action is that defendant also failed to warn plaintiff of the health hazards
that the insured resident of a home faces when rainwater enters a home
through the house wall as a result of a windstorm.
16
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58.
Plaintiff's own research indicated that it is very likely mold and fungus
formed in the house wall that rainwater flooded through. Particles of
mold and fungus then probably permeated the air in parts ofplaintiff's
home.
59.
Defendant was fully aware of these health hazards. Despite the fact that
defendant knew or should have known that plaintiff's home damage was
covered under their insurance policy with defendant, it never provided or
gave any health warnings to plaintiff about the hazards which resulted
from the damage.
60.
Defendant's failure to warn plaintiff caused him to suffer severe
emotional distress. This emotional distress stems from the presence of
these health hazards in the structure ofplaintiff's home, the substantial
devaluation of plaintiff's home from all the damages caused by the May
22,2010 and December 28 and December 29,2010 incidents, and the
multitude ofphysical damages caused by the above two incidents.
61.
Therefore, plaintiff seeks judgment as prayed for below.
Prayer For Relief
A. First Cause ofAction (Breach of Contract)
1. For the cost of repairing plaintiff's home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and December 29,2010 and
17
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thereafter;
2. For such further relief as the Court deems just.
B. Second Cause ofAction (Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith
and Fair Dealing)
1. For the cost of repairing plaintiff's home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and December 29,2010 and
thereafter;
2. For the ongoing severe emotional distress suffered by plaintiff;
3. For such further relief as the Court deems just.
C. Third Cause ofAction (Bad Faith)
1. For the cost of repairing plaintiff's home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29,2010 and thereafter;
2. For the ongoing severe emotional distress suffered by plaintiff;
3. For such further relief as the Court deems just.
D. Fourth Cause ofAction (Negligence Per Se)
1. For the cost of repairing plaintiff's home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010 and thereafter;
2. For the ongoing severe emotional distress suffered by plaintiff;
3. For such other relief as the Court deems just.
E. Fifth Cause ofAction (Negligent Failure To Warn)
1. For the cost of repairing plaintiff's home as a result of the damages
suffered on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29,2010 and thereafter;
2. For the ongoing severe emotional distress suffered by plaintiff;
3. For such other relief as the Court deems just.
Respectfully submitted,
LfZ 0WIJ oJIl~J is I'Ll.{;
Roger aniel Rizzo, In Pro Per
18
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 12th of August 2011, I personally served a
true and correct copy of Plaintiff's AMENDED COMPLAINT on the
following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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FILED ]: '?r.IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS'WUCT Of P.M.~...;..·=..)(J~_
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA AUG 17 2011
ROGER RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE
COMPANY,
Defendants.
~~rm:;lT1, Clerk
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS
AND SETTING TRIAL
Upon a scheduling conference held pursuant to notice, and the Court being advised, it is
hereby ordered that:
1) Jury Trial is hereby set FOR June 25, 2012 AT 9:00 A.M. for twelve (12) days.
Please note that Fridays are reserved for criminal matters and the trial will
be conducted on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday schedule from
9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
2) Pretrial Conference is hereby set for June 11,2012 at 4:00 P.M.
3) All parties must be represented at the pretrial conference. Counsel must be the
handling attorney, or be fully familiar with the case and have authority to bind the
client and law firm to all matters within I.R.C.P 16.
4) All dispositive motions shall be filed and heard no later than 90 days prior to trial.
5) The discovery cutoff shall be 120 days prior to trial. This discovery cutoff is the
last day to initiate written discovery. Aside from depositions of expert witnesses,
all depositions will be completed by the discovery cutoff.
6) The advancing party shall disclose all expert witnesses by 120 days prior to trial.
The responding party shall disclose all expert witnesses by 90 days prior to trial.
Depositions, if any, of expert witnesses shall be completed within thirty (30) days
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL - Page 1
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of this cutoff. This disclosure cutoff does not absolve parties of the duty to timely
identify experts and their opinions in response to written discovery requests.
7) The last day to amend pleadings shall be 180 days prior to trial.
8) In addition to the requirements ofI.R.C.P. 16(c), (d) and (e), at the pretrial
conference, each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and lodge
with the Court a complete list ofexhibits and witnesses in accordance with
I.R.C.P. 16(h).
9) The Court ordered that parties shall mediate no later than 90 days prior to trial.
Failure to mediate may result in loss of trial date.
10) In the case of a Jury Trial, all requested jury instructions shall be submitted to the
Court at the pretrial conference. Failure to submit jury instructions shall be
deemed to be a waiver of the right to request jury instructions.
Dated this~ day ofAugust, 2011.
TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL - Page 2
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ALTERNATE JUDGES
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
40(d)(l )(G), that an alternate judge may be assigned to preside over the
trial of this case. The following is a list ofpotential alternate judges:
Hon. Peter McDermott
Hon. G. D. Carey
Hon. Dennis Goff
HOij. Gerald Schroeder
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt Jr.
Hon. James Judd
Hon. DuffMcKee
Hon. Daniel Meehl
Hon. George R. Reinhardt, III
Hon. W. H. Woodland
Hon. Linda Trout
Hon. Kathryn Sticklen
Hon. Barry Wood
Any Sitting Fourth District Judge
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification
without cause under Rule 40(d)(1), each party shall have the right to file
one (1) motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate
judge not later than ten (10) days after service of this notice.
IN THE EVENT THAT THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT IS UNABLE TO PROVIDE
A COURT REPORTER, COUNSEL MAY CHOOSE TO WAIVE A COURT REPORTER
AND PROCEED WITH THE ELECTRONIC RECORDING DEVICE OR CHOOSE TO
HIRE THEIR OWN COURT REPORTER.
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL - Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on thisJLday of August, 2011, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
ROGER RIZZO
1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
JAMES LARUE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
PO BOX 1539
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Distric~ll)un
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS AND SETTING TRIAL - Page 4
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•In the Supreme Court of the State Q[ Idaho
A.M.-'Z7':'g;:oo~:"iFJEir'4!pEii~I;-----III-
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
and
EVA MARIE RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
v.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-Respondent.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) .
)
)
)
)
)
AUG 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Cler
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DePuTY
ORDER DISMISSING APPEAL
Supreme Court Docket No. 38789-2011
Ada County Docket No. 2010-23300
An ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL was entered by this Court May
25,2011 for the reason it appeared the Notice ofAppeal was not from a final, appealable order or
judgment from which a Notice ofAppeal may be filed under I.A.R. 11. No response having been
filed; therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is, DISMISSED.
DATED this 15"~ day ofJune 2011.
For the Supreme Court
Stephen W. Kenyon, Cle
cc: Counsel ofRecord
District Court Clerk
District Court Judge
000706
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
:.= ~L~.~. q ;IP.
AUG 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an
Order granting judgment on all causes of action set forth in Plaintiffs Amended Complaint on
the grounds and for the reasons that there are no genuine issues of material fact, and State Farm
is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1
000707
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This Motion is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in this action, together with
the Affidavit of James D. LaRue, the Affidavit of Eric Vane, and the Memorandum in Support of
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment filed herewith.
DATED this ~ day of August, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~
James . LaRue, Of the FIrm
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this --d.2- day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy ofthe above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner indicated
below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
000708
               
                 
       
       
    
 
      
   
   
                
                 
 
   
    
   
James . LaRue 
     
  
  
  
  
James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
~~- , PTt4""""'-'~ P_'l~~ L[ , Le--
AUG 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN
SUPPORT MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
James D. LaRue, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as
follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
000709
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1. I am a shareholder in the law firm ofElam & Burke, P.A., and at all relevant times
counsel of record for Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"),
erroneously named State Farm Insurance Company. I have reviewed the contents of the file in
this matter and make this affidavit based on personal knowledge.
2. On February 22, 2011, State Farm received Plaintiffs' Answers to Interrogatories.
Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Answers to Interrogatories.
DATED this ,;}5 day of August, 2011.
otary Public for
Residing at: -~uz:::.J~"-"---r:--::-+----­
My Commission Expires: --'->C-L.L...Lr---'~:...L..f----
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ---.X....... day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
,/ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
James . LaRue
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES D. LaRUE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
000710
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J D. LaRue 
'fh 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this t? 5 day of August, 2011. 
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Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
· ~ ,
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
--------------)
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
rEB 22 zon
Roger Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes
and answers Defendants' First Set Of Interrogatories which were served
upon Plaintiffs.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Plaintiffs object to the DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS contained in
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES- page 1
EXHIBIT A
000711
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Defendant's First Set Of Interrogatories to the extent certain words
and phrases used in the interrogatories are vague, ambiguous,
overbroad, oppressive and seek information which is irrelevant to this
litigation.
The answers to these interrogatories may materially change depending
on discovery responses, expert advice, and investigation performed.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Plaintiffs object to this
interrogatory based on the attorney-client and husband-wife privileges
as well as the attorney work-product doctrine. Without waiving these
objections, plaintiffs answer this interrogatory as follows. The
individuals who have knowledge of liability and damages issues
pertaining to Plaintiffs' May 22, 2010 Homeowners Policy Insurance
claim include the following:
1-2. Roger Daniel Rizzo and Eva Marie Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho
83616
938-1615
3. Disaster Kleenup Employees
Defendant's counsel has the requested information
4. Donald Flynn - Plaintiffs' expert
6640 N. Double Eagle Lane
Meridian, Idaho
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 2
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887-3767
5. Steve Strzelec - Plaintiffs' expert
20719 NE 8th Street
Sammamish, WA
98074
1- (206) 898-8588
,
6. Howard Belodoff - All communication and documents sent to or
received from him in connection with this litigation is protected by the
attorney-client privilege.
Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc.
310 N. 5th Street
Boise, 1083701
336-8980
7. State Farm Insurance employees who are in any way connected with
the May 22, 2010 incident involving plaintiffs' home.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: The individuals Plaintiffs
currently plan to call as witnesses include the following:
a. Roger Daniel Rizzo - information requested given above;
b. Eva Marie Rizzo - information requested given above;
c. Rod Brooks - information presently unknown;
d. Donna Hoyne - information presently unknown;
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 3
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e. Ross Sheridan - information presently unknown;
f. Steve Yoest - information presently unknown;
g. Allen Bollschweiler - information presently unknown;
h. Donald Flynn - The information requested is provided above;
i. Stephen Strzelec - The information requested is provided above;
j. Tom Rogers
True North tutoring at the landing
175 E. Mission Drive
Eagle, 10.
83616
939-0385; and
g. Sally Zanders
Life Care Center Of Boise
808 North Curtis Road
83706
376-5273
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: These individuals include Donald
Flynn and Stephen Strzelec. The information concerning them is set
forth above. Plaintiffs may declare additional experts depending upon
discovery responses and investigation performed.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.4:
a. At this juncture in this lawsuit, the opinions of each expert are set
forth in each expert's affidavit to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 4
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Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages. Expert Donald Flynn
has two additional opinions.
The first is that he estimates the cost to repair Plaintiffs' home as a
result of the May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010 wind and
rainstorms to be between $25,000 and $30,000.
The second is that he believes it is probable that mold or fungus formed
in the walls where rainwater was present.
b. Donald Flynn formed his opinions up until the present time by
inspecting the outside and inside of Plaintiffs' home, conversing with
Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo, and reviewing documents provided to him
by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo.
Stephen Strzelec formed his opinions up until the present time by
conversing with Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and reviewing documents
provided to him by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo.
c. Unknown at this time.
d. Please see attached resumes.
e. Compensation rates - Donald Flynn - $200 an hour; Stephen Strzelec -
$300 an hour.
f. Please see attached resumes.
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 5
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.5: The response to this
interrogatory if as follows:
a. Weather reports for many months in 2010, including the reports for
May and December of 2010.
b. Photographs taken shortly after the May 23, 2010 and December 28
and 29 2010 wind and rainstorms.
c. All the documents and notes attached to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend
the Complaint to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages and Plaintiffs'
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for a Protective Order which are
presently in defense counsel's possession.
d. Letters and communications authored by State Farm Insurance
employees relating to the May 22, 2010 incident and surrounding
issues sent to or received by Plaintiffs.
e. May 25, 2010 handwritten notes prepared by Plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo confirming aspects of the meeting between he and Defendant's
claim representative, Donna Hoyne on that day.
f. May 25, 2010 handwritten notes prepared by Roger Daniel Rizzo
setting forth additional reasons confirming that Rod Brooks told him
over the telephone on May 23, 2010 that State Farm Insurance would
not provide coverage for the May 22, 2010 damages to Plaintiffs' home.
g. A letter dated June 5, 2010 authored by Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo
sent to Steve Yoest of State Farm Insurance.
h. June 9, 2010 typed and handwritten notes confirming what Plaintiff
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 6
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Roger Daniel Rizzo was told over the telephone by State Farm Insurance
Company employee Ross Sheridan.
i. The INDISPUTABLE BAD FAITH LIABILITY OF STATE FARM INSURANCE
memorandum dated May 24} 2010 prepared by Plaintiff Roger Daniel
Rizzo and given to Defendant}s claim representative Donna Hoyne.
j. Center for Disease Control and Prevention documents entitled:
1. General Information - Basic Facts about Mold
2. Facts about Stachybotrys Chartarum and Other Molds
3. Aspergillosis
k. The substance of matters covered in the Affidavits of experts Donald
Flynn and Stephen Strzelec. Both those Affidvavits were attached to
Plaintiffs} Motion To Amend The Complaint To Allege a Claim for
Punitive Damages.
I. The report entitled: Home Insurers} Secret Tactics Cheat Fire Victims}
Hike Profits
Plaintiffs have additional documents protected from disclosure by the
attorney - client} husband - wife privileges} and the work-product
doctrines. Plaintiffs intend to utilize each of the above documents
named above as exhibits at trial.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.6: On May 22} 2010} there was an
enormous amount of rain. Rainfall built up in the water well next to the
wall on the south side of the home. The rain was one to two feet deep
off the surface of the ground in the water well. This relatively deep
PLAINTIFFS} ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 7
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rainwater in the water well exerted a tremendous pressure and weight
against the house wall. The wind that day blew at a significant speed
and correct direction to cause on opening in the wall. Rainwater
flooded through that opening.
Plaintiffs are not sure where the opening in the wall occurred.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.7: No individuals employed by
Plaintiffs have been asked to or have determined a specific location up
to this point in time.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: Plaintiffs are not making such a
contention at this time.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: Unknown, but the weather
reports make this almost literally impossible
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: The May 2010 through
December 2010 Eagle, Idaho weather reports; Plaintiffs' State Farm
Homeowners Policy; the June 10, 2010 coverage denial letter which
State Farm Insurance sent by certified mail to Plaintiffs. With future
discovery responses, additional investigation, and interaction with
Plaintiffs' expert, Donald Flynn other documents may surface.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Plaintiffs have not formally
inspected each and every area in our home in an effort to ascertain and
list all the areas of our home damaged by the May 22, 2010 wind and
rainstorm. Moreover, undoubtedly there is serious damages which are
not observable by lay persons like damages inside walls, under tile,
carpeted, and concrete floors, to foundation areas, to the south side
wall of the house, to portions of the home attached to the south side
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 8
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wall, etc. Additionally, Plaintiffs believe that the south side wall and
possibly other areas in their home have been infested by mold and
fungus which are not normally visible. lastly, there was a second
flooding of the downstairs of Plaintiffs' home which occurred on
December 28 and 29, 2010. Plaintiffs are largely uncertain what
damage can be attributed to which flooding incident.
What is immediately obvious to lay people is that all the tile on a
significant portion of the bottom floor of the house has been removed.
The floor in a large part of that level is now only concrete. Many holes
have been drilled in the wood molding at the bottom of inside walls.
Plaintiffs are uncertain as to whether walls on the interior sections of
the home are compromised. Plaintiffs also do not know whether this is
also true for carpeting in the remaining parts of the bottom level of the
home and on the stairway down. Plaintiffs expect, but are not certain,
that the wood beams and the siding in the south side wall have been
damaged as well as the wall covering. Finally, Plaintiffs are extremely
concerned that the wind blowing at the correct speed and direction on
May 22, 2010 caused a temporary hole in the south side wall. This hole
can and will be reopened if there is wind again blowing at the right
speed and in the correct direction and there is a substantial amount of
rainfall.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: None other than that
performed by Disaster Kleenup
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: None of which Plaintiffs are
aware
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 9
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Unknown
•
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 15: None of which Plaintiffs are
aware
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16: No
Date: February / ~, 2011
1< 0 ~ yv 0 (k.i\ lu'j t.p. i Zzt.J
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
IN PRO PER
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES - page 10
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All-purpose Acknowledgment
STATE OF t"DAH-o , COUNTY OF----=:.~_=....:. _
On F~~ L~ I 2DlO before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public
in and for said State, personally appeared
,fLclrf:.R. 'b,AJ..?1£.L- Rl'"t"l-O AJJ.!) f2,.VA ~ARlE J«"1-"Z-O
o personally known to me -QR- .9J>roved to me on the basis ofsatisfactoryevidence/ to be the person(s)
whose name(s) is/are subscribed'to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they
executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the
instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.
Signature~ ,.-r~
I ~u~~
Name (type or printed)
I "!:>uA""'~ <;;.,-•.,.-r
My commission expires:
I Oc.-r fi( U>16
HEl74!14(Z-86'7916)
DUANE STITT
NOTARY PUBUC
STATE OF IDAHO
(Seal)
000721
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
JJ.w'9
I hereby certify that on th17 of February, 2011, I personally delivered a
true and correct copy of the PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS TO
INTERROGATORIES
tothe following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, IN PRO PER
000722
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
AUG 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RIZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada }
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Eric Vane, having first been duly sworn, upon his oath, deposes and says as follows:
1. I am a Claim Representative for State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State
Farm") in the Boise Operations Center.
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC VANE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 1
000723
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2. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and in support of State
Farm's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgement filed herewith.
3. On December 30, 2010, I was assigned claim number 12-B044-758 for claim
handling. The claim was opened on behalf of Roger and Eva Rizzo. It was my understanding
that the claim involved a water loss in the basement of the Rizzos' home.
4. Between December 30, 2010, and January 18,2011, I called the Rizzos four times
and sent two letters requesting an opportunity to inspect the water damage that they reported on
December 29,2010. During this period, the only response to my inquiries was a letter from
Mr. Rizzo dated January 31, 2011, indicating that he could not communicate with me due to the
pending litigation. (See Affidavit of Eric Vane, Ex. C.)
5. From February 2011 to May 2011, State Farm continued its efforts to arrange a
time to inspect the loss that the Rizzos reported in December 2010.
6. On May 12,2011, at approximately 9:13 a.m., I received a telephone call from
Eva Rizzo asking for an inspection of the claim. After consulting with my Team Manager, Mary
Beth Aubertin, who was also going to attend the inspection, the inspection was scheduled for
May 17,2011. This was the first time the Rizzos provided State Farm with permission to
conduct an inspection related to the claim reported on December 30,2010.
7. On May 17, 2011, Ms. Aubertin and I visited the Rizzo home and met with Roger
Rizzo. Mr. Rizzo showed us to the basement and explained that on December 29,2010,
Mrs. Rizzo noticed water on the basement floor in the recreation (family') room, which was the
same location as a previous loss that occurred on or about May 22, 2010. Mr. Rizzo explained
that the water entered the home at the joint between the south wall and the floor, under the
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window. However, Mr. Rizzo specifically stated that the water did not enter through the
window, window well, or through the window area at all. He said all water entered at the
basement floor level.
8. Through my observation ofthe window wells along the south wall of the Rizzo
home, I estimate that the basement floor is approximately three feet below the bottom of the
window well.
9. After my inspection of the Rizzo home, I consulted with Ms. Aubertin and
received authority to send the Rizzos a letter denying the claim. On or about May 18, 2011, I
sent the Rizzos a letter denying the claim and explaining the bases for the denial. Attached
hereto as "Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of the letter I sent the Rizzos on or about May
18,2011.
DATED thisc25 day of August, 2011.
Eric Vane
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t s~day of Au ust, 2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29' day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
V Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.----"Sii::irr-"'T"1..........,.+..oq
A.M. ~Il~.t. ?f I r fl2
AUG 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named State
Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Support ofDefendant's Motion for Summary Judgment seeking an Order granting
judgment on all causes ofaction set forth in Plaintiff s Amended Complaint on the grounds and for
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the reasons that there are no genuine issues of material fact, and State Farm is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law.
Mr. Rizzo alleges five causes of action in his Amended Complaint: (1) breach of contract;
(2) breach ofthe implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (3) bad faith; (4) negligence per
se; and (5) negligent failure to warn. The first and third causes of action should be dismissed
because they are both premised on the existence of coverage for Mr. Rizzo's alleged losses. There
is no dispute regarding the cause of the alleged damage to Mr. Rizzo's home. For purposes of this
motion, State Farm accepts the proposition that the source of the water that caused the alleged
damage - in both May 2010 and December 2010 - was water that had accumulated in a basement
window well and then entered the basement through cracks or holes at the base of the foundation.
Since there is no insurance coverage for water damage occurring in this manner, there cannot be a
breach of contract or tortious bad faith. Mr. Rizzo's second, fourth, and fifth causes of action are
also not recognized as valid causes ofaction in Idaho under these circumstances, and the allegations
in the Amended Complaint contradict the fifth cause ofaction rendering it nullified. Therefore, State
Farm seeks judgment in its favor on all four causes of action asserted in the Amended Complaint.
II. BACKGROUND
This case stems from the denial of an insurance claim made by Roger and Eva Rizzo after
their home was allegedly damaged by water entering their basement on or about Saturday, May 22,
2010. (See Amended Complaint, ~ 6.) At the time ofthe alleged loss, the Rizzos' home was insured
by State Farm policy no. 12-B5-3574-2 (the "Policy"). (See Affidavit of Stephen Yoest ("Yoest
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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Aff."), Ex. A.) The Policy does not provide coverage for water damage caused by flood, surface
water, or water below the surface of the ground. (Yoest Aff., Ex. A.)
On May 24,2010, the Rizzos notified their State Farm sales agent, Rod Brooks, that water
had entered the basement of their home. (Affidavit of Rod Brooks ("Brooks Aff."), ~ 5.) After
discussing the potential source of the water, Mr. Brooks suggested that the Rizzos initiate a claim
with State Farm and allow the claim department to assess the damage and make a coverage
determination. (Brooks Aff., ~ 10.) Mr. Brooks then made a claim through the Pacific Northwest
Zone Operations Center in Dupont, Washington, and claim number 12-B042-840 was opened in the
name of the Rizzos (the "May Claim"). (Brooks Aff., ~ 11.)
Once the May Claim was opened, it was assigned to the Boise Operations Center for
investigation and evaluation of the loss. On May 25,2010, Donna Hoyne in the Boise Operations
Center called Mrs. Rizzo and scheduled an appointment to inspect the damage to the Rizzos' home.
(Affidavit of Donna Hoyne ("Hoyne Aff."), ~ 4.) At or about 3:30 p.m. that same day, Ms. Hoyne
arrived at the Rizzos' home to conduct her onsite inspection. (Hoyne Aff., ~ 5.) After a discussion
with Mr. Rizzo regarding his displeasure with State Farm, Ms. Hoyne was permitted to enter the
home to conduct her inspection. (Hoyne Aff., ~ 6.)
Upon entering the basement of the home, Mr. Rizzo directed Ms. Hoyne to a wall in the
family room that had two windows (the "South Wall"). (Hoyne Aff., ~ 7.) In one of the window
wells, plastic sheeting and a sump pump had been installed to prevent water intrusion. (See id.)
Mr. Rizzo told Ms. Hoyne that the water did not enter through the window itself. (See id.) Instead,
Mr. Rizzo indicated that the water went down the outside ofthe South Wall and came in through the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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foundation at the floor level. (See id.) The windowsill appeared to be clean and undamaged and
there was no visible damage to the wallpaper below the window. (Hoyne Aff., ~ 8.) However, the
baseboard along the South Wall had been removed and holes had been drilled into the drywall. (See
id. )
After inspecting the outside of the home with Mr. Rizzo, Ms. Hoyne's onsite investigation
was complete. (Hoyne Aff., ~ 10.) Continuing her investigation, Ms. Hoyne made a telephone call
to Disaster Kleenup - the mitigation service contracted by the Rizzos to remove the water - and was
informed that Disaster Kleenup's employees did not detect any moisture when they took moisture
readings on the windowsill and wall below the windows, which led to Disaster Kleenup' s conclusion
that the water did not enter through the window. (Hoyne Aff., ~~ 12-13.Y
A second telephone conference with Del Klein at Disaster Kleenup was held to determine
whether he could provide any new information regarding the water intrusion at the Rizzos' home.
(Hoyne Aff., ~ 15.) Mr. Klein reiterated his prior findings and indicated that the moisture readings
on the South Wall were only elevated at the floor level. (See id.) This provided reasonable
confirmation that the water must have entered the home through the foundation at or near the base
of the wall. (See id.) Based upon the information compiled through Ms. Hoyne's onsite
investigation, her discussions with Mr. Klein at Disaster Kleenup, her discussions with Mr. Rizzo,
1 Disaster Kleenup contracted with the Rizzos, not State Farm, to perform mitigation
services at the Rizzos' home and had already been onsite when Ms. Hoyne arrived to conduct her
inspection. As such, Disaster Kleenup and its employee, Del Klein, were the Rizzos' agents at
the time they spoke to Ms. Hoyne and any statements made by Mr. Klein to Ms. Hoyne during
this period are not hearsay. See I.R.E. 801(d) ("A statement is not hearsay if...The statement is
offered against a party and is...a statement by a party's agent or servant concerning a matter
within the scope of the agency or employment of the servant or agent.")
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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and an analysis of the Policy, State Fann denied the Rizzos' claim on June 10,2010. (Hoyne Aff.,
~ 16.)
On November 24, 2010, the Rizzos filed their Complaint. (See Complaint.) The Complaint
alleged four causes ofaction: (1) breach ofcontract; (2) breach ofthe implied covenant ofgood faith
and fair dealing; (3) bad faith; and (4) negligence per se. (See Complaint, pp. 7-11.)
On December 29,2010, the Rizzos reported a second flood in the basement of their home
(the "December Claim"). (Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo dated February 23, 2011, ~ ~ 25,27.)
The following day, State Fann Claim Representative, Eric Vane, was assigned claim number 12-
B044-758 for claim handling. (Affidavit of Eric Vane ("Vane Aff."), ~ 3.) Over the next five
months, State Farm contacted the Rizzos on numerous occasions to arrange an inspection regarding
the December Claim. (Vane Aff., ~ ~ 4-10; see also Affidavit ofEric Vane in Support ofMotion for
Summary Judgment ("Second Vane Aff."), ~ ~ 4-5.)
In the meantime, on February 24,2011, the Rizzos filed their Motion to Amend Complaint
to Allege a Claim for Punitive Damages ("Motion to Amend"). The Rizzos also sought to file the
Proposed Amended Complaint asserting facts related to the December Claim, a claim for negligent
failure to warn, and claims for personal injuries, diminution in value oftheir home, and attorney fees.
(See Proposed Amended Complaint, pp. 16-20.) On May 2,2011, the Court issued its Memorandum
Decision and Order on the Motion to Amend, which: (1) denied Mr. Rizzo's request to add a claim
for punitive damages; (2) denied permission to add claims for personal injuries or diminution in
value related to the alleged presence of mold in the Rizzos' home; (3) denied permission to add a
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claim for attorney fees; and (4) granted permission to add a claim for negligent failure to warn and
for damages related to the December Claim. (See Memorandum Decision and Order, pp. 11-12.)
On May 12, 2011, Mr. Vane received a telephone call from Mrs. Rizzo requesting an
inspection for the December Claim. (Second Vane Aff., ~ 6.) Despite Mr. Rizzo's claim that State
Farm "finally" decided to conduct an inspection for the December Claim, this was the first time the
Rizzos provided State Farm with permission to do so. (See id.; see also Vane Aff., ~~ 4-10.) On
May 17,2011, Mr. Vane, accompanied by State Farm Team Manager Mary Beth Aubertin, met with
Mr. Rizzo and conducted an inspection ofthe home. (Second Vane Aff., ~ 7.) Mr. Rizzo informed
Mr. Vane and Ms. Aubertin that the water from the December Claim entered the home at the joint
between the South Wall and the floor. (See id) Mr. Rizzo further reiterated that the water did not
enter through the window, window well, or through the window area at all. (See id) The joint
between the South Wall and the basement floor is approximately three feet below the bottom of the
window well. (Second Vane Aff., ~ 8.) After concluding his inspection ofthe Rizzo home and after
consulting with his Team Manager, Mr. Vane sent the Rizzos a formal denial letter for the December
Claim on May 18,2011. (Second Vane Aff., Ex. A.)
III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure governs motions for summary judgment.
Rule 56(c) provides in relevant part:
The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.
I.R.C.P.56(c).
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When a party moves for summary judgment under Rule 56(b), the non-moving party "must
not rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine
issue of fact." McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 769, 820 P.2d 360, 364 (1991). The non-moving
party must set forth specific facts which show a genuine issue. Verbillis v. Dependable Appliance
Co., 107 Idaho 335, 689 P.2d 227 (Ct.App. 1984). Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure
states in pertinent part:
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If
the party does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate,
shall be entered against the party.
I.R.C.P.56(e).
In addition, the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw when the non-moving
party "fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that
party's case on which that party will bear the burden of proofat trial." Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho
166, 170, 16 P.3d 263,267 (2000); Badelt v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 107, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988).
IV. ANALYSIS
A. The Breach of Contract Cause of Action Allee;ed Ae;ainst State Farm Must Be
Dismissed Because Damae;e Caused by Surface Water or Water Below the Surface
of the Ground Is Not Covered by the Policy.
"Because an insurance policy is a contract, the rights and remedies of the parties are
established within the four comers of the policy." McGilvray v. Farmers New World Life Ins. Co.,
136 Idaho 39, 44, 28 P.3d 380 (2001) (citations omitted). "Where the policy language is clear and
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unambiguous, coveraee must be determined. as a matter oflaw, according to the plain meaning
of the words used." Clark v. Prudential Property and Cas. Ins. Co., 138 Idaho 538, 541, 66 P.3d
242, 245 (2003) (emphasis added). The intent of the parties to an insurance policy must be
determined from the plain meaning of the insurance policy's own words. National Union Fire Ins.
Co. ofPittsburgh v. Dixon, 141 Idaho 537, 540, 112 P.3d 825 (2005) (citation omitted).
It must first be established that a claim is covered under the terms of an insurance policy
before a party may recover on a breach of contract claim. Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins.
Co., 137 Idaho 173, 180,45 P.3d 829 (2002). The burden of proving coverage ofa claim under an
insurance policy rests with the party seeking to recover policy benefits. See Harman v. Northwestern
Mut. Life Ins. Co., 91 Idaho 719, 720, 429 P.2d 849 (1967) (citations omitted).
"A breach of contract is non-performance of any contractual duty of immediate
performance." Idaho Power Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 746, 9 P.3d 1204 (2000)
reh 'gdenied (citations omitted). "It is a failure, without legal excuse, to perform any promise, which
forms the whole or part ofa contract." Id. (citation omitted). "The burden ofproving the existence
of a contract and fact of its breach is upon the plaintiff, and once those facts are established, the
defendant has [the] burden of pleading and proving affirmative defenses, which legally excuse
performance." Id. at 747 (citation omitted).
The Policy is a valid contract and the rights and remedies of the parties are defined within
its four corners. Mr. Rizzo's only allegation ofbreach is that State Farm breached the Policy through
its "wrongful and injurious insistence that the damage suffered by [Mr. Rizzo] to his home was not
covered by Defendant's Homeowner's Policy." (Amended Complaint, ~ 36.) State Farm did not
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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breach the Policy by denying coverage on either of Mr. Rizzo's claims because pursuant to
subsection 2.c. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED there is no coverage for damage
caused by:
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood. surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami, seiche, overflow
of a body of water, or spray from any of these, all whether driven by
wind or not;
(3) water below the surface of the 2round, including water
which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks through a building,
sidewalk, driveway, foundation, swimming pool or other
structure.
(See Yoest Aff., Ex. A.)
Mr. Rizzo identifies the location where the water entered the basement as follows: 2
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Please state how you contend
the water that caused your alleged damages on or about May 22,
2010, entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home. Specifically, State
Farm asks you to identify the location where you contend the water
entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22,2010.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.6: On May 22,2010,
there was an enormous amount ofrain. Rainfall built up in the water
[sic] well next to the wall ofthe south side ofthe home. The rain was
one to two feet deep off the surface of the ground in the water [sic]
well. This relatively deep rainwater in the water [sic] well exerted a
tremendous pressure and weight against the house wall. The wind
that day blew at a significant speed and correct direction to cause on
[sic] opening in the wall. Rainwater flooded throu2h that openin2.
Plaintiffs are not sure where the openin2 in the wall occurred.
2There is no claim of personal property damage and all alleged damage is isolated to the
basement of the house.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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INTERROGATORY NO.9: Ifyou contend that the water
entered the basement of Plaintiffs' home on or about May 22,2010,
at a location other than through damage and/or cracks or holes in the
foundation, please describe all facts, witnesses, and documents
supporting your contention.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: Unknown, but the
weather reports make this almost literally impossible.
(Affidavit of James D. LaRue in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment ("LaRue Aff."), Ex. A
(emphasis added).) Furthermore, Mr. Rizzo stated to Ms. Hoyne during her onsite inspection ofthe
home that water went down the outside of the south wall and came in through the foundation at
ground level. (See Hoyne Aff., ~ 7.) He further stated that there must be holes or cracks in the
foundation and that the soil next to the foundation needs to be removed so the foundation can be
repaired. (See id.) Mr. Rizzo's statements on causation to Ms. Hoyne for the May Claim were
consistent with and nearly identical to his subsequent statements to Mr. Vane regarding the
December Claim. (Second Vane Aff., ~ 7.)
Mr. Rizzo's expert on causation, Donald Flynn, opines that the water entered the basement
of the Rizzos' home for both claims as follows:
8. The damage to the Rizzo's [sic] home which occurred on May 22,
2010 and December 29, 2010 almost certainly happened because of
the following events. An extremely high level ofrainfall collected in
a house window well. The rainwater became one to two feet deep in
the window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the side of the
home and an approximately 18 mile an hour wind blowing in the right
direction against a very large structural wall caused an opening in the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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wall. Large amounts of rainfall then penetrated the wall through the
opening and flooded the downstairs floor of the house.
(Affidavit of Donald Flynn ("Flynn Aff."), ~ 8.t
Finally, Mr. Rizzo's agent, Del Klein at Disaster Kleenup, informed Ms. Hoyne that Disaster
Kleenup did not detect any moisture when they took moisture readings on the windowsill and wall
below the windows, which led to Disaster Kleenup' s conclusion that the water did not enter through
the window. (See Hoyne Aff., ~ 13.)
Again, there is no dispute between the parties regarding the cause of the alleged damage.
Both State Farm and Mr. Rizzo agree that the water causing the alleged damage to the Rizzos' home
entered through the foundation or the joint formed by the foundation wall and basement floor of the
home, which is at or below ground level. Whether that water actually entered the Rizzos' home at
ground level or below the surface of the ground is irrelevant because in both scenarios damage
caused by such water is not covered by the Policy.
InSmithv. UnionAuto. Indem. Co., 323 Ill.App.3d 741,752 N.E.2d 1261 (2001), the Illinois
Court of Appeals affirmed the grant of summary judgment in favor of the insurer regarding the
application of an analogous exclusion. In Smith, the insureds sought coverage for water damage
resulting from water that filled a basement window well causing the window to break and filling the
basement with five feet of water. The exclusion at issue provided in relevant part as follows:
1. We do not insure for loss caused directly or indirectly by any ofthe
following. Such loss is excluded regardless of any other cause or
event contributing concurrently or in any sequence to the loss
3 State Farm does not concede Mr. Flynn's qualifications to opine as an expert on such
matters or that his opinions are supported by a proper foundation. Nevertheless, for the purpose
of this motion only, State Farm accepts Mr. Flynn's opinions as accurate.
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* * *
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, overflow of a body of
water, or spray from any of these, whether or not driven by wind[.]
Smith, 323 Ill.App.3d at 733-4, 752 N.E.2d at 1363. The definition of "surface water" was at issue
in the litigation. The insureds argued that "surface water" refers to water flowing naturally whose
flow has not been altered in any way by man-made structures, i. e., the window well. After reviewing
case law from numerous jurisdictions the court concluded that "surface water" is generally defined
as water that "(1) derives from natural precipitation such as rain or melting snow; (2) flows over or
accumulates on the surface of the ground; and (3) does not form a definite body of water or follow
a defined watercourse." Id. at 748, 752 N.E.2d at 1267. The court did not find any persuasive
authority convincing it that "surface water" is limited to water that is completely unaffected by man-
made constructions. As such, since it was undisputed that the water that entered the insureds'
basement "was in part rainwater or runoffthat accumulated as a result ofa torrential rainstorm," the
court agreed with the "trial court that there was no genuine issue of material fact as to whether the
water in plaintiffs' basement met the definition of 'surface water.'" Id. at 750-1, 752 N.E.2d at
1268; see also Anderson v. State Farm Fire and Cas. Co., 2009 WL 2385089 (D.Ariz. 2009)
(interpreting subsection 2.c. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED and finding that
rainwater flowing across the surface ofthe land that entered the insureds' home was "surface water"
and precluded coverage.).
The exclusion found in subsection 2.c. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED has
also been found unambiguous as it relates to water below the surface of the ground. In Thompson
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v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 165 P.3d 900 (Colo.App. 2007), the Colorado Court ofAppeals held
that damage caused by a leaking supply line leading to the insureds' home was not covered because
it was "water below the surface ofthe ground."4 The insureds argued that "water below the surface
of the ground" did not "include water leaking from a building supply pipe, but, instead, means
naturally occurring groundwater or subterranean water." Thompson, 165 P.3d at 901. In interpreting
subsection 2.c. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED, the court held:
The plain language ofthe policy excludes any loss from water
below the surface of the ground that leaks through a foundation,
regardless of cause and regardless of whether or not the water
arises from natural or external forces. The policy does not make
any distinction among the sources or causes ofthe water damage.
To find such a distinction would be to disregard some terms and add
other terms to the contract, which we are not at liberty to do.
Thompson, 165 P3d at 902 (italics in original; bolding added).
It is clear there was no coverage for Mr. Rizzo's claims due to the source of water causing
the alleged damage and the alleged damage itself. Therefore, State Farm cannot be held in breach
of contract for failing to pay the claims and Mr. Rizzo's breach of contract cause of action should
be dismissed as a matter of law.
B. The Policy Unambi~uouslyProvides That Mr. Rizzo's Claims Are Not Covered by the
Policy.
State Farm anticipates that Mr. Rizzo will maintain his argument that the Policy is ambiguous
because "[i]t never refers to water that falls from the sky" and "never states that dama~e caused by
rain or rainfall is not insured or is excluded from policy covera~e." (Affidavit of Roger Daniel
4The leaking water entered the insureds' home through the slab and foundation and
caused damage to the basement similar to that presented in this case.
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Rizzo ("Roger Aff."), Ex. B (emphasis in original).) This does not present an ambiguity because in
situations not at issue here there is coverage for damage directly caused by rain. However, Mr. Rizzo
is not claiming that "rain" or "rainwater" entered the basement of his home directly from the sky.
Instead, Mr. Rizzo argues that the water that entered the basement of the home was water that had
accumulated in a window well "one to two feet deep off the ~round." (Roger Aff., ~ ~ 21-22
(emphasis added).) Once this "one to two feet" of water accumulated in the window well it ceased
being rain or rainwater and became "surface water" or, if it seeped into the ground, it became "water
below the surface of the ground." See, e.g., Kish v. Insurance Co. ofNorth America, 125 Wash.2d
164,170-71,883 P.2d 308, 311-12 (1994) ("rain is merely another characterization of flood" and
"'[a]n insured may not avoid a contractual exclusion merely by affixing an additional label or
separate characterization to the act or event causing the loss. "')
There is also no valid argument that the combination of a covered event (wind) and an
uncovered event (surface water/water below the surface of the ground) creates an ambiguity or
otherwise provides coverage. Mr. Rizzo and his causation expert, Donald Flynn, argue that the
substantial pressure caused by one to two feet ofwater in the basement window well combined with
wind blowing at approximately 18 miles per hour caused a hole to open in the foundation of the
Rizzos' home through which the water flooded. (See LaRue Aff., Ex. A; Flynn Aff., ~ 8.)
Presumably, this theory was devised to fashion a situation where the damage caused to the Rizzos'
home was caused by both a covered event (wind) and an uncovered event (surface water/water below
the surface of the ground). However, the express language of the Policy precludes coverage when
a covered event combines with an uncovered event to cause damage.
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The language from the Policy dealing with concurrent causes is found in the first paragraph
to subsection 2. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED and is generally referred to as the
"anti-concurrent cause provision." The anti-concurrent cause provision and the definition ofwater
damage provide as follows:
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which
would not have occurred in the absence ofone or more ofthe
following excluded events. We do not insure for such loss
regardless of: (a) the cause ofthe excluded event; or (b) other
causes of the loss; or (c) whether other causes acted
concurrently or in any sequence with the excluded event to
produce the loss; or (d) whether the event occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage, arises
from natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any
combination of these:
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water,
tsunami, seiche, overflow ofa body of water,
or spray from any of these, all whether driven
by wind or not;
(3) water below the surface of the i:round,
including water which exerts pressure on, or
seeps or leaks through a building, sidewalk,
driveway, foundation, swimming pool or other
structure.
(Yoest Aff., Ex. A (bold in original; bold underline added).)
After Hurricane Katrina, the epicenter ofwater damage cases was the Gulf Coast region. In
those cases, courts have consistently held that the exact same anti-concurrent clause provision set
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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forth above is unambiguous and precludes coverage where there is a claim of combined events
causing damage to an insured's property.5 For example, in Tuepker v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co.,
507 F.3d 346,354 (5th Cir. 2007), the court analyzed the same anti-concurrent cause provision found
in the Policy and held that it clearly states "that excluded losses-here, any loss which would not have
occurred in the absence of one or more of the excluded events-will not be covered even if a
nonexcluded event or peril acts 'concurrently or in any sequence' with the excluded event to cause
the loss in question." The court further held that "any damage caused exclusively by a nonexcluded
peril or event such as wind, not concurrently or sequentially with water damage, is covered by the
policy, while all dama~e caused by water or by wind actin~ concurrently or sequentially with
water, is excluded." Id. (italics in original; emphasis added). The anti-concurrent cause provision
"in combination with the Water Damage Exclusion clearly provides that indivisible damage caused
by both excluded perils and covered perils or other causes is not covered." Id.; see also In re:
Katrina Canal Breaches Litigation, 495 F.3d 191 (5th Cir. 2007) (affirming the findingthatthe anti-
concurrent cause provision is unambiguous).
Regardless of how Mr. Rizzo intends to portray the Policy or the facts, there is no basis for
finding any ambiguity in subsection 2. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED. The Policy
language at issue in this case faced scrutiny following one of the greatest natural disasters in
5While the Gulf Coast region may be the epicenter of recent cases dealing with the anti-
concurrent cause provision, a majority ofjurisdictions have deemed it unambiguous and
enforceable beyond the hurricane context. See, e.g., Thompson, 165 P.3d at 904 (State Farm
water damage exclusion applied "regardless of the cause and regardless of 'whether other causes
acted concurrently or in any sequence with the excluded event to produce the loss'''); Alfv. State
Farm Fire and Cas. Co., 850 P.2d 1272 (Utah 1993) (affirming denial of coverage based upon
anti-concurrent cause provision).
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American history and was found to be unambiguous and preclusive of coverage. There is no basis
for a contrary holding in this case. As such, State Farm respectfully requests that the Court find
subsection 2. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED to be unambiguous as a matter of law
and apply it to the facts of this case.
C. Mr. Rizzo's Claim for Bad Faith Should Be Dismissed Because the Policy Does Not
Provide CoveraKe for Mr. Rizzo's AlleKed Losses.
"A plaintiff can bring one of two types of bad faith claims: unreasonable denial or
unreasonable delay." Robinson, 137 Idaho at 178,45 P.3d at 834. To recover on a claim ofthe tort
of bad faith, a plaintiff must prove: (1) that the insurer intentionally and unreasonably denied or
delayed payment; (2) that the insured's claim was not fairly debatable; (3) that the insurer's denial
or delay was not the result of good faith mistake; and (4) the resulting harm was not fully
compensable by contract damages. Lovey v. Regence Blue Shield of Idaho, 139 Idaho 37, 48,
72 P.3d 877, 888 (2003). However, a bad faith claim can only be sustained if an insurer fails to pay
or delays paying a covered claim:
Fundamental to the claim of bad faith is the idea that there must be
coveraKe of the claim under the policy. If that be the case and the
insured proves the other elements of a bad faith claim as this Court
has outlined them, the insured may recover damages for the tort of
bad faith that extend beyond contract damages.
Robinson, 137 Idaho at 178,45 P.3d at 834 (emphasis added); see also Wells v. United States Life
Ins. Co., 119 Idaho 160, 166,804 P.2d 333,339 (Ct.App. 1991) ("Because the respondents were not
obligated to pay the appellant's claim under the policy, they are not subject to liability for their
alleged bad faith refusal to do so.").
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As demonstrated above, the only alleged damage to the Rizzos' home was water damage or
a concurrent combination ofwind and water damage. Under either scenario, Mr. Rizzo's claim was
not covered under the Policy. Therefore, Mr. Rizzo is unable to make the fundamental showing for
a tortious bad faith claim and his cause of action for bad faith should be dismissed.
D. Mr. Rizzo's Claims ofBreach ofthe Implied Covenant ofGood Faith and Fair Dealine,
Neelieence Per Se, and Ne\tlieent Failure to Warn Should Be Dismissed Because They
Are All Encompassed Within the Bad Faith Claim, Which Should Be Dismissed.
Mr. Rizzo mis-classifies his claims for breach ofthe implied covenant ofgood faith and fair
dealing, negligence per se, and negligent failure to warn. None ofthese causes ofaction exist in the
insurer-insured context because, to the extent the allegations under these causes ofaction produce
any liability, they do so under the specially created tort of bad faith. Mr. Rizzo cannot circumvent
his burden of proving bad faith by simply adding new and different labels to duplicative causes of
action implicating the exact same duty and providing the exact same damages as a claim for bad
faith. Allowing Mr. Rizzo to do so would render the tort of bad faith moot. As such, Mr. Rizzo's
claims for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, negligence per se, and
negligent failure to warn should be dismissed as a matter of law.
1. Breach ofthe Implied Covenant ofGood Faith and Fair Dealing.
While there is an implied duty of good faith and fair dealing implied in all contracts, the
standard applied to typical contracts (employment, commercial, real estate, etc.) does not apply to
insurance policies. Instead, in the insurer-insured context, the Idaho Supreme Court has created the
tort of bad faith and established the specific elements that must be proven before an insured may
recover for an insurer's breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
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The Idaho Supreme Court first recognized the tort ofbad faith in White v. Unigard Mut. Ins.
Co., 112 Idaho 94, 730 P.2d 1014 (1986). In White, the Court held that "where an insurer
'intentionally and unreasonably denies or delays payment' on a claim, and in the process harms the
claimant in such a way not fully compensable at contract, the claimant can bring an action in tort to
recover for the harm done." White, 112 Idaho at 98, 730 P.2d at 1018. The tort of bad faith arises
out of insurers' "duty to act in good faith with their insureds." White, 112 Idaho at 96, 730 P.2d at
1016 (citation omitted). "If that duty is breached, instead of treating the claim as a breach of the
covenant of good faith and fair dealing under the guise of a contract claim, the Court has held that
an action can be brought as a tort claim." Robinson, 137 Idaho at 179,45 P.3d at 835 (emphasis
added).
Based upon the holding in White and Robinson, Mr. Rizzo cannot properly state a claim for
breach ofthe implied covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing. As such, Mr. Rizzo's claim for breach
of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing should be dismissed as a matter of law.
Even if Mr. Rizzo could validly assert a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing it would still fail as a matter of law because there is no coverage for either of
his claims. "[A] violation of the covenant occurs only when either party violates, nullifies or
significantly impairs any benefit ofthe contract." Idaho First Nat 'I Bankv. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc.,
121 Idaho 266, 288, 824 P.2d 841, 863 (1991) (citations and internal quotations omitted).
"[C]ontract terms are not overridden by the implied covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing." Bushi
v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 146 Idaho 764, 768, 203 P.3d 694, 698 (2009) (emphasis in original).
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2. Negligence Per Se.
Under his claim for negligence per se, Mr. Rizzo alleges Idaho Code § 41-113(2) defines
State Farm's required standard of conduct:
The business of insurance is one affected by the public
interest, requiring that all persons be actuated by good faith, abstain
from deception, and practice honesty and equity in all insurance
matters. Upon the insurer, the insured, and their representatives, and
all concerned in insurance transactions, rests the duty of preserving
the integrity of insurance.
I.e. § 41-113(2) (emphasis added). Mr. Rizzo further alleges State Farm "continuously and
grievously violated" this standard as set forth in his Amended Complaint. (See Amended Complaint,
~ 52.)
The standard ofconduct under which Mr. Rizzo seeks to hold State Farm liable is the exact
same standard of conduct expected of State Farm to avoid liability for bad faith. An insurer's duty
to act in good faith with its insureds "is beyond that which the policy imposes by itself-the duty to
defend, settle, and pay - but is a duty imposed by law on an insurer to act fairly and in .:ood faith
in dischar.:in.: its contractual responsibilities." White, 112 Idaho at 96, 730 P.2d at 1016.
Furthermore, "the insurance contract and the relationship it creates contain more than the company's
bare promise to pay certain claims when forced to do so; implicit in the contract and the relationship
is the insurer's obligation to play fairly with its insured." Id. at 98, 730 P.2d at 1018 (citation
omitted).
Mr. Rizzo's sole remedy for State Farm's alleged failure to act in good faith, deception,
dishonesty, and inequity is the tort of bad faith. It is clear that Mr. Rizzo's cause of action for
negligence per se is nothing more than an indirect attempt to hold State Farm liable for bad faith
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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without meeting the heightened burden under that tort. Therefore, the cause ofaction for negligence
per se should be dismissed because Mr. Rizzo cannot establish a valid claim for bad faith.
3. Negligent Failure to Warn.
According to Mr. Rizzo, a "special relationship existed between" State Farm and himself
because State Farm is an insurer and Mr. Rizzo is one of its insureds. (Amended Complaint, ~ 55.)
From this special relationship stems a duty of care which is amplified by the fact that the special
relationship is based on a "State Farm Insurance [sic] authored adhesion contract." (Amended
Complaint, ~ 56.) Apparently included within this duty of care is also the duty to warn Mr. Rizzo
"ofthe health hazards that the insured resident ofa home face when rainwater enters a home through
the house wall..." (See Amended Complaint, ~ 57.)
The same arguments raised by Mr. Rizzo were raised in White when the tort ofbad faith was
established in Idaho. Indeed, the tort of bad faith "is founded upon the unique relationship of the
insurer and the insured" and "the adhesionary nature of the insurance contract." White, 112 Idaho
at 100, 730 P.2d at 1020. "This special relationship justifies the recognition ofa covenant of good
faith and fair dealing." Id. at 99, 730 P.2d at 1019. As such, "there exists a common law tort action,
distinct from an action on the contract, for an insurer's bad faith in settling the first party claims of
its insured." Id. at 100, 730 P.2d at 1020.
Under White, all claims for tort damages in the insurer-insured context based upon the special
relationship between insurers and insureds must be asserted as a claim ofbad faith. Ifinsureds could
simply assert causes of action for negligence based upon the duty arising from this special
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relationship, there would have been no point in creating a special tort. That surely could not have
been the intent of the Idaho Supreme Court when it established the tort of bad faith in White.
Taking the facts alleged by Mr. Rizzo as true, the failure of State Farm to warn Mr. Rizzo
would arguably be considered a failure on the part of State Farm to "play fairly" with Mr. Rizzo in
regards to the settlement of his claim and would theoretically subject State Farm to damages under
a claim of bad faith. However, as discussed above, a predicate to a claim for bad faith is a covered
claim. Robinson, 137 Idaho at 178,45 P.3d at 834 ("Fundamental to the claim of bad faith is the
idea that there must be coverage ofthe claim under the policy.") It has already been established that
water damage - regardless of whether there was a concurrent cause - is not covered by the Policy.
There is also no coverage under the Policy for mold or fungus:
g. Fungus.6 We also do not cover:
(1) any loss ofuse or delay in rebuilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, including any
associated cost or expense, due to interference at
the residence premises or location of the
rebuilding, repair or replacement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property or
to repair, restore or replace that property; or
(b) tear out and replace any part ofthe building or
other property as needed to gain access to the
fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or
property to confirm the type, absence, presence or
6 "Fungus" is defined as "any type or form of fungus, including mold, mildew,
mycotoxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi." (Yoest Aff., Ex. A.)
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level of fungus, whether performed prior to,
during or after removal, repair, restoration or
replacement of covered property.
(Yoest Aff., Ex. A (emphasis in original).)
In addition, even ifMr. Rizzo was allowed to assert a claim for bodily injury resulting from
mold/fungus, such a claim would not be covered under the Policy:
1. Coverage L and Coverage M do not apply to:
h. bodily injury to you or any insured within the
meaning of part a. or b. of the definition of insured.
(Yoest Aff., Ex. A (emphasis in original).)
Since the creation of the tort ofbad faith in White approximately twenty-five years ago, the
Idaho Supreme Court has never recognized any duty owing by an insurer to its insured related to an
uncovered claim.7 Recognition of a duty to warn where there is no covered claim would therefore
expand Idaho law into unprecedented territory. As such, the claim for negligent failure to warn
should be dismissed.
7 It is also extremely unlikely that the Idaho Supreme Court would ever recognize a duty
to warn of the adverse effects of an uncovered claim. When the Court determines whether a new
duty arises in a particular context it looks to a number of factors, including "the extent of the
burden to the defendant and consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise care
with resulting liability for breach." Boots v. Winters, 145 Idaho 389, 394, 179 P.3d 352,357
(2008). The burden placed on all insurers to warn of possible adverse health effects from
uncovered claims would be enormous and the cost increase in insurance premiums passed on to
Idaho citizens for doing so would not justify the imposition of such a duty.
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E. Even if a Duty to Warn Could Be Recognized Where There Is No Covered Claim.
Mr. Rizzo's Claim for Failure to Warn Still Fails.
Mr. Rizzo argues that State Farm owed him a duty to warn him of "the health hazards that
the insured...faces when raninwater enters a home through the house wall." (Amended Complaint,
~ 57.) Even ifit is assumed that Mr. Rizzo's claim is valid, it only survives ifthere was a breach of
this duty, i.e., if State Farm failed to warn Mr. Rizzo ofthe alleged adverse health effects that result
from mold/fungus growing in a home following a water loss. However, the express allegations in
the Amended Complaint provide that the exact opposite occurred.
On December 29,2010, Mr. Rizzo had a telephone conversation with a State Farm agent
who "advised plaintiff that the rainwater flooding, which had occurred to plaintiffs [sic] home,
probably caused mold and/or fungus to form inside the house wall that had been penetrated."
(Amended Complaint, ~ 26.) That State Farm agent "also said exposure to mold and/or fungus could
make plaintiffs extremely ill." (ld.) Finally, in January 2011, Mr. Rizzo conducted his own research
on the health hazards associated with mold and/or fungus exposure, which "confirmed what the
agent had told plaintiffon the telephone on December 29.2010 that plaintiffcould get extremely
ill because of exposure to airborne particles of mold and or fungus." (Amended Complaint, ~ 27
(emphasis added).) According to Mr. Rizzo himself, there was no breach and his cause ofaction for
negligent failure to warn fails as a matter of law.
The fatal flaw in Mr. Rizzo's position is further exposed when the cause of his damages is
examined. It was State Farm's warning to Mr. Rizzo of the alleged adverse health effects that
actually triggered Mr. Rizzo's alleged severe emotional distress. If State Farm had not warned
Mr. Rizzo of the adverse health effects of mold/fungus, he would have remained in the dark and
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· .
would not have suffered any alleged emotional distress. In other words, the cause of Mr. Rizzo's
alleged emotional distress was State Farm's warning. State Farm cannot be liable for both warning
and failing to warn. As such, Mr. Rizzo's claim for negligent failure to warn should be dismissed.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court grant its Motion for
Summary Judgment and dismiss Mr. Rizzo's claims for: (1) breach of contract; (2) breach of the
implied covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing; (3) bad faith; (4) negligence per se; and (5) negligent
failure to warn.
DATED this ·15 day of August, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By: fi.t4 o<><~~
Jame:i%Rue, oi'theF'i
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this --d..2- day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy ofthe above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner indicated
below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
v Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
JameSD~~~
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
.: ~~3 :::
AUG 26 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH C'erk
By CHRISTINE SWEET'
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
ADDENDUM TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
ERIC VANE
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
respectfully submits this Addendum to the Affidavit of Eric Vane. On August 25,2011, State
Farm filed the Affidavit of Eric Vane in support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
The Affidavit of Eric Vane references "Exhibit A" which is a letter sent by Mr. Vane to the
Rizzos on or about May 18, 2011. Inadvertently, "Exhibit A" was not attached to the copies of
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the Affidavit of Eric Vane filed with the Court or served on Mr. Rizzo. Through this Addendum
to the Affidavit of Eric Vane, State Farm submits the copy of "Exhibit A" that should have
originally been attached to the Affidavit of Eric Vane.
DATED this 2'~ day of August, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By: ~~,----- _
Craig R. ydbUi,Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 26lk day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
~ Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
Craig R. YrbUi
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S.fI.
Proviling Insurance and Financial S8Nices
Home Office. BloomingtOll. Illinois 61710
May 18,2011
ROGER 0 AND EVA MARIE RIZZO
1583 NSUNDONN WAY
EAGLE 1083616-7028
BciIIq:nnC8de'
flOlbc437
MlnI, \VA!B327.Q437
2al377nuJ F8IIl188251 Em!
•
•
RE: ClaIm Number: 12-6044-758
Policy Number: 12·85-3574·2
Date of Loss: December 29, 2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
Thank you for allowing me to Inspect the damage to your home on May 17. 2011, In connection
with your above-referenced claim.
During our lnspectIon, Team Manager Mary Beth Aubertln and I metwith Mr. Rizzo. Mr. Rizzo
showed us the south exterior elevation of your home, in particular the location of the window
wellllNldlng to your bnement recreation room. This was located on the western portion of the
south elevation of your dwelling. We then Inspected the Interior of your home, speQftcally the
recreation room located In the basement ofyour home.
You infanned us the laminate wood floor had been removed from the recreation room following
your May 2010 loss. leaving abare concrete floor prior to the occurrence of this loss.
We discussed the facts surrounding this 101$ and you informed us that on the date of loss,
Mrs. Rizzo discovered water on the concrete floor In the recreation room. We understand it had
been raining on or about that date. You also Infonned us of a buildup of water that had
occurred in the window well of the recreation room as aresult of the rain. Additionally, you
Infonned us that you dl$C0V9red water entering your recreation room ·at the south wall and floor
intersection In the area below the windows. This location In the recreation room is below grade
approximately 3 feet below the surface of the window well.
During our Inspection, you infonned us of your concem of mold/fungus that may be in the walls
of your basement recreation room.
The facts gathered in our investigation revealed water entered your dwelling below the surface
of the ground, speclflcally at the 1I00r wallintersecllon approximately 3 feet below grade. As we
discussed, your policy specifically excludes damage resulting from water below the surface of
the ground. Additionally, your policy specifically excludes mold/fungus. There may also be
contributing factors associated with your 101$ relative to deterioration, design, and grading that
are specifically exclUded.
EXHIBIT A
SFF-RIZ 000161
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ROGER DAND EVA MARIE RIZZO
12·6044-758
Page 2
I direct your attention to your Homeowners Policy (FP-7955) as amended by the Fungus
Oncluding Mold) Exelusion Endorsement (FE-5398), which reads in part:
DEFINITIONS
"fungus- means any type or form of fungus, including mold, mildew,
mycotoxlns, spores. scents or byproducts produced or released by fUngI.
SECTION I· LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A· DWEWNG
We Insure for accidental direct physlealloss to the property described In
Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION 1• LOSSES NOT INSURED.
SECTION I· LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in
Coverage Awhich consists of. or Is directly and Immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below. regardless of whether the loss occurs suddenly or
gradually. involves isolated or widespread damage, arises from
natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of\he$e:
g. wear, tear, marring. scratching, deterioration, inherent vlee,
latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
I. settling, oraeklng, shrinking, bulging. or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
However. we do insure for any resulting loss from items a. through
m. unless the resulting loss Is itseifa Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absence of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do nollnsure for such loss regardless of: (a)
the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the losS; or
(c) whether other causes acted concurrently or in any sequence
with the exoluded event to produce the loss; or (d) whether the
event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or
widespread damage, arises from natural or external forces, or
occurs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking. rising, shilling,
expending or contracting of earth, all whether combined
SFF·RIZ 000162
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ROGER DAND EVA MARIE RIZZO
12-6044-758
Page 3
with water or not. Earth movement includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
improper compaction, sit. selection or any other external
forces. Earth movement also indudl$ volcanic explosion
or lava flow, except as speclftcally provided In SECTION I·
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do Insure for any direct loss by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the resulllng fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waVl$, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of a body or water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains. or water whic;h enters into and
overflows from Within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water which Is draiMd from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the sudace of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seep$ or leaks
through a building, sidewalk. driveway, foundation.
swimming pool or other structure.
However. we do Insure for any direct loss by fire. explosion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the resulting
loss is itself a loss Insured.
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1) any loss of use or delay in rebuilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, including any
associated cost or expense, due to Interference at
the residence premises or location of the
rebuilding, repair or repleeement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property
or to repair, restore or replace that property:
or
SFF·RIZ 000163
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Page 4
(b) tear out and replace any part of the building
or other property as needed to gain access
to the fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or
property to confirm the type, absence, presenee or
level of fungus, whether performed prior to, during
or after removal, repair, restoration or replacement
of covered property.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss consisting of
one or more of the items below. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or Indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness In:
(2) dulgn, specillcations, workmanship, construdlon,
grading, compa<:tion;
(3) materials used In construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or olf the residence
premises; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
Due to the above-cited exclusions, State Farm is unable to extend coverage for any repairs
associated with this loss.
Additionally, your date of loss was December 29, 2010. Following your submission of your
claim, we made many attempts to reach you by phone and mail to arrange a timely inspection of
your loss. While we appraclate your willingness to allow our inspection on May 17, 2011, there
was adelay of nearly liv& months from the dal& of loss and when you allowed our Inspection.
This delay represents apotential violation of your duties as a condition of insurance under this
polley. I direct you to your policy which reads in part:
SFF·RIZ 000164
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Page 5
SECTION I·CONDmONS
2. Your Duties After Loss. After a loss to which this insurance may
apply, you shall see that the following duties are performed:
b. protect the property from further damage or loss, make
reasonable and necessary temporary repan required to
protect the property, keep an aceurate record of repair
expenditures;
d. as often as we reasonably require:
(1) exhibit the damaged property;
W. do appreciate your business and want to provide you with lhe best service possible. If you
.have any addilionalinformation you wish me to consIcIer. please contact me Invnedlately at the
telephone number listed below.
Sincerely,
EricVane
Claim Representative
2083n7594
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15/774172776
co: 12·1397 ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER
SFF·RIZ 000165
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
~-.---'"SiFlLEii:ili'lM.!ClP=
SEP 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR
STATUS CONFERENCE
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
respectfully requests the setting of a status conference to set the hearing on Defendant's Motion
for Summary Judgment filed on August 25, 2011. For the convenience of the Court and the
parties, State Farm further agrees that the status conference may be conducted telephonically.
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE - 1
000759
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DATED this~ day of September, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
~~I I
By: ~~dl::-:c:~
Jamkn. LaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day ofSeptember, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy ofthe above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner indicated
below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
........... U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
Jamesq:r.'LaRue
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE - 2
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A.M. 9:</7 FILliDP.M _
SEP 28 2011
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ~1§f~_L~6~H,Clerk
DEPUTY
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO, ) Case No.: CVOCl023300
)
Plaintiff, ) NOTICE OF HEARING ON SUMMARY
) JUDGMENT AND SCHEDULING ORDER
vs. )
)
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY, )
)
Defendant. )
--------------)
A motion and memorandum for summary judgment has been filed in this case. The
Court has set it for hearing on November 17,2011, at 4:00 p.m. Pursuant to the Court's
authority under LR.C.P. 56(c), the following schedule shall apply:
a. The party opposing the motion shall file its opposing affidavits and answering briefs
within fourteen (14) days from the date ofthis order.
b. The moving party shall file any supplemental affidavits or reply briefs within seven
(7) days of the filing of the opposing brief.
NO PARTY WILL BE PERMITTED TO FILE ANY AFFIDAVITS OR
ADDITIONAL BRIEFING AFTER THE TIME PERIODS SET FORTH IN THIS
ORDER WITHOUT PERMISSION FROM THE COURT.
Dated this 2..Rf.c-day of September, 2011.
c::a;;.: -
TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
ORDER-l 000761
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this ?'b day of September, 201, I mailed (served) a true
and correct copy ofthe within instrument to:
ROGER RIZZO
1583 NORTH SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
JAMES LARUE
CRAIGYABUI
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PO BOX 1539
BOISE, IDAHO 83701-1539
ORDER-2 000762
   
                
       
  
    
   
  
 
   
   
   
 
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
:':1/.frj "1_.......=
OCT 042011
CHRISTOFHER D. RICH. Clerk
By KATHY BIEHL
Depulr
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) CVC OC 1023300
)
)
)
-------------)
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
INTRODUCTION
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Roger Daniel Rizzo, and opposes defendant State Farm's
Motion for Summary Judgment. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(d).
Defendant's motion pertains to the extensive damages which occurred at the
plaintiff's home during two severe wind and rainstorms. These severe wind and
rainstorms occurred on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010. These two
dates are over seven months apart. There were numerous wind and rainstorms
that occurred during this seven month period. However, the wind direction and
speed, along with the amount of rainfall that occurred only caused substantial
damage on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010.
1
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APPLICABLE LAW
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c) sets forth the standard for granting or
denying summary judgment motions. It provides: a •••The judgment sought shall be
rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together
with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material
fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law...".
The court must liberally construe facts in the existing record in favor of the
nonmoving party, and draw all reasonable inferences from the record in favor of
the nonmoving party. State of Idaho, et al. v. Rubbermaid Incorporated, an Ohio
corporation 129 Idaho 353, 355-356 (1996). See also Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers
Insurance Company of Idaho 145 Idaho 459, 461 (2008); Farmers Ins. Co. of Idaho
v. Talbot 133 Idaho 428, 431 (1999); Bonz v. Sudweeks 119 Idaho 539, 541 (1991).
If there are conflicting inferences contained in the record or reasonable minds
might reach different conclusions, summary judgment MUST BE DENIED. State of
Idaho, et al. v. Rubbermaid Incorporated, an Ohio corporation 129 Idaho 353, 356
(1996), see also Bonz v. Sudweeks 119 Idaho at 538, 541 (1991).
"When interpreting insurance policies, this court applies the general rule of
contract law subject to certain canons of construction. The general rule is that,
because insurance contracts are adhesion contracts, typically not subject to
negotiation between the parties, any ambiguity that exists in the contract must be
construed most strongly against the insurer." Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance
Company of Idaho 145 Idaho 459, 461 (2008).
"The BURDEN is in on the insurer to use clear and precise language ifit wishes to
restrict the scope of its coverage." Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company
of Idaho 145 Idaho 459, 461 (2008). (Emphasis added) It is always defendant's
burden of proof to establish that a specific policy exclusion does apply. Id at 461.
"A provision that seeks to exclude the insurer's coverage must be strictly
construed in favor of the insured." Id at 461.
Under these special rules, insurance policies are to be construed most liberally in
favor of recovery by the insured. The meaning of the insurance policy and the
intent of the parties must be determined from the PLAIN meaning of the insurance
policy's own words. Hall v. Farmers Alliance Mut. Ins. Co.145 Idaho 313, 318
(2008), See also National Union Fire Ins. Co. ofPittsburg v. Dixon 141 Idaho 537,
540 (2005)
2
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"This Court (the Idaho Supreme Court) has recognized a 'special relationship
between insurer and insured which requires that the parties deal with each other
fairly, honestly, and in good faith' and acknowledge the disparity in bargaining
power between an insurer and insured. Featherstone et al. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 125
Idaho 840, 843, 875 (1994) ... Policyholders purchase insurance to help protect
themselves from some of the financial consequences created by mishaps such as
occurred here. They place trust and confidence in the insurer." Weinstein, et ai, v.
Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company, et al. 149 Idaho 299, 339
(2010).
STATE FARM'S OVERALLANALVSIS
Defendant State Farm Insurance Company contends that summary judgment
should be granted on the first and third causes of action in the Amended
Complaint because plaintiff cannot demonstrate a genuine issue of material fact
as to whether there was inswrance coverage for the damage to plaintiff's home.
Defendant indirectly asserts the same argument as to plaintiff's second, fourth
and fifth causes of action.
STATE FARM'S FAILURE TO CITE APPLICABLE LAW
Unlike plaintiff, who cites only applicable Idaho law, State Farm relied almost
exclusively on Illinois, Arizona, Colorado, Washington, and Louisiana (5th Circuit)
case law as a basis for its argument concerning lack of coverage of plaintiff's
claim. Such an argument by defendant, based on these cases, is not only
incorrect, but it may also be professionally unethical.
The MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT is not based on a single Idaho case or statute on pages 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, or 16 of the motion. Additionally, only general Idaho case law is cited
on portions of pages 8 and 17. State Farm continuously cited this inapplicable
3
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case law on ten out of twenty-five pages in its motion! Defendant did this in 40%
of its written argument!
The above pages are included within the two central and vital sections of the
summary judgment motion concerning State Farm's lack of coverage argument.
Defendant relies almost solely on Illinois, Arizona, Colorado, Washington, and
Louisiana (5th Circuit) case law to support its legal contentions in these sections.
State Farm Insurance Company's attorneys must be aware that Idaho applies the
"most significant relationship test" as set forth in the Restatement (Second) of
Conflict of Laws section 145 (188) in determining the applicable law. Grover v.
Isom CRNA 137 Idaho 770, 773 (2002). See also Ryals v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins.
Co. 134 Idaho 302, 304 (2000); Seubert Excavators, Inc. v. Anderson Logging Co.,
126 Idaho 648, 651 (1995); Johnson v. Pischke 108 Idaho 397, 400 (1985).
In the Ryals case, in which State Farm was the defendant, the Idaho Supreme
Court ruled that the applicable "most significant relationship" test involved
consideration of the following factors:
(1) whether the Ryals' State Farm insurance contract was entered into in Idaho;
(2) whether the contract has been predominantly performed in Idaho; (3)
whether the location of Ryal's vehicle was in Idaho, and (4) whether Ryals is an
Idaho resident and domiciled in Idaho.
The Ryal's court held that the "aggregation of factors supports the conclusion that
that Idaho has the most significant relationship with the transaction and the
parties involved here. Idaho law was therefore applied to interpret Ryal's State
Farm insurance policy."
Indisputably, every single factor in the above test would be decided in plaintiff's
favor in the instant case before this court. A contrary argument cannot be made
as to any of the four elements. Therefore, Idaho law must be applied to interpret
plaintiff's State Farm Homeowners Policy.
It is incredibly significant that State Farm was the named defendant in the Ryals v.
State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., which was an Idaho case, yet its attorneys did not
4
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advise this court or the Pro Per plaintiff of this rule of law and test which must be
applied in Idaho before considering Illinois, Arizona, Colorado, Washington, or
Louisiana case law. Instead, defendant's counsel adamantly cites such case law as
being dispositive on the all important coverage issue in this case.
Is such conduct by State Farm's counsel against a Pro Per plaintiff in compliance
with the special relationship existing between the insurer and insured which
requires that the parties deal with each other fairly, honestly, and in good faith
and acknowledge the disparity in bargaining power between the insurer and
insured? Featherstone, et al. v. Allstate Ins. Co. 125 Idaho 840, 843, 875 (1994)
{(Insured's must be able to place trust and confidence in the insurer." This is a
legally recognized fact in Idaho. Weinstein, et al. v. Prudential Property and
Casualty Insurance Company, et al. 149 Idaho 299, 339 (2010).
It is difficult to conceive of any reason why defendant's attorneys repeatedly cited
inapplicable cases based on: (a) disparate law in other jurisdictions, (b) different
circumstances underlying the cited claims, (c) dissimilar insurers in some of the
cited cases, and (d) a total lack of evidence that the entire insurance policies were
similar in those cases to the Homeowners Policy which is the subject of this
lawsuit. It is difficult to conceive of any reason why State Farm's counsel would
not advise the court or the Pro Per plaintiff about the applicability of the {(most
significant relationship" test which is required to be applied to approximately 40%
of defendant's MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ... (ITS) MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT. It can certainly be argued that defendant's attorneys engaged in such
conduct to take unfair advantage of a Pro Per plaintiff who is not represented by
an Idaho attorney familiar with Idaho law.
It seems equally likely that defendant's attorneys relied so heavily on case law
from other states to support their coverage argument because they were fully
aware that Idaho case law would not reinforce their supposed reasoning. Idaho
case law goes much further though than simply failing to support defendant's
position in this motion. The rulings in Idaho Supreme Court cases, which are set
forth in the entire separate section above, direct that State Farm's Summary
Judgment Motion should be denied in its entirety.
5
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STATE FARM'S FAILURE TO SUBMIT AFFIDAVITS FROM EXPERT WITNESSES
Idaho Evidence Code Section 701 does not permit lay witnesses, as was every
witness who has submitted an affidavit on behalf of State Farm, to testify ((on
scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702."
Idaho Evidence Code Section 702 provides: ((If scientific, technical, or other
specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to
determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill,
experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion
or otherwise."
State Farm has declared no experts in this case. Plaintiff has declared two experts.
One of these experts has submitted an affidavit setting forth his expert opinion
concerning the cause of the damages to plaintiff's home after the May 22, 2010
and December 28 and 29, 2010 wind and rainstorms.
This aspect of the motion will be discussed in much more detail below.
PLAINTIFF'S ANALYSIS
A. THERE ARE THREE SEPARATE REASONS WHY PLAINTIFF'S HOMEOWNERS
POLICY PROVIDES COVERAGE
1. The complete HOMEOWNERS POLICY which State Farm Insurance issued to
plaintiff is attached to the affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo. There is not one, but
three different policy provisions, which establish that there is a genuine issue of
material fact which mandates that State Farm's Motion for Summary Judgment
be denied. In fact, these policy provisions will confirm at trial that defendant's
6
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insurance policy clearly covered plaintiff's May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29,
2010 losses.
The first policy provision establishing coverage is on page 7 of the policy. That
provision is quoted verbatim below.
Section 1. - LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2 provides in its entirety:
"2. Windstorm or hail. This peril does not include loss to property contained in a
building caused by rain, snow, sleet, sand, or dust. THIS LIMITATION DOES NOT
APPLY WHEN THE DIRECT FORCE OF THE WIND OR HAIL DAMAGES THE
BUILDING CAUSING AN OPENING IN A ROOF OR WALL AND THE RAIN, SNOW,
SLEET, SAND, OR DUST ENTERS THROUGH THIS OPENING." (CAPITALIZATION,
BOLD TYPE, AND UNDERLINING ADDED.)
In its Motion for Summary Judgment, State Farm never refers to this policy
provision. State Farm's attorneys never even argue that Section 1. - LOSSES
INSURED, paragraph 2 does not apply. They simply avoid all discussion of this
provision.
Instead, State Farm's counsel repeatedly uses the term "surface water" and
"water below the surface of the ground". These terms are irrelevant. They
unquestionably do not mean RAINWATER on or beneath the surface of the
ground. This fact is patently obvious from reviewing the Homeowners Policy. The
policy actually uses the word "rain", but in only ONE policy provision. That is in
the Section 1. - LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2 provision of the policy quoted
immediately above. The above provision does not say that rain water is not
covered; but rather it says the opposite. Rain water that enters through an
opening in a wall caused by the force of the wind is covered, no matter where the
penetration occurs.
The Homeowners Policy does not make the distinction that only rain water that
that is above the surface of the earth is covered; whereas rain water that is on or
below ground level is not covered. It just uses the term "rain" without any
limitation. Rain is covered no matter what depth it sinks to as long as it enters
through an opening in a wall of the house caused totally or partially by the wind.
000769
             
  
              
     
          
               
             
            
             
         
     
             
           
             
 
           
            
            
            
               
            
             
             
                 
  
             
                 
              
                
                
Miguel Arrequin v. Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 145 Idaho 459,461
(2008).
State Farm Claims Representatives similarly attempt to confuse the matter. It is
evident though that they are the only persons confused. They visited plaintiff's
home twice after the wind and rain storms which caused the extensive damages
to the home. In their denial of coverage letters, the two claims representatives
cited over 100 exclusions justifying denial but they also fail to make any reference
to the Section 1- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2 provision which sets forth that
there is coverage.
Referring to over 100 completely irrelevant policy exclusions like earthquakes,
volcanoes, and tsunamis (tidal waves) in policy denial letters is anything but using
clear and precise language as is required in the State of Idaho. Miguel Arrequin v.
Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 145 Idaho 459,461 (2008).
Moreover, these policy denial letters make it absolutely clear that defendant's
Claims Representatives had absolutely no idea what caused the damage to
plaintiff's home for which he was making the insurance claims. Not only does the
Claims Representatives' citation of over 100 policy exclusions in each claims
denial letter make the letters non understandable, but also the citations make it
completely evident that the Claims Representatives could not even guess how the
damage occurred.
2. There is a second reason why plaintiff's Homeowners Policy provides coverage
for the damages claimed. This is because of the lack of a legally applicable
exclusion in the policy.
There is unquestionably no exclusion for damage caused by wind. State Farm
admits this on page 14 of Summary Judgment Memorandum. Also critically
important, the Homeowners Policy does not exclude rain damage resulting from a
hole in the home wall caused partially, if not completely, by the wind.
This lack of exclusion means there is Homeowners Policy coverage for the
damages at issue. "The burden is in on the insurer to use clear and precise
language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its coverage." Miguel Arreguin v.
8
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Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 145 Idaho 459,461 (2008). "A provision
that seeks to exclude the insurer's coverage must be strictly construed in favor of
the insured." Id at 461.
In the LOSSES INSURED and LOSSES NOT INSURED sections of the Homeowners
Policy, the word "rain" is used only one time. That is in Section 1. - LOSSES
INSURED, paragraph 2. That paragraph was quoted above in its entirety and
directly provides for coverage of the damages underlying this lawsuit.
The word "rain" is never used in the LOSSES NOT INSURED section of the
Homeowners Policy. On page 15 of defendant's Summary Judgment
Memorandum, two paragraphs of the Water Damage exclusion are quoted and
emphasized. It is fascinating that State Farm cites these paragraphs which contain
a multitude of references, including water from tidal waves, swimming pools, etc,
etc, etc, but these paragraphs do not contain the word "rain".
Under the Idaho case law set forth above, there is not only a genuine issue of
material fact as to the legal contention that plaintiff's damages were covered, but
at trial it will be legally established. Citing inapplicable and irrelevant Illinois,
Arizona, Colorado, Washington, and Louisiana case law, as defendant does
repeatedly, does not change this fact.
3. The third and final crucial flaw in defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is
in paragraph 11 in Section 1- LOSSES INSURED of the Homeowners Policy.
Disturbingly, State Farm Insurance Company also ignores this paragraph as well in
its Motion. Section 1- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 11 provides in its entirety:
"11. Weight, of ice, snow, or sleet which causes damage to property contained in a
building.
It is additionally alarming that Defendant's claims representatives took the time
and effort to include over 100 quotations of policy exclusions in their denial of
coverage letters but they did not exert any effort whatsoever to discuss paragraph
11 in the LOSSES INSURED section. It is exceedingly difficult to place trust and
confidence in the insurer, when two of the company's claims representatives do
not burden themselves at all with such discussion or analysis." Weinstein, et ai, v.
9
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Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company, et al. 149 Idaho 299, 339
(2010).
Plaintiff's noticed the severe damage to his home on the mornings ofMay 22 and
December 29,2010. December 29 is during the winter here in Boise. May 22 is
during the spring. Unquestionably, it gets colder here at nighttime than it does
during the day. It seems almost certain that the water which flooded plaintiff's
home on December 29, 2010 fell from sky in the form of snow or sleet the night
before plaintiff noticed it and the snow or sleet transformed into water after
melting soon after it struck the earth. It also seems probable that the water which
flooded plaintiff's home on May 22, 2010 fell from the sky in the form of snow or
sleet the night before and caused damage in the same way.
Both occurrences would involve the weight of the snow or sleet after melting, at
least partially, causing damage both inside and outside ofplaintiff's home and
would be covered. The policy provision cited above says nothing about melted
snow or sleet being excluded.
Furthermore, the Homeowners Policy never specifically states that if the weight of
rain causes the damage to the home that it will be excluded from coverage. "The
burden is in on the insurer to use clear and precise language if it wishes to restrict
the scope of its coverage." Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company of
Idaho 145 Idaho 459, 461 (2008). "A provision that seeks to exclude the insurer's
coverage must be strictly construed in favor of the insured." Id at 461.
B. THE FAILURE OF STATE FARM TO SUBMIT ANY EXPERT
AFFIDAVITS MANDATES DENIAL OF THIS MOTION
As was emphasized above, State Farm has no experts in this case. Therefore, in
this litigation, defendant cannot support any position as to what caused the two
substantial floods to occur at plaintiff home. PLAINTIFF HAS TWO EXPERTS.
Therefore, plaintiff can support his position as to what caused the considerable
flooding incidents to occur on two different occasions, seven months apart. The
law is that straightforward on this legal issue.
10
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Causation of the damages sustained by plaintiff to his home is a complicated
subject. Non-experts are not qualified to testify or submit affidavits on this highly
technical subject. In substance, the State Farm employees, who submitted
affidavits in this case, are all office workers. The same is true of defendant's
attorneys. Back before plaintiff's life threatening accident over sixteen years ago,
office work was largely the type of employment in which he was involved.
What this means is that neither defendant's employees, nor defendant's attorneys,
nor plaintiff are competent to give testimony or submit affidavits as to what caused
the damages to plaintiff's home to occur.
Affidavits of experts are permitted by Idaho law when the expert's affidavit
demonstrates: (1) the expert's qualifications, (2) how the expert arrived at his
opinions, and (3) the expert's opinions. Idaho Rules ofEvidence Sections 701-705;
Idaho Code of Civil Procedure Section 26(b). This is precisely what is contained in
the affidavits of both ofplaintiff's experts.
The discussion will begin with plaintiff's first expert, Donald Flynn. What was
required in the affidavit of Mr. Flynn were qualifications that he was intimately
familiar with how houses have been entirely built for many years. Homes are
ordinarily built by general contractors. The general contractor is responsible for all
the work done at the home by the various subcontractors, for example, the
electrical, plumbing etc. subcontractors. The construction work is inspected by the
city or county agencies responsible for such construction.
Plaintiff's expert, Donald Flynn, is the president of Shadow Mountain
Construction, Inc. Over the last ten years, he and his crews have completed the
construction of approximately 450 homes. Donald Flynn has been involved as the
General Construction Contractor or in the construction field for approximately 33
years. (Affidavit of Donald Flynn)
Donald Flynn based his affidavit on an in depth observation ofplaintiff's home in
the area where the damages occurred. He also had several discussions with plaintiff
about both the May 22,2010 and December 29, 2010 incidents.
Mr. Flynn's opinion in his affidavit is that:
11
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"The damage to the Rizzo's home which occurred on May 22, 2010 and December
29,2010 almost certainly happened because of the following events. An extremely
high level of rainfall collected in a house water well. This rainfall became one to
two feet deep in the window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the side of the
home and an approximately 18 mile an hour wind blowing in the right direction
against a very large structural wall caused an opening in the wall. Large amounts of
rainfall then penetrated the wall through the opening and flooded the downstairs
floor of the home." (Affidavit of Don Flynn)
This statement by Donald Flynn is entirely consistent with the event which is
covered under Section 1. - LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2 of the Homeowners
Policy at issue. Donald Flynn's Affidavit makes it clear that wind, along with the
weight of water in the water well, caused an opening in the house wall which
resulted in flooding inside the home not once but twice during a seven month
period.
Don Flynn's Affidavit is silent on this issue, but it is simple common sense to
assume that rain in Boise in winter and fall was probably snow or sleet the night
before. Within a period of time after it strikes the ground, snow or sleet melts and
becomes water. Section 1- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 11. As a result, the
damage to plaintiff's home would be covered under the Homeowners Policy.
Even if this court is not persuaded by all these arguments concerning defendant's
lack of legally permissible affidavits on the issue of causation, plaintiff's affidavits
make it plainly clear that there is a genuine issue as to a material fact and that
State Farm is not entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Idaho Code of Civil
Procedure, Rule 56(c).·
The same is true of the broader coverage issue. Defendant has no expert on this
issue. Defendant certainly did not submit an affidavit from an expert familiar with
insurance industry standards.
In direct contrast, plaintiff has an eminently qualified expert to testify on the
coverage issue. He is Stephen Strzelec.
Stephen Strzelec was employed by State Farm Insurance Company from 1985 to
2002. The positions he held while in the employ of defendant included:
12
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1) Section Manager;
2) Divisional Claim Superintendent;
3) Claim Superintendent;
4) Property Superintendent;
5) Re-inspectorjTrainer; and
6) Claim Representative
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
While employed at State Farm, Stephen Strzelec received the following insurance
industry training:
1) Evaluating structural losses;
2) Physical damage claim supervision;
3) Supervisory skills;
4) Management skills;
5) Training for trainers;
6) Performance management standards;
7) First party coverage seminar;
8) Situational leadership; and
9 Strategic planning and many other areas.
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Mr. Strzelec's opinion testimony in his affidavit is that:
"It is my expert opinion based upon my review of these documents (including the
State Farm Homeowners Policy which plaintiff contends covers his damages), and
the conversations which I had with Mr. Rizzo that both the May 22, 2010 and
December 29, 2010 incidents in which the Rizzo's home was damaged were
covered under their State Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy as the direct force
of the wind caused an opening in the structure which allowed rainwater to enter.
The policy contains no specific language excluding this loss." (Emphasis added) In
my expert opinion, the quoting of a multitude of completely different policy
exclusions, as were contained in the June 10, 2010 State Farm Insurance
Homeowners Policy denial letter sent to Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo (the claims denial
letter for the December 29, 2010 letter was almost identical), was not motivated
by good faith, was deceptive, and was not honest as required by insurance
industry standards."
13
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To act consistent with insurance industry standards, an insurer cannot fail to
provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in the insurance policy in relation to
the facts or applicable law for denial of a claim. In my opinion, the totally
divergent conduct of the State Farm Insurance agent and claims representative in
May and June of 2010 clearly did not conform to insurance industry standards."
(Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec)
Plaintiff cannot understand how this court can still doubt his assertions on the
coverage issue. Nevertheless, at the very least, plaintiff's affidavits in this motion
make it abundantly clear that there is a genuine issue as to a material fact on the
coverage issue and that State Farm is not entitled to a judgment as a matter of
law. Idaho Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c).
C. STATE FARM'S ARGUMENT CONCERNING PLAINTIFF'S BAD FAITH CAUSE OF
ACTION FAILS FOR THE SAME REASONS
State Farm allocates one page in its MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to the subject of the
inapplicability of plaintiff's bad faith cause of action. In essence, defendant argues
once again that there was no coverage under the subject policy and therefore no
bad faith.
In direct contradiction to defendant's lack of coverage claim (which is not
supported by any applicable Idaho law), plaintiff establishes at great length
above, by prevailing Idaho case law, that there is coverage. Therefore, State Farm
breached its contract with plaintiff.
At the very least, because of the lack of defendant's affidavits on the issues of
causation and coverage, whereas plaintiff's has affidavits on both these issues, it is
obvious that there is a genuine issue as to a material fact in this lawsuit.
Consequently, State Farm is not entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Idaho
Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c).
14
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D. STATE FARM'S ARGUMENT REGARDING THE UNAMBIGUOUS NATURE OF THE
HOMEOWNERS POLICY HAS NO MERIT
Once again, instead of citing applicable Idaho law, State Farm relies exclusively on
out of state cases for support in this section. Such an argument is not only
incorrect, but it again may also be professionally unethical.
It is startling to read defendant's initial statements concerning plaintiff's state of
mind in its argument on this subject. In the first paragraph of this section, it is
stated: "
"Mr. Rizzo is not claiming that "rain" or "rainwater" entered the basement of his
home directly from the sky. Instead, Mr. Rizzo argues that the water that entered
the basement of the home was water that had accumulated in a window well,
one to two feet deep off the ground."
Defendant's argument in the above respect staggers the imagination. Plaintiff did
not say that the rainfall that entered the basement was only from or limited to
the one to two feet of rain that had built up in the window well.
Much more importantly, how would plaintiff know? Over the last sixteen years,
plaintiff has been 100% disabled. Plaintiff was never in his entire life a general
contractor. Plaintiff has never built a home.
In addition, on that day it was severely raining. Plaintiff was not about to go out to
the side of his house and dig down several feet with a shovel, alongside the home
wall for several yards, to attempt to determine how the rain entered the
basement. Such a contention is absurd.
Equally difficult to accept is State Farm's contention that irrespective of the force
of the wind, rain was excluded from coverage instantly when the rain struck the
earth or seeped into the ground. That situation is certainly not stated in Section 1,
- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 2 of the policy where coverage is provided for rain
damage. Moreover, there is not a single reference to rain in the LOSSES
UNINSURED portion of the Homeowners Policy.
15
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State Farm's argument concerning the unambiguous nature of the subject
Homeowners Policy is full of factual misstatements, citations to inapplicable law,
and policy misinterpretations. What defendant fails to do is to even acknowledge
that a coverage provision does apply when rain enters a house after the force of
the wind causes an opening in the wall of the home. Defendant also fails to admit
that the word "rain" is used in parts of the Homeowners Policy but that State
Farm fails to use the word "rain" in any exclusion. Again, "The burden is in on the
insurer to use clear and precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its
coverage." Miguel Arreguin v. Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 145 Idaho
459,461 (2008). "A provision that seeks to exclude the insurer's coverage must be
strictly construed in favor of the insured." Id at 461.
E. STATE FARM'S ARGUMENT CONCERNING PLAINTIFF'S BREACH OF THE
IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING. NEGLIGENSE PER SE.
AND NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO WARN CAUSES OF ACTION ALL FAIL FOR LACK OF
ANY LEGAL BASIS
1. BREACH OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
Other than lack of policy coverage, defendant offers no argument for its
contention that plaintiff cannot bring this cause of action. Plaintiff stated in detail
above why the damages to his home which occurred twice, seven months apart in
2010, were certainly covered. This lengthy discussion will not be repeated again
here.
In this section, what defendant has also conveniently failed to address is that the
elements of a Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
cause of action differ materially from the elements of a Bad Faith cause of action.
For the sake of example only, let us suppose that a jury determines that plaintiff
has failed to meet his burden of proof on the Bad Faith Cause of action but
nonetheless, also decides that he has established his burden on Breach of the
Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing action. If the court were now to
rule that plaintiff's bringing this latter cause of action was unnecessary, then
plaintiff will be deprived of the opportunity to prevail at trial. The prerequisites
for proving damages may vary also.
16
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Therefore, in the most fundamental sense on the above grounds, there is a
genuine issue as to a material fact in this lawsuit. Consequently, State Farm is not
entitled to a judgment as a matter of law on this cause of action in the Amended
Complaint. Idaho Code of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c).
2. NEGLIGENCE PER SE
In this section, defendant mischaracterizes the elements of Negligence Per Se as
compared to the elements of Bad Faith. They are not lithe exact same standard of
conduct" required as set forth in State Farm's MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, page 20.
Negligence Per Se requires insurer representatives to practice honesty, and treat
insureds equitably in addition to acting in good faith. Once again, only for the sake
of example, let us suppose that a jury determines that plaintiff has failed to meet
his burden of proof on the Bad Faith cause of action but does decide that he has
established his burden on Breach of Negligence Per Se action. If the court were
now to rule that plaintiff's bringing this latter cause of action was unnecessary,
then plaintiff will be deprived of the opportunity to prevail at trial. The
prerequisites for proving damages may vary also.
3. NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO WARN
A supplier of goods and services has the duty to warn recipients of the risks of
hazards which accompany the use of its products, contractual activities, or
contractual failure of activities. This is true when the supplier knows or has reason
to know that the activity or lack of activity will be unsafe even "for a few
foreseeable users" and that the recipients of such activity are not aware of the
safety hazards. Sliman v. Aluminum Company of America et al. 112 Idaho 277,
280-281 (1986). This is especially evident in litigation involving an insured against
an insurer.
In the immediate case, State Farm makes contentions in its MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT which are
difficult to believe. First, State Farm contends that the warning provided by the
State Farm agent by telephone to plaintiff on December 29, 2010 negates all legal
17
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consequences for defendant's failure to warn plaintiff beginning and continuing
thereafter on May 22, 2010, seven months earlier. Second, State Farm contends
that some passing general comments made by one of its agents on December 29,
2010 to a plaintiff, who has absolutely no medical background, is sufficient to
meet its duty to warn.
Both of the above contentions by State Farm are not correct from a legal
stand-point. Even more obvious, they are not correct from a logical standpoint.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, plaintiff requests that Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment be denied in its entirety.
Dated: 0 s4- =\ ). 01J
• I
11v tYl::: LJ o..l\iQ]-lllJ'-L..b
Roger Daniel Rizzo, In Pro Per
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
:;.11 ....--
OCT 04 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATHY BIEHl.
~
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
) CASE NO.
) CVOC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
) IN SUPPORT OF
) OPPOSITION TO MOTION
) FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
------------_.)
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. On or about August 25, 2011, defendant State Farm Insurance filed a Motion for
Summary Judgment. In the motion, defendant requested that summary judgment
should be granted as to each of the five causes of action in plaintiff's Amended
Complaint. In substance, defendant is asking the court to dismiss this entire
lawsuit.
2. There were severe wind and rainstorms which occurred in the area of plaintiff's
home on May 22, 2010 and December 28 and 29, 2010. These dates are over
seven months apart. There were also a multitude of wind and rainstorms that
occurred during this seven month period that did not result in damages to
plaintiff's house. However, the wind direction and speed, along with the amount
of rainfall which occurred caused substantial damage only on May 22, 2010 and
December 28 and 29, 2010.
1
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3. The Homeowners Policy entered into between defendant State Farm Insurance
and plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo is attached as Exhibit A to this Affidavit.
4. Plaintiff reviewed this Homeowners Policy in depth after the May 22, 2010
damages incident. Plaintiff felt certain that SECTION 1- LOSSES INSURED,
paragraph 2 in the policy afforded him coverage because he believed the damage
happened because of the direct force of the wind, blowing in the right direction,
caused an opening in the home wall through which rain entered the structure.
5. In his in depth review of the Homeowners Policy, plaintiff observed no
applicable exclusion of the damages. There is no mention of the word "rain" in
the State Farm Homeowners policy in either the LOSSES INSURED or LOSSES NOT
INSURED sections, except in SECTION 1- LOSSES INSURED, PARAGRAPH 2 which
affords coverage to the damages which occurred.
6. Plaintiff also reviewed Section 1- LOSSES INSURED, paragraph 11 in his
analysis of the Homeowners Policy. That section provides in its entirety:
"11. Weight, of ice, snow, or sleet which causes damage to property contained in a
building.
Plaintiff noticed the severe damage to his home on the mornings ofMay 22 and
December 29,2010. December 29 is during the winter here in Boise. May 22 is
during the spring. Unquestionably, it gets colder here at nighttime than it does
during the day. It seems almost certain that the water which flooded plaintiff's
home on December 29,2010 fell from sky in the form of snow or sleet the night
before plaintiff noticed it and the snow or sleet transformed into water after
melting soon after it struck the earth. It also seems probable that the water which
flooded plaintiff's home on May 22, 2010 fell from the sky in the form of snow or
sleet the night before and caused damage in the same way.
Both occurrences would involve the weight of the snow or sleet melting, at least
partially, causing damage both inside and outside of plaintiff's home and would be
covered. The policy provision cited above says nothing about melted snow or sleet
being excluded.
7. The State Farm Insurance Homeowners policy PLAINLY indicates that there
was coverage of plaintiff's damages for anyone or all three of the reasons
enumerated above.
2
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8. The June 10, 2010 claims denial letter authored by Donna Hoyne, a State Farm
Insurance Claims Representative, directed to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and his
wife is attached as Exhibit B to this Affidavit.
9. The May 18, 2011 claims denial letter authored by Eric Vane, a State Farm
Insurance Claims Representative, directed to plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and his
wife is attached as Exhibit Cto this Affidavit.
10. These claims denial letters are both five pages long. Although there is some
changing of the sequence in the two letters, they both cite almost identical policy
exclusions justifying State Farm Insurance's lack of coverage. These letters
challenge the imagination by both listing approximately 100 different policy
exclusions. Furthermore, potential causes like tidal waves and volcanoes are
cited. The insured was not aware that Boise is close enough to the ocean to be
struck by tidal waves or within the near vicinity of a volcano so that life in this
area may be subject to lava flows.
12. The Affidavit of Donald Flynn is attached as Exhibit D to this Affidavit.
13. The Affidavit of Stephen Strzelec is attached as Exhibit Eto this Affidavit.
14. Plaintiff did not say in any conversation that the rainfall that entered the
basement of his home after the May 22, 2010 or December 28 and 29, 2010
incidents was only from or limited to the one to two feet of rain that had built up
in the house window well.
How would plaintiff know what caused the entrance? Over the last sixteen years,
plaintiff has been 100% disabled. Plaintiff was never in his entire life a general
contractor. Plaintiff has never built a home.
In addition, on that day it was severely raining. Plaintiff was not about to go out to
the side of his house and dig down several feet with a shovel, alongside the home
wall for many yards, to attempt to determine how the rain entered the basement.
Such a contention is nonsense.
t'J,
Dated: 0",+. Lf ,2011.
State of IT.::h6: County of Ao,4--
Subscribed and sworn before me on (0- '1" -""'/1
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This policy is one of the broadest fonns available today, and provides you with outstanding value for your insurance dollars.
However, we want to point out that every policy contains limitations and exclusions. Please read your policy carefully,
especially "Losses Not Insured" and all exclusions.
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SECTION I • YOUR PROPERTY
COVERAGES :71B'~. • . .
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HOM6Owf'lERS POLICY
DECLARATtONS'CONTtNUED
d.
DEFINITIONS
We agree to provide the insurance described in this policy:
1. based on your paymentofpremium for the coverages·you
chose;
2. based on your compliance with all applicable provisions
of this policy; and
3. in reliance on your statements in these Declarations.
You agree, by acceptance of this policy, that:
1. you will pay premiums when due and comply with the
provisions of the policy;
2. the statements in these Declarations.are your state-
ments and are true;
"You" and "your" mean the "named insured" shown in the
Declarations. Your spouse is included if a resident of your
household. "We", "us" and "our" mean the Company shown
in the Declarations.
Certain words and phrases are defined as follows:
1. "bodily Injury" means physical injury, sickness, or dis-
ease to a person. This includes required care, loss of
services and death resulting therefrom.
Bodily injUry does not include:
a. any of the following which are communicable: dis-
ease, bacteriafparasite, virus, or other organism, any ,
of which are transmitted by any insured to any other
person;
b. the exposure to any such disease. bacteria, parasite,
virus, or other organism by any insured to any other
person; or
c. emotional distress, mental anguisfl,humiliation,
mental distress, mental injury, or any similar injury'
unless it arises out of actual physical injury to some
person.
3. we insure you on the basis your statements are true; and
4. this policy contains all of the agreements between you
and us and any of our agents.
Unless otherwise indicated in the application, you state that
during the three years preceding the time of your application
for this insurance your Loss History and Insurance History
are as follow.s~
1. Loss History: you have not had any losses, insured or
not; and
2. Insurance History: you .have not had any insurer or
agency cancel orrefuse te issue orrenew similar insur-
ance to youQr8llV~L
:1', - 2 SpS19voJ
, '-":';'~()_;. 'J 3QG"\9vo2
,?~::-;"~';; ~(:;\ '.-.:1 '~;r~r:~t;~tJbP
2. "business" mea~aimme,\ I'rofesston or occupation.
This includes f~rmi~?
. I ... ,_,
3. "Declarations" means the policy 'Deickirations, any
amended Declarations, the mostf~~newal notice
or certificate, an Evidence of Insurance form or any
endorsement ehanging :a'ri1'6f1lie$eP1l;'
:. :OAA3'/c
4. "insured" means youand,If~Gf your household:
. \~ .
a. your relatives; and': :::t
G" ~- .
b. any other person undefthe age of 21 who is in the
care of aperson desc~;above.
Under Section II, 'nsu~d~ ,l)'l9cUt~:i ,
c. with respect to animals or watercraft to which this
policy applies, the person or organization legally
responsible for them. However, the animal or water-
craft must be owned by you or aperson included in
4;!<,orc4.b,Aperson or organization using or having
cusroeyof'these animals or watercraft in the course
of abusiness, or without permission of the owner, is
notaninsu~;and
FP-7955
5. "j,
a
b
c
6.
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_ ••~ed on avehicle included in 6.a. is not amotor
vehicle;
'Ii; amot?rized ~olf cart, snowmobile, motorized bicycle,
. ~~nzed tncycl,e, aU-terrain, vehicle or any other
.: IIIiiIIIriImllar type equipment owned by an inSUred and
Y" designed or used for recreational or utility purposes
" off pUblic roads, while off an insured location. A
.:- motorized gon cart while used for golfing purposes is
" not amotor vehicle; and
'0'. '~,ny,.ve~icle, whil~ bein,g" towed bY, or carried on a.,~hlcle locl,udedln 6.a.• 6.,1?-. or 6.c.
~', when used in Section II of this policy,
means an accident, including exposure to condttions,
.~pbJesu~s in:
~, j)odily injury; or
b. damage;
~~ dilO~: ,! licy perio<;l. Repeated or continuous expo-
.: )I/t.e- t "i ' , " me general conditions is considered to be
~~~;"''1.,'"
8.)Joperty da~." means physical damage to or de-
lfuction of tangit:iIe.,l?Toperty, including loss of use of this
property. Theft or conversion of property by any insured
,]i~property damage.
9. "residence employee" means an employee of an in-
.$Ufed:.who perfOft"nS duties, including household or do-
.ro~tic services, in connection wtth the maintenance or
.,'~~'Of the ~dence premises. This includes employ-
:~t1S who perform similar duties elsewhere for you. This
does not include employees while performing duties in
connection wtth the business of an insured.
10. "residence premises" means:
a"Aite one,two, three or four-family dwelling, other
structures and grounds; or
. :b.that part of any other building;
where.you reside and which is shown in the Declara-
tions.
a. amotoriz8cUandvehicle designed for
roads or subject to motor vehicle r .
torized land vehicle in dead stora~~
location is nota motor vehicle;
~m:'
b. a trailer or semi-trailer designeEl,fomtravetoo public
roads and subject to motor ve~istration. A
boat, camp, home or utility traileNlii!ltll?&ing towed by
d. with respect to any vehicle to which this·
plies, any person while engaged in your em'.
or the employment of aperson iAclud~,in4.
5. 'nsured looatiQg" means:
frer ,r--
, inslh
pation.
myou
te that
ication
~istory
e;and
Ired or
8, any
Inotice
or any
sehold:
s in the
lich this
legally
,r water-
luded in
rhavir--
I COUi
,wner, is
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a, the residenCe premises; 
b. the part.of any other premises, other 
grounds used by you as a residence. 
premises, structures and grounds you acquire 
this policy is in effect for your use as a residen~; 
c. any premises used by you.in.;oonneotioo ,with 
premises includ.~~i~b:; ,0"'.: ;t 
"_:.,.J\]~1Q..;.J9~!UC'l:_·15 '.jJ. '-~,:' ',: .-
d. anyo~~:FlQtpwn~<by,aFllnsuredbut 
~I'lJn,suredis temporarily residing; 
e, land owned by or rented to an insured on which a 
one or two family dwelling is being constructe.d as a 
residence for an insured; 
f, individual or family cemetery plQts or burial vaults 
owned by an insured; 
g. any part of a premises occasionally rented to an 
insure.d for other than business purposes; , 
h, vacant land owned by or rented to an IIIZRlIrt:U. 
does not include farm lar:td; and 
i. farm land (without buildings), rented or hekf~.lal 
to others, but not to exceed a total of 
regardless ofthmmber of locations. 
6. "motor vehicle", when used in Section II 
means: 
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secnoNI-COV£R~G__ f.
COVERAGE A- DWaLlNG
1. DweHing. W& -cover the' cMeUingused -principally as.a
pflvate resideAeeonthe~ premIses'shown In
the Dectarations.
Dwelling includes:
a. structures attached to the-dWelling;
b. materials and supplies r¢.catedon or 8'djacent 10 the
residencepremises::f$l':l:Jse in the construction,
alteration or repair of ~pwelling or ,p,tt)~rstruclUres
on the residence~s;
c. foundation, floor slab and footings supporting the
dwelling; and
d. wall-to-wall carpetingattacl)ed to th~~~J1ing.
2. Dwelling Extension., vy~-cover,Other structures ?n the
~,pr.elni~~atated tram the dwelling by
clear space. StrUctures connected'to th~_dW~lIing by only
a fence, utility line, or similar connection ai~ considered
to be other stfUCtut:eS' ' ,
Wado nor coVerother structures:
a. not permanently attached to or otherwise forming a
part of the rea~;
b. used in whole or in part for busiaess. purposes; or
c. rented or held for rental to l\,~n.nola tenant of
the dwelling, unless.~ so~1y as a'private gafiige.
3. Properly Not Covered. We·dO not cover:
. .'
a. land, including the land necessary to support any
Coverage Aproperty; i.
b. any costs required to repJace,FEibuild, stabilize, or
otherwise r&Store thecland;.or
c. the costs of repair teehniq~designed 1O:JOmpen·
sate for or p~event land instabjlity to any property,
whether Or' ncit insured under &verage A.
COVERAGE B- PERSONAL PROPERTY
1. Property Covered. We cover personal property awned
or used by an insured whRe ~ is anywhere in the world.
This includ&s structur&s not permanently attached to or
3
otherwise'forming'a' ~'rtot'the .r~Ity. At your request, we
will cover personal property .o~wnep ..b¥. others while the
property is on the part ofthe·~ premises occu-
pied exclusively by an i~,~ ..Ai;~@quest, we will
also cover personal property own&d by a guest or a
resideJlce ....1oyee, while the property'is in any other
r.esid&nce OCEllijlied by an insured;
~~~~~~e~6e~I:~~~~~n u~a:Si=~~~~
for \Jptoi$~;OQ(hQI; 1:0% of the Coverage Blimit, which-
ever is greater. lllalimitationdoes not ClP-p1yto personal
property in a newlY' acquired principal residence for the
first 30"~ays\'affel'i~uStart moving- the proflertythere. If
the residence preitUlj8~ is a newly acquir&dprincipal
r~idence, personal.p, in your immediate past
principal r&Sidenceis~k .ect tQ this lim~ti9n for the
firsr30 'days after the' p of this pblicy.
"
Special Limits of Uabil"x" • se limits do not increase
the Coverage B limit. The~' .. I limit' for each of the
following categories is the t 'it for each ldss for all
property. in that cat~gory: .", r:;
a. $200 on money, coins and dl" including any of
these that are a partof,_ ~"lOn(llbank notes;
b. $1,000 on property used or~~f~tator'use in a
busine$$~includiAgmerchandisel'lekhssamples or
for sale Ji~'for deli)le,ry after sale, whiLe"on the resi-
dence p.r-.",ises. This coverageislirnited to$250 on
such property away from the residence premises,
" 'I 'x
Electronic data processing system equipment Qr the
r&COrding or storage media us&d with that equipment
.• is flotincitJdedamderthis coverage;
': . ';:- ," ;,-':',., 1(.;:..... , .
.c.::$:t,OOO QI\~Yr_qhecks,~shier'schecks, trav-
. 'eler's checksf~~~ers and other,n~tiable
instruments, accounts, deeds, evidences of debt,
letters of cred~, notes*rthan bank notes, manu-
'J scripts, passports and tiekets;
"IV""d. '$1,000 on watercraft of all types and outboard ~o·
,tors, including their trailers, fumishings and eqUip-
ment;
>
e. $1,000 on trailers not used with watercraft;
Fp·7955
g.
h.
i.
j.
2. Pr
a.
1>.
c.
d.
e.
1.
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recording or storage media for electronic data proc-
essing that cannot be replaced with other of like kind
and quality on the current retail market.
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f. $2,500 on stamps, trading cards and.'"
includjngany of tbese--that are apart of .
g. $2,500 fOr loss by theft of firearms;
h. $2,500 for loss by theft of silverware and
i. $s.ooo on electronic data processing s .;;.
ment and the recording or storage media U
that equipment. There is no coverage for .
ment or media while located away from th .
dence premises except when said equipm
media are' removed from the.Je8idencepremi
the pu~seof repair, servicing 0r temporary uset
insurectrsNdenfs equipmenta'Ad media are cove
while ~ce4WaY,.ffOm·home;and
j. $s.ooo on anyone article and $10,000 in the aggr~
gate for loss by theft of any rug, carpet (except
wall-te-wall carpet), tapestry, wall~hanging or other
similar article.
2. Property Not Covered. We do not cover:
a. articles separately described and specifically insuted
'in!hf&.~~1tI~f~ce;,~.~, .. ".,
b. animalt,-lJirQs or fiSh; ."c" .
c. ~ny e~gine or motor p~opelled v~hicleor mach:t'n,.,.
IncludIng the parts, designed for movement on I .
We do cover those not licensed for use on pu ,
highways whichare:"
(1) used solely to service the insured locatlow..'
(2) designed for assisting the handicapped; a
d. ~evices or instruments for the recordingqr.~
liOn of sound permanently attached to~e Or
motor propelled· vehicle. We do not" tapes,
wires,.records·Of,other mediums tha~,,' Used,
with these devices or instrumentsw~ vehicle;
:. ~::~. ~~.
e. aircraft and parts;
f. property of roomers, boa~l¢nants and olher
residents not related to an inttired. We do cover
property of roomers, boarders and other residents
related to an insured;
g. property regularly rented or held for rental to others
by an insured. This exclusion does not apply to
4
.' perty of an insured in a sleeping room rented to
others by an insured;
, perty rented or held for rental to others away from
the residence premises;
.any citizens band radios, radio telephones, radio
nsceivers, radio transmitters, radar or laser detec-
'tors, antennas and other similar equipment perma-
';nently attached to an engine or motor propelled
_ vehicle;
•., books of account, abstracts, drawings, card index
:ibe' systems and other records. This exclusion does not
apply to any recording or storage media for electronic
data processing. We will cover the cost of blank:~t books, cards or other blank material plus the cost of
'0; labor you incur for ~~::.nscribing or copying such re-
cords; or
.'NSf'
~ «'t
:«iI'
GllllERAGE C- LOSS OF USE
flddltional Living Expense. When a, Loss Insured
\' ''£uses the residence premises to become uninhab~­
able, we will cover the necessary increase in cost you
.,'amcur to maintain your standard of IMng for up to 24
·::'JTlOnths. Our payment is limited to incurred costs for the
~hortest of: (a) the time required to repair or replace the
'Premises; (b) the time required for your household to
'"settle elsewhere; or (c) 24 months. This coverage is not
reduced by the expiration of this policy.
aiE. Rental Value. When aLoss Insured causes that part
':!lUhe residence premises rented to others or held for
fental by you to become uninhabitable, we will cover ~s
fainental value. Payment shall be for the shortest time
required to repair or replace the part of the premises
rented or held for rental, but not to exceed 12 months.
This period of time is not limited by expiration of this
policy. Fair rental value shall not include any expense that
does not continue while that partof the residence prem-
ises rented or held for rental is uninhabitable.
3. Prohibited Use. When acivil authority prohibits your use
of the residence premises because of direct damage to
aneighboring premises by aLoss Insured, we will cover
anyresuning Additional Living Expense and Fair Rental
FP·7955
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Value. Coverage is for aperiod not exceeding two weeks
while use is prohibited.
We· do not'cover loss or expense due to cancellation of
alease or agreement.
SECnON I- ADDmONAL COVERAGES
The following Additional Coverages are sUbject to all the
terms, provisions, exclusions andconditiQns of this policy.
1. Debris Removal. We will pay the reasonable expenses
you incur in tile. removal of debris of covered property
damaged·by a:Loss Insured. ThiS'eJIlpef1se is included in
the~im"applyiAgto the damaged properly.
When the amount payable for the properly damage plus
the debris removal exceeds thelilTiit for the damaged
property. an additional 5% of that limit is available for
debris removal expense. This additional amount of insur-
ance does not apply to Additional Coverage, item 3.
Trees, Shrubs and Other Plants.
We will also pay up to $500 in the aggregate for each loss
to cover the reasonable expeA8eS you incur in the re-
moval of tree debris from the residence premises when
the tree has caused a Loss Insured to Coverage A
property.
2. Temporary Repairs. If damage is·caused by a Loss
Insured, we will pay the reasonable and necessary cost
you incur ·for temporary repairs to covered properly to
protect the properly from further immediate damage or
loss. This coverage <Ioes not increase the limit applying
to the properly being repaired;
3. Trees, Shrubs and Other Plants. We cover outdoor
trees, shrubs, plants or lawns, on the residenceprem-
ises,for direct loss caused by· the following: Fire or
lightning, Explosion, Riot or civil commotion,Aircraft,
Vehicles (not owned or operatedby"a r~nt of the
residence premises), Vandalism or malicious mischief
or Theft.
The limit for this coverage. including the removal of
debris. shall.notexceed 5% of the amount shown in the
Declarations' for COVERAGE A - DWELLING. We will
not pay more than·$§OO fOr anyone outdOOrtreej shrub
or plant, including'debris remova~eJpense. Thisoover-
age may increase :the limit otherwise applicable. We do
not cover properly. gFOWnfor business purposes.
5
4. Fire Depa._.._.Jt Service Charge. We will pay up to
$500 for your liability assumed by contract or agreement
for fire department charges. This meanscharges incurred
when the fire department is called to save or protect
covered property from a loss Insured. No deductible
applies to this coverage: This coverage may increase the
limit otherwise applicable.
5. Property Rem~ei'i;~efed prqperty, while being re-
moved from a"fH'.retieNI1Qange~J>V a Loss Insured,
is coveredfe~1-~ d.i~lr~sicaI10ss. This
coverase'~;t~~~perty,f~MW. to 30 days
whilaJemoyee: Wewil~also PaWOf' rB~O!lb~expenses
inclJrreabtyou for the removal andr~mofthe covered
property. This coverage does not increase the limrt ap-
plying to the properly being removed.
6. Credit.Cerd, Bank Fund Transfer Card, forgery and
Co...nttmei~Mey.. .•..
a. We will pay up to $1,000 for:
(1) the legal obligation of an inSUred to pay because
of the theft or unauthorized use of credit cards
and bank fund transfer cards iSsUed to or regis-
tered in an insured's name. If an insured has
not complied with alt tenns and condiOOns under
which the cards are i~ue.d,we do,not cover use
by an insured or anyorie·~ISg. ;, ..
--, ...... , ~
(2) lossto an insuredcausedb~tWgeryor alteration
of any check or negotiable~mstrtJment; and
(3) loss to an ,inSUred thrQugh acceptance in good
faith of coull.~deij United States or Canadian
paper currency:-
No deductible apPJ~J?this coverage.
We will not pay mor_a'nthe limit stated-above for
forgery or alteration:_mitted by anyone person.
This limit applies~ the forgery 'Or alteration in-
volves one or more instruments in the same loss.
b. We do not cover loss arising out of business pursuits
.or dishonesty of an in$Ured. .
c. Defense:
(1) We may make any investigation and settle any
claim' Or,suit that we decide ;is'appropriate. Our
obligation to defend claims Ofsuits ends when
FP·7955
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the amol:lntwepay for.the loss~'li_
liability. 30m eQli'9voO
(2) If claim is made or a suit is broug.
Insured for liability under the Credit
Fund TransferC8rd-ooverage,we
defense. This defense is at oure
sel of our choice.
(3) We have the option to defend at our e
insured or an insured's bank against .
for the enforcement of payment under
gery coverage.
7. Power~;w,ecover~ecidenta1 direct ph
loss caU$ed'd~~ifectlyt)y'a'chilnge off
ture WhiCff~~!fiOn; power inferruption that tal<
place on the residence premises. The power mterru'·
tion must be caused by a Loss Insured occurring on~_
residence premises. The power lines off the~
premises must remain energized. This coverage do~.
not increase the "mit applying to the daillaged propertY.
8. Refrigerated ProductS. Coverage B is· extended to
cover the contents of deep freeze or refrigerated units on{
the residence premises for loss due to power failure or
mechan~1 failure. If mechanical failure:or power failure.·
is known to you, all reasonable means must be used ~9
protect the property insur.e<J from fuftnerdamage or this
coverageisvoid. Power failure Ofmethamcal failure shalt
not include:
a. removal of aplug fronran electrical outlet; or
b. tuming oft an electrical switch unless caused by a
Loss Insured.
This coverage :does'not increase the limit applying to the-
damaged property.
9. Arson Reward. We will pay $1 ,000 for information which
leads to an arson corwiction in connection with afire loss
to property GOvered by tf:lis policy. This coverage may
increase the limit otherwise applicabte. However, the'
$,1,OOOlimtt shall not be increased,regardless of the
numbaro! persons providiaginformation.
10. Volcanic Action. We cover direct physical loss to a
covered building or coveJedproperty contained in a
bui\ding:resulting fromthe.eroptionofa v01cafilo when the
loss is directly and immediately caused by:
6
z::.. ... nic blast or airborne shock waves;,'> ~,dustor particulat. matter; or- va flow.~. '..... will alSO. P8.y f.or the remov.al of tha.t. ash, dust or. rticulate matter which has caused direct physical loss.. covered building or covered property contained in a. ilding. . .
·<Jne or more volcanic eruptions that occur within a 72·
hour period shaJlbe considered one volcanic eruption.
This coverage does not increase the lim~ applying to the
damaged property.
f¥.potlapse. We insure only for direct physical loss to~ covered property invoMng the sudden, entire collapse of
1 _~ building orany part of abuilding.
Collapse means actually fallen down or fallen into pieces.
It does not include settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging,
~~~all$ion, sagging or bowing.
\'~e collapse must be directly and immediately caused
only .by one or more of the following:
a. perils described in SECTION I· LOSSES INSURED,
COVERAGE B • PERSONAL PROPERTY, These
perils apply to coveredbuilding and personal property
for loss insured by this Additional Coverage;
b. hidden decay of asupporting or weight·bearing struc-
tural member of the building;
c; hidden insector vermin damage to astructural memo
. ·b'et'Of the building;
d. weight of contents, equipment, animals or people;
e. weight of ice, snow, sleet or rain which collects on a •
roof; or
j. use of defective material or methods in the construe-
'. tiOn (includes remodeling or renovation) of the build-
ing, rt the collapse occurs during the course of the
construction of the building.
Loss to an awning, fence, patio, pavement, swimming
pool, underground pipe, flue, drain, cesspool, septic tank,
foundation, retaining wall, bulkhead, pier, wharf or dock
is not included under items b., c., d., e. and 1. unless the
FP·7955
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loss is thecdirect and ldiat& cause of the collapse of
the building.
This coverage does not increase the limit applying to the
damaged property.
12. Locks, We wilL~y th.e reason~:~en~ you incur
to re*evJockson exterior doQl$,.Qt.,thedwelling located
on the residence premises, Wil'9"n the keys to those
locks are apart of acovered theft loss.
No deductibleappUes to this ClQYerage.
INFLATION,COVERAGE
The limits of liability shown inU,l.e,~"'lltion~ for ,Cover-
age A, COverage B and, ~en .~))\te. OptiOn 10 will be
increased at arne rate as the increase in the Inflation
Coverage Index shown in the Declarations.
To find the limits on agiltendate:
1. divide, ttle Index 01) th,~tdate by'the Index as of the
effective dat~-cfthis.ln~tion Coverage prov~ion; then
2. muniply the resuning factor by the limits of liability for
CoverageA,Cov~"~tion 10 separately.
~~~~~itssh~~a~~~~~~~~~~uc~ to less than the
If during thet~oUhis policy the Covefa.~A!imit~f liability
is changf;ld.aWQurrequest, the effective date of.this Inflation
Coverag~pr{)Vision is changed to coincide with the effective
date Qf.$uchchange.
SECTION I - LOSSESBURED
c.
11. Wei
prO!
1a.Fall
arty
wall
Dan
6. Vehicle,s, meaning impact 'by~a v~hiQi~~ "
7. ~moke, meaning sudden and acqidental damage from
smoke.
This peril does not include loss caused by smoke from
agricultural smudging or industrial operations.
8. VandaIiSlJl·or~cjpus mi~iefrmeanin.9 only willful
andmaljcjous darpag,e to or~.ofproperty.
9. Theft, including attempted theft and loss of property from
aknown location wtwQ ttis probablet\'latthe praperty has
been stolen. . ..
This peril does no(~: .'
a. ~~; a .Q~~~~i-precious stone~ .. ;:.
--b. loss caused by theIti '{~(' .
(1) committed by aniliured or by any other- person
regularly residing·~e insured location. Prop-
erty of a student wDo:,is an insured·is covered
,·while located at a reSidence away. #Om home, if
the theft is oommittedibyaperson who is: not an
insur~;
(2) in or toa-dwetling under COO$lrUCtion or ofmate-
r1alsandsupp~esfor use in theconstJ:uction until
the dwelling is completed and occupied; or
COVERAGE·A· DWELUHIS '
We insure for accidental dife<:t physical loss to the property
descJ;Ped~n;~e At ~cept asprovidediA,iiCTJON I •
LOSSES NOT INSURe,>-
COVERAGES ·.pERSONAl PROPERTY
We .~~re for accidental. direct p~ysical loss to property
described. ill Coverage B. causeqby the following perils,
except as provided in SECTIONI· LOSSES NOT INSURED:
1. Fire or lightning.
2. Winds~orm or hail. This ~I;~ not include loss to
property contained in a buildi'19 caused· by rain, snow,
sleet, sand or dust. This limitation does not apply when
r\( tire direct force of wind ~r :hail .damages the buildingcausing an opening in a roof or w~II;~ th~ ra.. in, snow,sleet; sandor dust enters through1h1S openIng.
. ,
This peril inchJdes loss to watercraft of all types and their
trail~,. fumishings, equipment, and outboard motors,
.~rylyWhile inside afully enclosed bUilding.:
3. Explosion.
4. Riot or civil commOtion.
5. Aircraft, jn~ing self-propelled missiles and s~ace·
craft.
7 FP·7955
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(3) fromthe.Partof.aresi~"
others: .. .;''''<t,e-beeu~3, ":
(a) caused by atenant,
househokl, or the tena
(b) of money, bank notes, bu _
ware, silver, silverware, pe'
num, coins and medals; ., ~
{ckohecurities, checks, cashier's'
eler's checks, money orders aooa
tiable instruments, accounts,',
,ewrencesClf debt, letters of, credit,<·
.rthan 'batik notes, manuscripts,
pcms~., tickets and stamps; or
(c!) of jewelry, watches, fur garments and gar-
ments trimmed with fur, precious and semi·
precious stones;
c. loss caused by theft1hat occurs away from the resi-
dence,premises of:
(1) prope!W:while at any other residence owned,
rent~,_,<>~;.'.:U."Pied.. by an ih.SU.,~, exceptwhile~ "'temporarily residing there.Pro"eftY:'a" . ·~is aninsur.ed is cov-
erechYhile at ares~~yfromhome;
'.i;.:'.
(2) watercraft of all types, including theirJumishings,
equipment and outboard motors; or
(3) trailers and campers designed to be pulled by'0l'
carried on avehicle.
If the residence premises is a newly acquired prin-
cipal residence, property in the immediate past prin-
cipal residence shall not be considered proper\)'
away from the residence premile& for the first 30
days after the inception of this policy.
10. F.alling objects. This peril does notinelude loSS to pr~
" , arty contained-in abuilding.unless,th~roof or an exte~
wall of the building is first damaged by a falling obj~
Damage to the falling object itself is not included.
11. Weightof ice, snow or sleet which causes damage to
property contained in abuilding.
8
II.
;. .';<. ' .,'.',-.'j~ma;,~~a~I~~~f~g~r~:a~~~~=~~~;~i~~~e~
\) ". ,matlc fire protective spnnkler system, or from
'. ,ahousehold appliance.
"'is peril does not include loss:
a. to the system or appliance from which the water or
.~ steam escaped;
09<lP. caused by or resulting from freezing;
"-c. caused by or resutting from water or sewage from
~'. outside the residence premises plumbing'system
31(.':.· that enters through sewersor (Jrains, or water which
~ enters into and oveTflowsfmmwithin asump pump.
~; sump pump well or any other system designed to
remove subsurface water which is drained from the
,., __ foundation area; or
~:I~
d, caused by or resulting ffom continuous or repeated
seepage or leakage of water or steam which occurs
iJ lover a period of time and results in deterioration,
S 10 corrosion, rust, mold, or wet or dry rot.
~and accidental tearing asunder, cracki~g,
:3t1flWmingor bulging of .a steam or h~t ~ater heati,ng
~i an air conditioning, or, automatIC,f,re protectIve
,~kleft,system, or an appliance for heatIng water.
This peril does not include loss:
a. caused by or resutting ,from freezing; or
b. caused by or resutting from continuous or repeated
seepage or leakage of water or steam which occurs
over a period of time and resutts in deterioration,
corrosiolF, rust, mold, or wet or dry rot.
14. Freezingof aplumbing, heating, air condijioning or auto-
matic fire protective sprinkler system. or of ahousehold
appliance.
This peril does not inclu~e loss on the resid,ence pre,m·
lses while the dwelling IS vacant, unoccupied or being
Constructed, unless you have used reasonable care to:
a. maintain heat in the building; or
b. shutofftne water supply and drain the system and
app1ial'lces of water.
Fp·7955
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,SECt1ON I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
15. Sudden and accick damage to ~Iectrical appli-
ances, devices, fixtures and wiring from an increase or
decrease of artificially generated e~1 current. We
will pay up to $1,000 under this peril foreach damaged
item described above.
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described
in Coverage Awhich consists,9f, or is directly and imme-
diately caused by. oneor ~Gfthe perils listed in items
a. through n. below, regardlEtss of whether the loss occurs
suddenly or gradually, illvOiwes iSOlated or widespread
damage, arises from natural Qf' external forces, or occurs
as are$ultof any combinatiP~,:o~ese:
a. collapse, except as specifically provided in seC·
TlON I • ADDmONAL COVERAGES, Collapse;
b. freezing of a plumbing, heating, air conditioning or
automatic fir.e protective sprinkler system, or of a
household appliance, or by discharge, leakage or
overflowtrom \vithinthesystemor appliance caused
by freezing. This 6l<clusion only applies while the
dwelling is vacant, unoccupied or being constructed.
This exclusion dOes notappty if you have used rea-
sonable care to:
(1) maintain heat in the building; or
(2) shut off the water supply and (kain:1he system
and appliances otwater:::
c. freezing, thawing, pressure or weight of water or ice,
whether driven by wind or not, to a swimming pool,
hot tub orspa, including their filtratiOn and cirCulation
systems, fence, pavement, patio, foundation, retain-
ing wall, bulkhead, pier, wharf or dock;
d. th~jiioHo a dwelling. uQ:der construction, or of~ierials arid supplies fcjr uSe in the construction,
until the dwelling is cOmpleteo and occupied;
e. vandalism or malicious niischief or breakage otglass
aad safety glazing matelials:itthe dwelling :hasbeen
vacant for more than 30 OOASeCutive days· immedi-
ately before the loss. Adwelling:being constructed is
not considered vacant;
9
16. BreakagE lass, meaning damage to personal prop-
erty. caUS8\l uy breakage of glass which is a part of a
building on the residence premises. There is no cover-
age for loss or damage to the glass.
f. contirwous or repeated seepage or leakage of water
or ste'lJnJfOm,a;~'·~li'~'O,._<.
. .:.::;f " ! )~) ':':ffi~1.t~ q
(t),he~i~c~of)\n9J'f.-~ql!laticfire protec-
tive sprinkler system;
(2) household appliance; or
(3) plumbing sx~tem, including from, within or
.around any showerstaU, shower bath, tub instal-
lation, or other ifluRtBing"fixture. including their
waJl~,.~~in.~,Q~!IQP~; ..'
which occurs over aperiod df'iirite: IHoss to covered
property is cau~ by water or ~eam not otherwise
excluded,w will cover the cost of tearing out and .
replacing any parlofthe building necl;l$S8ry to repair
the system or appliance. We do not cover loss to the
sy~tem or appliance from/fihich the water or steam
escaped; -
, ..!'. ","-.,
g. wear, tear, marring, scratc~lrl9~J$eteriOration, inher-
ent vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
h. corrosion, electrolysis or rl,lst;
i. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
j. contamination;
k. smog, smoke;from agricultural smudging or industrial
operations;
I. settling, cracking,stmnklAg,'bulging, or expansion of
pavements, patios:f~on, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings; ...
-.
m. birds, vermin, rodents, insects, or domestic animals.
We do cover.thebreakage-ofgltssorsafety glazing
material which is apart of a building, when caused
by birds, vermin, rodents, insects or domestic ani-
mals; or
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:,-:tt. N~ Hazard, meaning any nuclear reaction, ra·
a3£J/ oiitkln, orradioactive contamination, all whether con·
.20W trolled or uncontrolled or however caused, or any
consequence of any of these. Loss caused by the
nuclear hazard shall not be considered loss caused
~,tc. by fire, explosion or smoke.
However, we do insure for any direc.t loss by lire
r.ecsl:llting from the nuclear haz.ard, provided the result·
ing tire loss is itself aLoss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss con·
sisting of one or more of the items below. Further, we do
not insure for loSS described in paragraphs 1. and 2.
immediately above regardless of whether one or more of
the following: (a) directly or indirectly cause, contribute to
or a{lgravate the loss; or (b) oecur before, at the same
time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
a. conduct, act, failure to act, or decision of any person,
, " group, organization or governmental body whether
~t intentional, wrongful, negligent, Qr without lault;
~Uf~~~surface water which is drained from the foun·
dation area; or
_Ilwater be~ow the surface of the ground, inclUding
" •. " 'water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
_~~ through a building, sidewalk, driveway, founda-
tion, swimming pool or other structure.
,
,,!;iowever, we do insure for any directloss by fire,
explosion or theft resulting from water damage, pro-
vided the resulting loss is itself a Loss Insured.
(- IJ-G.l Neglect, meaning neglect of the insured to use all
reasonable means to save and preserve property at
. .1 and after the time of a loss, W when property is
gnib" endangered.
e. War, including any undeclared war, civil war, insur-
rection, rebellion, revolu~ion, warlike act by amilitary
force or military personnel, destruction or seizure or
use for amilitary purpose, and inclUding any conse-
quence of any of these. Discharge of a nuclear
weapon shall be deemed a warlike act even if acci·
, :1,;; dental.
_..... n. pressure from· or.~~fijJ:>@r plant i4:
oj, roots. ',n; \iV, ••
However, we do insure for arty
a. through m. unless the resuking.
Insured by this Section. O'
2. We do not insure under any coverage~:
would not have occurred in the abseooe,
of the following excluded events. We do ri
such loss regardless of: (a) the cause of the
event; or (b) other causes of the loss; or (c) whe
causes acted concurrently or in any sequence.
excluded event to produce the loss; or (d) wheth .
event occurs sudden1y,o, gradually, involves isolat
widespread damage, arises from· natural or exte' .
forces" or occursas aresuk of any combination of these:
a Ordinance or Law, meaning enforcement of any ~
ordinance or law regulating the constr\Jction, repair";j
or demolition of abuilding or other structure.,:
I"'-!
, _.?·t~i~.~; :nt~~B~eofi~~~:~in~:~::
'b~~ combined with water or not. Earth movement in-
cludes but is not limited to earthquake. landslid@.
mudflow, mudslide, sinkhole, subsidence, erosion ",.
movement resulting from improper compaction, s·
selection or any other extemal forces. E~ , ' .
ment also includes volcanic explosion or lava
except as specifically provided in SECllON I
DfOONAl COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
~~::~~,~~~~:s~~~~~e~~Yp~~~::.
ing fire loss is .itself a Loss Insured. ..;.C,', . ::~
c. Water Damage, meaning: :, ~' :.:
(1) f1o?d,sUffae.e,water, waves, tidal.~unami;
seicAe, overflow of abody of wB'WI_ray from ,',
any of these, all whether drive~d or not;
(2) water or sewage fromout$" -~ residence
premises plumbing syste,. ',"ters througb",
sewers or drains, or water'~' :enters into and,
over1lows from within a~~ump,sump pump",
well or any other s~~tJt .Qesigned to remove
'SSto covered
not otherwise
aring out and
)Sary to repair
ver loss to the
ater or steam
ersonal prop-
is a part of a
e,is no cover-
kage of water
lic fire protec-
m, ~n or
lth, . Istal-
ncluding their
:>ration, inher-
reakdown;
19 or industrial
rexpans~n of
loors, roofs or
estic animals.
safety/~Jng
when ,ed
domestic ani-
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b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fau~ or unsoundness
in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, stting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanShip, construc-
tion, grading, compaction;
(3) materialsused in construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
Of anypr_.. ~..y (including land, structures, or im· i
provements of any kind) whether on or off the resi-
"'ce premises; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items
a., b. ande. unYeS5ther-esulting loss is·ttself aLoss Not
Insured bythis'seotiOri.
SEcnON I· LOSS SETTLEMENT (4)
(5)
b. W
th
n<
It
S
CQVERI
1. 81 ·1
a. V
c,
.e
i
(2) until actual repair or replacement is completed.
we will pay only.theactual cash value at the time
of the loss of the damaged part of the property.
up to the applicable limit of liability shown in the
Declarations. not to exceed the cost to repair or
(4) we will not pay for increasedcQSlSresultingfrom
enforcement of any ordinance or law regulating
the:eonstruction, repair or demolition·of abuilding
or oJher structure, except as provided under Op·
tion OL • BUilding Ordinance or Law Cover·
age.
.(- i; '.. :,
b. V{PO~\~flq9$i w..e will pay the ;ac~IJClI ca~h value at
.thebrn~ ,Of loss. fOf loss or damage to wood fences.
not to exceed the limit of liability showninJhe Decla·
rations for COVERAGE A . DWELlING EXTEN·
,stON.
2. A2, -ReP1ace_CQst Loss Settlement· I
COl1lfJlon CoristrUclion:., ,.. I
a. We wiUp~the cost,~~~.·~:~rreplaceWithcom~n I
C'MStructiGn and for~e:use on the ;premises I
shown in theDecI_~'91l., the damaged part of the !
~~9\;l,f!ay coveredvoqer SECTION I· COVERAGES.
COYERA(,;e A • OWELLlNG, except for wood
fences, subject to the following:
(1) we will pay only for repair or replacement of the :
dan"lapti;part of the property with common con·
struct1on~{\",,"i~es and materials commonly
.used by th6'~bUilding trades in standard new
construction. We. will not pay the. cost to repair or
replace obsol;~~"Clntiqlie or custom construction
with lik~ kind andquality;
Only the Loss Settlement provisions shown in the Declara·
tions apply. We will settle covered I'lropertyfossesaccording
to the following.
COVERAGE A • DWELUNG
1. A1• RepJecement CosH,'O$8 Seutement •
Similar Ccmstruction.
a. We will pay the cost to repair or replac-e with similar
construction and for the same use on the premises
shown in the Deelal'ations, the damaged part of the
property ooveredunder SECTlONI·COVERAGES,
COVERAGE A • DWELLING, except for wood
fences, subject to the following:
(1) until actual repair or replacement is completed,
we will pay only the actual cash value at the time
of the loss of the damaged-part of the property,
up to the applicable limit of liability shown in the
Declarations, not to exceed ttJecost to repair or
replace the damaged part of the property;
(2) when the'repair or replaoetn¢t'js,aetually com·
pleted; wewillpaytheCQ~~addition.al amount
yo~ actually 8Ii~"n~tpend to repair or
repiaee the damasea''Pirtofthe:property, or an
amountup to1heEippliCable HiTlitofli8bilityshown
in the OecIarations, whiehever is·less; ~
(3) to receive any additionalpayments on areplace-
ment cost b,asis, you muSt· COmplete the actual
repair or replacementof the damaged part of the
property within two years after the date of loss,
anq notify us within 30 days after the work has
been completed; and
11 FP-7955
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(3) property not useful for its intended purpose.
zl"HClW;6ver,we will not pay an amount exceeding the
g~·;~.rnallest of the followjngfor items a. and b. above:
(1) our cost to replace at the time of loss;
ym.. (2) the-full cost of repair;
9"
.(3). any special limit of liability described in the policy;
or
(41 any applicable Coverage Blim" of liability.
.22("
_1··-Depreeiated·LO$S Settlement.
atf ~'. We will pay the cost to re.pair or replace less depre-
ciation at the time of loss for property covered under
iC'SECTlONI-COVERAGESi COV.ERAGE B- PER·
SoNAlPRGPERTY, except for property listed in
item b. below.
b. We will pay market value at the time of loss for:
(1) antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar
articles which bytheirintierent nature cannot be
replaced with new articl~;
(2) articles whose age or history contribute substan-
tially to their Valtleipcluding, but not lim"ed to,
memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; and
(3) property not useiul for its intended purpose.
1(J9itj~1(l!V; actually and'necessarily spent torepair or replace
tF :s\>the property; and
:,(3) if property is not repaired or replaced within twoa..
J , years after the date of loss, we will pay only the
cost to repair or replace less depr~iation.
• '.') ."fItolwe will pay ma~et value at the time of loss for:
. (1) antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar
8l(j(" articles which by their inherent nature cannot be
.\*€replacedwith new articles;
(2) articles whose age or history contribute substan-
tially,to their value including, .but not limtted to,
memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; and
reptace 'the damaged pan"~~property iJS
described in a.(1) above; 'oW,,10 S~
(3) When the repair or replacet'lli••
pleted as described in a.(1} a
the covered additional amount
necessarily spend to repair or rep'
aged part of the property, or an a
applicable limit of liability shown in .•
tions, wt:lichever isless;
1. B1 - Limited Replacement Cost Loss'Settlement. '
a. W.e Willl?a...Yt.h.e .. cost to repair orreP.lclcel.•....•.•.....covered under SECnON1· COVERAGES, C
AGE B- PERSONAl PROPERTY, except f·"
arty listed in-it$Tl:Q. below;subjecttothe f. ;
." -.\f'-- ,t/f
(1) until repair or replacement is completedi:W8"wi1!
pay only the cost to repair or replace:less-de~r~
ciation;
(Z) after repair or replacement iscomple~We ~
pay the difference between the cost;f6'ire~lfir or
.replace le$$ depreciation andthefQ$t.you ~ave
'j ,.
(4) totAA~eanY,addition~ payments on
merifoostbasis, you must.complefe the
repair or replacement of the damaged pa c,
pEoperty .within.two years. atter the date:of
,and notify us within 30 days after the work'.
been completed; and
(5) we will not payfor increasedQ9$ resulting frqin
enforcement of any ordinance or law regulatiJ
the construetion, repairer demOlition of abUildiRg
or other structure,except as proVieed under op.
tion OL - BUilding Ordinance or Law Cover-
.Jj8l••o\t~ riO;11'u "' •.:--'
b. ~~~c~v: ~3f~I~=:~
not to exceed the limit of liabilitysMWh in the D;i:
rations for COVERAGE A • DWEU.ING EXTEN-
SiON. a
COVERAGE B" PERSONAL PROPeRlY ,.~A
mt·
II ca~ll value at ,
) WCXl,<J,'fences, '
tn irtthe Decla-
.LiNG EXTEN·
:ewittlcommon
'n the ;premises
~ged part of the ,
COVERAGES, ;
ept for wood'
sresulting from
'law regulating
ionof abuHding
id~erO~
)r"f :over-
I
Jetures, or im· ~
or off the resi- f
I
ass from items I
se~ atoss Not
acement of the
hcommon con-
ials commonly
standard new
:ost to repair or
)m construction
t is completed,
alue~time
)f the erty,
ty shown in the
;ost to repair or
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SECTION I • CONDITIONS
(4) any app"cable Coverage BIimtt of Iiabiltty.
(4) produce employees, members of the insured's
hou$6hold or others.for. examination under oath
to the extent it is Withjnthe insured's power to
do so; and ",',
e. submit to us, within 60 days after the loss, your
signed, swom proof of loss which sets forth, to the
best of your knowledge and belief:
(1) the time and cause of loss;
(2) inteJest,eLth~in~~~~a,lbottlelSin the prop-
ertyinv;Ql¥ed~d.all eneumbrances on the prop-
erty;
(3) other insurance which may cover the loss;
(4) changes in title or occupancy of the property
during the term of this policy;
(5) specifications of any damaged building ,and de-
tailed estimates for repair of the damage;
(6) an inventory ofdamaged,orslolen personal prop-
erty described in 2.c.;
(7) receipts for additional living expenses incurred
and records supporting the fair rental value loss;
and.
(8) evidence or affidavit supporting aclaim under the
Credit Card, ~kFund Transfer Card, Forgery
and Counterfeit Money coverage, stating the
amount and cause of loss.
3. Loss to aPair or set. In case of loss to apair or set, we
may elect to:
a. repair or replace any part to restore the pair or set to
its value before the loss; or
b. pay the difference between the depreciated value of
the property before and after the loss.
,
..
,
,
However, we will not an amount. exceeding the
smallest of the following Ivr items a. and b. above:
(1) our cost to replace at the time of loss;
(2) the full coslof repair;
1. Insurable InteJestand Umit of<UaBility. Even ij more
thanone person has an insurableiRterest in the property
covered, we shall not be liable:
a. to the insured for an arnou'nt':greater than the in-
sured's interest; or ' ,
b. for more than the applicab1Etlirnit of liability.
2. Your Duties After Loss. After a loss to which this
insurance may apply, you shal('see that the following
duties are performed:
a. give immediate notice to us or our agent. Also notify
the police if the loss is caused by theft. Also notify the
credtt card company orbal1k if the loss involves a
credit card or bank fund transfer card;
b. protect the property from further damage or loss,
make reasonable and necessary temporary repairs
required to protect the property, keep an accurate
record of repair expenditures;
c. prepare an inventOfY'ofdamagedor stolen personal
property. Show in detail the 'quantity, description,
age, replacement cost and amount of loss. Attach to
the inventory all bills, r~ipts and related documents
that substantiate the figures in the inventory;
d. as ofteJl as weJ~nab~~ reqllire:
:, > ',' '.- ':". I;y_"
(1) exhiM the damaged prope'rty~
(2) provide u~.,with records and documents we re-
quest an~,:permit us to m~e copies;
(3) submit to ,and subscribe, while not in the pres-
ence of any other insured:
(a) statements; and
(b) examinations under oath; and
(3) any
or
iallimit of liabilitydescribed in the policy; I 94'~A)tYI
IGss,
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~;;Appraisal.1f -- ~
~. loss, either~ne -
be set by appraisaL--
appraisal, each shall sel
appraiser. Each shall notify
identity within 20 days of receipt
The two appraisers shall then sel
; _ tjal umpire. If the. two appraisers are.
. (: ~n umpire Withiri'15 days, you or w!;)\.
acourt of record in the state where ,he-
ises is Iocated·to seIeet an 'Umpire..The: _
then set the amount of the loss. If the apprai ___
awritten report olan agreement to us, the amb'
upon shall be the amount of the loss. If the apfl~ _'.
to agree within areasonable time, they shall submit
differences to-the ai'npire. Written agreement signed by
any two of these three shall set the amount of the loss.
Each!lP~W~~$hallbe.pajd by the pa.rty selectin91tha!
apprai~r,.. ,Qttler:expensesof tile appratsaland the corR:
_pensatiori of tl:teumpire shall be paid equally by you and
us.
5. Other Insu~n.ce. If a loss coveredby·th's policy isals0
- covered by other insurance, we willpayonlyour share.
the loss. Our share .is the proportion of the loss that tI\t
applicable limit underthis po.licy bears to tile totalamo~
. _of insur~n~~.~~er.i~~}~e loss;" .
..,:.. .. :-··;;'.'=1;:_ 1"..' .• '.' -. • ..••
6. SuitA~.~.ion1SlllaiH)e.ilroughHJnless the...
.has beencqmpliance with the policy provisions. The
";:'attibn~ri1Ustbe started within one year,after the date of
loss or damage. - >'
7. Our Option; We -may repair or replace any part of the
property damage,cl or stolen with silJl)lar:pl'Qperty./~RY
property y.'epay for or.replace beComes our property.~
8. Loss PaymentWe wtll adjust all losses with yOlt.We wiR
pay you unless some other person is named in the j)oliOf
or is legally entitled to receive payment. -Loss wilt_~
payable 60 days after we receive your proof Of loss~
a. reach agreementw~h you;
b. there is an entry of a final-judgment; or
c. there is afiling of an appraisal award with us.
9. Abandonment of Property. We need not accept-8JV1
property abandoned by an inSUred.
~":Clause. The word "mortgagee" includes trus-
'tee.
eirlfA amortgagee is named in this policy, any loss
~ayable under Coverage Ashall be paid to the mort-
. _ gagee and you, as interests appear. If more than oneJ3ti- mortgagee-iS named, the order of payment shall be
,- the same as the order of precedence of the mort-
~~,£ gages.
e-If we deny your claim, that denial shall not apply to a
A. ' valid claim-ot the mortgagee, if the mortgagee:
.. " .
'Ct" (1) notnies us of any change in ownership, occu-
pancy or substantial change in risk of which the
mortgagee is aware;
(2) pays on demand any premium due under this~~i; policy, if you have not paid the premium; and
noll' (3) submits a signed, swom statement of loss within
XE" 60 days after receiving notice from us of your
lne failure to doso. Policy conditions relating to Ap-
~ttH praisal, Suit Against Us-and Loss Payment apply
to tl1e rTl6I'tga~e.
lC :9:llt\'li~ policy is cancelled by us, the roort.gageeshall
ns k:_';~ Rotified at least 1Qdays bef~re the date cance.lla-
ansefl' tioD tak~ effect. Prootof mailing ~Aall be proof of
-mE I.. -notice,
as:}d, If we pay the mortgagee for any loss and deny
paymentto you:
(1) we are subrogated to all the rights of the mortga-
gee granted under the mortgage on the property;
or
(2) at our option, we may pay to the mortgagee the
whole principal on the mortgage plus any accrued
interest. In this event. we shall receive a full
aSSignment and transfer of the mortgage and all
securitiesheld ascoUateralto the mortgage debt.
-I':
e. Subrogation shall not impair the right of the mortga-
gee to recover the full amount of the mortgagee's
lL claim.
11, No Benefit to Bailee. We will not recognize an assign-
,;]"cment -or grant coverage for the benefit of a person or
2fkorganizatiori holding, 'storing or transporting property for
Fp·7955
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a fee. This applies dless of any other provision of
this policy.
12. Intentional Acts. If you or any person insured under this
policy causes or procures a.loss to -property covered
under~ Ilicy for the purpose of obtaining insurance blua
benefits, _ _n this policy is void and we will not pay you
or any other insured for this Joss. c.
SECTION II • LIABILITY COVERAGES
COVERAGEL • PERSONAL UABILITY
If aclaim is made or asuit is brought.~inst an insured for
damages because of~y iojury:or property damage to
which this coverage applies, caused by an occurrence, we
d: .
1. pay up to our limit of liab~ity for the damages for which
the insured is legally liable; and
2. provide a defense at our eXQense by collnsel of our
choice. We may make any investigation and settle any
claim or suit that we decide i~llPpropriate.Our obligation
to defend any claim orsuit ends Whenthe amount we pay
for damages, to effect settlement or satisfy a judgment
resulting from th~occurrence, equ1)lsour limit of liability.
COVERAGE M· MEDICAL PAYMENTS TO OTHERS
We will pay the necessary medical expenses incurred or
medically ascertainedwithin three years from the date of an
accident causing bodily injury. Medical expenses means
reasonable charges for medical, surgical, x-ray, dental, am-
bulance, hO$J)ital, professional nursing, prosthetic devices
and funeral services. This coverage applies only:
1. to aperson on the insured location with the permission
of an insured;
2. to aperson off the insured location, if the bodily injury:
a. arises out of acondition on~ jl')sured location or
the wa~ immediately·ad.joining~,.
b. is caused by the activities of an il'l$Ured;
c. is caused by aresidenceemployee in the ecurse of
the I"8Sidence employee's employment by an in·
sured;or
d. is caused by an animal owned by or in the care of an
insured; or
3. to a residenCe employee .if the 0CCIm'If1Ce causing
bodily injury occurs off the insurecUocation and arises
15
but of or in the course of the residence employee's!
employment by an insured.
SECTION II· ADDITIONAL COVeRAGES
We cover the following in addition to the limits of liability:
1. Claim Expenses. We pay:
a. expenses we incur and costs taxed against an in. i
.sured in suits we defend;
b. premiums on bonds'required in suits,we defend, but
not for bond amounts:lt$8'ter lIi~n'the Coverage L
limit. We are not obligated to applyfor or fumish any ,
bond; .
c. reasonable expenses an insured incurs at our re-
quest. This includes actual loss ofeamings (but not
loss of other income) up to $100 per day for aiding us
in the investigation or defense of claims or suits;
d. prejudgment interest awarded against the insured
on that part of the judgment we pay; and
e. interest on the entireJl,Jdgment which accrues after
entry of the judgment and before we payor tender,
or deposit in court that part of the judgment which
does not exceed·the lim" of liability that applies.
2. FirstA1d~nses. We will pay expenses for firstaid to .
others incurred by an insured for bodily injury covered i
under this policy. We will not pay for first aid to y@u or any
other insured.
3. Damage to PropertyolOthers. .
a. We will pay for pr~ !ilamage to property of
others caused byantnSored.
b. We will not pay more than the smallest ofthe following
amounts:
(1) replacement cost_at the time of loss;
(2) full cost of r~air; or
Fp-7955
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(1) an aircraft;
(2) amotorve~icle owned or operated by or rented
or loaned to any insured; or
(3) awatercraft:
(a) owned by or re[lt~p to any irl$Ured if tt has
inbpal,d, or inooard-outdrive motor power of
more than 50 horsepower;
,1;\
(b) owned by or rented to any insured if it is a
b9'UJe '" ~.sailingvessel, with or witl:lout atJxiliary power,
26 feet or more in overalliengtn;
'(11.11 111
gi1IP,,"c'
10 di bodity injufYor,properly1iamage arising out of any
premises ctnTently owned or rented to any insured
which is not an Insured location. This exclusion
!o BeL.does not· apply to bodily injury to a residence
ton 21 f'C-employee 'arising out of and in the course of the
residence emplOyee's employment by an insured;
'(l1~.:"
'tl1se• bodily injury or pr-operty damage arisingoul of the
10i
c
ownership, maintenance, use, loading or unloading
of:
:,r,"
cupy one part and rent or hold for rental the other
part; or
(5) to farm land (without buildings), rented or held for
rental to others, but not to exoeed atotal of 500
acres, regardless of the number of locations;
~~.. bodi!yiJ1jUry~~property damage a~ing out ,of the
, rendering or fallmg to render professIOnal servICes;
(c) in part, as an office, schQol, studi(}Qf prifate
garage; .
c
(4) when the dwelling on the residence....'"
a two, three or;four·familydwelliRg amL¥ou oc·
b. bodily injury or property damage arising ouLm
. iJusiness PUfSuits of. any ·insuJ1td"or the rental«
hQJdingforrel'ltal of any part ofanypremises by any
>~. J.b!S;~~l,ISion does not apply:
;" - ." ." -.... ,', ' .)
, '. (1). to::, ' '~~e;~rQina,ctly incident to n.ot
. ·If'. "....
(2)· with respell\f9 ~verage t to the occasional ~
part·time busfness pursuits of an lilsUfed~
is under 19 yews of age; ,~'
. , , ~
(3) 10 the rental or holding for renlal of a resid~nce
of yours: :e.
. . ~(a) on an OOG.8sional,basis f()r:the exclusive l@
as aresidence;
. (b)inpart,unlE!ss intended for use as a rest
. '~bYfAOreJj:l~n-tNo-rG(lmef&orboardeii;
or
:h ...
1. Coverage Land Coverage Mdo notapply to:
a. bodily injury or property damage:
(1) which iseifuer eXpected or intended by the in-
sured;' or ' .
(2) Which is tt¥3 result of willful and~s acts dI -
the insured;
1/',(3) $500 inran~!OCClfrrence:~:1 ~..,v ~rising out of:
~:s·..:s~ ~W1F
c We will not pay for properly damqe' tf a. ' (a) business pursuits;
. (1) winsu",nce~__pr_.:. •.1....... .'~~; (b) ~~:m~~~n~~::o~ns~~~~~~~~O~~~I:
(2) caused intentiOnally by an insured _ .,'. other than the insured location; or
yearscl ~e or older; " ~:'; (e) the ownership, maintenance, or use of amOo
(3) to property, oth~r than a rented goK cartl~' .,. tor vehicle; aircraft, or watercraft, including
'(II<>.c. by or rented to an insured, a tenant'''" .: airboat, aiF'et1Shion, personal watercraft, sail
'(f'. sIned, or a resident in your household; or " jj~bt bg8rd Or similar type watercraft.
SECTI~. e«tSIQNS
"l)- 9111
l insurance
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ttnployee's
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dett.. ,-.I, but
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~ fumish any
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d. be
(1) a.., rerson who is in the care of any insured ,iell
because of child care services provided by or at ..
the direction of:
(a) any insured; bE
(b) any employee of any insured; or 'It
III
(c) any other person actually or apparently act· Ia
ing on beha~ of any inSUred; or b
e.
(2) anyperson who mak.es aclaim because of bodily Ii if
injury to any person who is in the care of any 1'1
insured because of child care services provided b
by or at the direction of: : Ii
! i~
(a) any insured; l' ":;'~ c
(b) any employee of any insured; or ...,.- ~
tI(c) an.y other pe!~.n a~.tually or apparently act- ...•
ing on be'HaJf'df·anYJ~ ..
.-. ,.... ,.-. :
This ~xclusion does notapply to iheoccasional child II
care 'Services provided by any insured, or to the
part-time child care services provided by any insured 1. Umi
who is under 19 years of age; or . Decl
j. bodily injury or property damage arising out of an OCCI
insured's participation in, or preparation or practice clam
for any prearranged or organized race, speed or !
demolition contest, or similar competition involving a f The
motorized land vehicle or motorized watercraft. This is 01
exclusion does not apply to asailing vessel less than ' one
26 feet in overall length w~ or without auxiliary ,
power. 2. Sev
rate
2. Coverage Ldoes not apply to: i our
a. liability: I~iDut
(1) for your share of any loss assessment charged, ."\he
against all members of an association of property VOl
owners; or are
,
•
,
.
... (c) powered by one or more outboard motors
with more than 25 total horsepower owned by
any insured;
(d) designated as an airboat, aircushion, or simi·
lar type of-{;raft; or
(e) owned by any insured which is a personal
watercraft using awaler jetpump powered by
an internal combustion engiAe as the primary
source of propijlsion.
This exclusion does not apply to bodily injury to a
residence employee arising out of an9 in the course
of the residence employee's employment by an
insured. Exclusion e.(3) does not apply while the
watercraft is on the residence premises;
f. bQdily injury or property damage arising out of:
(1) the ~Iltrustment by any insured to any person;
(2) the supervision by any insured of any person;
(3) any liability statutorily imposed on any insured;
or
(4) any liability assumed throligh an unwritten or
written agreement by any insured;
with regard to the ow@rship, maintenance or use of
any aircraft, watercraft, or motor vehicle which is not
covered under Section II of this policy;
g. bodily injury or property damage caused directly
or indirectly by war,ineluding undeclared war, or any
warlike act includil'lg destruction or seizure or use for
a mil~ary purpose, or any consequence of these.
Discharge of a nuclear weapon .shall be deemed a
warlike act even if accidental;
h. bodily Injury to you orany~ within the mean·
ing of part a. or b. of the definition of insured.
This exclusion also applies to any claim mad~ or su~
brought against you or any insured to shate dam-
ages' with or repay someone else who may be obli·
gated to pay damages because:of the bodily injury
sustained by you or any -insured within the meaning
of part a. or b. of the defin~ion of insured;
i. any claim made or suit brought against any insured
by:
17
(2-) assumed under any ul'lwritten contract or agree- :
ment, or by contractor agreement in connection·
with a business of the insured; I
b. property damage to property currently owned by any
insured;
c. prQPertydamage to property rented to, occupied or
used by or in the care of any insured. This exclusion
FP·7955 e.;,
a.
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~jeM does not apply to bodily injury:
ltBM~r '
"toaresidence employee if itoccurs off the insured
, , ~tion and does not arise out of or in the course of
,..~ r.e$idence employee's employment by an in·
, i." sured;
tt to a person eligible to receive any benefits required
tQ ~L 'to be provided or voluntarily provided under any
workers' compensation, non-occupational disability
or occupational disease law;
from nuclear reaction, radiation or radioactive con·
tamination, all whether controlled or uncontrolled or
however caused, or any consequence of any of
e;,t these;
K d. to aperson other than aresidence employee of an
insured, regularly residing on any part of the insured
location.
be?" immediately forward to us every notice.. demand,
2:~; summons.or other process relating to fue accident or
occurt.ence;\.~
'3:c: at our request, assist in:
(1) making settlement;
rt:Jli1V. (2) the enforcement of any right of contribution or
indemnrty against a person or organization who
may be liable. to an insured;
(3) the cond\;Jct of suits and attend hearings and
trials; and
(4) securing and giving evidence and obtaining the
attendance of witnesses;
d. under the coverage· Damage to Property of Oth·
ers, exhibit the damaged property ij within the in·
sweet's control; and
Gc: "
::\ ie,thelnsurecl shall not, except at the insured's own
"i '0' cost, voluntarily make payments, assume obligations
"\}j;;<''Orincur expenses. This does not apply to expense
for first aid to others at the time of the bodily injury.
;~\ :)3c
SE;CTIO¥•• CCWlT10NS
19t:r (3) names and addresses of any claimants and avail·
ni 2! , able Witnesses;
(2) reasOnably alJailable information on the time.
place amleirclimstances of the accident oroc-
CUJTeflGe; and'
• '. j,..:;;::,.:; t'
does,·rrot~.__I''gpttiy-
smokeor~n$5d aiff;Wit~nu ;
d. bodily injury to'-' .
benef~s required t~
viQedby an insured, '
non-occvpational~~v
law;
e. bodily injury or property
i"sured ull(Jer,UVs policy is.also ,
nuclear energy iiabiflty pplicyor wo ,_
but for rts termination upon, exhaustfon.
liabilrty. A nuclear energy liabilrty policy IS
issued by NIJ~lear Energy,Liability [nsur ..
ciation, ~IAtamic EnergyLiabilrtyUnde:
Nucleardl]§wa.nce Association of Canada, or allY
their successors.
f.1fmi{of Uability. The C().ve.rliQe Llimit is shown in tl'if
'Declarations. This, iSQijr liI:nit(or all damages from eaefJ
occurrence r~9¥dM3Ss oLthe numtler 'Of insu~
claims made or persons injured. . .' ~.~
,.
The Coverage Mlimn is shown in th.e~ons. This
is our limit fOf ~n ".'edicalexpel1$efor bodilyinjury~
one person astbe. r~~",Of one accjQe(lt. .
2. §.e~r~itY of Insunmc.e. This insuranc.e applies sepa;
~telYto eac'll insured. This condition shalf not increase
our limit of liability for anyone occurrence.
C'
3. Duties Afw.rLoss. In case of an aCCidElnt,oTQCoUnencle,
the insuredsh'a1lperform the foiIoWi~ that~
You shall cooperate with us in ~iAg\that these d_
are performed: ,- ,.
a. give written notice to us or our agent as soon ~~
practicable, which sets forth: ,.
(1) the identrty of this policy and insured;
occasional child
ured, or to the
Iby anyinsured
of any insured
rovided by or at
d;~
af" nt/y act·
d; or
apparently act·
; or
!Causeof bodily
the care of any
IMces provided
irising out of an
ition or practice
race, speed or
:ijion involving a
watercraft. This
vessel less than
iithout auxiliary
)sment charged
ation of property
/yo~byany
'ntract or agree·
nt in connection
i to, occupied or
.This exclusion
Fp-7955 t8 Fp-7955000803
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1
7. Bankruptcy of an Insured. Bankruptcy or insolvency of
an insured shall not relieve us of Our obligation under
this policy.
8. Other Insurance· Coverage L. This insurance is excess i
over any other valid and collectible insurance except
insurance written specifically to cover as excess over the
limits of liability that apply in this policy.
6. Suit Again~~ Js. No action shall be brought against us '"P,?QlI
unless there has been compliance with the policy provi-
sions.
No one shall have the right to join us as a party to an 'l':
action against an insured. Further, no action with respect
to Coverage L shall be brought against us until the i1:
obligation of the insured has been determined by final :~t
jUdgment or agreement signed by us.b. execute authorization to ,allow l)S to obtain copies ofmedical reports and records; $!id
c. submit to physical examination by a physician se-
lected by us when and as often as we reasonably
require.
a. give us written proof of claim. under oath if required.
as soon as practicable;
5. Payment of Claim· Coverage M. Payment under this
coverage is not an admission of liability by an insured or
us.
4. Duties of an Injured Person· Coverage M. The injured
person, or, when appropriate, someone acting on behalf
of that person, shall:
•,
,
..
SECTION I AND SECTION II • CONDITIONS
_1. Sec(a) if there has been a material misrepresenta-
tion of fact which, if known to us, would have
caused us not to issue this policy; or
b. We may cancel this policy only for the reasons stated "-
in this condition. We will notify you in writing of the
date cancellation takes effect. This cancellation na-
tice may bedelivered to you, or mailed to you at your
mailing address shown in the Declarations. Proof of
mailing shall be sufficient proof of notice:
(1) When you have not paid the premium. we may
cancel at any time by notifying you at least 10
days before the date cancellation takes effect. I
This condition applies whether the premium is
pay,able to us or our agent or under any finance
or credit plan.
,~
1. Policy Period. This policy applies only to loss under
Section I or bodily injury or property damage under
Section II which occurs during the period this policy is in
effect.
2. Concealment or Fraud. This policy is void as to you and
any other insured, if you or any otheriJlSured under this
policy has intentionally concealed or misrepresented any
material fact or circumstance relating to this insurance,
whether before or after a loss.
3. Liberalization Clause. If we adopt any revision which
would broaden coverage under this policy without addi-
tional premium, within 60 daYs prior to or during the period
this policy is in effect, the broadened coveragewill imme-
diately apply to this policy.
4. Waiver or Change of Policy Provisions. Awaiver or
change of any provision ot~ policy must be in writing
by us to be valid. Our requestl~ ~~p[~isal or exami-
nation shall not waive any of our rights.
5. Cancellation.
a. You may cancel this policy at anytime by notifying us
in writing of the date~nation iste take effect. We
may waive the require.menttbat the notice be in
writing by confirming thedate and time of cancellation
to you in writing.
(2) When this policy has been in effect for less than
, 60 days and is not a renewal with lJs. we may
cancel for any reason. We may canCel by notify-
ing you at least 10 days before the date cancel-
lation takes effect.
(3) When this policy has been in effect for 60 days
or more. or at any time nit is a renewal with us.
we may cancel:
6. Non
elec
you,
the I
,~l.le
Pro<
7. Ass
unlE
8. SUb
loss
~",
Each 01
Declare
exclusic
Option
extende
t::
19 Fp.7955 iX'
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b. insured includes:
iot;~,"we:mayrequire an assignmentof rightsof-recov-
~~f-a loss to the extent that payment is made by us.
.SsignmeRtis sought, an insured shall:
"1-_
f·"'. rsign and deliver all related papers;·tJ· 3 . ,ftr~. cooperate with usiA-a reasonable manner; and
~j do nothing after a loss to prejudice such rights.
-df '.
•. (Subrogation does not apply under Section II to Medical
,~yments- to Others--or Damage to Property of Others.
9.'Death. If any person shown in the ~laratjOAs or the
~~use, if a reSident of the same household, dies:
10 Ls.~ ,
a. we insure the legal representative of the deceased.
This condition applies only with respect to the prem-
b9 ~2 ises and property of the deceaSed covered under this
policy at the time of death;
2. Section II - Coverages Land Mbut· only with respect to
~r~cIen~premises. This coverage does not apply •
to b'6di1y injury to an employee arising out of or in the
::,' e§lu~eof the employee's employment by the person or
'c·e~j()n.
if-hi8;optionapplies only with fespect to the location shown in
the Declarations.
.on-P'· Business Property. The COVERAGE B.
NRaONAl PROPERTY, Special Limits of Liability, item
b., for property used or intendeEHor use in a business,
. ach Optional Policy Provision applies only as shown. in tM
larations and is subject to all .th~~.tel'J!l~, provisions,
'exclusions and conditions of thispOlicr': ;0
Option AI· Additionallnsore(t1l\~deflnition of lnsur~
,.•~ to include the~~rsoo or-,pzation s/:lo~ ,,4be
'. '.' ..~,an A<kti.tion~~.orwht>se~me1S on
us. Coverage is with respett to: ./'
_.l.!}pnl- Coverage A~.or~;,.,
',' :;aft,.:. . '-i''''''''
(b) if the risk haschaflllll
policy· was;iss
Wemay<Caflcel-tAis .'
30 days before the datel
(4) When tllis poJlcy,i~ writt~n~'o
oney.~r. we may cancel for
. ve~. We.may cancel by no "
30 craYs before the date cancella
{ c. When thi$ policy is cancelled, thepr
period. tr.<>m th~ date. 0.1 Pallc~lation to ttl,
date will be 'reft!Od~,W11~'1. you request·.
tion, the retum premium will De based on our
suchc~HAtion.The return premium may .
than afuU-pr~ ratarefund. When we cancel, the re •
ptemi!:Jm will,bepeo rata.
el: d. The retu",.premiumm.~ynotge-fefunded ~
notice of cancellation or wh~n-#lepolicy.isret_
to us. In such cases, we will refund it within area~
_.Mter tM-date can~n·fakeseffect?dT
6.~~n%i.ewal.We maY_tn9~tG~eneWtbi$:policy.~; ~~L; (1) any member of ,your hoU$ehold who is an in·
elect not to renew, a written notice will be delivered to sliJ : ~~ attl)e time of your death, but only while a
you, or mailed to you)at:~.Il"tnaiftng add$SS shownill resident of tf:1e residence pW.tn~; and
theDeclarations.lhe·09tice will be mailed.or delive,., (2\ ittl 8$Nlt't to Y u [perty th h .".~tJe~PB.'~,fbre~~~iration~~t7~ff!lispOl~. ::\::1 ;ro~r tE;~pora; ~~~y ot th~~:rtya~~tTI
Proof otrn~ __ ... sttaR be sUff!¢letlt proof~tn9!lce, , i: appointment andqualitication of a legal repre-
7. Assignment.Assignment of this poficY·s.!'1,allnot be valid ~sc sentativ~ ,
unless we give our written consent. ':. . 10. Conformity to State Law. When apolicy provision is in
8. Subrogation. An insured may waive in writing bef~:a ':; .. 'ponflict;with ethe applicable law of the State in which this
loss all rights of recovery against- -aiiY1;ei-son. ~ rmt '. poli<:y;is)ssued, the law of the Stats will apply.
j"""., . ':;
l:)P'tIONAL·.,CVOPtMMSlONS
I reasons stated
in writing of the
=ancellation no-
ld to you at your
ations. Proof of
ltice:
.5 a party to an
:ionwith respect
1st us until the
lrmined by final
ught against us
:he policy provi-
Irance is excess
surance except
ex~overthe
or insolvency of
lbligation under
emium, we may
you at least 10
on takes effect.
the premium is
Ider any finance
ect for less than
vith us, we may
:ancel by notify-
the date cancel-
feet for 60 days
renewal with us,
r-......
mis!, . senta-
)us, would have
lOlicy; or
FP·7955 FP·7955
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(1) any e ber of.your hoU$ehold who is an in-
su~ tti)  ti e of your death, but only hile  
residen.t of t/:1e r si c  Pt'fi.m~; and 
(2) with ras~t to your property, Iheperson having 
proper temporary custody of the property until 
appoint ent and qualification of  legal repre-
sentative. . 
      ,-,             
S       !  ~ng  _,; " ,;c fli  cl          
     t' al'ly ) r  If  - cy;is)         
,." "'.  
G 't :flelIC'fo f  
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h. infidelity of an insured's employees or persons to
whom the insured property may be entrusted 0 ~. COVE
rented; to inel
1. rust, fouling or exp~@Mir~~; " tionlC
g. breakage, marring; scratching, 'learing or denting !tis opticl
unless caused by fire, thieves or accidents to convey- ,RCY on·
anees; or 1'. COVE
2.b. is
) draft or saddle animals, including vehi-
cles for use with them; or
(b) aircraft, motor vehicles, recreational
rootor vehicles or watercraft, airboats, air
cushions or personal watercraft which
use a. water jet pump powered by an
intemal combustion engine as the pri-
mary source ofpropulsion;
owned or operated, or hired by or for the
insured or employer of the insured or used
by the insured for the purpose of instruction
in the use thereof; or
(2) under Coverage Mfor bodily injury to apupil
arising out of corporal punishment adminis-
tered by or at the direction of the insured.
Option FA· Firearms. Firearms are insured for accidental
direct physical loss ordamage~' ....
<~~.- ·:.:'~Il ::~_"", ( ..
The limits~Q£"th.i~~ion,al'esheWflin ttleDedanttions. The
first amollnt is the limit for anyone article; the second amount place de
is the aggregate limit for each loss. timit of lia
The following additional provisions apply: additional
1. we do not insure for any loss to the property described in 1. ~he 0
this option either consisting of, or directly and immedi- -f:' 0 rep
ately caused by, one or more of the following: 2. 10% (
. buildil
a. r:'~arucal breakdown, we~rand tear, gradual dete- OWEI
noratlon;
b. insects or vermin;
c. anypr~ of refinishing, renovating, or repairing;
d. dampness of atmosphere or extremes of tempera-
tures; .
e. inherent def~tor.fa4ltY.manufacture;
21
a. cler~lofficeemploy~, ~rson, collector,
messenger; or
b. teacher (except coUege, university and profes-
sional athletic coaches), school principal or
school administrator;
while acting within .the SCO,pe of the above listed
occupations.
2. However, no coverage is provided:
a. for bQdi\y injury or property damage.arising out
of ab(ISiness oWned orfmancially controlled by
theinsurecl or by a partnership of which the
insured is a partner or member;
b. for bodily injury orproperty damage arising out
of the rendering of or failUre to render profes-
sional services ofany nature(other than teaching
or school administration). This exclusion includes
but is not limited to:
(1) computer programming, architectural, engi-
neering or industrial design services:
(2) medical, surgical, dentaJor other services or
treatment conducive to the health of persons
or animals; and
(3) beauty or'barP.er services ortreatment;
,.. -. .
c. for bodily injury ·toa fellow employee ~of the
insured injured in the course of employment; or
d. when the insured is amember of the faculty or
teaching staff of a school or college:
(1) for bodily injuryorpfGl*lY damage arising
oulof the maintenance, use, loading or un-
loading of:
including merchandise as samp~0r tor sale or for
delivery after sale, is changed astollows:
The $1,000 limit is replaced with the amount shown in the
Declarations for this option.
Option BU • Business Pursuits. SECTION II • EXCLU·
SIONS, item 1.b. is modified as follows:
1. Section II coverage applies to the business pursuits
of an insured who is a:
•..
.
..
000806
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a/s, including vehi-
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(c) in part, as an incidental business or pri-
vate garage:
(4) when the dwelling on the residence prem-
ises is a two family dwelling and you occupy
'<>,l1iocidemal to this business occupancy. This Optional
Policy Provision does not include·electronic data proc·
'c:l~g~ systefTolequipljl~~t or the recording or storage
" .~.. 9,l,lSeq w.'.th t.hal ~U1pment or .merchandise held as
1 \.mples or for ~ale or for delivery after Sale.
The Option 10 limits are shown in the Declarations. The
firsllimit applies to property on the residence premises.
The second limit applies to property while off the resi-
qn,.~,p",,"ises. These limits are in addition to the
oji1~VERAGE B - PERSQNALPROPEfl.TY, Special
siir'L.imits of Liability on property used or intended for use
.m #}abusiness. .
3. Under Section II, the residence premises is not consid·
nL.ere&lt.usineu prpp,erty because an insured occupies a
B(,! part-OUlas an incidental business.
4, SECTION" -EXCLUSIONS, item 1.b. of Coverage Land
to ;.6'Overage Mis replaced with the foUowing:
12. r" •
:C ,'1 b. b<¥tily injury ,or property damage arising out of
zllC,c bu~p\,lrsuits of an iO$ured.ortherental or
1S c". ~oldlngfouentalof any partot any premises by
~ 'be', ,; ; ~nJnsufed. This exclusion does not apply:
·mo. (1) to activities which are ordinarily incident to
non-business pursuits or to business pur·
09'lp'. suits of an insured which are necessary or
incidental to the use of the residence prem-
ises as an incidental business;
!" ,(2)·with respect to Coverage Lto the occasional
or part·time business pursuits of an insured
who is under 19 years of age;
(3) to the rental pr holding for rental of a resi·
dence of yours: .
(a) .on an 'occasional basiS tor exclusive use
as a residence; .
(b) in part,. unless intended for use as a
residence by more than two roomers or
boarders; or
22
.)r.limitfbr'do$ls~ any.~••
elimit shown in. the DecJa •
'aggtegatelirrt(" i·>-:.'";ql~·
. - -. _-~' -,"1 ~i'
'IIr limits for loss by theft are 'tt~~;~ ';11
.' 'ons f6dhlsoption.rh~~ ffiirilt$"~
Coverage Btheft limit; and ;>~.c··'
.ottr limits for loss by any coveredpefW~~Wfl
J items 2. and 3. are those shown in ffieOfCII••'-ti~n'He - Home c~.:n;ut~r:·TheC{)Y~~. -'....
N~~'re..PR.....::.prooessE.. RTY'S.i:.'. s.~.t;.~m~.~.p~.ia~:~ty.dtfi.item...•. 'fer.ib{5tOmge~'Used withtRateqUipment is··':..c
be the'amouhf st-iOWf'tin 'the DecJarftiensfor thWo '.
~' .: .. :' . : ...: :i;- . .'.: /,;0\,12
.'on ID-lncreasectDwetling'Limit.We-wills~el'
od.a.mage.d.. bU.ild..ing s...fructu.res .covered under C'.' ..'.·AG~ A- .BWEllfdNG::aceording 10 the SECTION r,~. ,
sm.:E~p~:sh'ownin·theOeclaratiO'ns.:rns
. ;. ':2 9iiJ ai
If the amount you actually and necessarily spend to repair or
replace damaged ~truetures 'exceedsihe:ap~
lirnitof-liability."sJloW,IlJD ..tJ)~ .~.. Ia.,.ration...s, we wiII,pav the
tiditional amotiiifghof'fo.~: '.' . gMT:
." ····;'OIID '::..,,~, ',;, .....-:. :. ""I1.~
1. the Option·iOIiimttiof:liability shown in t/1e·flecIaratione
_ torepair or j~I~;7 the Dw~Ui~~;,8r.,'
2. 10% of the Option 10 limit of liability to repairor-replaee
building structures covered under COVERAf,:;E A,~
DWELUNG, Dwelling ExtensiOI1.
Report Increased Values, You must'notify us within 90 dayS
h-t~e...s.tart of~~,~ Q!Ji,Id,~g~Jr~ctUJ;e CRst~ng$5,oo.o or
re; or any additIOns to or remodeling of bUlldlllgstruCfuI";e$
ichincrease their values by $5,000 or more', You must pay
~itional premiUm~UtlAort"~ increas.edvalue. w.~ will
~ymore,than the applic_limitof-liabmty shown in tile
&'rations, ~ you fail to notify us ofthec increased value
.in 90 days.
, 'i. . . '. v ,e'
.',10 -IncidentalBusi~ Jl;lecov.era~pr4~
• n applies only to that incidental business occu·
With us:.,',J.
.... ....,..;"
1. . 'GE A-DWELLING, Dwelling ExteRSio.n,...
2.b: is 6eleted. . .
,CQVfRAGE B· PERSONAL PROPERTY is extended
". ~ il"!~~ude equipment, supplies and fumishings usual and
icles, recreational
ercraft, airboats, air
If watercfc!ft which
np powered by an
engine as the pri-
Iiskm;
hired by or for the
he Insured or used
Jrpose of instruction
~ Declarations. The
; the second amount
FP·7955
dily injury to apupil
unishment adrninis-
m~insured.
suredfor accidental
f:
>roperty described in
jirectly and immedi-
following:
Id tear, gradual dete-
vating, or repairing;
xtremes of tempera-
lcture;
arms;
I tearing or denting
.accidents to convey-
Ioyeev . persons to
nay be entrusted or
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one part an_ ._nt or hold for rental the other
part; or
(5) to farm land (without buildings), rented or
held for rental to others, but not ~o exceed a
total of 500 acres, regardless of the number
of locations.
5. This insurance does not apply to:
a. bodily 'injury to an employee of an insured arising
out of the residence premi," as an incidental
business other than to aresidence employee while
engaged in the employee's employment by an in-
sured;
b. bodily injury to a pupil arising out of corporal pun-
ishment administered by or at the direction of the
insured;
c. liability arising out of any acts, errors or omissions of
an insured, or any other person for whose acts an
insured is liable, resulting from the preparation or
approval of data, plans, designs, opinions, reports.
programs, specifications, supervisory inspections or
engineering services in the conduct of an insured's
incidental business involving data processing, com-
puter consulting or computer programming; or
d. any claim made or suit brought against any insured
by:
(1) any person who is in the care of any insured
because of child care services provided by or at
the direction of:
(a) any insured;
(b) any employee of 'any inSUred; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act·
ing on behan of any insUred; or
(2) any person who makes aclaim because of bodily
injury to any person who is in the care of any
insured because of child care services provided
by or at the direction of:
(a) any insured;
23
(b) employee of any inSUred; or
(c) any other person actually or apparently act-
ing on behan of any insured.
Coverage Mdoes not apply to any person indicated
in (1) and (2) above.
This exclusion does not apply to the occasional child
care services provided by. any insured, or to the
part-time child care services provided by any insured
who is under 19 years of age.
OptiOD JF - Jewelry and Furs. Jewelry, watches, fur gar,
ments and garments trimmed with fur, precious and semi-pre-
cious stones. gold other than goldware, silver other than
silverware and platinum are insured for accidental direct
physicallo~ or damage.
The limits for thisoptionareshQ.W,n in the Declarations. The
first amount isthe'lim.it for aAY1Qf1&.aritiel~;tl'l~secQnd.amount
is the aggr~ate limit for each loss.
The foliowiA€J additional provisions apply:
1. we do not insure for any loss to the property described in
this option either consisting of, or directly and immedi-
ately caused by, one or more of the following:
a. mechanical breakdown, wear and tear, gradual dete-
rioration;
b. insects or vermin;
c. inherentvice;or
d. seizure or destruction under quarantine or customs
regulations;
2. our limit fork>ss by any Coverage Bpent except theft is
the lim" shown in the Declamlons for Coverage £, plus
the aggregate limit;
3. our limits for loss by theft are those shown in the Decla-
rations for this option; aM; .
4. our limits for loss by any covered peril except those in .
"ems 2. and 3. are those shown in the Declarations for
this option.
FP·7955
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1. C9verage Provided.
The total limit of insurance ptovided by this .1MIIIAg
Ordinance or Law provision wiH not exceed an amount
equal to the Option OL percentage shown in the Deda-
rations of the Coverage A limit shown in the Oectara-
tions at the time of the loss, as adjusted by !he inflation
CO¥eTage provisions of the policy. This is an additianaI
amount of insurance and applies only to the dweIng.
2. Damaged Portions of Dwelling.
When the dwelling covered under COVERAGE A •
DWELUNGis damage<tQ.y.~ Loss Insured. we will pay
for tile~d8sf'>4P¥1>r re&lIi1Q. the physicaty
..~a9edporlm of the dwelling caused by the enforce-
.mt of abuilding, zoning or land use ordinance or law if
11e enforcement IS directly caused by the ~me Loss
Insured and the requirement is in effect at the time the
Loss Insured occurs.
3. Undamaged Portions of Damaged Dwelling.
When the dwelling covered under COVERAGE A •
DWELUNG is damaged by a Loss Insured we will aJso
pay lor:
a. the cost to demolish and clear the site of the undam-
aged portions of the dwelling caused by the enforce-
ment of a building, zoning or land use ordinance or
law if the enforcement is directly caused by the same
Loss Insured and the requirement is in effect at the
tITle the loss Insured occurs; and
b. loss to the undamaged portion of the dwelling caused
by enforcement of any ordinance or law if:
(') the enforcement is directly caused by the ~me
Loss Insured;
(2; the enforcement requires the demolition of por-
tions of the same dwelling not damaged by the
same Loss Insured;
(3) the ordinance or law regulates the construction
~ or repair of the dwelling. or establishes zoning or
land use requirements at the d$scribedpremises;
and
(4) the ordinance or law is in force at the time of the
occurrence of the same Loss Insured; or
c. the legally required changes to the undamaged por-
tion of the dwelling caused by the enforcement of a
building, zoning or land use ordinance or law if the
enforcement is directly caused by the same loss
thsured and the requirement is in effect at the time
the Loss Insured occurs.
4. Building Ordinance or Law Coverage Limitations.
a. We will n01 pay for any increat>ed cost of construction
under this COVef8ge:
(1) until the dwelling isactual/y repaired or replaced
at the same or another premises in the ~me
general vicinity; and
(2) unless the repairs or replacement are made as
soon as reasonably possible after the loss, not to
exceed two years.
b. We will not pay more for loss to the undamaged
portion of the dwelling caused by the enforcement of
any ordinance or law than:
(1) the depreciated value of the undamaged portion
of the dwelling, if the dwelling is not repaired or
replaced:
(2) the amount you actually spend to replace the
undamaged portion of the dwelling if the dwelling
is repaired or replaced.
c. We will not pay more under this coverage than the
amount you actually gpend:
(1) for the increased cost to repair or rebuild the
dwelling at the same or another premises in the
same general vicinity ~ relocation is required by
ordinance or law; and
(2) to demolish and clear the site of the undamaged
portions of the dwelling caused by enforcement
of building, zoning or land use ordinance or law.
FP·7955
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, tttis Company has ~used this policy to be signed by its President and Se~ret~.at Bldbmirigton,
Illinois. '.: ';0
':";ii~~l)~'.
. - '.~'
.
!
~
~
,
OptionSG •SltAare and Goldwire Theft. TheCOVEQ·
AGE B• PERS.L PROPERTY, Special Umits of U-
ability, item h., for theft of silverware and goldware is
increased· to· be the amount shown in the Declarations for
this option.
Secretar-y
We will never pay._... ore than a dwelling of the
same height, floor area and style on the same or
similar premises as the dweJling, subject to the Iimtt
provided in paragraph 1. Coverage Provided of this
option. '
·$.·l~
~~~~W\\~~~~ent
. . '6sgf.,-
The.Board of Directors; inaccord~c.ew~ A~~ VI~c) of this~panYSArticl~ oflncorporati~n, may~rom ti~e ~~~bute
equitably to the holdersof.theparticipatingpolicies ISSued by said Company such sums out of itseamlngs as In itS Jud9U'.~t are
proper.
.,~
; ~:. 1
•
~5 FP·7955
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./ Prowfi~ Inuance and Financial Services
Hom. Office. Bloomington. IlIinoi$ 61710
June 10, 2010
ROGER 0 AND EVA M RIZZO
1583 NSUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE 10 83616-7028
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED
8oi5e0peIia0ns Center
POb437
DuPalt, WA98327-007
all'm7000 Fax 868 2516039
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-8042-840
12-65-3674-2
May 22,2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. RiZZo:
This letter is in follow up to my inspection of your home and telephone conversations regarding
a claim presented for water damage to your home.
It is reported water entered the basement of your home during an unusuany heavy rainstorm on
or about May 22,2010. Your claim was reported to us on May 24,2010 and we inspected your
home on May 25, 2010. Mr. Rizzo etated during my inspection that he believed the rainwater
had soaked the ground in the window weft and entered the home through cracks or holes in the
foundetlon. I have spoken wfth Del Klein from Oisa$ter Kleenup, and he stated they extracted
water from the floor in the basement but did not detect any elevated moisture on the window sill
or watl directly below the windoW. There are no indications that the water which caused
damage to your home entered at any point above the surface of the ground. At the time of my
inspection, no demolition of the wall had occurred, but based on the available information, it
appears most liKely the water entered through the basement foundation wall at a point
underground.
As Team Manager Ross Sheridan explained to Mr. Rizzo over the phone, there is no coverage
under your Homeowners Policy for damage caused by water which enters the structure at a
point underground. In addition, there is no coverage for correcting any cracks, holes, or
openings In the foundation or ensuring the window well is attached properly to the home. I refer
you to your Homeowners Policy FP-7955, as amended by the Mold (Including Fungus)
ExClU$ion Endorsement FE-5396, as follows:
DEFINITIONS
The following definition is added:
000811
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ROGER 0 AND EVA M RIZZO
12-8042-840
Page 2
''fungus" means any type or form of fungue, including mold, mildew,
mycoloxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi.
SECTION I • LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A • OweWNG
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in
Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED.
SECnON ,- LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property de$cribed in
Coverage A which consists of, or ~ directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs SUddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widfipread damage, arises from
natural or extemal forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, teaT, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent
vice, latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
i. mold, fungus or wet or dry rot;
I. settling, cracfdng, shrinking, bulging, or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation, walts, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
However, we do insure for any resuJting loss from items a.
through m. unless the Te$ultmg loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by
thjs Section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absenoe of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do not insure for such loss regardless of:
(a) the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the
loss; or {c} whether other causes acted concurrently or in any
sequence with the exclUded event to produce the loss; or
(d) whether the event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves
isolated or wtdeepread damage. arises from natural or external
forces. or occurs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
with water or not. Earth movement includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
Ii of 3l
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. ROGER 0 AND cvA fill' "IZZO
12-8042-840
Page 3
improper compaction, site selection or any other external
forces. Earth movement also inc!udes volcanic explosion
or lava flow, except as specifically provided in SECTION I_
ADOmONAL COVERAGES, Volcani~ Action.
However. we do insure for any direct loss by fire r&$ulting
from earth movement. provided the resulting fire loss is
it&elf a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water. tsunami,
seiche. overflow of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water whiCh is drained from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground. InclUding
water which exerts pressure on. or seeps or leaks
through a building, sidewalk, driveway. foundation,
swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explo$ion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the
resulting loss is itself a Loss Insured.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss conSiSting of
one or more of the items below. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss;
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) de$ign, specifications, workmanship, construct1on,
grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
/2- aF 3f
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ROGER 0 AND EVA M KlZZO
12-8042--840
Page 4
(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land. structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the
residence premi&es; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by thjs
Section.
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
Item 1.i. is replaced with the following:
i. wet or dry rot;
In item 2., the follOWing is added as item g.:
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1) any loss of use or delay in rebuilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, including any associated cost
or expense, due to interference at the residence
premises or location of the rebuilding, repair or
replacement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property or to
repair, r.ore or replace that property; or
(b) tear out and reptace any part of the building or
other property as needed to gain access to the
fungus: or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or property to
confirm the type, absence. presence or level of fungU$,
whether performed prior to, during or after remova', repair,
restoration or replacement of covered property.
As you can see from the poJicy language quoted above, there is no coverage for the
water damage to your home, as all known evidence indicates water entered your
structure through the basement foundation wall at a point underground. Therefore we
are unable to 8$Si$t you with the cost of drying out or repairing your home.
~ /3 or: ~Ir "tJ.e-
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If you have any questions, or if additional information becomes available which you
would like us to consider, please call at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
~Q.~
Donna Hoyne
Claim Representative
2083777586
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15n711372274
co: 12-1294 ROD BROOKS
o~
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Pro~iding .Insurance and Financial Services
Home Offtce. BloomIngton. illinois 61710
May 18,2011
ROGER DAND EVA MARIE RIZZO
1583 N SUNDOWN WAY
EAGLE ID 83616-7028
"An .....
A
Boise OperatiOIlS Center
P08ox437
DuPoot WA 98327.()437
2re 377 7500 Fax 888 251 6009
RE: Claim Number:
Policy Number:
Date of Loss:
12-B044-758
12-B5-3574-2
December 29,2010
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo:
Thank you for allowing me to inspect the damage to your home on May 17, 2011, in connection
with your above-referenced claim.
During our inspection, Team Manager Mary Beth Aubertin and 1met with Mr. Rizzo. Mr. Rizzo
showed us the south exterior elevation of your home, in particular the location of the window
well leading to your basement recreation room. This was located on the western portion of the
south elevation of your dwelling. We then inspected the interior of your home, specifically the
recreation room located in the basement of your home.
You informed us the laminate wood floor had been removed from the recreation room following
your May 2010 loss, leaving a bare concrete floor prior to the occurrence of this loss.
We discussed the facts surrounding this loss and you informed us that on the date of loss,
Mrs. Rizzo discovered water on the concrete floor in the recreation room. We understand it had
been raining on or about that date. You also informed us of a buildup of water that had
occurred in the window well of the recreation room as a result of the rain. Additionally, you
informed us that you discovered water entering your recreation room at the south wall and floor
intersection in the area below the windows. This location in the recreation room is below grade
approximately 3 feet below the surface of the window well.
During our inspection, you informed us of your concern of mold/fungus that may be in the walls
of your basement recreation room.
The facts gathered in our investigation revealed water entered your dwelling below the surface
of the ground, specifically at the floor wall intersection apprOXimately 3 feet below grade. As we
discussed, your policy specifically excludes damage resulting from water below the surface of
the ground. Additionally, your policy specifically excludes mold/fungus. There may also be
contributing factors associated with your loss relative to deterioration, design, and grading that
are specifically excluded.
000816
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ROGER D AND EVA M.t , RIZZO
12-8044-758
Page 2
I direct. your attention to. your Homeowners Policy (FP-7955) as amended by the Fungus
(Including Mold) Exclusion Endorsement (FE-5398), which reads in part:
DEFINITIONS
"fungus" means any type or form of fungus, inyluding mold, mildew,
mycotoxins, spores, scents or byproducts produced or released by fungi.
SECTION I • LOSSES INSURED
COVERAGE A • DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in
Coverage A, except as provided in SECTION I- LOSSES NOT INSURED.
SECTION I • LOSSES NOT INSURED
1. We do not insure for any loss to the property described in
Coverage A which consists of, or is directly and immediately
caused by, one or more of the perils listed in items a. through n.
below, regardless of whether the loss occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage, arises from
natural or external forces, or occurs as a result of any combination
of these:
g. wear, tear, marring, scratching, deterioration, inherent vice,
latent defect or mechanical breakdown;
I. settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging, or expansion of
pavements, patios, foundation, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings;
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a. through
m. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
section.
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would
not have occurred in the absence of one or more of the folloWing
excluded events. We do not insure for such loss regardless of: (a)
the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the loss; or
(c) whether other causes acted concurrently or in any sequence
with the excluded event to produce the loss; or (d) whether the
event occurs suddenly or gradually, involves isolated or
widespread damage, arises from natural or external forces, or
occurs as a result of any combination of these:
b. Earth Movement, meaning the sinking, rising, shifting,
expanding or contracting of earth, all whether combined
000817
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RIZZO
with water or not. Earth movement includes but is not
limited to earthquake, landslide, mudflow, mudslide,
sinkhole, subsidence, erosion or movement resulting from
improper compaction, site selection or any other external
forces. Earth movement also includes volcanic explosion
or lava flow, except as specifically provided in SECTION I -
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES, Volcanic Action.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire resulting
from earth movement, provided the resulting fire loss is
itself a Loss Insured.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami,
seiche, overflow of a body of water, or spray from
any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(2) water or sewage from outside the residence
premises plumbing system that enters through
sewers or drains, or water which enters into and
overflows from within a sump pump, sump pump
well or any other system designed to remove
subsurface water which is drained from the
foundation area; or
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including
water which exerts pressure on, or seeps or leaks
through a bUilding, sidewalk, driveway, foundation,
swimming pool or other structure.
However, we do insure for any direct loss by fire, explosion
or theft resulting from water damage, provided the resulting
loss is itseff a Loss Insured.
g. Fungus. We also do not cover:
(1) any loss of use or delay in rebuilding, repairing or
replacing covered property, including any
associated cost or expense, due to interference at
the residence premises or location of the
rebUilding, repair or replacement, by fungus;
(2) any remediation of fungus, including the cost to:
(a) remove the fungus from covered property
or to repair, restore or replace that property;
or
000818
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RIZZO
(b) tear out and replace any part of the bUilding
or other property as needed to gain access
to the fungus; or
(3) the cost of any testing or monitoring of air or
property to confirm the type, absence, presence or
level of fungus, whether performed prior to, during
or after removal, repair, restoration or replacement
of covered property.
3. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss consisting of
one or more of the items below. Further, we do not insure for loss
described in paragraphs 1. and 2. immediately above regardless
of whether one or more of the following: (a) directly or indirectly
cause, contribute to or aggravate the loss; or (b) occur before, at
the same time, or after the loss or any other cause of the loss:
b. defect, weakness, inadequacy, fault or unsoundness in:
(2) design, specifications, workmanship, construction,
grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in construction or repair; or
(4) maintenance;
of any property (including land, structures, or
improvements of any kind) whether on or off the residence
premises; or
c. weather conditions.
However, we do insure for any resulting loss from items a., b. and
c. unless the resulting loss is itself a Loss Not Insured by this
Section.
Due to the above-cited exclusions, State Farm is unable to extend coverage for any repairs
associated with this loss.
Additionally, your date of loss was December 29,2010. Following your submission of your
claim, we made many attempts to reach you by phone and mail to arrange a timely inspection of
your loss. While we appreciate your willingness to allow our inspection on May 17, 2011, there
was a delay of nearly five months from the date of loss and when you allowed our inspection.
This delay represents a potential violation of your duties as a condition of insurance under this
policy. I direct you to your policy which reads in part:
000819
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12-8044-758
Page 5
SECTION I - CONDITIONS
2. Your Duties After Loss. After a loss to which this insurance may
apply, you shall see that the following duties are performed:
b. protect the property from further damage or loss, make
reasonable and necessary temporary repairs required to
protect the property, keep an accurate record of repair
expenditures;
d. as often as we reasonably require:
(1) exhibit the damaged property;
We do appreciate your business and want to provide you with the best service possible. If you
have any additional information you wish me to consider, please contact me immediately at the
telephone number listed below.
Sincerely,
~
Eric Vane
Claim Representative
2083777594
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
15/774/72776
cc: 12-1397 ALLEN BOLLSCHWEILER
000820
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Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR mE
COUNTY OFADA
Eva Marie RizI,o aDd aOler DaRid Rizzo, )
PlaiatifJs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
V~ )
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) DONALD FLYNN
State Fa... IIIsurallCe CHapa.y, )
~k"Dt )
------------)
Donald Flynn, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. I am the president ofShadow Mountain Construction, Inc., which is
located in Eagle, 10. I have held this position for over 16 years. In this
position, I have complete responsibility for company operations.
2. Over the last decade, my crews and I have completed the construction
of on the average 45 residential homes per year.
AFFIDAVIT OF IX>NALD FLYNN - page 1
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3. My company and I have also completed constructing commercial
buildings.
4. In 1993 and part 1994, IW~ the PrincipallFraming Contractor for
Flynn Construction in Hesperia, CA.
5. I worked a variety ofother construction positions from 1978 to 1993.
They included Superintendent, Concrete Foundation Setter, Journeyman
Carpenter, and Plumbing Laborer.
6. I have held for some time a Contractors License and a Contractors
Business License.
7. I was asked by Mr. Roger Daniel Rizzo to serve as an expert in this
case. I was requested by Mr. Rizzo to determine what was the cause of
the flooding and damage to his home which occurred on May 22, 2010
and December 29,2010. He also asked me to review the June 10,2010
insurance claim denial letter that State Fann Insurance sent to Mr. and
Mrs. Rizzo and decide whether any exclusions cited in the letter are
applicable and make sense Wlder all the circumstances. I have complied
with both request.
8. The damage to the Rizzo's home which occurred on May 22, 2010
and December 29, 2010 almost certainly happened because of the
following events. An extremely high level of rainfall collected in a house
window well. This rainwater became one to two feet deep in the
window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the side of the home
and an approximately 18 mite an hour wind bk>wing in the right
direction against a very large structural wall caused an opening in the
wall. large amounts of rainfall then penetrated the wall through the
opening and flooded the downstairs floor of the house.
9. An almost identical situation occurred on December 29, 2010. Again
there was an extremely high level of rainfall. The rainfall again collected
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD FLYNN - page 2
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in the window well. On this day, the wind blew at approximately 28
miles per hour. It also blew in almost exactly the same direction as it
had on May 22, 2010. The wind at that speed and direction caused an
opening in the house wall again and rainwater flooded into the home.
4. I have also reviewed and studied State Farm Insurance's denial of
Homeowners Policy coverage letter which was dated June 10, 2010 and
sent to the Rizzo's. It is my condusion that many of the exclusions
quoted are silly and none apply to either the May 22, 2010 or
December 29, 2010 incidents and the resulting damages.
Dated: February~ 2011.
Donald Flynn
/"'. AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD FLYNN - page 3
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IZf)~, SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on thi~day of February,
2011.
commissIon Expires:~/2/cX6/<e
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD FLYNN - page 4
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Notary Public f 0 
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Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
...----..,.
Eva Marie Rizlo and Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Eva Marie Rizzo and Roger Daniel Rizzo, )
Plaintiffs )
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) STEPHEN
)STRZELEC
)
-------------)
Stephen Strzelec, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1. I was an employee ofState Farm Insurance Companies for
approximately 18 years. I worked for different State Farm Insurance
Companies from 1985 - 2002.
AFFIDAVIr OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page]
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.~ 2. The positions I held in the employ ofState Farm Insurance included:
a) section Manager;
b) Divisional Claim Superintendent;
c) Claim Superintendent;
d) Property Superintendent;
e) Reinspector!Trainer; and
f) Claim Representative
3. While employed at State Farm I served on the committee to redesign
Fire Claim School and the Steering Committee for the new Section
Manager Forum.
,,.--..,
~.
4. The insurance industry training that I received while working at State
Farm Insurance included:
a) Evaluating structural losses;
b) Physical damage claim supervision;
c) Supervisory skills;
d) Management instruction;
e) Training for trainers;
f) Performance management standards;
g) First Party Coverage seminar;
h) Situational leadership;
i) Strategic planning; and many other areas.
5. I have published articles and made presentations on approximately
20 occasions to various groups on insurance industry standards,
insurance claims practices, and insurance company policies and
procedures.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 2
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r---, 6. I have been requested by Roger Rizzo to render my expert opinions
concerning various actions and conduct performed by State Farm
Insurance employees with respect to the damages which occurred to
the Rizzo's home on May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010.
7. Mr. Rizzo has provided me with copies of the State Farm Insurance
Policy which was issued to he and his wife, the State Farm Insurance
claims denial letter sent them on June la, 2010, and numerous other
documents pertaining to both the May 22, 2010 and December 29,
2010 damages incidents.
.~
8. It is my expert opinion based upon my review of these documents,
and the conversations which I have had with Mr. Rizzo, that both the
May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010 incidents in which the Rizzo
home was damaged were covered under their State Farm Insurance
Homeowners Policy as the direct force of wind caused an opening in the
structure which allowed rainwater to enter. The policy contains no
specific language excluding this loss.
9. It is also my opinion that when Rod Brooks made the statements he
did during his May 23, 2010 telephone conversation with Mr. and Mrs.
Rizzo concerning the lack of their Homeowners Policy coverage, without
ever even visiting the insureds' damaged home, that he must have had
no concern for the following facts:
a) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible believing that they
themselves would have to pay for all necessary repairs and they may
not have the many thousands of dollars saved to pay for such repairs.
AFFIDAVII OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 3
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b) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible thinking more storms,
like the one that occurred on May 22, 2010, may occur in the future
and damage their home even more extensively.
c) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would feel terrible that they were losing the
use of approximately one-third of their home.
d) That Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo would suffer emotional distress as a result of
having their home flooded.
10. It is my expert opinion that the conduct of agent Rod Brooks in all
the above respects was oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous.
11. In my expert opinion, the quoting of a multitude of completely
different policy exclusions, as were contained in the June 10, 2010 State
Farm Insurance Homeowners Policy denial letter sent to the Mr. and
Mrs. Rizzo, was not motivated by good faith, was deceptive, and was
not honest as required by insurance industry standards.
12. To act consistent with insurance industry standards, an insurer
cannot fail to provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in the
insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for denial of a
claim. In my opinion, the totally divergent conduct of the State Farm
Insurance agent and the claims representative in May and June of 2010
clearly did not conform to insurance industry standards.
AFFIDAVII OF STEPHEN SIRZELEC - page 4
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13. It is also my expert opinion that State farm Insurance's lack of any
reasonable investigation of the May 22, 2010 and December 29, 2010
damages claims by Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo also violated insurance industry
standards.
14. For all the above reasons, it is my expert opinion that the conduct
of defendant's claims representative, Donna Hoyne, was oppressive,
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous.
15. It is my expert opinion that State Farm Insurance team manager,
Ross Sheridan, either encouraged, permitted, or ignored a State Farm
Insurance Company agent, Rod Brooks, repeatedly telling Mr. and Mrs.
Rizzo that there was no policy coverage for their claim without ever
visiting plaintiffs' residence or performing any investigation. He also
approved of the claims denial letter written by a State Farm Insurance
claims representative containing a multitude of different quotes to
policy exclusions, many of which were completely groundless without
any meaningful investigation being performed.
16. It is my understanding that, Ross Sheridan, the State Farm Insurance
supervising team manager, and others in his office disregarded and did
not review the legal memorandum provided by Mr. Rizzo which
discussed in detail Idaho law concerning how insurance policies should
be interpreted when evaluating policy coverage issues. This team
manager allegedly told Mr. Rizzo over the telephone on June 9, 2010
these facts and that no one in his office had ever even read the two
Idaho Supreme Court cases cited in the legal memorandum, one of
which concisely sets forth how insurance policies should be interpreted
in this state. This is despite the fact that these State Farm Insurance
staff make frequent, extremely significant coverage decisions involving
insureds' claims.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 5
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17. In my opinion, this conduct by State Farm Insurance team manager,
Ross Sheridan' conduct towards plaintiffs was oppressive, fraudulent,
malicious or outrageous.
18. It is also my understanding that another State Farm Insurance team
manager, Steve Yoest, attempted to cover up and distort what agent
Rod Brooks initially told Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo concerning the lack of
coverage for their claim. In my opinion, this conduct by Steve Yoest is
another instance of defendant's conduct towards plaintiffs being
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous.
19. It is my additional understanding that on December 29, 2010, there
was another wind and rainstorm which caused the flooding of the
downstairs of Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo's home. They made a second
insurance policy claim to State Farm Insurance to no avail.
20. I understand that plaintiffs were told for the first time during their
December 29, 2010 telephone conversation with agent Allen
Bollschweiler that State Farm Insurance would not even send one of its
claims representatives out to their home after the wind and rainstorm
to assess the damage and determine whether there was insurance
policy coverage or not. Instead, State Farm Insurance agent Allen
Bollschweiler told Mr. and Mrs. Rizzo that before defendant would do
anything with respect to the plaintiffs' December 29, 2010 claim that
plaintiffs had to make arrangements with a company totally
independent from State Farm Insurance to come out and assess the
damage.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 6
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21. The conduct of State Farm Insurance as described above relating to
plaintiffs' second claim demonstrates a clear violation of industry
standards. The behavior by defendant's employees was again
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct committed
against plaintiffs, who had a special relationship with defendant.
Dated: February 10,2011
Stephen Strzelec
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 7
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Sl..JB.'D{IlIDAND SWORN to before me on this 1011\ day ofFebraury,
2011.
SEAN K. CABANTING
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE Or WASHINGTON
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
11-12-13
;J-~1/ ~
Notary Public of ashington
Commission Expires:
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN STRZELEC - page 8
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the~h of tJJakt' 2011, I personally served a
true and correct copy of PI~intiff'sOPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO.__--Irn'i':;--.,..,....,........-
A.M.- j!i-l'~~. 832 =
OCT 112011
CHRJSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JERI HEATON
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-I 023300
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
I. INTRODUCTION
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke P.A.,
submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment
seeking an Order granting judgment on all causes of action set forth in Plaintiff s Amended
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I
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Complaint on the grounds and for the reasons that there are no genuine issues of material fact,
and State Farm is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
II. ANALYSIS
A. The Most Si~nificantRelationship Test Is Inapplicable in This Case Because There
Is No Actual Conflict of Laws and There Is No Dispute That Idaho Law Applies.
Mr. Rizzo does not distinguish - or even attempt to distinguish or provide any analysis of
- the case law cited by State Farm in the Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment ("Supporting Memorandum"). Instead, Mr. Rizzo ignores those cases and
incorrectly argues that Idaho conflict of laws precedent precludes reliance on the analysis and
holdings from those cases. Mr. Rizzo's argument is flawed for several reasons.
First, a conflict of laws analysis only applies when the substantive law of two (or more)
states differs on the dispositive issue, i.e., can lead to different results. See, e.g., Ryals v. State
Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 134 Idaho 302, 304, 1 P.3d 803,805 (2000) (question regarding
whether New York or Idaho uninsured motorist law applied.); Seubert Excavators, Inc. v.
Anderson Logging Co., 126 Idaho 648, 651, 889 P.2d 82, 85 (1995) ("This case presents a classic
conflict of laws: although Idaho law allows the statutory limitation on an employer's liability to
be varied by agreement, Oregon law does not."); 16 Am. Jur. 2d Conflict of Laws § 4 ("An
apparent conflict of laws may be treated as false when the laws of the two states are the same or
would produce the same result; or do not conflict.")
The interpretation ofMr. Rizzo's policy with State Farm does not involve a difference of
substantive law that leads to a different result. The rules applied to the interpretation of
insurance contracts are universal and are the same in Idaho and all of the jurisdictions referenced
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
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by State Farm. See, e.g., Smith v. Union Auto. Indem. Co., 323 Ill.App.3d 741, 752 N.E.2d 1261
(2001); Anderson v. State Farm Fire and Cas. Co., 2009 WL 2385089 (D.Ariz. 2009);
Thompson v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 165 P.3d 900 (Colo.App. 2007); Tuepker v. State
Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 507 F.3d 346, 354 (5th Cir. 2007); Alfv. State Farm Fire and Cas. Co.,
850 P.2d 1272 (Utah 1993); In re: Katrina Canal Breaches Litigation, 495 F.3d 191 (5th Cir.
2007).
Second, Mr. Rizzo relies heavily on Arreguin v. Farmers Ins. Co. a/Idaho, 145 Idaho
459, 180 P.3d 498 (2008), as providing the standard applicable to the interpretation of his
insurance policy with State Farm. (See Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment ("Rizzo
Opposition"), pp. 2-3, 16.) However, State Farm has never taken the position that Idaho law
does not apply to this case or that the standard set forth in Arreguin does not apply. Thus, there is
no dispute on the following contract interpretation standards:
The general rule is that, because insurance contracts are adhesion
contracts, typically not subject to negotiation between the parties,
any ambilrnity that exists in the contract "must be construed most
strongly against the insurer."
When we determine whether a policy is ambiguous we ask
"whether the policy 'is reasonably subject to conflicting
interpretation. '" .... The "burden is on the insurer to use clear and
precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its coverage."
Arreguin, 145 Idaho at 461, 180 P.3d at 500 (emphasis added; citations omitted).
As discussed more thoroughly below, Mr. Rizzo has not cited a valid ambiguity in the
policy or a reasonable interpretation of the policy for the Court to consider. Therefore, rather
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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than supporting Mr. Rizzo's position, the contract interpretation standards set forth in Arreguin
establish that there is no coverage for Mr. Rizzo's claim.
Finally, State Farm did not cite foreign case law arguing that it is binding in Idaho. State
Farm cited foreign case law as persuasive authority due to the interpretation of the exact same (or
analogous) contract provisions at issue in this case. Mr. Rizzo's complete failure to analyze
those cases or even attempt to distinguish them only reinforces the sound analysis provided in
those cases examining factually similar situations.
B. Mr. Rizzo's Claims Are Not Covered by the Policy.
Mr. Rizzo argues that there are three reasons why the policy provides coverage for his
claims: (l) paragraph 2. (Windstorm or hail) under SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED provides
coverage; (2) the policy does not exclude rain damage resulting from a hole in the home wall
caused partially, if not completely, by the wind; and (3) paragraph 11. (Weight of ice, snow, or
sleet) under SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED provides coverage. (Rizzo Opposition, pp. 7-10.)
Mr. Rizzo's first and third arguments fail because the "Windstorm or hail" and "Weight
of snow, ice, or sleet" provisions are completely irrelevant to the coverage determination at issue
in this case. As set forth in the policy, the "Windstorm or hail" and "Weight of snow, ice, or
sleet" provisions apply strictly to Coverage B - Personal Property. (See Affidavit of Stephen
Yoest ("Yoest Aff."), Ex. A.) Mr. Rizzo's "Prayer for Relief' seeks no recovery for personal
property damage, and under all five of his causes of action, Mr. Rizzo is only seeking "the cost of
repairing plaintiff s home as a result of the damages suffered on May 22, 2010 and December 28
and December 29,2010 and thereafter." (Amended Complaint, pp. 17-18.) In response to
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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Interrogatory No. 11, which specifically asked Mr. Rizzo to identify with "specificity and
particularity all damages caused by the water intrusion into the basement" of the home,
Mr. Rizzo answered as follows:
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Plaintiffs have not
formally inspected each and every area in our home in an effort to
ascertain and list all the areas of our home damaged by the May 22,
2010 wind and rainstorm. Moreover, undoubtedly there is serious
damages which are not observable by lay persons like damages
inside walls. under tile. carpeted. and concrete floors. to
foundation areas. to the south side wall of the house. to
portions of the home attached to the south side wall. etc.
Additionally, Plaintiffs believe that the south side wall and
possibly other areas in their home have been infested by mold and
fungus which are not normally visible. Lastly, there was a second
flooding of the downstairs of Plaintiffs' home which occurred on
December 28 and 29, 2010. Plaintiffs are largely uncertain what
damage can be attributed to which flooding incident.
What is immediately obvious to lay people is that all the tile on a
significant portion of the bottom floor of the house has been
removed. The floor in a large part of that level is now only
concrete. Many holes have been drilled in the wood molding at
the bottom of inside walls. Plaintiffs are uncertain as to
whether walls on the interior sections of the home are
compromised. Plaintiffs also do not know whether this is also
true for carpeting in the remaining parts of the bottom level of the
home and on the stairway down. Plaintiffs expect, but are not
certain, that the wood beams and the siding in the south side
wall have been damaged as well as the wall covering. Finally,
Plaintiffs are extremely concerned that the wind blowing at the
correct speed and direction on May 22, 2010 caused a temporary
hole in the south side wall. This hole can and will be reopened if
there is wind again blowing at the right speed and in the correct
direction and there is a substantial amount of rainfall.
(Affidavit of James D. LaRue in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. A (emphasis
added).)
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Mr. Rizzo has never claimed personal property damage. Mr. Rizzo cannot rearrange the
policy to create coverage where none exists and his reliance on the "Windstorm or hail" and
"Weight of snow, ice, or sleet" provisions is clearly misplaced. However, even if the policy was
rearranged in the manner suggested by Mr. Rizzo, coverage would still be excluded.
Even if Mr. Rizzo claimed loss to personal property, the "Windstorm or hail" and
"Weight of snow, ice, or sleet" provisions are plainly subject to the exclusions set forth in
subsection 2. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED. (See Yoest Aff., Ex. A, p. 10.) The
insurance agreement of SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED to COVERAGE B - PERSONAL
PROPERTY provides as follows:
COVERAGE B-PERSONAL PROPERTY
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to property described
in Coverage B caused by the following perils, except as provided
in SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED:
2. Windstorm or hail...
11. Weight of ice, snow or sleet.. ..
(Yoest Aff., Ex. A, pp. 7-8 (bold in original; underline added).)
Thus, the exclusions for water damage from surface water or water below the surface of
the ground operate to exclude coverage for accidental, direct or physical loss to COVERAGE B -
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
Mr. Rizzo's second argument also provides him no relief from State Farm's Motion for
Summary Judgment because pursuant to subsection 2. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT
INSURED of the policy, there is no coverage for any damage resulting from the combination of
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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an arguably covered event (wind) and an uncovered event (surface water/water below the surface
of the ground). (See Supporting Memorandum, pp. 14-17.)
Rather than addressing State Farm's argument on anti-concurrent causes, Mr. Rizzo chose
to ignore the argument and the plain language of the policy. Mr. Rizzo also does not argue that
the language in subsection 2. under SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED is ambiguous.
Instead, for the first time, Mr. Rizzo now implies that the damage to his home may have been
"completely" caused by the wind. (Rizzo Opposition, p. 8.) This argument is unsupported and
contradicts the sworn testimony of Mr. Rizzo's expert, Donald Flynn:
The damage to the Rizzo's[sic] home which occurred on May 22,
2010 and December 29,2010 almost certainly happened because of
the following events. An extremely high level of rainfall collected
in a house window well. This rainwater became one to two feet
deep in the window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the
side of the home and an approximately 18 mile an hour wind
blowing in the right direction against a very large structural wall
caused an opening in the wall.
(Affidavit of Donald Flynn, ~ 8) (emphasis added); see also Rizzo Opposition, p. 12 ("Donald
Flynn's Affidavit makes it clear that wind, along with the weight ofwater...caused an opening in
the house walL..").)
Mr. Flynn clearly opines that the entry of water into the basement of Mr. Rizzo's home
was caused by a combination - or at a minimum a sequential occurrence - of surface water
pressure and wind. Mr. Rizzo has never offered any evidence (nor could he)l that the damage
caused to his home was wind-only damage. Regardless of whether the damage is considered
1 Mr. Rizzo is making a water damage claim and not a claim for purely wind damage such
as a roof blowing off the house or the siding being ripped off the house due to wind. (See
Amended Complaint.)
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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caused purely by surface water/water below the surface of the ground or a combination of wind
and water, the policy unambiguously provides there is no coverage for such damage. See
Tuepker v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 507 F.3d 346,354 (5th Cir. 2007) ("any damage caused
exclusively by a nonexcluded peril or event such as wind, not concurrently or sequentially with
water damage, is covered by the policy, while all damaa:e caused by water or by wind actina:
concurrently or sequentially with water, is excluded.") (italics in original; emphasis added).
Since Mr. Rizzo has not provided any valid policy provisions providing coverage or any
counterargument to State Farm's analysis, the Court should rule as a matter oflaw that
Mr. Rizzo's claims are not covered by the policy.
C. Mr. Rizzo Fails to Cite Any Valid Ambilluity in the Policy.
After repeating his incorrect argument regarding which policy provisions apply in this
case, Mr. Rizzo argues that "Defendant also fails to admit that the word 'rain' is used in parts of
the Homeowners Policy but that State Farm fails to use the word 'rain' in any exclusion." (Rizzo
Opposition, p. 16.) Whether the word "rain" is or is not used in an exclusion is completely
irrelevant because Mr. Rizzo is not claiming damage as a direct result of rain entering his home.
For example, Mr. Rizzo is not arguing that rain fell from the sky and entered his home through a
hole in the roof or an open window. Instead, it remains undisputed that the water entered
Mr. Rizzo's home below the surface of the ground:
Plaintiff was not about to go out to the side of his house and dill
down several feet with a shovel, alongside the home wall for
several yards, to attempt to determine how the rain entered the
basement.
(Rizzo Opposition, p. 15.)
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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Mr. Rizzo argues next that it is difficult to accept State Farm's contention that "rain was
excluded from coverage instantly when the rain struck the earth or seeped into the ground."
(Rizzo Opposition, p. 15 (emphasis in original).) However, the acceptance of State Farm's
contention is not difficult to accept and, unlike Mr. Rizzo's theory, is the only reasonable
interpretation of the policy language. See Arreguin, 145 Idaho at 461, 180 P.3d at 500 (a policy
is ambiguous only if it '''is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation. "') (emphasis added;
citations omitted). Under Mr. Rizzo's theory, rain that lands and pools on the ground is always
rain and is never considered surface water. Similarly, rain that seeps below the surface of the
ground always remains rain and is never considered water below the surface of the ground.
Mr. Rizzo's theory is far from reasonable and defies even the most basis understanding of how
water is classified. Furthermore, this argument is neither novel nor accepted by the courts. See,
e.g., Kish v. Insurance Co. ofNorth America, 125 Wash.2d 164, 170-71,883 P.2d 308,311-12
(1994) ("rain is merely another characterization of flood" and "'[a]n insured may not avoid a
contractual exclusion merely by affixing an additional label or separate characterization to the act
or event causing the loss."') As such, State Farm respectfully requests that the Court find the
policy to be unambiguous as a matter of law and apply it to the facts of this case.
D. Expert Testimony Submitted by State Farm on the Coverage Issue Is Unnecessary
and Would Be Improper.
Mr. Rizzo argues that State Farm's failure to submit any expert affidavits mandates denial
of its motion. (Rizzo Opposition, pp. 10-14.) State Farm does not need an expert on causation
because, for purposes of this motion, State Farm accepts all ofMr. Flynn's opinions as true as to
the cause of the water intrusion. In addition, State Farm accepted all ofMr. Rizzo's additional
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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facts as true on the issue of causation, i.e., that the water entered the home through a hole in the
foundation of the home below the surface of the ground. The source/location of the water
entering the home is the only material fact, and because State Farm accepts all ofMr. Rizzo's
alleged facts as true, there are no disputed material facts and this motion can be ruled upon as a
matter of law.
For the same reason, an expert addressing the issue of whether or not Mr. Rizzo's claims
are covered by the policy is improper because the determination of coverage in this case is a
question of law. "Where the policy language is clear and unambiguous, coverage must be
determined. as a matter of law, according to the plain meaning of the words used." Clark v.
Prudential Property and Cas. Ins. Co., 138 Idaho 538, 541, 66 P.3d 242,245 (2003) (emphasis
added). Expert opinions offered on matters of law are irrelevant and should be disregarded.
Howardv. Oregon Mutual Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 214, 219, 46 P.3d 510, 515 (2002) ("Because the
issues related to ambiguity before the trial judge were matters of law, the offered expert opinion
was irrelevant, and there was no abuse of discretion in excluding the testimony."); see also
Summers v. A.I. Gilbert Co., et al., 69 Cal.App. 4th 1155, 1179 (1999) ("There are limits to
expert testimony, not the least of which is the prohibition against admission of an expert's
opinion on a question of law.")
In the present matter, neither State Farm nor Mr. Rizzo can substitute their (or their
experts') opinions regarding coverage for that of the Court because this motion addresses a
purely legal question regarding whether coverage exists. Therefore, State Farm's choice to not
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 10
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submit expert affidavits has no impact on the Court's decision regarding whether coverage for
Mr. Rizzo's claims exists.
E. Mr. Rizzo's Claim for Bad Faith Should Be Dismissed Because the Policy Does Not
Provide Covera2e for Mr. Rizzo's Alleged Losses.
Mr. Rizzo does not dispute the failure of his claim for bad faith if the Court determines
there is no coverage for his claims. Therefore, since Mr. Rizzo is unable to establish coverage
for his claims, his cause of action for bad faith should be dismissed.
F. Mr. Rizzo's Claims of Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair
Dealin2. Ne2li2ence Per Se. and Negli2ent Failure to Warn Should Be Dismissed.
Mr. Rizzo fails to demonstrate any right of recovery under his clams for breach of the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and negligence per se. Instead, his only argument
is that if he loses on the bad faith claim, he should still be allowed to pursue these two claims.
(Rizzo Opposition, pp. 16-17.) Mr. Rizzo's argument fails because Mr Rizzo has not (and
cannot) provide any analysis regarding how a claim for breach ofthe implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing can survive when there is no coverage under the policy. Similarly,
Mr. Rizzo has not (and cannot) cite any authority supporting a negligence per se cause of action
under the statutes he has cited.
Finally, as discussed in State Farm's Supporting Memorandum, since the creation of the
tort of bad faith in White v. Unigard Mut. Ins. Co., 112 Idaho 94, 730 P.2d 1014 (1986),
approximately twenty-five years ago, the Idaho Supreme Court has never recognized any duty
owing by an insurer to its insured related to an uncovered claim. Thus, there is no recognized
duty to warn Mr. Rizzo of the alleged adverse health effects related to his uncovered claims.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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Mr. Rizzo has not provided any authority disputing this point. Instead, Mr. Rizzo inaccurately
cites Sliman v. Aluminum Co. ofAmerica, 112 Idaho 277, 731 P.2d 1267 (1986), in support of his
argument that State Farm owed him a duty to warn. Sliman was a products liability case where
the Court recognized the following duty to warn:
In the context of both negligence and strict liability, a
supplier in some situations has the duty to warn of risks from its
products. In an action based on negligence, this Court has held:
As a general rule, if any supplier, including the
distributor, of a product knows or has reason to
know that the product is likely to be unsafe when
used for the purpose for which it is supplied, and
has no reason to believe that the persons for whose
use the product was supplied will realize its unsafe
condition, then the supplier has a duty to exercise
reasonable care adequately to warn them of the
unsafe condition or of the facts which make the
product likely to be dangerous.
Sliman, 112 Idaho at 280, 731 P.2d at 1270 (emphasis added).
Application of the duty to warn ofunsafe products in the insurer-insured context is
misplaced. An insurance policy is not a product used by the insured or a product that can
possibly contain an unsafe condition. Furthermore, Mr. Rizzo has not provided any analysis
supporting the application of a products liability duty to the insurer-insured relationship; he
simply picked a duty out of thin air and asks this Court to apply it. Since Mr. Rizzo cannot
support his negligent failure to warn claim with any recognized duty, it should be dismissed as a
matter of law.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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III. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, State Farm respectfully requests that this Court grant its Motion
for Summary Judgment and dismiss Mr. Rizzo's claims for: (1) breach of contract; (2) breach of
the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (3) bad faith; (4) negligence per se; and
(5) negligent failure to warn.
DATED this -.LL day of October, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~J~D~
Attorneys for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this-il day of October, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy ofthe above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner indicated
below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
U.S. Mail
V Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFm~ ~ ;Jl?£L
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE~OON IYorlt!5x
JAN 0 9 2012
3
4
5
6
7
8
EVA MARIE RIZZO and ROGER
DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Case No. CV OC 1023300
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER
STATE FARM INSURANCE
9 COMPANY,
10 Defendant.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
BACKGROUND
This is an action arising from a dispute regarding insurance coverage for damage to Plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo's home. l The factual background of the case is set forth in the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order entered on May 2, 2011, which is hereby incorporated into this
decision.
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment was filed on August 25, 2011, along with a
supporting memorandum and the affidavits of James D. LaRue and Eric Vane. An Addendum to
the Affidavit of Eric Vane was filed by Defendant on August 26, 2011. Plaintiff filed an
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment on October 4, 2011, along with the Affidavit of
Roger Daniel Rizzo in Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment. Defendant filed a
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on October 11,
2011.
Hearing on Defendant's motion for summary judgment was held on November 17, 2011,at
which time the Court took the matter under advisement.
I Pursuant to a stipulation filed by the parties, the Court entered an Order of Dismissal on March 15,2011, dismissing
with prejudice all claims of Plaintiff Eva Marie Rizzo against Defendant.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 1
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
Summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Beaudoin v. Davidson Trust
Co., 151 Idaho 701, ---, 263 P.3d 755, 758 (2011), quoting LR.C.P. 56(c). The burden is on the
moving party to show that no genuine issues of material fact exist. Soignier v. Fletcher, 151 Idaho
322, ---, 256 P.3d 730, 732 (2011), citing Stoddart v. Pocatello Sch. Dist. No. 25, 149 Idaho 679,
683,239 P.3d 784, 788 (2010). Disputed facts are "liberally construed in favor of the nonmoving
party and 'all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are to be drawn in favor of
the nonmoving party.'" Patterson v. State ofIdaho, Dep't ofHealth Welfare, 151 Idaho 310, ---,
256 P.3d 718, 723 (2011), quoting Mackay v. Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408, 410, 179
P.3d 1064, 1066 (2008). "If reasonable people might reach a different conclusion from conflicting
inferences based on the evidence," then the summary judgment motion must be denied. Cramer v.
Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 873,204 P.3d 508,513 (2009), citing Mackay, 145 Idaho at 410, 179 P.3d at
1066.
DISCUSSION
On August 12, 2011, Plaintiff filed an Amended Complaint setting forth five causes of
action related to Defendant's denial of coverage under a homeowners insurance policy for damages
to Plaintiffs home which occurred on May 22, 2010, and December 28-29, 2010. At the time of
these events, Plaintiffs home was insured by a homeowners policy issued by Defendant State Farm
Fire and Casualty Company. See Affidavit of Stephen Yoest, Exhibit A (hereinafter the Policy). In
his Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that on both occasions, severe wind and rainstorms
caused rainwater to flood the basement of his home. In connection with his previous motion to
amend complaint, Plaintiff filed the Affidavit of Donald Flynn, who is the president of Shadow
Mountain Construction, Inc. In the affidavit, Mr. Flynn sets forth his opinions regarding the cause
of the damage to Plaintiffs home as follows:
The damage to the Rizzo's (sic) home which occurred on May 22,2010 and December
2010 almost certainly happened because of the following events. An extremely high
level of rainfall collected in a house window well. This rainwater became one to two
feet deep in the window well. It exerted substantial pressure on the side of the home
and an approximately 18 mile an hour wind blowing in the right direction against a
very large structural wall caused an opening in the wall. Large amounts of rainfall
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 2
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then penetrated the wall through the opening and flooded the downstairs floor of the
house.
Affidavit of Donald Flynn at ~ 8. Mr. Flynn asserts that on December 29, 2010, rainfall had again
collected in the window well, and on that date the wind blew at approximately 28 miles per hour,
"in almost exactly the same direction as it had on May 22, 2010. The wind at that speed and
direction caused an opening in the house wall again and rainwater flooded into the home."
Affidavit of Donald Flynn at ~ 9.
For purposes of its summary judgment motion, Defendant does not dispute this alleged
cause of the damage to Plaintiffs home.2 Rather, Defendant asserts that the damages described by
Plaintiff are excluded under the Policy, and accordingly Plaintiffs claims for breach of contract and
bad faith should be dismissed. See Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment at 2. Defendant also asserts that Plaintiffs claims for breach of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, negligence per se, and negligent failure to warn are not recognized as
valid causes of action in Idaho under the circumstances presented by this case. See Memorandum
in Support ofDefendant's Motion for Summary Judgment at 2.
Breach of Contract
In his Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that Defendant's insistence that the damage to
Plaintiffs home was not covered under the Policy constituted an "ordinary and willful breach of
contract." Amended Complaint at 11. As with other contracts, policies of insurance "are to be
construed in their ordinary meaning, and where the language employed is clear and unambiguous,
there is no occasion to construe a policy differently than manifested by the plain words therein."
Porter v. Farmers Ins. Co. ofIdaho, 102 Idaho 132, 136, 627 P.2d 311, 315 (1981), citing Unigard
Ins. Group v. Royal Globe Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 123, 128, 594 P.2d 633, 638 (1979). Interpretation
of an unambiguous insurance contract is a question of law. Hall v. Farmers Alliance Mut. Ins. Co.,
145 Idaho 313, 317-18,179 P.3d 276,280-81 (2008), quoting Ryals v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins.
Co., 134 Idaho 302, 304, 1 P.3d 803,805 (2000).
The Policy at issue provides, under "SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED":
2 In his opposition to Defendant's summary judgment motion, Plaintiffnotes that Defendant has submitted no expert
testimony in support of its motion. See Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at 6. However, as Defendant does
not dispute the opinions of Plaintiffs expert regarding the cause of the damage to Plaintiffs home, it is not necessary, for
purposes of the summary judgment motion, for Defendant to submit the opinions of its own expert regarding this issue.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 3
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2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would not have occurred in the
absence of one or more of the following excluded events....
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(l) flood, surface water, waves, tidal water, tsunami, seiche, overflow of a
body ofwater, or spray from any of these, all whether driven by wind or not;
(3) water below the surface of the ground, including water which exerts
pressure on, or seeps or leaks through a building, sidewalk, driveway,
foundation, swimming pool or other structure.
Policy at 10 (emphasis in original). The evidence in the record indicates that the water that entered
Plaintiff s home was water either surface water or water below the surface of the ground.
On May 24, 2010, Plaintiff notified his State Farm sales agent, Rod Brooks, that water had
been discovered in the basement of Plaintiffs home, and Mr. Brooks initiated a claim for the
damage. See Affidavit of Rod Brooks at ~~ 5, 11. On May 25, 2010, Donna Hoyne, a Claim
Representative in Defendant's Boise Operations Center, conducted an onsite inspection of
Plaintiffs home. See Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~~ 4-5. Plaintiff directed Ms. Hoyne to the
south wall of the basement family room, which had two windows. Plastic sheeting and a sump
pump had been installed in one of the window wells. See Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~ 7.
Plaintiff indicated that the water had not entered through the window, but had gone down the
outside of the south wall and had entered through the foundation at the floor level, perhaps through
holes or cracks in the foundation. See Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~ 7. Ms. Hoyne observed that
the windowsill appeared to be clean and undamaged, and there was no visible damage to the
wallpaper below the window. Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~ 8.
Ms. Hoyne also contacted Del Klein at Disaster Kleenup, the mitigation service Plaintiffhad
hired to remove the water. Mr. Klein indicated that his employees did not detect any moisture on
the windowsill and wall below the windows, and that Disaster Kleenup had concluded that the
water did not enter through the window. See Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~ 13. Mr. Klein also
indicated that the moisture readings on the south wall were only elevated at the floor level, which
confirmed the conclusion that the water must have entered the home through the foundation at or
near the base of the wall. See Affidavit of Donna Hoyne at ~ 15.
On December 29, 2010, Plaintiff reported a second incident of flooding in the basement of
his home, and the second claim was assigned to Eric Vane, a Claim Representative for Defendant's
Boise Operations Center. See Affidavit of Eric Vane in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 4
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at ~ 3 (hereinafter Affidavit of Eric Vane). Despite numerous requests to inspect the reported
damage, Mr. Vane was not able to conduct an onsite inspection of Plaintiffs home until May 12,
2011. See Affidavit of Eric Vane at ~~ 4-6. During this inspection, Plaintiff indicated that water
had been discovered on the basement floor on December 29,2010, which was the same location as
the previous incident which had occurred on May 22, 2010. See Affidavit of Eric Vane at ~ 7.
According to Mr. Vane,
Mr. Rizzo explained that the water entered the home at the joint between the south
wall and the floor, under the window. However, Mr. Rizzo specifically stated that the
water did not enter through the window, window well, or through the window area at
all. He said all water entered at the basement floor level.
Affidavit of Eric Vane at ~ 7. Based upon his observation of the window wells along the south wall
of the home, Mr. Vane estimated that "the basement floor is approximately three feet below the
bottom of the window well." Affidavit of Eric Vane at ~ 8.
The evidence in the record indicates Plaintiff made statements to Mr. Vane and Ms. Hoyne
that on both occasions, the water had entered the basement at the floor level rather than through the
window area.3 Such statements are consistent with Ms. Hoyne's observations regarding the
apparent lack of damage to the windowsill area and the wallpaper below the window. Plaintiffs
statements are also consistent with Mr. Klein's indication that his employees did not detect any
moisture on the windowsill or the wall below the windows, and that the moisture readings were
only elevated at the floor level. Mr. Vane indicated that the basement floor is approximately three
feet below the bottom of the window well. In sum, this evidence supports the conclusion that water
entered Plaintiffs home at or near the base of the south wall. Accordingly, the Court concludes
there is no material issue of fact regarding whether the water that entered Plaintiff s basement was
either "surface water" which had accumulated at the window well level and flowed down the
outside of the south wall, or "water below the surface of the ground.,,4 In any event, the plain
3 Plaintiffs affidavit also indicates that the water entered the home from below the surface of the ground. Specifically,
Plaintiff asserts that because it was still raining severely when he discovered the damage, Plaintiff "was not about to go
out to the side of his house and dig down several feet with a shovel, alongside the home wall for many yards, to attempt to
determine how the rain entered the basement." Affidavit of Roger Daniel Rizzo in Support of Opposition to Motion for
Summary Judgment at 3 (emphasis added).
4 The Court notes that, when interpreting a homeowners policy containing similar exclusion language, the Illinois Court 0
Appeals concluded that water which had accumulated in a window well met the defmition of"surface water." See Smith
v. Union Auto. Indem. Co., 752 N.E. 2d 1261(111. Ct. App. 2001). After reviewing dictionary defmitions as well as case
law from various jurisdictions, the Smith court concluded that "surface water means water derived from natural
precipitation that flows over or accumulates on the ground without forming a defmite body of water or following a
defined watercourse." Id at 1268. The Smith court rejected the insureds' contention that surface water is limited to water
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 5
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language of the Policy excludes damage to the home caused by either, as the Policy states that
Defendant does not insure for any loss which would not have occurred in the absence of water
damage, meaning "surface water" or "water below the surface of the ground." Policy at 10. The
Court finds no ambiguity in such language.
Plaintiff argues that the Policy contains no exclusion for "damage caused by wind," and it
"does not exclude rain damage resulting from a hole in the home wall caused partially, if not
completely, by wind." Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at 8 (emphasis in original).
The evidence submitted by Plaintiff does not support a conclusion that the damage to Plaintiffs
home was caused by wind alone. Plaintiffs expert, Mr. Flynn, indicates that, along with the wind,
the accumulation of rainwater in the window well contributed to the event by exerting "substantial
pressure" on the side of the home. See Affidavit of Donald Flynn at ~~ 8,9. The plain language of
the above-cited portion of the Policy excludes coverage for such a combination of events:
2. We do not insure under any coverage for any loss which would not have occurred in
the absence of one or more of the following excluded events. We do not insure for
such loss regardless of: (a) the cause of the excluded event; or (b) other causes of the
loss; or (c) whether other causes acted concurrently or in any sequence with the
excluded event to produce the loss; or (d) whether the event occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or occurs as a result of any combination of these:
c. Water Damage . ..
Policy at 10 (emphasis in original). Again, the Court finds no ambiguity in the language of the
Policy.
Plaintiff also asserts that his damages are covered by another provision of the Policy, under
"SECTION I - LOSSES INSURED," which refers to situations in which the direct force of wind
causes an opening in a roof or wall of a building, and rain enters through that opening. However,
the portion of the Policy cited by Plaintiff is only applicable to "Coverage B." Under the Policy,
Coverage A applies to the "dwelling," and Coverage B applies to "personal property." See Policy
at 3. The section cited by Plaintiff provides:
COVERAGE A - DWELLING
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in Coverage A, except
as provided in SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED.
that is "unaffected by man-made constructions." Id Although the Smith case is not binding authority, the Court agrees
with the reasoning set forth by the Illinois Court of Appeals.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 6
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COVERAGE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY
We insure for accidental direct physical loss to the property described in Coverage B caused
by the following perils, except as provided in SECTION I - LOSSES NOT INSURED:
2. Windstorm or hail. This peril does not include loss to property contained in
a building caused by rain, snow, sleet, sand or dust. This limitation does not
apply when the direct force of wind or hail damages the building causing an
opening in a roof or wall and the rain, snow, sleet, sand or dust enters through
this opening.
Policy at 7 (emphasis in original). Under the clear and unambiguous language of the Policy, the
"windstorm or hail" provision cited by Plaintiff, as well as the other perils listed under the heading
"COVERAGE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY," applies only personal property, and not to the
dwelling. Plaintiff has not sought compensation for any personal property damage caused by the
May 22, 2010, and December 28-29, 2010, events. Rather, Plaintiff seeks the cost of repairing his
home. See Amended Complaint at 17-18. The "windstorm and hail" provision cited by Plaintiff
does not apply to any damage to Plaintiffs home.
Similarly, Plaintiff asserts that another ofthe perils set forth under the above-cited section is
applicable in this matter: "11. Weight of ice, snow or sleet which causes damage to property
contained in a building." Policy at 8 (emphasis in original). Plaintiff asserts that the water that
flooded his home during both events likely fell from the sky in the form of snow or sleet during the
night, before Plaintiff discovered the damage. See Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at
10. As with the previously cited provision, however, the peril cited by Plaintiff only applies to
"Coverage B - Personal Property." The language of the peril itself clearly states that it applies to
weight of ice, snow, or sleet which causes damage "to property contained in a building." Again,
this language is unambiguous, and no coverage is provided under this peril for damage to Plaintiff s
home.
For these reasons, the Court concludes that there is no genuine issue of material fact as to
whether Plaintiffs claims are covered by the Policy. For the reasons set forth above, Defendant is
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs claim for breach of contract.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 7
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Bad Faith
To establish a claim for the tort of bad faith, Plaintiff must show that: (1) Defendant
intentionally and unreasonably denied or delayed payment; (2) Plaintiff s claim was not fairly
debatable; (3) Defendant's denial or delay was not the result of good faith mistake; and (4) the
resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages. Lovey v. Regence BlueShield of
Idaho, 139 Idaho 37,48, 72 P.3d 877, 888 (2003), citing Simper v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of
Idaho, 132 Idaho 471, 974 P.2d 1100 (1999). In order to prove his bad faith claim, Plaintiff "must
establish that [he] was entitled to recover under the [Policy]." Lovey, 139 Idaho at 48, 72 P.3d at
888, citing Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173,45 P.3d 829 (2002); see also
Weinstein v. Prudential Property and Casualty Ins. Co., 149 Idaho 299,315,233 P.3d 1221, 1237
(2010), citing Robinson, 137 Idaho at 179, 45 P.3d at 835 ("Although the tort of bad faith is not a
breach of contract claim, to find that [the insurer] committed bad faith ..., there must also have
been a duty under the contract that was breached."); and Robinson, 137 Idaho at 179,45 P.3d at 834
("Fundamental to the claim of bad faith is the idea that there must be coverage of the claim under
the policy.").
As set forth above, the Court has concluded that the damage to Plaintiffs home was not
covered under the Policy, and Defendant's denial of Plaintiffs claims did not constitute a breachof
contract. Accordingly, there is no genuine issue of material fact as to whether Plaintiff was entitled
to recover under the Policy, or whether Defendant intentionally and unreasonably denied or delayed
payment. Defendant is therefore entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiff s bad faith claim.
Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
An implied duty of good faith and fair dealing "exists between insurers and insureds in
every insurance policy." Mortensen v. Stewart Title Guaranty Co., 149 Idaho 437, 445, 235 P.3d
387,395 (2010), citing Simper, 132 Idaho at 474,974 P.2d at 1103. Defendant asserts that Plaintiff
cannot bring a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing because, in
Idaho, such a claim is subsumed by the tort of bad faith in the context of insurance contracts. See
Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment at 18-19, citing White v.
Unigard Mutual Ins. Co., 112 Idaho 94, 730 P.2d 1014 (1986), and Robinson, 137 Idaho 173, 45
P.3d 829. In Robinson, the Idaho Supreme Court stated:
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 8
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The insurer has a duty to provide coverage if conditions are met under the insurance
contract. If that duty is breached, instead of treating the claim as a breach of the
covenant of good faith and fair dealing under the guise of a contract claim, the Court
has held that an action can be brought as a tort claim.
137 Idaho at 179,45 P.3d at 835, citing White, 112 Idaho at 98, 730 P.2d at 1018 (emphasis added).
Plaintiff notes that the elements of a breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
action differ from a bad faith action. See Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at 16.
Also, a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a contract claim
resulting in contract damages, whereas bad faith is a cause of action in tort. See, e.g., Beco Constr.
Co., Inc. v. City ofIdaho Falls, 124 Idaho 859, 865, 865 P.2d 950, 956 (1993), citing Idaho First
Nat'[ Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 288,824 P.2d 841,863 (1991).
In any case, the Court concludes that Plaintiff has not established a genuine issue of material
fact as to the elements of a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
The covenant requires that "the parties perform in good faith the obligations imposed by their
agreement," and a violation of the covenant occurs only when "either party ... violates, nullifies or
significantly impairs any benefit" of the contract. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho at 288,824 P.2d at
863 (citations omitted). As the Policy does not provide coverage for Plaintiffs claims for damages
to his home, Plaintiff has not identified any benefit of the Policy which has been violated, nullified,
or significantly impaired by Defendant. Accordingly, Defendant is entitled to summary judgment
on Plaintiffs claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Negligence Per Se
In his Amended Complaint, Plaintiff has set forth a claim for negligence per se, alleging that
Defendant violated the following statute pertaining to insurers:
The business of insurance is one affected by the public interest, requiring that all
persons be actuated by good faith, abstain from deception, and practice honesty and
equity in all insurance matters. Upon the insurer, the insured, and their representatives,
and all concerned in insurance transactions, rests the duty of preserving the integrity of
insurance.
I.C. § 41-113(2); see Amended Complaint at 14-15. As Plaintiffs claims were not covered under
the Policy, however, Plaintiff has not shown that Defendant engaged in any deceptive conduct or
acted without good faith in handling or denying Plaintiffs claims. The evidence in the record
indicates that Defendant's employees responded to Plaintiffs claims promptly, investigated such
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 9
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claims, and thereafter sent Plaintiff letters setting forth the bases for the denial of such claims. See
generally Affidavit of Donna Hoyne; Affidavit of Rod Brooks; Affidavit of Allen Bollschweiler;
Affidavit of Eric Vane in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment; Addendum to Affidavit of
Eric Vane. Accordingly, as Plaintiff has not demonstrated a material issue of fact as to whether
Defendant's conduct constituted a breach of the above-cited statute, the Court concludes that
Defendant is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs negligence per se claim.
Negligent Failure to Warn
Finally, Plaintiff sets forth a claim in his Amended Complaint for negligent failure to warn.
Plaintiff alleges that Defendant failed to warn Plaintiff "of the health hazards that the insured
resident of a home faces when rainwater enters a home through the house wall as a result of a
windstorm." Amended Complaint at 16. Plaintiff further alleges that although "it is very likely
mold and fungus formed in the house wall that rainwater flooded through," Defendant "never
provided or gave any health warnings" to Plaintiff regarding such hazards. Amended Complaint at
17. Defendant asserts that such a cause of action is also subsumed by the tort of bad faith which
has been recognized by the Idaho Supreme Court in the insurer-insured context. See Memorandum
in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment at 21-22.
The Court notes that the Policy specifically excludes losses associated with mold or fungus.
See Policy, "Fungus (Including Mold) Exclusion Endorsement." More importantly, however,
Plaintiff has not established that Defendant had a duty to warn Plaintiff regarding health hazards
associated with losses that are specifically excluded from coverage under the Policy. The case cited
by Plaintiff sets forth the duty of a supplier of a product to exercise reasonable care to adequately
warn users of the unsafe condition of such product, or of the facts which make the product likely to
be dangerous. See Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at 17, citing Sliman v. Aluminum
Co. of America, 112 Idaho 277, 280-81, 731 P.2d 1267, 1270-71 (1986). This principle is not
applicable under the circumstances, as Plaintiff has not alleged that Defendant is the supplier of an
unsafe product. As Plaintiff has not established a genuine issue of material fact· regarding the
existence of a duty on the part of Defendant to warn Plaintiff regarding health hazards, such as
mold and fungus, which may be associated with water damage to a home, the Court concludes that
Defendant is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs claim for negligent failure to warn.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 10
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, .
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is granted.
Defendant is hereby directed to prepare a form ofjudgment consistent with this opinion.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this ~day of January, 2012.
TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 11
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938..1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
PlaintitT
Vs.
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
)
)
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
)
J
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JUDGMENT
COMES NOW Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo and objects to defendants
proposed JUDGMENT submitted to the court on January 12, 2012 in
response to the District Court's January 9, 2012 directive.
Plaintiff's objection is based on three contentions. They are set forth
immediately below.
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JUDGMENT - page 1
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1. Defendant did not request attorney's fees and costs in its Motion for
Summary Judgment. Defendant is making its request for the first time
after filing its motion for summary judgment and reply brief as well as
the oral argument on the-motion having already taken place.
Defendant's conduct is completely unfair and gives plaintiff no
opportunity to argue the impropriety of the request.
Defendant's belated request is legally improper for this reason and
should be denied.
2. In the District Court's MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER, which
is file stamped on January 9, 2012, the court directs defendant to
prepare a form of judgment consistent with this opinion. The words
"consistent with this opinion" are the operative language in the court}s
directive to defendant. Nowhere in the District Court's MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER is there any mention of attorney's fees and
costs, let alone such a directive applying to all claims asserted by
plaintiff in this entire lawsuit.
Secondly, defendanrs request is also legally improper for this reason
and should be denied.
3. Defendant is purportedly the world's largest insurance company with
total assets supposedly approaching or exceeding a hundred billion
dollars. Plaintiff is a solitary individual In Pro Per in this lawsuit. Plaintiff
brought this lawsuit believing it to be a completely valid claim under his
Homeowner's Policy with defendant. Defendant's belated request for
attorney's fees and costs for all claims asserted by the Pro Per plaintiff
is a request for the miscarriage of justice.
For this final reason defendant's request should be denied.
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JUDGMENT -page 2
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Dated: January 14, 2012
Daniel Rizzo, IN Pro Per
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~ A..~v..o.~l
I hereby certify that on the/"th of 2012, I served by mail a true and
correct copy of Plaintiffs OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED
JUDGMENT on the following person:
James D. laRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. PiLEB 02~ O~A~. ~M.~~~__~~
JAN 25 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
PROPOSED JUDGMENT
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, at the request of the Court, a hearing will be
held regarding the proposed Judgment before the Honorable Timothy Hansen on the 14th day of
February, 2012, at the hour of3:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard at the Ada
County Courthouse located at 200 West Front Street, in Boise, Idaho.
DATED this 25th day of January, 2012.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
BY:~~
llffiSD:LaRue, Oft~rm
Attorneys for Defendants
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PROPOSED JUDGMENT - 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 25th day of January, 2012, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
--X- U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PROPOSED JUDGMENT - 2
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James D. LaRue
Craig R. Yabui
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
LaRue - ISB #1780
Yabui - ISB #7706
Attorneys for Defendant
NO. ~
A.M. FIl~.~Q;a
JAN 26 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC-1023300
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S
PROPOSED JUDGMENT
Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company ("State Farm"), erroneously named
State Farm Insurance Company, by and through its counsel of record, Elam & Burke, P.A.,
submits this Response to Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's Proposed Judgment, and seeks
entry of the Judgment submitted to the Court on January 12,2012, following entry ofthe Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order, filed on January 9, 2012.
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ANALYSIS
On or about January 17,2012, Plaintiff filed an Objection to Defendant's Proposed
Judgment, asserting three contentions why the proposed Judgment submitted by State Farm to
the Court on January 12,2012, should not be entered. Each contention will be addressed
separately below.
Plaintiff first contends that it is unfair and legally improper for State Farm to request
attorney's fees and costs having not made such a request in its Motion for Summary Judgment,
and that such a request gives Plaintiffno opportunity to argue the impropriety of the request
This contention is inaccurately based on an assumption that the proposed Judgment constitutes a
request for an award of attorney's fees and costs, when in fact the proposed Judgment provides
that "Attorney fees and costs of litigation respecting the claims asserted by Roger Daniel Rizzo,
ifany, will be assessed and ordered in a manner consistent with Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure." Had Plaintiff reviewed Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, he
would have known that it is only after a Judgment is entered that a request for attorney fees and
costs is timely, and if State Farm seeks an award of attorney fees and costs under Rule 54,
Plaintiff will have an opportunity to argue against such an award. Plaintiffs first contention is
wrong.
Plaintiff next contends that the proposed Judgment is legally improper and should be
denied because the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order directed State Farm to prepare a
form ofjudgment consistent with the opinion which did not mention attorney's fees and costs.
This contention, though facially accurate, is also wrong as it presumes that the prevailing party, a
status unknown until after the Court rules on the Motion for Summary Judgment, must seek
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JUDGMENT - 2
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attorney fees and costs in the underlying Motion. Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
provides that, at any time after a decision of the Court, but not later than fourteen (14) days after
entry ofjudgment, any party who claims costs may file and serve on adverse parties a
memorandum ofcosts, which may include seeking an award ofattorney fees. Such an award is
properly sought by and made only to a prevailing party - a status unknown until after the decision
of the Court is announced. Plaintiff's second contention is wrong.
Plaintiff's last contention appears entirely based on an emotional argument that it would
be a miscarriage ofjustice for the world's largest insurance company with total assets supposedly
approaching or exceeding a hundred billion dollars, a proposition not factually shown to be
accurate in the record, to be allowed to assert a claim ofentitlement to an award of its attorney
fees and costs from an individual claiming to believe that his claims were valid.1 Should State
Farm elect to seek an award of attorney fees and costs from Plaintiff, as provided by the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff will have an opportunity to file an objection to the request.
Whether such an award will be granted is within the discretion of the Court, the exercise of
which will include an opportunity for Plaintiff to demonstrate, and the Court to analyze, the
merits, or lack thereof, ofPlaintiff's claims.
1 Furthermore, even if Plaintiff's supposition regarding State Farm's total assets was correct, that
fact would be completely irrelevant to the Court's determination ofwhether attorney fees and costs
should be awarded and/or in what amount. See, e.g., I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) (setting forth the standard for
awarding attorney fees to the prevailing party); I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) (setting forth the factors in determining
the amount of an award of attorney fees).
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For the reasons stated above, State Farm requests that the Court enter an Order denying
Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's Proposed Judgment, and enter the Judgment provided on
January 12,2012.
DATED this I;)b day of January, 2012.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
~ ,• ~.IBy: I. M ..,<L_~
JamesIiLaRue, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d ~ day of January, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
~ U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
~ ...~Jwnes~
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JUDGMENT - 4
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Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
rogerrizzo47@yahoo.com
In Pro Per
::-:--F!!!!!"'!lI.e.....DY)"r""r'--
'--_IP.M~
JAN 272012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JAMIE RANDALL
DEPUTY
Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
) CASE NO.
) CV OC 1023300
)
)
) NOTICE OF APPEAL
) APPELLATE RULE 17
)
)
)
-------------)
NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE FARM
INSURANCE COMPANY, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 1
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1. The above named appellant, Roger Daniel Rizzo, appeals to the Idaho
Supreme Court against the above named respondent, State Farm
Insurance Company, from the JUDGMENT AND ORDERS listed
below.
The judge whom the motions at issue were brought before was District
Court Judge Timothy Hansen. The Honorable Judge Hansen also
presided over the motion hearings and entered the judgment and orders,
which are now under appeal.
2. The plaintiffhas a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
judgment and orders described below are appealable pursuant to Rule
11(a)(1) and 11(a) (3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules (LA.R.).
3. The plaintiff in the underlying lawsuit, Roger Daniel Rizzo, is
unemployable. Plaintiffwas involved in a horrible motor vehicle
accident over 16 years ago. During the accident, plaintiff suffered life
threatening injuries to multiple parts of his body, including sustaining
severe, traumatic brain injury. Plaintiffwas hospitalized for over six
months and almost all of the doctors who treated him told his family that
he would die.
Plaintiffhas been certified by physicians as one-hundred percent
disabled. His disability certification is permanent. He will remain one-
hundred percent disabled for the remainder of his life. (Documents
confIrming this infmnity will be attached to plaintiff's appellant brief.)
As a result of the acute injuries he sustained during his accident, plaintiff
Roger Daniel Rizzo has not been employed for compensation by any
employer since his horrible motor vehicle accident. Plaintiff also
experiences seizures and has sleep apnea. Both of these additional
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 2
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conditions also make him unemployable. (Documents confirming these
infmnities will be attached to plaintiff's appellant brief.)
Plaintiff survives economically on disability proceeds and social security
income. He could not afford to pay for Idaho counsel to represent him in
this matter so he is representing himself in Pro Se.
After reviewing the Idaho District Court - For the District of Idaho Pro
Se Handbook, plaintiff felt more comfortable about having to represent
himself in this lawsuit. One ofthe paragraphs in Chapter 1 of the
Handbook provides:
"The mission ofthe United States District and Bankruptcy Courts for the
District of Idaho is to provide an impartial and accessible forum for the
just, timely, and economical resolution of legal proceedings within the
jurisdiction of the courts, so as to preserve judicial independence,
protect individual ri2hts and liberties, and promote public trust and
confidence."
The defendant in this lawsuit, State Farm Insurance Company, is
represented by James D. LaRue and Craig R. Yabui of the Elam and
Burke, P.A. Law Firm. Defense counsel's address is 251 East Front
Street, Suite 300 P.O. Box 1539 Boise, Idaho 83701. Defense counsel's
telephone number is 343-5454. Defense counsel's fax number is 384-
5844. Neither of the attorneys representing State Farm Insurance
Company lists their e-mail addresses on pleadings, discovery, or motions
in the case.
4. Plaintiff intends to assert the following issues on appeal regarding
District Judge Timothy Hansen's judgment and orders in this litigation:
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 3
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JUDGMENT AND ORDERS APPEALED
A) District Judge Timothy Hansen's January 9, 2012 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER granting defendant's MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT (Please refer to paragraph 5 in Pro Per
Plaintiff's Affidavit.)
B) District Judge Timothy Hansen's upcoming JUDGMENT WITH
PREJUDICE dismissing Pro Per plaintiffRoger Daniel Rizzo's entire
lawsuit. (Please refer to paragraphs 6 and 7 in Pro Per Plaintiff's
Affidavit.)
C) District Judge Timothy Hansen's May 2, 2011 interlocutory order
denying Pro Per plaintiff's MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT
TO ALLEGE A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIM.
D) District Judge Timothy Hansen's May 2, 2011 interlocutory order
denying Pro Per plaintiff's MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT
TO ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR DIMUNITION IN VALUE OF
PLAINTIFF'S HOME.
E) District Judge Timothy Hansen's May 2, 2011 interlocutory order
denying Pro Per plaintiff's MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT
TO ALLEGE A CAUSE OF ACTION FOR PERSONAL INJURY
F) District Judge Timothy Hansen's March 15, 2011 interlocutory order
granting defendant's MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER.
5. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record.
6. The Pro Se appellant cannot afford and does not request a reporter's
transcript.
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 4
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7. The appellant requests that the following documents in the
clerk's record be copied and sent to the Supreme court in addition to
those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.:
a. Pro Per plaintiff's Opposition To Motion For Summary Judgment,
including all attached affidavits and exhibits;
b. District Judge Timothy Hansen's January 9, 2012 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER granting defendant's Motion for summary
judgment;
c. Pro Per plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint, including attached
affidavits and exhibits;
d. Pro Per Plaintiff's Reply Brief on Motion to Amend Complaint,
including attached affidavits and exhibits;
e. Pro Per Plaintiff's Supplemental Briefon Motion to Amend
Complaint, including attached affidavits and exhibits;
f. District Judge Timothy Hansen's May 2,2011 interlocutory order
denying Pro Per plaintiff's Motion To Amend The Complaint;
g. Pro Per plaintiff's Opposition To Motion For Protective Order,
including attached affidavits and exhibits;
h. District Judge Timothy Hansen's March 15,2011 interlocutory order
granting defendant's MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER.
8. I certify:
a. That the estimated fee for the preparation of the clerk's record has
been paid.
b. That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
c. That service has been made on the party required to be served
pursuant to Rule 20. Defendant's counsel's address is:
ELAM & BURKE, P.A,
251 EAST FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
BOISE, IDAHO 83701-1539
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 5
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Dated: This 26th day ofJanuary, 2012.
"fl.0i V- /) rAJf\wi. 'Rrz.!f)
oger Daniel Rizzo
In Pro Per
NOTICE OF APPEAL - page 6
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Vs.
Roger Daniel Rizzo,
Plaintiff
State Farm Insurance Company,
Defendant
Roger Daniel Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
938-1615
In Pro Per
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
) CASE NO.
) CVOC 1023300
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) ROGER DANIEL RIZZO
) APPELLATE RULE 17(L)
)
)
------------,)
Roger Daniel Rizzo, first being duly sworn, deposes, and states:
1) That service of the notice of appeal has been made upon the
reporter of the proceeding;
2) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated
fees for the preparation of the clerk's record;
3) That all appellate filing fees have been paid;
4) That service has been made on the attorneys representing State
Farm Insurance Company.
5) On January 26, 2012, one day before the Notice Of Appeal was
1
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filed, Pro Per Plaintiff was served with a legal document entitled
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PROPOSED JUDGMENT. The hearing is
scheduled for February 14,2012.
In essence, the court is delaying entering formal Judgment until the
above date or later. In the next paragraph in this Affidavit, Pro Per
plaintiff sets forth the reason why he believes the entry of formal
judgment in this case has been delayed.
Notwithstanding the fact that Pro Per plaintiff was first notified on
January 26,2012 that formal judgment has been delayed being filed
for almost three weeks, this delay should not impact this appeal.
This is because the court granted summary judgment as to each and
every cause of action in the complaint. In the conclusion of its
January 9, 2012 Memorandum Decision And Order, the court went
on to state:
"For the reasons set forth above, Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment is granted. Defendant is hereby directed to prepare a form
of judgment consistent with this opinion. IT IS SO ORDERED."
The District Court's Order on Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment should be considered a final judgment under Appellate
Rule 11 (a) for the following reasons:
a) On January 11, 2012, Pro Per Plaintiff received the court's
Memorandum Decision And Order in the mail. The Memorandum
Decision And Order was eleven pages long. In the conclusion of the
Order the court directed defense counsel to prepare the final
judgment in this case.
The court could have easily prepared and served upon the parties in
this action a simple one or two page judgment. Instead, Pro Per
Plaintiff has been delayed fifteen days in bringing this appeal.
2
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Delaying this appeal another 19 days would be extremely unfair to
Pro Per Plaintiff, especially since additional delays make it more
likely that plaintiff's home, which is insured by defendant, will be
flooded again and again.
b) Idaho Appellate Rule (a)(6) provides that an appeal as a matter of
right may be taken from:
"An order granting or denying a motion for judgment
notwithstanding the verdict."
In the immediate action, the court's Memorandum Decision And
Order is an order granting a motion for summary judgment. The
phrase "notwithstanding the verdict" is immaterial here because the
court's order referred to immediately above deprived the Pro Per
Plaintiff of trying a case in which a jury verdict could be rendered.
c) Appellate Rule 11(a)(1) refers to final judgments as defined in
IRCP 54(a). That section provides in part:
"A judgment shall state the relief to which a party is entitled on one
of more claims for relief in the action. Such relief can include
dismissal with without prejudice."
In essence, this is precisely what the court's Memorandum Decision
And Order is and the effect it will have in this case. It is Pro Per
Plaintiff's belief, as set forth in the paragraph below, that the
February 14, 2012 hearing will have nothing to do with the issues on
appeal here.
6) It is defendant's belief that the February 14, 2012 hearing has
been scheduled for reasons immaterial to this appeal. The hearing
supposedly focuses on the vague subject of the proposed judgment
which will be rendered following Defendant's Motion for Summary
3
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Judgment. It is Pro Per Plaintiff's opinion that the court's purpose in
holding this hearing is to arguably comply with IRCP 54(e) (5) and
(6), which relate to attorney's fees and costs.
In the conclusion of the court's Memorandum Decision And Order on
the motion, the court directed defendant's attorneys to prepare a
form of judgment consistent with the court's opinion. The defense
attorneys did prepare a judgment which went far beyond the court's
order. In their proposed judgment, defense attorneys requested
attorney's fees for the first time in their involvement in the entire
case.
Defendant did make such a request in its moving papers on its
Motion for Summary Judgment. Defendant did not make such a
request in its reply papers on its Motion for Summary Judgment.
Defendant did not request all its attorney's fees for the entire case in
any prior motion. Defendant did not make such a request at any
time.
Neither at the hearing of the Summary Judgment Motion nor in the
Memorandum Decision And Order did the court ever refer to the
subject of attorney's fees. In the above order, the court stated that
the judgment should be consistent with its opinion. The defense
councils' request for attorneys fees in the Proposed Judgment is
anything but consistent with the court's order.
Finall~ Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 54(d)(1)(D) and (F)
require the District Court to conclude that attorney's fees were
necessary, reasonably incurred, and are assessed in the interests
~ (emboldening and underlining added). Pro Per Plaintiff
anticipates that defense counsel will argue at the upcoming hearing
that it is just to require Pro Per Plaintiff to pay State Farm's
attorney's fees even though it is purportedly the largest insurance
company in the world and worth approximately 100 billion dollars
4
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(emboldening and underlining added). Pro Per Plaintiff anticipates
that defense counsel will argue that it is jyg to require Pro Per
Plaintiff to pay State Farm's attorney's fees even though plaintiff
cannot afford to even hire an attorney to represent him, is 100
percent disabled, and will never work again for compensation for
the remainder of his life(emboldening and underlining added). Pro
Per Plaintiff anticipates that defense counsel will argue that it is just
to require Pro Per Plaintiff to pay State Farm's attorney's even
though plaintiff has been insured by State Farm for years, has always
paid premiums on his policy, and unquestionably believes that his
insurer, State Farm, should pay for the extensive repairs needed at
his home occurring as a result of flooding which is covered under
the Homeowners Policy (emboldening and underlining added).
Pro Per Plaintiff filed an Objection To Defendant's Proposed
Judgment because it contained a request for attorney's fees in the
entire action. Pro Per Plaintiff made several arguments concerning
why such attorney's fees were unjustified. It is plainly logical to
conclude that the court has noticed the February 14, 2012 hearing
date to determine whether to order attorneys fees to be paid by Pro
Per Plaintiff or not. That is seeming compliance with IRCP 54(e)(5)
and (6).
Based on the history of motion rulings and orders the court has
entered in this litigation, Pro Per Plaintiff anticipates that he will be
ordered to pay State Farm all its attorneys fees for the entire action.
It has been Pro Per Plaintiff's experience to lose every significant
motion or matter before this court throughout this lawsuit. As a
result, several of the court's rulings are being appealed in addition to
the Summary Judgment Order.
7) Appellate Rule 17 (e)(2) provides as follows:
''A notice of appeal filed from an appealable judgment or order
5
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before formal written entry of such document shall become valid
upon the filing and the placing of the stamp of the clerk of the court
on such appealable judgment or order, without refiling the notice of
appeal."
Under this legal section, Pro Per Plaintiffs appeal of the actual
judgment in this case, even if such an appeal is deemed necessary,
should begin when the judgment is filed and the stamp of the clerk is
placed on the judgment. As was set forth above, any delay in the
District Court filing the actual judgment in this case should not
prevent Pro Per Plaintiff from proceeding with the other five out of
six orders being appealed.
Even if the Supreme Court rules that the entire appeal is premature,
this notice of appeal will not have to be refiled and will become valid
upon the filing and placing of the clerks stamp on the appealable
judgment.
Dated: January 27, 2012.
Roger Daniel Rizzo
-- -- --
I TINA SCOTTON
NOTARY PUBUC
: c¥flre)~ STATE OF IDAHO~
- -
-
-
-
--- l-ZV2Ol/
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on January 27, 2012 I personally served a true and
correct copy of Pro Per Plaintiff's NOTICE OF APPEAL AND THE
ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT on the following person:
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Boise, Idaho 83701-1538
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JAN 12 2012
Ada County e'er\<
NO.__-,.....-...,=,...- _
<l "5 ~ FILEDA.M. ./.J. P.M. _
FEB 15 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MIREN OLSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARlE RlZZO and ROGER DANIEL
RlZZO,
Case No. CV-OC-I023300
Plaintiffs,
JUDGMENT
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant.
The Court, having entered its Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant's Motion
for Summary Judgment on January 9, 2012, and the Court having previously entered its Order of
Dismissal dismissing all claims that are or could have been stated by or on behalf of Eva Marie
Rizzo in the Complaint filed on November 24,2010, and all claims that may be stated by or on
her behalf in any amendment thereto, with prejudice, on March 15,2011, therefore, entry of
Judgment concerning all claims against Defendant State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
(erroneously sued as State Farm Insurance Company) is now proper.
JUDGMENT-l
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Accordingly, JUDGMENT is hereby entered under the standards of Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 56, DISMISSING Plaintiff Roger Daniel Rizzo's Amended Complaint against State
Farm Fire and Casualty Company, in its entirety, and WITH PREJUDICE.
Attorney fees and costs of litigation respecting the claims asserted by Roger Daniel
Rizzo, if any, will be assessed and ordered in a manner consistent with Rule 54 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
r~~DATED this.!!ii:!=.. day of Jim! ,2012.
-
Timoth~
District Judge
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
. F~.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of lanuary 2012, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Roger D. Rizzo
1583 North Sundown Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
James D. LaRue
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
JUDGMENT- 2
)0 U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile Transmission
)LJ U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
,\i1T"u'Y!lAi.rn·1 T .,
..", -u-lJ J1111;a.,:,..~.1 e ransmlSSlon
.... ~\ p • v Cl ',-DIS~O~;~·..:'(:~
.. a. 0.1 ::S"fA~CJ: ~ 't~ \ ~ :.
oBy:~~~~~.ll3-~~~+- _
Del\J.~~Jerk ,,1\\\0 ""i E
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO,
Supreme Court Case No. 39611
Plaintiff,
and
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-Respondent.
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course ofthis action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 4th day of April, 2012.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO,
Supreme Court Case No. 39611
Plaintiff,
and
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-Respondent.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
APR 0 4 2012
ROGER D. RIZZO
APPELLANT PRO SE
EAGLE, IDAHO
Date of Service:
--------
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
JAMES D. LARUE
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
BY~~U- /
Deputy CIefk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EVA MARIE RIZZO,
Supreme Court Case No. 39611
Plaintiff,
and
ROGER DANIEL RIZZO,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-Respondent.
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
27th day of January, 2012.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
1
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